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Physics. - Circuits for the measurement of resistance. (20th com
munication from the " VAN DER WAALS-Fund"). By P. GEELS and 
A. MICHELS. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. v. D. WAALS JR.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 17, 1927). 

From the calculations in the literature of circuits for resistance measure
ment, it is very difficult to obtain a good survey of the best circuit, of 
the maximum obtainable accuracy etc. This is a result of the use of. 
either a very special method of derivation for special cases, or a method 
which, although generally applicable, is so long that the physical meaning 
is obscured. 

An attempt has therefore been made to find a method, which was 
comparative and applicabIe to all circuits in use and which, because of 
its simplicity, would enable the best circuit to be chosen without muc:h 
calculation. 

Ta this end use. has been made of five rules, which have been applied 
singly by various writers, but which have never been used as a com
plete set. Long derivations resulting from the application of the general laws 
for the division of currents, may be avoided by the use of these rules. 

These five rules are: 
1. The current in a resistance g is equal to the algebra ic sum of the 

currents found to exist in g when the electromotive forces in the 
resistance net are considered separately. (law of superposition). 

This rule is a direct consequence of KIRCHHOFF'S laws. 
2. Every resistance R in a current net may be replaced by an E.M.F. 

equal to iR (i being the current in R), without the currents in the net 
being altered. 

This rule is also a direct consequence of KIRCHHOFF'S laws. 
SCHUSTER 1) has pointed out that it was useful in the determination 

of the maximum sensitivity of a resistance measurement, but he made 
no . special application of the rule. 

3. The current ig resulting from an E.M.F. E in R is equal to iR. 
resulting from the same E.M.F. E in g. 

This rule has been suggested by MAXWELL 2), amongst others, and 
has been applied by F. E. SMITH to the calculation of the sensitivity 
of THOMSON'S Bridge. 3) 

1) Phil. Mag. 1895. 15. 
2) Electr. a . Magn. 1904. Vol. 1 page 401. 
3) Brit. Ass. Report 1906. page 107. 
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4. If the conditions in a resistance net are such. that an E.M.F. in R 
leaves the link g without current. then the current ig. resulting from a 
second arbitrary E.M.F. brought into the net. is independent of R 
(ROSEN' s rule) 1). 

5. A new rule: 
If the conditions in a resistance net are such. that the algebraic sum 

of two currents in gl and g2 remains equal to 0 with an E.M.F. E in 
R. th en the current i g, + ig , resulting from a second arbitrary E.M.F. 
brought into the net is independent of R. 

This rule may be easily derived from the above. 
As it is intended that the formulae derived should indicate which 

circuit offers the most sensitive possibility of measurement. it is obviously 
necessary to consider the galvanometers as used under the most suitable 
conditions. It will be supposed that the resistance of the windings for 
a given winding space may be chosen in the case of a needIe galvano~ 
meter (e.g. shielded galvanometer). and that the magnetic field of a 
rotating coil galvanometer is so adjusted. as is the usual practice. that 
a deflection is obtained within the aperiodic limits. 

In the first case the current sensitivity of the galvanometer is given 
by the formula. 

wh ere g represents the resistance of the galvanometer and ;0 the sensi~ 
tivity when g = 1. 

In the second case 

where Ro is the substitution resistance of the resistance . net from the 
terminals of the galvanometer. plus the resistance of the galvanometer 
itself. and ;0' the galvanometer sensitivity when Ro = 1. 

The electrical sensitivity of a resistance measurement is determined 
by the following problem: 

given a resistance R. how small may dR oe made for the method of 
measurement to still distinguish between Rand R + dR? 

N ow. according to the second of the above rules. the effect of dR 
may be replaced by the effect of an E.M.F. e = i dR. and theoretically 
it should be possible to make this any arbitrary amount for a given dR 
by increasing i. The value of i however. is limited by secondary cori~ 
ditions. chiefly the heating of the wire or Peltier effect. 

This i must therefore occur as explicitly as possible in the formulae 
derived in order to facilitate their comparison. The other resistances of 
the circuit. usually consisting of resistance boxes. etc.. will not as a rule 
be so restricted. Their temperature coefficient is small and îhey can be 

I) Oefvers. k. Vetensk. Ak. Förhandl. 1887. page 203. 
2) JAEGER. Messtechnik. 

36* 
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placed in oil baths (standard resistances) in order to diminish disturbing 
influences. 

The derivation will also give. with the various methods of measure~ 
ment. a means of obtaining a simple survey of the (already known) 
presence or absence of the influence of the leads and of the influence 
of eventual alterations in the resistances of these leads (e.g. temperature 
effects). 

The above considerations may be applied to some of the more im~ 
portant circuits, 

Commencing from 

WHEATSTONE'S Bridge. 

th k d 't' f 'I'b ' r) r3 l't ' e nown con llons 0 eqUll rlUm - = -. IS 
r2 r4 

first necessary 10 calculate the current ig 
resulting from an alteration dr). 

According to rule 2. dr) may be re~ 
placed by an E.M.F .• e = i)dr). From 

R rul es 1 and 4 applied successively. E and 
R may be left out of consideration. The 
E.M.F. e is th en placed in g and i) 
calculated (Rule 3). The required ig is 
then obtained immediately 

where k) -: r3~2 ~r4) = 1; the substitution resistance of the net from 
r) r2 r3 ri 

the point of view of the terminals of the galvanometer. 
Substituting r2 = n rJo r3 = m r) and r4 = n m r) in accordance with W. 

JAEGER. then 

, i) dr) n 
19 = + nrt (m + I) . n + 1 . 

g n + 1 

For maximum sensitivity let i) = im•x. (im). 
Let q; be the deflection of the needIe galvanometer resulting from d rt. 

then 

-l: im dr) Vil n 
q; - ~o + nrt (m + I) n + 1 

g ~-I-

(I) 
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From (I) it is seen that cp increases with increasing n and with 
decreasing m. Hence if n ) > 1 and m < < 1 the best limiting value is given by 

_~ im drl V g 
cp- 0 g + rl • 

also for a maximum it is found that g = 1;, and in general 

whence 

nll (m + I) 
g= n+1 

If lP is the deflection of a moving coil galvanometer the equations 
become 

. d V +nrl (m+l) 
lm rl g . d 

lP = ~o n + 1 . _ n_ = ~o lm rl • _n_. (2) 
+ nrl (m + I) n + 1 1/ + nrdm + 1) n + 1 

g n+l Vg 
n+l 

and taking n > > 1 and m < ( I, the limiting value becomes 

THOMSON'S Bridge. 

THOMSON'S Bridge is given as a first example of the extension of 
~----"~-:a.,..,' I,- WHEATSTONE'S Bridge in order 

to e1iminate the resistance of the 
necessary leads. 

Q 

E. 

g'2 Fig. 2 gives the circuit of a 
THOMSON's Bridge where ala2blb2 
and a'l a' 2 b'l b' 2 represent the 
connections of the measured rl and 
the comparison resistance r2' 

Fig. 2. 
This is immediately seen on breaking 

g and investigating the potential difference between Pand Q. If it is 
possible to make the ratios of the resistances with a sufficient order of 
accuracy then rl may be expressed in terms of r; r3 and r,.. The theory 
of the sensitivity of this circuit mayalso be simplified with the aid of 
the current laws. 
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Commencing from the condition that ~=~ =~, the deflection of the 
f iS f2 f4 

galvanometer g when f, ~ f, + df, is first calculated. df, may be 

replaced by an E.M.F. e = i, df,. As ~. = ~ =~, an E. M. F. k and R 
f ,s f2 f4 

will have no influence on ig. It is therefore possible to choose arbitrary 
values for Rand k for the calculation of ig resulting from e in f,; 

therefore let R = oe and k = O. 
THOMSON' s Bridge then reduces to a very simple circuit from which 

E 
Fig. 3. 

it follows immediately that, as far as the 
Sensitivity is concerned, the bridge is equi~ 
valent to a WHEATSTONE'S Bridge wh ere 

g is increased by a 
fa n 

resistance t-
ft< - f j3 

(see fig. 3). 
From this it is also clearly seen what 

resistances must be chosen in order to obtain 
a maximum sensitivity of the bridge. As far 
as concerns the self induction, k mayalso 
be short circuited and R broken (Rule 4) 

when a moving coi! galvanometer is used. It is seen th at f, and f ,3 have 
a prejudicial influence on the sensitiv.ity of the measurements. 

The formula may be simplified by }AEGER's method by substituting 

_ é im df, Vg: n 
-';0 n n + l' 

g + f, (m + I'" + 1) n + 1 

From a simple determination of the conditions for a maximum cp it 
follows that 

n 
g = , = f, (m + I'" + 1) n + 1 

whence 

_ ~ ==I=·m=d=f=, ====:= 
cp- 0 1/ n+l 

2 V f,(m+l"'+l)-n-

with the most favourable limit being when m < < I, I'" < < 1 and n) > I, 
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which. of course. reduces to the same as that of the WHEATSTONE's 
Bridge. namely 

Equation (2) for a moving coil galvanometer becomes 

im dCI -V 9 + Cl (m + ft + 1) n ~ 1 n 
lp =;0 ---'---------n-----'---- . n + 1 

9 + Cl (m + ft + 1) n + 1 

_ é im dCI _n_ 
- <';0 -V n . n + 1 

9 + Cl (m + ft + 1) n + 1 

with the most favourable limit when m < < 1 and ft <. ( 1 and n > > 1. 

Wh en the secondary physical conditions (e.g. the influence of the 
leads) do not all ow of the best circuit being obtained. then the formulae 
are a complete guide to the most satisfactory solution. 

The following considerations refer to the exclusion of the leads. Alte~ 
rations in al a'l b2 b' 2 can have no influence on ig. as an E.M.F. in k 
and R during the regulating of the resistances. has no effect on the 
galvanometer. 

The influence of alterations in bi and b'l may be diminished by making 
C3 and Ci large. and alterations in a2 and a' 2 may likewise be diminished 
by making Ca and CI3 large with respect to k. in other words by making 
ia and i~ small in respect to i l (this is also at the expense of the 
sensitivity). 

Secand extensian of WHEATSTONE's Bcidge. 

A further extension of WHEATSTONE's Bridge. also servin,g to eliminate 
the influence of the leads. but less known than THOMSON'S Bridge. 
(JAEGER only mentions this circuit) is given in Fig. 4. al . ... b' 2 again 
represent the leads of the measuring and comparison resistances Cl and 
C3 respectively. 

Wh en Ca = ~ = ~ then. by the same reasoning as used with THOMSON's 
CI3 C3 Ci 

Bridge. ig = O. If it is possible to regulate the ratios of the resistances 
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with complete accuracy (this is not alone determined by ig = 0) then 
rl may be expressed in terms of r2 r3 and r4' 

TI 

E 
Fig. 4. 

The sensitivity of this bridge may be 
obtained as before by substituting an 
E.M.F. e = i l drl for drl' Also from rule 
4, R may be broken for the current in 
g caused bye. When k is made as 
small as possible (thus k = bi + b2) th en 
it is at once seen that the sensitivity is 
practically the same as that of WHEAT~ 
STONE's bridge and therefore independent 
of ra and r i• • Reference is therefore 
made to the previous deriviations. It is 
clear that alterations to bi and b' I will 
have no influence, as the E.M.F. in k 

has no influence on ig , and alterations in a2 and a' 2 are eliminated 
as ig is always sm all compared to 
the measuring current. Alterations 
in b2 and b' 2 may be diminished 
by making ra. + r ij large compared 
to k. 

The advantages of the elimination 
of the leads by the THOMSON Bridge 
and by the second extension of 
WHEATSTONE'S Bridge may be 
combined and extended to a circuit 
such as in Fig. 5. 

The 

r~ 

rb 

potentiometer 

EI 

T3 

n 

[2 
Fig. 6. 

in its 

Fig. 5. 

Potentiometer. 

simplest form is given in Fig. 6, and in 
practice r6 = 0 and in a nul~adjust~ 

ment ig also = O. When rl ~ rl + drl 

it is required to know the value 
of ig. 

drl may be replaced by an E.M.F. 
e = i l drl' EI and E2 may be neglected 

r~ according to rule 1 in the calculation 
of ig , which is then obtained by 
placing e in g and calculate the current 
in rl' From the known division of 

currents in shunts it is found at once that 

(3) 
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in which r3 r!.-+ ~. according to the def1nition, may he represented 
r3 + r4 rl + r5 

hy C, the suhstitution resistance of the net outside g. In order to ohtain 
a greater sensitivity of the measurement and for other practical reasons 
r5 > > rl' As a f1rst approximation. equation 3 then hecomes 

. il drl 
%9= -----"--'---

+r+~ 
g I r3 + r4 

If a needIe galvanometer is used 

I: il drl V g 
q;=r;;o 

+ + r3 r .. 
g rl ---

r3 + r4 

The necessary condition of a maximum for q; is found to he that 

whence 

I: il drl 
q;=r;;o -----;======= 

2 1/ rl +~~ 
V r3 + r4 

When a moving coil galvanometer is used 

For the sensitivity of the measurement it is therefore necessary to make 
r3 r .. 

- - - as small as possihle. But the potential difference in r3 is equal 
r3 + r4 
to that in rl' and hence if i3 is not to he made too large (in relation 
to current alterations and temperature influences) then r3 has a minimum 
value. Also r.. cannot he made too small. as it is used to adjust the 

potential difference. Hence it is seen this in general r+3 r~ will not differ 
r3 r .. 

much in order from rl' 
The known properties of the potentiometer as far. as concerns the 

exclusion of the influence of alterations to the potential leads again 
follow from the general principles developed. 

KOHLRAUSCH'S Differential method with over~lapping shunts. 

In the calculation of the sensitivity of this circuit it is understood 
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that a differential moving coi! galvanometer is used. For the differential 
needie galvanometer reference is made to W. JAEGER I). 

It will be understood that, with a current sensitivity ~ of the differen~ 
tial galvanometer, a deflection rp will be obtained, wh en the algebraic 
sum of the galvanometer currents ig, and ig, is equal to unit current 
strength, on the supposition that equal currents in the two coils pro duce 
equal torques (ig1 and ig. are given the same sign as they both give 
couples in the same direction). 

If the galvanometer is outwardly closed by a resistance, then the 
rotation of coil will produce induction currents in the windings, which 
will result in a dam ping of the deflection. For accurate measurements, 
care must be taken th at the magnetic field is so adjusted th at a deflection 
is obtained within the aperiodic limit. If the two galvanometer windings 
are independently closed by shunt r, then, in complete agreement with 
a normal galvanometer, ~ will be proportional to V r + g. 

Let r + g = Ro and ~ = ~o when ho = 1 then ~ = ~o V Ro. 
Figure 7 gives KOHLRAUSCH' s circuit, the special current commutation 

being omitted as this is of no · importance for the calculation of the 
sensitivity (galvanometer currents of the same sign are represented in 
the figure). 

When the measuring resistances rl and r2 are equal. then, with an 
B.M.F. in r2 and r4 the deflection of the differentialmanometer = 0 
(JAEGER showed that, when gl ~ g2 similar currents in gl and g2 resulted 
in an unbalanced coupie, but the deflection 1jJ remained constant af ter 
commutating). 

~l 

I 
fl 

r~ 

f3 

IJ 
( I' 

E 
Fig. 7. 

CF 

J I 
n 

Y' 
ft fZ 

Fig. 8. 

For the sensitivity of the measurement it is of importance to know 
1jJ wh en rl ~ rl + drl (1jJ being originally zero). The alteration in resist~ 
ance drl may be replaced by an E.M.F. e = i l drl' From rule 2, E 
may be omitted in the calculation of ig , + ig ,. Then from rule 5, r4 may 
be broken and r2 short circuited, the galvanometer remaining within 
the aperiodic limits. The induction B.M.F.'s produced by the rotation 
of the coil have, accorcling to rule 5. equal influences in ig,+ ig •• and 

I) Messtechnik. 
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thus cause the original damping. The circuit may therefore be simplified 
to Figure 8. It is th en found immediately th at 

. + . . e i l drl 
19, 19, =lg, = rl + g=~+ g 

whence 



Physics. - The Behaviour of thick walled Cylinders under High Pressures. 
By A. MICHELS. (23 rd Communication of the "VAN DER WAALS 
Fund".) (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS Jr.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of May 26, 1928). 

§ 1. Introduction. The importance of research at high pressures. 

After metals have been subjected to a mechanical treatment by the 
application of ei th er a compression, tension or shear, in which the yield point 
has been passed, they show, in generaI. an alteration in their physical 
proper ties and their streng th is found to have increased. 

There is reason to believe that the effect of the mechanica I treatment is 
a complicated phenomenon, and it is suggested that the who Ie phenomenon 
be called "Strengthening" 1 ). 

The influence of strengthening has not as yet been introduced into the 
usual theories of thick wa lIed tubes. The question therefore arises as to 
whether it is possible to increase the range of obtainable pressures by a 
proper aPI?lication of this phenomenon. 

BRIDGMAN has made measurements up to pressures of 20.000 atms. and 
just above these pressures, the study of certain physical properties becomes 
of great importance. 

The theory of BORN, for example, has indicated that the farces in the 
space lattice of certain ionic crystals such as NaCI. are of the order of 
200 Kilo per mm 2, which corresponds to a pressure of 20.000 Atms. 2) and 
it would therefore be of great interest to investigate the influence of forces, 
which are of the same order and greater than those in thc space lattices. 

The study of ot her physical properties, such as the compressibilities of 
liquids and solids, under pressures higher than so far obtained, is also of 
great interest. The researches of P. W. BRIDGMAN have shown that the 
compressibility of liquids may be divided in two parts: a liquid is usually 
very compressible for the first 2000-3000 Atms. but above this pressure 
the compressibility falls oH rapidly and becomes sm all and constant. 
BRIDGMAN suggests that the molecules become close packed during the first 
part of the compression, and that, when this packing is completed, only the 
molecules themselves can be compressed. In agreement with this hypothesis, 
solids do not show the first part of the compressibility. 

It is now of importance to see whether the molecules are really 
compressible, and if so what is the final result. Will there be an actual 

1) Ann. d. Physik, (4) 8S, 770 (1928). 
2) See also the publications of A. lOFFE c.s.: Zs. f. Phys. 31, 286, 1924; Zs. f. Phys. 

3S, 442, 1926; Proc. of the Int. Congress of Applied Mechanics (1925) 64. 
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deformation of the electron paths? In this connection contact is thus mad,
with geo- and astro-physical problems 1). 

Another important research is the continuation of the curve found by 
BRIDGMAN for the influence of pressure on the electrical conductivity of 
certain metals. The resistance of Potassum, for example, is reduced to a 
quarter of its original value at a pressure of 12.000 Atms. and the resistanc~ 
tends to continue to decrease. Will a minimum be found as in the case of 
Caesium or will a supra-conductive state be reached ? It is also possible that 
the curve will be found to be asymptotic to the pres su re axis, but no sign of 
a minimum can to be seen in the curves already obtained. 

Something similar is to be found in the thermal conductivity of liquids 
at 12.000 Atms. and BRIDGMAN has found that the thermal conductivity of 
certain liquids at th is pressure is three times that at 1 atmosphere. 

A summary of the phenomena in which study at high pressures is of 
great interest, was published three years ago by P. W. BRIDGMAN 2). 

§ 2. The stresses in the walls of thick cylinders under 
high pressures. 

The stress curve in the material of a thick wa lIed cylinder, when placed 
under pressure is of ten depicted as shown in Fig. 1. 

When the maximum stress, which in th is case lies inside the cylinder, 
surpasses the yield point, yielding will occur with a corresponding 
deformation and the stress curve will be given by Fig. 2. The material is 

Fig. I. Fig. 2. 

strained above the yield point between A and B, but remains below it 
between Band C. When the breaking stress is passed at A, the material 
will break. 

It will not be possible to apply this explanation if the strengthening is 
taken into account. 

It is to be expected that the strengthening will be determined by 

1) See P. W. BRIDGMAN: "The breakdown of atoms at High Pressures". Phys. Rev. 
(2) 29, 180 (1927). 

2) Certain Aspects of High Pressure Research. Journ. Franklin. Inst. 200, H7 (1925). 
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conditions under which the yielding it occurs. A homogeneous strengthening 
is to be expected only when the yielding of each point of the wall occurs 
under the same stresses. 

Our knowledge of the mechanics of breaking is not sufficient to 
determine the stress es under which the material begins to yield and th en to 
break, but some indication may be obtained of what is happening in the 
walls of a tube strained above the yield point. 

Assume that the mater ia I has yielded to the point B (Fig. 2). 
The radial pressure a t B can be considered as a result of the forces acting 

from the middle, or it may be calculated from the forces of reaction acting 
from the outside of the point considered. 

As, however, yielding has occurred in the inner layers, the forces can no 
longer be calculatecl from the first conception, and resource must be made to 
the second. 

The division of the forces in the annular ring outside B may he calculated 
by the same method as for a tube, which has never been strained above the 
yield point. For this case the tangential and radial forces are given by the 
expressions : 1) 

St = C(:2+ ~2) (I) 

where C is an integration constant, which in the case considered is given by 

e = radius of observed point. 
R2 r 2 

C=PR2 -2 -r 

p = pressure. 
2 R = extern al diameter. 
2 r = internal diameter. 

These expressions will hold for the forces at a given point until the yield 
point is reached. 

Although it is not known which of the forces (or what function of the 
forces) must reach a critica I value before yielding occurs, it is possible to 
consider the problem further by making one of two simple assumptions. 

If it is assumed that yielding is determined by the value of S t then it 
is simple to express the radial force at the moment wh en yielding begins, 
as a function of e by eliminating C : 

R2-e2 
Sr = - R2 + e2 Stk 

where Stk is the critica I tangential ten sion which determines the yield point. 
As a first approximating Stk may be considered constant. Fig. 3 then 
gives the radial force Sr at each point of the cross section at the moment 
that the tangential force reaches the value S tk at th at point, and yielding 
commences. The strengthening with therefore not occur from a uniform 

1) See A. MICHELS. Ann. d. Physik, (4) 73, 617, (1924). These va1ues follow simply from 
dS, 

the expression St-Sa-X dx = 0, where Sa = 0. 
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Sr and will therefore not be expected to be uniform over the whole 
diameter. 

Preliminary 
strengthening 
cylinder. 

experiments have justified these suppositicJns. The 
probably decreases in extent towards the outside of the 

If the idea of a "critical breaking force" 1) is introduced for every point 
of the tube, as that force which cannot be surpassed even in the 
strengthened material without a break occurring, then this critical force 
will be dependent on the degree of strengthening. 

The degree of strengthening and the value of the internal forces cannot 
be calculated from material constant data, and therefore it a impossible to 
describe the exact behaviour of the phenomena. 

Figs. 1 and 2 may be modified to represent the forces in the material at 
a determined moment just before a break occurs. As the strengthening 
at A will be greater than at B, the difference in slope between A and B 
will be still greater. If the strengthening is continued until C the curve will 
become continuous. 

If it is assumed that this has actually happened, th en the curve of the 
critical breaking force after the strengthening may be represented by 
C-D in Fig. 4, and that of the forces present by A-D. In this case the 

o 

t-------IB 

Fig. 3. Fig. 1. 

critical force will be surpassed on the outside before it is on the inside and 
a cylinder, in which this division of the stresses is present, will burst from 
the outside. 

A division of the stresses as supposed above will be expected in a 
material with a large difference between the breaking and yielding points. 
The yielding can then continue for an longer time in the inside and can 
reach the outer surface. 

On the other hand a material with a division of forces such as shown in 
Fig. 5 will burst from the inside. This is therefore to be expected in a 
material with only a smaII difference between the breaking and yielding 
points and a smaII elongation. 

I) Here also it is not possible to decide whether this is due to a tensile or to a shear 
force, owing to the lack of knowledge of the theory of breaking. 
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It is also possible for both phenomena to occur almost, or exactly, at the 
same time as shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5. Fig. 6. 

The second assumption that could have been made, is that the shear~force 
is the determining factor. A similar derivation may be made or the 
assumption that yielding occurs when the shear force exceeds a certain 
critical value S sk . 

Since the maximum shear~force is half the difference between the two 
ma in stresses, it may be represented as : 

S •. m.= 1/2 (St-Sr) 
The derivation may be then made in an exactly similar manner to that 

given above. 
The elimination of C and the substitution in (1) gives for the axial 

stress under which shearing occurs : 

Sr = Ssk ( 1 - ;;2) 
which gives a curve as shown in Fig. 7. 

-e 
I I 
I I 

I 
Srl 

Fig. 7. 

(II) 
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The most satisfactory material for the obtaining of high pressures must 
therefore be such that the strengthening is as large and can work as far 
as possible through the material. A material of sufficient criticàl strength 
in which the forces are distributed as in Fig. 6 will therefore be the best 
for high pressure construction. 

§ 3. Experimental. 

Certain experiments have heen made on the basis of the above 
considerations 1). 

As so little was known of the degree of strengthening, the exact 
dimensions and properties of the materials used will not be given as the 
experiments Were developed as they were made. 

A commencement was made with a cylinder such as Fig. 8 of a material 
which had a large difference between the yielding and breaking points and 
a big elongation and which was therefore expected to burst Erom the outside. 

The cylinder was closed at one end and the whole carefuIly polished. 
A piston was ground in with as much play as would 
ensure that the piston would not jam in the cylinder, 
owing to the radial expansion when pressure was 
applied. The cylinder was WIed with as thin an oil as 
possible and the piston pushed into the cylinder by 
means of a calibrated hydraulic press. In order to 
re duce the leak, the first 6.000 Atms. were applied 
as quickly as possible. The pressure increased the 
viscosity of the oil and therefore diminished the leak. 
The pressure was then increased until the material 
began to yield. In order to assure that the friction 

Fig. 8. was not too great, the load was of ten decreased in 
order to see if the piston folIowed the movement of the press. In this way 
it was shown that the friction did not rise above 2 %. As the load was 
known to 1 % the pressure could be calculated accurately enough from 
the load and the diameter of the piston. 

A break occurred on the outside of the cylinder at 29.000 Atms., the 
burst being 2' mm wide (Fig. 10). 

Owing to the expansion of the material, the pressure feIl and the cylinder 
was not burst through as was shown by the fact that it still held a pressure 
of 13.000 Kilo. A material was then chosen with the same yielding and 
breaking limits, but with a somewhat smaller elongation and a break was 
obtained as shown in Fig. 11. 

1) Shortly after the above had been written, the author's attention was drawn to a 
publication of p, W. BRIDGMAN, in the Proceedings of the 2nd International Congress 
for Applied Mechanics Zurich, 1926, in which he states that he has reached 40.000 Kilo 
per cm2 in steel tubes. He also mentions that he obtained a burst on the outside with 
some specimens of steel, but he gives no explanation of this. 

37 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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A material of greater elongation gave a burst as shown in Fig. 12. 
Fig. 9 gives a case in which the break occurred at both si des at once. Such 
a material must give the highest pressures. 

Fig. 9. Fig. 10. 

By raising the initiaI strength with the same elongation a material was 
obtained which held a pressure of 35.000 atms. 

Another difficulty then developed, the soIution to which has only just 
come into sight. 

Fig. 11. Fig. 12. 

Up to the present the material of the piston had been chosen arbitrarily 
and a hardened chrome-nickel steel used, but it appeared that the high 
pressure load was becoming too great for this steel and several times the 
piston broke at 35.000 Atms. into small pieces 2-3 mm3 in size. This 
was not the result of a bending force, for, although the piston was only 
1 Y2 cm out of the cylinder, it was broken over the whole Iength and 
therefore over the six and more cms in the cylinder. 

It is not possible to predict how high a pressure will be obtainable . 
It appears from our results that to obtain the highest pressures the 

greater the ratio 8, the greater must be the difference between the yielding 
r-

and breaking points. The few experiments made do not yet justify the 
communication of a functionaI relation, and it is therefore not yet possible 
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to say which steels are the best for high pressure construction. As has 
been mentioned above, it has not been found possible to burst the later 
cylinders but it is hoped that it will be possible to communicate shortly 
some more definite facts. 

Prom the experiments it appears, as may be seen from the photographs, 
that the bursts from the inside are in the nature of shears, whilst those 
from the outside are due to ten sion. This may be dependent on thefact that 
in the inside where the bore is small compared to the outside diameter, 

Ssmax=St whilst on the outside Smax= 1/2 St. 
This result may perhaps bring further light on to the theory of the 

bursting. 

The author is indebted to the Minister of war and to the Director of the Artillery 
Arsenal at Hembrug for permission to carry out these experiments in the Metallographic 
Laboratory of the Arsenal. 

He is also indebted to D. VAN DEN BERG and to Dr. P. SCHOENMAKER of the 
Laboratory for their advice and collaboration. 

The experimental cylinders were prepared in this Laboratory. 

37* 



Chemistry. - Osmosis of ternary liquids. Experimental part 111. By 
F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS and B. C. VAN BALEN WALTER. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of May 26. 1928). 

In the preceding communications (Exp. land 11) we have discussed 
the apparent osmosis of some systems; now we shall consider their real 
osmosis. viz. the directions in which the substances pass through the 
membrane. etc. 

First we shall briefly indicate in what way we have determined the 
point of intersection So of two conjugated . chords. For this purpose we 
imagine the points a and b on the one branch of a path and the points 
a' and 1/ on the other branch. We represent the composition of the 
liquid a by: 

X a quant. of X + Ya quant. of Y + (1 - X a - Ya) quant. of W 

and that of the liquid a' by: 

X'a quant. of X + y'a quant. of Y + (1 - xa - y'a) quant. of W 

In order to represent the composition of the liquids band b' we 
imagine the index a to be replaced by b. 

The equation of the straight line. running through a and b is: 

y ~ ~-~- X a (1) 
Ya - yb Xa - Xb 

We now put: 

h = fl Xa + ya . 

We now may substitute (1) by: 

y=-flX+h 

The equation of the line a' b' is: 
, , 

Y-Ya _ X-X a 
, , --x' -,-

Ya -yb a -Xb 

We now put: 

h' = fl' Xa + y'a 

We now may substitute (4) by: 

Y = - fl' X + h'. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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The equations (3) and (6) now define the x and y of the point of 
intersection s of the two chords; we find: 

h -h' 
x=-, (7) 

1-'-1-' 

af ter which we find y from (3) or (6). 
If we represent the angle formed by the chord a band the negative 

direction of the X~axis by cp th en I-' = tg cp; besides we see that h is 
the part cut off the Y~axis by the chord a b. For 1-" and h' the same 
is valid with respect to the chord a' b'. 

We also see that we may substitute the index a by b in the values 
of hand h' of (2) and (5). 

Now we began by determining I-' and 1-" and afterwards hand h' 
with the help of (2) and (5). afterwards x with the help of (7) and y 
with (3) or (6); then we knew the composition : 

x quant. of X + y quant. of Y + (1-x-y) quant. of W 

of the diffused mixture and consequently the position of the point so. 

We shall just illustrate this deduction with an example; for th is purpose 
we take the points 5 and 6 of the path of system V; we find it drawn 
schematically in fig. 1 Exp. I. It follows from table V: 

Xs = 7.312 Ys = 7.620 Xs = 19.347 y's = 1.070 
x6=9.188 Y6=7.255 x6=17.627 y'6=1.408 

in which all concentrations are expressed in procents. From ·(2) and (5) 
follows: 

I-' = 0.19456 

and afterwards for hand h': 

h = 9.043 

With the aid of (7) we now find: 

1-"=0.19651 

h'=4.872. 

x= - 2139. 

From (3) or (6) now follows: y = 425. As the concentrations have 
been expressed in procents. the W~amount is not 1 - x- y. now. but 
100 - x - y or 100 + 2139 - 425 = 1814. Consequently the composition 
of the diffused mixture is: 

- 2139 Ofo X + 425 Ofo Y + 1814 % W (8) 

The diffused mixture is situated. therefore. in field IV (fig. 1. Gen. 111). 
From the position of this point So with respect to the points 5 and 6. 

it appears that liquid 5 gives off th is mixture; 50 we know that on 
part 5.6 of the path the mixture diffuses towards the right. 

As the mixture contains negative quantity of X and a positive 
quantity of Y and W. this results for the directions. in which the 
substances pass through the membrane. 

X Y W (9) 
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N ow we can also find the composition of the diffused liquid. For it 
appears from (8) that the substances X. Y and W have diffused through 
the membrane in the ratio: 

2139 : 425 : 1814 

If we now consider only the quantities and not the directions we 
see th at : 

2139 + 425 + 1814 = 4378 

quantities have passed through the membrane; consequently the compo~ 
si ti on of the diffused liquid is: 

48.9 Ofo X + 9.7 Ofo Y + 41.4 Ofo W . (10) 

Consequently we find: the liquid which has passed through the mem~ 
brane in the time during which the system passes along part 5. 6 of 
the path. consists of 48.9 % of X which diffuse towards the left. and of 
9.7 % of Yand 41,4% of W which diffuse towards the right. Sa a 
greater volume goes through the membrane towards the right than 
towards the left. 

It appears from the values of IJ- and IJ-' in (2) and (5) that numerator 
and denominator are usually sm all ; a small mistake in the determination 
of the concentrations may sometimes cause a large mistake in IJ- and IJ-' 
and consequently in the position of the point 50' 

For this reason the compositions of the left and the right liquids have 
been determined as accurately as possible. It appeared from many duplo~ 
determinations that the penultimate of the decimals given is absolutely 
correct. Yet in same cases the influence may be great. viz. when two 
points are situated close to one another and especially when the two 
chords approach each other closely towards the end of the osmosis. 

The results of the calculations may be found in the tables and schemes 
of the preceding communications Exp. land 11. 

In the schemes we find the directions in which the substances have 
passed through the membrane on the different parts of the path. 

In the tables we find for each part of the path: 
a. the field in which point 50 is situated. and the direction in which 

this mixture has passed through the membrane. 
b. sub X. Y and W the composition of the diffused liquid. 
We fi.nd them for part 1 .2 of a path with determination nO. 2; for 

part 2. 3 with determination nO. 3; etc. 
The compositions of the diffused mixtures have not been indicated in 

the tables. as they have na meaning by themselves; of course the 
liquids situated in field I have the same composition as the diffused 
liquid. 

In a preceding communication (Gen. V) we have seen that we have 
to know the points SI and 5, viz. the compositions of the mixtures LI and 
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Lr in order to learn to know the real osmosis accurately. In order to 
find them. we must. ho wever. know not only the compositions of the 
liquids on the right and the left si de of the membrane. but also their 
quantities. Our experiments. however. have until now not enabled us to 
define this quantity with sufficient accuracy; in our considerations we 
have to limit ourselves to point so. 

This point so. however. as we have previously (l.c.) seen. only 
represents an approximate value of the mixtures Ll and Lr diffusing in 
reality; for this reason the composition of the diffused liquid has be~n 
indicated in the tables in one decimal only. 

Yet the so~scheme deduced from point So generally indicates the 
directions in which the substances and the mixture pass through the 
membrane; we are shortly going to refer to the transition~cases. which 
have already been (1. c.) discussed before. 

Towards the end of the osmosis the so~scheme. even when still in 
existence at the time is no longer dependable (1. c.); to this we may 
add as we have seen above. that the mistake in determining point So 
may be big then. In some schemes also the horizontal arrows with the 
last parts of the path have been omitted for this very reason. 

Notwithstanding all those difficulties of which we ourselves are only 
too weIl aware. we yet think ourselves justified in briefly discussing the 
real osmosis of these systems. This discussion. however. should be looked 
upon only as initial orientation for further investigations in this field. 

If in the schemes we pay attention to the signs > and <. which 
indicate whether the con centra ti on of a sub stance on the left side of 
the membrane is larger or smaller than on the right side. and to the 
horizontal arrows which indicate the directions in which the substances 
pass through the membrane. we see that as weIl positive as negative 
osmosis occurs; in order to facilitate the survey. an asterisk has been 
placed with the horizontal arrows. which indicate a negative osmosis. 
We see from these schemes among other things the following: 

the sub stance X diHuses in all systems in positive direction ; 11 -V 
and in VII. however. also in negative direction ; 

the substance Y diffuses in all systems in positive direction ; in 111 and 
IX. however. also in negative direction ; 

the substance W diffuses in all systems as weIl in positive as in 
negative direction. 

As. however. the so~scheme is no more to be depended upon towards 
the end of the osmosis. we shall cancel all determinations in which the 
point So is situated within field I; these parts of the path have been 
indicated in the schemes by the sign O. Then we find: 

the substance W diffuses in all systems in positive direction. but in 1-111 
and VI-XII also in negative direction. We then find examples. as weIl 
of normal~normal~negative as of anormal~anormal~negative W~osmosis. 
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Consequently we may conc1ude from this that in reality besides positive
also negative osmosis occurs; this is what might be expected from a 
theoretica I point of view also. 

We shall consider some of the systems a little more in detail. First 
we take system XII the pa th of which has been represented schema
tically in fig. 1 Exp. 11. It appears from the table that the mixture sa 
is situated in field IV during the total osmosis and goes towards the 
right. Consequently during all the osmosis the substance X goes towards 
the left (cornp. scheme XII) and the substances Y and W towards the 
right. 

AIthough. therefore. the water diffuses towards the left side during the 
whole of the osmosis. we yet have a positive osmosis on the part 1 .6 
of the path and on part 6. 9 a negative W-osmosis; the reason for 
this is that the W-amount on part 1 . 6 is larger on the left side than 
on the right side. but on part 6 . 9 it is smaller on the left side than on 
the right side. 

It appears from table V that the mixture sa of the part 1 .6 of the 
pa th of system V (cornp. fig. 1 Exp. I) is situated in field IV and 
diffuses towards the right; for part 6.8 of path Sa is situated in field VII 
and diffuses towards the left. Consequently for the whole of part 1. 8 
obtains. as has been indicated also in the scheme. that X diffuses towards 
the left and Y and W towards the right (cornp. Gen. V for the 
directions in which the mixtures Ll and Lr can diffuse at the moment 
that Sa passes from field IV towards the opposite field VII). 

The mixture sa of part 7 . 8 of the pa th is situated in field VII. that 
of part 8.9. however. in field VI; so in the vicinity of point 8 (viz. 
somewhere between 7 and 9) the mixture comes somewhere on the 
prolongation of the side X Y. As the mixture now does not contain 
W. no W passes through the membrane at this moment. We may 
represent the directions in which the water moves. by: 

W W 
+---

(11) 

The first arrow obtains when sa is still in field VII; the last. wh en Sa 
has arrived in VI; the dash obtains for the moment that Sa comes on 
the si de X Y and. therefore. no W diffuses. 

Previously (Gen. V), however, we have already seen that in- and in 
the vicinity of such a point of transition small quantities of W yet will 
go towards the left or the right side. or are taken in or given off by 
the membrane. The sa scheme does not indicate these transitions ; as we 
have seen above. (l.c.) we have to replace it in this case by a scheme. 
consisting of several groups. 

But even. when the sa-scheme should indicate the correct directions 
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for the W~amount. the transition is not so simple as it has been repre~ 
senfed above. For on the part 1 . 8 of the path the W~amount on the 
left side is larger than on the right side; on part 8.9. however. it is 
smaller on the left side than on the right side (comp. scheme V); in the 
vicinity of point 8. therefore. is situated a point. where both liquids 
have the same W~amount. Then. if we do not consider the direction in 
which the water diffuses. we have the symbol: 

(12) 

Above. however. we saw th at in the vicinity of point 8 also a tran~ 

sition. such as has been indicated in (11). is situated. If in (12) we now 
also indicate the direction. in which the water passes through the 
membrane. we see that one of the three symbols: 

(13) 

is possible with the transit ion ; the center case will obtain only then 
wh en both points should happen to coincide. 

It is apparent from table V that point So passes from field VI towards I. 
We might be inclined to think that this takes place in a way corre~ 
sponding to the transition from field VII towards VI; then at a certain 
moment of the osmosis point So would arrive on the side W X. so that 
at this moment no Y would pass through the membrane; this. however. 
is not possible. as we shall see directly. 

If we represent the angles formed by the chords with the negative 
direction of the X~axis by 'P and 'P'. then. as we saw above. we have 
tg 'P = ft and tg 'P' = ft'. Consequently the directions of the chords 
follow from the values of ft and ft'. In table Vb we find these values 
for all chords of this system. 

If we leave chord 1.2 (and 1'.2') of the path out of consideration. 
we see that the angles 'P and 'P' increase perpetually during the osmosis; 
this is also valid. therefore. for the angles 'P and 'P' which are formed 
by the tangents with the negative direction of the X~axis. We now see 
from table Vb that somewhere in the vicinity of point 6 a point u (and 
u') is situated. wh ere 'P = 'P' and consequently the tangents run parallel. 
The point of intersection So of these tangents is situated now at infinite 
di stance in field IV or VII; now we have the transition of So from 
field IV towards VII which has been discussed above. 

In the vicinity of point q. however. is also situated a point v (and v') 
where the tangents become parallel again; now point So is situated 
again at infinite distance. but it now passes from field VI toward field 111. 

The analysis indicates. however. that point So of part 9. lOof the 
path is situated in field I; consequently point So has passed from field 
111 towards I either through field 11 or through IV. 

When the system passes along part 9. lOof its path it is situated 
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successively ei th er in the fie1ds VI. 111. 11 and I or in VI. 111. IV and I. 
The mixture so. experimentally determined. consists. therefore. of mixtures 
of very different fields. 

This might perhaps be ascertained by having the system pass on ce 
more along part 9. lOof its path under precisely the same circumstances 
and by determining several points on this same part; but even. if this 
were possible. these points would be situated too close to one another 
for us to deduct from them the mixture So with sufficient accuracy. 

Previously (Gen. V) we have seen already that the form of a path 
also depends on the quantity and composition of the liquid. contained 
by the membrane at every moment of the osmosis. 

TABLE Vb. 

P. = tg cp p.' = tg cp' 

1.2 0.13469 0.15576 

2.3 0.09678 0.13264 

3.4 0.10009 0.14182 

4.5 0.13163 0.16578 

5.6 0.19456 0.19651 
u u' 

6.7 0 .29739 0.29252 

7.8 0.44744 0.43070 

8.9 0.97485 0.72578 
v v' 

9. 10 1.0167 1.3558 

If we take a membrane. as e.g. a pig's bladder or a piece of parch~ 
ment that contains none of the diffusing substances. then this must first 
take in these substances before the osmosis can begin. 

If we take a membrane. which already contains water. as e.g. collodion. 
then it still has to absorb the other substances. whereas it will perhaps 
give off water. 

The form of the path. especially at the beginning of the osmosis. 
therefore. also depends more or less on the original condition of the 
membrane. Of course this change in form is no mis take of the system; 
it only indicates which changes have occurred on the left and on the 
right side of the membrane; it is the cause. however. that the mixture 
Lo in th is first part of the path shows a greater deviation from the 
mixtures Ll and L. 

It is apparant from table Vb that the angle cp is larger on part 1 . 2 
of the path than for part 2. 3 but afterwards increases all the time; the 
same is valid for the angle cp'. Therefore. at the beginning of the 
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osmosis both branches of the path have another form than at a later 
time. A similar phenomenon also occurs with several of the other paths. 

Perhaps this is a re sult of the influence of the membrane at the beginning 
of the osmosis. as has been discussed above. 

The path of system IV practically coincides with part V in fig. 1 
Exp. I; it appears from the schemes th at for system IV the same is 
valid as for V. Yet system IV shows a peculiarity which does not 
occur in V. 

It namely appears from the table that point so. af ter having passed 
from field V towards VII. returns again to IV and th en again passes 
towards VII; duploexperiments showed that mistakes in analysis did 
not play a part here. These leaps and bounds of the point so. however. 
have no influence on the directions in which the substances pass through 
the membrane. as is apparent from the scheme; of course they do influence 
the ratio of the quantities of these substances ; in field IV less X goes 
towards the left than Y + W towards the right; in field VII the opposite 
thing is the case. 

Perhaps this phenomenon can spring from different cases: we have 
to bear in mind here. that with these leaps and bounds the tangents run 
practically parallel. For the pa th now is not theoretica!. but experi~ 
mental : it consists of a succession of theoretical parts. which indeed pass 
into one another continuously. but yet do not belong to the same theo~ 
retical path. (Comp. Gen I); besides the temperature during the whole 
of the osmosis has not remained constant. 

The changes. which the diffusing substances cause in the membrane 
during the osmosis. can be of more influence. however; this alteration 
can continuously change the permeability for one or more of the sub~ 
stances. We have had membranes [collodion + deposit CU2 Fe (C N)6] 
which had practically lost their permeability altogether af ter an osmosis 
of some days ; af ter having been put into water some of them partially 
got it back again. others. however. did not. 

For the systems 11 and 111. the paths of which in fig. 1 Exp. I are 
situated between the paths land V. thesame is valid as for system V. 
In discussing this latter system we have seen th at during its transition 
from field VI towards I point So is situated successively in the fields 
VI. lIl. 11 and I or in VI. lIl. IV and I. As point So of system 11 has 
been determined. however. also in field IV. it has here run through the 
fields VI. 111. IV and I successively. 

A study of the movement of point So in the other systems is left to 
the reader. 

Previously (Gen. 11) we have seen al ready that no direct correspon~ 
dance exists between the direction in which one of the substances passes 
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through the membrane and the change in concentration of this substance 
on both sides of the membrane. Of this we find many examples in these 
systems. Let us take system VI e.g. We see that sub stance Y diffuses 
towards the right on the parts 1 . 2 and 2.3 of the path; yet the Y~ 
amount of both liquids increases. On part 7.8 of the path the water 
diffuses towards the right; yet the W~amount still decreases on the right 
side and increases on the left side. 

The left~side liquids LI of the systems I -V only contain water + 
Na2 C03 ; approximately they have the same composition. The right~side 
liquids L'I contain water + Na Cl; they have very different compositions. 
however. Therefore. the five paths in fig . 1 Exp. I have on the Y~axis 

the same point 1 but on the X~axis a different point 1/. For the W~ 
amount of part 1. 2 of these paths is valid: 

I~ II-V~ 

The first arrow obtains for system I. the second for the systems U-V. 
From this we learn the influence of the concentration of the right~side 
liquid on the direction. in which the water passes through the membrane. 

The systems VI and VII (fig. 1. Exp. 11) approximately have the same 
liquids on the left and the right side of the membrane. They have a 
different membrane. however. For the W~amount of part 1.2 of these 
paths we have: 

VI~ VII~ 

For the systems XI and XII which also have approximately the same 
liquids on the left and the right side of the membrane (fig. 2 Exp. 11) 
the same obtains. 

Previously we have seen already that the membrane has a great 
influence on the duration of the osmosis; we see here that it can 
influence the very direction in which the water passes through the membrane. 

Leiden. Lab. of Inorg. Chemistry. 



Mathematics. - On the general theory of elastic stability. By C. B. 
BIEZENO and H. HENCKY. (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN DER 
WOUDE). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of December 17. 1927). 

1. Introduction. Though the problem of stability of an e1astic body 
has been solved for a great number of special cases. little attention has 
been given. up to now. to the general problem. It is true. that DUHEM 1) 
in his "Recherches sur I'élasticité" develops a general stability~theory. 
but his deductions are so abstract. that practical results remain concealed. 
The first who in a concrete manner tackles i:he general problem is 
SOUTHWELL 1). but he restricts himself to the case. that the body. (before 
collapsing). finds itself in a state of homogeneous stress. 

A paper of DEAN 3) based on the above~mentioned one of SOUTHWELL. 
cannot be considered as a real generalisation of SOUTHwELL·sresults. 
A treatise of REISSNER 1). relating to ideas of BRY AN 5). confines itself to 
the flat plate. 

In the following lines we therefore intend to deduce the differential~ 
equations. which hold for the general case of e1astic stability. 

I. General equations of equilibrium. 

2. Definitions. In the following an elastic body may be considered. 
in equilibrium under the action of the volumetric forces X. Y. Zand the 
surface~tensions Px. PY' Pz. Then the stress~components Sx. Sy. Su Tx. T y • Tz 
have to satisfy the equations : 

1) Recherches sur l"élastlcité. Paris 1906. p. 83-132. 
2) Phil. Transactions Roy. soc. 1913 ser. A. Vol. 213. p. 187-241. 
3) Proc. of the Roy. soc. of London ser. A. Vol. 107. 1925. p. 734-760. 
1) Z. A. M. M. Bd. 5. 1925. p. 475-478. 
5) Proc. of the Cambridge phil. soc. Vol. 6. 1887. p. 199-210 and p. 287-292. 

Proc. of the London math. soc. Vol. 22. 1891. p. 54-67. 

(1) 
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at every internal point of the body, and the boundary~conditions 

Px = Sx . cos (nx) + T z . cos (ny) + T y • cos (n z ) 

Py = T z • cos (nx) + Sy . cos (ny) + T x • cos (n z ) 

Pz = T y • cos (nx) + T x . cos (ny) + Sz . cos (nz) 

(2) 

(n = outward directed normal of the boundary surface) at every point 
of the boundary~surface. 

The state of strain, induced by the stress system Sx, Sy, Sz. Tx, Ty, T .. 
indicated by I. will be considered, as the zero~state, from where displa~ 
cements u, v, w as yet to be introduced will be measured. In state I 
every point of the body therefore has displacements u, v, w = O. 

Now another state of strain, indicated by 11, defined by the displace~ 
ments u, v, w of the different points of the body is introduced, and the 
question is put forward, which stresses must be added on the faces of 
a small rectangular parallelepiped dx, dy, dz, cut from the body in state I. 
and subjected to the surface forces Sx dy . dz . ... , to bring it into the 
state 11. 

Under the action of the additional forces the element must be brought 
in a new shape and a new position, each of which are entirely deter~ 
mined by the displacements u, v, wand their derivations with respect to 
x, y , z. The change in shape is given by the quantities: 

the change in position by the translation~components u, v, w (which are 
inessential for our problem) and the rotation~components 

_ 1 (au dW) 
W y - ~ az - ax ' 

To determine the additional stress es just mentioned, the element under 
consideration, subjected in state 11 to the action of the volumetric forces 
and the surfaceAensions is rotated with those forces over the angles 
- w x , - w y' - W z ab out the axes x, y, Z, 50 as to assume a new position 
indicated by 11'. Comparison of the two states land 11' then informs us 
which additional surface~forces must be introduced in state I to give 
the element its proper shape of state 11', and therefore its shape of 
state 11. These additional forces divided by the corresponding surfaces 
of the element in state I. define the additional stresses. These stresses 
cannot be the components of a symmetrical stress~tensor, as would have 
been the case wh en the element in state I had been free from forces. 
For, if the element in state I is subjected to the action of additional 
forces, the points of application of the surface~forces al ready present, 
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(to be called A and A' for the faces ol the x-axis. Band B' for those 
ol the y-axis and C. C' for those ol the z-axis) will tend to a new 
configuration. In consequence the forces. already present. give rise to 
moments which must be neutralised by the additional forces . Therefore 
these additional forces have to be characterised by the following scheme 
of stress-components: 

in which the three quantities of the first row. multiplied by dy dz. 
indicate the force-components. to be added on the faces originally loaded 
by Sx. dy dz. Tz . dy dz. Tg . dy dz. a. s. 0 .. 

It must be noticed that only the stresses sx. Sg. sz. tx. tg. tz are respon
sible for the change in shape of the element. and that in consequence 
only these components have to be relied with the u. v. w by stress-strain 
equations. 

The quantities rx. rg. rz are determined by equations of equilibrium 
against rotation. 

3. To obtain these equations. we have to examine the configuration 
AA'. BB'. CC' in state 11'. As can easily be seen the components of 
AA'. BB'. CC' i~ that state are given by the scheme: 

x y z 

AA':dX(1 + ~:} dxG: - wz)=dX.{z. dx(~: + Wg)=dx.fg. 

, (au) (àv) BB : dy dy +wz =dy·fz. dy 1 + dy • (
aW ) . 

dy ay - Wx =dy·fx. 

, (au) (av) (OW) CC: dz dz -Wg =dz.{y. dz dz + Wx =dz ·fx. dz 1 + dz . 

The components of the forces, acting in A and A' have the magnitude: 

• (Tz + tz + rz) dy dz • (Tg + tg - rg) dy dz 

those of the forces acting in Band B': 

(Tz + tz - rz)dzdx. (Sg + Sg) dz dx • (T", + tx + rx) dz dx 

those of the forces acting in C and C': 

(Tg + tg + rg) dxdy. (Tx + tx - rx) dx dy • (Sz + sz) dx dy. 
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The moment of all these forces about the axis of x must be zero. 
so that: 

Neglecting terms. quadratic in the derivatives of u. v. wand in 
S", ••• t" ...• T" • ••• we obtain 

The th ree equations. determining the quantities r". ry. rz therefore are: 

4. The equations expressing the equilibrium of the element in the 
directions x. y. z will be obtained by the examination of state 11. 

Paying attention to the face. the centre of which was indicated by A. 
we had. as components of the force acting in the directions x. y. z. in 
state 11': 

(S" + s" ) dydz. (Tz + tz + rz ) dydz. (Ty + ty - ry ) dydz. 

By rotating these forces over the angles (w". W y • wz ) about the axes 
x. y. z. we obtain the three components of the force acting in A in 
state 11. however in directions differing from x. y. z. 

It is easily understood. th at the components of the same force in those 
latter directions can be written as foUows: 

Xx = Sx + Sx + Ty w y - Tz W z ! 
Yx _ Tz + t z + Tz + Sx W z - Ty w" 

Z" - T y + ty - Tg + Tz w" - S" w y 

1) It must he emphasized that X". Y". Z" are the stress-components in the directions 
x. y. z. on an element. whtch origina/ly was perpendtcular to the axis x. and that 

X y• Yy. Zy. resp. Xz. Yz. Zz have a corresponding meaning. 
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when terms, quadratic in Sx ••• tx • •• rx. •• are neglected. In a similar 
manner we find: 

X y = Tz + tz - rz + Tx Wy - Sy Wz ~ 
Yy = Sy + Sy + Tz Wz - Tx Wx . . . . (Sb) 

resp. 
Zy = Tx + tx + rx + Sy W x - Tz W y 

Xz Ty + ty + ry + Sz Wy - Tx Wz ~ 
Yz - Tx + tx - rx + Ty W z - Sz W x 

Zz = Sz + Sz + Tx û>x - Ty W y 

The ordinary equations of equilibrium 

therefore take the form 

L =àsx +àtz +àty + T àwy + T àwy + S àWg 

- àx dg àz g' dx X' dg Z' àz 

_ T àwz _ S OWz _ T OWz 

Z· àx y' Og X' àz 

drz org + Y Z - 0 -ay+az .Wz - .Wg -

M=~+àsy +àtx + S dwz + T àwz + T àwz 
~ Ox Og àz x . àx Z· àg g' àz 

_ T OWx _ T Owx _ S OWx 

Y' OX X· àg Z· àz 

- ~:x + ~~ + Z. W x - X. W z = 0 

N = àty +otx +osz + T àwx + S owx + T àwx 

- Ox àg dz Z' dx Y' dg X' OZ 

_ S oWy _ T oWy _ T oWy 

X' dx Z' Og Y' àz 

Ory + àrx + X Y - 0 - àx ay . W y - . W x -

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXXI. 

38 
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5. Now we have to introduce the stress-strain relations. As stated 
before. only the quantities sx. Sy • Sz • tx • ty • tz affect the change of shape 
of the element; therefore we may write: 

Sx=2~(àu + au + àW) + 2 G. ~xu 
m - 2 ax ày àz u 

S = ~ (àu + àu + àw) + 2 G. Ou 
y m - 2 àx ày àz ày 

Sz = 2~ (àu + àu + àW) + 2 G. àw 
m -- 2 àx dy àz àz 

tx= + 2 G. fx 

tz = 

+ 2G·fy 

+2G·fz 

(7) 

The differential equations for u. u. ware now obtained by substituting 
the values of rx. ry. rz from (4) in (6a. band c) and by substituting then 
the expres si ons (7) in these results. In the special case that Sx ... T x .. 
are zero. these equations reduce to the wellknown fundamental equations : 

6. The foregoing deductions have general validity and do not restriet 
themselves to questions of stability. The characteristic feature of the 
stability problem is furnished by the boundary conditions. which involve 
that to a solution u. u. w another solution À-u. À-u. À-w (À- sufficiently smalI) 
can be obtained. 

To establish those boundary conditions we consider a boundary tetra
hedron in state 1I. as weil as in the intermediate state II/. During the 
transition from lI' to II all forces rotate over the local angle of 
rotation w. 

If dOl (= t dy dz) be the surface in state I of th at tetrahedron-face. 

I) These relations may be called in question, and indeed require further investigation, 
which the authors reserve to themselves; on the other side their usefulness is proved by 
the results obtained in special cases, to be mentioned in chapter lIl. 
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which originally was perpendicular to the x~axis, then the forces on th at 
same face in state II acting again in the x~direction are: 

- (Tz + tz + r z) W z dOl 

Similarly the x~components of the forces acting on the faces, originally 
perpendicular to the axes y and z, have the magnitude: 

+ (Tx + tx + rx ) W y d02 

resp. 

- (Tx + tx - rx) W z d03 

If the boundary surface is subjected to elastic forces, depending 
linearly on u, u, w, then we have to introduce on the boundary face of 
the tetrahedron, besides the forces Px. dO, PydO, Pz . dO other ones, 
given by 

- (kl U + II U + mi w) dO 

- (k2 U + 12 U + m2 w) dO 

- (k3 U + 13 U + m3 w) dO. 

Now the equations of equilibrium of the tetrahedron can be written 
down, and we find, (with re gard to the equations (2)): 

Sx cos (n x) + (tz - r z) cos (n y) + (ty + rg) cos (n z) + 
+ Pz w y - Py W z + kl U + II U + mi w = 0 

(tz + rz) cos (n x) + Sy cos (n y) + (tx - rx) cos (n z) + 
+ Px W z - Pz W x + k2 U + 12 U + m2 w = 0 

(ty - ry) cos (n x) + (tx + rx) cos (n y) + Sz cos (n z) + 
+ Py W x - Px wy + k3 U + 13 U + m3 w = 0 

. . (8) 

From (6) and (8) we derive, that if a solution u, u, w exists, differing 
from zero, another solution Àu, Àp, Àw is admissible too. 

11. Second deriuation of the general equations of equilibrium. 

7. Another way, in which the equations (6), and (8) can be obtained 
is the following: 

Suppose that the displacements u, u. w require the boundary stress es 
Px + 6Px. Py + 6Py. Pz + 6Pz to sustain the equilibrium in state 11. 

Then this equilibrium requires. that for any set of virtual displace~ 
ments bu. bu. bw: 

38* 
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JJdO I(Px + 6Px) /Ju -+ (Py + 6Py) /Jv + (Pz + 6Pz) /Jw!+ 

+.fJ JdV (X /Ju + Y /Jv + Z /Jw) 

- jJjdV ( Xx. ~: + X y . à;; + X z . 0:: + 

Y o/Jv + Y à/Jv + Y à/Jv +. 
x • ox y • ày Z • oz 

Z à/Jw + Z à/Jw + Z à/JW) = 0 
X' àx y' ày Z' àz 

. (9) 

The stress~components Xx .. are defined by the equations (Sa. b. c): 
dO and dV both refer to state I. in accordance to what has been 
stated in nO. 2. Transformation of the second volume~integral in equation 
(9) leads to 

Jjdo j[Px +6Px - Xx cos (nx)-Xy cos (ny)-Xz cos(nz)]/Ju 

+ [Py + 6Py - Y x cos (nx) - Yy cos (ny) - Yz cos (nz)] /Jv 

+ [pz + 6Pz - Zx cos (nx) - Zg cos (ny) - Zz cos (nz)] /Jw! 

+ JjJdV~ (ào:
x + o~y + àa;z + X) /Ju + 

(10) 

By appropriate specialisation of the displacements /Ju. /Jv. /Jw the 
equations (6a, b. c) as weIl as the equations (8) can be obtained. 

By putting /Ju = /Jv = /Jw = 0 . .. at all points of the boundary surface, 
equation (10). by means of the equations of equilibrium for state I. can 
be simplified to: 

JjJdV(L /Ju + M /Jv + N /Jw) = 0 (11) 

which represents the three equations 

L=O M=O N=O. 

In consequence of these equations the surface~integral occurring in (10). 
must be zero too. Combining the equations with the boundary~conditions 
for state I. we find the thrt:e relations. 

6Px = Sx cos (nx) + (tz - rz) cos (ny) + (ty +ry) cos (nz) + Pz w y -Py Wz ~ 

6Py (tz + rz) cos (nx) +Sy cos (ny) + (tx -rx) cos (nz) + Px Wz -pz Wx (12) 

6Pz -(ty -ry) cos (nx) +(tx + rx}cos(ny)+sz cos(nz)+Py Wx-PxWy 
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yielding the amounts of 6.Px. 6.Py. 6. P. . . .. necessary to sustain the 
equilibrium of state 11. The equations (12) become identical with the 
equations (8). wh en the problem of stability is characterised by the 
conditions 

6.Px=-(k\ u+l\ v+m\ w) 

6.Py = - (k2 U + 12 V + m2 w) 

6.P. = - (k3 U + 13 V + m3 w) 

8. In a similar manner the equations (4) can be derived from (9). 
when th is equation is applied to a volume~element. under the restriction. 
that only those variations bu. bv. bw are admissible. by which the element 
moves like a rigid body. In th at case 

bfx= bfy = bfz = 15 G:) = 15 (~;)= 15 (~:) =0 
and (9) reduces to: 

àbu àbu àbu àbv àbv àbv ) 
Xx. àx + X y . ay + X z . Öz + Yx . àx + Y y . ay + Y • . Öz ( 

+ Z àbw + Z àbw + Z àbw - 0 ( 
X' àx Y' àg Z' àz - ) 

(13) 

àbu 
Attention must be drawn to the facto that àx'" represents alocal 

derivative. and that 15 (~:} ... are variations of the straincomponents 

of determinate material particle so that ~; and 15 (~:) are unequal 

quantities. The relations between these quantities can be found by identi~ 
fying the transformation : 

1 + à (u+bu) à (u+àu) 
àx àg 

à (v+bv) 1 + à (v+bv) 
àx' àg' 

à (u+bu) 
àz 

à (v+àv) 
àz 

à(w+bw) 
àx 

à(w+bw) 1 + à(w+bw) 
dg' dz 

and the resultant of the two transformations 

1 + :;. àu àu 
àg' dz 

(dx. dg. dz) 

(dX2. dg2. dz2) = 
dv 

1 + ~;. àv (dx. dg. dz) 
àx' àz 

àw àw 1+ àw 
Ox . àg 

. àz 
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1 +o(~:} o(~: )- o (~;) 

(dX3' dY3' dz3) = o(~:} 1 + 0 (~~)- o (~~ ) (dX2' dY2' dz2) 

o(~;} o (~;)- 1 + 0 (~;) 
In this way we find: 

àou = 0 (àU) + àu . 0 (àu) + àv . 0 (àu) + ow. 0 (àu) àx àx ox ox ox Oy àx oz 

àou = 0 (àu) + àu . 0 (àu) +àv . 0 (àU ') + Ow . 0 (àu) Oy ày ày ox ày ày ày oz 

àou = 0 (àu) + àu ,0 (àu) + àv . 0 (àU) + àw . 0 (àu) àz àz àz ox àz ày àz àz 

àov =o(OV)+ àu .o(àv)+ ov .o(àv)+ Ow .0(Ov) o x ox ox àx ox Oy àx oz 

aov =0 (aV) + au. 0 (av) + ov. 0 (àv) + àw . 0 (àv) ày ày ày àx ày ày à y àz . (14) 

àov = 0 (à v) + àu . 0 (0 v) + àv . 0 (0 V) + àw . 0 (av) à z Oz Oz àx oz ày àz àz 

àow =0 (àw) + àu. o (àw)+ àv. o (OW) + àw. o (àw) ày oy ày ax ay oy ày àz 

àow =0 (Ow) + ou. 0 (àw) + àv. o (àw)+ àw .o (àw) Oz àz àz àx à z oy àz àz 

By substituting the first members of these equations in (13) we find. 

by negleeting terms of the seeond order in ~: ... Sx ••• r .. 

( 
àw àw àw oWx + 2 . r;; - Tz Ox - Sg ay - Tx Oz - Tg Wz + Sz . W x + 

àv àD àv ) + Tg àx + Tx ày + Sz ~z + Sg Wx - T z Wg + 

+ oWg ( ••• eye!.) + oWz ( ••• eye!.) = 0 

whieh is equivalent to the system (4). 



Mathematics. - On the general theory of elastic stability. (Second 
communieation). By C. B. BIEZENO and H. HENCKY. (Communi
cated by Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 28, 1928.) 

111. Applications. 

9. /ntroduction. 
In the following paragraphs we give some applieations of the general 

equations, ' deducted in a previous paper (see vol. 31. p. 569). Already 
in the simplest cases great difficulties arise when the problem is treated 
in an exact manner, and therefore we shall have to look af ter admissible 
simplifications. The most evident one is to restriet by a suitable "kinematie 
scheme" the mobility of the different points of the body. By such a 
kinema tie scheme, not only the displacements u, v, w but also their 
variations bu, bv, bw are affected, so that the integral: 

.fffdV(LdU +Mbv+Ndw}=O 

whieh is to be looked upon as the representant ofthe equations (6a, b, c) 
may increase in usefulness. In the following examples th is integral will 
always be our starting point. 

10. The flat plate, supported elastically and subjected to volumetrie 
forces. 

We suppose the plate lying in a vertieal plane. the z-axis being 
directed normally to this plane. A deflection w in the direction of the 
axis of z involves alocal elastie reaction of the magnitude - kw. Except 
t6 volumetrie-forces the plate is only subjected to edge-stresses. 

Both edge-stresses and volumetrie forces are supposed to act in the 
xy plane. 

The kinematie scheme is characterised by the statement: 
1. that points. originally lying on a normal of the plate surface. af ter 

deformation find themselves again on a normal of the deformed middle
plane of the plate. 

2. that strain in the direction of z will be excluded; 
3. th at for points of the plane z = O. u and v will be zero. 
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Consequently the displacements of any point (x. y. z) must be put 
equal to: 

ow 
u=- OX.Z 

ow ........ (16) 
v=- ay .z 

w= w 

where w. indicating the displacement of a point in the plane z = O. is 
a function of x and y only. 

By the relations (16) we conclude from 3a and . 3b : 

and from (4) 

aw 
w x =+ oy 

Ow 
W y =- ax 

W z = 0 

av 
2 . rx = - Ty fz - Tx ay 

au 
2 . ry = + Tx fz + Ty ax 

Substituting the variations 

in equation (11). we find: 

o!5w 
!5u=- ox .z 

o!5w 
!5v= - oy . z 

!5w = lJw 

which may be transformed in: 

fJdX .dy l.f Ndz + ~rz. ~:. dz+J~. a:; . dzl dw 

. . . . • (168
) 

. . . . (16b) 

- JdS [cos (nX)fLz dz + cos (ny)f Mz dz] dw = O. 
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This equation holds for all possible variations of wand for every 
part of the plate. Putting öw = 0 for all edge~points. we find: 

J'~r f'( àL aM) Jdx.dy.Ö~ N+z·ax-+z. dy dz=O. 

Therefore 

and in consequence 

Jds . öw [ cos (nx).[Lz dz + cos (ny) JMz dz ] = O. 

Application of the same reasoning to a part of the plate with contour 
C. leads to: 

JdS . ÖW [cos (nx) , [Lzdz + cos (ny)f Mzdz ] = 0 

so that for every point Q. of this contour 

cos (nx)f Lzdz + cos (ny) f Mzdz = O. 

As for such a point Q the factors cos(nx) and cos(ny) vary with 
varying contour C. it follows. that for every point of the plane z = 0: 

I. .[LZ dz =0 

Ir. fMzdz=O 

and consequently 

fz.~~ .dz=O J' aM 
z. ay . dz=O. 

[( 
àL dM) From . N + z . àx + z. ay dz = 0 it follows that: 

lIl. JNdz=O. 

11. Restricting ourselves to the case Tx = Ty = Sz = Z = 0 and 
Sx. Sy and T. independent of z, we find: 

L = asx + ~ + aty _ ar. 
ax ay az ay 

M=~+ asy + atx + arz 

ax ay az dx 
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N = atg + atx + asz + Tz . awx + S . awx 
àx ag az dx g ag 

_ Sx . a:; _ Tz • a;; + XWg - YWx . 

Substituting these expressions in 1 and 11. and integrating with respect 
to z. we find. with the abbreviations 

Mx JSx. z.dz 

Mil --JSg . Z • dz 

D Jtz .z. dz: 

r. d aMx aD J'orz d 
.) tg Z = a.x:- + ay - . diJ' Z z . . . . . (I') 

f d _oD aMg Jorz d 
tx z - ox + Oy + ax' z Z (11') 

from which the following equation can be deduced: 

J
Otg d JOtx d _ a2M x a2D +02M g 

ox' z+ diJ' z- ox2 +2' oxog fiii2' 
Combining this relation with 111. we find: 

o2Mx a2D o2Mg a2w a2w a2w 
(h2 + 2. ox og + ----aij2 + Sx h . ox2 + 2 . Tz h. dx dg + Sg h. ag2 

aw aw 
- Xh . ox - Yh . àg - kw = O. 

is obtained. 

1) A specialisation of this equation can be found in "The math. theory of elasticity" 
by A. E. H. LOVE. 3rd edition 1920. p. 541. 
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12. The girder, without volumetric-forces, elastically supported. 
When in the faregaing equatian the differentiaI-quatients with respect 

ta y, as weIl as X and Y are put equaI ta zera, and if - Sx h be 
repIaced by the tataI campressive farce p, we fall back an the well
knawn equatian 

d4w d2w 
El· dx4 +P. dx2 +kw=O 

far the e1astically supparted girder. 

13. Vertical strat, subjected to its own weight. 
-G 

Again specialising and putting : Xh = - 1- (G= tataI weight af strut), 

G (I-x) 
and Sx h = - 1 (x ta be measured from the cIamped end) we 

find: 

EJ diW +G(I-x) d2w _ G dw -0 1) 
. dx4 1 . dx2 1· dx - . 

14. Buckling of a girder, clamped at one side. 
We examine a girder with a rectanguIar crass-sectian (height = h, 

breadth = b, h » b). The system af caardinates is pIaced in such a 
manner, that the x-axis caincides with the axis af the girder, and that 
the dimensians hand b af the crass-sectian are measured aIang the 
axis y and z respectiveIy. The arigin af the system af caardinates 
coincides with the centre af the cIamped crass-sectian. The Iaading farce 
p , acting in the centre af the free-end sectian, is parallel ta the y-axis.. 

Then we have : 

12 
S x = - b . h3 • Py (1 - x) 

Tz = + b ~~3 • ~ ( ; y- y2 } 
(17) 

T x = Ty=Sy=Sz =O. 

The kinematic scheme af the girder will be described with the aid af 
twa quantities Wo and t'. The first af them gives the deflectian af the 
axis af the beam in the z-directian; the secand the angIe af ratatian af 
any crass-sectian abaut the x-axis. The dispIacements u, v, w af any 
paint af the girder are then determined by the relatians: 

dwo at' ~ u = - ax . z - yz . ax 
(17a ) 

v=-t'.z 

w=+wo+t'·y 

1) Compare A. E . H. LaVE, p. 431-432. 
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as can easily be seen by using the kinematic scheme of the flat plate, 
and by remembering that the deflection of the axis of the girder in the 
direction y is negligible with respect to the other one, in the direction z. 
The quantities Wo and 1:, as a matter of fact, only depend on x. 

The equations (3a), (3b), and (4) give: 

2.rx =0 

w%=o 

The variations Öa, öv, Öw are 

(Mwo aÖ1: 
öu = - ----a.x . z - y . z . ax 

öv=-z. Ör 

ÖW=+ öWo + y. Ör. 

Hence, the equation (11), (af ter partial integration) can be written as 
follows: 

ÖW 1dxlöw1J(z.~;+N)dy.dz+örjJ( Ny+yz.~:-Mz)dy.dZ( 

- [öw~jJLZdydz1:- [ör jjLyzdy dz 1:=0. 
Putting Ör = 0 everywhere, and ÖWo = 0 at the ends of the girder 

we find: 

JJ( N + z . ~:) dy dz = O. 

Putting ÖWo = 0 everywhere, and Ö1: = 0 at the ends of the girder: 

JJ( Ny + yz . ~; - Mz) dy dz = o. 

Moreover the expressions between the [ ] brackets must vanish, 
so that: 

JJL . z dy dz = const. 

JJL yz dy dz = const. 
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and therefore 

zdy dz=O JJ' ·OdXL . 

. . . . . . (17d ) 

(J'OL .J OX· yzdydz=O 

Consequently 

.JJN dy dz = 0 . . . . . . . (I) 

.Û(Ny - Mz) dy dz = 0 (11) 

15. N ow we have to . determine the functions L, Mand N, and find 

L = oSx + ~ + 0 tg _ or. 
dx dy OZ dy 

M=~+ OSg + otx + arz 

ax oy dz ax 
N = a tg + 0 tx + oSz + 2 Tz . dr: + Sx (d

2 
Wo + . d 2

r: ) . ax oy az dx dx2 y dx2 

so that equation 1 becomes: 

Partial integration, leads, with due regard to the conditions : tx = Sz = 0 
h b 

for y = ± 2' resp. z = ± 2' to 

jJatg dr: d 2r: - (I , ax . dy dz + 2 . dx' P - dx 2 • (1 - x) P - 0 . .. ) 

Equation 11 takes the form: 

In order to determine the integrals 

1J' at JJot y. d~ . z dy dz and a~ . dy dz 

we use equation (17d ). 
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In consequence of the facto that 

oL _ 02sx + o2tz + o2ty a2
Tz 

ax - ax2 oxay axaz - axay 

we find by transforming in the usual manner IJ ~; . z dy dz = 0 : 

Jj'ot c fJ" a
2 JJ' a

2 

o~ . dg dz =J. z. o;~ . dy dz - z . ax ~~ dy dz. . (111) 

JJ' 'oL 
From Ox' yz dy dz = 0 we derive: 

J y. ox . dydz~ z. ih .dydz=JJ yz. ox2 .dydz- (IV) J"r. aty D' (Uz = r' a
2
sx ~ 

J/'r. iF - J yz . ox~~ . dy dz 

At the other hand the torsional moment of the cross~section is equal to: 

Mw JJtz. z. dy dz -.J]~y . y dy dz. 

so that 

jJ~~ .Zdydz-jJ~~ . ydydz=d~w . ... (V) 

Substituting (111) in (I). we find: 

jJ a2sx - rJ' a
2
Tz de d2

-,; 
. z. ax2 .dydz-

J 
.... z'oxay.dy dz+2' dx .P-P(1-x)'dx2 =O . (1/) 

Combining (IV) and (Il). we have: 

j(' r.' a2 J' at J" a2 

J yz. o;~ .dy dz-2j a~ .zdydz-J yz. ox~~·dydz-
(11/) 

JJ'a J' d
2 

- ;~ . z dy dz + J ySx. d:20 . dy dz = O. 

From (V) and (IV) it follows that: 

Jj' at, d d - tj' (a
2
Sx a2

Tz ) d d + dMw 
2. • z. ax' y z =J. yz ax2 - axay y z ---;IX . 

If now Tz is replaced by the value. determined byequation (17b). 

the equations (I) and (11) become: 

(I") 

(Il") 
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According to equation (17b). we have 

or on account of (17) 

2 JJ arz d d - d3wo 6. P JJ(h2 2 ) 2 d d . z. ax' Y z - dx3 . bh3 . 4 - y . z . y z 

resp. : 

so that (11) can be reduced to 

dMw + P(I- ) d2wO+ Pb
2 

d
3
wO=O 

dx x . dx2 24' dr . 

Finally we have to make use of the re1ations 

au (d2
w d2l) 

Sx = + E. àx = - Ez dx20 + y. dr 

and 

(where C is a constant. depending on the dimensions of the cross~ 
section). 

Doing so. and putting b i;3 = I. we find the simultaneous differential 

equations: 

d 4w d 2l dl 
El· dx40 + P (1 - x) . dx2 - 2 . P . dx = 0 

Pb2 d3w 
which. with the exception of the term 24 . dx30. ag ree with those found 

by other investigators. Along other lines TIMOSCHENKO 1) introduced a 
similar term. when he made experiments with I~girders and stated a 
discrepancy between the usual theory and his results. 

1) TIMOSCHENKO. Sur la stabilité des systèmes êlastiques. Paris 1913. or Annales 
des ponts et ehaussées. fase. 3. -4 and 5 1913. 
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16. The two-dimensional problem in polar coordinates. 
If the state of stress of the body under consideration is independent 

of z (sa that W x = W g = o. {x = (y = 0). and if the volumetrie farces are 
negligible. the problem of elastic stability is governed by the equations: 

L = oSx + otz _ T oWz _ S dwz _ orz - 0 
- àx iJy Z' dx g' rly oy - . (I) 

M=~+àsg +S oWz + T oWz +orz - 0 
- ox ày X' dx Z' oy ox - . (11) 

(I1I) 

Though. as a matter of facto it would be possible to transform these 
equations in polar coordinates in a formal manner. we shall give here 
the direct deduction of the main equations. The polar coordinates of a 
point being (e. q;). the radial and tangential displacements u and u. we 
have: 

(
1 Ou u ou) 2 . r z = (So - Sr) fz + T z -. -0 + - - ~ . , e q; e ve 

The relations (5) have to be replaced by 

- T z W z 

x? = T z + tz - r z - Sr W z 

Y:o = T z + tz + rz + Sp W z 

Yr = Sr + Si' + T • . W z 

where obviously Xp. X~ .. " signify stress-components in the directions 
e and q;. related to surface-elements in state I. but acting on the 
corresponding surface-elements in state Ir. 

The equations of equilibrium of an element in state II. originally lying 
between the two angles q; and q; + dq;. and the two circles (e) and 
(e + de). take the form 

l o(Xp~+l àXi' _ Y,,-O 
e' oe e . oq; e-

l. o(Y:o e) +l. 0 Y? +~I =0 
e oe e oq; e 
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or 

axp +J.-. ax\, +J.-. (Xo _ Y~) = 0 
ae e arp e ' , 

avp +J.- àY\, + J.- (X. + Y) - 0 
àe e . arp e ' ? ,e - • 

Substituting in these equations the values of X p, X 'f ' Yp• Yr we obtain. 
with regard to the equations of equilibrium. holding for the element in 
state I: 

as our Bnal equations: 

They reduee. with T z = O. to 

L asp +J.-. atz +J.-. (so _ s,,) _ Sf awz _J.-. arz = O. (I) 
ae e arp e ' , e arp e arp 

M--~+J.-. as? +2tz + s awz +~~= O 
ae e drp e p (\; ae 

17. The circular ring under external pressure. 
The kinematic seheme be eharaeterised by 

u = uo 

e 1 auo 
v = Vo - - -. -a . (e - a) ; 

a a rp 

. . (II) 

a is the average ring-radius. u. vare the displaeements of an arbitrary 
point (e. rp). uo. Vo the displaeements of the eorresponding point (a. rp). 

We find eonseeutively: 

öu = tSuo 

e 1 aöuo 
öv = - öVo - - . -a- . (e - a) 

a a rp 
fz = 0 r z = 0 

aw. _ 1 (avo a2
uo) 

arp - --; . arp - arp2 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 

39 
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and therefore: 

The equation 

whïch now governs the prohJem, therefore can he written as follows: 

• [dep [buo.JLe de + bV{ ~e2 . de - : ~~o .J Me (e - a) de] = 0 

.fiep[buo lJLe de + J:~ e (e -a) de t + bVJ'~e2 de] = o. 

Consequently 

The Jatter of these equations hecomes 

Now we have 

SI' = E .1 Uo + ~. dvo _ a2 
Uo • e - a I 

, 0 e a aep Oep2 ae \ 

~L-E lOl oUo +l 02vo_ <PUo e- a I 
aep - . e· dep a· Oep2 aep3· ae \ 

J' aSt - OUo a2vo 
e . aq; de - Eh . (Jep + Eh . aep2 

f' a h f f 2 tz _ 2 a+ 2 _ e . a de - (tz e) _.!!.-- 2 tz e de - - 2 tz e de 
L e a 2 ' 0 

h h 
as tz =0 for e=a+ 2 and a- 2· 

Therefore the equation reduces to 

OUo + a2vo_ 0 or 
dep aep2-

(11) 
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It follows that the centre-line of the ring does not change its length. 
Equation (I) passes into: 

where 

The houndary conditions are 

which may he written as 

l
P,? =0 

h e=a+- h 
2 sp = - Pp . 2a (a + h/2) . 

in consequence of the facto that 

h ( CFu) = - 2a (a + h/2)' Uo + aq;g . 

Transforming equation (I). we find successively: 

f oSp J - a+h/2 e - . de + Sp. de - (e . sp) . e a-h/2 

h ( (Puo) = (a + h/2) . sa+h/2 = - Pp • 2a' Uo + aq;2 

39* 
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and putting 

fJ= In a+h(~ 
a-h/2 

dvo 
aep = - ua 

j ' e2-ea a2t. _ \ at. e2- ae la+hJ2 Jat. 2e - a 
-a- ' aeaep . de - lag;' -a-\ a-hJ2 - aep' --a- . de 

--2f~ e-a_J~ d - aep' a aep . e 
~ 

• a2 a2 ' ()2 ai j" ( )2 

J ~ e- a d =-E __ ua JI _e-~d -E ~ e- a d 
a 2' ·e 'a2' 2 e 'a'" 2 e ep a ep ~ ,ae ep. ae 

= - E (fJ - hfa) c;:~+ a;;~). 

The flnal result therefore is: 

or 

or 

with 
_ Pp _ Pp • a 3 

1'-- E(fJ- hfa) ---W-
The solutions cos ep and sin ep of th is equation are non-essential. as 

they relate to displacements of the ring as a whole. The remaining 
solutions cos VT+r cp. sin VT+;; ep have to be periodical with the 
period 2 n. The smallest value for I' therefore follows from 

Vl+I'=2 . 1'=3. 
which is in accordance with results already known. 



Pbysics. - The spectra of ionized Neon (Ne IIj and ionized Argon 

(Ar IIj. (Second Communication.) By T. L. DE BRUIN. (Com
municated by Prof. P . ZEEMAN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 31. 1928). 

1. Intraduction. 

In a former paper in these Proceedings 1) I have classified in a term
scheme a number of 180 lines of the spectrum of ionized Neon (Ne IIj. 
The spectralstructure has been found in agreement with the theory of 
complex spectra developed by HEISENBERG. RUSSELI . SAUNDERS. PAULI 
and especially by HUND. It has been pointed out that the structure is 
analogous with the spectralstructure of a neutral halogenatom (Fluorine) 
as could be expected according to the theory of BOHR and the displacement
law of KOSSEL and SOMMERFELD. The wavelengthmeasurements used for 

that analysis were taken from L. BLOCH. E. BLOCH and G. DÉJARDIN who 

produced the spectrum with the e1ectrodeless discharge. 
Now I have made some new experiments on the spectra of the ionized 

inert gases Ne II and Ar /I. The spectra have been produced by passing 

heavy condensed discharges through a narrow vacuumcapilar (% mm) . 
For more experimental details see a note in the Zeitschr. f. Phys. 2). 
A comparison between the deep quartetterms of Ne II and Ar II forms the 
substance of the present paper. 

2. The spectrum of ionized Argon. 

In the same year (1895) that RAYLEIGH and RAMSAY had detected the 
element argon. CROOKES investigated the spectrum of it. CROOKES found 

that two spectra could be produced. the "red" and the "blue" spectrum. 

The blue spectrum was very intensive in the case of condensed discharges. 

Wave-Iength measurements of this blue spectrum have been made by 

I) T. L. DE BRUIN: These Proceedings 31. 2. 1928. 
2) T . L. DE BRUIN: Zeitschr. f. Physik. H. 157. 1927. 46. 856. 1928. 
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KAYSER 1) and EDER and VALENTA 2). Especially the measurements of 

KAYSER to À 3000 given in 0.001 Ä. are very useful for the analysis. The 

data of EDER and VALENTA are not so exact but extend to À 2000. L. BLOCH, 
E. BLOCH and G. DÉJARDIN 3) have investigated which lines are due to the 

higher states of ionization. Little has been known on the structure of the 
blue Argonspectrum 4). Only PAULSON 5) found that different lines could 

be ordened in groups with the differences : 

D.v: 844.49; 1611.33; 149.55 and 153.97. 

The analysis of the Ne IJ spectrum was the startingpoint for the analysis 
of the Ar IJ spectrum. The key for the analysis of Ne IJ was the 

identifitation of the following group of lines : 

Ne// 

-4.3028.85 
33006.2 

299.1 

6.3001.6-46 
33305.3 

This group is in the case of ionized Argon: 

AI'II 

7.3928.599 
25-4-47.2-4 

515.70 

8.3850.565 
25962.88 

517.7 

8H.-40 

7.2955.735 
33822 .7 

9.3729 .300 
26807.09 

In this note we shill compare the quartetterms in both spectra, whereas 
in a following paper we shill give an account of the doublet terms, . the 

intercombinations, the absolute termvalues, etc. 

3. Theoretical scheme of terms. 

Theoretically, according to the theory of complex spectra the following 
terms may be deduced from the atomie configuration : 

I) H. KAYSER: Astropbys. Journ. 4, 1. 1896. Sitzber. Akad. Berlin. 1896. Nr. 2-4; 
Handb. d. Spektl'. V. pag. 61. These measurements have been used. 

2) EDER et VALENTA: Denkschr. Wien. Akad. 64. 1. 1897. Beitr. z. Photochem. 190-4. 
3) L. BLOCH, E. BLOCH et G. DÉJARDJN: Ann. d. Phys. 2, -461. 192-4. 
') K. W. ME ISSN ER investigated the structure of the "red" spectrum due to the neutral 

atom. 
5) PAULSON: Astrophys. Journ. 41. 75. 1915. 
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T ABLE I. Theoretical termschemes Neon 11 and Argon 11 (Deep terms). 

Atomie eonfiguration 

I \ 

Basicterm : 3 Pi) 

nk 

I 2p I 3d I 4s 'lp 4d 4f 
Symbol Terms. 

Is 2s 3s 3p 

I I I I Quartet I Doublet 

2 2 5 s2 pS P 

- 2 2 4 I s2 pi .3s P P -= 2 2 4 I s2 pi .3p DPS DPS 0 ., 
Z 2 2 4 I s2pi . 3d FDP FDP 

2 I 2 4 I I I s2 pi .4s i P P 

I 2 2 6 2 5 I 
s2 ps P 

= 2 2 6 2 4 I s2 pi . 3d FDP FDP 
= 2 2 6 2 4 I s2 pi .4s P P 0 
C> .. 

2 2 6 2 4 I s2 pi . 'lp DPS D PS < 
2 I 2 6 2 4 I I s2 pi. 4d I FDP FDP 

The termarrangement of Ar Il is similar to that of Ne Il already reported 

by us, except for one group of terms. In Ne Il only terms involving a 
displaced selectron exist in the group of terms above the fundamental 

2P2I state. In Ar Il however, an excited 3d electron gives a group of terms 
2,4 (P, D, P). 

4. Analogous multiplets. Termtable. ldentification of terms. 

The following table 2 gives the analogous multipiets arising from the 

combinations between the deep quartetterms of Ne Il and Ar II. In both 
spectra 2) in the 4P32I term the interval rule holds very weil but in the 
4P' 32I-term the ratio is anomalous. In the 4P321-term the three components 

go to the components of the basic term 3P01 2 but in the 4P' 321-term the 
components 4PI and 4P2 go to 3PI while 4P3 goes to 3P2 • In both spectra 

the 4D I2 and 4P23 (in Ne Il 144.1 and 145.5 in Ar Il 260.5 and 266.3) . 
have nearly the same value. These termseparations go to the component 

3Po of the basicterm. Table 4 shows that in Ar Il terms are present of the 
configuration (s2 p4) 3d. A numerical comparison between wavenumbers 

of the analogous multiplets shows th at the ratio diminishes for higher terms 
(Table 5) . Table 3 gives some multiplets in both spectra which identification 

is not quite sure. Table 6 gives the relative term values in Ne Il and Ar Il. 
The last column gives all the theoretical ter ms. 

I) It is possible that also terms from the metastabile states ID and IS are present. 
2) This is also in the F I spectrum. See T. L. DE BRUIN. These Proceedings 30. p. 20 

and 944, 1927; Zs. f. Phys. 38. 94. 1926. 



TABLE 2. Neon 11. 3s 1P123 - 3p 4PI23; 3s 1P123 - 3p 1DI234 ; 3s 1P\23 - 3p 1S2. 

299.1 517.7 I:;~I 
--+---~--------------------------------------------------
1. I. 1p,! 

182.6 

114.1 

1D2 

5. 3751.26 
26650.2 

8.3777.162 
26467.4 

5. 3344.43 
29891.9 

5. 3360.63 
29747.8 

4. 3028.85 
33006.2 

299.0 

299.2 

299.1 

299.2 

299.1 

7. 3709.643 
26919.1 

7. 3734.94 
26766.6 

8. 3766.286 
26543.8 

3. 3311. 30 
30191.0 

5. 3327.162 
30047.0 

7. 3355.05 
29797.4 

6. 3001.646 
33305.3 

517.6 

517.8 

517.9 

517.7 

517.1 

9. 3664.089 
27281.2 

10. 3694.22 
27061.6 

2. 3270.79 
30564.9 

7. 3297.74 
30315.1 

10. 3334.837 
29977.8 

7. 2955.735 
33822.7 

Argon Il. 4s 1P123 - 4p 1P123 ; 4s 1P123 - 4p 1D1231; 4s 1P123 - 4p 1S2• 

515.70 841.40 lXI --i--+------------------------.--
1. 1P'I I 

357.30 

307.78 

n.1 1DI 

I 
260.31 

1D2 

1 . 1972.16 1) 8. 1847.783 
20106.4 515.85 20622.25 

8. 5062.019 
19749.47 

6. 1379.657 
22826.44 

4. 4130.185 
22566.11 

7. 3928.599 
25147.20 

6. 4933.226 
515.60 20265.07 

8. 5009.246 
19957.53 

3. 4282.894 
515.72 23312.16 

8. 4331.194 
515.74 23081.85 

8. 4425.995 
22587.23 

8. 3850.565 
515.68 25962.88 

I) Measurement of the author. 

844.42 

814.03 

814.36 

814.38 

844.21 

6. 1735.885 
21109.49 

10. 4805.993 
20801.56 

3. 4178.314 
23926.21 

8. 4266.524 
23431. 71 

10. 1348.062 
22992.30 

9. 3729.300 
26807.09 



TABLE 2 (Continued). Neon Jl. 3d "Dl234 - 3p "Pm ; 3d "Dl234 - 3p D1234' 

I"" 3d 1 
3p "" 

"Dil 98.3 "D'2 106.3 "D'3 81.1 "D'" 

4. 
"P'I 3. 3045.58 5. 3054.69 

32824.9 98.8 32727.1 
182.6 

"P'2 4. 3028.85 I) 4. 3037.73 6. 3047.57 
33006.2 97.4 32909.8 106.3 32803.5 

222.5 
4P'3 3. 3017.3i 4. 3027.04 5. 3034.475 

33132.2 106.2 33026.0 81.0 32945.0 

5. 
"DI I. 3379 . 35 3. 3390.56 

29583.0 97.8 29485.2 
194'1 

"D2 2. 3362.98 2) 3. 3374.10 1. 3386.24 
29727.8 98.8 29629.0 106.2 29522.8 

249.3 

"D3 2. 3345.95 3. 3357 .90 6. 3367.20 3) 
29878.3 106.2 29772 .0 82.2 29689.8 

1

337
.
2 

"D4 2. 3320 . 29 4. 3329 .20 
I 30109.2 80.6 30028.6 

Argon Jl. 4d "Dm4 - 4p "P123; 4d "Dm4 - 4p "Dl23'" 

I~I "Dil 107.50 "D'2 188.43 "D'3 121. 85 "D'" 

IV. "Pil 5. 3521.950 6. 3535.364 
28385 .27 107.70 28277.57 

357.30 

"P'2 6. 3478.260 5. 3491.290 8. 3514.426 
28741.81 107.27 28634.54 188.50 28446.04 

307.76 

"P'3 5. 3454.148 188.37 8. 3476.776 10. 3491.573 
28954.41 28754.07 121. 85 28632.22 

V. 
"DI I ( 3895. 19) 4) 1. 391 I. 571 

(25665.45) 107.49 25557.96 

260.31 ' 

"D2 I. 3856.060 2. 3872.176 2. 3900 .613 
25925.88 107.90 25817.98 188.22 25629.76 

494.40 

"D3 1. 3799.446 3. 3826.826 1. 3844.771 
26312.18 188.25 26123.93 121.93 26002 .00 

1439.47 
"D4 3. 3763.565 6. 3780.868 

I 26563.03 121. 56 26411.47 

I) Coincidence with; "PI - "82, 
2) Coincidence with; "82 - g "PI ' 
3) Probably coincidence. Intensity too much . 
") Wavelengths between brackets are calculated. Note added to praof: This line has 

been found on our plates. Observed: 1. 3895.22; 25665.2. 



TABLE 2 (Continued). Neon Il. 3d 4F234S-3p 4PJ23; 3d 4F234S-3p 4D1234 ; 3d 4F2.14S-3p 4S2. 

I~I 4F2 145.5 4F3 325.4 4F1 527.7 iFs 

6. 4p', O. 2891.48 
34374.2 

182.6 
4P'2 3. 2876.43 dr. 1. 2888.43 

34755.1 144 .3 34610 .8 
222 .5 

4P'3 1. 2858.02 2. 2869.95 2. 2997.05 
34979.0 145.4 14833.6 325.9 34507 .7 

7. 
4D, 2. 3190.89 

31330.2 
144.1 

4D2 3. 3176.17 2. 3190.88 
31475 .8 145.6 31330.2 

249 .3 
4D3 2. 3151.16 2. 3165.70 5. 3198.62 

31725.2 145.7 31579.5 325.0 31254 .5 
337.5 

4D. 2. 3132.22 3. 3164.46 8. 3218.22 
31917.2 325.4 31591.8 527.7 31064 . 1 

8. I 4S2 I 7. 3542.89 4. 3561.24 
28217.5 145.4 28072.1 

Argon Il. 4d 4F231S - 4p 4PJ23; 4d 1F2315 - 4p 4DJ231 ; 4d 4F234S - 4p 4S2. 

I~I 4F2 266.33 4F3 449.60 4F4 531.66 4Fs 

VI. 
4p, 2. 3263.582 

30632.37 
357.30 

4P2 2. 3226.03 ( 3275 .31) 
30988.94 266.33 (30722 .61) 

307.78 
4P3 1. 3194.270 ( 3221. 70) ( 3269.04) 

31297.04 266.33 (31030 .71) 449.57 (30581. 14) 

VII. 
4D, 6. 3581.652 

27912.14 
260.31 

1D2 5. 3548.530 6. 3582.397 
28172.66 266.33 27906.34 

494.40 
1D3 ( 3487.30) 6. 3520 .041 8. 3576.658 

(28666.99) 266 .33 28400.66 449.55 27951.11 
439.47 

iD4 4. 3466 .383 5. 3521.281 10. 3588 .483 
28840.29 449 .63 28390 .66 531.66 27859.00 

VIII. I 
4S2 I 2. 3952.742 4. 3994.885 

25291.76 266.60 25025.16 



TABLE 3. Neon II. 

~I g 'lp} 305.5 f'lP2 376.6 e 1P3 

'IP'I 2. 2770.60 3. 2794.26 
36082.6 305.5 35777 .1 

182.6 

'IP'2 3. 2756.64 2. 2780.06 4 . 2809.50 
36265.4 305.6' 35959.8 376.6 35583.1 

222.6 
1P'3 3. 2762.97 5. 2792.05 

36182.3 376.9 3:805.4 

1DI 2. 3044.16 1. 3072.70 
32840.2 305.5 32535.2 

144.1 . 
1D2 2. 3030.85 3. 3059.16 (3094.8) 

32984 .5 305.3 32679.2 376.3 (32302.9) 

249.6 

1D3 3. 3035.98 2. 3071.08 
32928.7 .376.3 32552.4 

337.2 

'ID 4 3. 3039.65 
32889.0 

'IS2 2. 3362.89 1. 3397.86 1. 3441. 96 
29727.8 305.9 29421.9 377.0 29044.9 

Argon Il. 

~ g 'IPI 729.50 f'lP2 627.90 e 'IP3 

4p 

'IP'I 3. 3669.550 4. 3770.569 
27243.56 729.87 26513.69 

357.30 
'IP'2 6. 3622.204 Ó. 3720.467 6. 3809.499 

27599.69 728.96 26870.73 627.99 26242.74 

307.78 

1P'3 tJ. 3678.328 8. 3765.313 
27178.54 627.84 26550.70 

'IDI 8. 4076 .704 1. 4201.946') 
24522.72 730.96 23791.76 

260.31 
1D2 6. 4033.872 6. 4156.135 (4267.52) 2) 

24783.10 729.04 24054.06 627.80 (23426.26) 
494.40 

1D3 5. 4072.429 5. 4179.329 
24548.48 627.91 23920.57 

439.-40 

1D4 10. 4103.957 
24359.88 

1S2 3. 4564.37 (4721.65)2) 6. 4865.96 
21902 . 7 729.59 (21173.11) 627.90 20545.21 

I) Coincidence. 
2) Note added to proof. These lines have been found on our plates. 

Observed: 3. 4267.49: 23426.4. 3. 4721.66; 21173.1. 
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TABLE 4. Argon Il 3d "Dm" - 4p "Pl23; 3d "Dm" - 4p "DI23i. 

", -3d I 
4p~ "D'l 107.00 "D'2 149.53 "D'3 153.90 "D'" 

I 
"P ' l 4. 4352 . 198 3. 4332.035 

22970 .46 106.91 23077 .37 
357.30 

"P'2 1. 4420.943 3. 4400.101 4. 4371.334 
22613 . 14 107 .25 22720 .39 149.51 22869.90 

307.78 

"P'3 2. 4460.512 149.26 4. 4431.002 153 .86 5. 4400.986 
22412.69 22561 .95 22725 .81 

"Dl 2. 3891 .400 3. 3875.256 
25690.44 107.05 25797.49 

260.31 

1D2 2. 3931. 232 3 . 3914.781 4. 3891.978 
25730.14 106.87 25537.01 149.61 25686 .62 

494.40 

"D3 2. 3992 .046 4. 3968.346 4 . 3944.259 
25042 .75 149.57 25192.92 153.84 25346.16 

439.47 

"Di 

I 
2. 4038.816 6. 4013.852 

24752.76 153 .95 24906.71 

TABLE 5. 

Multiplet 

l'N . 1I 

Neon Il n = 3 l' Ar 11 

Argon Il n=4 

ns "P - np 'lp 1.315 

ns "P _ np 1D 1.301 

ns "P - np iS I. 281 

np "P - nd "P 1.151 

np 1D - nd "D 1.143 

nd "P - np 'lp 1.122 

nd "P - np "S 1.118 

nd "P - np "D 1.115 
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TABLE 6 

Neon 11 Argon 11 Neon 11; n = 3 
Argon 11 ; n = 4 

Exper. Termva\ue Term- Termva\ue I Term- Atom- Tbeor. 
Term (re\ative) difference (re\ative) difference configuration term 

iD'i - 101914.10 ! I" p') 3d 
3d iDi 

153.98 
4D'J - 101760.12 3d 4DJ 

149.62 
4DI2 - 101610.80 3d 4D2 

107 .03 
iD'1 - 101503.77 3d 1DI 

4PJ I 112500 .0 100000.00 ! (,' p'). "' 

ns iPJ 
517.8 811.10 

4P2 111982.2 99155.60 ns iP2 
299.1 515.70 

iPI 111683.\ 98639.90 ns 4PI 

iP'J 85138.2 79198.25 np 4PJ 
222.6 307.75 

iP'2 85215.6 78890.50 np "P2 
182 .5 357.30 

"P'I 85033.1 78533.20 np 4PI 

"D" 82'522.2 77007.70 np 4D" 
337.3 139.36 (s2 p4). np 

"DJ 82181.9 76568.31 np iDJ 
219.7 191.57 

4D2 81935.2 76073.77 np "D2 
141.1 260 . 32 

"DI 81791.1 758\3.15 np 4DI 

"S2 78678.0 
I 

73192 .72 np iS2 

"D'" 52193.9 I 50566,20 nd "D" 
81.5 121.80 

4D'J 52112.1 50111.10 nd "DJ 
106.2 188.61 

iD'2 52306.2 50255.79 nd 4D2 
98.3 107.79 

iD'1 52207.9 50148.00 nd 4DI 
(s2 pi). nd 

4PS 51458 .6 19148.70 nd 4PS 
528.1 531.55 

4p" 50930 .5 18617.15 nd iP" 
325.6 119 .59 

-IPJ 50601.9 48167.56 nd 4PJ 
115.5 266 .33 

iP2 50159 .1 17901. 23 nd iP2 

e iPJ 19633.0 I 52617.50 r) "d'~! 376.7 627.76 
fiP2 49256.8 52019.74 ~ (s2 pi). nd? nd 4P2 ? 

305.5 729.14 
g iPI 18950.8 51290.60 nd "PI 

I) In Ne 11 probab1y: (s2p4).1s. 
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5. ZEEMAN-effects. 

The ZEEMAN-effect of Ne II is never investigated. Now, we can calculate 
and predict the ZEEMAN-types from the classification and the theory of 
LANDÉ. In the case of Ar II the ZEEMAN-effect of some lines in the visible 
part of the spectrum is known by work of LÜTTIG. His results are only 
qualitative because he used a discharge perpendicular to the field . The 
magnetic field used by LÜTTIG was not very strong too. Now it will be 
very interesting to investigate the ZEEMAN-effect for checking the term
scheme especially in connex ion with the g-values of the terms. 

Int. 

8. 

8. 

4. 

6. 

8. 

10. 

6. 

ZEEMAN-effect. Multiplet I: 
Calculated I ) ZEEMAN-effect from our classification, observed ZEEMAN-effect 

by LOTTIG ') . 

À 1 Term
combination ZEEMAN-effect 

5062 .019 

5009.246 

4972.16 

4933.226 

4847.783 

4805 .893 

4735 . 885 

4p) _ 4P'2 Calc. (0.47) 1.27 2.20 

Obs. : At 17000 Gausz the line splits up in four 
or six components. More components excluded. 

4P2 - 4P'3 Calc. : (0.07) (0 .20) 1.40 1.53 1.67 1.80 
Obs.: Diffuse triplet 

4P1 - 4p') Calc . . (0) 2.66 

Obs. : Triplet. 

4P2 - 4P'2 Calc.: (0) 1.73 
Obs. : Triplet. More components excluded. 

4P2 - 4p') Calc.: (0 . 47) 1 . 27 2.20 
Obs.: Quartet. Probably more components. Even 

type. 

4P3 - 4P'3 Calc.: (0) 1.60 
Obs. : (0) 1.60 (H = ± 6000) 

4P3 - 4P' 2 Calc. : (0.07) (0.20) 1. 40 1. 53 I. 67 I. 80 
Obs.: (0) 1.48 (H = ± 7000). 

6. Conclusion. 

A comparison has been made between the deep quarter terms of ionized 
Neon (NeII) and ionized Argon (Ar//) . Nearly all the terms predicted 
by the theory of H EISENBERG and HUND have been detected and identified. 

In conclusion the au thor wis hes to express thanks to Prof. P . ZEEMAN 
for the valuable advise and helpfuI suggestions. 

Laboratory " Physica" of the University of Amsterdam. 
March 1928. 

1) The ZEEMAN-types have been calculated with the normal g -values. Anomalous 
g-values however can be present. 

2) O. LOTTIG: Dissertatie. Halle a. S. 1911. Ann. d. Phys. 38, 69. 1912. 



Anatomy. Experimentell-anatomische Untersuchungen über die 
optischen Systeme im Gehirn. By B. BROUWER, G. J. VAN HEUVEN 
and A. BIEMOND. 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1928) 

In Zusammenwirkung mit Prof. W. P. C. ZEEMAN habe ich vor einigen 
Jahren experimentell-anatomische Untersuchungen über die Frage be
gonnen, wie die verschiedenen Teile der Netzhaut im Zentralnervensystem 
vertreten sind. Die Methode war folgende. ZEEMAN laedierte die Retina 
von Kaninchen, Katzen und Affen an zircumscripten Stellen und zerstörte 
dadurch die Schicht der Ganglionzellen. Die Tiere wurden nach 1 B Tagen 
getötet. Das Zentralnervensystem wurde nach der MARCHI-methode be
arbeitet. In dieser Weise konnten die sekundär degenerierten Fasern in den 
Nervi optici, dem Chiasma, den Tractus optici und in den primären 
optischen Endigungsstätten studiert werden. 

Die Verhältnisse bei Kaninchen und Katzen sind genau ausgearbeitet 
und beschrieben von Dr. J. F. A. OVERBOSCH. Es hat sich herausgestellt. 
dass die verschiedenen Retinaquadranten ihren bestimmten Platz im Corpus 
geniculatum externum besitzen , und - so weit es das Kaninchen betrifft -
auch im Corpus quadrigeminum anticum. Die Ergebnisse der Unter
suchungen im ers ten optischen Neuron beim Affen sind schon von ZEEMAN 
und mir an anderer Stelle in die Literatur gebracht. leh beschränke mich 
darauf, daran zu erinneren, dass die Ganglionzellen der oberen Netzhaut
quadranten ihre Achsencylinder nach dem medialen Teil des Corpus 
geniculatum externum schicken, die unteren Quadranten nach dem lateralen. 
Die Macula hat eine ausgedehnte Projection in diesem Ganglion, was nicht 
zu verwundern ist, weil dieses Areal der Netzhaut sehr reichlich mit 
Ganglionzellen versehen ist; sie schickt ihre Fasern nach dem mittleren 
und zum grössten Teil nach dem dorsalen Gebiet des Geniculatums. Teil
weise drängt also das Maculafeld die dorsalen und ventralen peripheren 
(peripher = nicht-maculär) Netzhautquadranten auseinander. Ein Teil 
dieser letzteren muss jedoch im ganzen ventralen Gebiete vergegenwärtigt 
sein. Man vergleiche die Figur 1, aus welcher man ersehen kann, wie 
ZEEMAN und ich uns die Lokalisation der verschiedenen Netzhautteile im 
Corpus geniculatum externum beim Affen denken. Es können genügende 
Argumente für die Auffassung angeführt worden, dass analoge Verhält
nisse beim Menschen bestehen. 

Auf zwei Umstände aus dieser Untersuchungsreihe möchte ich hier noch 
besonders hinweisen. Erstens, dass derjenige Teil der Retina, den die 
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Reize aus dem monoculären Gebiet des Gesichtsfeldes treffen, auch seinen 
besonderen . Platz im Corpus geniculatum externum besitzt und zwar an 
dessen ventralem Rande. Zweitens, dass es uns nicht gelungen ist, eine 
mehr detaillierte Lokalisation in den Unterteilen eines Quadranten aufzu
Einden. Im Gegenteil, wir wurden getroffen durch die Tatsache, dass die 
Degenerationsareale, die durch Laesionen verschiedener Stellen eines 
Quadranten hervorgerufen waren, so viel Uebereinstimmung miteinander 
zeigten. Dieser Befund wurde auch von OVERBOSCH bei Kaninchen und 
Katzen erhoben. In unseren Praeparaten konnte ich leicht ablesen, ob 
ZEEMAN eine Laesion temporal-oben, temporal-unten, nasal-oben oder 
nasal-unten gemacht hatte. Mit Ausnahme des monoculären Teiles jedoch 
konnte man im Corpus geniculatum externum nicht sehen, ob die Laesion in 
der Nähe der Macula oder an einer mehr peripheren Stelle gemacht worden 
war. Auf die Bedeutung dieser beiden Tatsachen werde ich unten weiter 
zurückkommen. 

Da diese secundäre Degeneration, mit der MARCHI-methode bearbeitet, 
die Grenzen eines laedierten Neurones nicht überschreitet, waren wir in 
dieser Weise nicht in der Lage, die Projection der Retina auf die Grosshirn
rinde festzustellen. Urn dieses zu erreichen, wurden umschriebene Laesionen 
in der Area striata gemacht, wodurch eine retrograde Degeneration im 
Corpus geniculatum externum hervorgerufen wird. In Zusammenwirkung 
mit dem Augenarzt G. J. VAN HEUVEN haben wir solche Experimente bei 
neun erwachsenen Affen (Cynomolgus fascicularis) gemacht. Wir haben 
die Tiere nach der Operation eine ziemlich lange Zeit leben lassen (ge
wöhnlich 8 Monate), damit die retrograde Degeneration eine intensive 
würde. Die Gehirne wurden in Schnittserien zerlegt und abwechselnd ge
färbt nach der VAN GIESON- und der WEIGERT-PALmethode. Diese beiden 
Formen von Degeneration, die retrograde von der Regio calcarina aus 
hervorgerufen und die secundäre MARcHI-degeneration von der Netzhaut 
aus, beg eg neten einander in dieser Weise. Wir konnten uns jetzt eine 
Vorstellung über die Frage bilden, wie die optischen Fasern sich im zweit en 
Neuron verbreiten. 

Die Ausdehnung der Laesionen im Occipitalhirn und die dadurch ver
ursachten degenerativen Veränderungen im Fasciculus longitudinalis 
inferior und im Corpus geniculatum externum wurden von Dr. VAN HEUVEN 
in diesen neun Schnittserien gezeichnet. Eine detaillierte Beschreibung 
dieser Ergebnisse wird in seiner Dissertation erscheinen. Einige der wichtig
sten Resultate mögen hier folgen. 

Es hat sich herausgestellt, dass die sogenannte Sehstrahlung in einigen 
Fällen bei der Operation mitlaediert worden war ,in anderen jedoch nicht. 
Je nach der Lage und der Ausdehnung des primären Herdes in der Area 
striata gehen Zellen im Corpus geniculatum externum - und zwar aus
schliesslich im gleichseitigen - zu Grunde. Dabei tritt eine reactive Glia
wucherung auf. Dieser Zellausfall tritt nur dann auf, wenn auch die tieferen 
Schichten des Feldes 17 von BRODMANN laediert worden sind (Figuren 2 

40 
Proceedings RoyaI Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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Laesion in der - 1------
Area striata 

Fig. 2. Kleine Laesion in der Area striata d~s Affen. 
(Naeh einem VAN GIESON-Praeparat) . 

- Laesion in der 
Area striata 

Fig. 3. Grosse Laesion im dorso-medialen Teil der Area striata des Affen . 
(Na eh einem WEIGERT-PAL-Praeparat). 
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und 3). Die Figuren 4 und 5 mögen zeigen, wie scharf eine bestimmte 
Laesion in der Occipitalrinde sich in den ZeIlen dieses Ganglions ausdrückt. 

Zellausfall -

Lateral 

Zellausfall -

Zeliausfall 

Medial 

Fig. 4. Drei umschriebene Bezirke von retrograder Degeneration im Corpus geniculatum 
externum des Affen. 

(Nach einem VAN GIESON-Praeparat). 

Die Untersuchungen lehrten, dass eine Laesion desjenigen Teiles der 
Area striata, der beim Affen auf der lateralen Hirnoberfläche gelegen isr, 
einen ZeIlausfaIl im mittleren und zum Teil auch im dorsalen Areal des 
Corpus geniculatum externum hervorruft. Da die Untersuchungen von 
ZEEMAN und mir gelehrt hatten, dass hier das Maculafeld localisiert werden 
musste, liess sich daraus schliessen, dass dieser laterale Teil der Area striata 
ausschliesslich als eine Endigungsstätte von maculären Verbindungen be
trachtet werden muss~ Es war jedoch möglich, noch eine weitere Unter
verteilung zu machen. Das obere Areal der lateralen occipitalen Hirnober
fläche gehört dem medialen, das untere dem lateralen Gebiete der maculären 
Zöne im Corpus geniculatum externum an. Es ist jedoch sicher, dass 
hiermit das Projectionsgebiet der maculären Verbindungen nicht erschöpft 
ist. Ein Teil davon greift auch auf die mediale Hirnoberfläche über, 
während mehrere Argumente für die Auffassung sprechen, dass auch die 
Windungen, die in der Tiefe um den Sulcus calcarinus herum gelegen sind, 
maculäre Verbindungen besitzen. 

Die verschiedenen Tatsachen stimmen am besten miteinander überein. 
wenn man annimmt, dass eine sehr bestimmte topographische Beziehung 
zwischen dem Corpus geniculatum externum und der Regio calcarina be
steht. Was oben in der Area striata liegt, findet sich medial im Corpus 

40· 
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geniculatum externum, dessen laterale Partie dem entspricht, was unten in 
der Area striata liegt. Ausserdem stehen die oralen Teile des Ganglions 

Fig. 5. Zellausfall im Corpus geniculatum externum des Affen nach einer 
Laesion in der Area striata. 

(Nach einem VAN GIESON-Praeparat). 

mit den mehr nach vorne gelegenen in der Regio calcarina in Verbindung, 
die caudalen jedoch mehr mit ihren hinteren Partieen. Leider ist es uns nicht 
gelungen, die am meisten nach vorne gelegenen Gebiete der Area striata 
zu exstirpieren, sodass die retrograde Degeneration in keiner unserer 
Schnittserien in den meist oralen Abschnitten des Geniculatums gefun~ 
den wurde·. 

Ich möchte hervorheben, dass der Ausfall von ZeIlen sich häufig bis 
in den ventralen Rand fortsetzt. Die Bedeutung dieser Tatsache ist folgende. 
Im Corpus geniculatum externum finden sich normalerweise über einen 
ziemlich grossen Abschnitt verteilt am ventralen Rande einige Reihen von 
ZeIlen, die grösser als die übrigen dieses Ganglions sind. Dieser Kranz von 



kleinerejZellen -If'li:~ q'#frU' 

Zellausfall 

Zellausfall in -~tH"t_i~~ 'Ië~~ 
dem Kranz der 

grösseren 
Zeilen 

-ijJ~~ 4~-.. ~~?:4~I -kleinere Zeilen 

UP'y~~'s' .!.::~I - grössere ~_. Zeilen 

Fig. 6. Corpus geniculatum externum des Affen. Retrograde Degeneration kleinerer und grösserer Zeilen. 
(Nach einem VAN GIESON-Praeparat). 
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grösseren Zeilen, der beim Menschen noch stärker ausgesprochen ist als 
beim Affen, nimmt in der Literatur über das zerebrale optische System 
einen besonderen Platz ein. Beim Studium von Herden im Occipitalhirn des 
Menschen ist wiederholt festgestellt worden, dass diese grösseren Zeilen 
wenig oder überhaupt nicht an der retrograden Degeneration mitbeteiligt 
waren. Dieser Umstand hat oft den Gedanken aufkommen lassen, dass 
dieser Teil des Corpus geniculatum externum nicht auf die Area striata 
projiziert ist. Einige nehmen an, dass wahrscheinlich hieraus Verbindungen 
mit dem Mittelhirn entstehen. Wei! wir an zahlreichen Stellen in unseren 
Schnittserien beobachtet haben, dass die grösseren Zeilen zuglidch mit den 
kleineren zu Grunde gegangen waren, wird man verstehen, dass wir die 
Ueberzeugung gewonnen haben, dass alle Zeilen dieses Ganglions ihre 
Achsencylinder nach der occipitalen Rinde schicken. Die Figur N0. 6 zeigt 
einen solchen Zellausfall in deutlicher Weise. Ich werde unten auf die 
Bedeutung dies er Tatsache für die Physiologie zurückkommen. 

Es ist nicht leicht, die Verhältnisse im Fasciculus longitudinalis inferior 

Umschriebener -
Degenerationsbezirk 

normaler

Fasciculus 
longitudinalis 

inferior 

./' 

I. 

~ • - I 

Fig. 7. Umschriebene Degeneration im Fasciculus longitudinalis inferior nach einel 
Laesion in der Area striata. 

(Nach einem WEIGERT-PAL-Pt'Beparat). 
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zu übersehen. Doch liess sich in verschiedenen Schnittserien feststellen , 
dass eine gewisse Lokalisation der verschiedenen Netzhautteile in der 
Sehstrahlung bestehen muss. Dieses ist vor allem im Occipitalhirn deutlich, 
also in der Nähe der primären Herde. Die Figur N0. 7 gibt ein Beispiel 
einer ziemlich scharf umschriebenen Degeneration im Stratum sagittale 
externum. Die Fasern, welche mit den oberen Calcarinagebieten in Ver
bindung stehen, liegen in der Sehstrahlung des Affen dorsal, die, welche 
den mehr nach unten gelegenen Windungen angehören, finden sich in 
dieser Strahlung ventral. Die Fasersysteme, die sich nach der Rinde der 
lateralen Hirnwindungen wenden, werden im Fasciculus longitudinalis 
inferior mehr im mittleren Teil gefunden und nehmen ein grosses Gebiet 
dieser Strahlung ein. Wenn man die Schnittserien in mehr oralerRichtung 
verfolgt, so wird eine solche Lokalisation viel weniger deutlich. Zum Teil 
ist dieses dem Umstand zu zuschreiben, dass im Fasciculus longitudinalis 
inferior viele associativen Verbindungen aus anderen Hirnwindungen ver
lau fen. Die Degeneration der Fasern ist jedoch im Corpus geniculatum 
externum selbst oft wieder ziemlich scharf localisiert, in Uebereinstimmung 
mit dem umschriebenen Ausfall von ZeIlen. 

In den Figuren N 0. 8, 9 und 10 haben wir wiedergegeben, zu welchen 
Schlussfolgerungen man auf Grund der verschiedenen Tatsachen berechtigt 
ist. Ein sehr grosser Teil der Area striata wird von dem maculären Gebiet 
eingenommen. Die dorsalen Quadranten liegen auf der Rinde dorsal von 
den ventralen. Die Teile der Netzhaut, welche nicht zur Macula gehören, 

Ittt++ I +- ++ 

= Dorsaler Teil ~ 
Macula Geblet 

VentraIer Teil 

Fig. 8. Projection vom Macula-Gebiet auf der lateralen Hirnoberfläche 
heim Affen. 

Area 
striata 
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Bnden ihre Repraesentation in den Windungen rings urn den Sulcus calca~ 
rinus. Auch hier ist wieder festzustellen, dass die oberen Quadranten dorsal 

• m 
= Dorsaler Teil l 

Peripherie 

: VentralerTeil 

Area striata 

Pig. 9. Projection von den verschiedenen Retina-Teilen auf der medialen 
Hirnoberfläche heim Affen. 

und die unteren ventralliegen (Figur 10). Wir müssen jedoch aus unseren 
Schnittserien schliessen, dass auch maculäre Teile in den Windungen rings 
urn den Sulcus calcarinus liegen, und dass diese zwischen den dorsalen und 
ventralen peripheren Retinaquadranten gesucht werden müssen. 

Wie oben schon erwähnt wurde, ist bei unseren Operationen das meist 
nach vorne gelegene Gebiet der Area striata verschont worden, und sind 
auch die meist oral gelegen en Abschnitte des Corpus geniculatum externum 
von der Degeneration freigeblieben. Weil alles auf eine ziemlich schema~ 
tische Beziehung zwischen der ersten und zweiten optisch en Station hin~ 
weist, schliessen wir daraus, dass in diesem oralen Gebiete der Area striata 
die verschiedenen Retinateile wieder vergegenwärtigt sind. In dieser Weise 
kann man dann die Projection der Retina auf die Grosshirnrinde durch 
das Glasmodell wiedergeben, das ich jetzt demonstriere und das mehr 
genau von Dr. VAN HEUVEN in seinem Buch erklärt werden wird. Die 
Verhältnisse in der Area striata werden schon vorbereitet in Fasciculus 
longitudinalis inferior, in dem die maculären Verbindungen sich über eine 
grosse Ausdehnung zerstreuen und die Neigung zeigen, die dorsalen und 
ventralen peripheren Retinaquadranten auseinander zu drängen. 

Auch bei diesen Untersuchungen im zweiten optischen Neuron drängte 
sich das Lokalisationsprinzip, von HENSCHEN immer verteidigt, uns auf. 
Zu dies er Schlussfolgerung war auch PUTNAM gekommen, der die corticalen 
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Verhältnisse beim Kaninchen in unserem Laboratorium ausgearbeitet hat. 
Dass sich jedoch erhebliche Differenzen mit der Lehre HENSCHEN'S bei 
unseren Untersuchungen ergaben, ist nicht weniger deutlich. Diese Diffe
renzen können nicht erklärt werden aus dem Umstand, délss diese Theorie 
aufgestellt worden ist für den Bau des optisch en Systemes des Menschen, 
während wir bei höheren Säugetieren arbeiteten. Sie betreffen prinzipelle 
Punkte. 

In der Vorstellung HENSCHEN'S ist die Calcarinazöne als eine anato-
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mische Abspiegelung der Retina zu betrachten. Erstens muss darauf nin
gewiesen werden, dass man von einer eilandförmigen Repraesentation der 
Macula auf den Cortex, wie dieser Untersucher annimmt, nach unserer 
Erfahrung nicht sprechen darf. Die maculären Verbindungen haben eine 
lokalisierte, aber eine sehr ausgedehnte Endigungsstätte auf der occipitalen 
Rinde. Aber auch was die übrigen Teile der Netzhaut betrifft, sind wir 
zu anderen Resultaten gekommen. W ohl sind auch beim Affen die Ver
hältnisse só, dass die oberen Retinaquadranten dorsal und die unteren 
ventral liegen; jedoch wurde oben schon darauf hingewiesen, dass es uns 
bei unseren Untersuchungen im ersten optisch en Neuron nicht möglich 
gewesen ist, eine Lokalisation innerhalb eines Quadrantes aufzudecken. 
Weil nun die anatomisch en Beziehungen zwischen dem Corpus geniculatum 
externum und der Area striata ziemlich schematische lokalisierte sind, ist es 
::Ieutlich, dass wir nicht genügend Gründe haben mit HENSCHEN anzunehmen, 
dass jeder Punkt der Retina seinen umschriebenen Platz in der Occipitalrinde 
besitzt. Dieses negative Ergebnis bekommt grösseren Wert, wenn wir 
den folgenden Punkt betrachten. Dadurch dass es ZEEMAN gelungen ist, 
isolierte Laesionen sehr weit nasal in der Netzhaut zu machen, wurde es uns 
moglich, die Projektion des Retinateiles, der ausschliesslich Reize aus dem 
monoculären Gesichtsfelde aufnehmen muss, im Zentralnervensystem zu 
studieren. Wir waren zu der Schlussfolgerung gekommen, dass dieser Teil 
der Netzhaut im gekreuzten Corpus geniculatum externum tatsächlich 
seinen absonderlichen Platz besitzt und zwar am ventralen 'peripheren 
Rande (man vergleiche die Figur N0. 1). Dr. VAN HEUVEN und ich 
erwarteten nun, dass auch dieser Teil seine eigene Projection auf die 
Area striata besitzen würde. Obschon wir durch unsere Experimente in 
der occipitalen Zöne wiederholt Zellausfall im monoculären Gebiete des 
Corpus geniculatum externum erzeugt haben, ist es uns nicht gelungen, die 
Ergebnisse der art zu verwerten, dass hieraus die Existenz einer absonder
lichen monoculären Zöne im der Area striata abgeleitet werden konnte. 
Wir haben dadurch die Ueberzeugung gewonnen, dass es wohl eine 
topographische Lokalisation zwischen den verschiedenen Teilen des 
optischen Systemes: Retina, Corpus geniculatum externum, Fasciculus 
longitudinalis inferior und Area striata gibt, dass es aber nur eine Lokali
sation bis zu einer gewissen Höhe ist. Es gibt keinen einfachen :,Abklatsch" 
der Retina im Gehirn, es existiert keine mathematische Projection, wie es 
HENSCHEN und Viele mit ihm annehmen. Mit anderen Worten : die 
Tatsache, dass das Individuum imstande ist. Objecte in der Aussenwelt 
mittelst optisch er Reize ganz genau zu lokalisieren, verläuft nicht paralel -
und findet also nicht ihre Erklärung - in einer scharfen Lokalisation der 
optischen Leitungsbahnen und Zentren im Zentralnervensystem. 

Damit wir die Ursache dieser Gegenstellung beleuchten können. 
erwähnen wir jetzt einige Resultate von Untersuchungen über das folgende, 
also über das dritte optische Neuron. Wir haben uns die Frage vorgelegt : 
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wie verlaufen die optischen Systeme von der Area striata aus in die übrigen 
Teile des Gehirnes? In Zusammenwirkung mit meinem Assistenten 
A. BIEMOND sind umschriebene Laesionen in der Occipitalrinde des Affen 
gemacht worden. Die Tiere wurden noch 18 Tagen getötet und das 
Zentralnervensystem wurde nach der MARCHI-methode verarbeitet. 
Dr. BIEMOND wird später über die Resultate dieser Untersuchungen genau 
berichten. Es ist schon längere Zeit bekannt, dass ein Teil der cortico
fugalen Systeme sich über die angrenzenden Rindenareale ausbreitet, 
während ein anderer Teil sich nach niederen Niveaux im Zentralnerven
system wendet, insbesondere nach dem Corpus quadrigeminum anticum. 
Wir konnten jedoch feststellen, dass im Felde 17 von BRODMANN eine 
wichtige cortico-fugale Bahn entspringt, die im Corpus geniculatum ex ter
num derselben Seite ihr Ende findet. Diese Verbindung verläuft in den 
Strata sagittalia externa und interna. Die Figur N0. 10 zeigt ein Beispiel 
einer Laesion in der Area striata, Figur N0. 11 die secundäre Degeneration 

Fig. 11. Primärer Herd in der Area striata des Affen. 
(Nach einem MARCHI-Praeparat). 

im Fasciculus longitudinalis inferior, Figur N0. 12 die Degeneration im 
Corpus geniculatum externum. Diese Verbindung zeigt eine unverkennbare 
Neigung zu einer bestimmten localisierten Endigung in diesem Ganglion. 
Nach Zerstörung der lateralen Oberf1äche des Occipitalhirnes, die wir als 
eine Endigungsstätte von maculären Verbindungen kennen gelernt haben, 
findet man die Osmiumkörner hauptsächlich im mittleren Teil des Corpus 
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Fig. 12. Cortico-fugale Degeneration im Fasciculus longitudinalis inferior des Affen 
nach einer Laesion in der Area striata. 

(N8Ch einem MARCHI-Praeparat). 

Fig. 13. Cortico-fugale Degeneration im Corpus geniculatum externum 
des Affen nach einer Laesion in der Area striata. 

(N8Ch einem MARCHI-Praep8rat). 
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geniculatum externum. Man vergleiche in dieser Beziehung die Figur N0. 14 
mit der Figur N0. L Im Fasciculus longitudinalis inferior verIaufen also 
nicht nur Erregungen vom Corpus geniculatum externum nach der Area 
striata, sondern auch in umgekehrter Richtung. 

Lateral Medial 

Fig. H. Cortico-fugale Degeneration im Corpus geniculatum 

externum des Affen nach einer Verletzung im Occipitalhirn. 

(Nach einem MARcHI-Praepafat). 

Dass im Occipitalhirn zentrifugale Fasern absteigen, die im Corpus 
geniculatum externum blind endigen, ist 1902 von M. PROBST bei Hunden 
und Katzen nachgewiesen worden. Seine Resultate sind jedoch nicht 
genügend in die Literatur gedrungen und ihnen ist auch widersprochen 
worden. Auf Grund unserer Untersuchungen an mehreren Schnittserien 
von Kaninchen und Affen müssen wir ab er an der Existenz solcher V er~ 
bindungen festhalten. Die Frage, ob solche Systeme ausschliesslich in der 
Area striata entspringen, ist bis jetzt noch nicht genügend ausgearbeitet 
worden: ich habe jedoch Gründe, daran zu zweifeln. 

Es ist deutlich, dass die Existenz von cortico~fugalen Verbindungen mit 
dem Corpus geniculatum externum ihre Bedeutung für die Physiologie 
haben muss. Das höchste Assoziationszentrum - die Grosshirnrinde - ist 
dadurch im Stande einen Einfluss auf das Geschehen in der primären 
optischen Hauptstation auszuüben. Dieser Einfluss darf nicht gleichgestellt 
werden mit dem, den die Grosshirnrinde auf niedere Reflexzentren der 
verschiedenen anderen Teile des Nervensystemes ausübt. Denn das 
Corpus geniculatum externum darf nicht als ein Zentrum betrachtet 
werden, in dem sich niedere optische ·Reflexe abspielen können. Für ein 
derartiges Reflexzentrum ist die Anwesenheit von Zeilen notwendig, die die 
Erregungen nach effektorischen Zeilen abfliessen lassen. Wir haben nun 
oben gesehen, dass nach unserer Ueberzeugung alle Zeilen des Corpus 
geniculatum externum ihre Achsencylinder nach der occipitalen Rinde 
schicken. Die niederen optischen Reflexe müssen sich also ê.~sserhalb dies es 
Ganglions im Mittelhirn abspielen. Aus der Existenz dieser cortico~fugalen 
Verbindungen müssen wir schliessen, dass hier anatomisch die Möglichkeit 
einer zentrifugalen Beeinflüssung von rein zentripetalen Systemen ge~ 

geben ist. 
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Der Gedanke drängt sich auf, dass wir diesem zentrifugalen System 
die Funktion einer Hemmung, einer Inhibition zuschreiben müssen. Beim 
optischen System ist die Annahme einer solchen inhibierenden Funktion 
nur dann befriedigend, wenn man den Begriff .. Hemmung" oder "Inhibi~ 
tion" von einem übergeordneten Standpunkt aus betrachtet. Es scheint mir 

sehr wahrscheinlich, dass das Individuum mittels seiner Grosshirnrinde in 
dies er Weise im Stande ist, die Erregbarkeit von Zellen im Corpus genicu~ 
latum externum zu vermindern, von anderen Zellen dagegen zu erhöhen. 
Die dominierende Bedeutung, die wir der Grosshirnrinde für die Aktivität 
im Zentralnervensystem zuerkennen müssen, lässt sich ganz gut vereinigen 
mit dem Gedanken,dass in dieser Weise ein führender, Richtung gebender 
Einfluss ausgeübt wird auf die optischen Erregungen, unmittelbar nach~ 
dem sie in diese erste Station des Gehirnes eingetreten sind. 

Wir nähern uns hier der Psychologie. In seiner Arbeit über die Tätigkeit 
des Bewusstseins beim Entstehen und Fortbestehen der Reflexe hat 
M. STRAUB darauf hingewiesen, dass wir psychologische Begriffe bei den 
niederen Reflexen nicht entbehren können. Er knüpft an Auseinander~ 
setzungen an, die SHERRINGTON bei seiner Besprechung der bedingten 
Reflexe PAWLOW's gegeben hat. Beim Einüben solcher Reflexe ist die 
Inhibition ein Factor von Bedeutung. Der erste Schritt ist das Lenken der 
Aufmerksamkeit auf die richtigen Reize ... Beim psychologischen Process, 
den wir Aufmerksamkeit nennen", schreibt SHERRINGTON, .. gibt es nebst 
dem Nachdruck. der auf die Reize gelegt wird, auf die Acht gegeben wird. 
eine gleichzeitige Hemmung anderer Reize. die auf anderen Wegen Zugang 
suchen zum Geist. Dieses Zurückhalten von Beantwortung anderer 'Reize 
ist ein unverkennbares Element im Process der Aufmerksamkeit." 

Ueberlegt man nun, wie HENSCHEN und seine Mitarbeiter zu der streng 
durchgeführten Lokalisationstheorie gekommen sind, so stellt sich folgendes 
heraus. Man studiert Patienten mit Defecten im Gesichtsfeld und bestimmt 
post mortem die Art, die Lage und die Ausdehnung der anatomisch en 
Laesion und deduziert aus diesen beiden Gruppen von Tatsachen eine 
Schlussfolgerung über die Lokalisation von Funktionsstörungen im op~ 
tischen System. Diese Methode liegt nicht ausschliesslich auf dem Gebiete 
der Anatomie und der Physiologie, sonqern auch auf dem der Psychologie. 
Der Kliniker bedarf dabei der Mitarbeit des Bewusstseins des Patienten 
in intensiver Weise. Den Anteil der psychischen Aktivität des Untersuchten 
in den gefundenen Erscheinungen kann man nur bis zu einer gewissen 
Höhe bestimmen und nur in groben Zügen analysieren. Damit man das 
Geschehen bei dieser Arbeitsmethode besser durchschauen kann ist es vór 
allem notwendig, mehr genaue Erfahrungen zu sammlen über die oben 
beschriebenen cortico~fugalen Verbindungen und weiter über die associa~ 
tiven Relationen zwischen der occipitalen Rinde und den übrigen Territorien 
der Grosshirnrinde. Solche Untersuchungen sind jetzt in meinem Labora~ 
torium im Gang. Darüber hoffe ich später zu berichten. 
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Mathematics. - Derivation of some Numbers relating to the System 
of Biquadratic Curves that pass through Five Points lying in 
an R4' By J. W. A. VAN KOL. (Communicated by Prof. HENDRIK 
DE VRIES.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of March 31. 1928). 

§ 1. Let us consider the biquadratic involutory transformation in a 
Hnear four~dimensional space R4 defined by the equations written in 
homogeneous coordinates: 

Xi X; = e (i = 1. ...• 5). 

Let AI A 2 A3 A4 As be the fundamental simplex. 
Through this transformation to an angular point of the simplex th ere 

are associated 00
3 points. viz. the points of the space defined by the 

other four angular points. To any point of a side of the simplex there 
correspond 00

2 points. viz. the points of the "opposite" side plane. 
To any point of a side plane th ere correspond OOI points. viz. the 
points of the "opposite" side. 

An arbitrary linear space is transformed into a biquadratic space Qi 

containing the side plan es of the simplex; the sides of the simplex are 
double Hnes. and the angular points are triple points. 

An arbitrary plane is transformed into a surface of the sixth degree 
F6 containing the sides of the simplex and having triple points in the 
angular points. 

An arbitrary line is transformed into a biquadratic (four~dimensional 
twisted) curve k4 passing through AI . ...• As. In this way we have defined 
a one~one representation of the curves k4 passing through AI •...• As 
on the Hnes of Ri' This representation shows at once that through 
seven given points there passes one curve k4

• 

Through an arbitrary point there pass 4.6 - 5.3 = 9 Hnes that cut a 
curve k4 and a surface F6 in different points. Hence: There are nine 
curves k4 that pass through six given points and cut a given plane and 
a given line. 

In the same way we can deduce: There are three curves k4 that pass 
through six given points. cut a given plane and cut a given line passing 
through one of the given points outside that point. 

And: There are live curves k4 that pass through six given points. 
cut a given line and cut a given plane passing through one of the given 
points outside that point. 

The curves k4 that pass through six given points and cut a given 
plane. form a space of the ninth degree Q9 that has sextuple points i~ the 
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given points; the given plane and the planes through th ree of the given 
points containing the curves ki that are degenerate in two conics which 
cut each other once. are single planes in this space; each of the spa ces 
through four of the given points contains a surface ofthe fifth degree 
formed by twisted cubics that are parts of curves ki degenerate in a 
twisted cubic and a line which cut each other once. 

The curves ki th at pass through six given points and cut a given line. 
form a surface of the ninth degree i) which has quadruple points in the 
given points; th is surface contains the joins of the given points. the 
given line. and the twisted cubics that pass through four of the given 
points and cut the join of the remaining two given points and the 
given Hne. 

The Hnes through an arbitrary point P that touch a space Qi. farm 
a "conical space" of the twelfth degree of which the lines P Ai (i = 
1 •...• 5) are sextuple Hnes. This space is cut by a curve ki outside the 
points Ai in 4.12 - 5.6 = 18 points. Hence: 

There are eighteen curves ki that pass through six given points. cut 
a given line and touch a given linear space. 

In the same way we can show: There are six curves k" that pass 
through six given points. cut a given line through one of the given 
points outside that point. and touch a given linear space. 

The curves ki that pass through six given points Ai •...• A6 and 
touch a given linear space R3' farm a space of the eighteenth degree 
that has twelvefold points in Ai, ...• A 6; the plan es through th ree of 
the given points are double planes in this space; each of the spa ces 
through four of the given points contains a surface of the tenth degree 
formed by twisted cubics that are parts of curves kof which are degene~ 
ra te in a twisted cubic and a line cutting each other once. The points 
of contact with R3 lie on aquadratic surface 2). Por in the plane a == 
AI A 2 A3 we can indicate two such points. viz. the points where the 
line aR3 is touched by the conics passing through AI' A 2• A3 and the 
point of intersection of a and the plane A4 A5 A6 and touching aR3' 

The transversals of two curves k\ and k"2 that pass through A I ..... A5, 
farm a surface Q\I of the degree eleven with sextuple points in AI ..... A5' 
The number of points of intersection of QII and an arbitrary line I is 
equal to the number of points where the axial projections of k\ and ki

2 

out of 1 on an arbitrary plane cut each other outside the projections of 
AI • ...• A5, hence equal to 42 - 5 = 11. The number of points of inter~ 
section outside AI of QII and a line m through AI is equal to the 
number of points where the axial projections of k\ and ki

2 out of 1 
on an arbitrary plane cut each other outside the axial projections of 

I) Cf. Dr. G. SCHAAKE. A quadruple involution in space, these Proceedings 29, p.811 
in which paper also several other of the results found above are derived in another way. 

2) This surface is identical with the quadratic surface w 2 mentioned in the paper of 
Dr. SCHAAKE cited above. p. 808. 

41 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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A 2 • •••• A5' hence equal to V - 4 = 5. QII is cut by a thirdcurve k"3' 
which passes through AI . .... A5 outside these points in 4 . 11 - 5.6 = 
14 points. Consequently: 

There are fourteen curves k" that pass through [ive given points and 
cut three given lines. 

In a similar way we can show: There are [ive curves k" that pass 
through [ive given points, cut two given lines, and cut one given line 
through one of the given points outside that point. There are ten curves 
k" that pass through [ive given points and cut three given lines two of 
which intersect each other. in different points. 

The curves k" that pass through five given points and cut two given 
lines. form a space of the fourteenth degree with ninefold points in the 
given points; the given lines are quadruple lines and the planes through 
th ree of the given points are single planes in this space; each of the 
spa ces through four of the given points contains two surfaces of the 
fifth degree formed by twisted cubics that are parts of degenerate 
curves k". 

§ 2. The congruence of the curves k" that pass through six given points 
AI • ...• A6 and cut a given plane a. may be represented on a by assoc~ 
iating to each of the curves k ' of the congruence as image its point of 
intersection with a. This representation has twenty singular points. viz. 
the points Sikl where a is cut by the plan es Ai Ak AI (i. k. 1= 1 •... 6 ; 
i. k. I unequal). Sikl is the image of the 00 I curves k" of the congruence 
that are degenerate in two conics cutting each other of which one in~ 
dividual passes through Sikl. 

From a number deduced in § 1 it follows that the system of the curves 
k" that cut besides a second given plane ({J. is represented on a curve 
k'f of the ninth order. kt' passes through the points Sikl. Two curves k'f and 
k'f cut each other outside the singular points in 61 points. 

Hence: There are 61 curves k" that pass through six given points 
and cut three given planes. 

In the same way we can deduce: 
The system of the curves k" that also touch a given linear space. is 

represented on a curve of the eighteenth order with double points in the 
points Sikl. 

There are 122 curves k" that pass through six given points. cut two 
given planes and touch a given linear space. 

There are 244 curves k" that pass through six points. cut a given 
plane and touch two given linear spa ces. 

Let k be the image curve of the system of the curves k" that pass 
through AI'" .. A6' cut a twice and. accordingly. have two image points 
each. The order of k is eVidently equal to the number of curves k" that 
pass tbrough AI.' ... A6' cut a given line I and cut a given plane a 
through I outside 1; hence it is also equal to the nUlll,ber of the points where 
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the surface p9 formed by the curves k4 that pass through AI, ... , A6 
and cut I, is cut by a outside I. According to a theorem of PIERI I) the 
latter number is equal to the product of the degrees of p9 and a, diminished 
by the product of the multiplicities of I in p9 and a, and by the cIass 
of the envelope of the linear spaces that touch p9 and a in the same 
point of land, accordingly, contain a. 

As, according to § I, the points of contact of the curves k4 that pass 
through AI, ... , A6 and touch a given linear space R3 through a, lie 
on aquadratic surface that is cut by I in two points, this cIass is equal 
to two. Consequently k is of the order 9 - 1 - 2 = 6. k has single 
points in the points Sikl. The intersection of k and the image curves found 
above gives: 

There are seventeen curves k4 that pass through six given points, cut 
one given plane twice and cut another given plane once. 

There are 34 curves k4 that pass through six given points, cut a given 
plane twice and touch a given linear space. 

From the above we can also deduce properties of surfaces formed by 
systems of 00 I curves k4

, such as: 
The curves k4 that pass through six given points and cut a given plane 

twice, form a surface of the degree 17 that has sevenfold points in the 
given points and cuts the given plane along a curve of the sixth order; 
the joins of the given points are single lines of th~ surface ; each plane 
through th ree of the given points is cut by the surface in th ree of these 
lines and a conic; each spa ce through four of the given points is cut 
by the surface in six lines, four conics and a twisted cubic; the surface 
itself is a double surface of Q9 (§ 1). 

The curves k4 that pass through six given points and cut two given 
planes, form a surface of the degree 61 that has 26~fold points in the 
given points and cuts the given planes in curves of the ninth order; 
the joins of the given points are quintuple lines of the surface ; each 
plane through three of the given points is cut by the surface in three 
of these quintuple lines and two conics ; each space through four of 
the given points is cut by the surface in six quintuple lines, eight conics 
and live twisted cubics. 

§ 3. The congruence of the curves k4 that pass through live given 
points AI, ... ,A5 and cut a given line a twice, may be represented on 
a plane a in the following way. We choose a conic k2 in a and we 
suppose a projective correspondence to be established between the points 
of a and those of P. To a curve k4 of the congruence that cuts a in 
A and A', we shall now associate the point of intersection of the lines 
that touch k2 in the points that are associated to A and A'. 

This representation does not contain any singular elements. 

I) Cf. Rend. del Circolo Mat. di Palermo. t. S. 1891. 

41* 
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It follows from numbers that have been deduced in § 1. that the 
system of the curves kt of the congruence that cut a given plane. is 
represented on a curve of the third order and that the system of the 
curves k 1 of the congruence th at touch a given Lnear space. is repre~ 
sented on a curve of the sixth order. From this we can deduce the 
following numbers: 

There are nine curves k1 that pass through {jve given points, cut a 
given line twice and cut two given planes. There are eighteen curves k" 
that pass through {jve given points, cut a given line twice, cut a given 
plane and touch a given linear space. There are thirty six curves k" 
that pass through {jve given points, cut a given line twice and touch 
two given linear spaces. 

The curves ki that pass through five given points, cut a given line 
twiee and cut a given plane. form a surface of the ninth degree with 
triple points in the given points; the given line is a triple line of the 
surface ; each space through four of the given points is cut by the 
surface in three twisted cubics; the given plane is cut by the surface in 
aconie. The latter property follows from the number: 

There are two curves ki that pass through {jve given points, cut a 
given line once and cut another given line twice. 

This number may be deduced in the way indicated in § J. But it 
follows also from the theorem that the curves ki which pass through 
five given points and cut a given line twice. lie in the quadratie space 
that has the given line as double line and passes through the five 
given points. 

§ 4. The congruence of the curves ki that pass through five given 
points Al' .... As and cut two given lines al and a2. may be represented 
on a plane a in the following way. We choose two points K and L 
in a. We suppose a projective correspondence to be established between 
the points of al and the rays of the plane pencil (K. a) and another 
one between the points of a2 and the rays of the plane pencil (L. a). 
To a curve k1 of the congruence whieh cuts al in Pand a2 in Q, we 
associate the point of intersection of the rays that are associated to P 
and Q. 

Let us call the points of al and a2 corresponding to the line KL that 
belongs to both plane pencils resp. A'l and A'z. The curve k" of the 
congruence that passes through A'l and A'2. is a sin gul ar curve; it has 
any point of KL as image. 

K and L are singular points; K and L are resp. the images of the 
curves ki of the congruence that pass through A'2 resp. A'l' 

The twisted cu bie whieh passes through Al ..... Ai and cuts al and 
a2' is a part of 001 degenerate curves k4 that are represented in the same 
point Ss. In this way we fiod 5 singular points Si (i = 1. , .. , 5). 

The conic that passes through AI aod A 2• cuts al. a2 and cuts the 
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plane A3 A4 A5' is a part of 001 degenerate curves k4 that are repre~ 
sented in the same point T12• Thus we find 10 more singular points 
Tik (i. k = 1. .... 5; i *- kl. 

It follows from numbers that have al ready been found: 
The system of the curves k" of the congruence that cut a given plane. 

is r,epresented on a curve of the order 18 with ninefold points in K and 
L. triple points in Si and single points in Tik. 

The system of the curves k 4 of the congruence that touch a given 
linear space. is represented in a curve of the order 36 with 18~fold points 
in K and L. sextuple points in Si and double points in Tik. 

This gives again the numbers: 
There are 107. 214. 428 curves k" that pass through five given points. 

cut two given lines and besides resp. cut two given planes. cut one given 
plane and touch a given linear space. touch two given linear spaces. 

Finally we can again indicate properties of surfaces and spaces formed 
by systems of 001 resp. 00 2 curves k4, as: 

The curves k" that pass through five given points. cut two given 
lines and cut a given plane. form a surface of the degree 107 with 
45~fold points in the given points. The given lines and also the joins of 
the given points are ninefold lines of the surface. The latter results 
from the property that the twisted cubics which pass through three 
given points and cut three given lines. form a surface of the ninth 
degree 1). The surface has further a curve of the fourteenth order in 
common with the given plane. three ninefold lines and a conic with 
each of the planes through three of the given points. and six ninefold 
lines. four conics. one triple and twe1ve single twisted cubics with each 
of the spa ces through four of the given points. 

1) Cf. Wiskundige opgaven. deel H. opg. 146. 



Matbematics. - Two Representations of the Congruence of REYE. 
By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28. 1928). 

§ 1. By theaid of a well known cubie transformation I) the twisted 
cubies P through four givenpoints are transformed into the rays of 
space. In this case the congruence T of the k3 through five given points 
(congruence of REYE) is represented on the rays m of a sheaf. hence 
indirectly on the points of a plane. In my paper "Congruences of twisted 
curves in connection with a cubie transformation" (These Proceedings. 
Vol. ·11. p. 84) I have shown how the properties of r appear through 
the transformation in question. 

Any ray m of the sheaf about a point M is a bisecant of one P of 
T; the point of intersection of mand an image plane may be considered 
as the image of P. I have treated this representation in a paper in 
Vol. 30. p. 850. of these Proceedings 2). 

If we consider T as the product of two pencils of quadratic cones 
that have a base generatrix in common. there arises a representation of 
T on the points of a field if we bring both pencilsinto projective 
correspondence with two pencils of the image plane; in this case the 
point of intersection of two rays of these plane pencils may be considered 
as the image of the P that is produced by the corresponding cones 3). 

In what follows we shall treat two other representations. 

§ 2. The congruence T with base points Bk (k = 1. 2. 3. 4. 5) contains 
ten systems of composite figures P. For the line BI B2 forms a k3 with 
any conie k2 in the plane fJ3iS (B3 Bi Bs) that passes through B3' Bi' Bs 
and the point of intersection C 12 of b12 (BI B2) with fJ3iS; let us indieate 
this system of curves k3 by X 12' 

Let r be a straight line through Bs. Rits point of intersection with 
the plane (!. I shall consider R as the image of the P that touches r 

(at Bs). 
The transits S]. S2. S3' Si of the lines bIS' b2s• b3s• biS are evidently 

singular image points; each of them represents a system X. 
The other six systems X are represented on point ranges; the P of 

I) We mean the transformation XIX'1 = X2 X'2 = X3X'3 = Xi X'i" 
2) A Representation of the Congruence of REYE. 
3) This representation has been investigated by H. P . HOESTRA ("Onderzoek van eenige 

bilineaire congruenties van kubische · ruimtekrommen door een afbeelding op het puntenveld". 
thesis for the doctorate. Utrecht 1928. p. 15). 
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2'12 have their images on the line SI2 that joins S3 S", The point of 
intersection of SI2 and SH is the image of the P that consists of b12 • 

b3i and the line through Bs that rests on bl2 and bw 

§ 3. Let us now consider the system A of the P that cut the line I. 
As I rests on one k2 of any system 2', the image curve ;. of A has only 
the points S3' S" and the image R of a k3 belonging to 2' 12 in common 
with S12; it is. therefore. a cubic. 

Between the points of ;'3 and the points of I there exists a correspon~ 
dence (1. 1); accordingly ;'3 is rational. lts double point is the image of 
the P th at has I as bisecant. 

Two curves ;'3 have 5 points R in common; consequently on two 
arbitrary lines there rest {ioe Pand the curves of A form a surface of 
the fifth degree. 

The intersection of A5 and fJI23 consists of the lines b12 • b)3' b 23 and 
a conic. 

§ 4. Let us also consider the system $ of the P that touch a plane cp. 
fJl23 contains two conics P that touch cp; the locus of the points 

where cp is touched by curves of ris. therefore. a conic cp2. 

As any system 2' contains two P of $. the image curve of $ has 
double points in S3 and S" and SI2 contains two more points R of that 
curve. Because of the (1.1) correspondence between cp6 and cp2 the 
image curve of $ is a rational cp6; the six double points which it 
contains outside the points S. are images of the P that osculate cp. 

Accordingly an arbitrary plane oscu/ates six curves of r. Two curves 
cp6 have 20 points R in common; there are. therefore. twenty P that 
touch two plan es. 

A curve ;'3 has ten points R in common with cp6; accordingly. there 
are ten P that touch a plane and cut a line. And the curves of $ 

form a surface of the tenth degree. 
A point range (R) is the image of the system of the k3 that touch a 

plane pencil (r); these P form a cubic surface. for (R) has th ree points 
in common with a ;'3• 

§ 5. In order to arrive at another representation of r we pass a 
plane e through b"s and we consider the third point of intersection R 
of a P with e as the image of that k3• 

The transits SI2. S)3. S23 of b12 • b13 • b23 are singular points; SI2 is e.g. 
the image of all P of the system 2' 12' 

A P of 2'"s is represented by the points of bis and by the point R 
which its k2 has besides in common with e. 

The image curve of the system A passes eVidently through the points 
S; with the line through these points it has besides only the point R 
in common that is the intersection of a k2 of 2''15 and I; it is. therefore. 
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a rational curve ).,4. It has double points in B4 and Bs; the third double 
point is the image of the k3 that has 1 as chord. 

Two curves ).,4 have five points R in common outside the five singular 
points; accordingly th ere are five P that rest on two lines. 

§ 6. The singular point B4 is the image of all k3 that touch e at B4 ; 

these curves eVidently form aquadratic surface fJ24. The k3 on {)24 

define an involution J3 on the conic in which a plane cr;' cuts fJ2 4. Accord~ 

ingly on fJ24 there lie four k3 that touch cp and B4 is a quadruple point 
of the image curve of the system ([J; this is consequently a rational 
curve cpB with quadruple points B4 and Bs. It has double points in the 
points Ski. for the corresponding system: ~ kl contains two conics that 
touch cp. The six other double points of cpB are the images of the six 
P that osculate cp. 



Mathematics. - Linear Congruences of Twisted Cu bics that Cut at 
least one Fixed Line Twice . By Prof. JAN DE VRIES . 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26. 1928). 

§ 1. If the curves (23 of a congruence r cut a fixed line b twice. and 
through an arbitrary point there passes only one (23. r may be rep re
sented on the points of a plane (3 through b. As the image of (23 we 
consider the point R outside b that it has in common with (3. 

H the curves of r pass through four fixed points Ak I) the curves that 
cut b in B. lie on the quadratic cone (32 that has the lines band BAk 
as generatrices (any (23 has seven points in common with (32). This system 
is represented on a line r of (3. 

Let k be a chord of a (23. The hyperboloid H through th ree of the 
points A th at contains band k. passes through (23 . It contains 001 curves 
(23; for if we project H out of one of its points 0 on aplane. this 
contains a pencil of curves c3 all of which have a double point in one 
of the two cardinal points of the representation and pass through the second 
cardinal point and the images of the points A. These c3 are the images 
of curves (23 through A that have the lines of the scroll to which b 
belongs. as bisecants. This peneil of (23 is represented on the line r that 
H has still in common with (3. 

§ 2. To r belong four systems ~k of figures each of which consists 
of a line and a conic (22. The system ~ I is formed by the conics in 
the plane a234 that have the points A 2• A3' Ai and the transit of b as 
basis and each of which is completed by a ray ti of the plane pencil 
about AI in the plane Alb. It is represented on a line Cl' 

The four lines Ck form a quadrilateral ; each of the six angular points 
is the image of a figure that belongs to two of the systems ~ and. 
accordingly. consists of three lines. Hence l' contains six figures each of 
which consists of two crossing lines and one line that cuts them. 

The system A of the (23 that cut a line I. is represented on a conic .P. 
For the image line of a conic (32 contains the images R of the two (23 

belonging to f32 that rest on 1. On two lines I1 and 12 there rest. therefore. 
four (23 and the system r lies on a surface A4. On this b is a double line. 
A (23 outside A4 can only cut A4 on band in A k ; hence A4 has double 
points in Ak. 

I) Another representation of the congruence (iA. b) has been treated by Dr. G. SCHAAKE 

in a paper in these Proceedings. Vol. 28. p. 776. 
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An arbitrary line I cannot be a chord of a el belonging to r: for 
the scrolls on the hyperboloids H together form a complex. The complex~ 
co ne projects a e3• is therefore quadratic. and the Ak are cardinal points; 
the complex is accordingly tetrahedral. 

§ 3. The e3 of an H define an J3 on the con ic th at H has in common 
with a plane cp; four of these curves touch cp. Accordingly on the image 
line r there lie four points R originating from curves e3 that belong to 
the system <P whieh is formed by the e3 that touch a plane cp. Conse~ 
quently the image curve of <P is a cpi. 

As cpi has eight points R in common with a }.2. the system <P lies on 
a surface <pB on whieh b is quadruple and the Ak are quadruple points. 

The points of contact of the e3 lie on a curve cp3 that has a double 
point on b. For a plane cp through 1 has besides a }.3 in common with 
Ai and any point of intersection of }.3 and I is a point of contact of a 
e3 of <P. Between the curves cp3 and cpi there exists a (l,l)~correspondence; 
hence cpi has three double points. Consequently cp is a plane of oscula tion 
for th ree curves of r. 

§ 4. Let us now consider the congruence r of whieh the curves e3 

pass through the cardinal points A' and Alf and have the lines bi' b2• b3 

as cardinal chords (congruence of STUYVAERT). 

It contains six systems ~ of composite figures. The line a
lf

23 through 
Alf that cuts b2 and b3• forms figures e3 with any con ie e2 in the plane 
AI bi whieh passes through AI and rests on b2• b3• a

lf
23' If the image 

plane (3 passes through bi. the point S' alf 23 (3 is the image of all e3 

of this system ~/I; this point is. therefore. singular for the representation. 
Analogously the singular point S" == a/

23 (3 is the image of the system 
~"I formed by a' 23 and the conics in the plane A" bi' 

The systems ~/2. ~1/2' ~/3' ~lf3 are represented on lines C
/
2' C1/2' C'3' C1/3. 

The e3 through the point of intersection S2 of b2 and (3 lie on the 
hyperboloid H 2 that contains bi' b3 • S2. A' and AI!; they have the singular 
point S2 as image. 

Analogously S3 - b3 (3 is the image of the e3 on the hyperboloid H3 

that contains bi. b2• S3' A' and AI/. 
The system ~/2 consists of the line al/13 and the conies in the plane 

A' b2 through A' that rest on bi. b3 and a"13' To (e 2
) belongs the pair 

of lines of which a' 23 is one of the lines. whieh. accordingly. with a' 13 

forms a figure that belongs at the same time to ~I/I' The image line 
c' 2 contains. therefore. the point S"; it contains at the same time the 
point S2 - b2 (3. 

Analogously Cl/2 - S' S2' C'3 S" S3' Clf3 ----: S' S3' 

§ 5. The conies through A' and A" that rest on bi. b2 • b3 • lie on a 
dimonoid 6 i with double torsal line A' A". They are completed to figures 
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of r by the transversals t of bI. b2• b3 • On 6,. 4 lie six pairs of lines 
each of whieh has one of the lines a'kl. a\l as component part. The 
image curve (J3 of the system contains. therefore. the points S' and S". 
and evidently also the points S2 and S3. 

The double point of (J3 lies on A' A" and is the image of the e3 that 
consists of A' A" and the two lines t that cut A' A". 

Each of the points S'. S" is the image of three figures. each of whieh 
consists of three lines. each of the points S2 and S3 is the image of 
two such figures; finally also the points C/3 C"2 and d2 C"3 are the images 
of figures consisting of three lines. Hence r contains thirteen e3 formed 
by three lines. 

§ 6. A line I cuts two e3 of H 2 and two of H3' hence S2 and S3 are 
double points of the image curve À. of the system A. This eVidently 
contains the points S' and S". for I cuts one e2 of each of the systems 
I. Accordingly the curve ), has the double point S2. the point S" and 
a point R in common with the image line C'2; it is. therefore. a 
,1.4 (Sl S/ s' S"). Being a rational curve it has a third double point; this 
is the image of a e3 that cuts I twiee. Any line is. therefore. a bisecant 
of one curve e3• 

Two curves ,1.4 have six points R in common; accordingly on two lines 
there rest six e3 and the curves e3 that are cut by I. form a surface A6. On 
this b2 and b3• but th en also bI' are double lines and A'. A" are triple points. 

Two surfaces A6 have the double lines b. the six lines a'kl. a\l and 
six curves e3 in common. Th", curves À.4(S/ Sl s' S") and (J3 (S2 S3 S' S") 
have six points R in common; these are the images of six composite e3 ; 

of four of these e3 the conic rests on I. of the other two the line t. 

§ 7. A hyperboloid H contains again four e3 that touch a plane g;. a 
system I contains two of them. The image curve of the system ifJ is. 
therefore. a g;8 (S24 S34 8'2 S"2). I t has 12 points R in common with a ,1.4 ; 
accordingly the system lies on a surface ifJI2 on whieh the lines bare 
quadrupie. the lines a' kl. a\l double. 

A plane g; through I has still a curve ,1.5 in common with A6; this 
cuts I in the two points of support of the e3 for which I is a chord and 
in the points of contact o{ three curves e3 with g;. Hence the locus of 
the points of contact is a curve g;3 of the genus 1. Accordingly also g;8 
has the genus 1; it has. therefore. six double points besides the point S. 
Consequently a plane g; is osculated by six curves e3

• 

§ 8. Let us now consider the r of which the e3 pass through the 
point A and have four fixed bisecants bk (congruence of GODEAUX). 

Let the image plane (J again pass through bI. r contains the system 
I I formed by conies e2 in the plane Ab l and transversals tI of b2• b3 • 

b4 ; it is represented on the conic )'1 2 in which the hyperboloid Hl 
(through b2• b3• b4) cuts (J. 
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The analogous system I 2 is represented on a line C2' the systems I3 
and I i on lines C3 and Ci' 

The curves through A and S2 b2 (3 that have bi' b3. b" as chords 
and rest on I. form (§ 6) a surface 0 6 on which S2 is a triple point. It 
contains therefore three e3 that cut b2 once more and accordingly belong 
to r. Consequently the e3 of I' through S2 form a cubic surface 0/. 
Analogously the singular points S3 = b3 (3 and Si - bi (3 are images of 
systems that lie on surfaces 0 3

3 and 0,,3. 
The image lines C2. C3. Ci eVidently contain resp. the singular points 

S2' S3' S", 
Three of the e3 that cut I belong to I 2 for I rests on one e2 and 

on two line:l t2. The image curve ;l has three points Rand the triple 
point S2 in common with C2; it is. therefore. a ;l6 (Sl Sl S43). It contains 
also a double point. image of a e3 that cuts I twice. 

On two lines I there rest nine e3 and the system A lies on a A9 with 
triple lines bi. b2 • b3 • bi and triple point A. 

§ 9. Let ,0.1 be the surface formed by the e2 of r that rest on the 
four lines band on their transversal t'; analogously ,0.2 the surface 
corresponding to the second . transversal til. Evidently the systems ,0.1 
and ,0.2 have only one e3 in common. the figure consisting of t'. tI! and 
their transversal through A. Accordingly their image curves have one 
point R in common; as they contain the points S2. S3' Si they are conics 
15 1

2 and dl. 
,0.1 contains a e2 that passes through the point b2 t'; the e3 which it 

forms with t', belongs at the same time to I 2 ; its image point R lies. 
therefore. also on C2' In fact this has only one point R in common with 
dl

2 outside S2' 
The curves dl

2 (3 S) and ;l6 (3 S3) have th ree points R in common; 
hence ,0.2 is a cubic scroll with directrices t', tI! (,0.1 3 has one more line 
in common with the plane of a ( 2). 

There are seven e3 composed of three lines; one of them consists of 
t'. tI! and a ; the other six are represented in the angular points of the 
quadrilateral formed by the lines c. 

§ 10. The system I 2 contains two e2 that touch a given plane qJ and 
two figures e3 of which the point e2 t2 lies in qJ; each of these must be 
counted twice. 

The surface 0/ has a curve qJ3 of genus one in common with qJ; the 
J3 which the curves e3 define on this, has six coincidences; S2 is. there~ 
fore. sextuple on the image curve of the system (P. Of this curve C2 

contains the 6-fold point S2 and 6 points R; accordingly it is a qJI2 

(3 S6). It has 18 points R in common with a ;l6 (3 S3); the system (p lies, 
therefore. on a (pIS with sextuple lines band sextuple point A. 

§ 11. In the representation of the congruence r that has five cardinal 
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chords b. the points S2' S3' S" and Ss in which b2 • b3• b". bs cut (J. are 
singular I). 

The e3 through S2 that have bi. b3• b" and bs as chords and rest on 
I. farm (§ 8) an 0 9 on which S2 is a triple point. Accordingly th ere are 
six e3 of th is system that cut b2 once more. Hence the e3 of r that 
are represented in S2. farm a surface fJ26. 

The hyperbolaid H 23" with directrices b2. b3. b" contains ex> 1 curves of 
T; they all pass through the four points in which Hm is cut by bi and 
bs. The image curve of this system, is a conic i· 223" through the singular 
points S2. S3 and S", 

The analogous hyperbolaid H l1s is represented on a line CIiS' The 
hyperbolaids H l1s and H 2H have a e3 besides b" in comman th at has 
the second point of intersection of CIiS and 1'223" as image. The curves 
1'

2
23'1 and 1'2235 have two points R in comman ; these are the images of 

two figures that consist of a e2 and one of the transversals t'. til of b2• 

b3• b". bs and are. accordingly. singular points for the representation; we 
shall indicate them by S' and S". That they are singular appears thus: 
any e2 that has bi as chord and rests on b2 • b3 • b". bs and t'. farms with 
t' a e3 belonging to I'; all these figures are represented in the point 
of intersection S' of t' and fJ. They farm a surface A' I" with double 
line bi' 2) 

The analogous system 0'2" with double line b2 is represented on the 
curve wl (Sl) which fJ has in cam man with this surface. 0'2" contains 
the lines t' and til; for the plane b2 t' contains one line th at cuts bi 
and the transversal t'13"S and with this and with t' farms a e3

• 

Accordingly the image curve of th is system is an wl(S22S3S" SS S'S"). 

§ 12. The system A has an image curve of which S' and S" are 
quadruple points. the points S2' S3' S", Ss are sextuple points. Besides S'. S". 
S2. S3' S" 1'223'1 contains the images R of the two e3 of H 23" that rest 
on I; accordingly it has 28 points in comman with the image curve À 

and consequently it is a ,:(1" (S26 S36 S,,6 SS6S'" SII4). 
The line S" Ss. image of H lis • contains two points R; also this shows 

that the order of À is 14. 
Two curves À have 20 points R in comman ; accordingly on two 

lines I th ere rest 20 curves e3• 

As ÀIi is rational it has six double points outside the points S; th ere 
are. therefore. six curves e3 that have six given lines as chords. 

The system A lies on a surface A 20 on which the five lines bare 
sextuple and the ten transversals t are quadrupie. 

I) I have treated another representation of this congruence in my paper: "The Con
gruence of the twisted Cubics that cut five given lines twice". (These Proceedings. Vol. 
31. p. 454). 

2) L.c. p. 454. 
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§ 13. Let us also consider the congruence r with cardinal chord b 
and the cardinal points AI, A 2• A3 of whieh the curves e3 rest on the 
line Cl that passes through AI and the line C2 that passes trough A 2 I). 

The curves through the point SI (C2fJ) and the points A that cut b 
twice and rest on 1. form an 0 4 with double point A 2 (§ 2); it contains 
two e3 that cut C2 once more. Accordingly the curves of r th at pass 
through SI. form aquadratic surface 0 12. Analogously there is an Ol 
of whieh the curves e3 are represented in the singular point S2 (C2fJ). 

In the plane A3b there lies one (e 2) of whieh any individual is com~ 
pleted to a e3 by the line a/

12 (A I A 2). All these e3 have the singular 
point S (a12 fJ) as image. 

To this system Z 3 there belong three figures e3 that consist of three 
lines. In the first place the system of a12' the transvers al through A3 of 
al2 and band a line in A3b that cuts Cl and C2' This figure mayalso 
be considered as the system of a pair of lines in the plane a123 (AI A 2 A 3) 
and a transversalof b. Cl' C2' It belongs. therefore. at the same time to 
the system ~ 123 of the e3 that consist of a (/ in a l23 and a transversal 
of b. Cl. C2' Accordingly the image of Z 123 is a line d 123 through S. 

Z3 contains also the e3 that consists of a12' A 3 C I and A 12 C2(C I .C2 

and A I2 are base points of the pencil (e 2)). As al2 forms a pair of lines 
in the plane AI C2 with A I2 C2• this e3 belongs at the same time to the 
system Z 2 of whieh the e3 consist of a e2 in AI C2 and the line a'3 

through A3 cutting Cl and b. 
The system Z 2 is represented on the line d 2 th at joins the points S 

and S2 (C2 fJ). 
Analogously the line dl (S SI) is the image of the system ~ I' The 

conies e2 in A3 Cl through AI and A3 that cut band C2 and are associated 
to a line t2 through A 2 that rests on b. form a system ~' that has a 
line d' through SI as image. 

Analogously th ere is a line dil through S2 that represents the system Z". 
The lines b. C2. a'2 (line through A 2 cutting band Cl)' AI and A3 define 

a hyperboloid H 2 ; it contains the system Z \3 of .the figures that consist 
of a'2 and a conie through AI and A3' This system is represented on 
a line d 13 through the point S2 (C2 fJ). 

Analogously there is a system ~ 23 of figures that consist of the line 
al/I (through AI cutting band C2) and a conic· through A 2 an A3, and 
that lie on the hyperboloid Hl that is defined by b. Cl' al/I' A 2 and A3' 
The image fine d 23 contains the point SI (cl fJ). 

§ 14. The image curve À. of the system A of the e3 that rest on 1. 
passes through S and has double points in SI and S2' The system Z I 

I) That this congruenee is lineBr appears thus. Let P be an arbitrary point; the lines 
AI A 2• AI A3, AI Pand Cl form the basis of a peneil of quadratie cones. Analogously 
A2Ato A2A3' A2 Pand Cl define a similar peneil. The two pencils define an [2 on b 
eaeh; there is. therefore. one (>3 of I ' that has b as chord. 
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contains one e3 th at cuts I; hence the image line dl has a point R. the 
point S and twice the point SI in common with A. which is. accord~ 

ingly. a A4 (S SI 2 Sl). Being a rational curve it has still a double point. 
the image of the e3 that has I as chord. 

Two curves A4 have seven points R in common; accordingly the 
system A lies on a surface A7. 

The intersection of A7 with al23 consists of th ree e2 and the line a12; 

for I rests on three figures of ~ 123 and on one e2 of ~ 3. Hence A3 is 
a triple point and AI and A 2 are quadruple points on A7. Cl and C2 

are double lines and b is a triple line (points of intersection of A7 and 
an arbitrary ( 3). Further a'2 and a"l are double lines and A7 contains 
the lines a 12. a'3 and a"3 and 14 conies. 3 rays t12• 2 rays tI and 2 
rays t2• 

The image curve of the system cp has SI as quadruple point (system 
0 12). S as double point (system ~ I); {he image line dl (SI S) of ~ I 
contains two more points R; hence the image curve of cp is a 
rp8 (S14 S24 S2). In connection with A4 (S1 2 Sl S) we find that the curves 
of cp lie on a surface cp 14. I) 

§ 15. Let us also consider the congruence of the e3 that has bI and b2 

as cardinal chords. AI and A 2 as cardinal points. and where each of 
the e3 cuts the line Cl through AI and the line C2 through A 2 on ce more. 

The image plane fJ is again passed through bI. The point S (b2 fJ) is 
singular. The e3 through AI. A 2• S that cut Cl. C2 once more. have bI 
as chord and rest on I. farm a surface A7 with triple point S (§ 14). 
Accordingly this contains four e3 that cut b2 once more. and the curves 
represented in S form a surface 0 4• 

Also SI (cl fJ) is singular and is the image of the e3 that lie on a 
hyperboloid Hl whieh is defined by AI' A 2• SI' bI and b2. 

Analogously S2 (C2 fJ) is singular and is the image of a system e3 on 
the hyp,erboloid H 2 through AI. A 2• S2. bI. b2. 

The plane AI bI contains a (e2) of whiçh the e2. pass through AI and 
rest on b2• C2 and on the transversal a' 22 through A 2 of b2 and Cl. Each 
of them forms with a' 22 a e3 of r (system I 22) and is represented in 
the singular point S22 (a'22 fJ). 

Analogously the singular point S)2 lying on the transversal a")2 through 
AI of b2 and C2 is the image of the system ~ 12 of which the conics e2 

lie in the plane A 2 bI. 
The system I'21 formed by the line a'21 (through A 2 and cutting bI. 

Cl) with a (e 2) in the plane AI b2 is represented on the points of the 
line d'21 that AI b2 has in common with fJ. This line contains the points 
S (b2 fJ) and SI2 (a"12 fJ); to ~'2 there also belongs a figure that contains 
a'21 and a"12. 

I) The congruence can also be represented on the field of points of the plane AI C). 
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Analogously X"II formed by a"IJ (through AI cutting bi' Cl) with a 
(//) in the plane A 2 b2. has an image line d"ll that passes through 
S22 and S. 

§ 16. Any line ti that rests on bi' b2 and Cl. forms a (23 with a (22 in 
AI C2 that passes through AI. A 2 and cuts bi' b2. ti (system ...;rd. The 
image line dl passes through S2 (C2 fJ). 

Analogously any transversal t2 of bi' b2• C2 forms a (23 with a (22 in 
A 2. Cl through A I. A 2 that cuts bi. blo t2. This system X 2 has as image 
a line d2 through SI (Cl' fJ). 

Let t be one of the transversals of bi' b2 • Cl' C2' Any (22 through A I. 
A 2 that cuts bi' b2 and t. forms a (22 of r with t. The (22 lie on the 
hyperboloid H that is defined by AI. A 2. bI. b2 and a point of t. This 
system X is represented on the points of the line d which H has besides 
in common with fJ; d contairÎs the point S. 

Analogously the second transversal. t*. of bi' b2• Cl' C2 defines a system 
...;r* with image line d* that passes through S. 

The line al through AI cutting bi' b2 forms a (23 with any (22 that has 
C2 as chord and rests on Cl' bi. b2. al' The conics through A 2 and a 
point of C2 that cut bi. b2 and al' form a surface 0 2 ; through the second 
point of intersection of 0 2 and Cl passes one of these (22. Hence C2 is a 
single line on the locus of the (/ th at are completed by al to curves of r. 
and this is a cubic monoid 0 1

3 with double point A2. This system X'. 
is represented on a conic Öl

2 that passes through the points S. SI' S2 
and through S22 (a'n lies on 0 1

3). 

Analogously the system X". lying on the monoid Ol. is represented 
on a conic èJl that contains the points S. SI. S2 and S12' 

§ 17. The systetn .2\ contains a figure consisting of a"12. a line ti and 
the transversal through A 2 of bi and ti' The transversal forms a pair 
of lines of the plane A 2 bi with ti; accordingly the (23 belongs at the 
same time to the system X 12' Hence the image line dl of X I joins the 
points S2 and S\2. 

X I contains th ree (23 of the system A. As I cuts two (23 of the system 
H 2 and one (23 of X 12' the image curve of A is a }.6. On I there rest 
four (23 of the system 0 4 ; hence A has a },6 (S4 SI 2 Sl SI2 Sn) as image. 

Two curves ),6 have ten points R in common; consequently the curves 
that rest on I. form a A ID. On this bi. b2 are quadrupie. Cl' C2. t. t* 
double • . al' a2 triple; besides AIO contains the lines a'22. a"12. a'21. a"IJ, 

three lines ti. three lines t2 and 20 conics. Finally by noticing the points 
of intersection with an arbitrary (23 of r. we find that AI and A 2 are 
quintuple points. 

Two surfaces AIO have ten curves (23 in common besides the lines 
b. c. a. a'. a", t. t*. 



Chemistry. - On the spatial Arrangement and Rotatory Dispersion 
of optically active Complex Salts of Cobalt and Rhodium. By 
Prof. Dr. F. M. JAEGER and Dr. H. B. BLUMENDAL. 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1928). 

§ 1. In the following pages some investigations are shortly reviewed. which 
were recently made in this laboratory with the purpose to answer the 
question: what changes in the rotatory dispersion of optically active complex 
salts of the Triethylenediamine-Cobaltic-type will be caused by gradually 
substituting the th ree molecules ethylenediamine in the complex ion by 
one. two or three molecules of another optically-active bivalent base. 
possessing itself. like ethylenediamine. a certain degree ofaxial symmetry? 
And furthermore: w hat will be the number of isomerides in these cases. 
and what will be their spatial arrangement. in connection with that of 
the active molecules introduced? 

It may be remarked that already in the simplest case. i.e. that. in 
which all three ethylenediamine-molecules of the complex Co-. or Rho
cations are replaced by three molecules of an optically-active base. -
the reaction may lead to a rather considerable number of isomers. if the 
racemie base. acting as d.l-base. be used in it. For. if the dextro- and 
levo-rotatory components be indicated by d and Z. the racemate by 
r (= d.l). but the dextro-. respectively levorotatory configurations of the 
complex ion' by D and L. - then the action of 3 molecules of the 
racemï"c base. being such that only an odd number of optically-active 
molecules can be used for the formation of each cation. can lead already. 
theoretically. to the following eight combinations : 

[ddd]D ; [lIl]D ; [ddl]D ; [dU]D; 
[dddh ; [lllh; ; [ddl]L ; [dll]L ; 

if no special ca us es be indicated beforehand. why one of these configu
rations should be impossible. As. moreover; these 8 cases represent in 
pairs each other's mirror-images. e.g.: [ddl]D and [dU]L; etc .• - the said 
derivatives may be in pairs combined in aequimolecular quantities. yielding 
in this way 4 racemates and 24 partial racemates. 

It is worth while remarking here. th at all such cations. in which 3 
identical molecules are present. - as is the case also in the triethyZene
diamine-complexes mentioned already. - will possess the rather high 
degree of symmetry D3' th is being the symmetry of d- and l-quarz. if 
only the substituents themselves have a single binary axis of symmetry. 
But in other cases. as e.g.: [ddl]; etc .. this degree of symmetry of the 
cation must be much less. even if the condition just mentioned be 
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fulfilled. In th is case the complex ions will only have a single polar 
binary axis (C2). In both cases. however. these complex ions may be 
separated into two different mirror~images. because their symmetry is 
always a pure1y axial one. 

§ 2. We have chosen as a bivalent base apparently weIl suited to 
the said purpose. the 1 ~2~Diamino~cyclopentane (=Cyclopentylene~diamine). 
- a substance unknown up till now. As may be seen from the following 
formulae. this compound may occur in a cis~ and a trans~configuration: 

E 
H 

V~ 
\H N 

I 2 

C ( 
H H 

cis-farm 

E 

NH 
Hl' /c c 

a- •• ~; - H ••••• fi<~ .. a 

H ~H 
1 

trans-farm 

of which. ho wever. the cis~form. having a plane of symmetry perpen~ 
dicular to the plane of the carbon~cyc1e. is not different from its mirror~ 
image; while the trans~form. which possesses only a single binary axis 
of symmetry. situated in the plane of the carbon~cyc1e. - may under 
favourable circumstances. evidently be separated into non~surperposable 
mirror~images. 

It appeared. however. pretty soon during the preparation of the new 
base. in which. in principal features. the following way was followed: 
Trimethylenedicyanid~Glutaric Acid~Diethyl~Glutaric Ester~Diethyl~ 

Cyclopentanedione~dicarbonic Ester (obtained by condensation with oxalic 
ester) ~ 1~2~Cyclopentanedione ~ 1~2~Cyclopentanedioxime ~ (by 
reduction with an excess of sodium and alcohol)~1~2~Diaminocyclopentane. 
- that exclusively the trans~compound was formed. Because a reduction of 
the dioxime appeared to be possible only in an alkaline medium. - it 
being highly sensitive to acids. - no trace of the cis~derivative could 
hitherto be obtained. not even by catalytic reduction. The trans~con~ 
figuration of the base obtained. - which boils under atmospheric pressure 
at 170° C. and which yie1ds a beautifully crystallized diacetyl~derivative 
(mpt.: 219° c.). - was proved exactly by the possibility of separating 
it into two optical antipodes by means of d~ and l~tartaric acids. 

H. for instance. the racemic base be converted into its bi~d~tartrate. 
the bitartrate (mpt. 143°-144° c.) of the levorotatory base first crystallizes; 
etc. The boilingpoint (1 atm.) of this base is 1660 C. The specific rotations 
of the pure opticaIly~active base are: for red: - 38°. for violet: - 113°,5. 

We have also made a number of trials to convert the trans~base into 
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an oxalyl-derivative. either by means of die th y loxa la te. or by means of 
oxalylchloride. and to separate from it the cis-derivative. But no positive 
results were obtained in this way: the trans-configuration seems to be so 
extremely stabIe in comparison with the cis-form, that this last appears 
to be re-arranged immediately into the first one. For this reason we will 
speak in the following page only of the d-, the 1-. and the rac. trans-
1-2-Diaminocyclopentane. 

§ 3. Circumstances appear to be simplest, if we draw our attention 
in the first place to the complex Rhodium-salts, which are obtained in 
the reaction between racemie trans-I-2-Diaminocyclopentane and crystalline 
sodium-rhodiumhexachloride (hydrated, powdered). Subsequently the same 
reaction can be executed with each of both antipodes of the base; the 
products thus obtained serving to be immediately compared with the 
former ones. 

In treating the solid Na3 Rho Ch, 9 aq. with the racemie base, 
besides a small quantity of an orange-coloured by-product, soluble in 
alcohol 1), only a single white, crystalline product was obtained, which, 
by means of NaJ. could readily be precipitated as a colourless iodide, 
from which a whole series of other salts could be prepared by means 
of silversalts such as AgCI. AgBr, etc. The iodide had the composition: 
! Rho (Cptdineh 113 + 1 H 20; the corresponding chloride crystallizes 
with 2 H 20. 

By converting this chloride by means of Ag-d-tartrate, respectively 
Ag-l-tartrate. into the corresponding chloro-d-, resp. chloro-l-tartrates, 
it could be proved that the original salt is a true racemic compound, 
from which two optically-active antipodes could be separated. If Ag-d
tartrate was used. the less soluble fraction of the chloro-d-tartrates thus 
obtained, gave a chloride. which in solution appeared to be strongly 
levorotatory. By careful fractional crystallisation and by determining the 
complete curve of rotatory dispersion of these fractions, it · could be 
proved with certainty, that no other components than the dextro-, 
respectively levorotatory sa lts mentioned. were present in the original 
reaction-product. 

If now only the d-. or the I-base were used in the same reaction, 
th en in each case only a single optically-active product appeared to be 
generated. By accurate measurement of the rotatory dispersion of both 
these salts and by comparing them with the products obtained by the 
fission of the racemic compound mentioned above, it could be proved 

1) The orange-coloured by-product. treated with Na!. gave an intensily orange-coloured 
iodide. which. on heating its alcoholic solution. was gradually decomposed under precipi
tation of the ordinary white iodide. mentioned above. By analysis we were able to prove 
that most probably a double compound is present here. consisting of 2 mol. of the white 
iodide and 1 mol. of a non-ionogenic complex, containing Rho. Cl. alcohol and Diamino-
cyclopentane. 

42* 
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with complete certainty. that in the levorotatory complex cation only 
three molecules of the d-base. in the dextrorotatory complex cation only 
three molecules of the I-base were p .esent. No other salts than those 
of the ions; lRho(lllJl~' and IRho(ddd)lL" were generated in the 
reaction between the racemie Diaminocyclopentane and Na3 Rho C16 • 

9aq. 
The complete curve of the rotatory dispersion of these salts is rep re

sented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. 

Rotatory dispersion of I Rho (l-Cptdineh I CI3 and its d- and I-Chloro-tartrates 

From this it must be concluded. that the levorotatory configuration of 
the complex ion is incompatible with the presence of 3 levorotatory 
molecules of the base in it; and that. in the same way the presence of 
3 deXtrorotatory molecules of the base is in compatible with the dextro
rotatory configuration of the complex Rho-ion. 

In the case of the racemic perchlorate. which forms anhydrous crystals. 
a fission into the antipodes was observed by spontaneous crystallisation 
of the solutions at roomtemperature. The crystals deposited were octa
hedral. and. if selected and individually solved. they gave solutions. 
which were dextro-. or levorotatory. The determination of the solubilities 
of the racemic compound and of the antipodes taught us. that a case of 
spontaneous crystallisation was present here with a minimum transfor
mation-temperature of 48° C. for the racemoid. the racemic compound 
becoming the stabier phase above this temperature (Fig. 2). The said 
transformation may be represented by; 
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d~nRho (Cptdine)31 (C101 )3 + 12 H 20] + 
+H1Rho(Cptdinebl(C104b+12H20]~rac·nRho(CptdinehHCl04h]+ 
+ 24 H 20. 

The fission of the anhydrous racemic compound. in presence of the 
solution. into the highly hydrated antipodes must. therefore. eVidently 
occur under an evolution of heat. 

Solubility in gram mes 
anhydrous salt in 100 cm] sol. 

6.000 

0' 10' 20' 

hm,b. in 'e 

JO' 40' 50' 

Fig. 2. 

Solubility of rac. and dextro-rot.l Rho (Cptdineh I (C101h at different temperatures. 

The optically~active chlorides (+ 4 H 2 0). nitrates (+ 4 H 20). chlorates 
(+ 12H20) and perchlorates (+ 12H20) are all crystallising in beautiful 
octahedral crystals of pentagone~icositetrahedral symmetry. In the case 
of the chlorides and nitrates also hydrates with 3 H 20 were met with. 
which are formed in the solution at somewhat higher temperatures. and 
which possess a hexagonal~b;pyramidal symmetry. Some Roentgen~ 

spectroscopical investigations of the structure of these crystals williater-on 
be published elsewhere. which confirm these conclusions. 

§ 4. The phenomena occurring in the preparation of the corresponding 
cobaltic salts. appear to be of an analogous nature. As the oxydation of 
a solution of CoCl2 + Diaminocyclopentane with air gave no good 
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results. the formation of the cobaltic salt was performed by means of a 
10 % solution of hydrogenperoxyde : 7.5 Gr. CoCl2 in 25 cm3 water 
were. in a wide fIasko mixed with 5 Gr. Diaminocyclopentane and th en 
60 cm3 of a 10 % solution of H 20 2 were slowly added to it. When 
the reaction is finished. 100 cm3 strong HCI are added to the solution 
and the liquid is then heated on the water~bath; soon the praseo~salt 
formed beg ins to precipitate. 

The precipitate is then filtered off from the mother~liquid and so long 
washed with alcohol and ether. till complete neutral reaction is attained. 
The yield is about 6.2 Gr. of the praseo~salt; in the mother liquid there 
is still present some salt of the composition: I Co(Cptdineh! C13• which 
can be obtained by precipitation as iodide. In subsequently using in this 
reaction the racemic base or one of its optical~active antipodes. it 
seems to be possible to obtain the following salts: 

~ (d~Cptdine) ~ (d C td' ) 
( Co (l~ Ct~~ine) ~Cl + 2 H 20 ; ) Co ~ PCI~ne 2 ICI + 2 H 20 and 

1 co(l~Cp~1:neh I Cl + 2 H 2 0 

These sa lts give. on heating them with a third molecule of one of the 
three bases mentioned. the desired Tri~diaminocyclopentane~Cobaltic~salts. 

Both the last mentioned. bluish~green praseo~salts are optically~active; 
their molecules are different from their own mirror~images. but of course. 
they can individually not be separated. In FiQ. 3 are reproduced the 
curves of rota tory dispersion of these praseo~salts. and that of the 
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corresponding violeo~salts obtained by soft heating of the solutions of 
the first. The praseo~salt first mentioned above cannot be split into its 
antipodes. because its cation having a plane of symmetry perpendicular 
to the plane in which the two molecules of the base are situated. This 
salt. which is optically~inactive. must differ. therefore. from the true 
racemic compound obtained by mixing aequimolecular quantities of the 
second and third and by letting them crystallise from their mixed solutions. 
However. experience taught us. that this racemic compound could by 
no means be distinguished from the salt prepared from the racemic base; 
evidently the true racemic salt is likewise generated in this last reaction. 
so that the first of the three formulae mentioned above may be excluded 
beforehand. 
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By heating the praseo-salts with an excess of the base. we were able 
to obtain the corn~sponding tri-diaminocyclopentane-cobaltic-salts. as weil 
in their racemic. as in their optically-active forms. In this case also. the 
racemic salt could be separated into its antipodes by means of th~ 
chloro-d-, and chloro-l-tartrates. The less so!uble chloro-d-tartrate gave 
also in this case. ~ exactly as with the Rho-salts. ~ a chloride. which 
in solution was strongly levorotatory. It could be proved. by comparing 
its rota tory dispersion with that of the salts prepared from the active 
bases. that the constitution of its cation was: [ddd]L. From this it becomes 
evident. that the behaviour of the Rho- and Co-salts is completely 
analogous; simultaneously the direct proof is given here of the view 
sin ce long held. by one of us 1). that the Co- and Rho-salts of the same 
spatial configuration show the same algebraic sign of their rotations. and 
not. as WERNER 2) pointed out. opposite rotations. In the case of these 
cobaltic salts there also appeared to be formed only two kinds of 
complex cations with to active bases: [llllo and [ddd]L. all other com
binations being rigorously excluded by steric causes. Therefore. th ere is 
also only one racemic compound. 

The curve of rotatory dispersion of these salts is reproduced in Fig. 4. 

If in the praseo-salts of the types : [CO~~~]X3' respe:ctively [ Co~lJX3. 
one tries to introduce a molecule of the 1-, respectively of the d-base. 

in the hope of obtaining the salts of the type: [Co~~h ]X3 and [ Co~~)] X3 

respectively. ~ it appears. that this does not happen. The expected 
combinations seem to be unstable from steric causes. and only a mixture 
of 1 molecule of an active salt with three identical molecules of the 
base in its cation. besides 1 molecule of the racemic compound is obtained 
in each case. according to the reaction-scheme: 

3 [ddl] = 2 [ddd] + [LIl] = [ddd] + [racemic salt]. 

In this case also the formation of the cations with the highest possible 
symmetry is eVidently favoured at the cost of the complexes of a lower 
degree of symmetry. 

§ 5. In general the crystalforms of the racemic and optically-active 
Co- and Rho-salts appear to be quite analogous. The optically-active 
components here also crystallize in octahedral crystals of pentagone
icositetrahedral symmetry. In the case of the chloride and of the nitrate. 
there exist. here aIso. b~sides the cubic forms. hexagonal-bipyramidal 
hydrates. crystallizing with 3 H 20. 

Moreover. the corresponding perchlorate shows also in this case the 

1) F. M. JAEGER. Proceed. Royal Acad. Amsterdam. 20. (1917) 264. 265. Chem. WeekbJ. 
H , (1917). 728 ; Recueil d. tray. chim. Pays-Bas, 38, (1919), 170; Lectures on the Principle 
of Symmetry, 2nd Edit. (1920), p . 251. 

2) A. WERNER, Ber. d. d. chem. Ges., ~5, (1912). 1229. 
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phenomenon of a spontaneous fission into its antipodes by crystallisation 
at room-temperature. This is most remarkable. because circumstances are 
here just the same as those in the case of the Rho-salts: the transforma
tion-temperature. ~ if really existing. ~ must be here also a minimum 
temperature in the neighbourhood of - 1°.5 c.. as is clearly demon
strated by the results of the determinations of the solubilities (see Fig. 5). 
A direct measurement of this transition-temperature is impossible. because 
at those low temperatures the solubilities hàve become al ready so very 
smalI. that the actual depression of the freezing-point is too insignificant. 
to retain under these conditions the appearance of a liquid solution besides 
the solid phase; all is here already converted into a solid mixture of 
ice and salt. 

But in every case. we must conclude that at all temperatures above 
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Solubility of rac. and levo-rot. I Co (Cpt ineh I (CI04b at different temperatures. 

0° c.. the optically-active. octahedral crystals must be metastable with 
respect to the racemic compound. Therefore. it is very remarkable that. 
notwithstanding this. these octahedral crystals are yet deposited in the 
inactive solution at room-temperature. That the components are really 
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metastable with respect to the racemic compound under these conditions. 
can be also seen from the facto that if the saturated solutions be inocu~ 
lated with a germ of the crystallized racemic salt. the octahedral crystals 
will gradually disappear in favour of those of the racemic compound. 

Moreover. the colour of these Co~salts is highly remarkable: they 
being clear pink. as true cobalto~salts in solution. instead of having the 
deep orange or bloodred colour of the triethylenediamine~cobaltic~salts. 
The iodide. however. is an exception to this. showing the true colour 
of the luteo~series. 

The specifk and molecular rotations of these Co~ and Rho~salts are. 
moreover. for the same wave~lengths many times greater than those of 
the corresponding triethylenediamine~salts: the absolute values of the 
specifk rotations are. in the case of the cobaltic-salts. ab out 3 to 10 
times. in the case of the Rho~salts about 7 to 8 times greater than they 
are in the corresponding salts of the triethylenediamine~series. The 
rotatory dispersion of the Rho~salts. on the other hand. does not differ 
in both cases to the same degree as the rotations themselves. 

§ 6. Much more complicated. however. are the phenomena observed. 
if besides Diaminocyclopentane. one tries to get complex salts of cobaltum. 
whose cations do also contain 1 or 2 molecules of ethylenediamine. 

For the preparation of salts of the type: j Co ~~~t~ine) I C13• we can 

start with the green praseo~. or the pink chloro~aquo~cobaltic~salts con~ 
taining 2 molecules of ethylenediamine in their complex ions. 

Î (E·) I ~ (Eïneh t 
If e.g. salts like: I CO C~2 2 Î Br or (Co /ilo ~Br2 are treated with 

racemic or d~. and I~Diaminocyclopentane. there are really formed salts of 
the type desired. The simplest case is that. where 1 molecule of the 
racemie base is used. An optically~inactive salt. having the colour of the 
ordinary triethylenediamine~cobaltic~salts. is produced in this case. which 
appears to be a true racemic compound. as is proved by its possible 
fission into two optically~active antipodes by means of the bromo~d~. 
respectively the bromo~l~tartrates. In fig. 6 is reproduced the dispersion~ 
curve (11) of the bromide. prepared from the less soluble bromo~d~tartrate; 

this bromide was proved to have the constitution : ~ co~t2;~dine) ~ f}r3 + 
2 H 20. The other component gave the same rotations. but with 

opposite signs. 
The difference in the character of this dispersion~curve with that of 

the salt of the ion: I Co(I~Cptdineh r;· is very clear. as may be seen by 

comparing Fig. 4 and 6 with each other. The curves have in common 
only the high peak near their absorption~band. which in the case of the 
last mentioned salts is situated at about 4950 A.U .• in the case of the 
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( (Eïneh ~ newly prepared ) Co (I C d ' ) Br3' at ab out 4800 A. U. But the most 
( - pt me D 
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Rotatory dispersion (11) of d-l Co \;i;ë~2tdine)1 Br3 and its Bromo-d-tBrtr.lfe. 

typical difference between the two curves, is the twice passing of the 
axis of zero-rotation in the last case, at ab out 5200 and 5700 A.U. 

§ 7. IE now, however, instead of the racemie base, the levorotatory 
component, for instance, be used in the reaction indicated above, th en 
there results an optically-active product, which shows quite another 
rotatory dispersion than th at reproduced in Fig. 6. In the first place its 
specific rotation appears to be much less: the curve in Fig. 7 indicated 
with J, gives the observed values in graphical form. (See Fig. 7). On doser 
examination it was found, that here there is formed a kind of optically
active partially racemie compound, which consists of two optically-active 
components, which are, however, no long er mirror-images of each other. 
We succeeded in separating from this product, by the aid of d-tartaric 
acid, a bromo-d-tartrate, whose rotatory dispersion appeared to be the 
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same as that of the bromo-d-tartrate prepared from the bromide, repre
sented in Fig. 6. From th is it becomes certain, that one of the compo
nents of the partially racemic compound is a salt derived from the ion: 

l (Eïneh / ... 
Co ([-Cptdine) I D 

Although it appeared impossible, because of the very unfavourable 
solubility-re1ations of both components, --- even if other substances, as, 
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for instance. mandelic acid. malic acid. bromocamphersulfonic acid. 
a-nitrocamphor. etc.. were used in these experiments. -- to obtain the 
second component in a perfectly pure state. th ere can be no doubt 
whatsoever about the facto that the other component is a derivative of 

the ion: ·l Co ((IE
C
ïne)d2 • ) I 0: ° which. indeed. is not the mirror-image of 

. - pt me \ L 

the first. 
In Fig. 7 we have reproduced sub 111 the observed curve of rota tory 

dispersion of this yet impure. second component. while curve IV should 
represent the theoretically calcuiated dispersion-curve of this same com
ponent in the pure state. This was determined by combination of the 
curves land 11. of which the last is the true dispersion-curve of the 
pure first component. Finally the curve V of Fig. 7 represents the curve 
of rotatory dispersion of the partially racemic compound. as it follows 
from the combination of the curves 11 and 111: the analogy with curve 
I is evident. although the inaccuracies in the curve 111 cause indubitable 
deviations from the true form of I. 

In the same way the reaction between d-Diaminocyclopentane and the 
original praseo- (violeo+salt. gives a partially-racemic compound. con
sisting of salts derived from the cations : 

\ C (Eïneh I" . . d \ C (Eïneh r .. 
1 0 (d-Cptdinf') lL an I 0 (d-Cptdine) lD 

If it would have been possible for us to obtain each of these four 
components in a perfectly pure condition. we would have been able to 
obtain, besides four partially racemic com,pounds also the two optically
inactive. true racemic compounds. by combining the antipodes in pairs in 
aequimolecular quantities. and a racemoid. containing all four components. 

§ 8. To prepare the salts of the type: ) CO~~~~~ineh~ Cl3 we started 

from the praseo- (violeo-)-salts of the formula: l Co (Cp~~nehl Cl. de

scribed in the above. With these sa lts 1 molecule of ethylenediamine 
was made to react under the most varied circumstances of temperature. 
concentration and in different solvents; but it became soon clear that 
the salts of the type desired were not sufficiently stabie to obtain them 
from solutions. a reaction of the form: 

occurring in each case. In some experiments. -- e.g. during our attempts 
to split the reaction-product into two optically-active components. -- we 
got some indications of the facto that the salts of the type desired were 
actually formed as intermediary products; but on recrystallizing the 
impure mass from solutions. we never obtained other sub stances than a 
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mixture of the last mentioned kinds of complex salts. The components 
were identified in th is case by their precipitation as iodides. and by 
accurately studying their crystal~forms. 

The manner of transformation in this case, is, once more, perfectly 
analogous to that formerly observed in the transformation of )he cobalt~ 
sa lts of the type cation : ! Co ( dd!) ! . . .. In both cases it is always the 
type of ion with a lower degree of symmetry (with one single, polar 
binary axis), which is replaced by a mixture of two kinds of cations 
possessing bath a much higher symmetry (Db. One of us 1) has al ready 
drawn attention on a farmer occasion to the special tendency towards 
the formation of such complexes of a higher degree of symmetry. The 
facts stated here give a convincing confirmation of the truth of the views 
th en stated with respect to this matter. It is the significance of the 
maximum symmetry in questions of the relative stability of such spatial 
arrangements, that in this case also reduces the number of the theoreti~ 
cally possible isomerides of such complexes to such an extent as was 
observed here. 

§ 9. The experiments with salts of the type: ~Co (E~l:h ~ Cl, described 

in this paper, prove, however, c1early that the introduction of a molecule 
of an optically~active base, e.g. of the levorotatory Diaminocyclopentane. 
can occur as weil in a dextro~, as in a levorotatory configuration of a 
cation, in which 2 molecules of ethylenediamine are al ready present. 
This introduction is, however, impossible, if instead of 2 molecules of 
ethylenediamine, there are originally present,2 molecules of the optically~ 
active antipode of the substituent. From this it appears once more, that 
the contrast between a d~ and l~isomeride of the same compound appears 
to be much more pronounced than that between an optically~active 
molecule and totally strange sub stances in those cases, where attempts 
are made to introduce them all together into the same dissymmetrical 
spatial configuration. The preliminary presence of such strange molecules, 
appears to be a much less severe impediment to the entrance of an 
optically~active substituent, than is produced by the presence of molecules 
of the same kind, but with enantiomorphic arrangements; ~ a fact which 
reminds us altogether of the well~known highly "specific" action of 
optically~active ferments and enzym es on attackable substrates of enantio~ 
morphous configurations. 

Groningen, Laboratory for Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry of the State~U niversity. 

1) F. M. lAEGER, Proceed. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Amsterdam, 29, (1926), p. 575-579. 



Chemistry. - On the Symmetry and Structure 
of Calcium. Strontium. Barium and Lead. 
JAEGER and F. A. VAN MELLE. 

of the cubic Nitrates 
By Prof. Dr. F. M. 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30. 1928). 

§ 1. Between the results of the crystallagraphical and the ROENTGEN~ 
spectragraphical investigatians on the true symmetry of the isamarphaus 
series of cubic nitrates of the metals calcium. strontium. barium and lead. 
there are still a number of discrepancies. which cause the question ta be 
quite unsettled. 

As far as concerns the geometrical farm of these crystals. all data 
abtained by the different crystallographers seem to indicate. that the 
symmetry is truly the tetrahedral~pentagonedodecahedral one. The Ca~salt 
was abtained by RETGERS I) in apparent actahedra from the monoclinic 
tetrahydrate ou heating it at 1500 c.; it is isomorphaus with the Sr~salt. 
which also forms a monoclinic tetrahydrate. but which mayalso be 
obtained directly in an anhydrous cubic farm. if crystallized fram warm 
solutions. WULFF 2) showed. that in most cases it crystallizes in apparent 
cuba-octahedra. but that its twins of ten manifest alsa a dodecahedran 
! 210 I. SCACCHI 3) stated. that a slight addition of Fe2Cl6 ta its salutians. 
favaurs the development of this last farm. and WULFF faund the same 
facto if CaCl2 be added to the solution. 

According to this author. the Ba-salt shows. besides both tetrahedra 
1111 rand ! 111land the cube 1100 I. moreover a pentaganal dade~ 
cahedran ! 2011 and a left~handed. positive tetrahedral pentaganedade~ 
cahedron. also in the case that no strange salts are added to the solutians. 
The development of this last farm is favaured by an addition of NaN03 

ta its solution; while the presence of KN03• NaN03 and saccharose 
causes the appearance of the forms ! 2111 and ! 2211. and th at of ferric 
nitrate leads ta the manifestation of 18831 and ! 5 fIl. LEWIS 1) observed 
the tetrahedral pen tagonedadecahedra : ! 351 I. ! ii 41 and ! 2141. in 
addition to the usual limiting forms; and HENRIQUES 5) showed. that on 
addition of some nitrophenol to the solution. the pentagonal dadecahe~ 
dran ! 2011 becomes the predominant form. Although the study of the 
etching-figures has also led ta results 6). which agree with the symmetry 
mentioned abave. they must now be considered as having onlya feebie 

I) J. W. RETGERS. Zeits. f. Kryst .• 21. (1893). 257. 
2) L. WULFF. ibid .• 4. (1880). 139. 
3) A. SCACCHI. Pogg. Ann. der Physik. 109. (1860). 366. 
1) W. J. LEwIs. Zeits. f. Kryst .• 2. (1878). 64. 
5) R. HENRIQUES; Ref. ibid .• 5. (1881). 365. 
6) H. VON BAUMHAUER. Z. f. Kryst .. 1. (1877). 52. On ! 1001 etching-figures were 

observed which correspond with a left-handed negative tetrahedral pentagonedodecahedron; 
also WULFF (loc. cit.) mentions the same facto 
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conclusive force. because of the fact that in recent times it could be 
proved. that the presence of slight traces of impurities can have astrong 
influence upon this phenomenon in the case of KCi; in the older investiga~ 
tions this fact could. in generaI. not yet be sufficiently taken into account. 

In the case of Pb (N0 3h WULFF 1) observed. on rapid evaporation of 
the solution. the tetrahedra 11111 and 11111 in unequal development. 
besides 18831 and a tetrahedral pentagonedodecahedron. which approxi~ 
mate1y seemed to correspond with the symbol: 110. 5 . 61. According to 
this author. the appearance of this last form seems to be favoured by 
the presence of some Zn(N03h. An analogous influence was observed 
by SCACCHI with respect to the appearance of 1201 I. if traces of NaN03 

were added to the solution. It may be remarked here. that we have 
observed this pentagonal dodecahedron also. in a weIl~developed form. 
if na other salts were added to the solution. According to MOREL 2). 
the for~ 12011 would be favoured also by the presence of HN03 • 

As is weIl known. MARBACH as the first observed. that all these 
nitrates show an abnormal birefringency. which in the case of the iead~ 
salt. for instance. is particula:rly strong. and which is studied several 
times in detail. It manifests itself by a division in optically~abnormal 
sections of the crystals and is of ten explained by the presence of internal 
strains in the crystalline individuals. 

§ 2. On the contrary. there are also facts. which seem to prove 
against the tetrahedral~pentagonedodecahedral symmetry of these crystals. 
There is. for instance the peculiar circumstance. that never even a tra ce 
of circular polarisation could be detected with them. ~ not even in 
LONGCHAMBON's more recent and accurate investigations. Another diffi~ 

culty is presented by the investigations of their pyro~electrical behaviour 
by HANKEL. who says th at the forms 11111 and 1111 ! may be discerned 
by their opposed pyro~electric polarity. ~ a fact which in the cubic 
system is. however. impossible 3). On the other hand. no piezo~electrical 
phenomena are. up till now. observed with these crystals 4). 

But also from the results of the ROENTGEN~spectrographical study of 
these nitrates the cO:lclusion seems to become evident. that they have 
another symmetry. the dyacïsdadecahedrai one. Besides some ROENTGEN~ 
spectrographical observations made by NISHIKAWA and HUDUNIKI 5) and 
some not published results of WVCKOFF 6) obtained by means of LAUE~ 
spectrograms. there are afso calculations of the intensities made by 

1) L. WULFF. loco cito 
2) J. MOREL. Bull. de la Soc. minér. 9. (1886). 294. 
3) E. RIECKE. vid. L. GRAETZ: Handbuch der Elektrizität und des Magnetismus. 

Bnd. 1. (1918). 407. 
1) Conf. e.g. P . TERPsTRA. Natuurw. Tijdschrift. 10. (1928). 92; Congres Natuur- en 

Geneeskunde. Leuven. (1928). 
5) S. NISHIKAWA and K. HUDliNIKI. Proceed. Math. Phys. Soc. Tokyo. 9. (1917). 197. 
6) R. W. G. WVCKOFF. The Structure of Crystals. (1924). 353. 
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VEGARD. Zeits. für Physik 9. (1922). 395. from powder-spectrograms 
af ter HULL-DEBIJE. They all seem to lead to the conclusion. that the 
symmetry is dyacisdodecahedral and that the space-group is T~. In the 
presence of such strongly diffracting atoms like those of Ba and Pb. 
such a calculation of the diffraction-intensities from powder-spectrograms 
has no significance whatsoever with respect to the placing of the (N03)

groups within the primary cello To the space-group T:. it is true. 
corresponds the simple cubic lattice; but no diffraction-images we re found. 
which would be incompatible with those of a sub stance having a face
centred cubic lattice. because the Ba- and Pb-atoms which in the last 
case would have the positions: [000]. [0 1/2 1/2], (1 /2 01 /2] and [1/ 2 1/2 0]. 
are 50 predominant in their diffracting power. that no difference in both 
case is detectable. However. in the case of powder-spectrograms the 
choice between the groups Ti and T~ must be made by looking for the 
absence of reflections of the first order of lh kol. if h. as weIl as k are 
both odd. Now the predominant action of the Ba- and Pb-atoms in the 
corresponding nitrates already mentioned as well as the facto that with 
Ca- and Sr-nitrates only a single diffraction-line of lhkol. namely only 
(210). was observed. - makes it quite impossible to fix a choice between 
Ti and T~ by means of powder-spectrograms. It was. therefore. necessary 
to repeat these investigations. making use this time of rotation-spectrograms. 

§ 3. Rotation-spectrograms were made by means of an apparent cubo
octahedron of Sr(N03)2' the directions [110] and [100] being used as 
axes of rotation. Figure 1 shows the spectrogram obtained with [1 fO] 

. ) 

• 

t 

43 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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as axis of rotation, the mean position being such, that it made 15° with 
(001) and the crystal being rotated through 10° to both sides of it. 
From the reciprocal lattice it can be deduced, that (120), (201), (210), 
(021), (110), (320), (330), and (100) will be in such positions, as to give 
the corresponding reflections. It appeared, th at (210) and (0-21) were truly 
present, but that (120), (201), (110), (320) and (330) were lacking. In the 
case of the rotation~spectrogram round [100], the exposition was 3 hours, 
while the rota ti on occurred in such a way, th at eventually (003) and (005), 
respectively (005) and (007) would possibly appear. Although the cube~ 
face used was beautifully developed and very smooth, the said reflections 
of odd orders appeared, however, to be wholly absent in each case. 

From these observations the conclusion must be drawn, th at the fun~ 

damental lattice is the simple cubic one, with: ao = 7.80 A.U. and with 
4 molecules Sr(N03h in the elementary cello Because, moreover, the 
first order of I h kol, h being odd, is not present here, this fact points 
to the space~group T~. 

§ 4. LAuE~spectrograms were now made in the case of Sr~, Ba~, and 
Pb~nitrate. (Tungsten~anticathode; 50 K.V. tension). It appeared that the 
spectrograms thus obtained by radiation .l to 11111, did not possess 
symmetry~planes passing through the trigonal axis; --- aresuit, evidently 
quite in accordance with the unpublished results of WVCKOFF (conf. loco 
cit., p. 353). The LAuE~spectrograms of the three nitrates mentioned, 
showed the greatest possible analogy; it is most remarkable, that they 
do almost not deviate from those of a true holo~cubic crystal (th ree 
spots are the only ones, which are unsymmetrically situated) with three 
symmetry~planes .l (111). 

A rotation~spectrogram of Ba (N03h with [100] as axis, proved again, that 
the reflections (001) and (003) were both absent; but there appeared here also a 
reflection of (210) in the lst order, while (120) was absent. Therefore, it must 
be concluded from this, that the space~group of Ba(N03h is also :z:'~, with: 
ao = 8.1 0 A. U. and with 4 molecules of the salt in the elementary cello 

§ 5. Now a rotation~spectrogram of Pb(N03)2 was made with [100] 
as axis of rotation, the primary position of the crystal being such, that 
it was at 36° with (010), while the rotation occurred through an angle 
of 10° to both sides, i.e. from 26° to 46° with respect to (010). In this 
case (003), (005) and (007) had an opportunity to reflect. But, although 
the crystal used had a beautiful. smooth face of several mm2 surface. 
no other reflections than that of (004) and (006) could be obtained, not 
even af ter prolongated exposition: also in this case all reflections of 
odd order appeared to be absent. 

BRAGG~spectrograms, obtained by exposition during several hours and 
by rotating through a small angle in su eh a way. that the images of 
(001), (002) and (003) could be expected, gave no images of any appreci~ 
able intensity, safe (002), the others having intensities certainly less than 
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1 A 0 th part of that of (002). Also from these data it becomes almost certain. 
that the space~group is T

h
6. having thus dyacisdodecahedral symmetry. 

On (210) a BRAGG~spectrogram gave the 1st order image of (210); 
from our spectrograms. -- calcite being used for the purpose of compa~ 
rison. -- the value of ao was deduced to be: 7.80 till 7.81 A. U. ± 0.01. 
in stead of VEGARD's value: 7.84 A. U. 

§ 6. The attempts to fix the positions of the N~ and O~atoms in this case 
by a calculation of the intensities. can only have any significance in the 
case of the Ca~salt. In that of the Ba~ and Pb~salts it would be only 
possible perhaps to obtain bet ter information about the true positions of 
these atoms by means of accurate measurements with an ionisation~ 
spectrometer; but it is excluded in these cases to obtain any reliable 
results {rom powder~spectrograms. 

Better than powder~spectrograms. these LAVE~photo's indicate the 
severe difficulties present here for the calculation of the four parameters 
of the structure. For. as the great majority of the diffraction~spots is 
compatible with the holo~cubic symmetry. -- even in the case of 
Sr(N03h. where the number of electrons of the metal is about the same 
as th at of the (N03)~groups. - it is highly probable. th at the oxygen~ 
atoms approximatively. and the metal~atoms rigorously. have positions 
in the structure of these crystals. which are compatible with those present 
in one of the classes of holo~cubic symmetry (for instance. position 24a 

of WVCKOPP's list). The ,possibility seems. therefore. excluded beforehand. 
of fixing the true positions of the N~atoms with their relatively small 
number of electrons. in the midst of the seven times greater number of the 
electrons of the other constituents of these salts. Exactly because the method 
based upon the diffraction of ROENTGEN~rays is still a method of small 
sensitivity. as regards the differences bet ween heavier and lighter~atoms. 
diffère nécessairement de l' ensemble de tous les points de R. de sorte 

" que l' ensemble fermé F" = R -.I G I' est non vide. quel que soit a> QT. 
1'=1 

-- the possibility. that yet a tetrahedral~pentagonedodecahedral arrange~ 
ment with the symmetry Ti. -- but very nearly approaching to an arrange~ 
ment with the symmetry T~. -- may be present here. needs still to be 
considered in future : the facts revealed by all crystallographers seem. as 
was pointed out before. to indicate the symmetry of the group T. 

Certainly it is necessary to investigate the complete structure of these 
nitrates in detail. For. notwithstanding the results obtained here with respect 
to the symmetry and space~group. a number of physical discrepancies remain. 

In every case VEGARD's conclusion about a dyacisdodecohedral sym~ 
metry can now be considered as being right. notwithstanding the fact 
that no proo{ was given by him. The further investigation of the structure 
of these nitrates can be continued now. starting from the data here obtained. 

Groningen, Laboratory {or Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry o{ the University. 

43* 



Medicine. - On the Nature of Cardiac affection in Beriberi Patients. 
By Prof. K. F. WENCKEBACH and W. C. AALSMEER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 25, 1928). 

Accurate and exhaustive clinical investigations by DR. AALSMEER, Lec~ 
turer on Internal medicine at the Surabaja Medical School for Indian 
Physicians (N. I. A. S.) have enabled us to find an explanation for the 
puzzling, most uncommon course of the perilous heart~trouble in cases of 
Beriberi. The body of facts now on hand proves that an increasing weak~ 
ness of the cardiac contraction involving the whole heart, is the cause 
of a considerable disturbance of circulation. The lat ter will be discussed 
at large in the Ned. Tijdschr. v. Geneeskunde. In the present paper we 
will only emphasize some points that will help us in identifying the nature 
and the course of the disease itself. 

These points are: 
1. An increased thickness of the cardiac wall and an increase of the 

weight of the entire organ, considered together as a "hypertrophy". These 
changes appear already at the beginning of the disease on the left, as weIl 
as on the right half of the heart and are independent from the nervous dege~ 
neration occurring in Beriberi~patients. 

2. The electro~cardiographic investigation shows that, in spite of the 
largely decreased strength of the heart, the automatic processes of the 
formation of stimuli, excitability, and stimulus~conduction, are completely 
normal. 

3. The utter failure of all heart~tonics in use (digitalis, strophantus, 
coffein and theobromin preparations ), contrasted with the complete dis~ 
appearance of all cardiac phenomena after the administration of vitamin 
B (Katjang Idjoe etc.). 

I. It is difficult to assume in one and the· same heart~muscle the 
existence of considerable, nay, fatal weakness, and at the same time a 
true hypertrophy of the muscle, which is indicative of stronger activity. 
A hypertrophic muscle may, indeed, fail, but it cannot be expected that 
a muscular activity that has been enfeebled from the onset, should induce 
hypertrophy. 

A second and in fact insuperable objection to the assumption of a hyper~ 
trophy, is the long known fact, in every respect confirmed by AALSMEER, 
that the administration of a vitamin~containing diet abolishes the consi~ 
derable enlargement of the heart within a short time in very severe cases. 
It is not probable, however, that an existing hypertrophy would not leave 
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traces af ter treatment. so that the only alternative is to find other causes 
for the enlargement of the heart and the increase of its weight than those 
prominently brought forward by all earlier authors. 

11. In our search for these causes this point has perhaps led us on the 
right track. Many years ago ENGELMANN reported. at a meeting of this 
Academy that the heart-musc1e. just as the skeletal musc1e (BIEDERMANN). 
swells in water and loses its contractility. whereas excitability and con
ductivity persist all the same. Many years later DE BOER pointed out 
th at the swelling itself hampers the contraction of the musc1e fibre 
mechanically. but th at in this process the E . C. G. remains perfectly normal. 
That the same phenomenon. a weakening of the force of contraction and 
normal E. C. G .. was found in Beriberi-patients. suggested to us the idea 
that here also disturbance might be caused by absorption or retention of 
water ("Quellung"). 

Potent arguments lend support to this assertion. According to 
TIEMANN's 1) recent inquiries all striated musc1e. contrary to smooth 
musc1e. swells in every hypotonie fluid examined by him, the cardiac 
musc1e less than the skeletal musc1e. If a similar process exists in Beriberi. 
such swellings mayalso he expected in skeletal musc1e. In fact they 
belong to the typical aspect of Beriberi. already strongly pronounced at 
the calf musc1e at the beginning of the disease, even where edema of the 
feet and symptoms of degeneration of the nerves cannot yet be demon
strated. This swelling may be identified by the pain caused by pinching 
the calf, whieh is so hard and enlarged, that in MENSE's Lehrbuch der 
Tropenkrankheiten NOCHT compares it with the well-known "pseudo
hypertrophy" of the progressive muscular atrophy in children (fig. p. 
461). PEKELHARING and WINKLER already speak of a seeming muscular 
hypertrophy. 

111. The next point also furnishes signal evidence for the explanation 
given here. It is easily understood that only such a treatment can exert 
a favourable influence upon the Beriberi-heart which is able to draw the 
absorbed water from the cardiac musc1e. That digitalis cannot do this 
could be expected. However. it is very remarkable that no influence 
whatever is exerted on the heart by diuretics. neither by thyroidprepara
tions nor by a treatment expelling water from the tissues so potently 
as the mercury-preparations novasurol and salyrgan. (AALSMEER. 
SCHIMAZONO) . 

In contrast with this, vitamin B (whose absence evokes all the symptoms 
of Beriberi) brings on an almost marvellous improvement shortly after'it is 
given to the patient. The literature shows conc1usively that not only does 
the cardiac musc1e resume its contractility together with. in our opinion 

I) F. TIBMANN Ueber die Quellungsbedingungen des Herzmuskels unter verschledenen 
Bedingungen. Ztschr. f. d. ges. exper. Medizin. 58, 821. 1928. 
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also by virtue of its smaller size and weight, but that also the skeletal 
muscles are benefited by this influence. The firm, thickened and painful 
muscles are immediately reduced to their normal size and function. In his 
monograph on Beriberi, published last year, DE LANGEN, when alluding 
to the disappearance of the edema, speaks of "the still more remarkable 
quick recovery of the pareses, and sometimes already paralyses, which 
within 24 hours were things of the past after the diet had been duly 
modified." According to SCHEUBE 1) as early as 808 B. C. Katjang Idju 
was known in Japan to be "ein harntreibendes Mittel". Also in later 
publications th is property of vitamin~treatment is often recorded. That this 
substance acts so differently from the ordinary diuretic treatment, favours 
the conception that the swelling of the striated muscles is due to a specific 
cause. This fact may per ha ps supply an argument in answering the question 
whether and how far th is swelling is of an infiltrative, osmotic or colloidal 
nature. 

It would seem then that our hypothesis of the absorption of water by the 
heart~muscle being the causative factor, affords an explanation of the whole 
set of symptoms of the syndrome of Beriberi, most unique in cardiac 
Pathology. It seems altogether probable that other manifestations of this 
disease, notably the degeneration in the central and peripheral nervous 
system, are also due to the same cause, viz. swelling by retention of water. 
A good many data .taken from the experimental literature seem to lend 
support to this view. Further investigations will have to solve this and 
many other problems. Likewise it may be deemed probable that analogous. 
or even identical processes come into play in certain other forms of 
insufficient action of the heart. The of ten incomprehensible total absence 
of response of the diseased heart to all our heart~stimulants, which is 
generally indicative of a hopeless condition of the ventricular muscle, may 
in some cases be explained on the same line. In this connection one is 
reminded of myxoedema and its treatment by the administration of thyroid, 
which substance, however, does not seem to act in cases of Beriberi. 

There are still other reasons for giving attention to the subject under 
discussion. It lays a bridge between scientific clinical examination and the 
experimental work on problems that have recently come to the front, viz. 
those of the so~called "heart~hormones" and "automatins". The fact that 
the organism itself produces substances that can revive a beart af ter it has 
been brought experimentally to a standstill, and seem to be able to restore 
the automatic function, is recommended rather inconsiderably for the 
treatment of heart~patients. This is certainly premature, but anyhow the 
Beriberi heart shows that the revival of a heart, given up for lost, is not 
out of the bounds of probabilities. The communication made by 
ZWAARDEMAKER at the previous meeting of this Academy, is also of vital 
importance. The radiated vitamin B is the same substance that can save a 

1) SCHEUBE, Die Beri-berl. Fischer 1894. 
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Beriberi heart. It is said to be identical to histamin, which according to 
inquiries published in Vienna a few days ago, is contained in various 
sub stances regarded as heart-hormones. 

Meanwhile the Beriberi heart affords an instructive example for thorough 
investigation; it reminds us in good time of the fact, sometimes forgotten 
in the hormone literature, that not every arrested heart has altogether 
lost its regular automatic vital function. Automatism may continue 
undisturbed, but in consequence of the swelling of the muscle-fibers 
hindrance. or other may not be ab Ie to manifest itself in a visible form. 
The added active substance should. therefore. in su eh a case not be called 
automatin; what takes place in the heart is not a resuscitation from the 
sleep of death. but the deliverance of a fettered prisoner. 

Vienna, 18 February 1928. 



Geology.- Die Laven vam Etna. By W. F. GlSOLF. 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26. 1928). 

Die von mir eingeführte Projektionsmethode 1) des Nigglischen Tetraeders 
ist besonders geeignet zum Studium der Gesteine einer petrographischen 
Provinz und der Gesteine, welche im Laufe der J ahrhunderte von einem 
Vulkan oder einer Vulkangruppe zu Tage gefördert worden sind. Die 
genannte Methode hat den sehr wesentlichen Vorteil, dass man nicht nur 
im Stande ist, in überskhtlicher Weise der Zusammensetzung der wirklichen 
Gesteinsmineralien Rechnung tragen zu können, sondern auch, dass Be~ 
ziehungen zu Tage treten, welche man sonst gar nicht oder nur auf 
umständliche Weise hätte finden können; vorausgesetzt, dass man zuvor 
nicht den Nutzen solcher endlosen Berechnungen angezweifelt hätte. 

Als treffendes Beispiel habe ich für diesen Artikel die Gesteine gewählt, 
welche aus demjenigen Magma ans Tageslicht getreten sind, das den 
Etnavulkan auf Sizilien aufgebaut hat; Gesteine mit einer ziemlich gleich~ 
förmigen Zusammensetzung, deren Normberechnung nur einen geringen 
Einblick ergibt in dem Charakter des Magmas, dessen Kristallisation diese 
Gesteine ihr Dasein verdanken. 

Die Laven von Sizilien fangen in der Vorkreide~ oder in der Kreidezeit 
an auszufliessen in der Nähe von Capo Passero, in der Südecke der Insel. 
Die Analysen dieser Gesteine (2 an Zahl) habe ich nicht zu Rate ziehen 
können; was vermutlich nicht schlimm ist, da sie urn 1881 ausgeführt 
worden sind. Auf diese Eruptionen folgten im Miozän diejenigen des Val 
di Noto, etwa 60 km nordöstlich von Capo Passero. Von diesen Gesteinen 
sind einzelne gute Analysen bekannt, deren drei in TabelIe I aufgenommen 
sind (N0. 6, 23, 24). Darauf sind in Gebiete, wo nachher der Vulkan sich 
erheben soli te, in quaternärer Zeit Gesteine ausgeflossen, welche man mit 
dem Namen prae~Etna~Laven belegt hat. (N0. 1, 2, 3, Tabelle I). Das 
Urteil der kornpetenten Kenner des Etnas über den Zusammenhang dieser 
Gesteine mit denjenigen des eigentlichen Etnas ist verschieden. Aus der 
von mir in diesem Artikel gegebenen Interpretation dieser Gesteine ist 
ersichtlich, dass diese drei Gesteine zwar Uebereinstimmung zeigen mit 
den eigentlichen Gesteinen des Etna, dass jedoch die Nummern 2 und 3, 
namentlich 2, sehr deutliche Abweichungen zeigen. N0. 1 ist dagegen ein 
typisch es Etnagestein. 

Die eigentlichen Eruptionen des Etna fingen an in der quaternären' 
Catanischen Bucht. Diese ersten Laven haben den Namen Sockel~ oder 

1) W. F. GISOLP. Zur graphischen Darstellung von Gesteinsanalysen. T.M.P.M., 1928,39, 
S. 76. 
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Terrassenlaven empfangen. Danach folgten die Eruptionen, welche den 
Vulkankegel aufbauten bis zum heutigen Tage l). 

In Tabelle I sind diese Gesteine mit ihren Nigglischen, von mir etwas 
modifizirten, Werten aufgenommen, zusammen mit den Parametern eines 
Amphibols und eines Pyroxens, welche aus Etnalaven stammen und wovon 
gute Analysen bekannt sind. Die Analysen dieser zwei Mineralien und 
der Gesteine N0. I-N0. 23 sind dem zitirten Artikel Washingtons c.s. 
entnommen; die übrigen Nummern sind den bekannten Analysentabellen 
Washingtons (1917) entlehnt. 

Vor der Berechnung der Nigglischen Zahlen habe ich in den Molekular
quotienten die Accessorien, ausgenommen Magnetit und Ilmenit, in Abzug 
gebracht, damit man ein genaueres Bild der Silikatgemische erhielte. Niggli 
unterscheidet fünf Parameter: si, fm, al, c, alk und zwei Quotienten k und 
mg; an deren Stelle nehme ich sieben Parameter: si, 2fe203 fe 0, mgo, al 
c, na, ka in der Wei se, dass fm = 2fe203 + feo + mgo; alk = na + ka. 
Diese Symbole sind deutlich genug, um keiner Erklärung zu bedürfen. 

Wenn man die Nigglischen Parameter fm, c, al, alk und si der genannten 
Gesteine und Mineralen einträgt in der van mir in dem auf Seite 1 zitirten 
Artikel 2) gegebenen alkal-Projektion des Tetraeders mit Kieselsäurefeld, 
so fällt sofort auf, dass im alkal-Felde die Projektionen sämtlich konvergiren 
nach der Projektion Al des Amphibols. Der weitaus grösste Teil der 
Projektionen fällt innerhalb /::; Al P l Ql (Fig. 1). Ausgenommen sind die 
Gesteine vom Val di Noto und die Nummern 2 and 3 der prae-Etna-Laven, 
während van den Etnalaven die Nummern 25 und 20 ausserhalb des ge
nannten Dreiecks liegen 3). 

Die Punkte der Geraden P l Ql sind Projektionen van Feldspatge
mischen, falls ihre Kieselsäurepole auf der Geraden P 3Q3 gelegen sind. Ist 
dies der Fall. so kann irgend ein Gestein aufgefasst werden als heteromor
phes Gestein ei nes Amphibolplagioklasgemisches mit Amphibol Al' d.h. 
als ein heteromorphes Gestein eines Diorits oder Gabbros. Tatsächlich sind 
die Etnalaven aufgebaut aus Plagioklas, Augit, -+- Olivin, Magnetit, in 
einzelnen Fällen von Amphibol oder Nephelin begleitet. 

Diese Auffassung, andesitisch-basaltische Gesteine zu betrachten als 
Aequivalente eines gabbrodioritischen Magmas mit Amphibol-Plagioklas
Zusammensetzung hat ein grosser Reiz; einerseits, weil man voraus
setzen dart dass unter gewissen Umständen diese Gesteine als Amphibol
plagioklasgesteine hätten histallisiren können; andrerseits, weil die 
Metamorphose solche Gesteine in Amphibolite umzuwandlen pflegt. 

Man kann für jedes Gestein bestimmen : 1°. die Zusammensetzung des 
Amphibols und 20. die Zusammensetzung des Plagioklases in dem hetero-

I) Diese Daten des Etna sind dem Artikel von WASHINGTON, AUROUSSEAU und 
KEYES uDie Laven des Etna". Am. J. of Sc. 1926, 12, 371 entnommen. 

2) S.a. diese Sitzungsberichte, Sitzung von 29 Okt. 1927, p. 1030 (holI. Ausgabe). 
3) NO. 27 ist unterdrück:t, da es sich um verwehter Basaltsand handelt. NO. 24 fällt 

zusammen mit NO. 6; NO. 30 mit NO. 29. 
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morphen Diorit oder Gabbro in folgender. für N0. 8 beschriebenen. Weise: 
Ziehe im alkal~Felde (Fig. 1) die Gerade Al 8. bis sie die Feldspatlinie 

P 1Q1 in P 1 schneidet. Ziehe durch P 1 einen Ordinaten P 2 P1 P 3. welche 
die Feldspatlinien im cfm~Felde und im si~Felde in P 2 bezw. P 3 schneidet. 
Ziehe im si~Felde durch P 3 und 8. eine Gerade P 3 8. welche die Amphi~ 
bollinie A 2 Al in A' 3 schneidet. A' 3 ist dann der si~Pol des Amphibols des 
mit N0. 8 heteromorphen Diorits. Desgleichen tut man im cfm~Felde und 
findet dann den cfm~Pol des Amphibols ein wenig oberhalb A' 2. In Fig. 2 
kann man in ähnlicher Weise den Parameter mgo bestimmen. (Der Ueber
sichtlichkeit wegen sind die Figuren 1 und 2 getrennt gehalten; nichts 
steht jedoch einer Vereinigung dieser zwei Figuren im Wege.) Der 
Parameter mgo des Amphibols in N0. 8 ist in Fig. 2 die von a" 2 auf die 
obere Seite des Quadrats gefällte Lotline 1). 

Der in Tabelle I erwähnte Amphibol A wird angegeben durch die drei 
Projektionen Al, A 2 • A3' Man kann diesen Amphibol normativ auffassen 
als Magnetit + Olivin + Diopsid + Anorthit + Nephelin. Falls dieser 
Nephelin silifiziert wird zu Albit. dann verschiebt sich der Kieselsäurepol 
des Amphibols nach A"3; während er in A/3 liegt. wenn die übrigen 
Bestandteile zu Metasilikat silifiziert werden. 

Die Zusammensetzung des Plagioklases im Diorit wird. für das Gestein 
N0. 8. durch den Punkt P 1 bestimmt. Im heteromorphen Diorit ist also das 
Verhältniss Alkalifeldspat: Anorthit = An P 1 : P 1 Alkf. (Man muss die 
Beschränkung der Schwerpunktsregel dabei im Auge behalten. nm!.. dass 
alle Mineralmoleküle mit der gleichen Anzahl basischer Oxyde geschrieben 
werden müssen). In Fig. 2 kann auch der Kaliumgehalt des Alkalifeldspats 
bestimmt werden. insoferne als man den Amphibolpol al mit 8 verbindet bis 
zum Schnitt P1 mit P 1 P 2 ; das Verhältniss der Strecken. worin P1 die 
Senkrechte von P 1 auf die untere Seite des Quadrats teilt.ergibt das 
molekulare Verhältniss des Albits zum Orthoklas im heteromorphen Diorit. 
Ausserdem ist im alkal~Felde das Verhältniss der Strecken P 1 8 und 8 Al 
dem molekularen Verhältnisse des Amphibols zum Plagioklase gleich 2). 
Die obengenannte Beschränkung des Schwerpunktssatzes ist dabei wieder~ 
um zu berücksichtigen. 

Wenn man nun für alle Gesteine die Zusammerisetzung des Amphibols 
und des Plagioklases im heteromorphen Diorit. entweder graphisch. oder 
mittels Berechnung bestimmt. dann kommt man zu den Resultaten der 

]) Man kann die Parameter 2 fe2Ü3. feo. mgo. edes Amphibols auch berechnen mit 
den einfachen Formeln: 

50-al l 
(mgolJ = 50-al X mgo ; 

50-al] 
(2 [e203lJ = 50-al X 2 [e203 ; 

50-al] 
([eolJ = 50-al X (eo; 

c] = tOO - (al] + alk] + rml)' 

Die mit dem Index 1 versehenen Parameter sind diejenigen des Amphibols; die übrigen 
Parameter gehören dem Gestein an. 

2) S.a. meine Mltteilung in diesen Sitzungsberichten. Sitzung vom 28. Januar 1928. p. 57 
(hoU. Ausgabe). 
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TABELLE 1. 

NO. I Namen Alter 1 si 1 2 {e2 0 3 r {eo 1 mgo I .. c 1 al 1 na 1 ka 1 Fundort 

P Pyroxen 1669 90 5.8 9 .5 37.2 42.5 3.8 1.2 - Monte Rossi 
A Amphibol prae historisch 78 7.0 7.9 34.1 25 .5 16.9 7.7 0.9 Milo; Ostabhang 
1 Andesinandesit prae-Etnaïsch 137 5.5 13.6 14.1 20.9 28.9 13.3 3.7 Grotta della Palombe 
2 Andesinbasalt .. 114 7.1 10.9 31.1 20.0 22.5 7.5 0.9 Aci Castello 
3 Olivinlabradorbasalt .. 116 1.3 12.3 26.7 21.7 22.0 7.6 2.1 Sorgente lusu 
1 Andesinandesit Terrassen lava 121 1.8 14.2 14.5 23.9 29.1 10.6 2.9 Station Paterno 
5 Andesinandesit .. 123 6.3 14 . 1 14.1 26.7 25.8 10.8 2.2 Valle delle Petroio 
6 Basalt miozän 101 6.6 13 .3 21.9 20.1 19.6 16 .2 2.0 Val di Noto 
7 Oligoklasandesit praehistor isch 185 1.6 11.5 9.0 16.6 34.6 18 .0 5.7 Val dell' Acqua 
8 .. .. 207 1.7 11.3 1.3 14 .7 38.1 20.2 6.1 Val del Monaco 

9 .. .. 202 8.8 8.5 5.4 16 .0 36.1 18.7 6.2 .. 
10 .. .. 156 5.9 13.8 12.0 17 .2 30.1 15.5 5.2 Val del Bove 

11 Oligokl. andasinandesit .. 157 7.9 7.6 11.8 20.1 33 .1 15.1 4.1 .. 
12 Andesinandesit .. 151 5.1 11.0 13.8 21.2 30.6 14.4 3.6 .. 
13 .. .. 151 11.9 6.0 14.1 18.6 31.9 13.1 4.1 .. 
14 .. .. 139 3.3 13.3 11.1 23.2 33.7 11.8 3.6 .. 
15 .. .. 149 2.5 11.1 11.0 23.1 36.1 12.1 3.5 .. 
16 Andesinbasaltandesit .. 119 12.9 10.1 18.7 21.6 23.3 10.8 2.6 Punta Lucia 

17 Basalt 1669 121 5.3 15 .8 19.0 25 .0 23.0 9.5 2.1 Catania 

18 Andesinandesit 1792 121 5.1 14.6 15.8 21.8 26.1 10.7 2.6 Val del Bove 

19 Andesinbasalt 1910 117 6.1 16 .6 18.3 21.1 22.7 9.4 2.5 Oberhalb Nicolosi 

20 Nephelinoligoklasandesit 1329 133 5.1 12.1 11. 1 20.3 29.3 17.8 3.7 Monte Rossi 

21 Andesinbasalt 1908 125 5.4 13.2 13.0 26.3 27·0 12.1 3.0 ? 

22 .. 1910 120 5.3 13.9 14.0 26.6 26.5 11.5 2.2 Monte Recupero 

23 Basaltglas miozän 109 9.6 12 .7 29.5 17.1 18.1 11.4 1.3 Val di Noto 

21 .. .. 102 1.3 19.9 20.6 21.1 19 .2 16.1 1.8 .. 
25 Basaltasche 1911 130 10.5 6 .5 14.1 26.1 29.9 9.4 3.2 
27 Basaltsand 1911 122 10.9 12.7 14 . 1 18.9 25.7 14.2 3.5 Catania 

28 Basalt 1908 121 10.1 9.1 12 .8 25.7 27.2 11.8 3.0 
29 .. 1883 105 9.1 17 .7 16.4 21.1 20.8 9.6 2.0 
30 .. 1886 105 8.9 17.9 17.2 23 .0 21.1 I 9.8 2.1 
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Tabelle 2. Es ist jedoch unmöglich die Gesteine des Val di Noto und des 
N0. 20 als heteromorphe Gesteine eines Diorits zu betrachten, falls ein 
Amphibol mit denselben al~ und alk~Zahlen daran teilnehmen sollte. Die 
Zahl der Analysen dieser Gesteine ist jedoch zu klein um sie zu diskutieren. 

Bevor übergegangen wird zu der Besprechung dieser Resultate der 
Tabelle 2, sei zuerst aufmerksam gemacht auf die merkwürdige Tatsache, 
dass die Amphibole in fast allen heteromorphen Dioriten (oder Gabbros ) 
dieselben Parameter al und alk, und, wie aus Fig. 2 ersichtlich ist, auch fast 
alle dieselben Parameter na und ka, haben. Diese Tatsache suggeriert den 
Gedanken, dass ein bestimmtes Ion im Magma vorhanden gewesen sein 
muss. Tatsächlich hat dieses Ion die Formel Al T 2 M9 (A = Na20 + K20, 
T = Al20 3, M = CaO + MgO + 2Fe203 + FeO). Diesem Ion entspre
chen die Nigglischen Zalilen c + tm = 75, al = 16.7 alk = 8.3 statt der 
aus der Analyse berechneten Werten c + tm = 74.5, al = 16.9, alk = 8.6. 
Dem gegebenen Amphibol würde dann die Formel Al T 2 M9 (Si02) 9 
entsprechen (mit si = 75 sta tt 78), während den Amphibolen mit den 
Kieselsäurepolen A" 3 und Af 3 die FormeIn Al T 2 M9 (Si02 h3 bezw. 
Al T 2 M9 (Si02h6 entsprechen würden. Ob dieser letzte Amphibol noch 
beste hen könnte mit seinem hohen Kieselsäuregehalt ist eine offene Frage. 

Zur Besprechung der Resultate in TabelIe 2 übergehend, sei zuerst 
bemerkt, dass für die Amphibole die Summe c + mgo + 2te203 + teo 
konstant ist. FaUs wir die zwei Eisenoxyde zusammenfügen, können wir 
die Zusammensetzung dieser Amphibole graphisch darstellen mittels eines 
gleichseitigen Dreiecks, was in Fig. 3 geschehen ist. Man sieht, dass alle 
Amphibolpole dicht bei einander liegen mit Ausnahme der Pole der 
Gesteine 8 und 9 einerseits, und der Gesteine 2 und 3 andrerseits. Die 
Gesteine 2 und 3 gehören zu den ältesten Gesteinen und die Gesteine 8 
und 9 zu den nächstjüngeren Laven des Etna. DJe Gesteine 2 und 3 ge
hören zu den basischen Differentiationsprodukten, die Gesteine 8 und 9 
zu den sauren Spaltungsprodukten des Magmas. Dabei ist ersichtlich, dass 
die Amphibole der sauren Spaltungen sehr eisenreich, die Amphibole der 
basischen Spaltungen dagegen sehr magnesiumreich sind; efne Erschei
nung, die in mehreren Vulkangruppen auftritt, wie ich später aus
führen werde. 

Ausgenommen die Gesteine 7, 8, 9 und 2 würden alle Diorite und 
Gabbros, welche den Etnalaven entsprechen, einen Amphibol besitzen, 
deren Parameter si gleich oder kleiner ist als 108, d.h. alle Gesteine, 
diejenigen mit si ==- 108 nicht mitgerechnet, werden normativen Nephelin 
besitzen. Derartige Gesteine könnten durch den Zerfall des positiven 
Amphibolions in nephelinhaltige Gesteine übergehen, wofern dem Olivin 
nicht Kieselsäure unter Erzabscheidung entzogen würde, damit der Nephelin 
wiederum zu Albit silifiziert ~ürde. In diesem Zusammenhang darf wohl 
die Aufmerksamkeit auf die vielfältig vorkommenden Uebergänge von 
Amphibol in Opazit in Effusivgesteinen gelenkt werden. 
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TABELLE 2. 

Parameter der Amphibole % An Verhältniss 
NO. 

I I I mgo 2fe2 0 3 c si der Plag .l ) Plag. Amph. 

1 22.1 30.0 22.4 85 36 36 : 64 

2 37.4 21.5 15.6 110 85 17 : 83 

3 31.6 19.6 23.3 106 65 15 : 85 

4 23.0 30.1 21.4 87 56 37 : 63 

5 19.3 27.9 27.2 95 50 27 : 73 

7 19.3 34.6 20.6 110 27 53 : 47 

8 12.3 45 .7 16.5 136 27 65 : 35 

9 13.1 42.1 19.3 140 27 59 : 41 

10 20 .3 33.3 20.9 90 23 41 : 59 

11 23 .5 30.9 20.1 92 40 50 : 50 

12 23.5 28.0 23.0 102 37 41 : 59 

13 25.8 32.7 16.0 98 H 45 : 55 

ti . 22.5 33.7 18.3 89 56 51 : 49 

15 26.2 33.1 15.2 95 58 58 : 42 

16 23.2 28 .5 22.8 92 33 19 : 81 

17 23.3 25.9 25.3 100 47 18 : 82 

18 21.9 27.7 24 .9 92 43 28 : 72 

19 22.2 27.5 24.8 95 45 18 : 82 

20 (27.5) (24.0) (23.0) (50) (14) (37 : 63) 

21 18.7 26.8 29 .0 83 40 31 : 69 

22 19.7 27.0 27 .8 84 48 29 : 71 

25 23.7 28.0 22.8 102 62 39 : 61 

28 18.6 28.3 27.6 80 43 31 : 69 

29 18.6 30.4 25.5 87 32 12 : 88 

30 19.7 30.7 24.1 87 31 12 : 87 

A 34.1 ti.9 25.5 78 
I 

- -

Der Anorthitgehalt der Plagioklase und das Verhältniss Plagioklas: 
Amphibol lassen sich in ihrem Zusammenhange am besten graphisch über~ 
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blicken. Das ist in Fig. 4 geschehen. Man ersir;ht aus dieser Figur, dass 
mit den Gesteinen 8 und 9 am meisten die Gesteine 7 und 10 überein-

mgo. 
Fig J. 

stimmen; und dass, wie in Fig. 3, auch die Gesteine 2 und 3 isolirt auftreten. 
Die Gesteine 17 und 19 zeigen mit ihnen noch die meiste Aehnlichkeit. 
Weit er sind die Gesteine 29, 30, 16 einander ziemlich ähnlich ; die übrigen 
Gesteinspole liegen zerstreut und lassen verrnuten, dass es unter den Etna
laven noch mehrere Gesteinstypen gibt. 

Beim Lesen der Figur 4 sei man der mehrgenannten B~schränkung des 
Schwerpunktssatzes eingedenk, nm!. 1°. dass die verschiedenen Feldspat
moleküle eine gleiche Anzahl basis,cher Oxyde enthalten müssen (35 % 
An bezieht sich also auf einen Plagioklas mit der mineralogischen 
formel Ab130 An35 oder Ab79 An21' Orthoklas zu Albit gerechnet) ; 
20. dass die Anweisung Plag. %, sich bezieht auf Mineralgemische, 
welche derselben Beschränkung gehorchen. Z. B. Gestein N0. 16 hat 
einen Plagioklas mit 33 % An, d.h. mit der mineralogischen Forme! 
Ab80 An20. Das VerhäItniss Plagioklas: Amphibol = 19: 81; also sind 
vorhanden: 19 X {0.06 X 67 Moleküle [( Na20, K20) . Al20 3 . 6 Si02] 

c. 
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+ 0.06 X 33 Moleküle [CaO. Al20 3 • 2 Si02 ]}gegen 81 Moleküle 

Al T 2 M9 (Si02 hl' 
Die Zahl der basischen Oxyde im Plagioklas ist 0.12 X (67 + 33) = 12 

und im Amphibol 1 + 2 + 9 = 12, womit der Beschränkung des Schwer~ 
punktssatzes genüge getan i~t. 

%An 

î 

~ 
:;t "N .,-

~ q:t- Itt< 

rt'~ ~ E;~ It;",~ ~ 
' ~ W:rn $~ ~ 

~: 

I ~V ~~'t ~ tt::i :H~ f: rllO' :lÖ} · '1 .... ~ ~E 

1~1a;- ~ $ mffit l±m ~ ~ ~ ,11 

___ %Plag. Hg.4. 

Fig '4 ist besonders geeignet zum Studium der Spaltungen im Etnamagma. 
Alle Gesteinspole liegen im Dreieck MNO, während die ältesten Gesteine 
2, 3, 7, 8, 9 und 10 auf den Katheten dieses Dreiecks gelegen sind und 
zugleich die basischen und sauren Spaltungsprodukte andeuten. Ein Gestein 
mit der Zusammensetzung M würde sowohl zur basischen wie zur sauren 
Gruppe gehören. Die übrigen Gesteine können betrachtet werden als 
Gemische dieser äussersten Gesteine oder umgekehrt: die äussersten 
Gesteine, deren Pole auf den Katheten MN und MO gelegen sind, können 
als Spaltungsprodukte des Magmas der übrigen Gesteine aufgefasst werden. 

Merkwürdig ist die Tatsache, dass die Amphibole der Gesteine 2, 3, 7, 8, 
9 übersättigt sind mit Kieselsäure, während die Amphibole der übrigen 
Gesteine untersättigt oder gerade gesättigt sind. Man würde, mit DALY, 
diese Tatsache einem Kontakt etwa mit Kalkstein in späterer Zeit zu~ 
schreiben können; vielleicht könnte das auch eine Erklärung sein für die 
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Genese des N0. 20, das von den übrigen Gesteinen bedeutend abweicht 1). 
Es ist deutlich, dass bei dem Gesteine N0. 20, das auch in Tabelle 2 

und in Fig. 4 aufgenommen ist, jedoch zwischen Klammern urn den ab~ 
weichenden Charakter zu betonen, die si~Zahl des Amphibols zu niedrig 
ist, als dass er noch als solcher bestehen könnte. In diesem Gesteine muss , 
also magmatischer Nephelin entstanden sein, 'auch wenn man voraussetzen 
sollte, dass nicht Amphibol, sondern Olivin, der Pyroxen P und Magnetit 
die melanokraten Gemengteile des Tiefengesteins sein würden. Man kann 
das in Fig. 1 leicht beweisen. Diese Eigenschaft magmatischen Nephelin 
(d.h. keinen Nephelin, welche man entstanden denken könnte aus Spaltung 
von positiven Amphibolionen) zu besitzen, teilt N0. 20 mit den Gesteinen 
des Val di Noto, 23, 24, 6. Daher vermute ich, dass diese vier Gesteine 
von Magrnas herkommen, welche unter gleichen Bedingungen gestanden 
haben. Bevor wir jedoch zu Diskussionen übergehen können, müssen wir die 
von WASHINGTON in Aussicht gestellten weiteren Analysen von Gesteinen 
des Val di Noto abwarten. 

Zusammenfassend können wir also sagen, dass die eigentlichen Erup~ 
tionen des Etna anfingen mit den basischen Spaltungsprodukten (2 und 3); 
dass danach die sauren Spaltungsprodukte zu Tage gefördert worden sind 
( 7, 8, 9, 10) ; dass diese beiden Gesteinsreihen mit Kieselsäuren übersättigt 
worden sind; und dass nachher das eigentliche Magma, das inzwischen 
kieselsäure~ärmer geworden war, in vorhistorischer und historischer Zeit 
ans Tageslicht gebracht worden ist. Unter den historischen Laven gibt es 
auch wieder basische Spaltungsprodukte (17, 19, 29, 30) we1che sich jedoch 
von den prae~Etna~Laven unterscheiden: 1°. dtirch eine geringere 
Sättigung mit Kieselsäure; 20. durch säurere Plagioklase in den hetero~ 
morphen Dioriten. Auch unter den vorhistorischen Laven gibt es ein ein~ 
zelnes derartiges Gestein (16). Eine merkwürdige Ausnahme bildet die 
Lave von 1329, von Monte Rossi bei Fleri, welche grosse Aehnlichkeit mit 
den miozänen Laven von Val di Noto aufweist. 

Die mittlere Zusammensetzung des Etnamagmas zu besprechen hat 
keinen Sinn; einerseits weil es wahrscheinlich noch mehrere nicht analysirte 
Gesteinstypen gibt; andrerseits weil man dazu die sichtbaren und unsicht~ 
baren Gesteinsmengen jedes Typus kennen müsste, was jedoch un~ 

mög lich ist. 

1) S.a. die Mitteilung von H. A. BROUWER über derartige Prozesse in Gesteinen vom 
Vul kan Merapi auf Java. Diese Sitzungsberichte, Sitzung vom 25. Februar 1928. 
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Mathematics. - Damped Vibrations of a String in a Homogeneous 
Field of Force. By Prof. W. A. VERSLUYS. (Communicated by 
Prof. R. WEITZENBÖCK). 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 31 , 1928) 

§ 1. Let the length of the string be I; we choose the centre of the 
string as origin. the x~axis in the direction of the string and the plane 
of vibration of the string as x - y plane. The function y of x and t 
which represents the motion of the string. must satisfy the partial diffe~ 

rential equation 

(1) 

for t> 0 and 

This function must besides satisfy the boundary conditions : 1. y = 0 
_ I=-_ ày _ _ I I 

for x - ± 2" and t = O. 2. y - àt - 0 for t - 0 and - 2" < x < 2" . 
Finally there must not be any discontinuity at the boundary. 

§ 2. We shall now multiply the second member of (1) by the function 
n+3 

4 (- 1)-2 nnx 
X(x)=-I-- cos--. 

n nnI 

The symbol .I indicates here and will always indicate further on a 
n 

summation of terms for which the parameter n takes as value the odd 
numbers from 1 to 00. 

For - i < x < i we have X (x) = 1 so that for values of x for which 

the equation (1) has a physical meaning. nothing in the equation is 
chaaged. 

The equation altered in this way is satisfied by 

nnx 
y =:- cpn cos-I-. 

if cpn is a solution of the equation 

d 2 d 4 n+3 
d~n + 2w :tn + k~ CPn = nn (- 1)-2 Y(t).I) 

wh ere k _ n na 
n - I . 

1) Lord RAYLEIGH, Theory of Sound. 2Dd Ed. 189~ pag. 130. 

(2) 
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For the solution of (1) that satisfies the boundary conditions, we 
may write 

"+3 t 

9 = - ~ cos -- dt' e-W (t-t') 
4 (-1) 2 nTl1 
Tl " n Vk2-w2 1 

Y(t') sin (t-t') Vk~- W
21

) (3) 

" o 

This solution holds good wh en w is not equal to one of the numbers 
k"; if w = k" the term of the sum in which this k" occurs, must be 
replaced by 

t 

4 "+3 nTlx} - (- 1) 2 cos -- e-w(t-t') Y (t') (t-t') dt'. 
nTl I • 

o 

For t constant the series (3) in x is uniformly convergent for any 
1 I 

closed interval of x, hence also for the interval - 2 ~ x ~ 2' 

For x constant the series (3) in t is uniformly convergent in any 
closed interval of t, hence also in the closed interval from 0 to t. 

Accordingly the function defined by (3) has na discontinuity at the 
boundary. 

If Y(t) is discontinuous for the value t = tI' the second differential quotiënt 
of 9 in (3) with respect to t is for any x, discontinuous for t = tI and on 

the lines a (t- tI) ± x = ~l (m odd). 

§ 3. From equation (3) there follows for the motion of the centre (x = 0) 
when the force Y (t') is constant: 

"+3 t 
4Y (_1)_2} 

9 = - ~ e-w(t-t') sin V k2 - w 2 (t - t') dt' 
Tl "n V k2 _ w 2 " 

" 0 

"+3 t 

_ 4 Y ~ (- 1) -2 } _",t" . Vk2 2 
- '" e Sin - W 

7l "n V k2 _ w 2 " 
" 0 

t" dt", (4) , t" = t - t' 

e-wt (w sin Vk~ -w2t+ V k~ - w2 cos Vk~~t) ( 
k2 ~ 
" 

I) Lord RAYLEIGH, loc. cito pag. 131. 

44* 
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I n:n 
If we put 2a = c, hence kn c = T' we have: 

n+3 

y= 
Yc2_2Y ~ (1)-2- V 

J<., - e-wtjwsin P-w2t+ 
2 c n P V p _ w2 n 

ft n 

+ V k~ - w 2 cos V k~ - w2t IJ ' 
Yc2 

where 2 = a. The line y = a is the asymptote of the curve that is 

represented by the equation (5). 
If we caB the ten sion of the string Pand the component in the 

direction of the y axis of the external force that acts on an element ds 
of the string K dx, we have the proportionality 

whence 

and 

P: K=a2 : y, 

K[2 
a=8P' 

The flnal deviation a of the centre of the string is therefore propor~ 
tional to the force, the square of the length and inversely proportional 
to the tension. 

§ 4. For the equation (4) we can write 

as the series under the integral sign is uniformly convergent for the 
interval from 0 to t. 

Hence: 
t "+3 t" 

y = 4 Yfdt" e-wt" I (- 1)-2-fcos Vk2- w 2 (" d(", 
:n " n " 

o 0 

t t" "+3 

= 4 Yfdt" e-wt" (d(1I I (- 1)-2 cos Vk~-W2 (", 
1l .)" n n 

(6) 

o 0 
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where the order of the integration and the summation may be inter~ 
changed. as for the series we can write the sum of the two series: 

"+3 

I(-l) 2 IcosVk~-w2t'i'-cosk"t"l 
" n 

and 
"+3 

~(-1)-2 k tilt 
~ cos". 
" n 

The former of these two series is uniformly convergent for the interval 
from 0 to tand in the latter. although not uniformly convergent for 
any interval, yet the interchanging of the order of integration and sum~ 
mation is allowed. 

If we differentiate (6) twice with respect to t we find: 

t "+3 

d_
2
_y =_4Y_ e-wt ~-w {di" I (-1)-2-cos V k2 _ w2 t" + 

dt 2 
1l ? J . "n " 

o 

"+3 "+3 

+I(-l) 2 [cos V P-w2t-cosk"t]+I (-1)-2-cosk"t~. 
" n n n n ~ 

The first two terms of this sum are continuous and the last term 
takes the value Ye-wc for t = C-o and the value - Ye-wc for t = c+o. 

d 2y d1y 
Accordingly de has a discontinuity for t = c; when t passes through c. de 

decreases by 2 Ye-cw. 

§ 5. The expansion of cos V k~ - w2 by TAYLOR'S theorem gives 

-,--:-----=2 w2 d cos k" w4 d2 cos k" w6 d3 cos k" 
cos V k~ - w = cos k,. - 17 dk2 + 2 ! (dk2)2 - 3 ! (dP)3 + .... ,. ,. ,. 

as we can easily prove. that the complementary term: 

approaches to zero. 
If in the series we replace w by wt and k" by k,. t. it becomes 

2 2 _ w 2 t2 d cos k,. t w 4 ti d 2 cos k,. t 
cos Vk,. - w t-cos k,. t-lT dt2 k~ +2/ (dt2)2 k! - .... 

~ w 2 t2 d ft ; w 4 t4 d 2 ft ft ft ; ~ 
= ( 1 + 1T dt2 .J de + 2/ (de)2. • • .J dt

4 
+ ... ~ co~ k,. t 

cOc 0 c 0 

= v cos k" t. 
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The operation V through which cos kn t is transformed into cos V k2- w2t 
n 

is independent of kn and consists in our taking the limit of a sum the 
(p + l)th term of which is found by 2 p times integrating cos kn t with 
respect to t, alternatively between the limits 0 and tand c and t, and 
by differentiating the result p times with respect to t2 and by multiplying 

(w 2 t2)p 
it af ter that by --,-. 

p. 
For the equation (6) we now can write: 

t til n+3 

y = 4 Yfdt" e-wt" (dt'" I (- lf"2 V cos kn t'" 
n J n n 

o 0 

t t" "+3 

= Y}dt"e-,.,t"(dt'''V-.!I(-I) 2 cosknt''', 
J' n n n 

o 0 

as we can prove that here the operations V and I may be interchanged. 

If 0 < t < c we have t" < c and also t''' < c, hence the sum under 
the operation sign V = + 1 and 

n+3 

V.! I (- 1) 2 cos kn t'" = cos hw (". 
n n n 

Accordingly for 0 < t < c: 

From (7) we get: 

t t" 

y = Y Jdt" e-W t'Jcos h wt''' dt''' 

o 0 

= ~ (e-2wt _l + 2 wt) 
4 w 2 

=a 
e-2 ,.,t-l +2wt 

cfll- Y e- 2,.,t 
d 2t -

(7) 

. (8) 

so that the curve k, which represents the motion of the centre, is 
concave upward for 0 < t::::; c. 

Hence for t = c+o 

d 2y 
df = Ye-2cw - 2 Ye-cw = Ye-2cw (1-2 eCw ) < 0; 

(cf. the condusion of § 4) and the curve kis, therefore, concave downward 
af ter t = c. Accordingly the curve k has an apparent point of inflexion 
with abscissa c and ordinate: 

e-2cw - 1 + 2 cw 
b=a 2 2 2 

C W 
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§ 6. In EINTHOVEN's paper on his string-galvanometer (Ann. der Phys. 
Bd. 21 p. 665. 1906) we find three analyses of photograms of the 
motion of the cent re of the string in the case that there passes a constant 
current through the string. hence Y = con st. The curves that represent 
the motion of the centre in the y-t-plane. touch the t-axis at the 
origin. have an asymptote y=al and lie entirely in the strip of the plane 
between the asymptote and the t-axis. From the origin to a point 
BI (t= Cl. Y = bI) the curves turn th ere concave side upward. from this 
point to the infinite. or practically to their coincidence with the asymp
tote. downward. IE now the curve k is to coincide with one of the 
analyses of EINTHOVEN we must choose the constants in the equation 
for k so that 1. the asymptotes coincide. hence a=al; 2. the points 
of inflexion coincide. hen ce. C = Cl and b = bI. from which relation 
follows 

e-2cw - 1 + 2 cw 
al 2 2 2 = bI' C W 

(9) 

so that C w may bE! calculated. 
In the first analysis (fig. 3) of the paper (p. 669) we read al = 24.6. 

bI =3.9. Cl = 7.3. whence. according to (9). cw= 5.76. Table I contains 
a few va lues of y. calculated by the aid of formula (8) for the values of ton 
the left side column. On the right of the calculated values we find the observed 
values of y derived from the figure. Table 11 contains in the first column 
the values of t. in the second the values of the distances q of the points 
of the curve from the asymptote (q = a - y) calculated by the aid of 
formula (5); in the third column the values of q th at are derived from 
the figure. The greatest discrepancy between the calculated value and 
the value observed by EINTHOVEN is 0.83 (for t=4c). 

T ABLE I. T ABLE 11. 

t 
I 

y I Observed I Dlfference t 
I 

q I Observed I Difference 

0.3 c 0.9223 0.72 0.2023 2 c 16.74 16.28 0.46 

0.5 c 1.766 1.59 0.076 3 c 13.44 12.72 0.72 

0.8 c 3.046 2.95 0.096 4 c 10.803 9.97 0.833 

c 3.9 3.9 - 11 c 2.341 1.7 0.641 

12 c 1. 881 1.35 0.531 

From the second analysis (fig. 4. p. 672) it follows through measure
ment that al = 65.5. bI = 13.7. and further through calculation from 
formula (9) cw=i.22. 
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The tables 111 and IV contain the calculated values of y and q beside 
the observed values. 

The greatest discrepancy is 0.5 (for t= 8 c). 

TABLE lIl. TABLE IV. 

t 
I 

y I Observed I Differenee t 
I 

q I Observed I Dlfferenee 

Toe 0.504 0.6 0.096 2 e 38 .3 38.i 0.1 

te 2.26 2.5 0.24 3 e 28.29 28.6 0.31 

te 5.95 6.0 0.05 4 e 20 .90 20.9 0 

te 9.81 9.7 0.11 10 e 3.39 3.2 0.19 

e 13.69 13.7 0.01 11 e 2.51 2.i 0.11 

§ 7. If we choose c w so th at for great values of t the calculated 
values of q agree with the values given by EINTHOVEN in the analyses 1 
(fig. 3). if. therefore. we choose c w so that for t= 96 and al = 24.6 
formula (5) gives the measured value q (96) = 1. we find c w = 5.15. 

Table V contains in the second column under ql the values of q 
calculated with these values for cw and al by the aid of formula (5); in 
the third column we find the values derived from EINTHOVEN's analysis 
and in the fourth column the discrepancies between the observed and 
the calculated values. The maximum discrepancy is 0.4 for t = c. 

Table VI contains for t :S; c in the second column. under ZI. the 
values of y calculated by the aid of formula (8). in the third column 
the observed values and in the fourth column the discrepancies. 

TABLE V. 

t I ql I Observed I Dlfferenee I -Z2 

e 20 .29 20.69 0.4 0 .4152 

2 e 15.94 16.28 0.34 0.3445 

3 e 12.48 12.72 0.26 0.2705 

9 e 2.87 2.86 0.01 0.0621 

11 c 1.76 1.7 0.06 0.038 

13e 1.08 1.09 0 .01 0.023 

We can account for the discrepancies between the calculated and the 
observed values in the tab les V and VI by the fact that in the calcula-
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TABLE VI. 

t 
I zl 

I 
Observed 

I 
Differenee 

I 
- Z2 

C 
- 0.179 0.12 0.159 0.1229 10 

c - 0.766 0.53 0.213 0.3055 4 

c 
1.927 1.59 0.337 0 . 4011 2 

3c 3.119 2.72 0.399 

I 
0.4120 

4 
c 4.313 3.9 0.413 I 0 . 4131 

ti on we have not considered the selfinduction. I) For a constant 
electromotive force the selfinduction is taken into account if in (1) we 

r 
replace Y by Y (1 - e-ut). where v = I. 

Through this the equation (4) for the motion of the centre of the 
string passes into 

"+3 t 

4 Y ~ (- 1 )-2 f tI< '1 (t tU
) I . Vk2 - w 2 til dt" y=- ~ e--'W l - e- V - Sin 

:Tl "n Vk2 _ w 2 " 
" '0 

or 

Y=ZI +Z2' 

where ZI has the same form as y in equation (4) and 

"+3 t 

Z2 = - 4 Y I (- 1fT e-vt (é-w)t" sin Vk2 -w2 til dt" ... (10) 
:Tl "n V k2 - w 2 J ' " 

" 0 

By applying the method followed in § 5 we find for 0 < t < c 

2a I 1 e-
2wt 

e-
ut i 

Z2 = - Cï 2 vw - 2 w (v - 2 w) + v (v - 2 wH . 
and for va lues of t> c we can write for (10): 

I) L. S. ORNSTEIN. These Proceedings. Vol. 17. p. 784. 
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A few values of - Z2 calculated by the aid of the latter two formulas. 
have been collected in column 5 of the tables V and VI. The dis~ 
crepancies in column -4 of these tab les appear to agree very weIl with 
the values of - Z2 in column 5 so that by taking the selfinduction into 
account the discrepancies between the observed and the calculated values 
become less than the errors of observation. 



Psychology. - On the Contractility of the Atrio-ventricular Bundle. 
By Prof. E. D. WIERSMA. 

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28. 1928). 

It is well-known that simultaneous psychieal contents inhibit one another. 
About 25 years ago HEYMANS established this for sensations. and gave a 
detailed description of the principles underlying these inhibition processes. 
These laws of inhibition hold good not only for sensations. They apply to 
all simultaneous psychieal contents. Their mutual inhibition increases 
according as the qualitative and local differences between the stimuli are 
smaller. A weak light-sensation e.g. will be inhibited more intensely by a 
stronger light-sensation than by an auditory impression or an electric 
stimulus. The same applies to emotions. traits of character. conscious and 
unconscious acts of volition, reflexes etc. A few examples will serve to 
illustrate this. 

The inborn selfish tendencies in children are less strong in adults. They 
are inhibited by an intensifying altruism. They are not nullified, for they 
return in old age, wh en the acquired sense of altruism weakens. Not 
infrequently do old men grow more selfish again and not seldom do they 
set greater store by the gratification of bodily wants. The vital tendencies 
have intensified. They can hardly resist the greater desire for smoking, 
eating, drinking etc. This appears most distinctly in senile dementia. 

The grasping power of the right hand e.g. gets considerably weaker. 
when it acts simultaneously with the left hand or the legs. W riting is also 
impeded by other occupations engrossing the subject. Thus every voluntary 
movement loses in vigour, quickness, and firmness through other manifesta
tions of the will. Flexion of the fare-arm is responded by relaxation of the 
tensors. The intensity of this relaxation depends on the energy of the 
movement, and thus the process of inhibition brings about an harmonie 
co-operation of the antagonistie muscles. The same is revealed in the 
ocular movements. The contraction of the m. abducens is responded by a 
relaxation of the m. internus. 

Corresponding inhibitory actions impart the non-conscious motor impulses 
as reflexes to ·each other. This is proved by the following instances. The 
mechanism of micturition is controlled by two muscles, viz. the sphincter 
and the detrusor. The sphincter is generally closed. but relaxes as soon as 
the detrusor contracts. Many congenital reflexes disappear or become 
weaker through the development of higher motor functions. The sucking 
reflex of the neonatus disappears, when the muscles of mouth, tongue. and 
lips are used for other purposes, but it returns with Dementia Senilis, in 
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which the mental powers are degenerated, and consequently can no longer 
exert an inhibitory action. It is quite the same with the walking~reflex and the 
clinging reflex, which belong to the first months, which disappear afterwards 
in consequence of the inhibition of higher manifestations of the wilt but 
return unweakened when, in consequence of some morbid process, the 
inhibitory activity of the higher manifestations of the wilt is lost. BABINSKI's 
reflex, which was superseded by reflectory flexion of the toes, returns 
unweakened, when in consequence of lesions of the pyramidal tracts or of 
deep relapses of consciousness this inhibitory influence is suspended. Thc 
patellar reflex es, whose intensity diminishes through simultaneous impulses, 
that proceed continuously towards the periphery to facilitate · first 
voluntarily, but afterwards automatically or reflectorily the easiest position 
of the extremities, get higher again, as soon as the centrifugal impulses 
can no longel' act correctively on account of lesions of the spinal cord or 
the brain. 

This inhibition~law is of a generally biological significance. It manifests 
itself in normal and abnormal spiritual lik in the physiological and 
pathological motor processes, in thinking and in feeling, and with all 
simultaneous centripetal and centrifugal impuls es, among which also the 
growth of the limbs cart be classed. Of the latter PAUL GODIN's 1) inquiry 
furnishes a striking example. He compared every half year in children of 
from 13Yz to 17Yz years the increase in length of the upper leg with that 
of the lower leg, the growth of the upper arm with that of the lower arm, 
and also the growth of the leng th of the lower leg with the increase of its 
girth. The remarkable thing in this research is, that the growth of each part 
of the leg is rhythmic in that the intervals of stagnation in the growth of 
the upper leg coincide with astrongel' growth of the lower leg, and 
conversely. Similarly the tardier growth of the upper arm coincides with a 
stronger growth of the lower arm and vke versa. Furthermore he could 
establish that the increase of the leng th of the leg inhibits the increase of 
girth, and the reverse. The increase in thickness alternates with growth 
in length. 

It would not be difficult to enlarge the number of these examples. They 
imply that, when for a given process more energy is required, it is with~ 
drawn from another, that differs little from it qualitatively and of ten also 
locally. The question naturally rises, whether or not other inhibition~ 

processes, such as the influence of the vagus~stimulus on the cardiac action, 
should be looked at from this point of view. Aftel' the discovery of the 
phenomenon by the WEBER brothers in 1845 no satisfactory explanation 
has been found for it. The supposition that also here two synchronous, 
competing motor impulses are the causative factors, is supported by the 
investigations of FANO, ROSENZWEIG, BOTTAZI and GASKELL, who found 
in the auricle of the tortoise~heart two layers of muscles, the inner one being 

1) PAUL GODIN, Recherches anthropométriques sur la croissance etc. 1903. 
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mnervated by the vagus, the outer one by the sympathicus. Greater activity 
of the inner layer inc·ited by vagus~stimulation, inhibited the contractility 
of the outer one, and conversely greater activity of the outer layer, incited 
by sympathicus~stimulation, induced a lessened activity of the inner one. 

It is notorious that also in the mammalian heart there are two layers of 
muscles, viz. the ordinary heart~muscle and the atrioventricular bundIe, 
situated just below the endocard. This layer was discovered by Hls in 1895. 
Now it imports to us to know in the first place whether this bundIe is 
capableof contraction, and secondly whether vagus~stimulation can have an 
action upon that contractility. For the present I am positive only about the 
first point. 

The bundIe of Hls connects the auricles to the ventricles of the heart. 
It serves to convey stimuli; whether it had a contractility of its own was 
still an open question. ERLANGER 1), who studied in 1912 the conduction 
of the bundIe, says that on stimulating the bundIe he invariably witnessed 
a systole. Once or twice he fancied to have detected a motion of the 
bundIe. "In only one case did the false tendon· seem to move independently 
of the heartwall". In 1921 and 1922 an investigation was started in the 
laboratory of the Groningen University 2) concerning the contractility of 
the bundIe. When after some observations it appeared that the spontaneous 
contractions could be observed with the unaided eye, I endeavoured 
to register these movements. I deemed it interesting, because then it 
would be easier to intercompare the movements of the bundIe under various 
conditions. Researches made in 1927, in which the influence of different 
stimuli was ascertained, substantiated previous results and yielded some 
new ones. I shall revert to them later on. In 1922 ISHIHARA also observed 
the contractions of the bundIe in the hearts of rabbits, cats and dogs, 
perfused with LOCKE's solution. He could watch those contractions, which 
were synchronous with the cardiac movement, with a pocket~lens. In 1924 
PICK' s 3) investigations appeared. He had studied under the microscope 
the movement of the isolated fibre of PURKINJE in dogs, cats, and rabbits, 
in oxygenated, heated RINGER~solution. He noted an increase of the 
frequency and the intensity of the contractions under the influence of 
strophantin in 1/1000000 dilution. The frequency rose from 24 to 88, and 
at length to 120, but at this quick rate the movements became smaller and 
less pronounced. Vagus~stimulating substances, such as acetylcholin, and 
pharmaca that paralyzed the vagus, such as nicotin and atropin, did not 
interfere with the contract'Ïons at all. From this PICK infers that the 
atrioventricular system does not contain vagal nerve~elements. PICK still 

1) ERLANG ER, American Journ. of physiol. 1912. 
2) E. D. WIERSMA, These Proceedings 30. 

E. D. WIERSMA, Archives néerlandaises de physiologie de l'homme et des animaux. 
Tome 7 1922. 

3) E. P. PieK. Ueber das primum und ultimum moriens im Herzen. Klin. Wochenschrift 
1924. 
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calls attention to other important factors. Some parts of the heart are 
highly resistant, others only very lütle. The site of the greatest resistance, 
i.e. the place where pulsations persist longest, or from which movements 
first reappear under favourable conditions af ter apparent death, is ca lied 
ultimum moriens. Besides this PICK assumes a primum moriens, i.e. the part 
that dies oH first. The ultimum moriens is the bun dIe of HlS, the primum 
moriens is situated where that bundIe is connected with the heartmuscle. 
Whereas the supply of oxygen does not exert any influence on the ultimum 
moriens, the primum moriens is very sensitive to it. A disturbed contact 
between the atrioventricular system and the heartmuscle can be restored 
by supply of oxygen. In 1925 the cont~actions of the bundIe we re also 
noted by LAPIQUE and VEIL. 

M y curves were registered in the following way: Directly when the 
animals had been killed, the sheep 's hearts were conveyed in their own 
blood from the slaughter-house to the laboratory, a distance of 10 min. The 
heart was then opened immediately. In the right ventricle the bundIe is 
isolated most, and is most clearly visible. On opening the heart very aften 
rhythmic contractions are distinctly to be seen with the naked eye. They 
are often regular, and their frequencies vary from 20 to 60 per minute. 
Sometimes the contractions are irregular and the frequency is sometimes 
lower than 20. The contractions start in the auricle and proceed sinuously 
to the heart-muscles, not infrequently can they be seen to pass on to the 
heart-muscle. It gives ane an impression, as if the conduction is eHected by 
the contractions. After a quarter of an hour or often earlier the contractions 
disappear. For the registration of the curves the removed part of the 
bundIe is suspended in a heated RINGER or LOCKE-solution, which is 
continuously perfused with oxygen. The spontaneous contractions of the 
bundIe are mostly so distinct that a cinematographic photo can be taken of 

Fig. 1. I) 

them. In almost all cases the registration of the movement succeeds. The 
curves show deflections of various magnitude and frequency. With faradk 
stimulation the deflection and the frequency increase. There is still an after
effect of the stimulus for a brief-period. In other cases the contractions 
cease, when the stimulus is discontinu ed. 

I) This curve is to be read from Jeft to right, all the others Erom right to Jeft. 
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Not infrequently the contractions are irregular. 
It looks as if a tonic contraction results from the farad ic stimulus, to which 

rapid contractions of different magnitude are superposed Sometimes they 
resembIe fibrillar contractions (Fig. 2). 

- - - - L __________ ~ ----

- -r ""'--. ......-v".-.-. -/~.~ - ~. -'.-....... -... ..-
._~ _ _ _ • r _ 

Fig . 2. 

In these experiments the influence of pharmaca could easily be illustrated 
by curves. The action of a 1/ 1000000 dilution of strophanthin had a very 
great effect upon the frequency and the magnitude of the deflection. Fig. 3. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Fig. 3. 
1. Spontaneous contraetions. 

Strophanthin action : 
2. After 4 minutes. 3. After 8 minutes. 4. After 12 minutes. 

S. Af ter 16 minutes. 6. Af ter 20 minutes. 
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This tallies with PICK's experience. It also appears from the curves that 
with a very high frequency the intensity of the contractions diminishes. 

Nicotin appears to have no influence up on the contractions. (Fig. 4). 

- /' \ 'LA fl _ ~ _ 'L_'\ '\ 1\ ------A _ '\ ~ ,\ 2 

I 

Fig. 4. 
1. Normal. 
2. Nicotin-action. 

The influence of atropin c'Üuld not yet be excluded with certainty, for 
Fig. S shows that in curve N0. 2, the deflection is a little less high on 

Fig. 5. 
1. Normal. 
2. Atropin-action. 
3. Addition of strophanthin. 

2 

'" ij 
~ 
3 

account of the atropin, and that, in curve N0. 3, the excursion becomes 
much higher af ter the addition of strophanthin. 

Neither did the results always agree with regard to the action of 
pharmaca th at stimulate the vagus, such as acetyl-cholin. 

In one curve the deflections, obtained by a faradic stimulus were not, or 
only little, modified by acetylcholin, but in another curve this is really the 
case. A dilution of 1/1000000 gave af ter a few seconds (Fig. 6) (curves 4, 
S and 6) an indubitably larger deflection. Subsequently atropin, a pharma
kon, that paralyzes the vagus, was added in a dilution of 1/25000. Already 
after some seconds (curve 7) the deflection lessened, and ultimately one 
single feebIe deflection is still observed, and finally also this one disappears. 
When after this the bundIe was suspended in another LocKE-solution 
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without any pharmakon (curve 8) the paralyzing effect of atropin 
disappeared. upon which the bundIe resumed its contraetions. as before. 

__ --"'_ .J' _ '- __ /_ _ _, 

------- -

. . \; , 

- ( '- \. : -.' \ ~ \ 

. .' . • I ••••• ~ '. 

1..- I~ \_ ~.:..., • _. ~ •• 

~-~ 

\ 

. . , . 
~ 

• ' ~ ~ ~ r \ . • 
., \11\ J\ 

--r-----------. 

Fig. 6. 
1. Normal. 
2. Faradic stimulus. 
3. Stronger faradic stimulus. 
i. Acetyicholin (immediately). 
5. Acetyicholin (af ter 15 minutes). 
6. Acetyicholin (after 30 minutes). 
7. After addition of atropin. 
8. After renewing the liquid. 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

So these experiments tend to show that it is necessary to repeat once more 
the action of acetylcholin and of atropin. 

1 still wish to point to the influence of the temperature (Fig. 7). At 37° C. 
the frequency is rather high. It falls considerably at 42° c.. but the 
intensity of the deflection remains the same and the regularity of the 

45 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXXI. 
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rhythm persists, so that th ere is no question about exhaustion. Not before 
the temperature rises to 46° C. the frequency rises considerably, the 

~f\l\(I'\. ..... _______ ..-.....-~_ ..... ~~' '1" • ~·\A./'·· ,ft' 

Fig. 7. 

deflection diminishes and the rhythm becomes irregular. In many 
experiments it appeared that also at lower temperatures, even at 23° C. 
contractions were still clearly visible, though they were less strong than 
at 37° C . 

It appears from the above that of the two questions I propounded, the 
first must be answered in the affirmative, i.e. there exists distinct contractility 
of the bundIe of Hls. An answer to the second question can be given 
only when more curves are constructed. 



Physics. -- Measurements on the disturbance of the supra~conductivity 
of thallium by magnetic {ields. Communication N°. 191b from 
the Physical Laboratory at Leyden. By W. TUYN. (Communicated 
by Prof. W. H . KEESOM). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of May 26. 1928l. 

§ 1. Measurements on the dep enden ce of the magnetic threshold value 
on temperature pointed in the cases of tin and indium to the relation 1): 

H(l/.l = h (Ts2 - T2); 

in this H(1/2l is the magneti,.c field. which restores half of the resistance. 
h a constant and Ts the vanishing point temperature. These measure~ 
ments were made on micro-crystalline wires. in fields. which were 
gradually increased in strength at constant temperature; the direction of 
the field was transverse to that of the current. so the transverse effect 
has been determined 2). 

The measurements with resistances of lead 3) did not contradict this 
relation. but were too few in number for aconclusion to be reached. 
Lead is the most important metal for an investigation into the depen~ 
dence of the magnetic threshold value on temperature: this can be 
measured over a region of more than 6 degrees. Difficulties are the use 
or' the helium vapour cryostat and the application of strong fields; 
owing to pressure of other work. it has been impossible to make the 
plotted measurements with the aid of a coil. newly constructed for this 
purpose. 

However. in the autumn of 1924 measurements of the same kind 
were made with a resistance of thallium. but between 2°.5 and 1°.6 K. 
only. Though open to extension. the results obtained may be quoted 
as follows. 

We used Tl-1916- VIII. with which resistance the supra~conductivity 
of thallium was measured for the first time "); the method used was 

1) W. TUYN and H . KAMERLINGH ONNES. Journ. Franklin Institute 201. 379. 1926. 
Comm. Leiden NO. l74a. 

2) W . J. DE HAAS. G. J. SIZOO and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proceedings 29. 
947. Comm. Leiden NO. 180d. p. 69. found this formula only approximately true for the 
longifudinal effect with mercury. As they noticed. H(I/,l has a physical meaning only in 
the case of measurements made with micro-crystalline wires. as were the tin- and indium
resistances used. whilst a comparison with the measurements cited must be restricted to 
the ascending line of the h ysteresis figure. 

3) W. TUYN and H . KAMERLINGH ONNES. l.c .• p. 397. Comm. Leiden NO. l74a. p. 25. 
4) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and W. TUYN. These Proceedings 25. 443. Comm. Leiden 

NO. 160a. 

45* 
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that of compensating the potential at the extremities of the known and 
of an unknown resistance, connected in series, by the aid of a DIESSEL~ 
HORST compensation apparatus, free from thermal forces, supplied by 
O. WOLFF. From the potential differences we calculated resistances as 
if OHM'S law were valid also below the vanishing point temperature. 
As with former measurements fields were obtained with the aid of 
coils; sometimes these were placed round the cryostat and sometimes 
immersed in the liquid helium. Their particularities are omitted; only 
the quantities A are given in the tables I-V, as a measure for the 
homogeniety of the field for the part of the axis of the coil l

), taken 
up by Tl-1916-VIII. The resistance was placed in a cryostat provided 
with a stirring apparatus; vapour pressures of the helium bath were read 
off on a mercury manometer with a cathetometer; they gave the tem~ 
peratures of the bath 2). For further experimental details we refer to 
former papers. 

§ 2. The results of the measurements for the ascending line follow in 
tables I-V; some points determined on the descending line, indicate 
that thallium also shows the hysteresis phenomenon 3). The vertical 
component of the terrestrial magnetic field is taken into account, wh en 
fixing the meao field intensity. 

An examination, in the manner previously described 4), whether inho~ 
mogeniety can wholly explain the difference between initial and final 
field, shows that this is not the case. DE HAAS, SIZOO and KAMERLINGH 

ONNES explain the rest of this difference by the hypothesis that the 
field, which brings back resistance in a supra~conductive crystal, depends 
on the angle between crystal axis and direction of the field. Byassuming 
further that this dependenee is a function of temperature, one might 
explain in this way the change in inclination of the transition curve with 
temperature 5); this change was found also with the measurements of 
TI-1916-VIII. 

I) The intensity of the field for a point on the axis with coordinate z, is: 

H =4.7r ni. Ih IV Z -V z-l (=4.7rni.Az : 
z I R2+z2 R2+(z-I)2 ) 

o and 1 are the coordlnates of the ends of the coil. The resistance being placed as sym. 
metrically as possible in the coil, A is maximum in the middle, minimum at the ends of 
the part taken in by the resistance. The mean field intensity, that is the mean of all 
the intensities over the same part of the axis, can easily be ca\culated from the formula 
by integration. 

2) After the formula. ca\culated by H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and SOPHUS WEBER. These 
Proceedings 18, 4.93. Comm. Leiden NO. 14.7b. 

3) For this phenomenon see G. J. SIZOO, W. J. DE HAAS and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES, 

These Proceedings 29. 221. Comm. Leiden NO. 180e. 
4) W. TUYN and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. l.c .• p. 392. Comm. Leiden NO. 174.a. p. 20. 
S) As abscissa in the graphical representation. the field intensity has to he taken. expressed 

as a percentage of the initialor final field intensity. 
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T ABLE I. Tl-1916-VIII, transverse. 

Pheliam =30.6-30.7 int. mm Hg. T=2°.210-2° .216K.l) 

Measuring current = "ta mA. 
Coil P. 

Amax. = 0.994, Amin. = 0.990, ratio = 0.996. 
Amean = 0.993. Hmean = 43.80 i (i in amp.). 

Mean field intensity RTI-1916- VIII 

35.5 gauss 0 . 00672 .n 
33.3 0.00661 

32 . 8 0. 00627 

32.2 0.00473 

32.0 0.00386 

31.1 0. 00226 

30 . 2 0.00133 

29.3 0.00081 

28.5 0. 00046 

27.6 0.00029 

26.7 0.0001 9 

22.3 0.00000 

T ABLE Il. TI-1916-VIII, transverse. 

Phelium = 30.8-30.95 int. mm Hg. T = 2°.203-2°.206 K. 

Coil W. 
Measuring current = 4'0 mA. 

Am.". = 0.783, Amin. = 0.744, ratio = 0.950. 
A mesn = 0.769. Hmean = 35.27 i (i in amp.) 

Mean field intensity RTl-1916-VIII 

37.1 gauss 0.00668 .n 
36.4 0.00660 
35.7 0.00642 

35.3 0.0061 6 

35.0 0.00581 

33.9 0. 00448 

32.9 0. 00286 

32.2 0.00154 

31.5 0.00098 

30.1 0.00045 

28.6 0. 00019 

27.9 0.00008 

27.2 0.00006 

I) The thousandths of a degree are shown in this table and the following ones only in 
order to demonstrate the constancy of the helium bath. 
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TABLE lIl. TI-1916-VIII. transverse. 

Phelium =30.2-30:4 int. mm Hg. T=2°.197 K. 

Measuring current = 4'0 mA. 

Coi! Q. 

A ma". = 0.994. Amin. = 0.990. ratio = 0.996. 

A mesn = 0.993. H mesn = 110.51 i (i in amp.). 

Mean field intensity R TI- 1916-VIII 

38.0 gauss 0.00674 .n 
36.9 0.00670 

36.3 0.00649 

35.8 0.0061 4 

34.7 0. 00356 

33.6 0.00185 

32.5 0. 0011 8 

31.4 0.00061 

30.3 0. 00030 

29.2 0 . 0001 3 

28. I 0.00006 
26.9 0.00004 

25.8 0.00003 

24.7 0.00000 

TABLE IV. TI-1916-VIII. transverse. 

Phelium = 11.5-11.8 int. mm Hg. T= 1°.846-1°.855 K. 

Measuring current = 4'0 mA. 

Coi! W. 

Ama". = 0.783. Amin. = 0.744. ratio = 0.950. 

Amean = 0.769. H mesn = 35.27 i (i in amp.). 

Mean field intensity RTI-1916- VIII 

71.0 gauss 0.00665 .n 
69.6 0.00635 
68.8 0.00590 

67.4 0 . 00495 
66.0 0.00268 

63.9 0.00181 

61.1 0.00062 

56.9 0. 0001 2 

53.3 0 . 00006 
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TABLE V. TI-1916-VIII, transverse. 

Phelium = 10.85-11.05 int. mm Hg. T= 1°.826-1°.832 K. 

Measuring current = '4.0 mA. 

Coil Q. 

Amax. = 0.994, Amin. = 0.990, ratio = 0.996. 

Am.an = 0.993. Hmean = 110.51 i (i in amp.). 

Mean field intensity RTI-19:6-VIII 

67.8 gauss 0.0031 1 n 
65.6 0.0021 4 

63.4 0.00135 

61.2 0.00092 
59.0 0.00035 
54.6 0.00007 

52.4 0.00004 

50.2 0.00001 

§ 3. We derived graphically from each table the magnetic field in 
which the resistance' is half resto red : we tried to take account of the 
inhomogeniety of the fields. 

T ABLE VI. Transv~rse effect. 

T H(1/2) 

° 2.47 K. o gauss 

2.21 5 31 

2.205 32'5 
2.195 34 

1.85 65 

1.83 67 

With thallium the transverse effect does not satisfy aquadratic relation 
as closely as in the case of tin: deviations up to 5 010 present themselves 
between the observed values and those calculated from the equation 
H(l/,) = - 25.4 T2 + 154.9. It must not be forgotten that the temperature 
scale is not yet accurately known in this region : an increase in value of 
the vanishing point temperature (2°.47 K.) with 0.02 to 0.03 of a degree 
would give a better agreement. The constant h in H p/,) = h(Ts2-T2) 
appears to be larger than for tin <lnd indium. 



Chemistry. - Velocities of Nitration 1) (Provisional Communication). 
By F. H. COHEN. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1928). 

I. Introduction. 

Only very few kinetic measurements of nitrations have been made as 
yet. GIERSBACH and KESSLER 2) and BRÄUER 3) have studied the nitration 
of benzene in nitro~benzene. but they did not ubtain reaction velocity 
constants. Besides these communications in the older literature there have. 
so faro only appeared publications on this subject by MARTINSEN 4). 
KLEMENC 5). and WIBAUT 6). . 

MARTINSEN has measured the nitration velocity of some nitro~ and 
dinitro~derivatives of benzene in strong sulphuric acid. and also of phenol 
and p~cresol in water. The values for k (in sulphuric acid). calculated 
according to the bimolecular reaction equation RH + HN03 .... R . N02 + 
H 20 present a very satisfactory constancy at 25° and 46°; measured 
at 0°. however. they sensibly diminish in the course of the experiment. 
especially in nitro~benzene. MARTINSEN. therefore. considers the possibility 
that the reaction af ter all does not quite perfectly ag ree with the 
bimolecular scheme. He has further examined the influence of nitrous 
acid on the reaction velocity. It appeared to be equal to zero here. 

The nitration of phenol and p~cresol in water has a complicated 
course; by~products are formed. and the experiment yields no constant 
values for k. points, on the other hand. to a distinct auto~catalytic course 
of the reaction. This is to be attributed to the nitrous acid that is formed 
in the liquid (proved colorimetrically according to ERDMAI'.iN 7). as the 
addition of only slight quantities of nitrite al ready considerably increases 

1) This subject was given me by Prof. WIBAUT to treat as a thesis for the doctorate; 
I started the measurements communicated here, when I was employed as an assistant at 
the physiological laboratory of Amsterdam; when this had come to an end Prof. VAN 

RIJNBERK gave me an opportunity to continue my investigation; I gladly express my 
indebtedness to him for this kindness. 

2) Z. Phys. Ch. 2, 676 [1888]. 
3) Dissert. Heidelberg [1899] . 
• ) Z. Phys. Ch. 50, 385 [1905]; 59, 605 [1907]. 
S) Monatsh. f. Ch. 35, 151 [1914]; 39, 151 [1918J; Z. f. anorg. u. allgem. Ch. Hl, 

231 [192i]. 
6) Rec. 3., 211 [1915]. 
7) B 33, 210 [1900]. 
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the velocity of reaction. If the HN02 is, however, removed by the 
addition of urea, no nitration takes pI ace. The molarity of the urea 
was 0.05, that of the HN03 and the C6H sOH 0.6 resp. 0.075. 

KLEMENC has made measurements on phenols, dissolved in ether. The 
process of the reaction appeared, however, to be very complicated 
in these very readily oxidizable benzene derivatives; henc~, with a 
few exceptions, the author has not succeeded in obtaining nitration 
constants that were in any way satisfactory. In his latest treatise on 
this subject 1) he assumes that the nitration is due to an acid H 2N 30 g ; 

its character is, ho wever, still pretty hypotheticaI. as KLEMENC has to 
admit himself. 

The two principal facts established from this investigation are: 1. a 
solution of HN03 in ether which i~ perfectly free from HN02 or N02, 

does not nitrate; 2. if the nitric acid is present in excess, no nitration 
takes place or only a slight one. 

WIBAUT has measured the velocity of nitration of benzene, toluene, 
chloro- and bromo-benzene in anhydrous acetic acid; for toluene at 0°, 
for the other th ree substances at 25°. With a single exception the 
concentration of the HN03 was always ab out 0.75, that of the benzene 
derivative about 0.5. The calculation of the k's was made according to 
the bimolecular reaction equation. As appears from the tab les referring 
to this 2), the values of the k's in benzene and in chloro-benzene are 
pretty constant; the departures from the mean are, however, sometimes 
very great indeed (in benzene e.g. up to 28 0/ 0), but this is attributed 
by the author to errors of . observation. The means of the parallel 
experiments inter se are in much better agreement. In bromo-benzene 
the k's increase in the course of the reaction, in toluene they decrease. 
Por benzene and chloro-benzene at 25° the following values were found : 
k = 0.0025, resp. 0.0020. 

11. The Author's Experiments. 

These form a direct continuation of the above-mentioned investigation 
by WIBAUT. Most experiments have been made by me in anhydrous 
acetic acid as a solvent; I have, however, also performed a few measure
ments in glacial acetic acid. 

The anhydrous acetic acid which I employed, was that of the firm of 
DE HAEN "doppelt gereinigt". The reactions to detect Cl- and S01-
were negative; from analyses the content appeared to be about 98 %, 

Some experiments in which I used MERCK' s preparation "Zur Analyse, 
frei von höheren Homologen", yielded no different results; DE HAEN's 
preparation is, accordingly, sufficiently pure for my purpose. The benzene 
was a perfectly pure preparation with a meIting point of 5°.48. I obtained 

1) Z. für anorg. u. allgem. Chem. Hl. 236 [192-4]. 
2) Compare for this the original. 
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the absolute nitric acid by distillation of .pure 65 % HN03 with double 
the quantity by weight of strong sulphuric acid in vacuum in an apparatus 
entirely made of glass. The content was as a rule ab out 99.5 0/ 0' Af ter 
the preparation it was immediately placed in the ice-box. 

Analysis of the samples. This was made by the method also used by 
WIBAUT. which consists in a quantity of the reaction mixture pipetted 
off. flowing into an excess of potassium hydroxide of the spec. weight 
of .1.3; the KN03 formed was then determined according to Devarda. 
af ter removal of the nitro-benzene formed through shaking out with 
benzene. By means of a number of experiments with a known quantity 
of KN03 I convinced myself th at the accuracy of this method is sufficient. 

The róZe of the HN02• Considering the study of the röle of the HN02 

in these experiments of great importance. I have tried to determine its 
concentration both at the beginning and during the reaction. This 
was done colorimetrically according to GRIEs-ILOSVAY 1) in the samples 
of the reaction mixture diluted in' a suitable way 2). The nitric acid was 
rendered innoxious by the addition of solid Na-acetate. 

Result of some experiments. Table 1 renders an experiment at 25° 3
); 

the determinations were all made in duplicate; urea was not added; 
only the initial concentration of the HN02 was measured. Leaving the 
first measurement out of account. it is seen that the k (calculated according 

h b I I 2.3025 C'oC) II 
to t e imo ecu ar equation k = t(Co-C'o)log CoC' remains very we 

constant over a conversion range of more than 50 010 (probably over a 
still greater range: the interruption of the measurements during the night 
prevented me from ascertaining this). Not until the end of the reaction 
do the k's increase greatly, a fact which I found in almost all my 
experiments; though the relative errors at the beg inning and at the end 
of the reaction are, of course, much greater than in the middle part, 
this cannot account for the fact that the deviations are always found 
only in a positive sense. 

The value I find for k, is therefore somewhat lower than that found 
by WIBAUT (0.0025). 

I will now proceed to communicate an experiment, also made at 25°, 
but with addition of ± 8 mg of urea. This quantity is so sm all that 
in an analytical respect, it cannot exert any disturbing influence. HN02-

1) Cf. LUNGE-BERL. Chem.-techn. Unters. Meth. I. 853 [1921]. 
2) In this hesides HN02 also N02(N20 4) will occur, which. on being poured out into 

water, yields HN02 + HN03 ; hence the HN02-concentration found colorimetrically will 
he somewhat smaller than the sum of the concentrations [HN02] + IN02] in the reaction 
liquid. This has. however. no inlluence on the order of magnitude. In the tables 1 and 3 
it has been assumed that exclusively HN02 is present. 

3) The oscillations of temperature did not amount to more than ± 00 .02. 
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determinations have not yet been carried out in this kind of experiments 
(TabIe 2). As is seen. the experiment again yields constants. but now 
the value of k is very much smaller. The conclusion is obvious that 
the HN02 considerably accelerates the reaction catalytically. 

TABLE 1 (Benzene. temp. = 25° C.l 

0 

56.4 

131.5 

224 

451 

574 

1352 

1590 

Initial concentrations 
HN03 = 0.6682 
C6H6 = 0.4385 
Co - C'o = 0.2297 
HN02 = 0.0011 

No urea added 

c k 

0.6682 -

0.6191 (0.00329) 

0.5905 236 

0.5529 225 

0.4762 229 

0.4417 237 

0.2742 ( 450) 

0.2420 ( 700) 

Mean 0.00232 
After 574' 51.6 Ofo converted 
Greatest deviation from the mean 3.0 0/0 

T ABLE 2 (Benzene. temp. = 25° C,) 

Initlal concentrations 
HN03 = 0.6808 
C~6= 0.4808 
Co - Cia = 0.2000 

About 8 mg. of urea added 

c k 

0 0.6671 -

109.9 0.6230 0.00140 

186.4 0.6001 131 

293 0.5610 144 

410 0.5282 145 

546 0.5017 139 

654 0.4484 ( 179) 

1551 0.2627 ( 347) 

Mean O.OOliO 

Af ter 546' 37.2 Ofo converted 
Greatest deviation from the mean 6.4 0/0 

Reaction of the HN03 with the solvent. Up to now no attention 
had been given to possible action of the HN03 caused by the anhydrous 
acetic acid itself. In the literature same records are, indeed, found of 
this reaction. chiefly in connection with the preparation of tetranitro 
methane 2), but the number of equivalents of the HN03 is then always 
of the same order of magnitude as of the anhydride. WIBAUT supposed 3) 
that ac etyl nitrate is formed in the nitration experiments described in 
his publication. which would th en be the active agent in the nitration. 

Attempts to isolate this substance from a diluted solution of HN03 

in anhydrous acetic acid have, however, not succeeded. However this 
may be, it appears from Table 6 of his publication 4) that na nitration 

I) In these experiments time is always expressed in minutes. 
2) Cf. e.g. PICTET and GENEQUAND. B. 36. 2225 [1910]; CHATTAWAY, Soc. 97. 2099 

[191OJ. 
3) Loc. cito p. 245. 
i) Loc. cito p. 250. 
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takes place with excess of gramme~molecules of chloro~benzene; nor 
have I found nitration in a similar experiment with benzene. In these 
cases the concentration of the HN03 was. ho wever. much smaller than 
usual. From this the conclusion had been drawn that the titer of the 
HN03• wh en there is no benzene derivative present. does not decrease. 
It has. however. appeared to me from experiments made on purpose 
to study this. that it is very certainly the case. This can. of course. not 
be owing to a convers ion into acetyl nitrate. as this would have no 
influence on the titer found. In Tables 3 and -4 some experiments are 
recorded from which th is decrease of titer appears. 

It will be seen th at this is very considerable. It may be read from 
the figure (curves 11 and 111) that the concentration remains constant for 
ab out 180 minutes. af ter which it decreases linearly with the time during 
a great interval. This is particularly clearly to be seen in curve 111. 
This need not mean that this relation is also theoretically true; the 
course of the curve sooner suggests the existence of two points of 
inflection. and it may therefore represent a consecutive reaction; practically. 
however. the middle portion is straight. 

TABLE 3. TABLE 4. 

(Experiment without benzene. temp. = 25° C.) (Experiment without benzene. temp. = 25° C.) 

No urea added 15 mg. of urea added 

CHNO, C 

0 0.7142 0.00030 0 0.7221 

34.7 0.7157 53 0.7168 

105.9 0 . 7137 179 0.7185 

142.7 0.7139 376 0.7018 

189.7 0.7015 0.0089 584 0.6339 

270 0.6754 1554 0.3338 

335 0.6462 1811 0.2901 

414 0.6181 0.0157 

716 0.5121 

720 0.5056 1) 

909 0.4485 

998 0.4216 

1083 0.3921 

1) New experiment. started the preceding day in the evening. 
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If it is now assumed that the reactions of the HN03• on one 
side with the benzene. and on the other side with the solvent. proceed 

independently of each other. this gives rise to the two simultaneous 
differential equations 

dx 
- =k(A -x- y) (B- x) 
dt 

(1) 

(2) 

in wich A and Bare the initial concentrations of nitric acid. resp. benzene. 
Equation (2) integrated yields y = at. as for t = 0 Y is = o. 
Substitution of this in (1) yields: 

dx 
dt = k (A - x - at) (B ~ x) (3) 

This differential equation would then have to represent the course of 
the nitration. at least from about 3 hours af ter the beginning of the 
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reaction. We now see from Table 3 that in the interval of 720-909 
minutes the titer of the HN03 decreases by an amount of 0.0571 mol.; 
per minute th is is 0.000302 mol. Table 4 gives this same amount over 
a still greater interval of conversion. We may therefore put a = 0.000302 
in equation (3). If in Table 1 we now con si der the interval of 224-574 
min., the HN03 would have been diminished by 350 X 0.000302 = 
- 0.1057 mol. through the reaction with the solvent. 

The total decrease being 0.1112 mol., only 0.0055 mol. remains for 
the reaction with the benzene, hence an impossibly small amount. It is, 
indeed, easy to choose such a range of conversion that the decrease of 
the benzene concentration would change into an increase. It therefore 
appears (and the satisfactory constancy of the k's calculated without 
the assumption of a by~reaction teaches th is too) that equation (3) cannot. 
render the facts. Two explanations seem possible to me, viz.: 

1. The reaction products of the HN03 and the anhydride themselves 
nitrate too; a priori this is, however, not very probable. Of a nitration with 
tetranitromethane a record is, indeed, found in the literature 1), but there 
either the benzene derivate itself was of a basic nature, or a basic 
substance (pyridine) was added to it. It is also possible that intermediately 
nitro acetic acid is formed, or another intermediate product; whether 
this could nitrate here I dare not decide. At any rate it would be 
exceedingly accidental that the effect should be exactly as if no by~ 
reaction had taken place. 

2. The presence of the benzene prevents the by~reaction; this would 
e.g. be conceivable when an addition compound was formed. In this 
case the reaction would, ho wever, proceed monomolecularly; I have, 
therefore, calculated constants in some experiments according to the 

2.3025 B 
equation k = --- log -B (B = initial concentration benzene, hence 

t -x 
also that of the addition compound on excess of HN03); sometimes the k's 
were then actually in somewhat better agreement, but in the experiments 
performed with the greatest care, as in those of Table 1 this was very 
certainly not the case. It should be taken into account however that there 
will be an equilibrium between addition compound and its components; 
the reaction scheme would th en become: A + B ;: A . B ~ C + D. 

Now whichever explanation may be the true one, I thought it in 
any case desirabie to determine besides the nitric acid, also the nitro~ 
benzene formed, because I have th en a direct answer to the question 
whether the HN03 is only abstracted by the benzene or also at the 
same time by the solvent. This has succeeded in the following way: 
from the sample received in lye from the reaction mixture, the nitro 
benzene was shaken out by petroleum ether, the solvent was distilled 

1) E. SCHMIDT und U. FISCHER. Tetranitromethan als Nitrierungsmittel. B. 53. 1529 
[1920). 
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off at a fractionation column and the C 6H sN02 was dissolved in alcohol. 
In this it was determined titanometrically according to KNECHT and 
HIBBERT 1) in the modified arrangement. as indicated by KOL THOFF 2). 
By analyses of solutions of C 6H sN02 in anhydrous acetic acid of known 
content I have beforehand ascertained the practicality of this method. 
I will confine myself here to stating this. as I have the results. obtained 
in a real nitration experiment. not yet completely at my disposal. 

Ionisation of the nitric acid. It is. of course. conceivable that the 
HN03 in the anhydrous acetic acid is partially ionized. In this case the 
k' s would have to be calculated from a more complicated equation. as 
the effective concentration of the HN03 is smaller than the concentration 
determined analytieally. However WALDEN 3) has shown that the 
ionisation of acids in solvents is independent of the law of NERNST~ 
THOMSON: thus e of strong sulphuric acid is almost equal to that of 
water and yet the HN03 in these solvent is not split up into H+ and 
N03 : for. if this were the case. the reaction velocity constants found 
by MARTINSEN could not have been in such good agreement. 

Reaction between anhydrous acetic acid and nitric acid with strong 
sulphuric acid as a catalyst. Wheri once to a solution of HN03 in 
(CH3COhO of the usual streng th (about 0.75 n) I added a little strong 
H 2SO" with the intention of diminishing the NOrcontent in this way. I 
suddenly observed an almost explosive reaction. The temperature of the 
vehemently boiling liquid rose toabout 122°. On repetition of the expe~ 
riment I found that af ter dilution with water an oil separates. whieh 
appeared to be tetranitromethane: the aqueous layer rendered alkaline 
contained NH3 ; the nitrie acid must. therefore. have acted very strongly 
oxydizing. whieh also appears from the expulsion of nitrie vapours. I 
further found that previous addition of urea prevents the reaction. or 
at least greatly retards it. If no H 2SO" is added. solutions of the concen~ 
tration used can remain at room temperature for a long time without 
anything being perceived of a violent reaction. The catalytie influence 
of the H 2SO" in this reaction ") has. as far as I have been able to 
verify. not been described in the literature as yet. 

I have also made experiments in whieh the reaction flask was placed 
in a large dish filled with cold water. whieh was vigorously stirred in 
order to lead off the reaction heat quickly. Por I hoped th at the HN03 -

at least partly - would react according to the equation HN03 + 
(CH3COhO ~ CH3CON03 + CH3COOH. 

In this way the acetyl nitrate could thee be prepared without it being 

1) E. KNECHT and E. HIBBERT. New Reduction Methods in Volumetrie Analysis. 
2) I. M. KOLTHOFF. Rec. 45. 169 (1926). 
3) P. WALDEN. Trans. FARADAY Soc. 6. 71 [1910). 
4) Addition of 8-10 dr. per 50 cc. solution is sufficient. 
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necessary to make N 20 5 first. A fractional vacuum distillation to which 
I subjected the mixture. has not produced the desired result so faro If 
possible I will repeat this experiment. 

Summary of the Results. 

At this place it will be sufficient for me to summarize my other experiments 
shortly. At 18° good constants were also obtained. and this over a wide 
conversion range; in one experiment k was found on an average 0.00128 ; 
from kl8 and k25 the value 2.3 follows for the temperature coefficient 
between 18° and 25°; at 0° and at "Wo the "constants" were bad; the 
k' s decrease. resp. increase considerably here. - In an experiment in 
which the benzene was present in an excess of gramme molecules. no 
nitration took pI ace ; here the concentrations applied were. however. 
small; it is. therefore. desirabIe to repeat this experiment with e.g. [C6H 61 = 
0.75 and [HN03] = 0.5. - In another experiment the HN03 was ab out 
0.5 molar. the C 6H 6 about 0.33. Here. too. constants were obtained 
but. very remarkably. k250 was here only 0.00166 instead of 0.00232. 
as in the experiment of Table 1. By measurement of the initial concen~ 
trations of the HN02 it will have to be decided wh ether they are 
possibly in (linear) relation to the reaction constants. Intentional addition 
of HN02 must render k greater then. - In glacial acetic acid no nitration 
takes place (or at least an exceedingly slow one): Af ter 24 hours the 
titer of the nitric acid is still unchanged. Addition of anhydride to bind 
the water in the glacial acetic acid did not change this at all. 

In the experiments which I still hope to make. I shall in particular 
devote my attention to the röle of the concentration of the nitric acid 
in connection with the initial concentration of the HN02• It is further 
my intention to carry out a few more measurements with acetyl nitrate. 
both in anhydrous acetic acid and in tetrachloro~carbon. This is possible. as 
there is now no water-abstracting agent necessary. - In st rong sulphuric 
acid the nitration proceeds very rapidly. in ether on the other hand. 
very slowly; it is. therefore. possible th at these substances. applied in 
suitable mixing proportion. form a solvent in which the nitration of 
benzene. chloro-benzene etc. proceeds with measurable velocity. Also in 
this direction it will perhaps be tried to arrive at some results. 

Amsterdam. 23. 6. '28. Physiol. Lab. of the University. 



Mathematics. - The Representations of a Linear Ray Complex on 
Point-Space that Associate Quadratic Surfaces to the Bilinear 
Congruences of the Complex. By G. SCHAAKE. (Communicated 
by Prof. HENDRIK DE VRIES.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 31. 1928). 

§ 1. Through the weIl known representation of the lines I of space 
on the points P of aquadratic variety V 4 in R5' to a linear complex C 
aquadratic variety V 3 lying in a four-dimensional space R4 is associated. 
A representation of the lines I of C on the points L of space associates 
a point L of R3 to any point P of V 3 and inversely. 

Through the one-one correspondence (P. L) the spacial sections (/J cf 
V 3• on which the bilinear congruences of Care represented. are trans
formed into surfaces Q of point-space. These 00 4 surfaces Q form a 
linear system Z. Indeed. four points of V 3 define a spacial section (/J 

so that four points L of space define one surface Q . 

To the surfaces (/J of V 3 lying in the spa ces of a pencil with base
plane p. there correspond the surfaces Q of a pencil in Z. The base 
curve of this pencil consists of the curve associated to the intersection 
pV3 • i.e. of the image of aquadratic scroll of C. and of one or more 
possible base curves of Z. 

If to any space R3 of R4 we associate the surface Q of Z th at cor
responds to the intersection (/J of R3 and V 3. we get a collinear correspon
dence between the spaces R3 of R4 and the surfaces Q of Z. 

Consequently to the spaces R3 through a line r of R4 there correspond 
the surfaces of a net of Z . Besides the fixed base curves and base points 
of Z the surfaces of this net have two variabie points in common. the 
images of the points of intersection of r aod V 3• 

To the spa ces R3 through a point P of V 3 th ere are associated the 
surfaces Q of a linear complex in Z. Besides the base curves and base 
points of ~ these surfaces have the point L in common that corresponds 
to P. 

In order to find representations of a linear complex C on three
dimensional point-space. we must. therefore. in the first place determine 
linear systems of 00 4 surfaces with such base curves and base points that 
th ree arbitrary surfaces of the system have two more points in common. 

We shall now start from such a system Zand we suppose a collinear 
correspondence to exist between the surfaces Q of Zand the spaces 
R3 of R4' A point L of space carries 00 3 surfaces Q. which form a 

46 
Proceedlngs Roya1 Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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linear complex. To these surfaces Q there correspond the spa ces R3 of 
Ri through a point P of Ri' If we associate this point P to L. the 
points P form a three dimensional quadratic variety V 3 in Ri' For the 
image points L of the points P of the intersection if> of a space R3 
and V 3 form the surface Q associated to R3' Further the surfaces Q 

corresponding to the spaces R3 through a line r. have two points outside 
the base curves and base points of ~ in common. so that the surfaces 
if> in the said spaces R3 have two points in common. Accordingly a 
line r of Ri cuts V 3 in two points. 

Now if the lines 1 of a linear complex C can be represented on the 
points P of V 3• by representing each line 1 on the point L that is 
associated to the point P corresponding to 1. we find a representation 
of the lines 1 of C on the points L of space. 

We can find systems I by the aid of the remark that the surfaces 
of such a system that contain a point of I outside the base curves 
and base points. form a homaloid complex. Inversely from a homaloid 
complex which contains one or more isolated base points. we can deduce 
a system ~ by omitting one of these base points. 

§ 2. We find three systems I of quadratic surfaces. which. perhaps. 
can lead to a representation of a linear complex on point-space. 
They consist of: 

1. the quadratic surfaces through a conic k 2 : 

2. the quadratic surfaces through a line q and two points Ol and O2 : 

3. the quadratic surfaces through three given points O. Ol and O2 

that touch a plane w at 0 1). 

§ 3. We shall first choose for ~ the system of the OOi quadratic sur
faces that contain a given con ic k2. and we shall suppose a collinear 
correspondence to exist between the surfaces Q of ~ and the spaces 
R3 of Ri' In this way we get a one-one correspondence bet ween the 
points L of space and the points P of aquadratic variety V 3 in Ri' 

The plane a of k2 forms a surface Q with any plane of space. The 
00

3 surfaces Q that consist of a and an arbitrary plane of space. form 
a linear complex belonging to I. the surfaces of which have all points 
of a in common. To these surfaces correspond the spaces R3 through 
a point A of V 3• This point is a cardinal point for our representation; 
the associated points L form the plane a. 

To the spaces R3 through a line a containing A th ere correspond the 
surfaces Q consisting of a and the planes of a sheaf. The vertex of this 
sheaf is the point L corresponding to the point of intersection of a and 
V 3 different from A. Hence A is a single point of V 3• 

1) Cf. STURM, Geometrische Verwandtschaften, IV, § 134. 
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Any point L of k2 is singular for our representation as any spacial 
section f]> must con ta in a point associated to L. Any space R3 contains 
one point of the locus of the points that are associated to L; hence 
the points corresponding to L form a line k. This line passes through A, 
because L belongs to a. 

The intersection of two surfaces Q to which two spacial sections f]> 

are associated, i.e. a conic w 2 that cuts k2 twice, is the representation 
of a plane section cp2 of V 3• As a conic w 2 has two points in common 
with p, a plane of Ri cuts the locus of the points P that correspond 
to the points L of k2 , twice. Accordingly the locus of the lines k of V 3 

through A is aquadratic surface ; it is the quadratic cone "along which 
the space of contact to V 3 at A cuts th is variety. 

Let us consider a line r through a point P of ". The intersections of 
V 3 and the plan es through Pare represented on conics w 2 through the 
point of k2 that corresponds to P. All the surfaces Q corresponding to 
the spaces R3 through P touch, therefore, a fixed tangent plane of " at 
Land form a complex. A point outside the tangent plane defines a net 
of the complex of which the surfaces are associated to the spaces R3 
through a line r that contains P. As the net has one isolated base point, 
the line r has one point in common with V 3 outside P. Any point P 
of " is, accordingly. a single point of V 3• 

A point P of V 3 outside " is always a single point. as the point L 
corresponding to P together with a point L' for which LL" does not 
cut k2, defines a net of surfaces Q with two isolated base points so that 
through P we can always draw a line that cuts V 3 outside P. 

Accordingly we have here a general quadratic variety V 3 • which may 
always be considered as the image of a general linear complex C. 

We have already seen that aquadratic surface f]> and a conic cp2 of 
V 3 are resp. represented on aquadratic surface Q through k2 and a 
conic w 2 th at cuts k2 twice. 

A plane r of space which forms a surface Q with a, is the image of 
aquadratic surface of V 3 containing A. Inversely from a surface Q 

associated to such a surface the plane a splits off so that there remains 
a plane r as image plane. 

A line c of space being the intersection of two planes r is the image 
of a con ic CP2 of V 3 trough A. Inversely such a conic being the inter~ 
section of two surfaces f]> through A is represented on a line c. 

A line f of V 3 that has one point in common with a surface f]> 

containing A, is represented on a line of space. As f cuts one of 
the generatrices of ". the image line has one point in common with P. 
Inversely a line cutting k2 cuts a surface f]> in one point that is not 
singular for the representation so that this Hne is the image of a line 
of V 3• 

For the representation of the Hnes 1 of C on the points L of space 
we now find the following properties. C contains one cardinal line a. 

46* 
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to whieh all points of the plane a are associated. There is a con ie k2 

of singular image points. Ta· a point of k2 there correspond the lines I 
of a plane pencil of C containing a. The lines I corresponding to the 
points of k2 , farm the special bilinear congruence of the lines of C that 
cut a. 

A plane pencil of C is represented on a line that cuts p, a scroll of 
C on a conie that cuts k2 twice. Ta a bilinear congruence of C there 
corresponds aquadratie surface Q through k2, whieh becomes a cone 
when the congruence is special. 

A line of point~space is the image of a scroll of C containing a, 
a plane of the point~space the image of a bilinear congruence of C 
containing a. 

In this way we have arrived at the representation of NÖTHER~KLEIN 
of the rays of a linear complex on the points of space. 

§ 4. Let us now choose for L: the system of the quadratie surfaces 
that contain a line q and two points Ol and O 2 • We get again a one~ 
one correspondence between the points L of space and the points P of 
aquadratic variety V 3 in R4 by the aid of a collinear correspondence 
between the surfaces Q of L: and the spaces R3 of R4' The surfaces of 
L: that contain the line Ol O 2, farm a linear complex. The point T of 
R .. associated to this complex is a singular point of the said correspon~ 
dence on V 3 to whieh the whole line Ol O 2 is associated. Ta the spa ces 
R3 through a line r containing T th ere correspond the surfaces Q of a 
net of L:. All these surfaces contain the lines q and Ol O 2 and accord~ 
ingly besides the base e1ements of L: they have only points of Ol O 2 

in comman. sa that the line r in consideration cuts the variety V 3 in 
T only. The point T is. therefore. a double point of V 3• 

A line Ol through Ol whieh cuts q and. therefore. lies in the plane 
Ol q - w i • has two fixed points in comman with all quadratic surfaces. 
Q. Hence there are 00 3 surfaces Q that contain a line Ol' They farm a 
linear complex bel on ging to L:. The corresponding P of R.. is a singular 
point on V 3 of the correspondence to whieh the line Ol is associated. 
The points P corresponding to the lines Ol farm a line slof V 3• as any 
surface Q contains one line Ol and consequently any spacial section of 
V 3 one of the said points P. 

In the same way it appears that there is a second singular line S2 on 
V 3• Ta a point of S2 th ere corresponds a line 02 in the plane O 2 q - W2' 
passing through O 2, 

Consequentlg the double point T of V 3 and the points of two crossing 
lines SI and S2 are singular for our representation. Ta a point of SI or 
of S2 there correspond resp. a line of(OI' wd or of(02' w2) and inverselg. 

A plane section rp2 of V 3 is represented on the cubie section w 3 

different from q of two surfaces Q. The 00 6 curves w 3 are the twisted 
cubies through Ol and O 2 that cut the line q twiee. 
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The point Ol is a cardinal point of our correspondence; the points P 
corresponding to this point form a plane Ol as any plane section q; that 
is represented on a curve w 3 through Ol' contains one point P corre~ 

sponding to Ol' This plane Ol passes through T because Ol belongs 
to Ol O 2 and through SI as the images of the lines 0 trough Ol must 
belong to the plane corresponding to Ol' 

In the same way it appears that the point O 2 is a cardinal point for 
our correspondence. to which the plane TS2 - 02 is associated. 

Also the points of the lines q are singular for the correspondence 
(L. P). As any surface Q passes through the line q. any spacial section 
€P of V 3 contains one of the points P that are associated to a definite 
point L of q. so that to su eh a point L a line t is associated. The lines 
t associated to the points of q. form aquadratic scroll 7:2• For a curve 
w 3 cuts the hne q twice. so that a plane section q;2 of V 3 cuts two 
lines t. 

Any line t has one point in common with the line SI. viz. the image 
of the line Ol th at passes through the point L corresponding to t. We 
see. therefore. that the line SI and also the line S2 belong to the scroll 
0

2 connected with 7:2• The quadratic surface €PI containing 7:2 is the inter~ 
section of V 3 and the space (SI' S2)' 

The surfaces Q corresponding to the spaces R3 through a point P of 
€PI form the complex of the surfaces of .I that touch a plane À through 
q at the point L that corresponds to the line t through P. If for À we 
choose a definite plane throug h q and if we make L describe the line 
q. P describes a line of the scroll 0 2 connected with 7:2• For any surface 
Q touches the plane À at one point L of q and accordingly any spacial 
section €P cuts the locus of the points Ponce. 

In point~space we have two cardinal points Ol and O 2 to which 
the planes TS I '- Ol and TS2 - 02 are associated. The points of the line 
q are singular. Ta a point L of q there corresponds a line t. The lines 
t farm the intersection €Plof V 3 and the space (SI S2)' 

Among the surfaces Q there are 00 2 surfaces that are degenerate in a 
plane À. through q and a plane J1, through 0 10 2, To the surfaces Q that 
contain a fixed plane ft th ere correspond the spa ces R3 of a pencil of 
which the axial plane 7: is the locus of the points of V 3 that are associated 
to the points of ft so that 7: belongs entirely to V 3• The plane 7: passes 
through Tand the line t of 7:2 that is associated to the point of inter~ 
section of fl and q. 

In the same way it appears that to a plane À there corresponds a 
plane ° of V 3• This plane ° also passes through T because À generally 
cuts the line 0 10 2 in a point that is not singular for the representation. 
and passes through the line s that corresponds to the plane À. in the way 
indicated above. Among the plan es ° are the planes Ol and O2 that 
correspond resp. to the planes qlOI and q202' 

The variety V 3 is formed by the lines p that project the image surface 
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<PI out of T. Such a line p that is the intersection of a plane rand a 
plane a. is represented on the line of intersection b of a plane ft and 
a plane À. i.e. a generatrix of the bilinear congruence B of the lines that 
cut q and 0 10 2 , Inversely a line of B as the intersection of a plane À 

and a plane ft is the image of the line of intersection of a plane a and 
a plane r. hence of a line p of V 3 through T. The points of intersection 
of b with 0 10 2 and q are resp. associated to the point T on pand 
tbe point of intersection of pand <PI' 

On tbe hypercone V 3 a special linear complex C with axis a can always 
be represented. For the representation (I. L) of the lines I of C on the 
points L of space that arise through combination of the correspondence 
(I. P) between C and V 3 and tbe correspondence (P, L). we find the 
following properties if we suppose the sbeaves of rays and the fields of 
rays of C to be represented resp. on the planes a and on tbe planes 
r of V 3• 

In C among the lines that are singular for tbe representation we find 
in the first place the axis a that is represented on the points of 0 1 0 2, 

Further tbere are two plane pencils (F I , IPI) and (F20 '{'2) of singular lines 
I of C that together with a define sheaves of rays of C and of which 
tbe vertiees FI and F 2 are. accordingly. points of a; IPI and IP2 are 
arbitrary planes passing resp. through FI and F2 •• 

A line I of (FI' IPI) or (F2• IP2) is represented resp. on a generatrix of 
the plane pencil (Ol' WI) or (02, W2). To the rays I of (FI. IPtl and (F2• IP2) 

th ere correspond resp. the points L of tbe planes WI and W2' 

In the space of the points L tbere lie two cardinal points. viz. Ol 
and O 2, The lines I of C that are associated to Ol and O 2 resp. form 
the sheaves of rays FI and F2 • i.e. the sheaves that are defined by a 
and the plane pencil (FI' IPtl and by a and the plane pencil (F2• IP2)' 

Also the points of q _ W I W 2 are singular to which belong the rays 
of the bilinear congruence that has a and IPIIP2 - f as directrices. To a 
point of q are associated the rays of a plane pencil of this congruence 
that defines a field of rays together with a. i.e. the rays of a plane pencil 
with vertex on f in a plane through a. 

The quadratie scrolIs of C. that are those whieh have a as directrix. 
to whieh the conies of V 3 are associated. are representedon the twisted 
cubics w 3 through Ol and O 2 that cut q twiee. 

Among the 00 6 curves w 3 there are 00 5 whieh are degenerate in a 
conic w 2 through Ol and O 2 and a line W that cuts w 2 and q in dif~ 

ferent points. These composite curves w 3 correspond to the intersections 
of V 3 and the tangent planes of this variety so that to w 2 as weil as 
to W a plane pencil in C is associated. As w 2 lies in a plane through 
Ol O 2• to whieh th ere corresponds a plane r of V 3• this conie is the 
image of a pencil w. in a plane through a and the line W that lies in a 
plane through q. represents a plane pencil w' with vertex on a. A conic 
w 2 and a line W th at cut each other. are the images of two plane pencils 
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wand w' that have a line in common so that the plane of w passes 
through the vertex of w'. 

A plane pencil of C in a plane through a is represented on a conic 
w 2 through Ol and O 2 cutting q. a plane pencil of C with vertex on 
a on a line w cutting q. 

To a plane pencil containing a there corresponds a line b of the 
bilinear congruence B that has q and Ol O 2 as directrices. Su eh a line 
forms a conic w 2 together with Ol O 2, 

If the vertex of w lies in CPI a generatrix of (Ol' w I) splits off from 
w 2 and. accordingly. th ere remains a line through O 2, In the same way 
it appears that a plane pencil w with vertex in CP2 is represented on a 
line through Ol' 

A sheaf of C with vertex on a is represented on a plane À through 
q. a field of rays of C. of which. accordingly. the plane passes through 
a. on a plane fL through Ol O 2, The image points L of the rays I of a 
bilinear congruence of C. of which. accordingly. one of the directrices 
coincides with a. form aquadratic surface Q through Ol. O 2 and q. 

If the directrix different from a lies in CPI. the plane WI splits off 
from Q and. accordingly. th ere remains a plane through O 2, In the same 
way it appears that a bilinear congruence of C with directrix in CP2 is 
represented on a plane through Ol' 

A line g of points L is the image of aquadratic scroll " of C. For 
g has two points in common with a surface Q and. accordingly. " 
contains two generatrices that cut an arbitrary straight line. As g cuts 
one generatrix of each of the plane pencils (Ol' w I ) and (0 2 , w 2). " has 
a generatrix in common with each of the plane pencils (FI • CPI) and 
(F2• CP2)' 

When g cuts the line 0 10 2 g lies in a plane fL. In this case g is the 
image of the system of the tangents to a conic that touches a and the 
planes CPI and CP2' 

A plane a of point~space is the image of a congruence A (2.1) of C. 
because a conic w 2 has two points in common with a and a line W 

one point. The plane a cuts all generatrices of the plane pencils (Ol' wd 
and (02 , W2) and also the line 0 1 0 2 , Consequently A (2.1) contains the 
plane pencils (PI' CPI) and (F2, CP2) and also the line a. The congruence 
consists of the lines that cut a and touch a cone that has a as tangent 
and the planes CPI and CP2 as tangent planes so that the vertex of the 
cone lies on the line CPICP2' 

Let us now in point~space choose a curve k of the order n that has 
an ol~fold point in Ol. an 02~fold point in O 2 and that cuts the line 
q k times. Su eh a curve cuts a surface Q. the planes W I and W2 and a 
plane .Je resp. in 2n-ol-o2-k. n-ol-k. n-02-k and n-k points that 
are not singular for the representation. Hence this curve is the image 
of a scroll of the degree 2n-ol-o2-k th at contains resp. n-ol-k and 
n-02-k generatrices of (PI' CPI) and (F2• CP2) and has a as (n-k)~fold 
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directrix. If the curve has p more points in common with 0 10 2, the 
line a is besides a p-fold torsal line of the corresponding seroll. 

We find the image curve of a scroll of C of the degree v that has 
resp. WI and W2 generatrices in common with (PI' <PI) and (P2• <P2) and of 
which a is a x-fold directrix by solving the quantities n. Ol' 02 and k 
out of the equations 

2n - Ol - 02 - k = v 
n -Ol -k=wI 
n-02-k =W2 
n - k = x. 

We find that the image curve is of the order v + x - WI - W2' has resp. 
~ (x - wI)- and a (x - w2)-fold point in 0) and O 2 and cuts q v - WI - w2 
times. 

For an arbitrary cone of C of the degree n we have l' = n and 
x = WI = W2 = O. Hence sueh a cone is represented on a curve of the 
order n that cuts q n times. It lies in a plane through q. as all generatrices 
of the cone pass through the same point of a. 

To a eurve of the nth_class Iying in a plane through a there eorresponds 
a curve of the order 2n in a plane through 0) O 2 with n-fold points 
in Ol. O 2 and on q. 

We shall further consider a surfaee of the degree m that has a vl-fold 
point in 0) and a v2-fold point in O 2 and of which q is an r-fold line. 
Sueh a surface has resp. 2 m-vl-v2-r. m-r, m-vl-r and m-v2-r 
points that are not singular for the representation in common with a 
con ic w2• a line w. a generatrix of (Ol' w I) and a generatrix of (02, W2)' 
Hence the said surface is the image of a congruence (2 m - VI - V2 - r. m - r) 
of which the rays of (PI' <PI) and (P2' <P2) are resp. (m - VI - r)- and 
(m - V2 - r)-fold lines. 

As the surfaee cuts 0) O 2 in m - VI - V2 points outside Ol and O 2• 
a is an (m - VI - v2)-fold line of the congruence. 

The image surface of a congruence (ft. e) that has the rays of (PI' <PI) 
and (P2• <P2) resp. as <PI- and <P2-fold lines. is of the degree ft + e - <PI - <P2: 
it has a (e - <pd-fold point in 0). a (e - <P2)-fold point in O 2, and q is 
a (ft - <PI - <P2)-fold line of the image surface. 

We get a representation of the kind that has been investigated. in the 
following way. We choose two points Ol and O 2 on the axis a of C. 
Further we consider two planes <PI and <P2 that are cut by 0 1 0 2 resp. 
in the points PI and P2• 

A line I of C that cuts <PI and <P2 resp. in SI and S2' is represented 
in the point of intersection L of the lines 0) S2 and O 2 SI'~ 

. This representation has been treated by me in the "Nieuw Archief 
voor Wiskunde". 2de reeks. deel XIV. p . 330. 

If we suppose that to the sheaves and fields of rays of C there 
correspond resp. the plan es land the planes a. we get a representation 
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that arises from the one we have investigated if in stead of C we choose 
the reciprocal figure. 

§ 5. Finally we choose for Z the oo4~system of the quadratic surfaces 
Q that pass through three given points O. 01 and O 2 and touch a given 
plane w at O. We shall first investigate the one~one correspondence 
between the points P of space and the points L of aquadratic variety 
V 3 in R4 which we get by the aid of a collinear correspondence between 
the surfaces Q of Zand the spaces R3 of R 4' 

The plane 001 O 2 contains a pencil of conics 0
2 that pass through 

01 and O 2 and touch the plane w at O. Each of these conics has four 
fixed points in common with the surfaces Q so th at the surfaces Q con~ 

taining a con ic 0 2 form a linear complex. To this a point S2 of V 3 is 
associated. which is. accordingly. singular for our correspondence. The 
locus of the points S2 is a line S2 of V 3• as any surface Q contains one 
conic 0 2 and. therefore. in any spacial section tI> of V 3 th ere lies one 
point S2' 

To a plane a of V 3 there corresponds a biquadratiç surface 'l{'4 ofV3 • 

For to a plane section q;2 of V 3 an intersection k1 of two surfaces Q is 
associated. which cuts a in four points so th at a conic q;2 has four points 
in common with the surface corresponding to a. 

Because any conic 0 2 cuts a plane a twice. all surfaces 'l{'4 have the 
line S2 as double line. 

A generatrix 0 of the plane pencil (0. w) touches all surfaces Qat O. 
The surfaces Q through 0 form. therefore. a linear complex. Hence to a 
line 0 there corresponds a point Slof V 3 th at is singular for the 
correspondence (Z. P). As any surface Q contains two lines o. any spacial 
section of V 3 has two points in common with the locus of the points 
SI' Accordingly the points SI form a conic S1

2
• All surfaces 'l{'4 pass 

through S1 2
• 

The generatrix of (0. w) in the plane 001 O 2 forms a conic 0
2 to~ 

gether with 0 10 2 , To the linear complex of the surfaces Q that contain 
this con ic 0 2• there corresponds a point P which lies on S2 as well as on 
S1

2
• Hence we see that S2 and S1 2 have one point SI in common. 
The singular points of the eorrespondenee (P. L) on V 3 form a line 

S2 and a eonie S1 2 that have a point S in eommon. To a point of S2 

there eorcesponds a eonie 0 2 in the plane 001 O 2, to a point of S1
2 

there eocresponds a generatrix of the plane peneil (0. w). 
The linear complex of the surfaces Q through the conic 0

2 consisting 
of the lines 001 and 002 • is formed by the quadratic cones with 
vertex in 0 that have 001 and 002 as generatrices. To th is complex 
a point T of S2 is associated. The surfaces Q corresponding to the spa ces 
R3 that contain a line through T. form a net of cones with vertices in 
o that have the generatrices 001 and 002 in common. As this net 
does not generally contain any base points outside 001 and 0020 an 
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arbitrary line through T has no point in common with V 3 besides T. 
Accordingly the variety V 3 is a hypercone with vertex T. 

When the cones of the said net have a line different from 00] and 
002 in common. the corresponding line through T lies entire1y on V 3• 

Also the inverse holds good. Hence a line of V 3 through T is represented 
on a line through 0 and inversely. 

The cones Q are the images of the quadratie con es in which the three~ 
dimensional spaces through T cut V 3• Among the 00 3 cones Q there 
are 00 2 degenerations. each of whieh is formed by a plane through OOI 
and a plane through 002, They correspond to the intersections of V 3 

and the tangent spa ces of this hypercone. The planes through 00] are 
associated to the plan es a of one of the systems of planes. the planes 
through 002 correspond to the plan es t of the other system of V 3 • 

A line s of V 3 in a plane a is the intersection of this plane and a 
spacial section rp of V 3• Consequently to such a line s there corresponds 
the intersection of a plane through 00] and a surface Q. i.e. a con ic 
S2 through 0 and 0] that touches w at O. In the same way it is 
evident that to a line t of V 3 in a plane t a conie t2 is associated that 
passes through 0 and O 2 a~d touches w at O. 

As any base curve k" of a pencil of the complex I passes through 
0]. any plane section q;2 of V 3 contains one point corresponding to a], 
Accordingly 0] is a cardinal point for our representation and the points 
corresponding to 0] form a plane of V 3 . This plane passes through S2 

because all conies 0 2 contain the point O. It is the plane t through S2. 

for it has no point different from T in common with an arbitrary plane 
t that is represented on a plane through 002, We shall call the plane 
of V 3 corresponding to 01 Tl' 

In the same way it appears that O 2 is a cardinal point for the corre~ 
spondenee (P. L) and that to this point the plane a]. the plane a through 
S2' is associated. 

Any curve k" has a double point in O. because the surfaces Q touch 
each other at O. Hence two of the points corresponding to 0 lie in 
an arbitraJ:Y plane section q;2 of V 3 • The point 0 is. therefore. a cardinal 
point and the points corresponding to 0 form aquadratic surface. As 
the conies 0 2 and the lines 0 all pass through O. the quadratie surface 
associated to 0 must contain the conie S]2 and the line S2' It is. there~ 

fore. the intersection of V 3 and the space through S]2 and S2. that is a 
quadratie cone Y. with vertex T. 

Consequently the space of the points L contains three cardinal points, 
viz. O. a] and O2 , The points of V 3 corresponding to 0, a] and O 2 

form resp. the quadratic cone Y. that projects S]2 out of T. the plane t] 
passing through S2 and the plane a] containing S2' 

An arbitrary special linear complex C with axis a can always be 
represented on the hypercone V 3• We shall suppose that this representa~ 
tion associates the plan es a to the sheaves of C and the planes r of V 3 
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to the fields of C. In this case we find the following properties of the 
representation (I. L) that arises through combination of the correspondences 
(I. P) and (P. L). 

The linear complex C contains a plane pencil (A. a) of singular lines 
1 one of which is a. The image points of an arbitrary generatrix of 
(A. a) farm a con ic 0

2 in the plane 0 0 1 0 2 that passes through O. Ol 
and O 2 and touches w at O. Accordingly to the lines of (A. a) there 
correspond the conics of a pencil I. The image points of the lines of 
(A. a) farm the plane 0 Ol O 2 , The conic 0 2 corresponding to a is formed 
by the lines 0 Ol and 002 , Let the conic 0 2 that is formed by the 
line 0 1 0 2 and the generatrix in 0 0 1 0 2 of the plane pencil (0. w). be 
associated to the line c. 

Further C contains a scroll 0 2 of singular rays that have the line c 
in cam man with (A. a). The image points of a generatrix of r/ farm a 
ray of (0. w). Ta the lines of r/ the points of the plane ware associated. 

In the space of the image points L we have three cardinal points. 
viz. O. Ol and O 2, The lines 1 associated to 0 farm the special bi~ 
linear congruence J( with directrix a consisting of the generatrices of the 
plane pencils each of which is defined by a and a generatrix of e2

• Ta 
Ol there correspond the rays of the plane a. to O2 the rays of the sheaf A. 

A plane pencil WI of C with vertex on a is represented on a con ic 
S2 through 0 and Ol that touches w at O. a plane pencil W2 of C in 
a plane hrough a on a conic e through 0 and O 2 that touches w at 
O. Ta a plane pencil W containing a a line tbrough 0 is associated. 
Such a line farms a conic S2 with 0 Ol' a con ic t2 with 002 , 

If we have a plane pencil WI of C containing a line of e2 of which 
the plane is a plane of contact that does not pass through a of the 
quadratic surface defined by e2• a generatrix of (0. w) splits off from the 
image conic S2; such a plane pencil is. therefore. represented on a line 
through Ol' In the same way it appears that a plane pencil W2 of C 
of which the vertex lies on the quadratic surface defined by e2 but not 
on a. is represented on a line through O 2, 

Ta a sheaf of rays of C. the vertex of which. accordingly. lies on a. 
there corresponds a plane through 0 Ol. to a field of rays of C. the 
plane of which. accordingly. passes through a. there corresponds a plane 
through 002 , A bilinear congruence of C is represented on aquadratic 
surface Q through O. Ol and O2 that touches w at O. In particular 
the 00 3 special bilinear congruences with vertex a are represented on 
the quadratic con es th at contain 0 Ol and 002, lf the rays of (A. a) 
belong to such a special linear congruence the plane 0 Ol O2 splits off 
from the image cone and there remains a plane through O. 

Ta a bilinear congruence of C that contains the scroll e2 and of which. 
accordingly. the directrix different from a belongs to the scroll connected 
with e2• the same · as a. there corresponds a plane through Ol O2 , as in 
this case the plane w has split off from the image surface Q. 
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A line g of points L has two points in common with a surface Q. 
and cuts one conic a~ and one generatrix of (0. w). A line gis. there
fore. the image of aquadratic scroll y2 of C that has one generatrix in 
common with the plane pencil (A. a) and also with e2

• 

To a line g which cuts 0 10 2 there corresponds a scroll y2 through c 
that has one more generatrix in common with e 2• The scrolls y2 that 
touch e2 along c. are represented on the lines through the point of 
intersection of 0 10 2 and w. 

If we have a line g th at cuts 001' this lies in a plane through 001' 
so that all the generatrices of y2 belong to a sheaf C. In this case the 
common line of y2 and (A. a) coincides with a. A line cutting 001 is. 
therefore. the image of a cone containing a that touches a and contains 
the generatrix of e2 passing through its vertex. In the same way we 
see that a line g cutting 002 is the image of the system of tangents 
to a conic touching a at A that touches the generatrix of e2 lying in 
its plane. 

A plane a of the points of space cuts a conic f. a con ic S2 and a 
conica2 twice and a line of (0. w) once. Such a plane is. therefore. the 
image of a congruence r(2.2) that has the lines of (A. a) as double 
lines and con ta ins the generatrices of e2• 

If the plane passes through 01' the field of rays a splits off from r 
and there remains. therefore. a congruence (2.1) containing the genera
trices of (A. a) and thelines of e2• This congruence consists of the lines 
that cut a which touch an enveloping cone with vertex in a of the 
quadratic surface defined by e2• with the exception of the lines of a. 
In the same way it appears that a plane through O 2 is the image of 
the congruence (1.2) of the lines that cut a and a con ic through A of 
the quadratic surface defined by e2 in different points. 

We shall now consider a curve kn of the order n th at has resp. an 
0-. 01- and 02-fold point in O. 01 and O 2. Let us suppose that r of 
the ° branches through 0 of kn touch w at this point. The eh os en curve 
cuts a surface Q in 2 n - ° - 01 - 02 - rand a plane through 001 in 
n - 0-01 points that are not singular for the representation and it 
cuts n - ° - 01 - 02 conics a2 and n - 0- r lines of (0. w) outside the 
base points of ~. 

Consequently the curve kn is the image of a scroll À belonging to C 
of the degree 2 n - ° - 01 - 02 - r th at has a as (n - 0 - od-fold 
directrix and has resp. n - ° - 01 - 02 and n - ° - r generatrices in 
the plane pencil (A. a) and the scroll e2• As a plane through 002 cuts 
the curve in n - ° - 02 points that are not singular for the represen
tation. the scroIl À has n - ° - 02 lines different from a in common with 
a field of rays containing a. Now such a field of rays contains in all 
n - 02 - r generatrices of À. The line a is. therefore. an (o-r)-fold 
torsal generatrix of I. The cuspiclal points together with the plan es of 
contact at the corresponcling torsal lines clefine plane pencils that are 
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represented on the tangents of kn at 0 to the 0 - r branches that do 
not touch w. The r generatrices of (0, w) that touch kn

, correspond to 
lines of ri, which, together with a, define plane pencils in each of which 
there lies a line of 1. 

If kn cuts the line OOI in one more point, a is a torsal generatrix 
of 1 with a as corresponding torsal plane. Por the cuspidal point corre
sponds to the plane through OOI that touches kn at the point of inter
section, and the torsal plane ta the plane through 002 and the point 
of intersection, i.e. the plane OOI 02.If kn has one more point in common 
with the line 002 , we find that a is a torsal generatrix of 1 with A 
as corresponding cuspidal point. If kn touches the plane 0010 2 at 0, 
a is a torsal generatrix of 1 with A as corresponding cuspidal point 
and a as corresponding cuspidal plane. 

Let us now investigate the image curve of a scroll of C of the 
degree y that has a as al-fold directrix and as a2-fold torsal generatrix, 
and that has resp. wand e generatrices in the plane pencil (A, a) and 
the scroll e2

• 

We find that such a scroll is represented on a curve of the order 
2y - e - 2w - alo that has a (y -e - w)-fold point in 0, a (y - w

al - a2)-fold point in Ol' an (al - w)-fold point in O 2 and y - e - w -a2 

branches through 0 that touch w at th at point. This result only holds 
good when the a2 cuspidal points and torsal planes corresponding to a 
are different resp. from A and a. If th is is not the case the peculiarities 
of the image curve can be easily indicated by the aid of what has been 
found in the preceding paragraph. 

If as a special case we choose a cone C of the nth_degree, we have 
y = n and al = a2 = w = e = o. Such a cone is, accordingly, represeJ}.ted 
on a curve of the order 2 n lying in a plane through OOI that has 
n-fold points in 0 and Ol. This curve touches itself at 0 as the n 
branches ~hrough this point all touch w. 

Por a curve of the c1ass n lying in a plane through a we have 
y = al = n and a2 = e = w = O. The system of tangents to such a curve 
is accordingly represented on a curve of the order 2 n in a plane through 
002 that has n-fold points in 0 and O 2 and of which the n branches 
through O 2 touch w. 

A surface of the degree m that has a p-fold point in 0 and q leaves 
touching w at 0, and for which Ol and O 2 are resp. PI-fold and P2-
fold points, has resp. 2m-p-p2-q, 2m-p-PI-q, 2m-p-PI-P2-q, 
m - P - q and m - P points that are not singular for the representation, 
in common with a conic t2, a conic 52, a conic 0 2, a line of (0, w) and 
a line passing through O. Such a surface is, therefore, the image of a 
congruence (2 m - P - P2 - q, 2 m - P - PI - q), for which the lines of 
(A. a) and of e2 are resp. (2m - P - PI - P2 - q)- and (m - P - q)-fold 
lines and of which a plane pencil through a contains m - P lines 
different from a. 
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If inversely we have a congruence (flJ. fl2) for which the Iines of 
(A. a) are y.~fold lines and the lines of (/ e~fold Iines. and that has n 

lines different from a in common with a plane pencil containing a. we 
find that this congruence is represented on a surface of the degree 
fll + fl2 -" - e that has a (flJ + fl2 - Y. - e - nHold point in O. n - e 
leaves touching w at 0 and resp. a (fll - ,,)~ and a (fl2 - "Hold point 
in Ol and O 2 • 



Mathematics. - On a Configuratian of Ten Lines in Space. By 
G. SCHAAKE. (Communicated by Prof. R. WEITZENBÖCK.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30. 1928). 

In his paper: '''Ueber eine Configuration von zehn Geraden im pro~ 
jectiven R3" \) Prof. R. WEITZENBÖCK has shown th at there are con~ 
figurations of five lines 1\ ..... Is in space so that any four lines of such 
a configuratio~ have only one transversal and the five lines 1\ •.•.• Is 
do not all cut the same straight line. In this paper we sha11 give another 
derivation of this result. 

As the five lines 1\ •... • ls do not cut the same line. they all belong 
to a general linear complex. We imagine. therefore. such a complex C 
and we make use of the representation of NOETHER~KLEIN of the lines 1 
of this linear complex on the points P of a three~dimensional space R3' 
We arrive in the easiest way at this representation if we start from the 
we11 known representation of the lines 1 of C on the points L of a 
general quadratic variety V~ in R4' choose a point LJ of th is variety 
and associate to any point Q of V 3 its projection P out of LI on an 

R3 in R4' 
We sha11 now choose the line to which the point LI ofV3 isassociated. 

as I,. In this case I, has an infinite number of image points P. which 
form a plane a in R3' a contains a con ic k2 that consists of singular 
image points P. Por any point P of k2 is the image of a plane pencil 
of C that contains 1\. An arbitrary plane pencil w of C is represented 
on a line g that cuts k2 and also the inverse holds good. 

The only transversalof the lines 12 ••••• Is in C is associated to itself 
re1ative to C and belongs. therefore. to C. Consequently 12 ••••• Is lie 
in a parabolic bilinear congruence of C that has a line 1'\ of C as 
di rectrix. Accordingly the image points P2 ••••• Ps of 12 ••••• Is must 
belong to the cone x that projects k2 out of the image point P', of 1'\. 

A bilinear congruence of C containing 1\ isrepresented on a plane 
of R3' a parabolic bilinear congruence of C containing I, on a plane 
that touches k2

• As any of the quadruplets (1, . 13, 14, Is). (l,. 12• 14' Is). 
(1,. 12, 13' 15) and (11' 12• 13' 14) must belong to a parabolic bilinear con~ 
gruence of C. the planes P 3 P4 Ps. P2 P 4 Ps. P2 P3 Ps and P 2 P3 P4 all 
must touch k2• 

\) These Proceedings Vol. 31. p. 133. 
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We shall call the point where the plane P3 P4 Ps touches the con ic 
k2 and the point where the generatrix through P2 of " cuts the conic 
k2 resp. Rand 5. 

If we project out of P2 on a. the intersection of P3 p .. Ps and " 
transforms into a conic c2 that touches Pin Rand 5. and the projections 
C3• C 4 and Cs of P3• P4 and Ps are the angular points of a triangle 
that is circumscribed about Pand inscribed in c2

• 

If inverse1y we have a triangle C 3 C 4 Cs. that is circumscribed about 
k2 and inscribed in a conic c2 that touches P twice. P2 and the points 
of intersection P3• P4 and Ps different from P2 of P2 C3• P2 C 4 and 
P2 Cs with " form aquadruplet (P2• P3• P4• Ps) of points that satisfies 
the above mentioned conditions and P2• P3 • P4 and Ps are the image 
points of lines 12• 13, 14 and Is of C which together with 11 form a quintet 
(11.12.13.14.15) of which we shall prove the existence. 

Let us suppose a projective transformation in a that associates the 
isotropous points of this plane to Rand 5 and two real points of a to 
the pole K of R 5 relative to Pand c2 and a real point of k2• Through 
this transformation k2 passes into a real circle k' and c2 into a circle c' 
that is concentric with k' and that must have an inscribed triangle 
which is circumscribed about k'. 

If we call the points that are associated to C3. C 4 and Cs resp. C'3' 
C'4 and C's. the triangle C'3 C'4 C's must be equilateral and the circ1e 
c' has a radius that is twice as large as that of k'. 

Inversely from the circ1e c' defined in this way we derive one real 
con ic c2 touching k2 in Rand 5 by choosing on any line 1 through K 
the two points that are harmonically separated from K by one of the 
points of intersection of k and k2 and the point of intersection of k and 
R 5. In the conic c2 constructed in this way an infinite number of 
triangles can be inscribed of which the si des touch k2• Thus the announced 
proof has been given. 

The three angular points of an equilateral triangle and an isotropous 
point considered as points of the circle circumscribed about the triangle. 
form an equianharmonic quadruplet. Consequently the same holds good 
for the points of the quartet (5. C3• C4• Cs) considered as points of 2. 

If. therefore. for C 3 we choose a real point of c2• C,,! and Cs will 
be conjugate imaginary points of this conic. Consequently at most th ree 
of the lines 11 ••••• Is are rea!. In this case also only three of the five 
transversals 1'1' ...• 1'5 are rea!. Por these five transversals are represented 
on the vertex P' of ". on the point 5 and on the points of contact of 
the plan es P2 P"! Ps. P2 P3 Ps and P2 P3 P4 with k2

• 

Also at most th ree of the lines 1\ •.... 1'5 can be rea!. This is a 
consequence of 1'1 •••. • l's likewise forming a quintet of the kind in question. 
Por 1'1 •.••• 1'4 have the line Is in C as transversal and not an infinite 
number as in this case the lines 1'1' ..•• 1'4' hence also 11 ••••• Is. would 
belong to the same scrol!. 
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The lines P2S. P2P3• P2P~ and P2PS form an equianharmonic quartet 
if we consider them as generatrices of the cone that projects c2 out 
of P2. Consequently the same holds good for the lines P'IP2• P'IP3, 

P'IP~ and P'IPS considered as lines of x. hen ce for the vertices and 
also for the planes of the plane pencils that are defined by 1'1 and the 
lines 12• 13' I" and Is. 

Accordingly the transversalof an arbitrary quartet of (11' 12 • 13, 14' Is) 
cuts the lines of this quartet in points that form an equianharmonic 
quartet. 

If also for 11 we choose a line of C that is not singular for the 
representation. our problem is equivalent to the definition of two quintets 
of points (Pl ....• Ps) and (P'I •...• P's) such that the twenty lines 
P1P'2 .. ..• PsP'" cut the conic k2. 

Finally we remark that through application of the theorem of PONCELET 

to the conics k2 and c2 we arrive at the following property: a scroll 
of aquadratic surface touching 11 and 12 does not generally contain any 
triplet of lines that forms a quintet (il'.. .. Is) .together with 11 and 12. 
H. however. such a scroll contains one such a triplet. it contains an 
infinite number of them. 
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Mathematics. - On the Boundary Limit lnfinite of a Holomorphic 
Function . By Prof. J. WOLFF. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. 
BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1928). 

In the Annales scien tifiques de l' école normale supérieure, Vol. 1:2. 
1925. on pp. 147 sqq. N . LUSIN and J. PRIWALOFF construct a function 
that is holomorphic inside the unity circle. with the property that its 
absolute value approaches to infinite in concentric rings with the 
unity circle as limit. On pp. 183 sqq. of the same paper they construct 
a holomorphic function f (z) that approaches to infinite for 1 z 1 ~ 1 
along rays whose arguments form a set with measure 2 Jr . 

In this paper we shall show that in a simple way functions can be 
constructed that have both the above mentioned properties at the same 
time. 

Suppose 

Let further for any k: nk be the least positive integer for which 

and 

Then 
I Ak Z"k I ~ 3 for 

I A "k I < ~ 
k Z = k2 

I z I > Rk; ~ 

I z I < rk · ~ 
It follows from this that the infinite product 

00 

f(z) = II( 1 -A k Z"k) • 
k=1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

converges uniformly for I z 1-= () < 1 for any () that is less than 1. because 
beg inning at a certain k the inequality () -= rk holds good. hence also 

1 Ak Z"k I ~ :2' Accordingly f(z) is holomorphic for 1 z 1 < 1. 

Let us now consider the ring 
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Here 
00 oe 

f(z) = 17(1 - Ak Z"k). 17 (1 - Ak Z"k) . 
k=l k="+l 

hence. according to (4) 

I f(z) I> 2"k=1l (1 - ~2) > 2" k~ (1 - k12 ) ~ 00 for n~oo . 

Consequently f (z) approaches uniformly to 00 in the rings G" and 
that independently of the special choice of the range of numbers (1). 

By choosing a number of the form p J for nk in stead of the least 
positive integer that satisfies (2). e.g. the least number p J. we obtain also 
here as in the example of LUSIN and PRIWALOFF. th at I f(z) I ~ 00 for 
I Z I ~ 1 on a set of rays that is everywhere dense. 

But by a special choice of the range (1) we can obtain that f (z) has 
also the above mentioned second property. 

If a is a root of zn - 1 = 0 it is easily seen that 

Izn-ll>~ 
n 

for 

where the positive number p does not depend on n. 
Consequently if f3 is a root of Ak znk - 1 = 0 we have 

for 

We have 
1 

(Jk ~- for k~oo . 
n~ 

. (6) 

We choose the range of numbers (1) th us : Iet f) be a constant between 
o and 1 of which the value is left undetermined and suppose 

rk = 1 - f)2k Rk = 1 - f)2k+1 k= 1. 2 (7) 

The roots of the binomium Ak Z"k - 1 lie in the ring rk < I z I < Rk 

according to (4). Hence the distanee of a root of Ak Z"k - 1 = 0 to the 
circle I z I = rk+l is greater than f)2k+1 - f)2k+ 2 = (1 - f)) f)2k+1 . 

In the same way its distanee to the circle I z I = Rk_ l is greater than 
(1-f)) f)2k-l. 

From (2) and (6) it follows th at : 

__ \ 19 (1 - f))2k+1 -lg (1 - f))2k 12~ (1- &)2 f)4k = (f)2k+1) = (f)2k-l) 
(Jk I 19 (3 kl) I (lg k)2 0 0 • 

Further for k ~ 00: ek is infinitely small relative to the distanees 
of the roots of Ak Z"k - 1 = 0 inter se. aeeording to (6) . 

From all this it foIIows that the circles Yk which have the roots of 
the polynomials Ak Z"k - 1 as een tres and (Jk as rays. for a sufficiently 
great k. all lie in pairs outside eaeh other and inside the unity circle. 

47* 
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It is also evident that for a sufficiently great k the circle Yk lies between 

the circles 1 z 1 = rHI and 1 z 1 = Rk-I. 
N ow on circle Yk we have 

1 f(z) 1 > 2k
- I • .L. ii (1 - k\)' 

nk k=2 
And 

(1 _ &) &2k 
-.-.v 

nk 19 k 

We now choose & such that 2 &2 > 1. 
In this case the minimum of 1 f (z) 1 on the nk circles Yk approaches to 

infinite for k ~ 00. As on the circles 1 z 1 = Rk-l and 1 z 1 = rHI the 
minimum of 1 f(z) 1 approaches to ex) for k ~ ex). the circles Yk lie in the 
ring Rk-l < 1 z 1 < rHI for any sufficiently great k. and all null points of 
f(z) lie inside the circles Yk. we have: 

if from the interior of the circle 1 z 1 < 1 all circles Yk are omitted 
beginning at a sufficiently great k. there remains a domain G where 
1 f (z) 1 uniformly approaches to ex) for 1 z 1 ~ 1. 

The series ~ _1_ converges according to _1_ = 0 (&2k). 
nk nk 

The sum of the angles at which out of 0 we see all the circles Yk 

corresponding to a given k. is 0 ( ~k) according to (6). 

Hence the angles at which we see all the circles Yk out of O. farm 
a convergent series. Let E> 0 and N be chosen such that the sum of 
these angles corresponding to k > N is less than E. The rays out of 0 
that do not cut any circle with index > N. have arguments that farm 
a set with measure > 2 n - E. On these rays z lies in G as soon as 1 z 1 

lies sufficiently close to 1. hence 1 f(z) 1 ~ 00. Accordingly the rays on 
which f(z) ~ ex) for 1 z 1 ~ 1. have arguments that farm a set with 
measure > 2 n - E. As E was arbitrary they farm a set E with measure 2 n. 

E is the collection of an enumerable number of sets that are nowhere 
dense. hence of the first category of BAl RE. 

Let us also notice that in any sector 

S (0 < arg z < fJ) 

f(z) assumes any value in an infinite number of points. Por if in S 
1 

f(z) ~ a. it is easily seen th at the function f (z) _ a whichïs holomorphic 

in S. would approach to zero in any point of the arch of 1 z 1'-: 1 that 
is the boundary of S. according to the properties of f(z) in the concentric 
rings of the circles Rk ~ 1 z 1 ~ rk +1 and on the rays passing through the 
points of E. Hence we should have f(z) ~O. 

Utrecht. March 22. 1928. 



Physiology.- Diet and reproduction. 111. By G. GRIJNS. K. DE HAAN and 
J. A. VAN DER LOEFF. 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30. 1928). 

Since our former communication 1) a lot of publications have appeared 
on this subject and all authors come to the postulation of a special nutritive 
factor controling reproduction. 

EVANS 2) describes the sterility in male rats on various diets. each of 
which is ab Ie to make young rats grow normally and distinguishes four 
grades of sterility. based on the microscopical investigation of the testes. 
Wheat germ oil prevents sterility when added to the deficient diet. 

EVANS and BURR 3) purified the unsaponifiable matter of wheat germ 
oil to a yellow oily substance. of which a single dose of 5 mg. administered 
to females in the beginning of pregnancy suffices to enable them to produce 
vigourous young and to rear them even on an E-poor diet. 

BARNETT SURE 4) confirms the observations of EVANS and BISHOP 5) 
about the resorption of fetus in sterile females. giving photograms of the 
uterus. and also the observation of DANlELS and HUTTON. that rats fed a 
diet of skimmed milko dextrin. with yeastvitamin. codliver oil and ethereal 
wheat embryo extract where sterile. but th at the addition of the mixture 
of potassium aluminium sulfate. sodium fluoride. sodium silicate and 
manganese sulfate to this diet was ab Ie to preserve fertility in four 
generations. 

SURE 6) also proves. that wheatgerm oil not only prevents sterility. but 
that it also possesses lactation promoting properties. The lactation factor 
is destructed by heating til! 110° c.. the sterility preventing not. The 
ethereal extract contains the active substances. which are not destroyed 
bij saponifying the fat in alcoholic KOH 7). 

The butterfat contains much less vitamin E . than wheatembryo. but 10 % 
butterfat in de dietary wil! suffise to keep up reproduction S). Milksecretion 

1) These Proceedings. Vol. 28. p 942 and 29. p. 873. 
2) H. M . EVANS: Invariable occurrence of male sterility with dietaries lacking fatsoluble 

vitamin E. Proc. Nat. Acad. o. Sciences U. S. A. 2. p. 373. 1925. 
3) H. M. EVANS and C. O. BURR: The antisterility vitamin : fatsoluble E. Proc. Nat. 

Acad. of Sciences U. S. A . 2. p. 334. 
i) BARN ET SURE : Dietary requirements for reproduction VI. J. '0. Biol. Chem. 69. p. 41. 1926. 
S) H. M . EVANS and K. S . BISHOP : J. o . Metabol. Research 1923. p. 213. 242. 

id. id. J. Amer. Med. Assoc. 1923. 81 . p. 889. 
6) B. SURE. Dietary requirements etc. VII. J. o. Biol. Chem. 69. p. 53. 
7) id. VIII. .. .. .. H. p. 37. 1927. 
8) id. XI. .. .. H. p. 71. 1927. 
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requires considerably more B-vitamin than optimum growth 1) and 
codliveroil is but poor in vitamin E 2). 

HOGAN and HARSHAW 3), who could not confirm the findings of EVANS 
and his cooperators in his farmer experiments, stated that af ter they 
substituted lard for the "crisco" (a dehydrogenated cottonseed oil product) 
his rats really grew sterile. 

On a ration of casein 20, cornstarch 50, lard 10, codliveroil 5, dried 
yeast 9, cellulose 2, salts 4, males become sterile and females can not rear 
their young. Af ter 8 months they too where sterile. B-vitamine gave no 
improvement. The rats did not suffer from anaemia. 

CLAYTON stated, that unsaturated animal fats in the ration seriously 
interfere with reproduction 4) . 

SURE and SHILLING 5) described beriberi in suckling rats, whose mothers 
were fed a B-vitamin lacking diet. They conclude th at for lactation twice 
as much B-vitamin is necessary as for growth. The clinical symptoms they 
described, differ much from what I saw myself of beriberi in man and in 
avian polyneuritis. 

Soon after we had initiated our experiments with yellow fat, we also 
began such with Ostelin , a codliver oil product manufactured by the english 
company GLAXE. 

Y oung rats got the following mixture direct af ter weaning. 

Casein purified 80 Hydrogenated fat 34 
Saltmixture 25 Ostelin 2 % in oliveoil 20 
Amylum oryzae 260 Marmite 25 
Albumen e sangue 10 Decitrated lemonjuice 25 

In the first part of the experiment they grew normally, but than slackened 
a bit. The males did not surpass 190 gm the females reached 150. 

As may be seen from tab Ie 1 out of 9 females only one had a litter; she 
died in parturition. The males on the contrary showed reproduction when 
mated with normally fed females. 

It is impossible to explain this experiment and those with maïze-foods 
by a single fertility controling factor. 

For jf we would try to explain the maizefood experiments, by assuming 
th at the males are more sensible to the lack or the scantity of a fertility 
controling factor in the maize than the females are, in the case of the ostelin 
diet, where the females are sterile, the males not, we should come to the 

1) BARNET SURE Dietary requirements etc. X. J. o. Biol. Chem. 74. p. 55. 1927. 
2) ld. .. IX. .. .. 74. p. 45. 1927. 
3) A. G. HOGAN and H. M. HARSHAW : Some relations between fertility and the 

Compositlon of Diet. Research Bulletin Univ. Missoury NO. 94, 1926. 
4) MA Y M . CLA YTON : The Influence of diets containing unsaturated animal fats on 

reproduction and lactation in the rat. Journ. o. Biol. Chem. 74. Proc. Am. Soc. of Biolo
gist 21th meeting. p. LXXIV. 1928. 

5) B. SURE and S. J. SCHILLING: The production of beriberi in the nursing young of 
the albinorat on diets entirely satisfactory for growth. J. o. Biol. Chem. 74. LXXIV. 1927. 
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T ABLE 1. Ration XVI (Osteline). 

Male Female Youngl Weaned I Male "I Female I Y oung I Weaned 

(500) 519 0 (609) 646 6 1) 0 

(517) 521 0 640 641 0 

518 (512) 13 8 613 631 0 

520 (512) 9 0 .. 639 2 0 

526 521 0 ., 639 0 

527 519 0 ,. 631 0 

" 
533 0 611 615 0 

.. (537) 9 7 ,. 638 0 

528 (513) 9 0 (770) 638 0 

(581) 519 0 .. 611 0 

.. 521 0 .. 645 0 

(609) 641 0 M (631) 12) 0 
I I 

opposite view, for there we should suppose the females to be the more 
sensible. 

In our second communication we already showed, that male fertility and 
the milksecretion are controled by different factors. That milksecretion and 
female fertility a!so depends on different factors is not yet proven by our 
experiments, but we think it probab!e. One might think, that from the 
same factor milksecretion required more than gestation. But if we consider 
the velocity of growth we are inclined to ho!d the opposite view. 

The curves of growth as they are ordinarily given are simple weight 
curves. They show the tota! of weight of the anima! on a given time. 

But it seems more likely, that the required concentration of a food factor 
in a diet depends on the intensity of growth. Therefore we must consider 
the increase of weight with re gard to the weight reached in every moment. 
If we suppose the growth-constant as invariable during a short time between 
two weighings, we come to a formula K = (in. G1-in . G 2 ) : (t 1-t2 ) 3). 

Now K is not invariable, but we come to an approximate diagram, if we 
take the intervals of observation short. We therefore plotted out our 
weights on several ages, and calculated the average value of K for every 
two weeks. 

I) Mother died in parturition; found in utero. 
2) Died in pregnancy. 
Figures In parenthesis mean rats on norm al rations. 
3) Cf. SAMUEL BRODY: Growth and development. Univ. Missourl Agric. Exper. Station. 

Research Buletin . . 97. 1927. 
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In chart 1 the growthcurve of males and females (A) and the intensity 
curve (B) are given. We see, that the growth~intensity (percentage rate) 

r:f. 
.9 

1: ~ GROWTH AND GROWTHINTENSITY IN RATS. 
.9' «I .. .. .. 
~ 

u A. Weight curve. ..!! 
B. Intensity curve 

"ralIl " (percentage rate curve: 100 (In. Gl-In. G2): (tl-tV)· 
300 75 --- Males. 

Females. 280 70 B. 
760 65 

A • 
2'10 60 .-,'-

220 ')5 

200 ~O 

180 4'5 , 
I' A. 160 40 

HO 35 

120 30 

100 2') 

80 20 

60 15 

40 10 , , 

/ 
.... ..... 

20 5 " 
A. -- B. -------

0 
6 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 Weeks 

Fig. 1. 

is diminishing very rapidly after birth. The curve becomes less and less 
steep with age. 

The gap in the diagram between 4 and 6 weeks is caused by the fact, -
that for the litters we had only weights of rats on experimental diets while 
the rats older than 5 weeks were all stockrats. So the figures of both 
series we re not fully comparable, but as the curve shows the error is not great. 

If we remember, that a rats gestation time is three weeks, and that a 
young rat weights about 4Yz gr. while the ovum weighs only 25 X 10-4 m.gr. 
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and the secundinae have to be formed too , we see, that in utero the 
intensity of growth is still much greater. 

From a number of females we microscopised the ovaria. They always 
contained Graafian folliculae and ovula. In two cases we found dead foetus 
in the whomb. 

We have tried to get further information on the question of the number 
of fertility factors by investigating several diets. Firstly we sought for 
the constituent of normal food, in which the reproduction controling factors 
might be hidden. To that purpose we substituted in an experiment the suet 
by hardened fat. The results in table 2 show that it is not the su et that 
carries the fertilising factors. 

T ABLE 2. Stockration with hardened fat for suet. 

First generation Second generation 

Males Females Young Weaned Males Females Young Weaned 

813 851 5 4 936 964 9 8 

852 8 8 968 1 0 

847 808 7 6 940 957 12 11 

807 11 0 958 5 0 

963 937 8 0 
Third generation 

999 10 10 

.1126 1130 8 7 1001 998 6 2 

1000 8 0 

In a second experiment we gave water in the place of the milk, and 
withdrew clover and carrots. The young grew well; only the males did 
not grow as heavy as normal ones. One male mated with 2 females on 
stockdiet begot 17 young , 13 of which we re weaned (77 % ). Out of 7 
females in 9 matings, 3 bore young, together 25 but none were weaned 
(tabIe 3). The dropping of the milk from our normal ration diminished 
female fertility to the haH, and made rearing impossible. Males showed 
fertile. 

Maizefood I-lIl kept females fertile and permitted weaning; thus we 
should suppose the milkfactor either in coconutmeal and peanutmeal or 
in maize. 

In the same time we continued our experiments on maize. We tried to 
find out firstly if the infertility of the males in the second generation was 
due to a . faulty formation of the testes, or to a degeneration from long 
'lbstinence of indispensable foodstuff. 

From 6 females and 3 males on maizefood I with codliveroil 2 % we had 



Female 

806 

809 

816 

823 

825 

.. 1) 

826 

(81-4) 

(828) 

(908) 

726 

T ABLE 3. Stockdiet without milko 

Male I Number of young 

836 0 

800 0 

836 10 

800 -4 

836 -4 

836 0 

833 0 

91-4 5 

91-4 0 

800 9 

800 8 

91-4 7 

Weaned 

o 
o 

o 

o 

5 

8 

o 

20 male young and 15 female. (Communication I. p. 879) 4 males and 4 
females kept the same diet as their eldren. The four males proved unfertile , 
their testes remained far below normal weight and in the epididymis no 
spermatoids we re found (tabIe 4 Nos 716, 750, 757, 762)., This confirms 
our previous result (I p. 882). From the 4 females 2 we re mated with males 
on stockrations and rea red young. 10males and the other 11 ferpales got 
stockrations after ' weaning. 3 of the males were not regarded further. 
3 (Nos 693, 701 and 702) were mated with several females and proved 
fertile (tabIe 4) . In the epididymis we found motiIe spermatozoids. The 
same was found in 3 othcrs Nos 756, 749 and 760. 

The remaining 6 males Nos 706, 708, 712, 713, 714, and 715 were fed 
af ter weaning maizefood I with codliveroil and 2 % from an acetone extract 
of unbolted wheatmeal. They were mated with normal fed females and all 
showed infertile. They had atrophy of testes and no spermatozoids in the 
epididymis. From the females uscd 4 procreated with normal males 
(tabIe 5). 

In a second series the elder rats already received maizefood I with cod 
liveroil and aceton extract. Here all males also proved steriIe with atrophical 
testes (tabIe 6, Nos 879, 883, 884, 895) . In this case the females were less 
fertile than norm al fed ones. 

In the aceton extract of unbolted wheatmeal a fertility promoting factor 
could not be discovered. 

1) From 3-5-'27 on stockration. 9-5 killed with gas. 5 foetus found in utero. 
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TABLE i . Maizefood 1 with 2 Ofo codliveroil. 

Second generation 

Female I I Weaned I Weight I Spermato-
Remarks 

Male Young of testes zoids 

716 705 0 0.73 

750 709 0 0.68 

757 710 0 0.92 Single tails? 

762 711 0 1.20 

693 (692) 6 0 3.32 ++ 
(692) 2 0 

(631) 0 This and next two males 

(705) 0 got stockratlon aher 
weaning. 

701 616 9 9 l.i8 ++ 
792 0 

702 70i 8 6 2.56 ++ 
608 8 0 

658 5 0 

799 5 0 

(783) 710 5 5 ++ 
709 Abortus? 

TABLE 5. Maizefood I: wlth 211/0 codliveroil and acetone extract of 
whole wheat meal. 

Male Female Young Weight of lestes~ermatozoidS 

706 (717) 0 0.27 

708 (700) 0 1.12 

712 (965) 0 0 . 68 

714 (696) 0 0.75 

714 (698) 0 0.79 

715 722 0 0.8i 

(699) 772 11 

(785) (700) 0 

(717) 8 

722 9 



TABLE 6. Same ration as table 5. 

Male Female Young Weaned Weight of Spermatozoids 
testes 

879 902 0 - not investigated 

883 (905) 0 - 1.04 -

88i 882 0 - 0.87 -

.. 885 0 -

895 878 0 - 1.20 -

.. 880 0 -

(90i) 882 0 - 3.25 ++ 
.. 885 0 -

(922) 902 7 7 

(920) 878 3 0 3.09 ++ 
880 0 I -.. 

I 
T ABLE 7. Maizefood I with 2 Ofo codliveroil and 5 Ofo marmite. 

First generation 
Weight of 

I I 
Weaned Spermatozolds 

Male Female Young testes 

697 737 i i weil developed 

.. 738 8 0 

.. 745 0 -

.. 738 5 0 

.. 738 i 0 

w 738 5 0 

.. (723) 9 9 

.. (726) 9 8 

779 741 7 7 

.. 

I 

745 5 0 

910 827 0 - 3.15 ++ 
Second generatIon 

868 906 0 - 1.21 -

.. 906 0 -
869 872 0 - 1.36 -

870 907 0 - 1.71 + 
871 911 I) 0 - 1.21 + 
876 913 1) 

i 
0 - 1.14 -

I 

I) 911 and 913 had earlier youngs. 
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T ABLE 8. Maizefood I with 3 % butterfat substltuted for hardened fat. 

Male j Female Young Weaned Weight of Spermatozoids testes 

First generation 

606 618 9 6 

.. 622 10 10 

607 617 5 5 

.. 621 9 0 

609 
I 

620 8 7 

Second generation 

720 740 0 - I 2.59 + 
I 

721 713 0 - 0 . 75 -

.. 711 0 - 1.22 -

727 735 0 - 1.16 -

.. 739 0 -

742 736 0 -

(777) 735 5 5 

.. 739 0 -

.. 740 3 0 

(779) 713 0 -

.. 741 0 -

.. 735 1 0 

(898) 735 6 5 

.. 739 0 -
(697) 723 9 9 

.. 726 9 8 

(699) 731 12 12 

.. 732 12 12 

Y oung of females from 2d generation with males from l"t one 

932 930 0 

931 0 

933 931 6 0 

(923) 930 8 0 

931 6 .. 
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To decide the question whether in the experiments with maizefood af ter 
all still a lack of B-vitamin might interfere, we fed a number of rats with 
a maizefood I to which was added 5 % of marmite. The results are led 
down in table 7 from which we see, that not a single male of the second 
generation succeeded in propagating. The sterility of the males in this and 
in former experiments is not explainable by lack of B-vitamin. 

Finally we added butterfat to a maize-peanut-codliveroil-food as it 

TABLE 9. Ration XlIIa. 

First generation =r~~~~'d Females Males Young 

804 838 5 5 

821 840 8 6 

824 838 6 0 

838 5 0 

853 837 8 0 

854 840 7 5 

856 837 3 3 

I 
Total 42 19 or 45 % 

TABLE ID. R"Ition XIIIa. 

Second generation 
Weight of 

I 
, T,·nw Spermatozoids 

Female Male Young testes 
I 

966 987 0 - 2.12 ++ 
(1003) 2 I) 0 

973 985 0 - 1.15 ++ 
977 987 0 -

(991) 9 0 

981 986 9 2 2.27 ++ 
982 986 0 -

988 985 0 -

(1003) 4 4 

Total 24 6 or 25 Ofo 

I) Found in whomb after death. 
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seemed to me, that in the long run rats on artificial diets did better on 
butterfat than on codliveroil. The first generation showed normal fertility, 
in the second all males were sterile (tabie 8). 

In our second communication we saw that male rats whose elders had 
lived on ration XIII (aceton extracted whole wheat meal. wheat starch, 
hardened fat, butterfat, casein, saltmixture and decitrated lemon juice) and 
af ter weaning got unextracted wheat meal. were infertile. We then 
investigated the case that the first generation got unextracted wheatmeal 
too. The results are colleced in table 9 and 10. In the first generation 45 % 
of the young we re weaned; in the second only 25 %. 

T ABLE 11. Ration XIIIa with albumen e sangue. 

First generation 
Weight of 

I I 

Weaned Spermatozoids 
Female Male Young testes 

I 
818 835 8 3 

820 835 8 8 

813 817 3 0 

816 817 8 5 

992 99i 7 7 

993 991 9 0 

Tota\ 13 23 or 53% 

Second generation. 

9il 916 8 8 not investigated 

913 9i6 8 8 

9i5 953 0 - 2.35 + 
915 (991) 0 -

917 911 \0 10 

9i9 911 i 0 

Q52 9i2 0 - 2.62 + 
952 (995) 0 -

95i 953 0 -

Q5i (99i) 1) 0 --, 

956 9i2 0 -
956 (995) 1) 2 0 

Tota\ 32 26 or 81 % 

1) 991 and 995 had proved fertiIe with stockfed fema\es. 
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The fertility of the females diminished as well. As albumen starvation 
or the use of an uncomplete albumen may be the cause of sterility, 
we tried an addition of albumen to the former diet. We chose albumen 
e sangue from BROCADES and STHEEMAN, that had prowed in other 
experiments to contain but very little vitamin A and B. We added 2 % 
of the dry feed. Table 11 gives the dates. Reproduction is a little 
hampered, as out of 12 matings only 5 succeeded, but of the 32 young 
born 26 were raised or 81 % that is little less than with stockrats. 

We see thus a remarkable improvement of milksecretion. It is still 
dubious, wether this is due to the albumen itself or to impurities of vitamin 
character. For the albumen contains a little ether extractable matter. 
In rat 952 the autopsy discovered pathological alterations of uterus and 
ovaria that explain for the sterility. 

From the discussed investigations we may conclude, that so for the 
production of fertilising spermatozoids as for normal gestation specificaI 
fertility factors are indispensable in the nutrition, that may be compared 
with the other vitamins. For an efficient milksecretion also a specific 
factor is necessary, but it is not yet sure, that this is not an albumenfraction. 

Physiological Laboratory Agricultural Academy 
of Wageningen. 



Anatomy. - The eye~muscle nerv.es of petromyzonts, especially in their 
general morphological significanee. By J. L. ADDENS. (Central 
Dutch Institute for Brain~Research, Amsterdam.) (Communicated 
by Prof. B. BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1928). 

The nuclei and roots of the eye~muscle nerves of petromyzonts, as 
compared with those of gnathostomes, show a number of diHerences, which, 
apart from their systematic value, give rise to some not unimportant 
conclusions of a general morphological nature. Hitherto these peculiarities 
we re quite insufficiently known or erroneously interpreted. That there is 
not spoken here of a comparison between cyclostomes and gnathostomes, 
but between petromyzonts and gnathostomes, is due ' to the fact that 
in the other group of cyclostomes, the myxinoids, eye~muscle nerves as 
weIl as eye~muscles are totaIly lacking 1). 

For the present research were used a transverse, a longitudinal and a 
horizontal series through the brain of the adult Petromyzon fluviatilis, all 
three stained with EHRLICH' s haematoxylin. Thickness of sections 18 ft. 

T 0 easier understand the foIlowing the reader is referred especiaIly to 
figs. 1 and 2, representing longitudinal reconstructions of the motor nuclei 
and roots of Petromyzon fluviatilis and Selache maxima, resp., made 
after the method devised by KAPPERS. The chart of the shark Selache 
maxima was introduced to make possible the comparison with a less 
specialized lower vertebrate. Attention is also caIled to fig. 9, a part of fig. 1 
two times enlarged, and with the intracerebral course of the roots indicated. 

The remark must yet be made that in the ensuing speculations the 
cyclostomes, in accordance with the current view, are regarded as the 
most primitive craniotes extant, though in some respects strongly specialized, 
and in others reduced. In as far as the latter applies to the eyes, it is of special 
importance for the conclusions here arrived at regarding the eye~muscle 
nerves. TRETJAKOFF (1927) , it is true, maintains that the eyes of 
petromyzonts are entirely normal, but, in my opinion, there are several 
characters suggesting that these organs once possessed a stronger 
development, among others, their smaIlness, the total lack of muscle~fibres 
within them, and the incompleteness of the tectum opticum. Moreover, the 
very rudim.entary condition of the eyes of myxinoids gives additional weight 
to the surmise that also in petromyzonts, so closely resembling them in 
structure and life~habits, the visual powers are on the wane. 

I now proceed to treat of the nuclei and roots of the three eye~muscle 

1) The statement of some text-books that in myxinoids the eyes themselves are entirely 
absent, Is not correct. The eyes and optie nerves are constantly present, although utterly 
rudimentary and perhaps no longer functional. 

i8 
Procttdings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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The Oculomotor Nerve . 

The oculomotor nucleus of cyclostomes. in contradistinction to that of 
gnathostomes. which always posses but one oculomotor nucleus. consists 
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of two widely separated divisions, a rostral end a caudal. Of these two 
nuclei the rostraL which is situated at the same place as the single nucleus 
of the other vertebrates, is by far the more voluminous. The caudal nucleus, 
made up of but a small number of cells, lies far back at the level of the 
beg inning of the trigeminal motor nucleus. The root arising from this caudal 
third nucleus, does not join that from the rostral or principal nucleus, but 
issues separated from the latter, in what manner we shall ' see later on. 

Under the present heading I shall only deal with the rostral third 
nucleus and root, as the caudal ones are more aptly discussed together with 
the abducens. 

In the rostral oculomotor nucleus two subdivisions are to be distinguished: 
a small ventrolateral and a large dorsomedial nucleus (figs. 1, 3 and 4). 
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dec. rillr. 

, 
Figs. 3 and 4. Petromyzon {Iuviatilis. Cross-sections through the mid-brain at the level 

of the front and hind parts, resp., of the rostra! third nucleus. X 40. cel. Mü!. Müllerian 
cell; c. ans .. commissura ansu!ata; dec. r. III r., decussation of the rostra! third root; nu. 111. 
r. dorsom. magnoc., big-celled part of the dorsomedia! rostra! third nucleus; nu. III r. dorsom. 
parvoc., small-celled part of the dorsomedia! rostra! third nucleus; nu. III r. ventrol.. 
ventrolatera! rostra! third nucleus; r. III r. crue .• crossed rostral third root; r. III r. homol., 
direct rostra! third root. 

The ventrolateral division lies close to the periphery of the mesencephalon, 
rather remote from the median plane. In the sagittal series it was noticed 
that a number of its cells, partly or even completely, lay a little outside the 
brain (fig. 5), but this could not be found either in the transverse or in the 
horizontal series. J OHNSTON (1902) observed also that in Lampetra wilderi 
some of the oculomotor cells project beyond the contour of the brain. 

48* 
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The cells of the ventrolateral nucleus are big, and stain intensely with 
haematoxylin, whereas those of the dorsomedial are smaller, and stain 
fainter. By these two differences the nuclei under discussion can always 
be clearly delimited, although they touch each ot her. 

The dorsomedial nucleus can be subdivided into two zones, inasmuch 
as the cells of its hind dorsal part are smaller, and much more closely packed 
together than those of its foremost ventral part. 

The fibres originating in this rostral oculomotor-complex , leave the brain 
in two bundIes, viz., a slender compact bundIe, which crosses, and a much 
hroader bundIe made up of loosely arranged fibers, which is uncrossed. 
These bundIes are adjacent, the small crossing one occupying the medial 
position. The decussating fibres come exclusively from the dorsomedial 
nucleus; although many of the fibres from this nucleus show a direct 
course. The remainder of the homolateral fibres arises in the ventrolateral 
nucleus. The decussation of the oculumotor takes place at the hindmost 
level of the nucleus, and is best seen in horizontal sections (fig. 6). 

The most conspicuous feature of the rostral third nucleus is the extremely 
ventral position of its lowest cells. In gnathostomes also this nucleus 
sometimes may stretch far ventrally, but never reaches the periphery of the 
brain, let alone that it extend~ beyond th is boundary. Since, as 
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Fig. S. Petromyzon {luviatilill. Parasagittal section through the mid·brain and 
the beg inning of the oblongata. X 40. nu. III r. ventrol., ventrolateral 
rostra\ third nucleus; r. III r .. rostra\ third root; tub. V, tubercu\um trigemini. 

remalked above, petromyzonts besides primitive also show secondary 
characters, we shall have to inquire, every time we encounter a deviation 
from the general vertebrate type, whether th is is due to pnmitiveness or to 
secondary modification. Is, then, the ventral position of the third nucleus 
primitive or secondary? Before th is question can be answered, we must 
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consider what criteria in general are available regarding the primitiveness 
of the position of nuclei. For want of room, however, samething can be 
said here only about the embryological criterion. 

Fig. 6. Petromyzon {luviatilis. Horizontal section through the mid-brain at the 
level of the d.,cussation of the rostral third root. X 40. nu.III r. dorsom. 
parvoc., small-celled part of the dorsomedial rostral third nucleus; dec. 
r. III r. decussation of the rostral third root. 

According to the rule of recapitulation, motor nuclei whkh have shifted 
phylogenetically, will indicate their original location in the embryonic 
condition. The nearer, therefore, a nucleus lies in the adult to the place 
where it arose in the embryo, the more primitive its position. So migrations 
during ontogenesis are recapitulations of phylogenetic migrations. We 
must be here, of course, on our guard against cenogenesis: notwithstanding 
that a nucleus phylogenetically has shifted, it may already at its first 
appearance occupy its final place, or even arise at a quite different location 
from its original one. 

The development of the motor nuclei of petromyzonts unfortunately is 
wholly unknown, but regarding higher vertebrates we are rather weIl
informed in th is respect. 

BOK (1915), especially, in his research on the development of the chick's 
brain has put the thesis that all motor cells originate as a single longitudinal 
column dorsal to the fasciculus longitudinalis media lis. 

This thesis, however, is not tenable to its fuIl ex tent, as is apparent from 
later work (URRA, 1922; BECCARI, 1923; TELw, 1923), which my own 
researches confirm. In the first place, it must be remarked that the column in 
question is not continuous longitudinally, since several nuclei are isolated 
from the very first. A more serious objection is that the oculomotor and 
trigeminal nucleus do not arise medially, but laterally near the outer border 
of the brain, at least become visible as such here for the first time. URRA 

found even that in the youngest stages of the chick some ceIls of the 
third nucleus protrude outside the brain, just as described above for the 
adult Petromyzon. In the further course of development they migrate to 
their final dorsal position. 

If this were a phenomenon of recapitulation, we would be bound to 
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conclude that in primitive forms the place of the third nucleus was ventral. 
petromyzonts even nowadays showing th is primitive location. 

Notwithstanding that ontogeny points to primitiveness, I am inclined 
to regard the extremely ventral site of the third nucleus as secondary, and 
that for two reasons. First, because also the fifth nucleus, as mentioned 
above, arises laterally, and yet its original position is dorsal. as evidenced 
by the condition in lower vertebrates in genera!. inclusive of the 
petromyzonts themselves (see fig. 2 for the Selachii). So, phylogenetieally, 
BOK 's thesis may be right. Secondly, doubt is raised by the curious extra
cerebral situation of part of the cells. 

I am of opinion, therefore, that it is more plausible to ascribe the character 
just discussed to a secondary shifting in a ventral direction, in consequence 
of the weakening of the optie impulses. The remark must be made, however. 
that the reflex pathways to the eye-muscle nuclei of petromyzonts are 
insufficiently known. 

At this point it may be stated that nothing suggesting the presence of a 
nucleus of EDINGER-WESTPHAL was found. In this nucleus in all probability 
the greater part of the intrinsie eye-musculature (cf. BROUWER, 1918) is 
localized. Intrinsie eye-muscles as weil as a ganglion ciliare are totally 
lacking in petromyzonts, as would be in keeping herewith. 

Before proceeding to the caudal occulomotor nucleus and root, which are 
better discussed together with the abducens, I turn to the trochlear nerve. 

The Trochlear Nerve. 

The nucleus of the fourth nerve is very strangely located. inasmuch as 
it lies in the cerebellum, dors al to the sulcus limitans therefore (figs. 5 
and 7). Consequently it is not indicated within the chart, but above it. 

The trochlear cells, which stain intensely with haematoxylin, are small and 
strongly elongated horizontally, i.e., in the direction of the axones going 
out from them. The axones leave their cells at the medial side, and cross 
above the ventricIe. Having traversed the heterolateral nucleus, they collect 
to form the root, which emerges a fair distance in front of the nucleus in the 
usual dorsal position (fig. 8). 

In two respects the location of the trochlear nucleus is noteworthy. 
Firstly, because nowhere else is this nucleus encountered in the 

cerebellum, dorsal to the sulcus limitans, and secondly, because in no other 
group does it lie at so caudal a level. 

Are these two features primitive or secondary ? 
Those investigators who have pronounced an opinion on the position 

of the trochlear nucleus of petromyzonts (TRETJAKOFF, 1909; KAPPERS, 
1912, 1920) hold that both peculiarities are primitive. In this I can but 
partly agree with them. 

It does not seem doubtful to me that the situation in the cerebellum is 
secondary. As intimated above, in petromyzonts nothing is known about 
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the development of the motor nuclei, but in gnathostomes, as far as 
investigated, the trochlear nucleus always arises in the same way as the 
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FigS. 7 and 8. Petromyzon fluviatilis. Cross-sections through the oblongata and cerebellum 
at the level of the fourth nucleus and through the mid-brain at the level of the 
emergence of the fourth root, resp. X 40. nu. III c., caudal third nucleus: r. III c., 
caudal third root: r. VI I, foremost sixth roodet: r. VI 2, hindmost sixth rootlet : 
s. I.. sulcus limitans. 

rest of the nuclei, i.e., in the basal plate, consequently beneath the sulcus 
limitans. It can be neurobiotactically explained, moreover, why this nucleus 
should have moved into the cerebellum, as set forth below. 

The second peculiarity, the caudal position, must be accounted for 
inversily, for, as KAPPERS has convincingly pointed out, a caudal location 
of the trochlear nucleus is archaic. This topic may again be briefly discussed. 

In the majority of vertebrates the fourth nucleus is situated immediately 
behind the third; only exceptionally are these nuclei separated by a more 
or less extensive interval, as especially in urodeles (RÖTHIG, 1913) where 
the trochlear nucleus lies almost as caudally as in petromyzonts. This 
nucleus, in all cases in which its ontogeny was investigated 1), was found 
to arise. a littie caudal to the third nucleus, shifting forwards towards the 
latter as development proceeds. The assumption that a caudal position of 
the trochlear nucleus is primitive is further substantiated by the fact, 
discovered by TSUCHIDA (1906), and confirmed by KAPPERS (1912) and 
VAN VALKENBURG (1912), that in man frequently a part of the nucleus lies 
separately at a more caudal level (nucleus trochlearis posterior). 

Although all this speaks strongly in favour of the primitiveness of a 

1) For full literature, as for all problems touched upon in thls preliminary communicahon, 
the reader is referred to a forthcoming more complete account. 
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caudal situation of the trochlear nucleus, yet it is very questionable if this 
feature, in its full extent, may be attributed to primitiveness, as the embryonic 
interval between the third and fourth nucleus is always quite smalI, and in 
no way so extensive as in adult petromyzonts and urodeles. The caudal 
position of the fourth nucleus in these forms will. therefore, probably be 
due partly to backward shifting. 

The Oculomotor~abducens Nerve. 

I now proceed to the common treatment of the caudal oculomotor and 
abducens nerves, which henceforward, as forming a single nerve~stem, will 
be designated as the oculomotor~abducens. 

---- ,'~ 
me. VI v 

Fig. 9. Petromyzon {luviafilis. A part of fig. 1 two times enlarged with the 
course of the roots indIcated. IIIc., cauda! third root. 

The information available in literature about this nerve, or better said, 
about the abducens, since it has not been hitherto recognised that oculomotor 
elements are present in it, is utterly confused, and for the greater part 
wrong. A knowledge of the anatomical details involved is gained most 
easily by a survey of the scheme of fig. 9. 

Ventromedially and adjacent to the rostral end of the trigeminal nucleus, 
which consists of big cells, there is found a column of much smaller cells 
(fig. 10). In its g'reater part, however, this column extends in front of 
the fifth nucleus (fig. 7). By the size of the composing cells it can be divided 
into two parts, the foremost and shorter part being made up of somewhat 
smaller elements than the hindmost and langer. 

Ta say it at once, without giving reasons for the present, the foremost 
component of the column in question is the caudal oculomotor nucleus 
spoken of above, the hindmost the abducens nucleus. 
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From the caudal oculomotor nucleus one rootlet departs, from the 
abducens nucleus two. The foremost of the two sixth rootlets, during its 
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Pig. 10. Petromyzon f1uviatilis. Cross section through the oblongata 

at the level of the sixth nucleus X iD. 

intracerebral course, is situated close to the oculomotor rootlet. the hindmost, 
however, more separately. The third and foremost sixth rootlets, on leaving 
the brain, unite, and a little outside the brain the hindmost sixth rootlet joins 
them. Thus these th ree fibre-bundles form one stem, the oculomotor
abducens, the abducens of my predecessors. It runs but for a short distance 
independently, and soon unites with the motor trigeminal. lts further course 
could not be followed in the series at my disposal, since they only contained 
the brain with the proximal nerve-stumps. Regarding this, however, we are 
informed long ago by the researches of PAUL FÜRBRINGER (1875), a brother 
of the renowned comparative anatomist MAX FÜRBRINGER. In the orbit 
the oculomotor-abducens, as appears from P. FÜRBRINGEi~'s description of 
Petromyzon marinus, has left the trigeminus, and again has become 
independent. 

Here it divides into two branches, one of which goes to the rectus 
posterior s. externus, the usual abducens muscle, whilst the other innervates 
the rectus inferior, which in all other vertebrates is supplied by the 
oculomotor. 

The correctness of P. FÜRBRINGER's observations is not to be doubted, 
M. FÜRBRINGER (1897) and CORNING (1902) confirmed them for the 
same species (marinus). I. too, could by dissection of a large specimen of 
Petromyzon marinus ascertain this mode of innervation, and NISHI (1922) 
found the same in Entosphenus japonicus. 

Petromyzon fluviatilis behaves somewhat differently in this respect, 
according to the recent papers of TRETJAKOFF (1926, 1927). Though here, 
too, the rectus inferior is mainly supplied by the oculomotor-abducens, it 
still gets a small twig from the rostral oculomotor 1) . 

It will be clear by now, how I was led to interpret the so-called abducens 

I) TRETJAKOFF, of course, speaks simply of oculomotor and abducens. 
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as an oculomotor-abducens. This conception was, quite naturally, arrived 
at by combining the fact that two parts could be seen in the nucleus of th is 
nerve with the aberrant territory of its innervation. 

According to this supposition, a part of the oculomotor-cells, and just 
the one innervating the rectus inferior, has migrated backwards, and joined 
the abducens nucleus. In Petromyzon marinus this process has been 
complete, in Petromyzon fluviatilis some of the rectus inferior cells have 
remained in their old centre. Thence the twig found by TRETjAKOFF. 

If it might be objected that th is is toe extensive a migration, it can be 
immediately replied that the abducens nucleus, about whose identity no 
doubt is possible, must have shifted forewards over at least the same 
distance, as a comparison between the charts of Petromyzon and Selache 
shows. In the latter form the sixth nucleus approximately exhibits its 
original position, as will be argued presently. Likewise the sixth root here 
emerges at its original level. 

Of course, the hypothesis just put forward only can be regarded as 
proved, when it is established that during development ceIls from the third 
nucleus migrate backwards, and join the sixth nucleus; but, as remarked, 
nothing is known about the ontogeny of the motor nuclei of petromyzonts. 

It may now be mentioned briefly what was known heretofore about tht> 
so-called abducens. 

P. FÜRBRINGER (1875) described the course of the nerve in the orbit, 
and discovered the remarkable innervation, whilst AHLBORN (1883), for 
the first time, observed its emergence close in front of the trigeminus. Thus, 
it was the central relations which hitherto were not elucidated. According to 
AHLBORN, the root springs from the foremost part of the trigeminal nucleus, 
J OHNSTON (1902, 1905) maintains that the sixth nucleus occupies its usual 
place, and TRETjAKOFF wholly arbitrarily assumes that it lies in the 
hindmost part of the trigeminal nucleus. 

The only author that saw the oculomotor-abducens column, without 
noticing, however, two parts in it, was TRETjAKOFF, according to whom 
the fibres arising from it run forwards, and emerge with the rostral oculo
motor. Consequently he considers th is cell-group in its entirety as an 
oculomotor nucleus (his dorsal oculomotor nucleus). I could find no trace 
of such fibres. 

The numerous efforts hitherto made to explain why the so-called 
abducens of petromyzonts in addition to its own accustomed muscIe, the 
rectus posterior, innervates the rectus inferior, cannot all be reviewed here. 

P. FÜRBRINGER and others have tried to solve this enigma by supposing 
that some of the eye-muscles of petromyzonts are not homologous with 
their namesakes in the rest of vertebrates. 

P. FÜRBRINGER, for instance, assumes that the rectus posterior and 
inferior of petromyzonts have united in gnathostomes to form one muscIe : 
the rectus posterior of the latter. Thus in them but one muscIe would be 
supplied by the abducens. The rectus anterior of petromyzonts at the saPJ,e 
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time would have split up into the rectus anterior and inferior of 
gnathostomes, the latter supplanting the homonymous muscIe of 
petromyzonts. 

PLATE, in his recent text~book of General Zoölogy (1922, 1924) , has 
put forward a different explanation, though he, too, regards the innervation 
of the rectus inferior by the abducens as a primitive cyclostome feature. 
In gnathostomes the muscIe in question would have shifted forwards into 
the territory of the oculomotor, wh ere this nerve would have taken over 
the task of the abducens. But, although in petromyzonts the rectus inferior 
is situated somewhat further back than in gnathostomes, this difference is 
much too slight to make acceptable such an explanation. 

PLATE 'S hypothesis rests on the principle that changes of innervation 
during phylogenesis are possible, a phenomenon designated by the name 
of secondary, collateral or heterotopic innervation, which last term, as the 
most characteristic, will be used by me throughout. 

Finally there is an explanation by MOZEjKO (in "BRoNN's Klassen und 
Ordnungen") , very intricate and far-fetched, but nevertheless accepted by 
TRETjAKOFF, which cannot be dealt with here. 

CORNING (1902) alone has surmised, in what direction at least, the 
solution of the problem lay, viz., in supposing that intracranially oculomotor 
fibres have joined the abducens. 

To the phenomenon that within the central nervous system a part of 
one nerve unites with another, and emerges with it, I should like to give the 
name of central anastomosis. Nerves, therefore, are not fixed units, not 
even the so strongly individualized cranial nerves. An investigation, 
extending over the motor nuclei and roots of all the vertebrate groups, 
has revealed to me other instances of th is phenomenon, though it is not 
frequent. 

In two respects this principle of central anastomosis is of importance. 
In the first place, from the standpoint of pure morphology, whereby here 

is understood the mere establishing of homologies. FÜRBRINGER, and 
following him the school of GEGENBAUR in genera!, was of opinion that 
during phylogeny the innervation of muscles never changed, and so would 
be an infallible guide in tracing the homology of the latter. This view 
rested on the now obsolete HENSEN doctrine that motor cell and muscle
fibre are connected from their earliest ontogenetic appearance. Although 
all comparative anatomists will be agreed as to the correctness of 
FÜRBRINGER's rule in the overwhelming majority of cases, many among 
them, as apparent from the foregoing, ascribe a more or less important 
röle to secondary or heterotopic innervation, as especially EOGEWORTH 
(1911), who enumerates a whole series of examples. E. HUBER 1), on the 
contrary, has even most recently defended the absolute validity of 
FÜRBRINGER's doctrine. In a series of studies on the facialis musculature 

I) See for E. HUBER·s writings on this topic the list of Iiterature in HUBBR and 
HUGHSON (1926). 
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he, by eiectrically stimulating or cutting the facialis, reached the result 
that the alleged additional supply of these muscles by the plexus cervicalis 
or trigeminus is due to peripheral anastomoses. 

My own attitude in this matter is conciliatory. 
On the one hand I am of opinion that EDGEWORTH goes too faro Not to 

speak of erroneous observation, I believe that a number of cases of 
heterotopic innervation is but seeming, and once will be eliminated by the 
demonstration of peripheral, or perhaps central anastomoses, as done in the 
present research for the rectus inferior of petromyzonts. Moreover, there is 
another complication by which a false appearance of heterotopic innervation 
can be raised, viz. , that fibres in the course of evolution transferred their 
place of exit from ventral to dorsal. To this I presently shall return. 

On the other hand, however, I cannot entirely agree with E . HUBER. 
Without. doubt, there are cases in which in the course of time the nerve 
supply of muscles has undergone altetation. The most striking and certain 
example, known to me, is brought out by a comparison of the 
innervation of the tail of urodeles and reptiles with that of mammals 
(v. SCHUMACHER, 1909). The spinal cord in the first~named animals 
continues backwards to the tip of the tail, giving oH in each segment a 
pair of caudal nerves. In mammaIs, on the contrary, the caudal part of the 
spinal cord is reduced, and along with it the last tail~nerves , so that the 
number of caudal vertebrae is from three to six times more numerous than 
that of the tail~nerves. In the embryo these tail nerves which have vanished 
in the adult, are still laid down, but soon they disappear. The innervation 
of the muscles of the last tail~segments, consequently, must have been taken 
over by more rostral tail~nerves . 

Thus having considered the significance the principle of central 
anastomosis may have in the controverse regarding the phylogenetic 
constancy of innervation, I turn to the second theoretical point for which 
the phenomenon is of importance. KApPERs has put forward the law that 
nerve~fibres which conduct impuls es at the same time or shortly one after 
the other in the same direction, tend to group together in bundies. This he 
ca lied fascimlation . In the special case of motor fibres the simultaneousness 
of excitation would be brought about by the circumstance that the uniting 
fibres innervate c10sely collaborating muscles. As we shall see presently, 
however, the simultaneousness may have another cause. 

Is, then, the union of oculomotor and abducens fibres described above, a 
case of fasciculation ? 

This would not seem quite impossible, although in no event is it a 
striking iIIustration of the principle. The caudal oculomotor goes to the 
rectus inferiol', the abducens to the rectus posterior. P. FÜRBRINGER (1875) 
as weIl as TRETJAKOFF (1926) states that in Petromyzon the eye~ball is 
turned backwards by the rectus posterior, and downwards and at the same 
time a little backwards by the rectus inferior. Thus, these two muscles may 

collaborate to some ex tent ; if here, however, stronger than in gnathostomes 
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in -genei:al I should not venture to say for the moment. In a forthcoming 
more complete account I hope to be in a position to say something more 
regarding this point. 

It is apparent from the foregoing that the positions of both the abducens 
and of the caudal oculomotor nucleus of Petromyzon are held by me to be 
secondary. For the abducens nucleus this is easily demonstrated. Mainly by 
the researches of STREETER (1908) in man, but also by those of BOK (1915) 
on the chiek's development, the nucleus in question is known to arise in the 
position characteristie for adult selachians (see fig. 2 for Selache). It 
follows, furthermore, from the development of the muscIe localized in the 
sixth nucleus, that the latter is rather to be expected on the level of the 
facialis than on that of the trigeminal nucleus, this muscle. the rectus 
posterior, being formed by the upper part of the hyoid myomere, the 
myomere of the facialis. 

The location of the caudal oculomotor nucleus, likewise, is not a primitive 
character. As an argument can be adduced that in those gnathostomes 
where the ontogeny of the third nucleus was studied, never did some of 
its cells arise more caudally and apart from the rest. It is possible, moreover, 
to ascribe this caudal position to neurobiotactic influences, and to the same 
that have brought about the locationof the abducens and trochlear nuclei. 

Which neurobiotactic factors, then, have been operative here? 
The close spatial relationship of all three nuclei to the cerebellum provides 

us with a key. The caudal third nucleus lies just beneath this part of the 
brain, the sixth immediately behind, and the fourth even within it. The 
afferent pathways to the cerebellum of petromyzonts are almost exclusively 
of octavolateral nature. So it is justified to ascribe the position of the 
three nuclei at the same longitudinal level to the neurobiotactie influence 
of statie and lateralis stimuli, which prevailed over the agency of the 
optie system. 

The second peculiarity of the oculomotor~abducens callinÇl for comment. 
is the lateral emergence of its root. As aforesaid the latter leaves the brain 
in as lateral a position as the motor trigeminus. In gnathostomes, without 
exception, the oculomotor and the abducens emerge ventrally, whieh is 
deemed a typical feature of so~called somato~motor nerves. Probably also 
this peculiarity is secondary, as it is not at all impossible to account for 
it by fasciculation, on the basis of the specialized manner of life of 
these animals. 

This explanation, however, can only be given with great reserve. A little 
digression on the feeding habits of petromyzonts is necessary to this end. 

The petromyzonts are predatory. They attack fishes, even very big ones. 
With its oral funnel the lamprey fix es itself to its prey, and by the rasping 
movements of the so~called tongue, which is provided with teeth, it reduces 
the tissues of its vietim to a fine pulp, whieh is then swallowed. 

The so~called tongue is supplied by the trigeminus, whence appears that 
this organ has nothing to do with a genuine tongue. While the lamprey is 
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feeding . the prey. roused by pain. will carry with it the aggressor in convulsive 
movements. So the eye~muscle nerves. which mainly receive static and 
lateralis impulses. will be stimulated simultaneously with the trigeminus. 
which moves the tongue. 

If the union of oculomotor~abducens and trigeminus actually is a 
consequence of simultaneousness of stimulation. then. in this case. as alluded 
to above. the simultaneousness may not be ascribed to the contraction of 
closely collaborating muscles. since it cannot be seen how eye~movements 
could be of any avail to the lamprey while feeding. The contraction of the 
one group of muscles merely entails that of the other. But. as stated. the 
above explanation is only given with all due reserve. It is possible. after all. 
that any weak nerve. for some reason or other coming into the vicinity of a 
strong nerve~stem . may unite with it. 

However this may be. the lateral emergence of the oculomotor~abducens 
is a remarkable facto and of great interest from the point of view of pure 
morphology also. It stands not alone as an instance of the phenomenon 
of a nerve transferring its place of exit from ventral to lateral or dorsal. 
The spinal accessory and a part of the vagus have arisen in like manner. 
as was brought to light during my researches on the phylogeny of the 
motor cranial nerves of vertebrates. already mentioned above. 

Something may yet be said here on the origin of the accessory. This 
nerve until now was. following GEGENBAUR and FÜRBRINGER. generally 
interpreted as a branch of the vagus which had gained during evolution 
a more or less pronounced independence. The musculature supplied by it. 
the trapezius musculature. in keeping herewith is regarded as a derivative 
of the branchial muscles . as seemed proved by the embryological researches 
of EDGEWORTH (1911) . It was. however. found out by me that the accessory 
is nothing else but fibres of one or more of the foremost spinal nerves 
which instead of a ventral have assumed a dorsal exit. and have joined 
the vagus. So there is ground for presuming that EDGEWORTH was mistaken 
in his researches on the development of the trapezius. In justification of 
this surmise I can appeal to a paper of VÖLKER (1908) on the development 
of the occipital reg ion of Larus ridibundus. which clearly describes and 
figures that the trapezius is formed by the fusion of split~off portions of 
the occipital myotomes. 

For want of room it cannot be further pointed out what theoretical 
significance the phenomenon of nerves taking on a dorsal exit instead of 
a ventral has. for instance. for the so~called "four~root" or American theory 
about the division of the nervous system. It may only be mentioned that in 
this manner. too. a fallacious appearance of heterotopic innervation can be 
raised. inasmuch as nerves which really are identicaI. may seem quite 
different by their changed mode of exit. The translocation in question 
probably is caused by fasciculation. but about this no more can be said 
for the moment. 

Let us now summarize what was described or argued in the above. 
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For the first time a plausible explanation was given of the strange fact, 
discovered by P. FÜRBRINGER in 1875, that in petromyzonts the abducens 
not only innervates the rectus posterior, but also the rectus inferior, viz., 
by making it probable that the abducens of these animals is not a pure 
abducens, an oculomotor bundIe having become associated with it within 
the brain. To this and similar phenomena the name of central anastomosis 
was given. 

Furthermore, an endeavour was made to explain the deviations from 
the general vertebrate type which petromyzonts exhibit in the structure 
of their eye-muscles, on the basis of secondary modification, mainly as the 
effect of a diminution of their visual powers. The characters th us 
interpreted, are no less than six in number : 

1. The extremely ventral or even extracerebral situation of the lowest 
rostral oculomotor cells. 

2. The presence of a caudal third nucleus, united with the sixth. 
3. The location of the fourth nucleus in the cerebellum. 
4.. The extremely rostral position of the sixth nucleus. 
5. The union of the caudal third and sixth roots to form an oculomotor

abducens, emerging close in front of the trigeminus. 
6. The lateral emergence of the oculomotor-abducens. 
The extremely caudal position of the fourth nucleus, moreover, is probably 

but partly a consequence of primitiveness. 
It was possible to attribute most of these peculiarities to neurobiotaxis, 

and two of them perhaps to fasciculation. It may be insisted how a 
comparison of the charts of Petromyzon and Selache not only strikingly 
demonstrates the existence of the shifting phenomenon, but also conveys 
an impression over what considerable distances the migrations of the 
nuclei may extend. 

Finally, attention is directed towards the two principles of pure morpho
logical nature arrived at in this paper, partlyon the basis of the above facts. 
First, that even the so strongly individualized cranial nerves are not fixed 
units, which, apart from the doctrine of neurobiotaxis and fasciculation, is 
of importance in the problem of heterotopic innervation, and secondly, that 
the place of exit of roots may change from ventral to dorsaI. It could only 
be cursorily touched upon what significance the latter phenomenonhas in 
various morphological problems. 
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Mathematics. - On HILBERT'S Function, Series of Composition ot 
ldeals and a generalisation of the Theorem ot BEZOUT. By 
BARTEL L. VAN DER WAERDEN. (Communicated by Prof. R. 
W EITZENBÖCK.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 21. 1927). 

By the aid of his "chains of syzygies" HILBERT 1) has shown that the 
number of linear equations which the coefficients of a polynomial of the 
degree (l must satisfy in order to belong to a given H-ideal ("Formen
modul") may be represented by a whole rational function of (l, the 
"characteristic function", if (l has a sufficiently high value. LASKER 2) has 
proved this result again in a simpIer way, and has shown that the degree 
of the characteristic function is connected with the dimension of the 

ideal. If we write the function as a sum of binomial coefficients (k) 
multiplied by constants Ck, these C are integer numbers that are charac
teristic for the ideal. 

Another system of such numbers, among which the exponent and the 
length are the most important ones, can be defined not only for the 
polynomial domains but also for arbitrary primary ideals in arbitrary "ring" 
domains, where HILBERT'S basis theorem holds good. These numbers 
are exclusively dependent on the domain of restclasses. not on the initial 
domain. In what follows we shall only investigate the "length" . i.e. the 
length of a series of composition of primary ideals which terminates in 
a given primary ideal. 

This length is closely connected with the characteristic function. In 
the simplest case: when the H-ideal is primary with only one zero in 
projective space. the characteri,>tic function is a constant and equal to 
the length .• The coefficient of highest index of the characteristic function. 
for wich we use the name "degree" of the ideal. is always' equal to the 
sum of the degrees of the primary components of the largest dimension 
and the degree of a primary ideal is equal to the length multiplied by 
the degree of the corresponding prime ideal. which latter is again equal to 
the degree of the manifold of zeros cif this prime ideal in projective space. 

The latter fact gives importance to the theory of the characteristic 
function for geometry: the theory makes it possible to establish arelation 

1) D. HILBERT. Ueber die Theorie der algebraïschen Formen. Math. Ann. 36. (1890) p.173. 
2) E. LASKER. Zur Theorie der Moduln und Ideale. Math. Ann. 60. (1905) p. 20; Cf. 

also A. OSTROWSKI. Abh. Math. Sem. Hamburg. 1. (1922) p . 281 and F. S. MACAULAY. 
Proc. London Mathem. Soc. 26. (1926) p. 531. 

49 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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between the degree of an algebraic manifold and the degree of the 
intersection of this manifold with a spread f= O. This relation is a 
generalisation of the theorem of BEZOUT. I) 

All these things are indicated partly in the paper of LASKER, partly 
in a report of an address in Göttingen by E. NOETHER 2); however, 
they have not yet been investigated with the necessary precision. It 
seemed, therefore, desirabIe to treat the whole connected complex again 
with the most modern and most simple methods (especially without 
chains of syzygies and without the theory of elimination). 

In what follows we shall at once treat the more general case in 
which the functions under consideration are homogeneous in more than 
one system of variables. This gives nothing essentially new, nor is it 
more difficult, and the results have importance for certain geometrical 
applications, which LASKER has al ready pointed out. In order not to be 
drowned in indices I shall introduce 2 systems of variables only; it will 
at once be c1ear how the results read for more than 2 systems of 
variables. 

I shall only suppose the principal notions exposed in my"Nullstellen
theorie der Polynomideale" 3) to be known. 

Af ter an introductory part I. which contains only formal trivialities, part 
11 gives a theory of the characteristic function entirely based on LASKER's 
method of argumentation. 111 deals in a general way with series of 
composition for primary ideals, independently of the preceding. For th is 
part a manuscript of E. NOETHER has been gratefully made use of. 
IV connects the different ways of investigation and V gives the geometrical 
application. 

I. Homogeneous ideals and multifold-projective spaces. 

§ 1. Let l' be a field and xo, ... ,Xn , Yo,.'" ym variables. By forms 
we shall understand such polynomials in R =T [xo' ... ,Ym] as are 
homogeneous in XO, ••• , X n as weIl as in Yo, .... , Ym. A homogeneous 
ideal or H-ideal in R is an ideal that together with any polynomial f 
always contains all homogeneous additive component parts of f. Evidently 
a homogeneous ideal has a homogeneous basis, for the polynomials of 
an arbitrary basis can be decomposed into homogeneous component 

I) This generalisation differs from the one which I published in Math. Ann. 99, 
p. 497: there we have to do with the far more difficult case that an M r and an M n - r in 
projective space Pn intersect, whereas in what follows here the intersection of an M r and 
an Mn-I is investigated. This separation is due to methodical reasons : the simplest case 
of the intersection of a curve MI with a spread Mn-I may be treated with the characte
ristic function only; by the aid of the notion length the theory can easily be extended 
to M r en Mn-I; but for the other generalisation M r and M n- r these two notions are 
certainly insuflkient; in this case we need be si des the characteristic function also the 
general notion of multiplicity as has been indicated in the paper in question in the Math. Ann. 

') Jahresberichte Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung 34, (1925) p. 101. 
3) Math. Ann. 96, (1926) p. 183, §§ 1-5. 
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parts. Conversely any ideal for which a basis consisting of forms can 
be found. is homogeneous. 

§ 2. By a point of Cartesian space C n+m we understand a system of 
elements ! ~\ ..... ~n. 1'}\ ••••• 17m I of r or of a field containing r. By a 
point x = ! ~o •. . .• ~n; 170'" •• 1'}m I of the twofold~projective space Pn.m we 
understand a class of systems of e1ements ! J.. ~o •. ..• À.[;n; ft ~o •...• ft ~n 1 ; 
wh ere ~o •...• ~n. 1'}0 ••••• 1'}m are fixed elements of r or of a field contain~ 
ing r. so that not all ~i = 0 and not all 1'}i = O. and where J.. and ft 

describe all elements of r or of the larger field in question. IE it is 
necessary to indicate more closely which larger field SJ we have in 
view. we write C+m (SJ) resp. Pn.m (SJ). The (n + 1) + (m + 1) elements 
~i. 1'}k are called coordinates of the point. The e1ements J.. ~i. ft 11k (J.. =1= O. 
ft =1= 0) mayalso be used as coordinates of the same point. The points 
!~. 171 of Pn.m are eVidently in a one-one correspondence with the pairs 
of points ! ~ I. ! 1'} 1 of two single projective spaces Pn. Pm. 

If ~o =1= o. 1'}0 =1= O. we can associate a point 

X=~~ . .. " f ; 1'}\ . . .. , 17m ( 

? "0 "0 1'}0 170 ~ 

of Cn+m to the point X = !~. 1'}1 of Pn.m. In this way the points X of 
Pn.m for which ~o =1= 0.170 =1= O. are in a one-one correspondence with 

the points X of C n+m• The e1ements ~i. 17i are called non~homogeneous 
~o 1'}0 

coordinates of the point X . IE a finite number of points is given. we can 
always attain by a linear transformation of coordinates that we have for 
all these points at the same time ~o 170 =1= O. This is at on ce possible if 
the field r has an infinite . number of e1ements; in the other case the 
field must first be extended. e.g. by adjunction of variables. 

§ 3. By ze ros of an ideal M in R we understand such systems of 
values ! ~o • . ..• ~n. 110'" •• 17m 1 for which all polynomial. of the ideal 
become = O. The elements ~i. 17i may be taken from an arbitrary domain 
containing r. All zeros of an ideal constitute together the manifold of 
the ideal in Cn+m+2• 

Let M be an H~ideal in R. We suppose that M has zeros where 
not all ~i= 0 and not all 17i= O. If !~. 1'} 1 is such a zero. all systems of 
elements I A.~ . ft1'} 1 are zeros and these may be united to a "class of 
zeros". which is a point of the projective space Pn.m. The manifold of 
M may. therefore. also be considered as an algebraic manifold in Pn.m. 

We shall now show that between the H~ideals in R = r [xo •.. .• X n • 

yo ..... ym] and the ideals in R=r[x\ ..... xn.y\ ..... ym] there exists a 
correspondence analogous to that between the points X of Pn.m and 

the points X of Cn+m (§ 2). 
49* 
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§ 4. If in a polynomial {(x, y) of R we put Xo= 1. Yo= 1. we get a 

polynomial 7 of R. In this way we get any polynomial l of R at least 

on ce. Sums {+ g and products {. g pass into sums 7+ g and products 

{. g. (Homomorphism or meroedric isomorphism). Hence an ideal M in 

R transforms into an ideal M in R. 
If as a special case for M we choose an H~ideal. we need not take 

all polynomials f of M for the determination of the polynomials 7 of M, 
but we can restrict ourselves to the farms of f For we can split up 
any polynomial ( of M into homogeneous component parts which belang 
likewise to M, and we can multiply these component parts by such 
factors xb y~ that they get the same degree. In this case the sum is a 
farm of M. and for Xo = 1 it gives the same as the original polynomial. 

§ 5. If conversely an ideal M of R is given. 'all farms of R that 

through the substitution Xo = 1 are transformed into polynomials of M. 
generate an H~ideal Mo. which. apparently. through the substitution Xo= 1. 
Yo = 1 again transfarms into the ideal M . The H~ideal Mo constructed 

in this way. is ca11ed the H~ideal equivalent to M. 

§ 6. The following formal relations are easily verified: 

1. If M={l ..... fr). then M = (Z ..... fr). 
2. (M. N) = M. N) (Consequence of 1). 

3. M. N = M . N (Consequence of 1). 

4. If M is primary and P the corresponding prime ideal. th en M is 

primary. and P is the corresponding prime ideal. (If M is prime. M is 
also prime). 

5. If M is primary and P the corresponding prime ideal. Mo is also 

primary and Po the corresponding prime ideal. (If M is prime. Mo is 
also prime). 

§ 7. Different H~ideals M can give the same ideal M; among these 

H~ideals the H~ideal Mo that is equivalent to M plays a special 
part. Mo can be defined directly by means of M: 

THEOREM 1. Mo is the aggregate o{ all the polynomials {that satis{y 
a congruence o{ the {orm 

XOf Yoa {_ 0 (M) 

PROOF. As Mo is an H~ideaI. it is sufficient to prove the th eo rem 
for the forms in Mo. The farms in Mo are those forms fa which by 

the substitution Xo = 1 pass into polynomials {of M. and these poly~ 

nomials arise in their turn by the substitution Xo = 1 from forms 
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f of M . Now if two forms fo and f by the substitution Xo = 1. 
Yo = 1 lead to the same polynomial (. they only differ from each other 
by factors Xo and Yo and conversely. From this follows what was to be 
proved. . 

As a consequence of this theorem if in all zeros ! f. 171 of the ideal 
M we always have ei th er fo = 0 or 170 = O. then Mo is the unity-ideal. 
For if the polynomial Xo Yo becomes equal to zero in all zeros of M. 
we have. according to HILBERT's theorem of zeros. 

xo)' Yo' . 1 - 0 (M) 

and consequently 1 belongs to Mo. 

§ 8. THEOREM 2. If M is given as an intersectian (L. C. M.) af primary 
ideals: 

M= [QI ..... Qr] 

and if among the ideals Ql • ...• Qr anly QI' .... Qs have the property 
that in all their zeros fo 1)0 = O. we have 

Mo = [Qs+I' ...• Qr] (resp. Mo = (1) far s = r). 
PROOF. A polynomial f belongs only then to Mo if (for a suffici en tl y' 

large e and 0) xh y~ f belongs to M. i.e. to all Q i (i = 1 •...• r). For 

i = 1. .... s the condition xb y~ f- 0 (Qi) for sufficiently large e.o is no 
condition at all for {. for a power x~ y ~ lies ipso facto in Qi (see final 

remark in § 7). For i = s + 1 ....• r x b y~ f= 0 (Q i) is equivalent to 

f= 0 (Qi). as x P Yo' does not contain the manifold of Q. Hence o . 
x b y~ f 0 (M) is equivalent to f _ 0 (Qd (i = s + 1. .... r). q. e. d. 

§ 9. We now choose among the ideals QI ..... Qr those that have 
only zeros ! 0 ..... 0; 170 ••••• 1)m 1 or ! fo •...• fm; 0 ..... 0 I. in other words 
that have no zeros at all in projective space Pn,m' We shall call such 
ideals prajectively irrelevant. For each of tre other Qi we can find a zero 
where at least one f i =1= 0 and at least one 1)k =1= O. By means of a 
linear transformation (if necessary af ter extension of the field r) we can 
en su re that in this finite number of points at the same time fo =1= 0 and 
1)0 =1= 0 hold. In what follows we shall always suppose this transformation 
to have be~n applied beforehand. By so doing we ensure that the 
projectively irrelevant components of Mare the only ones whose zeros 
are contained in fo 1)0 = O. We can now formulate theorem 2 in the 
following way: 

If M is given as an intersectian of primary ideals. we get Mo by 
omitting the prajectively irrelevant companents. 
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§ 10. If X = p~.,u 171 is a c1ass of zeros of M in Pn. m. and if 
~o =1= o. 1Jo =1= O. we can suppose ~o = 1. 170 = 1. In th is case X = 
I ~I'"'' ~n. 1JI····. 1Jm I is a zero of M in Cn+m. 

H. conversely. X is a zero of M. K is a c1ass of zeros of M. We 
get. therefore. the manifold of M in Cn+m from that of M in Pn.m. by 
finding the points X in Cn+m corresponding to all points X of the lat ter 
manifold where ';0 =f 0 and 1Jo =f O. 

§ 11. H. especially. M = P is a prime ideal that is not projectively 
irrelevant. we have. according to the theorem of § 9. Po = P. Further 
we have: 

THEOREM 3. If P is' a prime ideal that has not exclusively zeros of 
the form ! O •... , 0; 1Jo, ••. • 1Jm I or ! ~I ••••• ~n ; 0, ....• Ol. P is again 
prime. and each general zero I ~I' •••• ~n: 1JI' ...• 1Jm I of P yields a general 
zero I ,1,.,1,~I" ., ,1,~n ;,u. ,u1JI •..• ,u1Jm I of P where,1, and,u are variables I). 

PROOF. We have al ready seen (§ 6) that P is prime; in the same way 
that p. ,1,~I.:'" ,1,~n;,u. ,u1JI ..... ,u1Jn I is a zero of P (§ 10). If f is a 
polynomial in Rand if f(,1,.,1, ~I"" .,1, ~n ;,u.,u 1JI ... ., ,u 1Jm) = O. we can 
in the first place decompose f into homogeneous component parts: 

f=~f . 

IE rio di are the degrees of f. we have 

~ f (,1" ,1,~I' •••• )'';n ;,u. ,u1JI' ... , ,u1Jm) = 0 
I ,1,ri ,uJi f (1. ~I ••••• ~n ; 1. 1JI •... , 1Jm) = 0 

identically in ,1" ,u. hence 

f (1.~I.·.,,~n; l.1JI.· ... 1Jm)=O 

f = f (1. Xl' •••• X n ; 1. Yl ••••• Ym) - 0 (P) 

f o (Po)-O(P) 

f=~f o (P). 

Consequently 1,1,1,1, ~I ••••• ,1, ~n;,u.,u 1JI' ..• • ,u 17m I is a general zero of P. 

§ 12. IE r is the dimension of P. r + 2 is the dimension of P because 
by the adjunction of the variables ,1,.,u the degree of transcendence 
of the · general zero is augmented by 2. For the determination of 
the number of dimensions of the manifold of P in projective space. 
the parameters ,1,.,u are usually considered as not essential and by the 
number of dimensions not r + 2. is understood. but r. Accordingly the 
dimension of the manifold in the twofold~projective space differs 2 uni ties 
from the dimension of the corresponding H~ideal2). 

I) Por the notion of a "general zero" of a prime ideal see "Nullstellentheorie der 
Polynomideale" § 3, Math. Ann. 96 (1926) p. 183. 

2) In the ordinary (single-) projective space this difference is 1. 
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The number r. which for H~ideals generally plays a larger part than 
the rea I dimension r + 2. may be called the reduced dimension of P. 

Projectively irrelevant ideals P have no reduced dimension. because. 
in this case P = (1). hence P has no dimension. For complete inductions 
it is sometimes desirabIe to assign the reduced dimension - 1 to the 
projectively irrelevant ideals (just as we can assign the dimension - 1 to 
the unit ideal and to the empty point cléiss). 

The reduced dimension of a primary ideal is defined as that of the 
corresponding prime ideal. and that of an arbitrary ideal as the largest 
of the reduced dimensions of the primary components. 

11. The characteristic function of HILBERT. 

§ 13. HILBERT and LASKER have investigated as a function of e the 
number of independent linear equations which a form of degree 
e in Xl •••• • X n must satisfy in order to belong to a given H~idea1. The 
principal result is that for sufficiently large values of e this number 
can be represented by a whole rational function. the "characteristic 
function". LASKER gives a few indications how the theorems proved by 
him can be extended to multiple homogeneous ideals. As these indications 
are not quite clear in every respect. I shall treat the extension in question 
again. The methods for the proofs are LASKER·s. In order to understand 
this §. however. it is not necessary to be acquainted with LASKER's 
investigations. 

§ 14. Definitions. Let r be again a field and R=r[xo . .... xn ; yo ..... ym]. 
By cp (e. a) we indicate the number of power products of degree e in 
the x. a in the y. by cp (e. a; A) the number of linearly independent forms 
of the degrees e. a in a given H~ideal A. and finally by X (e. e. A) the 
number of modo A linearly independent forms of the degrees e. a or. 
what amounts to the same. the number of independent linearequations 
which forms of the degrees e. a must satisfy in order to belong to the 
ideal A. 

§ 15. Apparently 
cp(e. a)=cp(e,a;(l)) . 

X (e. a; A) = cp (e. a) - cp (e, a; A) . 

(1) 

(2) 

§ 16. THEOREM 4. If A. Bare two H~ideals. (A. B) their sum or 
G. C. M .• [A. B] their intersection. we have 

cp (e. a; (A. B)) = cp (e. a: A) + cp (e. a; B) - cp (e. a; [A. B]) (3) 

X (e, a; (A. B)) = X (e~ a; A) + X (e, a; B) - X (e. a: [A. B]) (4) 

(3) is at once evident. for the forms of the degrees e. a in the ideal 
(A. B) form a linear set which is additively composed of the linear sets 
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of the forms of the same degrees in A and B; these sets have all forms 
of the same degrees in [A. B] in common. 

(4) follows from (2) and (3). 

§ 17. THEOREM 5. I{ { is a {arm a{ the degrees y. c5 and i{ {is rela~ 
tively prime with respect ta A (i.e. that (g 0 (A) implies g 0 (A)). 
we have 

x(e.o;(A.f))=x(e.o;A)-,:de-y.o-b;A) .. . (5) 

PROOF. The form { generates an ideal F. We shall first determine 
the functions cp (e. 0; F) and f{ (e. 0; [A. F]). 

All forms of the degree e. 0 in F have the form { . g. where g is a 
form of the degrees e - y. a - b. Hence 

cp (e. 0; F) = cp (e - y. 0 - 15) • . . . . • (6) 

The forms of the degree e. a in [A. F] must lie in F (and consequently 
have the form (. g) as weIl as in A; this gives 

{g 0 (A) 

This congruence implies g 0 (A) and inversely. Hence the number 
of linearly independent forms {. g of the degrees e. o in [A. F] is 
equal to the number of linearly independent forms g of the degrees 
e - y. a - c5 in A. Hence: 

cp (e. a; [A. F]) = cp (e - y. a - c5 ; A) . . . . . (7) 

According to (4) we have: 

X (e. a; (A. F)) = X (e. a; A) + X (e. a; F) - X (e . a; [A. F]) 
according to (2): 

= X (e. a; A) - cp (e. a: F) + cp (e. 0; [A. F]) 
according to (6). (7): 

= X (e. 0; A) - cp (e-y. o-c5) + cp (e -y. a-c5; A) 
according to (2) : 

= X (e. a : A) - X (e-y . o-c5; A). 

§ 18. THEOREM 6. Far projectively irrelevent ideals (i.e. {or thase 
ideals A that have na ather zeros than j O. . . .• 0: 170' ••.•• 17n land 
I ~1.· ••• ~n; 0, .... 0 I and {or sutficiently large e. a we have: 

X (e. a; A) =0. 

PROOF. All polynomials of the ideal 

(xo • ...• X n ) . (yo . .... yn ) 

become zero in the zeros of A; hence according to HILBERT's theorem 
of zeros we have for a certain A. 

(XO' •••• X n )J' , (yo, . ..• yn )i 0 (A) 

i.e. all power products whose degrees are =- A.. !ie in A. Consequently 
the same holds good for arbitrary forms whose degrees are =- À.. 
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§ 19. THEOREM 7. If A is an H~ideal and d its reduced dimension. 
X (e. a; A) is represented for high va lues of e and a by an expression 
of the form: 

X (e, a; A) = ~ aij (~ ) (~) (e =- eo. a =- ao) . (8) 
i+j-=C d I 1 

with who/e rational coetficients aij. 
This expression is called the characteristic function of the ideal A. 

If the binomial coefficients are written in full. it mayalso be written as 
a polynomial in e and a. 

PROOF. If d=- 1. i. e. if A is projectively irrelevant. then according to 
theorem 6 we have X (e. a; A) = 0 for high values of Q and a. If. there~ 
fore. we consider 0 as a polynomial of the degree - 1 in e and a. the 
theorem holds good for d = - 1. In the proof which follows. it will 
become c1ear that in fact we can begin the complete induction at 
d=-l. 

We shall now assume that d =- 0 and that the th eo rem has been 
proved for all reduced dimensions < d. The given ideal A is the inter~ 
section of primary ideals 

A=[Q) ..... Qr] 

and all Qi have the reduced dimension d at most. If we suppose for a 
moment that the th eo rem has al ready been proved for primary ideals of 
the same dimension and (if r> 1) for ideals with fewer than r primary 
components. there follows from (4): 

X (e. a; A) = X (e. a; [[Q) .... , Qr-tl. Qr]]) 

= X (a. a; [Q) ..... Qr-tl) + X (e. a; Qr) - X (e, a ;([Q) ..... Qr-tl.Qr)) 

The former two terms on the right~hand side rder to ideals with 
fewer primary components than A. and the latter term to an ideal of 
fewer dimensions. hence all functions. on the right~hand side have the 
form (8). so that the same is valid for the left~hand side. It is. therefore. 
only necessary to prove the theorem for primary ideals. Let A be 
primary and let P be the corresponding prime ideai. We choose two 

n m 

linear forms I) = ~ Ui Xi. 12 = ~ Vi Yi that do not belong to P. The 
o 0 

ideals (A. III and (A. 12) have the reduced dimensions d - 1 at most. and 
the forms 1)./2 are relatively prime with respect to A. Hence (5) holds 
good: 

X (e. a ~ (A. I)) ) X (e. a ~ A) - X (e - 1. a ~ A) ~ 
X (e, a. (A. 12) ) - X (e. a • A) - X (e. a-I. A) ~ 

According to the supposition we have for e =- eo. a =- ao: 

X (e. a : (A. I))) = ~ bij (~) (~) 
i+j -=Cd-I I J 

(9) 
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On summation we get from (91): 

f X (e. 0: A) - X (eo. 0; A) = I X (Je. 0; (A. 11) ) 

À=po+1 p, (Je) (0) 
I I bij. . 

i+j-=Od-I ;=,00+1 I J 

I bi' ~(e+1) _ (eo+1) ~(O) 
i+j-=od-I J ( i+ 1 i+ 1 ~ j 

and in the same way from (92): 

X (eo, 0; A) - X (eo, 00; A) = I Cij (e~) ~ (O~ 1) _ (0~+1)' ~ 
i+j-=od-I I? J+ 1 J+ 1 ~ 

H. finally. we add these two equations we find: 

The right hand side has in fact the form (8). if we take into conside~ 

ration that (e+ 1) = ( e ) + (e). etc. i+1 i+1 i 

§ 20. Among the numbers aij we shall pay special attention to those 
for which i + j = d. i.e. to the coefficients of the terms of highest 
degree in the characteristic function. These aij are called the degrees 
of the ideal A; their geometricalsignification will appear later. For the 
degrees we introduce the symbol aij(A). 

From the proof given above the following theorems follow directly: 
THEOREM 8. Any degree aij of an H~ideal is the sum of the corre~ 

sponding degrees of the primary components with the same reduced 
dimension. 

THEOREM 9. If Q primary. P the corresponding prime ideal, 11 a 
linear form in Xj. and 11 =1= 0 (P). we have 

aij(Q) = ai-1.j(Q.ll ). • . ' . • • • • (11) 

In the same way if 12 is a linear form in the YI and 12 :'=1= 0 (P) : 

aij(Q) = ai, j-I (Q.12). • • • • • • • (12) 

A generalisation of th eo rem 9 is: 
THEOREM 10. If Q is a primary ideal. P the corresponding prime 

ideal. f a form of the degrees y. b. and f=l= 0 (P). we have: 

aij (Q. f) = y • ai+1.j (Q) + b • aj,j+1 (Q) 

PROOF. The suppositions of th eo rem 5 are fulfilled. accordingly (5) is 
valid for A = Q. If we ex pand the two members of (5) according to 
theorem 7 with respect to binomial coefficients. and if we compare the 
coefficients of ei oj on the two sides. we find the result in question directly. 
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§ 21. THEOREM 11. The degrees of an H~ideal are :::=- O. 
PRO OF. For d = 0 the characteristic function becomes a constant aoo. 

In this case the ideal has a finite number of zeros in the projective 
space (with coordinates from r or a field containing r). There are 
polynomials of an arbitrarily high degree which are in at least one of 
these zeros =1= O. and which. therefore. do not belong to the ideal. 
Hence the characteristic function aoo is in this case even > O. 

N ow suppose the theorem to be valid for arbitrary ideals of less 
than d reduced dimensions. In this case for primary ideals of d reduced 
dimensions the theorem follows by formulas (11) and (12). For arbitrary 
ideals of d dimensions the same follows from theorem 8. 

§ 22. THEOREM 12. The characteristic function of an H~ideal A is 
the same as that of the ideal Ao that is found by omitting the projec~ 
tively~irrelevant primary components from A (cf. § 8). 

PROOF. Put 
M=[QI ..... Qr], 

QI .... ' Q. projectively irrelevant. 
hence 

Mo = [Qs+I ..... Qr]. 

H we put MI=[QI .... ,Q.]. we have M=[Mo.Md. 
Now (4) implies: 

X (M; (J. a) = X (Mo; (J, a) + X (MI; (J. a) - X ((Mo ; MI) ; (J. a) 

= X (Mo ; (J, a) ((J :::=- (Jo. a :::=- ao). 

because the characteristic functions of the projectively~irrelevant ideals 
MI and (Mo. MI) are zero (§ 18). 

111. Series of Composition of Primary Ideals. I) 

§ 23. Let Q be a primary ideal in a domain (German: .. Ring") R.let P 
be the corresponding prime ideal. and suppose P =1= R. By a series 
of composition of Q we understand a fini te series of primary ideals 

(Qo=R); QI =P; Q2;"'; Q/= Q. 

(where the first term Qo = R may be reckoned to belong to the series 
or not) with the following properties : 

1) Qi is primary and P is the corresponding prime ideal (i = 1 •... , l) 
2) Qi+1 =1= Qi (i = 1. ...• 1-1) 
3) Qi+1 0 (Qi) (i = 1. ... • 1- 1). 
4) It is impossible to insert a primary ideal between Qi and Qi+1 so 

that the properties 1). 2). 3) remain valid. 

I) This § is a partial elaboration of ideas of E. NOETHER's; cf. her address in Göttingen 
on the numbers of HILBERT, Jahresbericht D.M.V. 34, (1925), p. lOl. Cf. also W. KRULL, 
verallgemeinerte Abelsche Gruppen, Sitzungsberichte Heidelberger Akad. 1926. 
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We shall now prove the existenee of a series of composition for any 
primary ideal Q on the supposition that the corresponding prime ideal 
P has a [inite basis. 

§ 24. We shall first simplify the problem by passing from the ring R 
to the ring of restclasses R' = RIQ. Every ideal A, divisor of Q, gives 
rise to an ideal A ' = A /Q in R'. Especially P leads to a prime ideal 
PI, and any primary ideal Qi corresponding to P leads to a primary 
ideal Q 'i corresponding to P'. Q itself leads to Q' = QIQ: the zero 
ideal in R'. Conversely A is uniquely defined by A': members of A 
are the members of all restclasses with respect to Q in A'. Accordingly 
it is sufficient to prove the existence of a series of composition 

Q'I =P' , Q '2"'" Q'I=(O). 

The basis of P leads to a basis of P'. 
We shall now again pass from the ring R' to a domain R* consisting 

I 

of all fractions ~, b ==1== O(P' ). We put ~ = :/' if a b' = a' b. 

Addition and multiplication in this domain are as usually defined by 
the formulas 

~ + ~ _ a b' + b a' 
b b' - bb' 

a a' a a' I) 
b'll- bb' 

The members b ==1=== 0 (P) are no zero factors , for as the zero ideal Q' 
is primary and P the corresponding prime ideal, the relations be = 0, 
c*"O always implie b - 0 (P). 

The prime ideal P' generates a prime ideal P* in R* consisting of 

all fractions ~ ; a _ 0 (PI). In the same way any primary ideal Q 'i in 

R' of which the corresponding prime ideal is P', generates a primary 
ideal Qr in R* of which the corresponding prime ideal is P*. All this 
can be verified without difficulty. Conversely Q 'i is defined unambiguously 
by Qr : Q 'i consists of all numerators of the fractions that appear in 
Qr 2). It is, therefore, sufficient to prove the existence of a series of 
composition 

Q; = P* ; Q~ ; . .. ; Q; = Q* 

The ring R* has this advantage over R that it has the following 
properties, which R did not necessarily possess: 

I. There is a unity, viz. ~ (b arbitrary, =1= 0 (PI)). 

I) E. STEINITZ, Aigebr. Theorie der Körper § 3, J. f. M. 137, (1910). H. GRELL, Be
ziehungen zwischen den Idealen verschiedener Ringe § 1. (5), Math. Ann. 97, (1927), p. 490. 

2) H . GRELL, loc. cit., § 6. 
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11. The equation a. x = 1 is always solvable for a =1= 0 (P*). 
111. Q* is the zero ideal. 

Af ter multiplication by !!.- the basis elements of P' can be used as 
b 

basis elements for P*. 
We shall henceforward omit the asterisks and suppose R to possess 

the properties I, 11, 111. 
Now let (I be the exponent of the zero ideal Q, i.e. the smallest 

number with the property p p = O. 
If we prove that a series of composition from P~ to p~+1 

(À=1. ... , (I-I) is possible, we need only place all these series one af ter 
another to obtain a series of composition from P to Q. 

The powers of p, P2, .... PP are all different, for P}, = P},+I would 
implie Pp-I = pp = O. 

Further p '. has a finite basis (fI, ... ,fr), so that we can write: 

Pi - (Pi. + I f (.) (1) - , 1"··' I'" 

We shall suppose as many F s as possible to be omitted on the right
hand side, so that if we omitted one more of them (I) would become 
fals. N ow I assert that the series of ideals 

Q(i.) (p' +1 t: (.) p ' o == J. , llt ••. ' r == J. 

Q (l
i
.) = (Pi. + 1 , t: (.) 11' .... r-I 

Q (À) _ (Pi +1 t:) 
r-I- , I1 

Q~»=P)· +1 

is a series of composition from P>' to P >' +I. We must. therefore. 
prove the properties 1-4 (§ 23). 

1. It appears thus that Q\},) is primary and that Pis the corresponding 
prime ideal: 

a. From ab o (Q\},)) and b=I=O (P) we find on multiplication by b-I : 

a _ O(Q\},)) 
b. a _ 0 (P) implies aP _ 0 (Q) 0 (Q\},)). 

c. a~ _ 0 (Q\},)) implies a~ 0 (P). hence a - 0 (P). 

2. Q\},) =1= Q!~\ is evident, for else 

(Q(},), fI,···, (.) = (Q(},), fI, ... , (.-I) 
and then (. might be omitted from the equation (1). 

3. Q\~I 0 (Q\},)) is evident. 
4. IE it were possible to insert an ideal Q' between Q\},) and Q\~I: 

Q\~I - 0 (Q') - 0 (Q~},)) 

Q \},) - 1- Q' -1- Q(},) 1+1-- -- . , 
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Q' would contain a member f which does not !ie in Q~~I' This member 
I· . ~~) - (Q(') Ç) h les 10 ""'I - i+1 • lr-i. en ce 

If h lies in P we have: 

h. fr-i - 0 (P P~ ) 0 (P},+I ) - 0 (QJ~D 

and. therefore. f' - 0 (Q~~I)' against the. supposition. 
If h does not lie in P we can multiply (2) by h- I : 

fr-i =- h- I f' (Q~~I) 

fr-i =- 0 (Q') 

Q~},)= (Ql;l. fr-i)-O (Q') 

Q~~) = Q'. 

against the supposition I). 

(2) 

§ 25. According to the proof the series of composition constructed 
by us has the following properties besides the postulated properties 1-4: 

5. It is even impossible to insert an arbitrary ideal Q' with the 
properties Qi+1 - 0 (Q') = 0 (Qi). Qi+1 =1= Q' =1= Qi between Qi and 
Qi+lo whether Q' is primary or not. 

6. 
7. 

PQi o (Q;+I) 

Qi = (Qi+l. fi) 

One might think that these properties are only consequences of the 
construction we have followed and that perhaps another series of com~ 
position does not possess these properties. We shall prove that. on the 
contrary. these 3 properties are va lid for any series of composition. 
where we need not make the suppositions I. 11. 111 for our ring R. but 
only the much less far reaching suppositions: 

1*. R contains a unity; 
11*. The prime ideal P does not contain any true divisors besides R. 
PROOF of 5. Let Q' be an arbitrary ideaI. Qi+l =- 0 (Q') =- 0 (Q;). 

In order to reduce everything to 4. we shall prove that Q' most neces~ 
sarilly be primary and that P is the corresponding prime ideal. 

a. The relations ab =- 0 (Q') and b =1= 0 (P) imply in the first place 
(b. P) =1= P. hence (b. P) = R; accordingly any member of R has the 
form h b + p (p _ 0 (P) ); especially: 

l=hb+p 

a = h a b + a pap (Q') 

a _ a p - cl p2 =- ... - a pP _ 0 (Q'). 

I) In the original Dutch paper the proofs of this § were not correct. at least not generally 
valid. A correction will be added". The English text giv.~n above is correct. 
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b. a == 0 (P) implies aP - 0 (Q) - 0 (Q'). 
c. a~ == 0 (Q') implies a' _ 0 (P). hence a == 0 (P). 
PROOF of 6. We have 

QHI == 0 (PQi . QHI) == 0 (Qi) 

hence. according to 5: 
ei th er 
or 

In the first case 

(PQi • Qi+l) = Qi 

(PQI • Qi+l) = Qi+! 

PQi - Qi (Qi+l) 
Qi == PQi == P2Qi - . . . pp Qi == 0 (Qi+l) 

Qi=Qi+1 

(3) 

which is impossible. Hence only the second alternative of (3) remains; 
it implies 

PQi - O-(Qi+I). q. e. d. 
PROOF of 7. Let {; be a member of Qi that does not belong to QHI; then 

(Qi+h (;) =1= Qi+1 
and consequently. according to 5.: 

(QHI. fi) = Qi. q.e.d. 

§ 26. According to the weil known th eo rem of JORDAN-HöLDER 
the existence of one single series of composition implies that all series 
of composition with the properties 2. 3. 5 have the same lengths I. 
In a domain with the proper ties 1*. 11* any series of composition for 
primary ideal has the properties 2. 3. 5 and all have. therefore. the 
same leng th ; this result may be directly extended to arbitrary rings by 
means of the transformation R ~ R*. 

The theorem of JORDAN-HöLDER. however. is not strictly necessary 
for wh at follows; we avoid the use of this theorem by the following 
definition: 

The length of a primary ideal Q is the length of the shortest series 
of composition for this ideal. In reality I is at the same time the length 
of any series of composition. 

§ 27. If a series of composition 
modulus-isomorphism is valid: 

has the properties 1-7. the following 

Qi/Qi+l -- RW (i=O ....• 1-1) . (4) 

where both members must be considered as R-moduli I) 2). In terms of 

1) An R-module is a set of members which together with a and b also contain a+b 
and a-b and together with a always g. a where g is an arbitrary member of R. In our 
case those members are restclasses modo QHI resp. modo P. A module-isomorphism is a 

one-one correspondence a ~ a with the properties 
- - -

a + b ~ a + b. g. a ~ g . a. 
2) Cf. H. GRELL. Ordnungen in Zahl- und Funktionenkörpern. Math. Ann. 97. (1927) 

p . 540. 
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the theory of groups we have to do with series of composition where 
all factor groups are isomorphic. 

PROOF. As Qi = (Qi+l. fi) all members of Qi are modo QHI multiples 
of t. i.e. any member of Qi is h . t (Qi+d. To any member h of R 
there corresponds a member h. t of Qi ; if hl - h2 0 (P). we have 
hl t - h2 t 0 (P Qi) - 0 (Qi+ I). If conversely hl t - h2 t 0 (QHI) we 
have. according to t =/= 0 (QHI). 

H. therefore, for the members h of R we choose the congruence 
modo P as definition of equality and for the members h. t of Qi the 
congruence modo QHI. the correspondence h ~ h t is a one-one corre
spondence. To hl -+- h2 there corresponds hl t -+- h2 tand to g. h there 
corresponds g. h f;. In this way the isomorphism (4) for i = 1 ....• 1 - 1 
is proved. Por i = 0 the members of (4) are identical. 

IV. The Degrees of an Ideal. 

§ 28. Let Q be a zero-dimensional primary ideal in R = r[xI •...• X n ; 

YI • . ..• Ym]. The H-ideal Qo equivalent to Q (§ 5) in r [xo ••..• X n 

Yo • .•.• Ym] has the reduced dimension zero (§ 13). and its characteristic 
function is. therefore. a constant aoo (Qo) that is at the same time 
the degree of Qo. By the substitution Xo = 1. Yo = 1 the forms of the 
degrees (J. a in Qo are transformed into all polynomials of Q of which 
the degrees are -= (J. -= a; hence the number of the linearly indepen
dent polynomials of the degrees -= (J. -= a in Q is equal to that of 
the polynomials of the degrees (J. a in Q. In the same way the 
number of modo Qo linearly independent forms of the degrees (J. a is 
equal to the number of modo ei linearly independent polynomials of the 
degrees -= (J. -= a in R. As soon as (J. a exceed a certain limit. the former 
number is constant viz. equal to the characteristic function aoo (Qo); 
consequently the same thing holds for the lat ter number: 

There are only a finite number of modo Q linearly independent poly
nomials in Rand this number is equal to aoo (Qo). 

We can also express this in the following way: 
The domain of restclasses RIQ is a modulus offinite rank I) relative to r. 

§ 29. The same result can also be reached in a different way without 
making use of H-ideals and characteristic functions. At the same time 
we shall find a remarkable relation between lengths and degrees. 

Let in the first pi ace P be a zero-dimensional prime ideal and let 
1.;1 ..... .;n; 1JI ••••• 1Jml be its general zero. In this case all';I.1Jarealge-

I) Rank = Maximum number of elements linearly independent with respect to r. 
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braïc relative to r, hence the field r(~,1'J) has a finite degree relative 
te r. Let this degree be y. In consequence of the isomorphism 

r(~, 1'J) - RIP I) 
also RIP has a finite degree relative to r. 

N ow let Q be a primary ideal corresponding to P. According to 
§ 24 th ere exists a series of composition: 

(Qo=R); QI =P; Q2;"'; Qz =Q. 
As P (being a zero~dimensional prime ideal) has na true divlsors the 

series of composition has the properties 1-7 of § 25, and according 
to § 26 these implie 

Q//Qi+1 - RW 
Hence also: 

Rank Q;jQi+1 = Rank RIP 
Summation from i = 0 to i = 1 - 1 gives 

Rank Qo/Qz = 1. Rank RIP, 
Rank RIQ = l. Rank RIP, 

by whïch it is proved that the rank of RIQ is fini te. The rank of RIQ 
will be called the degree of Q. At the same time we have found the 
following relation : 

The degree of a zero-dimensional primary ideal is equal to this length 
multiplied by the degree of the corresponding prime ideal. 2) 

§ 30. In order to extend these theorems to more~dimensional ideals, 
we shall first prove a few auxiliary theorems. 

LEMMA. Let Q be a primary ideal in r[xI"'" Xn ; YI"'" Yn], P the 
the corresponding prime ideal ! ~I , ••• , ~n, ••• 1 a general zero of P. If 
now ~I is transcendent (varia bie) and t a varia bie which we adjoin 
to r. then the ideal (Q, XI - t) in r (t) [x, y] is a/so primary, and 
(P, XI - t) is the corresponding prime ideal. The length of (Q, XI - t) 
is equal to that of Q. 

PROOF. In the first place it is easily seen that a polynomial f(x, y) 
whïch is independent of t, can only be - 0 (Q, XI - t), if it is 0 (Q). 
Ta see th is we need only write the congruence f 0 (Q, XI - t) in full 
as an equation between polynomials x, y and t, make the fractions dis
appear by multiplying bath members by the den omina tor n (t), put t=XI 
and divide the congruence n (XI)' f(x, y) - 0 (Q) arising in this way 
by n (XI)' whïch is allowed, because we have n (~I) =1= 0 and hence 
n (XI) =1= 0 (P). 

In order to prove that (Q, XI - t) is primary and th at (P, XI - t) is 
the corresponding prime ideal, we must show that: 

1. ab 0 (Q, XI - t) and a =1= 0 (Q, XI - t) imply b - 0 (P, XI - t). 
2. b == 0 (P, XI - t) implies be 0 (Q, XI - t), and conversely. 

') Cf. "Nullstellentheorie" loc. cito § 3. 2. 
2) Cf. H. GRELL, loc. cito § 3. Satz 2. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
50 
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We can suppose the polynomials a, b that are rational in t, to be 
whole and rational in t. Further we may everywhere replace t mod. 
(XI-t) by XI' If this is done, we have only polynomials in the X and y 
and all our congruences ab _ (Q, XI-t), etc. may, therefore, also be read 
as: ab = 0 (Q), etc. Thus 1. and 2. only express that Q is primary and 
that P is the corresponding prime ideal. 

In order to prove th at the length of (Q, XI - t) is the same as that 
of Q, we must show that there exists a one~one correspondence between 
the primary ideals Q' in r [x, y] for which 

Q - 0 (Q') 0 (P) . (1) 

and the primary ideals Q" in r(t) [x, y], for which 

(Q, XI-t) Q == 0 (Q") - 0 (P, XI -t). (2) 

and that this one~one correspondence leaves intact the relation divisor~ 
multiple. 

If Q' is given, we put Q" = (Q', XI - t). We knowalready that in 
th is case Q" is primary and that (P, XI - t) is the corresponding prime 
ideal. It is evident that (2) holds good. From f(x, y) - 0 (Q', XI - t) 
there follows f(x, y) 0 (Q') (see above), hence Q' consists of all poly~ 
nomials in Q", that are independent of t; accordingly Q' is defined 
uniquely by Q". It is evident that Q'I - 0 (Q'2) implies Q;' 0 (Q;), and 
conversely. We have still to prove that for Q" we may choose any 
given primary ideal that satisfies (2). 

Let Q" be a primary ideal which satisfies (2) and of which, conse~ 
quently, the corresponding prime ideal is (P, XI - t). Let Q' be the 
aggregate of all polynomials in Q" independent of t. Any polynomial 
of Q" af ter being made whole in t by multiplication by the denominator 
n (t), may be replaced mod. (XI - t) by a polynomial that no longer 
depends on t, accordingly by a polynomial of Q'. Hence Q" = (Q', XI-t). 
It is see~ easily that Q' is primary and P the corresponding prime ideal. 

§ 31. This lemma may be transformed into a theorem on H~ideals 
by means of the methods of Part I: 

Let Q be a primary H~ideal in r [xo' ... , Xn ; Yo ... .. Yn], P the cor~ 
responding prime ideal, ! A, A~I, ... 1 a general zero of P. Let ~I be 
transcendent relative to r. If we adjoin a variable t to rand if we put 

Q(1) = (Q, XI - txo), 

th en Qbl
) = the ideal of the polynomials f for which 

xb y~ f - 0 (Q(1)), 

then Q~) is primary and the ideal Pg) defined in an analogous way is the 
corresponding prime ideal. The length of Q~) is equal to that of Q. 

PROOF. Let us construct the non~homogeneous ideals p, Q, etc. as 
indicated in § 4. We have (§ 6): 

Q(1) = (Q, XI-t) 
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and the H-ideal equivalent to QII) is Q~). The same holds good for 
p(1) and Pbl). As the transformation to equivalent H-ideals leaves intact 
the properties prime, primary, corresponding prime and divisibility, 
we reduce all the properties that are to be proved for Q~), Pg) 
to the same properties for Q(1), P(1), so that everything is reduced to 
former lemma. 

We are now able to generalize the theorems of § 29 to more dimensions: 

§ 32. The degree$ aij of a primary H-ideal Q are equal to the length 
of Q multiplied by the corresponding degrees of the corresponding 
prime ideal. 

PROOF. First of all let the reduced dimension of Q be equal to zero, 
hence the characteristic function a constant aoo, and at the same time the 
degree. If we then pass to inhomogeneous ideals Q, p, according to 
§ 28 the degree of Q is equal to that of Q (i.e. to the rank of RIQ), 
and the degree of P is equal to that of P; further the correspondence 
between the primary ideals Q corresponding to Pand the primary ideals 
Q corresponding to P is a one-one cörrespondence; consequently the 
length of Q is equal to that of Q. If I represents this length, according 
to § 29 we have: 

Degree Q = I . Degree P 

and, therefore: Degree Q = I . Degree P. 
We shall now suppose the theorem to be proved for all reduced 

dimensions < d and the reduced dimension of Q to be equal to d 
(d> 0). Let I À., À.~I"'" Un; ft, ft'YjI, ••• 1 be a general zero of P. As 
d> 0, one of the ~i or 17k must be transcendent; suppose e.g. ~l tran
scendent. On account of § 20, if t is a variable, we have: 

aij (Q) = ai-l.j (Q, XI - txo) = ai-l.j (Q(1)) 

aij (P) = ai-l.i (P, XI -txo) = ai-l.j (PO)) 

According to § 22 the characteristic functions of QII), Pil) are the same 
as those of Qg), Pg). Hence: 

aij (Q) = ai-l.j (Qbl )); aij (P) = ai-l.j (Pg)) 

According to § 31 the length of Qg) is equal to that of Q, hen ce = I. 
According to the supposition of induction we have for the numbers on 
the right hand sides the re1ation 

ai-l.j (Q~)) = I . ai-l.j (Pg)), 

which, accordingly, must also be valid for the numbers on the left hand
sides. Thus the theorem is proved for all aij(Q) with i> O. There re
mains aOd(Q). 

By interchanging X and y aOd can be treated in exactly the same way as 
formerly adO, provided one of the 'Yj is transcendent. If this is not the case 
onlya finite number of proportions 1 : 171 ; ••• : 'Yjn come into consideration 

50* 
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for the zeros of Q. If we now choose a Iinear form I (y) that does not 
become zero for any of these values. the ideals (Q. I (y)) and likewise 
(P. I (y)) become projectively irrelevant. hence 

aOj (Q) = aO.j-1 (Q, I (y)) = 0 

aOj (P) = aO.j-1 (P. I (y)) = O. 

In this case the assertion reduces to the triviality 

0=1.0. 

Thus the theorem is generally proved. 

V. The Geometrical Signification. 

§ 33. We have seen that the degrees of an H-ideal are equal to the 
sums of the corresponding degrees of the primary components of the 
highest dimension (§ 20) and that the degrees of these primary compo
nents are equal to their lengths multiplied by the degrees of the corre
sponding prime ideals (§ 32). The degrees of these prime ideals have a 
simple geometrical signification: 

If Mis the manifold of Pin the projective Pn.m. then aij (P) is the number 
of points of intersection of this manifold with a linear space that ls 
given by i general linear equations in the x and j general linear 
equations in the y. 

The coefficients of these equations must be considered as independent 
variables UI. U2.'" and the coordinates of the points of intersection as 
algebraic functions of these variables. hence as members of a suitably 
chosen field Q containing r(uI' U2." .). We suppose that we have to 
do with the normal case that Q is a field of the first kind I). 

PROOF. Let P be first an ideal of the' reduced dimension zero; in this case 
i = j = O. hence it remains to prove that the degree of P is equal to the 
number of zeros in a suitable chosen field containing r. If We number the 
coordinates in such a way that xo =1= 0 (P). Yo =1= (P). we can introduce 
non-homogeneous coordinates for all zeros and instead of P consider the 
corresponding non-homogeneous (zero-dimensional) ideal P (§ 4). The 
degree of P is the same as that of Pand is equal to the rank of R I P 
(§ 28) and accordingly equal to the degree of the field r (~I' ' ... ~n. 
1}1' •••• 1}m). Zeros of Pare the systems I ~~,,) ..... 1}~) I conjugated with 
I ~I ••••• ~n • •••• 1}m I in a GALOISian extension Q of r. According to a 
well known theorem in the theory of GALOlS the number of these con
jugated systems is equal to the degree of the field r (~I' .... 1}m). 
hence equal to the degree of P. q. e. d. 

Let us suppose this theorem to be proved for all ideals of reduced 

I) I.e. th at an equation irreduciable in r (UI> u2 • ••• ) has no double roots in n. 
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dimension < d. and P to have the reduced dimension d. We shall first 
intersect the manifold M with one single linear form 

n 

1= ~ Uk Xk. 
o 

Let I À. À ~I •••• ; ••• ft 'Y}m I be a general zero of P. Let at least one ~i be 
transcendent (otherwise (P. l) becomes projectively irrelevant as in the 
lat ter case of § 32. and our theorem becomes triviai). Then also 
~ Uk ~k is transcendent relative to r(uI ••••• u n). We shall now adjoin 

n 

UI ••••• Un to rand we shall introduce ~ Uk Xk = xr as a new coordi~ 
I 

nate instead of XI; in this case the general zero of P becomes 

P. Àç; . .... À~n 

and we have 
1= Uo Xo + x; = x; - t X o 

All the conditions of the auxiliary theorem of § 31 are now fulfilled. 
H. therefore. we put 

P(ll = (P. I) = P. (P; - t xo) 

Pgl is prime. In the same way as in § 32 we find 

aij (P) = al-1.j (Pgl). 

According to the supposition of induction aH ,j (Pgl) is the number of 
points of intersecti~n of the manifold of Pgl with a linear space. given 
by i-I general linear forms in the x. and j linear forms in the y. But 
the manifold of Pgl arises itself from that of P by intersection with the 
general linear form l. Thus the theorem is proved. 

§ 34. Let again M be an algebraic manifold of l' dimensions defined 
by a prime ideal P. By the degrees ai j (M) (i + j = 1') we understand 
the degrees ai j (P). i.e. the numbers of points of intersection of M with 
certain linear spa ces (§ 23). We now put the question: what can be said 
of the degrees of the intersection of M with a spread f (x. y) = 0 ? 

What the answer about m,ust be may be found by considering a 
surface Sin the ordinary projective space P3• The intersection of S with 
another surface f (x) = 0 decomposes into different irreducible components 
whose degrees. multiplied by certain multiplicities. are together equal to 
the product of the degrees of S and t. (This appears e.g. by applying 
the theorem of BEzouT to the intersection of the two surfaces with a 
plane chosen in a most general way). 

An analagous theorem holds good in the general case. The intersection 
of M with the form f decomposes into irreducible manifolds; we shall 
only consider those which have exactly the dimension 1'-1 I). These 

1) We can prove that these are the only ones. Cf. 0, BLUMENTHAL. Math. Ann. 57. 
1903). p. 356. An algebraic proof of this theorem was communicated to me by W. KRULL. 
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may be found by seeking the primary components of the reduced dimension 
r-l of the ideal (P, f). Let QIo"" Qs be these components, MI,"" 
M. their manifolds. By the multiplicity of M" as intersection of Mand 
f we understand the leng th of the ideal Q; let I be this multiplicity. IE 
further 'Y, 0 are the degrees of f in x und y, the relation 

X I" . ajj (M,,) = 'Y • aj+l,j (M) + 0 . aj.j+1 (M) (1) 

is valid. 
In order to prove this relation we replace the degrees of the manifolds 

by the degrees of the corresponding prime ideals. The relation becomes 

X I" . ajj (P,,) = 'Y • aj+!.j (P) + 0 • aj.j+1 (P) 
'" 

or 
~ ajj(Q,,) = 'Y • aj+!.j (P) + 0 . aj.j+l (P) 
"-

or 
ajj (P, f) = 'Y • aj+!.j (P) + 0 . aj.j+1 (P). 

This is only a special case of theorem 10 (§ 20). 

§ 35. We have defined the multiplicities of the partial intersections M 
as the lengths of certain primary ideals. This definition is only justified by 
its success: the sum of the products of degree and multiplicity is given by 
formula (1) and is, therefore, independent of the special situation of M r 

and M n-r relative to each other; in other words the definition of multi~ 
plicity satisfies the "rule of conservation of number". One would be 
mistaken by assuming that the notion of length always leads to a definition 
of multiplicity that satisfies th is condition ; on the contrary, already in 
the determination of the points of intersection of an M 2 with another 
M 2 in Pi the notion length leads to a definition of multiplicity such 
that in certain cases where the two surfaces have the degrees 1 and 4: 
it depends on their relative position whether the sum of the "multipli~ 
cities" of their points of intersection is 4: or 5. In these cases we must 
reject the notion leng th and try to find another definition of multiplicity.l) 

1) Cf. my paper on "Eine Verallgemeinerung des Bezoutschen Satzes" , Math. Ann. 99 
(1928), p. 497. 
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Physics. - On the structure of the spectrum of ionized Argon (Ar lI). 
By T. L. DE BRUIN. (Communicated by Prof. P. ZEEMAN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30. 1928). 

1. Introduction. 
In a former paper in these Proceedings 1) I have communicated a partial 

analysis of the spectrum of ionized Argon (Ar 11), in whieh especially the 
quartet system in connection with the analogous spectrum of ionized Neon 
( Ne 11) is discussed. This paper contains further energy levels found from 
the spectrum and the theoretical identifieation. A list of all till now classified 
lines is given. 

2. Structure of the spectrum. 
The energy levels of the simply ionized Argon atom (Ar 11) are built 

upon the ground levels of the double ionized atom (Ar 111). These 
groundlevels arise from the atomie configuration of a 3~quantum orbit with 
two 3s and four 3p electrons. According to the theÇ>ry of HEISENBERG, 
PAULI and HUND this configuration gives the lowest energy level as 3P and 
also the metastable levels 1D and 15. These terms are the basic terms of 
the ionized atom and according to the simple rules of HUND the following 
terms of Ar 11 can be deduced. 

T ABLE 1. Energy levels Ar 11. 

Electronic configuration Basic term: 3p 

Symbol Terms I 2p 35 3 P 3d 45 4p 4d4f5s 
Quartet I Doublet I 

6 2 5 52 p5 P 

6 2 4 1 52 pi . 3 d FDP F DP 

6 2 4 1 52 pi . 45 P P 

6 2 4 1 52 pi . 4 p DPS D P S 

6 2 4 1 52 pi . 4 d FDP FDP 

6 2 4 1 52 p4 • 5 s P P 
I 

Basic term: IDfBasic t errn: IS 

Terms 

Doublet 

GFDPS 

D 

FDP 

GFDPS 

D 

I 
I 
I 

Te rms 

Do ublet 

D 

S 

P 

D 

S 

I) DE BRUIN: These Proceedings 31, NO. 6, 593, 1928. Zeitschr. f. Phys . .f8. 62.1928 
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The spectral lines ansmg from terms based upon the most stabIe state 
ap will appear as the strongest in the spectrum. The following figure gives 
a survey of the terms arising from this 3P state through the coupling of 
a 3 p, 3 d, 4 s, 4 p, 5 s and 4 delectron. 

For simplicity of the figure the 'fine structure of the levels (splitting 
according to the inner quantum numbers j) is not given. Each connecting 
line does not represent one spectralline, but a whole group, a multiplet. 

For simplicity also the intercombinations are not given. 

~ V) ~ ~V) 
.::t- lC) ..;r- Ct)~ 

, , , , , , , , , , , 

~ 
<f) 
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T ABLE 2. Termtablt> Ar II (Basic term 3P). 

<IJ 

I 
<IJ 

, u , u 
Exp. Term- Ei s:: Theor. NO. Exp. Term- Ei s:: Theor. NO. t ~ ~ ~ Term value 1-<~ Term Term value 1-<$ Term 

.:a -0 

1 2P2 224758 3 P 2P2 36 2p, 65047.981 4p lP, 

1 

1431 1-532.96 "lp 2P2 2 lP, 223327 3p 2p, 37 2P2 64515.02 

3 iD4 92427.28 3 cl 404 38 i04 41079.08 4cl '04 
153.98 121.80 

4 403 92273.30 3 cl 403 39 i03 40957.28 4cl i03 149 .62 188.61 
5 402 92123.68 3cl 402 40 402 40768.67 -4 cl 402 

107.03 206.29 
6 40, 92016.65 3cl 40, 41 iO, 40562 .38 -4 cl 40, 

7 203 - 3 cl 203 42 203 40026.38 ? 4 cl 203 131.65 
8 202 - 3 cl 202 43 202 39894.73 ? 4 cl 202 

9 4Fs - 3 cl 4PS 44 4PS 39661.58 531.55 4cl 4PS 

10 4P4 - 3 cl 4P4 45 4P4 39130.03 449.59 
4 cl iF4 

11 4P3 - 3 cl 4P3 
0 

46 'P3 38680.44 266.33 4cl 4P3 

12 'P2 - 8 3 cl iP2 47 4P2 38414 .11 4cl 4P2 
N 
00 

13 4p, - I 3 cl 4PJ 48 4p, 38583.18 -299.00 4cl 4p, 
0 

14 iP2 - n 3 cl 4P2 49 iP2 38284.18 4 cl 4P2 0 -420.60 0 
15 iP3 - ..... 3 cl 4P3 50 4P3 37863.58 4 d iP3 

16 2P4 - 3 cl 2P4 51 2P4 37938.38 4cl 2P4 772.50 
17 2P3 - 3 cl 2P3 52 2P3 37165.88 ? 4cl 2P3 

18 2P, - 3 cl 2P, 53 2p, 34819.88 
-658.00 

4 cl 2p, 

19 2P2 --- t 3 cl 2P2 54 2P2 34161.88 4 cl 2P2 

20 iP3 I 90512.88 4 s 4P3 55 4P3 43160.381 5 s 4P3 
844.40 - 627.76 

21 4P2 89668.48 4 s 4P2 56 4P2 42532.62 5 s 4P2 515.70 729.14 
22 4p, 89152.78 4 s 4p, 57 4p, 41803.48 5 s 4p, 

23 2P2 86510.88 4 s 2P2 58 2P2 41664 .18 
824.00 

5 s 2p2 
1014.74 

24 2p, 85496.14 4 s 2p, 59 2p, 40840.18 5 s 2p, 

25 4P3 69711.13 4 p 4P3 
I 60 4P3 -

1 
5 P 4P3 307 . 75 

26 4P2 69403.38 4 p 4P2 61 4P2 - 5 P 4P2 
357.30 

27 iP, 69046.08 4 p 4p, 62 4p, - 5 p 4p, 

28 404 67520.58 4 P 404 63 404 - I 5 P 404 439.36 0 
0 29 403 67081.22 4 P 403 64 403 - 0 5p 403 

494.57 lI"\ 

'" 5 P 402 30 i02 66586.65 4 P 402 65 402 - I 260.32 
31 40, 66326.33 4p 40, 66 40, - 0 5p 40, 

0 
0 

32 203 66024_28 4 p 203 67 203 
0 5 P 203 - '" . 663.90 

1 
33 202 65360.38 4 P 202 68 202 - 5 P 202 

34 4S2 63705.60 4 P 4S2 69 4S2 - 5 P 4S2 

35 2S, 63665.08
1 

4 p 2S, 70 2S, - 5 p 2S, 
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3. Termtabie. Ionization potential. 
The foIlowing energy levels are found from the analysis of the spectrum 

(See table 2) . 
As the figure shows some Rydberg series are found. These can serve us 

for calculating the absolute term values of the spectrum. Por that purpose 
the serie 4 s 4P2 and 5 s 4P2 is the best one, because the variation of the 
quantum defect will be a minimum here. These two terms can be 
represented by : 

and 

5 S 4P2 = 42532,62 = (5 _ 1~7~7483)2' 
This gives a value of 224758 frequency units for the groundstate of the 

ionized Argon atom, which agrees with an ionization potentialof 
27.75 -+- 0.05 Volt. Because the ionization potentialof Ar I is 15.69 Volt 1) 
one needs 15.69 + 27.75 Volt = 43.44 Volt to produce the whole spectrum 
from the ground state of the neutral atom. This agrees rather weIl with the 
value experimentaIly found by BARTON : 45.3 -+- 1.5 Volt 2). BARTON got 

e 
th is value by means of the investigation of for ions, using the method 

m 
of SMYTH 3). 

4. Experimental part. 
I have made new experiments by using a grating mounting (grating 

8 X 5 cm total number of lines 51949) to check the consisting wavelength~ 
measurements 4). The spectrum has been produced in the same manner as 
in the case of ionized Neon 5), we made use of a heavy condensed discharge 
through a narrow capilar (3/4 rnrn) 6). The analysis of the spectrum had 
already shown, that measurement of the complete spectrum was not 
necessary and that the accurate wavelength measurements of KAYSER could 
be used. I have ho wever found by means of a discharge of high brilliancy 
new, mostly weak lines. The measurements of the author are given in 
hundredths of Angström, those of KAYSER in thousandths of Angström. 

The spectrum of the double ionized atom (Ar 111) could also be produced 

I) MEISSNER: Zeitschr. f. Phys. 37. 238. 1926; 39. 172. 1926; 40. 839. 1927. 
2) BART ON : Phys. Rev. 25. 469. 1925. 
3) SMYTH: Phys. Rev. 25. 452. 1925. 
4) KAYSER : Handbuch. V. 61; EDER und VALENTA: Denkschr. Wien. Akad. 64. I. 1897. 

Beitr. z. Photochem. 1904; L. BLOCH, E. BLOCH et G. DÉJARDlN: Ann. de Phys. 2. 
461. 1924. 

5) DE BRUIN: Zeitschr. f. Phys. 44. 157. 1927; 46. 856. 1928. 
6) I express my thanks to Mr. J. V . D. ZWAAL, chief of the technical service of the 

laboratory , for mak:ing the quartz tubes. 
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5. Classi[ication of the Ar IJ lines I). 

T ABLE 3. Classification of the Ar 11 lines. 

Int. I J. J. A. " UBcuum Termcombination I M 2) I Int. J. 1. A. J'vacuum Termcombination M 

1 5287.00 18909 .0 4s 2P! _ 4 P 402 - 7 4430.185 22:66.11 4s -IP I _ 4 P 402 6 

3 5145.395 19429.-45 45 2P2 - i P 403 - 10 4425.995 22587.23 4s -IP2 - 4 P 403 6 

5 5062.019 19749.47 4s 4PI _ 4 P 1P2 5 4 i420 .943 22613.14 3d 401 - ip 4P2 41 

i 5017.151 19926.08 is 2P2 - i P 402 - 7 4400.9~6 22715.81 3 d 404 - 4 s -IP3 41 

5 5009.246 19957.53 4s 1P2 - i P 1P3 5 6 4400.101 22720.39 3 d 402 - 4 S 1P2 i1 

3 4972.16 20106.4 4s 1PI _ 4 P 4p] 5 2 4383.730 22805.24 is 2P2 - 4 P 4S2 -

6 4965.059 20135.14 4s 2PI _ 4 P 202 3 8 4379.657 22826.44 \4 s -IPI - 4 P 40] 6 
/4 P 2S1 - 5 s 2P! 7 

5 4933.226 20265.07 45 1PZ _ 4 p 4P2 5 5 4375.942 22845.82 4 s 2P2 - 4 P 2S1 I 

3 4889.06 20448.1 4s 2P I _ 4 P 2P I 2 2 4375.03\ 22850.68 4 p 2P2 - 55 2P2 8 

8 i879.824 20486.83 4s 2P2 - 4 P 203 3 5 4371.334 22869.90 3 d -103 - 4 P -IP2 41 

2 4866 .00 20545.0 4 p 1S2 - 5 S 4P3 10 1 4358.48 22937.3 4 p 4S2- 4 d 402 22 

6 4847.783 20622.25 4s 4P2 - 4 P 4PI 5 5 4352.198 22970.46 3 d 401 - 4 P 1PI 41 

9 i805.993 20801.56 4s 4P3 - 4 P 4P3 5 10 1348.06'1'2992.30 4 s 4P3 - 4 P 104 6 

5 4764.848 20981.18 4s 2PI _ 4p 2P2 2 5 4332.035 23077 . 37 3 d 402 - 45 4P1 41 

7 4735.885 21109.49 4s 4P3 - 4 P iP2 5 7 4331.19423081 .85 45 4P2 - 4 P 402 6 

6 4726.847 21149.85 45 2P2 - 4 P 202 3 I 4319 .67 23143.4 4 d 401 - 4 P 4S2 22 

3 4721.66 21173.1 4p 1S2 - 55 4P2 10 5 4282 .894 23342.16 4 5 1P2 - 4 P 401 6 

6 4657.889 21462.96 4s 2P2 - 4 P 2PI 2 4 4275 . 167 23384 .35 4 p 2PI - 55 2P2 8 

1 4588.00 21789.7 4p 1S2 - 4 5 2PI - 3 4267.49 23426 . 4 4 p 402 - 55 1P3 12 

6 4579.347 21831.08 4s 2PI _ 4 P 2S1 1 6 4266 . 524 23431. 71 4 s 4P3 - -4 P 403 6 

1 4564 . 50 21902.1 4p 1S2 - 5 S 1PI 10 2 4255.57 23492.0 4 p 203 - 5 S 4P2 -

2 4547.79 21982.5 4p 2P2 - 5 S 4P2 - 5 4228.150 23644.37 4 s 4P2 - 4 P 203 -

7 4545.040 21995 .86 4s 2P2 - 4 P 2P2 2 6 4222 .679 23675.00 4 p 2P2 - 5 s 2PI 8 

5 4502.941 22201. SI 4p 202 - 5 s 4P3 - 5 421'\.683 23697.43 4 p 202 - 5 s 2P2 9 

2 '1535 . 57 220il.7 -4p 1S2 - 5 s 2P2 - 3 4201.9'16 23791.82 4s 4PI - 4 P 202 12 

4 4460.512 22412 . 69 3d 402 - 4 P 1P3 41 4 4179.319 23920.62 4 p 403- 5 S 1P3 12 

5 4431.002 22561.95 3d 403 - 4 P 4P3 41 3 4178.344 23926.21 4 s 4P3 - 4 P 402 6 

I) For the connection between clas5ifkation and ZEEMAN-effect we refer to: C. J. BAKKER. 
T . L. DE BRUIN and P . ZEEMAN. these Proceedings 31. NO. 7. 780. 1928. 

2) The column M refers to the numbers of the corresponding multipiets in the figure. 
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TABLE 3 (Continued). 

Int. }. I. A. v"acuum I Termcombination I M Int. }. I. A. V"acuum I Termcombination I M 

1 41ï3.77 23952.4 4p 2P2-4cl4011 - 2 3911.571 25557.9614 P 'lOl - 4 cl 402 24 

6 4156.135 24054.06 4 p 402 - 55 4P2 12 3 3900.613 25629.76 4 p 402 - 4 cl 403 24 

1 4129.67 24208.2 4 P 2PI - 5 5 2P I 8 4 3891. 978 25686.62 3 cl 403 - 4 P 402 42 

4 4112.766 24307.70 45 4P2 - 4p 202 - 3 3891.400 25690.44 3 cl iO I - 4 P iO I 42 

10 4103 . 957 24359.88 j4p i04 - 5 5 4P3 12 3 3880.281 25764 . 04 4p iOI _ 4cl 'lOl 24 4p 203 - 5 5 2P2 9 

5 4082.385 24488.59 14p 2P2 - 4 cl 203 20 4 3875.256 25797.49 3cl 402- 4p 'lOl 42 45 4P3 - 4 P 203 -

2 4077 .057 24520.59 5s 2PI _ 4.p 202 9 3 3872.176 25817.98 4p 402 - 4cl 402 24 

6 4076 .704 24522 . 72 4p 'lOl - 55 4PI 12 8 3868.568 25842.06 4p 452 - 4 cl 4P3 16 

4 4072 .429 24548.48 4 p 403 - 5 5 4P2 12 9 3850.565 25962 .88 45 1P2 - 4 P 452 4 

1 4065.25 24591.8 4 P 202 - 4 cl 402 3 3845.385 25997.86 
14p 203 - 4cl 203 21 

- i 4 5 4P3 - 4 P 2P2 -

4 4038 .81 6 24752.76 :3 cl 403 - 4 P 404 42 3 3844.771 26002.00 4p 403 - 4cl 404 24 

5 4033 .872 24783.10 4 p 102 - 5 5 1PI 12 4 3841.559 26023.74 4p i02 - 4cl 'lOl 24 

1 4031.47 24797.8 4 p 202 - 4 cl 101 - 3 3830.435 26099.31 3cl i02 - 4 P 202 -

8 4013.852 24906.71 3 cl 104 - 4 P 404 42 5 3826.826 26123.93 4p 403 - 4cl 103 24 

1 4011. 377 24922.084 p i02 - 55 2P2 - 3 3825.715 26131.52 4 P. 203 - 4 cl 202 21 

1 3994.885 25025.1614 p 452 - 4 cl 1F3 28 5 3809.499 26242.74 4p 4P2 - 55 4P3 11 

4 3992.046 25042.75 3 cl 402 - 4 P 103 42 3 3808.596 26248.97 3cl 403 - 4p 203 -

2 3988.228 25066.73 4p 203 - 4cl 403 - 4 3799.446 26312.18 4 p 403 - 4 cl 102 24 

6 3979.391 25122.39 4p 452 - 4 cl 1PI 16 3 3786.386 26402.93 3cl 404-4p 203 -

3 3974.709 25151. 98 45 4P3 - 4 P 202 - 7 3780.868 26441.47 4 p 404 - 4 cl i04 24 

3 3974.496 25153.33 l4s 4P2 - 4 P 2P2 -
4p 2PI _ 4 cl 202 20 4 3770569 26513.69 4p 1PI _ 5 5 1P2 11 

5 3968 . 346 25192.32 3 cl 403 - 4 P 403 42 6 3765.313 26550.70 4p 1P3 - 55 4P3 11 

2 3958.379 25255.75 4 P 203 - -+ cl 402 - 5 3763.565 26563.03 4 p 404 - 4 cl 103 24 

3 3952.742 25291. 76 4 P 4 52 - 4 cl 4F2 28 3 3750.278 26657.14 3 cl 'lOl - 4 P 202 -

6 3946.140 25334.07 4 p 202 - 4 cl 203 21 2 3746.985 26680.57 4 P 202 - 4 cl 4F3 -

4 3944.259 25346.16 3 cl 101 - 4 P 403 42 1 3735.392 26763.37 3 cl 402 - 4 P 202 -

6 3932.567 25421.51 4p 452 - 4 cl 4P2 16 10 3729.300 26807 .09 4s 4P3 - 4 P 152 4 

3 3931.232 25430.14 3 cl 'lOl - 4 P 402 42 3 3720 .467 26870.73 4p 4P2 - 5 S 4P2 11 

6 3928.599 25447.20 4s 4PI _ 4 P 152 4 3 3717.217 26894.22 4 P 2D3 - 4cl 4F4 -

5 3925.753 25465.65 4p 202 - 4 cl 202 21 1 3714.694 26913.22 3cl 103 - 4 P 202 -

4 3914.781 25537.01 3cl 402 - 4 P 402 42 2 3710.017 26946.41 4p 202 - 4 cl 4F2 -
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TABLE 3 (Continueel). 

~rvv.cuum Termcombination M I Int. J. J. A. V"'8cuum Termcombination 

3 

1 

3 

3 

i 

1 

1 

10 

7 

6 

10 

2 

1 

5 

5 

8 

5 

3 

4 

1 

8 

3 

1 

9 

5 

3678.328 27178.54 4p 1P3 - 55 1P2 11 I 8 3480.i86 28723.i3 i p 1D2 - i d 1P3 

3669.550 27243.56 4p 1Pl - 55 1Pl 11 6 3476.776 28754.07 4 p 1P3 - i d 1D3 

3656.120 27343.64 ip 2D3 - i d 4F3 - i 3466.383 288iO.29 lip 1P2-id 1Dl 
ip 1D1- i d 1F3 

3650.991 27382.05 ip 1P! _ 55 2P2 - 5 3i5i .li8 289i2.ii i p 1P3 - i d 1D2 

3622 .20i 27599.69 ip 1P2 - 5 5 1P! 11 3 3i30.iOO 29ii2.79 i p 1D3 - i d 2F4 

3603.97 27739.3 i5 1P2 - 55 2P2 - 2 3i21.671 29217.14 i p 1D3 - id 4P3 

3603.53 27742.7 ip 2D3 - id 2P2 15 3 3388.566 29502.57 i p 2S! - id 2P2 

3588.i83 27859.00 ip 1D4 - i d 1F5 30 1 3379.i24 29582.07 i p 1D1 - i d 2F4 

3582.397 27906.23 ip 1D2 - id 1F3 30 3 3370 .937 29656.85 i p 1D4 - id 1P3 

3581.652 27912.14 ip 1Dl - id 1F2 30 2 3366.618 29694.90 ip 2P2 - i d 2Pl 

3576.658 27951.11 ip 1D3 - id 1F1 30 2 3307.228 30228.31 4p 2P! _ i d 2P! 

3565.071 280i1. 95 ip 1Dl - id 1P2 18 5 3293.628 30353.05 i p 2P2 - i d 2P2 

3564.i36 280i6.9i ip 1Pl - 5 s 2P2 - 3 3281.727 30463.01 i pip! - i d 1Pl 

3559.545 28085.i9 ip 2D3 - i d 2F1 27 2 3273 .336 305i1.09 i p 2D2 - i d 2Pl 

3548.530 28172 .66 4 p 1D2 - i d 1F2 30 i 3263.582 30632.37 ip 1p!_ i d 1F2 

3545.642 28195.59 i p 2D2 - i d 2F3 27 5 3249.8i2 30761.88 ip 1Pl - i d 1P2 

3535.36i 28277.57 ip 1P! _ i d 1D2 23 5 32i3.705 30820.08 i p 1P2 - id 1Pl 

3521.281 28390.66 ip 1D4 - id 1F4 30 1 3236.682 30886 .9i i p 2P! - id 2P2 

3520.0il 28iOO.é6 ip 1D3 - id 1FJ 30 1 3226.035 30988.9i i p 1P2 - i d 1F2 

3517.929 28i17.71 3d 1D2 - ip 1S2 iO 1 3212.597 31118.50 i p 1P2 - i d 1P2 

3514.426 28446.0i ip 1P2 - id 1DJ 23 3 320i.339 31198.70 i p 2D2 - i d 2P2 

3509.811 28i83.i4 ip 1Pl - id 1Dl 23 2 319i.270 31297.04 i p 1FJ - i d 1F2 

3499.665 28566.02 3 d 1D3 - i P 1S2 iO i 3181.0ii 31427.16 i P 12J - i d 1P2 

3491.573 28632.22 4p 1PJ - id 1D1 23 5 3169.682 31539.81 ip 1P2 - id 1PJ 

3i91. 290 28634.54 ip 4P2 - id 1D2 23 6 3139.026 31847.82 i p 1PJ - i d 1PJ 

in this manner. The measurement and the analysis of this spectrum has 
already been begun. 

The plate shows a reproduction of a part of the spectrum. Several 
important multipIets in this region are marked, while for orientation several 
wavelengths are added. 
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6. The spectrum in the extreme violet 1). 
On account of the analysis of the visible Ar 11 spectrum an interpretation 

can be given of the line groups found by DORGELO and ABBINK 2) in the 
extreme violet. Those are combinations with the deep groundstate 3 p 2P21 : 

I. 4. 730.91 136816 3p2P\-4s 2P 2 
3. 725.53 137830 3p 2p\ - 4s 2p\ 

3. 723.35 138246 3p2P2-4s 2P2 
1. 718.05 139266 3p 2P2 - 4s 2p\ 

11. 6. 740.23 135093 3p2P2-4s 1P2 

111. 12. 932.06 107289 3p2p\-Sp625\ 
15. 919.79 108720 3 p 2P2 - S p6 25\ 

Some of the other groups found belong to the spectrum of the double 
ionized atom (Ar Hl). 

7. Comparison with ot her atomie eonfigurations. 
The analysis of a spectrum is especially important for the study of the 

binding of electrons by means of comparison with other atomie configura~ 
tions. The iso~eleetron configurations of Cl I, Ar H, K 111 cannot yet be 
compared, because an analysis of Cl I and K 111 fails. 

We can now however compare the atomie configurations : 
17. Cl II , 18. Ar H, 19. K H, 20. Ca . Il , 21. Sc. 11, because in the last 

time something more is known on the spectra of CIII 3), K II 4) and 
Sc II 5). We will not give an extensive comparison but only some examples. 

a. The ionization potentials in the above mentioned configurations are 
(25) ; 27.75; 31.68 ; 11.81 and 12.84 Volt. The discontinual decay in 
the case of Ca 11 is clear, beeause in the case of Cl II. Ar 11 and K 11 a 
4 s~eleetron less strongly bound must be removed. 

b. We now give attention to the energy va lues of the 4 s~orbits in the 
above mentioned configurations. Beeause the s orbits are IJrbits with inner 
loop which means they partially eome into the atomie eore in the neigh
bourhood of the nucleus , one will expect with increasing nudear charge 
stronger binding, thus higher energy value and larger quantum defect, as 
also is exhibited in the following tab Ie. 

I) Prof. K. T. COMPTON had the kindness to send me the copy of the paper on the 
spectrum of Ar II in the extreme violet (K. T. COMPTON, J. C. BOyeE and H. N . RUSSELL), 
which will be printed in the "Physical Review". For the classification of the Ar II lines 
in the extreme violet we refer to th at paper. 

2) DORGELO und ABBINK : Zeitschr. f. Phys. 41. 753. 1927. 
3) BowEN : Phys. Rev.31. 34. 1928. 
~) DE BRUIN : Archives Néerl. 11. 70. 1928: BOWEN : Phys. Rev. 31. 497. 1928. 
5) RUSSELL and MEGGERS : Sc. P . Bur. of. Stand. NO. 558. 329. 1927. 
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Energyvalue Effective prin- Quantum-Atomic-conflguration 4 s-terms cipal quantum defect number 

17.CllI 84000 2.28 1.72 

18. A II 88000 2.23 1.77 

19. K II 92000 2.18 1.82 

20. CaII 96000 2.14 1.86 

21 . Sc 11 102000 2.07 1.93 

8. Summary. 
The spectrum of ionized Argon has been investigated experimentaIly . 

Some 180 lines have been ordered in a term scheme. F rom the 59 theoretica I 
levels predicted by HUND's theory, arising from the coupling 3 p, 3 d, 4 s, 
4 p, 4 d , 5 s (3P), 46 have been identified. The remaining terms lay in 
regions which, combining, give spectral lines in the infra red and the 
extreme violet. 

The ionization potential has been found from the spectrum and amounts 
to 27.75 -+- 0.05 Volt. A comparison is made with other, in the periodic 
system neighbouring atomie configurations. 

In conclusion the author wishes to express thanks to Prof. ZEEMAN for 
valuable advice and helpful suggestions. 

June, 1928. 

Laboratory "Physica" of the University 
of Amsterdam. 



Physics. - The ZEEMAN-effect of the spectrum of ionized Argon ( Ar lIJ. 
By C. J. BAKKER, T. L. DE BRUIN and P. ZEEMAN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1928.) 

1. Introduction. 

The ZEEMAN-effect of the spectrum of ionized Argon (Ar lIJ has been 
investigated for checking the analysis of this spectrum given by one of us 
(DE BRUIN) 1). The research 2) was especially important beeause one can 
expect in this spectrum according to theoretical considerations deviations 
from the normal g-values of LANDÉ. The theory of BOHR gives that the 
atomic core of Ar II contains four 3p-electrons. According to the conception 
of LANDÉ this should give rise to anomalous g-values. Certain groups of 
g-values must give, on account of theoretical considerations of PAULI, 
LANDÉ and HEISENBERG constant "g-sums", which ean be calculated 
beforehand. 

2. Experimental part. 

The grating mounting. 
We made use of the stigmatic grating mounting of the laboratory. The 

light from the source, whose image is focussed on the slit, faUs up on a 
concave mirror, which sends a parallel beam of light to the grating 3). We 
could photograph at once a region of 15 cm at both sides of the normal of 
the grating. The investigation was made in the second order and th ere the 

dispersion is about 2.4 A/mm, so we could photograph with one focussing 

of the camera a reg ion of 300 X 2.4 À = 720 A; thus we had to focuss 

four times for investigating the spectral reg ion between 2700 and 5300 A. 
The 5 inch grating used has 14438 lines to the inch (originally the width 

of the grating is 6 inches, but one inch gives disturbances and was therefore 
covered during the exposures). For resolving very narrow magnetic 
separations it is necessary that the temperature of the grating remains 
constant to at least 0°.05 during a whole exposure. Especially for this 

1) DE BRUIN: These Proceedings 31, NO. 6. 593, 1928 and 31, NO. 7, 771. 1928. 
Zeitschr. f. Phys., 48. 62, 1928. 
2) The ZEEMAN-effect is not very much investigated. Some Iines in the visible part of 

the spectrum has been investigated by LOTTIG (Dissertatie Halle a. S. 1911; Ann. der 
Phys. 38, 69, (1912). 

3) RUNGE und PASCHEN, Wied. Ann., 61, 641 , 1897. P. ZEEMAN used th is mounting 
since 1900 for many investigations. 

MEGGERS and KElVIN BURNS, Sc. Pap. Bur. of Stand. NO. 441, (vol. 18), 1922. 
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purpose an automatical regulation of the temperature is made in the large 
room of the laboratory where the grating is mounted 1). This regulation 
enables us to keep the temperature of the grating constant to 0°.01 during 
the exposure. 

The magnetic field. 
The magnet is a large WEiss-electromagnet, with water cooled copper 

coils, made by the engine factory "Oerlikon" (Zürich). It is operated on a 
current of 100 Ampères. The field is then with the used distance of the 
endplanes of the poles about 41000 Gauss. The cooHng is very effective 
and makes that the temperature of the mag net does not change observably ; 
in this way satisfactory constancy of the field is obtained. 

The light souree. 
We made use of a gasdischarge without GeissIer tube, that passes 

parallel to the field. The Argon gas is therefore led into a copper "BACK
box" 2) enclosing the magnetic poles and provided with quartz windows. 
The gas discharge passes between 2 circular platin discs, just covering the 
pole tips of the magnet (5 mm in diameter). The platin discs are insulated 
from the pole pieces by using th in pieces of mica. Platin discs and mica are 
attached to conical plugs, to our purpose made of ebonite and ground to 
fit into openings into the box. Without the magnetic field the discharge 
spreads through the whole of vacuum space, with magnetic field and weIl 
choosen gas pressure (in the case of Argon between 2and 3 cm) the 
discharge contracts to the central part of the field and comes to high 
brilliancy th ere. We used un uncondensed high potential alternating current 
furnished by a large transformer that operated indefinitely on Yz K.W., 
while the current in the secundary was 25 m.A. 

The times of exposure varied between 4 and 6 hours. 

Intensity measurement of the field. 
The intensity of the magnetic field can be measured by means of the 

exactly known ZEEMAN-effect of spectral Hnes, that may not show dissym
metries in their magnetic separations. In connex ion with thc spectral region 
that was investigated, we used the ZEEMAN-effect of the weIl known 
Zn-triplet 4811. 4722 and 4680 or of the Ag grounddoublet 3883 and 3281. 

When none of these lines feIl in the spectral reg ion we investigated, we 
could satisfactory make use of the accurately known and measured ZEEMAN
effect of Ar II lines, because the regions we investigated always covered 
each other over some distance. 

1) We refer to: GEHRCKE: Handb. der Physik. Optik, Band H, zweite Hälfte, erster 
Teil. P. ZEEMAN und T. L. DE BRUIN: Magnetische Zerlegung der Spektrallinien, p. 605. 

2) Struktur der Materie I: E. BACK und A. LANDÉ: ZEEMAN-effekt und Multiplett
struktur der Spektrallinien. 

51 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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}. Termcombina tion ZEEMAN -effect 

l 
4810.534 3P2 - 3S1 (0.00) (0.50) 1.00 1.50 2 .00 

Zn. 4722.163 3PI _ 3S1 (0.50) 1.50 2.00 

4680.140 3pO - 3S1 (0.00) 2.00 

Ag ~ 
3382.89 2S1 - lPI (0 .67) 1.33 

3280.67 2S1 - 2P2 (0.33) 1.00 1.67 

3. Normal and anomalou5 g-value5. 

According to the theory of LANDÉ I) the ZEEMAN-effect of a classified 
spectralline. arising from the combination between two energy levels 
(terms) can be calculated. An external magnetic field splits up a term 
with the inner quantumnumber j in 2j + 1 sublevels with the magnetic 
quantumnumbers m = j. j - 1 • ... - j. The energy alteration of the term. 

6 E = h . 6 v. is given bij the expression : 6 v= m. g. o. (0 = !:... . AH 
m -ot c 

means the normal resolution) g is LANDÉ'S splitting factor. which can 

be calculated directly by means of the quantumnumbers of a term 
namely; 

= 1 + j (j + 1) + 5 (5 + 1) - I (l + 1) 
g 2j(j+l)' 

in which j = inner quantumnumber. 5=rotational quantumnumber. 1= 
azimuthal quantumnumber. 

EXAMPLE : A 11. À 3729.300 = 45 4P3 - 4 P 4S2. 2) 

45 4P3 :j = 5/2, 5 = 3/2, 1 = 1. g = 1.60; 2j + 1 = 6 magnetic levels with 

m = 5/ 2 , 3/2• 1/ 2• _1/2, - 3h - 5/ 2 , 

.o4p 1S2 :j = 3/2, 5 = 3/2, 1 = O. g = 2.00; 2j + 1 = 4 magnetic levels with 

m = 3/2, 1/2, - 1/2, - 3/2, 

The levels with 6 m = 0 and ± 1 combine (6 m = O. ;re-component. 
6 m = ± 1. a-component). 

I) Struktur der Materie I : E. BACK und A. LANDÉ: ZEEMAN-effekt und Multiplett
struktur der Spektrallinien. 

2) The inner quantum number j is for typographical simplicity replaced by the whole 
number: j + IIz. 
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Thus the calculated energy alterations are: 

4 S 4P3 : - 4.00 - 2.40 - 0.80 0.80 2.40 4.00 

4p 4S2 : - 3.00 - 1.00 1.00 3.00 
--------------------- combine 

- 2.20 - 1.80 - 1.40 -1,00 - (0.60) - (0,20) (0,20) (0.60) 1,00 

J .40. 1.80 2.20 
or: 

± (0,20) (0.60) 1.00 1.40 1.80 2.20. 

Observed is: 

± (0,20) (0.60) 1,00 1.40 1.80 2.20. 

It appears however that in many cases the ZEEMAN-effect calculated 
in this way does not agree with the experiments. One supposes. that 
when the g-formula holds. the coupling of the quantumnumbers is the 
normal one. (RUSSELL-SAUNDERS coupling) symbolically given by 

I [(SI S2 ... ) (11 12 , •• )] Hl = (s I) H = jH. 

Other kinds of coupling give rise to anomalous 9 = values I). 
EXAMPLE: Multiplet 2. 
All. }.4657.889=4s 2P 2 -4 p 2PI • According to LANDÉ's formula 

the normal g-values are 9 2P2= 1.33 and 9 2PI =0.67 and the ZEEMAN
effect calculated with these g-values is 

1,67 1.00 (0,33) (0,33) 1.00 1,67. 

Observed however is: 

Prom this are now calculated the g-values gl =g 4s 2P2 and g2=g4p 2PI 

as follows: 

4s 2P2 : - 3-/2 gl - 1/2 gl + 1/2 gl + 3/2 gl 

4p 2PI : - 1/2 g2 + 1/2 g2 
-----------------.---- combine 

This gives: 

thus: 
gl = 1.33 and g2=0.99. 

Hence we see that 9 4 p 2 PI is an anomalous one. 

') S. GOUDSMIT und G. E. UHLENBECK: Zeitschr. f. Phys. 35. 618. 1926. 
S. GOUDSMIT und E. BACK: Zeitschr. f. Phys. 40, 530. 1927. 

51* 
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The observed ZEEMAN~effect of the line À. 4764.848 = 4s 2P! -4p 2P2 is: 

1,51 0.92 (0,28) (0,28) 0.99 1,54. 

The g~values are here calculated in the same way to: 

g 4s 2P! = 0.67 and g 4p 2P2 = 1.23. 

According to the g~formula one should expect 0.67 and 1.33. 
We now can predict with the found g~values the deviating ZEEMAN~ 

:::: 

-____ --------:::;::(0-
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effects of both the other lines of the mult~plet. We expect e.g. with 
the given g~values that the line À 4545.040 = 4 s 2P2 - 4 P 2P2 shows the 
ZEEMAN~effect 

± (0.05) (0,15) 1.18 1,28 1.38. 

Observed is 

± (0,16) 1,28. 

When the coupling is the normal one. that means wh en we may use 
the g~formula. of LANDÉ one should expect that the ZEEMAN~effect of 
this line would show a sharp triplet (0.00) 1.33. 

The deviating g~values in the following tables I) are calculated in the 
same way as in this example. 

4. The ZEEMAN~effect of the Ar II lines. 

MULTIPLETS 5. 6 and 4. 

~ ~p 
4PI 515.70 4P2 841.10 4P3 

5. iPI 3. 4972.16 6. 4847.783 
20106.4 515.85 20622.25 -

357 .30 

4P2 5. 5062 .019 5. 4933 .226 7. 4735.855 
19749.47 515.60 20265.07 841.42 21109 .49 

307.78 

4P3 - 6 . 5009.246 9. 4805 .993 
19957.53 844.03 20801.56 

6. 4DI 8. 1379.657 5. 4282.894 
22826.44 515.72 23312 . 16 -

260.31 

4D2 7. 4430.185 7. 4331.194 3. 4178.344 
22566.11 515.74 23081.85 844.36 23926.21 

494.-40 

4D3 - 9. 4425.995 6. 4266.524 
22587.23 844 .38 23431. 71 

439.40 

4D4 - - 10. 4348.062 
22992.30 

4. 4S2 6. 3928.599 9. 3850.565 10. 3729.300 
25447.20 515 .68 25962.88 841.21 26807.09 

I) See for the . numbers of the multipiets the figure of the energy levels. 
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5. 5062.019 

5009 . 246 

4972.16 

4933.226 

4847.783 

4805 .993 

4735.885 

6. 4430.185 

4425.995 

4379.675 

4348.062 

4331.194 

1282.894 

4266.524 

4. 3928.599 

3850.565 

3729.300 

786 

Termcamb. 
ZEEMAN-effect 

x-y 

4s 4PI - 4p 4P2 LI) (0.47) 1. 27 2.20 
abs. 

4s 4P2 - 4p 4P3 L (0.07) (0.20) 1.40 1.53 1.67 1.80 
abs. 

4s 4PI - 4p 4PI L (0.00) 2.67 
abs. 

4s 4P2 - 4p iP2 L (0.00) 1. 73 
abs. (0.00) 1. 73 

4s 4P2 - 4p 4PI L (0.47) 1.27 2.20 
abs. (0.46) 1.27 

4s 4P3 - 4p 4P3 L (0.00) 1. 60 
abs. (0.00) 1.60 

4s 4P3 - 4p 4P2 L (0.07) (0.20) 1.40 1.53 1.67 1.80 
obs. (0.00) 1.48 

4s 4PI -4p 402 L 0.47 (0 . 73) 1.93 
abs. 0.46 (0.74) 1.93 

4s 4P2 - 4p 403 L (0.18) (0.54) 0.83 1.19 1.55 1.91 
abs. (0.20) 0.67 1.13 1. 52 -
calc. (0.20) (0.60) 0.73 1.13 1.53 1.93 

4s 4PI - 4p 401 L (1. 33) 1. 33 
abs. (1. 33) 1. 33 

4s 4P3-4p 404 L (0.09) (0.26) (0 .43) 1.00 1.17 1.34 1.51 1. 69 1. 86 
abs. (0.00) 1.09 

4s 4P2-4p 402 L (0.27) (0.80) 0.93 1.47 2.00 
abs. (0.28) 0.83 1.47 2.00 

4s 4P2 - 4p 401 L (0.87) 0.87 2.60 
abs. (0.86) 0.86 2.58 

4s 4P3 - 4p 403 L (0.11) (0.34) (0.57) 1.03 1.26 1.49 1.71 1.94 
abs. (0.66) 1.47 
calc. (0.135) (0.405) (0.675) 0..925 1.195 1.465 1.735 2 .005 

4s 4PI - 4p 4S2 L (0.33) 1.66 2.33 
abs. (0.33) 1.66 2.32 

4s 4P2 - 4p 4S2 L (0.13) (0.40) 1.60 1.872.13 
abs. (0.385) 

4s 4P3 - 4p 4S2 L (0.20) (0.60) 1.00 1.40 1.80 2.20 
abs. (0.20) (0.60) 1.00 1. 40 1. 80 2.20 

I) L = ZEEMAN-effect calculated with LANDÉ's g-farmula. 
abs. = abserved ZEEMAN-effect. 
calc. = ZEEMAN-effect calculated with anamalaus g-values. 

gx gy '" ~ ... 
Ol 
Ei ..: ui ..: .,; Ol 0 0 Ct: Ol ..c Ol ..c 

-5 0 -5 0 

2.67 11. 73 1) 

1. 73 1.60 2) 

2.67 2.67 3) 

1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 4) 

1. 73 1. 73 2.67 2.67 5) 

1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 6) 

1.60 1.60 1. 73 1. 73 7) 

2.67 2.67 1.20 1.20 8) 

1. 73 1. 73 1.37 1.33 9) 

2.67 2 . 67 0.00 0.00 10) 

1.60 1.60 1.43 1.43 11) 

1. 73 1. 73 1.20 1.20 12) 

1. 73 1. 73 0.00 0.00 13) 

1.60 1.60 1.37 1.33 14) 

2.67 2.67 2.00 2.00 15) 

1.73 1. 73 2.00 2.00 16) 

1.60 1.60 2.00 2.00 17 
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REMARKS. 

1) l These 3 lines 5062.019, 5009.246 and 4972.16 fall in a region, that is not yet 

2) investigated. The qualitative results of LOTTIG agree with the classification. 
3) 
4) Sharp triplet. 

5) Weak quartet. 

6) Sharp triplet. 

7) Diffuse triplet. 

8) Sharp sextet. See photogram 8. 

9) Component 0.67 enlarged. See photogram 16. 

10) Sharp doublet. See photogram 10. 

11) "Pseudotriplet" Central component enlarged; in both the other large components 

decrease of intensity to the outside. See photogram 12. 

12) Partial coincidence with 4332.035 (3d 4D2-4p 4Pl). 

13) Weak. but sharp quartet. 

14) Outside components diffuse. 

15) Sharp sextet. See photogram 15. 

16) This line falls in the eN band 3883, therefore the components could not be 

measured exactly. 

17) Completely resolved in 12 components. See photogram 9. 

MULTIPLETS 3, 2, 1. 

~ 4p 2P2 1014.74 2PI 

3. 2D31 8. 4879.824 
20486.83 

663.02 

2D2 6. 4726.847 6. 4965.059 
21149.85 1014.71 20135.14 

2 . 2PI 6 . 4657.889 3. 4889.06 
21462.96 1014.86 20448.1 

532.90 

2P2 7. 4545.040 5. 4764.848 
21995.86 1014.60 20981.18 

1. 2S1 5. 4375.942 6. 4579.347 
22845.82 1014.74 21831 .08 
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I 

gx gy Ol 

Termcomb. 
.....: ... 

À ZEEMAN-effect lIS e x-y ..; .; ..; .; .. 
0 0 0:: .. .0 Ol .0 

-B 0 -B 0 

3. L (0.07) 0.73 0.87 
4965.059 45 2PI - 'lp 202 obs. (0.00) 1.02 0.67 0.67 0.80 0.90 1) 

calc. (0. US) 0.785 1.015 

L (0.07) (0.20) 1.00 1 . 13 1.27 1.40 
4879.824 'Is 2P2 - 'lp '03 obs. (0.00) LH 1.33 1.33 1.20 1.24 2) 

calc. (0.05) (0.135) 1.105 1.195 1.285 1.375 

L (0.27) 0.53 (0.80) 1.07 1.60 
4726.847 45 'P2 - 'lp '02 obs. (0.24) (0.65) 1.12 1.54 1.33 1.33 0 .80 0.90 3) 

calc. (0.22) (0.65) 0.69 1.12 1.54 

2. L (0.00) 0.67 
4889.06 45 'PI - 'lp 'PI obs. (0.17) 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.99 4) 

calc. (0.16) 0.83 

L 1.67 1.00 (0.33) (0.33) 1.00 1.67 
4764.848 'Is 'PI - 'lp 'P2 obs. 1.51 0.92 (0.28) (0.28) 0 .99 1.54 0.67 0.67 1.33 1.23 5) 

calc. 1-51 0.95 (0.28) (0.28) 0.95 1.51 

L 1.67 1.00 (0.33) (0.33) 1.00 1.67 
4657.889 'Is 'P2 - 'lp 2PI obs. 1.505 1.145 (0.165) (0.16') 1.21 1.51 1.33 1.33 0.67 0.99 6) 

calc. 1.50 1.16 (0.17) (0.17) 1.16 1.50 

L (0.00) 1.33 
4545 . 040 45 2P2 - 'lp 2P21 obs. (O.Hi) 1.28 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.23 7) 

calc. (0.05) (0.15) 1.18 1.28 1.38 

1. L (0.67) 1.33 
4579 . 347 45 2PI - 'lp 2S1 obs. (0.505) 1, 17 0.67 0.67 2.00 1.68 8) 

calc. (0.505) 1.175 

L 1.67 1.00 (0.33) (0.33) 1.00 1.67 
4375.942 45 'P2 - 'lp ~SI obs. 1.51 1.15 (0.17) (0.17) 1.12 1.51 1.33 1.33 2.00 1.68 9) 

calc. 1.51 1.15 (0.17) (0.17) 1.15 1.51 

REMARKS. 

1) Weak triplet. Central · component enlarged. 

2) Diffuse triplet. 

3) Sharp octet. See photogram 2. 

4) Weak quartet. 

5) Sharp sextet. See photogram I. 

6) Sharp sextet. See photogram 3. (The slight deviations of these values from those 
given in the original dutch paper are due to recent measurements on the photogram.) 

7) See photogram 6. 

8) See photogram 5. 

9) Component 1.51 weak. 
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MULTIPLETS 11. 12 and 10. 

~ 4p 4PI 729.50 1P2 627.90 4P3 

11. 4PI 1. 3669.550 4. 3770.569 
27243.56 729.87 26513.69 -

357.30 

4P2 4. 3622.204 3. 3720 .467 5. 3809.499 
27599.69 728.96 26870.73 627.99 26242.74 

307.78 

4P3 - 3. 3678.328 6. 3765.313 
27178.54 627.84 26550.70 

12. 401 6. 4076.704 3. 4201.946 
24522.72 730.96 23791.76 -

260.31 

402 5. 4033.872 6.4156.135 3. 4267.49 
24783.10 729.04 24054.06 627.66 23426.4 

494.40 

403 - 4. 4072.429 4. 4179.329 
24548.48 627.91 23920.57 

439.40 

104 - - 10. 4103.957 
24359.88 

10. 4S2 1. 4564.50 3. 4721.66 2. 4866.00 
21902.1 729.0 21173.1 628.1 20545.0 

Termcomb. gz gy ., 
-" .. 

Ä ZE.E.MAN -effect til 

..: .; ..: .; 8 
x-y 0 0 .. .. ..0 .. ..0 0:: 

-5 0 -5 0 

12. L (0.27) (0.80) 0.93 1.47 2.00 
4156.135 4p 102 - 5s 1P2 obs. (0.63) 1.20 1.20 1. 73 1.63 1) 

calc. (0.215) (0.64) 0.985 1.415 1.84 

L (1.33) 1.33 
4076.704 4p 101 - 5s 1PI obs. (1. 245) 1. 245 0.00 0.00 2.67 2.53 2) 

cale. (1. 265) 1. 265 

L 0.47 (0.73) 1.93 
4033 .872 4p 102 - 5s 1Pl obs. 0.61 1.20 1.20 2.67 2.53 3) 

ealc. 0.535 (0.665) 1.865 
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I I 

gx gg 
Termcomb. 

Î. ZEEMAN-effect 
~ I ~ ~ I ~ x-y 
Ol ..0 Ol ..0 

-5 0 -5 0 

L (0.07) (0.20) 1.40 1.53 1.67 1.80 
3809.499 4p iP2 - Ss 4P3 obs. (0.00) 1.47 1. 73 1. 73 1.60 1.60 

L (0.47) 1.27 2.20 
3770.569 4p 4PI _ Ss 4P2 obs. (0.5P) 1.09 2.67 2.67 1. 73 1.63 

ralc. (0.515) 1.11 2.145 

L (0.00) 1.60 
3765.313 4p 4P3 - Ss iP3 obs. (0.00) 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 

L (0.00) 1. 73 
3720.467 4p 4P2 - Ss 4P2 obs. 0.165 1.70 1. 73 1. 73 1. 73 1.63 

calc. (0.05) (0.155) 1. 58 1.68 1.785 

L (0.07) (0.20) 1.40 1.53 1.67 1.80 
3678.328 4p iP3 - Ss 4P2 obs. (0.00) 1.57 1.60 1.60 1. 73 1.63 

calc. (0.015) (0.045) 1.555 1.585 1.615 1.6i5 

L (0,47) 1.27 2.20 
3622.204 4p 4P2 - Ss iP, obs. (0.42) 1.34 1. 73 1. 73 2.67 2.53 

calc. (0.40) 1.335 2.125 

REMARKS. 

1) Diffuse. weak doublet. 
2) Coincidence with 4077.057 (4p 2D2-5s 2Pl). Only one component can be measured 

in regard to the Fe-line 4076.642. therefore the measurement is not very exact. 
3) Diffuse doublet. 4) "Pseudotriplet". diffuse. 
5) Sharp quartet. component 0.51 exactly measurable. 
6) Sharp triplet. 7) Weak. very diffuse quartet. 
8) "Pseudotriplet", diffuse. 9) Very weak quartet. 

~ 4p 

9. 2D3 

663.02 

2D2 

8. 2p, 

532.90 

2P2 

MULTIPLETS 9, 8 and 7. 

2P2 

10. 4103.957 
24359.88 

5. 4218.683 
23697.43 

4. 4275.167 
23384.36 

2. 4375.031 
22850.68 

(4543.68) 
(22002.44) 

824.00 

823.16 

823.9 

824.32 

824.00 

-
2P, 

-

2. 4077.057 
24520.59 

1. 4129 . 67 
24208.2 

6. 4222.679 
23675.00 

8. 4379.657 
22826.44 

'" ...: .... 
Ol e 
Ol 

0-.: 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 
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8. 

7. 
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Termcomb. 
gx gy 

}. ZEEMAN-effect 
x-y ..: ui ..: 

0 0 
Ol .0 Ol 

-5 0 -5 
I 

L (0 . 27) 0.53 (0 .80) 1.07 1.60 
4218.683 4p 202 - Ss 2P2 obs. (0.79) 0.80 0.90 1.33 

calc. (0 . 265) 0.635 (0 . 795) 1.165 1.695 

L (0.07) (0.20) 1.00 1.13 1.27 1.40 
4103.957 4p 203 - Ss 2P2 obs. (0 . 00) 0.97 1.20 1.24 1.33 

calc. (0.095) (0.285) 0.955 1.145 1.335 1.525 

L (0.07) 0.73 0.87 
4077.057 4p 202 - Ss 2PI obs. (0.00) 0.94 0.80 0.90 0.67 

calc (0.045) 0.855 0.945 

L (0.33) 1.00 1.67 
4275.167 4p 2PI - 5s 2P2 obs. (0.22) 1.645 0.67 0.99 1.33 

calc. (0.22) 1. 21 1.65 

L (0 33) 1.00 1.67 
4222.679 4p 2P2 - Ss 2PI obs. (0 . 21) 1.03 1.45 1.33 1. 23 0.67 

calc. (0.21) 1.02 1.4'15 

L (0.67) 1.33 
4379.657 4p 2S1 - Ss 2PI obs. 2.00 1.68 0.67 

calc. (0.435) 1.245 

REMARKS. 

1) Oiffuse doublet, dec rea se of intensity clearly to the inside. 
2) Coincidence with 4103.957 ("lp 4D4-5s 4Pa). "Pseudotriplet". 
3) Partial coincidence with 4076.704 ("lp 4Dl-5s 4Pl). 
4) Sharp quartet. (The slight deviations of these values from those given in the original 

dutch paper are due to recent measurements on the photogram.) 

41. 

5) Sharp sextet. 
6) Coincidence with the strong doublet 4379.657 ("Is 4Pl-4p 4Dl). We measured a 

distance 1.65, which perhaps can agree with the distance from --0.435 to 
+ 1.245 = 1.68 of the calculated ZEEMAN-effect. See photogram 10. 

MULTIPLETS 41, 42 and 40. 

"" 3d 
"lp "" 

~Ol 107.00 ~02 149.53 ~03 153.90 ~D~ 

4PI 5. 4352.198 5. 4332.035 
22970.46 106.91 23077.37 

357.30 

4P1 4. 4420 . 943 6. "1400.101 5. 4371.334 
22613.14 107.25 22720.39 149.61 22869.90 

307.78 

ui 
.0 
0 

1.43 

1.43 

0.81 

1.43 

0.81 

0.81 

1P3 4. 4460.512 5. 4431.002 7. 4400.986 
22412.69 149.26 22561.95 153.lS6 22715.81 

'" .....: ... 
Ol 
El 
'" P::: 

1 ) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 
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MULTIPLETS 41. 42 and 40 (Continued) . 

~ 4p 
iD1 107.00 iD2 149.53 4D3 153.90 4D4 

42. '1Dl 3. 3891.400 4. 3875.256 
25690 . H 107.05 25797.49 

260.31 

iD2 3. 3931. 232 4. 3914.781 3. 3891.978 
25430.14 106.87 25537.01 149.61 25686.62 

494.40 

4D3 4. 3992.046 5. 3968.346 4. 3944.259 
25042.75 149.57 25192.32 153.84 25346.16 

439.47 

'1D4 4. 4038.816 8. 4013.852 
24752.76 153.95 24906.71 

40 · 1 4S2 I (3551.18) 1. 3517.929 1. 3499.665 
(28311.05) 106.66 28417.71 148.31 28566.02 

gx gy <IJ 

Terrneornb. .....: ... 
À ZEEMAN-effect 10 

..: Ei x-y .; ..: .; Ol 0 0 
Ol ..0 Ol ..0 et: 

-S 0 -S 0 

41. 4431.002 3d 4D3 -"lp '1P3 L (0.11) (0.34) (0.57) 1.03 1.26 1.49 1.71 1.94 
obs. (0.53) 1.37 1.38 1.60 1.60 1) 
calc. (0.11) (0.33) (0.55) 1.05 1.27 1.49 1.71 1.93 

4400.986 3d iD4 -"lp 4P3 L (0.09) (0.26) (O .H) 1.00 1.17 1.34 1.51 1.69 1.86 
obs. (0.00) 1.08 1,43 1,43 1.60 1.60 2) 

HOO.I01 3d iD2 -"lp '1P2 L (0.27) (0.80) 0 . 93 1.47 2.00 
obs. 0.83 1.49 1.20 1.20 1.73 1.73 3) 

4371.334 3d 4D3 -"lp '1P2 L (0.18) (0.54) 0.83 1.19 1.55 1.91 
obs. (0.18) (0.55) 0.86 1.37 1.38 1. 73 1. 73 'i) 
calc. (0 . 18) (0.57) 0 .851.201.561.91 

4352.198 3d 4Dl -"lp 4Pl L (1.33) 1.33 
obs. (1.32) 1.32 0.00 0.00 2.67 2.67 5) 

4332.035 3d '1D2 -"lp 4Pl L 0.47 (0.73) 1.93 
obs. 0.47 1.20 1. 20 2.67 2.67 6) 

42. 4013.852 3d 4D4-4p 4D4 L (0.00) LH 
obs. (0.00) LH 1.43 LH 1.43 LH 7) 

3968.346 3d 4D3-4p 4D3 L (0.00) 1.37 
obs. (0.00) 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.37 1.33 8) 
calc. (0.025) (0.075) (0.125) 1.125 1.255 1.305 1.355 l.405 1.455 

39H . 259 3d 4D4-4p 4D3 L (0.02) (0.09) (0.14) 1.29 1.34 l.40 1.46 1.51 1.57 
obs. 1.47 (0 .00) 1.57 LH LH 1.37 1.33 9) 
calc. (0.045) (0.145) (0.245) 1.185 1.285 1.375 l.475 1.575 1.675 
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REMARKS. 

1) Partial coincidence with 4331.194 ((s 4P2-4p 4Dl). The 0.53 components are weak. 

With the micro-projection apparatus 2 very weak components can yet be observed 

outside the 0.53 components. 

2) "Pseudotriplet'·. Central component enlarged. in both the other large components 

dec rea se of intensity clearly to the outside. 

3) Weak. partial coincidence with 4400.986 (3d 4D4-4p 4Pa). 

4) Partial coincidence with 4370.785. 

5) Sharp doublet. See photogram 11. 

6) Partial coincidence with 4331.194 (4s 4P2-4p 4Dl). therefore not exactly measurable. 

7) Sharp triplet. 

S) All components diffuse. 

9) Very asymmetrie triplet. diffuse. 

The following lines. comhinations with the higher 4d~terms. generally are 
weak lines of the spectrum. Therefore the separations of these lines are not 
resolved so finely. th at all g~values of these levels could he calculated. 

MULTIPLETS 23. 24. 30. 18 and 16. 

J.. 
Termcomb. ZEEMAN-effect x-y 

3826.826 4p 1D3 - 4d 1D3 L. (0.00) 1.37 
abs. (0 . 00) 1.44 

3780.868 4p 1D1 - 1d 1D1 L. (0.00) 1.43 
abs. (0.00) 1.41 

3763.565 4p 1D1 - 4d 1D3 L. (0.02) (0.09) (0.14) 1.29 1.34 1.40 1.46 1.51 1.57 
abs. (0.00) 1.51 

3535.364 4p 1P, - 4d 102 L. 0.47 (0.73) 1.93 
abs. 0.60 

3514.426 4p 1P2 - 4d 1D3 L. (0.18) (0.54) 0.83 l.19 1.55 1.91 
abs. 

3509.811 1p 1p, - 4d 1D, L. (1.33) 1.33 
obs. 1.325 

3491.573 4p 1P3 - 4d 1D1 L. (0.09) (0.26i (0.43) 1.00 1.17 1.34 1.51 1'.69 1.86 
abs. (0.00) 1.09 

3491.290 4p 1P2 - 4d 1D2 L. (0.27) (0 . 80) 0.93 1.47 2.00 
obs. (0.725) 1.495 

3476.776 4p 1P3 - 4d 1D3 L. (0.11) (0.34) (0.57) 1.03 1.26 1.49 1.71 1.94 
abs. 1.46 (0.535) (0,535) 1.58 

3466.383 4p 1P2 - 4d 1D, L. (0.87) 0.87 2.60 
abs. 2.33 (0.74) (0.74) 2.43 

-= :0 
8 

c:l 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 



30. 

18. 

16. 

}. 

3588.483 

3582 . 397 

3581.652 
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MULTIPLETS 23. 24. 30. 18 and 16 (Continued) . 

Termcomb. 
x-y 

4p iD4 - 4d 4F5 

4p 4D2 - 4d 1F3 

'lp iDI - 4d 1F2 

L. 
obs. 

L . 
obs . 

L. 
obs. 
calc. 

ZEEMAN -effect 

(0.05) (0.14) (0.24) (0.33) 1.00 1.10 1.19 1.29 1.38 
(0.00) 1.14 [1.57 

(0.09) (0.26) 0.77 0.94 1.11 1. 29 
0.86 (0.00) 0.98 

(0.20) 0.20 0.60 
(0.3,5) 0.315 0.93 
(0.31) 0 . 31 0.93 

1.48 
1.67 

3576.658 4p 4D3 ---.: 4d 4F4 L. (0.07) (0.20) (0.33) 0 .90 1.04 1.17 1.30 1. 44 1.57 
obs. (0.00) 1.10 

3548.530 4p "D2 - 4d 4F2 L. 0.00 (0.40) (1.20) 0.80 1.60 
obs. 0.88 

calc. (0.29) 0.33 (0.87) 0.91 1.49 

3520 .041 4p iD3 - 4d iF3 L. (0.17) (0.51) 0 . 51 (0.86) 0.86 1.20 1.54 1.89 
obs. 0 .77 

3565.071 4p iDI - 4d iP2 L. (0.87) 0.87 2.60 
obs. (0.755) 0.755 2.265 

calc . (0.755) 0.755 2.265 

3979 . 391 4p "S2 - 4d "PI I L. (0.33) 1.66 2.33 
obs. (0.31) 1.69 2.29 
calc. (0.31) 1.69 2 . 31 

3932.567 4p 1S7 - 4d 1P2 L. (0.13) (0.40) 1.60 1.87 2.13 
obs. (0.73) I. 26 1. 75 2.25 
calc. (0.245) (0.735) 1.265 1.755 2 . 245 

REMARKS. 

1) Diffuse triplet. 
2) Diffuse triplet. 
3) Diffuse doublet. 
4) Completely diffuse. 
5) Diffuse doublet. 
6) "Pseudotriplet". Central component enlarged ; in both the other large components 

decrease of intensity clearly to the outside. Partial coincidenee with 3491.290 
(4p 4P2-4d 4D2). 

7) Partial coincidenee with 3491.573 (4p 4P3-4d 4D4) . 
8) Asymmetrie quartet. 
9) Asymmetrie quartet. coincidence with 3466.383 (4p 4D4-4d 4F3). 

10) "Pseudotriplet". Central component enlarged; in both the other large components 
decrease of intensity clearly to the outside. 

11) Diffuse. asymmetrie triplet. 
12) Sharp quartet. Calculation with g4p 4Dl = 0 and g4d 4F2 = 0.62. 
13) "Pseudotriplet". Central component enlarged; in both the other large components 

dec rea se of intensity clearly to the outside. 
14) Diffuse doublet. Calculation with g4p 4D2 = 1.20 and g4d 4F2 = 0.62. 
15) Diffuse doublet. 
16) Sharp quartet. Calculation with g4p 4Dl = 0 and g4d 4P2 = 1.51. 
17) Sharp sextet. Calculation with g4p 45 2 = 2.00 and g4d 4Pl = 2.62. 
18) Octet. Calculation with g1p 452 = 2.00 and g1d 4P2 = 1.51. See photogram 11. 

10) 

11) 

12) 

13) 

14) 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 
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MULTIPLETS 21. 27. 13 and 14. 

I 

..-
~ 

I. Termcamb. ZEEMAN-effect ~ e 
~ 

21. 3946.140 4p 2D2 - 4d 2D3 L (0.20) (0.60) 0.60 1.00 1.40 1.80 I) 
abs. 1.17 (0 .00) 1.09 

3925.753 4p 2D2 - 4d 2D2 L (0.00) 0.80 2) 
abs. (0 .00) 0.86 

I 
27. 3559.545 4p 2D3 - 4d 2Fi L (0.03) (0 .09) (0.14) 1.00 1.06 1. 11 1.17 1.23 1.29 3) 

abs. (0 .00) 1.045 

3545.642 4p 2D2 - 4d 2F3 L (0.03) (0.09) 0.77 0.83 0.89 0.94 4) 
abs. (0.00) 0.94 

13. la~. (0 . 33) 1.00 I. 67 5) 
3388.566 4p 2S! - 4d 2P2 (0.195) 1.10 -

Icalc. (0.195) 1.095 1.485 

14. L (0.00) 0.67 
3307.228 4p 2P! _ 4d 2PI abs. (0.12) 0.82 6) 

L (0.00) 1.33 
3293 .628 4p 2P2 - 4d 2P2 abs. (0.00) 1.26 

calc. (0.03) (0.07) 1. 20 1.26 1. 32 7) 

REMARKS. 

I) Asymmetrie triplet. Passible caincidence. therefare nat exactly measurable. 
2) Sharp triplet. 
3) Strong. diffuse triplet. 
4) Strong triplet. Caincidence with 3545.855 therefare nat exactly measurable. 
5) Calculatian with g4p 2S1 = 1.68 and g4d 2P2 = 1.29. 
6) Rather sharp quartet. 
7) Calculatian with g4p 2P2 = 1.23 and g4d 2P2 = 1.29. 

INTERCOMBINATIONS. 

I. Termcamb. ZEEMAN-effect Remarks 

L (0.27) 0.40 (0.80) 0.93 1.47 2.00 
4228.150 4s iP2 - 4p 2D3 abs. (0.255) I) 

calc. (0.25) 0.50 (0.74) 0.99 1.49 1.98 

L 0.13 (0.93) 1. 73 
4201. 946 4s -lP! - 4p 2D2 abs . 0.00 (0.88) 2) 

calc. 0.02 (0.88) 1. 78 

L (0.20) (0.60) 1.13 1.54 1.93 
3974.496 4s -IP2 - 4p 2P2 abs. (0.73) 3) 

calc. (0.255) (0 . 755) 0.975 1.485 1.985 

L (0.67) 0.67 2.00 
3650.991 4p 1P! - 5s 2P2 

abs'l 0.77 4) 
calc. (0.61") 0.81 5 2.045 
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REMARKS. 

1) Both eomponents of the doublet enlarged. and deerease of intensity cIearly to the 
outside. Calculation with g4s 4P2 = 2.67 and g4p 2D3 = 1.24. 

2) Weak triplet. Calculation with g4s 4P1 = 2.67 and g4p 2D2 = 0.90. 
3) Coincidenee with 3974.496 (4p 2P1-4d 2D2). Calculation with g4s 4P2 = 1.73 and 

g4p 2P2 = 1.23. 
4) Very weak doublet. Calculation with g4p 4P1 = 2.67 and g5s 2P2 = 1.43. 

UNCLASSIFIED LINES. 

~ 
J. ZEEMAN-effect • J. ZEEMAN-effect a w 

0: 

4609.634 obs. (0.00) 1.06 1) 4042.889 obs. (0.00) 0.80 

4598.86 obs. 0.775 2) 3994.885 obs. (0.61) 1.37 

4589.901 obs (0.00) 0.90 3) 3803.231 obs. (0.00) 1.17 

4481. 833 obs. (0.00) 1.19 4) 3766.136 obs. (0.00) 1.32 

4474.998 obs. (0.00) 0.84 5) 3753.572 obs. (0.30) 0.945 

4448.953 obs. 1.05 (0.00) 1.32 6) 3724.547 obs. 0.825 

4439.369 obs. (0.00) 0.83 7) 3718.253 obs. (0.00) 0.91 

4433.867 obs. (0.00) 1.06 8) 3660.485 obs. 1.29 (0.00) 1.21 

1385.07 obs. (0.38) 0.87 9) 3639.872 obs. (0.00) 1.05 

4370.758 obs. (0.00) 0.80 3561.063 obs. (0.00) 1.04 

4367 . 782 obs. (0.54) 1.49 10) 3545.855 obs. (0.00) 0.97 

4277.558 obs. (0.00) 1.09 11) 3478.260 obs. (0.00) 1. 71 

4237.235 obs. 1.535 (0.775) (0.775) 1.60 12) 3376.468 obs. (0.00) 1.12 

4131. 763 obs. (0.00) 0.77 13) 3350.972 obs. (0.00) 0.80 

1072.009 obs. (0.00) 1.18 

4052 . 961 obs. (0.33) 1.00 1.67 14) 

REMARKS. 

1) Sharp triplet. See photogram 4. 
2) Diffuse doublet. 
3) Rather sharp triplet. 
4) Sharp triplet. 
5) Sharp triplet. 
6) Asymmetrie triplet. See photogram 7. 
7) Sharp triplet. 
8) Rather diffuse triplet. 

Jol 
~ e 
~ 

0:: 

15) 

16) 

17) 

18) 

19) 

20) 

21) 

22) 

23) 

24) 

9) Rather sharp quartet Calculation with g=2 (j= 1) and g= 1.25 (j=2) gives 
(0.375 ) 0.875 • Perhaps eombination with 2S1 • 
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10) Calculation with g=2 (j=I) and g=0.94 (j=I) gives (0.53) 1.47. 
11) Diffuse strong triplet. 
12) Diffuse quartet. 
13) Diffuse triplet. 
14) Calculation with g2S1 = 2.00 and g2P2 = 1.33 gives (0.33) 1.00 1.67 sharp sextet. 

Perhaps terms of the configuration upon basicterm 1D or IS. See photogram 13. 
15) Sharp triplet. 
16) Sharp quartet. Calculation with g2S1 = 2.00 and g2P1 = 0.76 gives (0.62) 1.38. 

Perhaps terms of the configuration upon basieterm 1D or IS. 
17) Rather sharp triplet. 
18) Coincidence with 3765.313 (4p4P3-5s 4P3). 
19) Quartet. Calculation with g = 0.65 (j = I) and g = 1.25 (j = I) gives (0.30) 0.95. 
20) Diffuse doublet. 
21) Strong. rather sharp triplet. 
22) Diffuse asymmetrie triplet. 
23) Strong triplet. 
24) Strong triplet. Coincidence with 3545.642. 

5. g-sums. 

In § 3 we showed that anomalous g-values can occur. According to 
theoretical considerations of HEISENBERG 1). PAULI 2) and LANDÉ 3) one 
expects however. although the g-values of the individual terms deviate, that 
the g-sum of certain term groups will remain constant. The experimental 
data are not yet extensive; we refer to the not es of BACK 4). GREEN and 
LORING 5). SHENSTONE 6) . From the terms which arise from the coupling 
of one electron. one must join to groups the terms with equal j, then the 
sum of the g-values of the terms of such a group is constant and can be 
calculated beforehand. This sum is equal to the sum of LANDÉ's g-values for 
these terms. 

In the following tables the theoretical g-values (gL) and the observed 
g-values (gobs) are given for the terms arising from the coupling of a 4s, 
4p and Ss electron. The last column shows the g-sums obtained from 
LANDÉ's va lues and the observed g-sums. 

In the case of the 3d-terms the g-sum rule cannot be checked because 
all terms are not yet found. 

The terms of the 4s-electron all have normal g-values and the g-sum rule 
is of course fulfilled. 

Among the 13 terms arising from the coupling of the 4p-electron th ere 
are 8 quartet terms of which 7 have normal g-values. while the 5 doublet 

I) HEISENBERG. Zeitschr. f. Phys .• 8. 273. 1922. 
2) PAULI. Zeitschr. f. Phys .. 16. 155. 1923. 
3) LANDÉ. Zeitschr. f. Phys .• 19. 112. 1923 ; Ann. der. Phys .. 76. 273, 1925. 
1) BACK. Ann. der Phys .• 76. 317. 1925. 
5) GREEN and LORING. Phys. Rev .• 30. 514, 1927. 
6) SHENSTONE. Phys. Rev .• 30. 255. 1927. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 

52 
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TERMS OP THE 4s-ELECTRON. 

4P3 4P2 iPI 2P2 2PI 

gL 2.67 0.67 EgL =3.34 
)=1 

gob •. 2.67 0.67 Egob •. = 3.34 

gL I. 73 1.33 EgL =3.06 
j=2 

gob •. I. 73 1.33 Egobs. = 3.06 

gL 1.60 !:gL = 1.60 
)=3 

gob •. 1.60 Egob •. = 1.60 

TERMS OP THE Ss-ELECTRON 

I 
iP3 tP2 

I 
4PI :P2 2PI 

gL 2.67 0.67 !:gL =3.34 
)=1 I 0.81 gob •. 2.53 !:gob •. = 3.34 

gL I. 73 1.33 !:gL =3.06 
j = 2 

gob •. 1.63 1.43 rgob •. = 3.06 

gL 1.60 !:gL = 1.60 
j=3 

gob •. 1.60 !.'gob •. = I .60 

TERMS OP THE 4P-ELECTRON . 

iP3 4P2 iPI 401 403 402 401 452 203 202 2Pl 2P2 251 

gL 2.67 0.00 0.67 2.00 rgL = 5.34 
)= I 

gob •. 2.67 0.00 0 .99 1.68 rgob • . = 5.34 

gL 1.73 1.20 2.00 0.80 1.33 rgL = 7.06 
j=2 

gob •. 1. 73 1. 20 2.00 0.90 1.23 rgob.. = 7.06 

gL 1.60 1.37 1. 201 rgL = 4.17 
j=3 

1. 24
1 

gob •. 1.60 1.33 Egob •. = 4.17 

gL 1,43 I IrgL = 1.43 
)=4 

I 
I Egobs. = 1.43 gob •. 1.43 
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terms all have anomalous g~values. The agreement of the g~sums is 
excellent. 

The terms of the 5s~electron all have anomalous g~values in contra~ 
diction with the 4s~electron (thus Preston' s ruIe does not hoId here). 

Some terms of the 4d~electron are uncertain, thus it is impossibIe to check 
the g~sum ruIe in this case. The 4F 5~term is the onIy term with j = 5. 
According to the g~sum ruIe this term must have a normal g~vaIue, which 
has been found. 

The asymmetries of the ZEEMAN~pattern seem to be stronger when 
anomaIous g~vaIues appear. (See tabIe. ) 

6. Summary. 

The ZEEMAN~effect of 110 Ar II lines has been investigated. The anaIysis 
of the spectrum given by one of us (DE BR.) has been checked by the 
ZEEMAN~effect. The ZEEMAN~effect shows the existence of normal and 
anomaIous coupIings in the Ar II spectrum; the coupling is anomalous in 
the higher energy levels. The g~sum rule has been checked for several 
term groups. 

June 1928. 

Laboratory "Physica" of the University of 
Amsterdam. 

The photograms are made with a photometer (made by the firm of ZEISS), provided 
wi th photo-eleetric eell and eleetrometer. 

Photograms. 

l. 4764.848 4s 2Pl-4p 2P2 9. 3729.300 4s 4Pa-----4p 4S2 
2. 4726.846 4s 2P2-4p 2D2 10. 4379.675 4s 4Pl-4p 4D1 

3. 4657.889 4s 2P2- 4p 2P1 Il. 4352.198 3d 4Dl-4p 4P1 
4. 4609.634 12. 4348.062 4s 4Pa-4p 4D4 

5. 4579.347 4s 2Pl-4p 2S1 13. 4052.961 
G. 4545.040 4s 2P2-4p 2P2 14. 3932.567 4p 4S2-4d 4P2 

7. 4448.953 15. 3928.599 4s 4Pl-4p 4S2 
8. 4430:185 4s 4Pl-----4p 4D2 16. 4425.995 4s 4P2-4p 4Da 



Physics. - N ew measurements about the way in which the dielectric 
constant of liquid helium depends on the temperature. By M. WOLFKE 
and W. H. KEESOM. (Communication N0. 192a from the PhysicaI 
Laboratory at Leiden). 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1928) 

§ 1. Introduction. The first measurements about the way, in which 
the dielectric constant of liquid helium depends on the temperature, were 
made by us in the preceding year 1) . These measurements were, it is true, 
only preliminary, but yet sufficient in order to fix the general course of 
that quantity. We thereby found, that the dielectric constant of liquid 
helium shows a jump at about 2.3 0 K. This observation became for us the 
starting~point for a further research into other properties of the liquid 
helium, especially at the temperature mentioned and led us to the discovery 
of the existence of two different modifications of the liquid helium 2). 

In the course of this year we undertook further measurements in this 
direction, in order to fix with greater exactness the values of the dielectric 
constant of the liquid helium at different temperatures. 

§ 2. The apparatus. This one was nearly the same, as at the former 
measurements 3) . 

The first series of measurements took place on March 15th last. In order 
to be more sure of the temperature of the liquid in the measuring~condenser, 
the glassvessel g (see Fig. 3 Comm. N0. 190a) had therefore been taken 
away, so that the condenser C was at once in the cryostat~bath. 

Meanwhjle during these measurements it was stated, that the temperature 
of the liquid helium in the cryostat was not sufficiently constant, so that 
consequently the regularity of the results was disturbed. While in general 
at exact measurements the helium in the .cryostat is being continually 
stirred by means of spe~ial automatic stirrers, we had not put in a stirrer 
at this first series of measurements because of the difficulties attending the 
construction of it: in the first place room was wanted in the Dewarvessel. 
in which the measuring~condenser is placed and further we feared an 
influence of the moving parts of the stirrer on the capacity of the measuring~ 
condenser. However, these difficulties have been solved by a construction 
of the stirrer, which has been worked out by Mr. G. J. FLiM. The principal 

1) These Proc. 31. 81, 1928. Comm. Leiden NO. 190a. 
2) These Proc. 31, 90, 1928. Comm. Leiden NO. 190b. 
3) Compare Comm. Leiden NO. 190a, Fig. 1. 
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thing of this construction is, that the moving part of the stirrer R (Fig. 1) 
is endosed sideways in a metal cover, which is joined to the earthed 

r-- r l part of the measuring-condenser C. A careful 
examination of this apparatus showed, that a 
difference in the place of the movable part has no 
influence on the capacity. 

I I 
I : 
I 

Fig. I. 

A new series of measurements was then made 
on March 23rd . From these it appeared however, 
that the results we re not yet sufficiently exact; 
moreover, the readings from the micro-condenser 
showed a distinct course. On doser research it 
appeared, th at the cause of this inexactitude had 
to be found in disturbances of the oscillation
condition of the oscillation-circuit 2 1), which were 
caused by the continual changing over of the two 
condensers C and C 2 • In order to eliminate this 
source of errors, we then have connected the 
measuring-condenser C permanently to the 
oscillation-circuit. At the same time we have 
replaced the variable condenser Cl in the oscillation-
circuit 1 by the more accurate normal-condenser 
C 2 , which got oH now. Af ter these improvements 
it appeared, that the sensibility had remained the 
same, but that the stability of the oscillations had 
greatly improved, so that during several hours the 

1\ readings from the micro-condenser belonging to a 
same measuring-capacity, did not show any 
important irregularities, nor a distinct course. 

The capacity of the measuring-condenser, filled 
with liquid helium under normal pressure, in the 
cryostat, was determined in the foIIowing way: 
Instead of the measuring-condenser, a normal
condenser of a definite capacity was put on. Af ter 
that the capacity of this normal-condenser together 
with the leads and the micro-condenser was 

accurately measured. Af ter subtracting the known capacity of the normaI
condensor, we obtained the capacity of the leads and the micro-condenser. 
Then the measuring-condenser filled with helium was put on and the 
capacity of the latter together with the same leads and the micro-condenser 
were again accurately measured. From that we then got the capacity of 
the meafuring-condenser filled with helium. It appeared from this that, by 
putting in the stirrer, the capacity of the measuring-condenser had 
somewhat increased. For the capacity of the measuring-condenser in liquid 

1) Compare Comm. Leiden NO. 190a, Fig. I. 
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helium at the temperature of the normal boiling-point. we found the value ~ 
186.8 cm. 

§ 3. The measurements. The final measurements took place on March 
29th last. They lasted ab out 5 hours; during this time the apparatus 
remained sufficiently constant. so th at the readings on the micro-condenser. 
which took place at the same temperature. but at different times. didn 't 
show any rea I differences. In order to eliminate a possible course in the 
readings. which would be the consequence of a systematic change in the 
oscillation-condition of the apparatus. the succession of the temperatures. 
at which we measured the dielectric constant. was chosen in such a way. 
that always every new point came between two measurements at similar 
temperature (see table I). The temperature of the helium was deduced in 
the usual way from the pressure of the helium-bath in virtue of the formula 
given by KAMERLINGH ONNES and WEBER 1). These temperatures will 
possibly suffer a small change. when the results will be fixed of the new 
measurements 2) already announced. concerning the saturated vapour
pressure of helium. The adjustments and readings of the micro-condenser 
took place for each temperature in two series of three times in each case. 
During the adjustment at the temperature desired and also between both 
series of three readings. we stirred. 

§ 4. The results. These are summarized in Table I. 
The first column gives the nu mb ers of the points in the order in which 

they have been measured. In departure from the remaining points (see 
§ 3) for the numbers 10a and band Ha and b the averages of a series of 
three readings at every time. are given. The meaning of the following 
columns appears from the readings. 

During the evaporation of the helium in the cryostat. the surface of the 
liquid helium gradually lowered; at the two last measurements it was 
already so low. that no sufficient stirring took place any more. Consequently 
we see. that these last readings on the micro-condenser strongly deviate 
from those. which were done before. compare for instance N0. 18. We 
therefore shallleave out the last measurements Nos 20 and 21. In connection 
with this. we already consider N0, 19 as doubtful. 

From the readings on the micro-condenser. the values of the dielectric 
constant of the liquid helium can be calculated in the way as given in our 
former communication 3). observing the new value of C. being the capacity 
of the measuring-condenser in the liquid helium at the temperature of its 
norm al boiling-point (§ 2). 

I) These Proc. 18. 493. Comm.Leiden NO. H7b. The readin~s of the pressure and the 
calculation of the temperatures have been made by Mr. H. VAN DIJK. phil. cand .• whom 
we heartily thank for this. 

2) Compare Comm. NO. 190b. § 3. 
3) Compare Comm. NO. 190a. formula (2). 
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The course of the dielectric constant of the liquid helium with the 
temperature has been represented in Fig. 2 in virtue of these values. 

We see, that the jump in the dielectric constant stated by us in the farmer 
measurements, is also seen here. The amount of the jump is, however, 
considerably smaller than was expected at the first series of measurements 

I TABLE I. 

NO. Time Pressure Temp. oK. Micro- I Dielectrlc 
mm. Hg . condensator I constant 

1 13h 54m 751.1 4.19 0 1.048 I) 

2 Hh 15m 377.2 3.57 777 1.05179 

3 50 387.2 3.59 808 194 

4 15h 3m 189.6 3.09 1183 377 

5 28 385.8 3.58 747 165 

6 41 83.6 2.64 1506 535 

7 58 188.9 3.09 1218 394 

8 16h 26m 40.1 2.311 1596 579 

9 41 82 .3 2 .630 li85 525 

10a 55 38 .8 2.296 1628 594 

b 58 38.0 2.288 1604 583 

11 17h ion iOA 2.311 1611 586 

12 13 i2.5 2.335 158i 573 

13 25 37 .5 2.282 1599 580 

Ha 33 38 .65 2.295 1626 593 

b I 36 38.66 2.295 1611 586 

15 i3 37.2 2.279 1608 585 

16 52 37 .9 2.286 1601 581 

17 18h 8m 20.7 2.055 1535 5i9 

18 23 37.0 2.276 1607 58i 

19 i8 20.0 2.04 1588 5751 

[ 20 19h 2m 30 .5 2.20 1699 1 
[ 21 H 36.9 2.28 1702 I 

I) This value has been derived from the measurements of M. WOLPKE and H . KAMER

LlNGH ONNES, Comm. Leiden NO. 171b. 
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(Comm. N0. 190a). The course of the dielectric constant near this jump 
has been given on a scale ten times larger, in the right corner of Fig . 2. 

Now we can, in virtue of these new measurements, much more accurately 
fix the temperature, at which the jump appears 1). From the measurements 

""re ~:~~-' ---------'-----1' ---"~s.oo 
f--___ +-\: ____ j---jIOSS9C 

0 0 

t'.: j !l ~ -- -·_- --+-"=- - ----;.-"'----<>-"--r---:c ~--+__jOs"o 

L,-----'----,---'--jIomo 

Fig. 2. 

N0. 10 and 14, we conclude, that the jump appears at a vapour~pressure of 
38.65 mm, to which answers a temperature of 2.295° K. 2) on the accepted 
temperature scale. So these are (cornp. Comm. N0. 190b) at the same time 
the pressure, resp. the temperature of the triple~point liquid helium I -
liquid helium 11 - vapour. 

§ 5. By deriving va lues for the density of liquid helium from the 
measurements of KAMERLINGH ONNES and BOKS 3) the electric polarization 
can be calculated according to the formula of CLAUSIUS~MoSOTTI. The 
results of th is calculation are summarized in Table 11. In Table IIa the 
measurements considered are summarized for that to averages. For the 
immediate surroundings of the transformation~point, the va lues for the 
dielectric constant in Table IIb have been derived from Fig. 2, the values 

I) In the measurements of Comm. NO. 190a there was a small uncertainty in the tem
perature, brought about by a small difference in temperature of the liquld helium in the 
condenser and that of the cryostat bath. 

2) This last number. af ter the calculation of the new vapour-pressure measurements 
(comp. § 3) may consequently still undergo a littie change. 

3) Comm. Leiden NO. 170b. 
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of the density from Fig.lof Comm. N0. 190b. Especially for 2.2950 K., 
the value of the density of the liquid helium 11 is still to be considered as 
preliminary. 

Prom Table 11 it appears, that the electric polarization, at least in the 

TABLE IIa. 

NO. Pressure Temp. D.e. Ipolarlzation mm. Hg. oK. p 

I 

1 751.1 4.19 1.048 0 . 12566 1) 0 . 1253 liq. He. I 

2, 3, 5 383.4 3.58 I. 05179 0.13606 0.1247 .. ., ., 

4, 7 189.3 3.09 1.05386 0.li152 0.1246 .. .. .. 
6, 9 82.9 2.63 1.05530 0.14535 0.1245 .. .. .. 

17 20.7 2.055 1.05549 0 . 14638 0.1241 .. .. II 

TABLE lIb. 

I 

2.35 1.05571 0 . 14679 0.1242 liq . He. I 

2.295 1.05594 0.14693 0.1246 .. .. .. 
1.05585 0.14682 0 . 1245 .. .. II 

2.26 1.05580 0.14676 0.1242 .. .. .. 

first approximation, is constant and has the same value for the two 
modifications of the liquid helium. This makes it probable, that the helium~ 
molecule as such does not undergo any change in internal structure in the 
transformation~point. 

§ 6. Comparison with optical data. As it has .appeared from our 
measurements , that the electric polarization per mass~unity in liquid helium 
is constant, at least by approximation, it lies at hand to accept, that the 
same value also holds good for gaseous helium, that is to say, that also at 
the change of gaseous helium into Iiquid, the helium~molecule is not altered. 
In th is case we could calculate the dielectric constant of heliumgas from the 
value obtained by us for the polarization and from the density of the 
heliumgas. The polarization has been determined by K-l ; this quantity, 
however, at the measurements of WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES 2) has 
been measured accurately only to 2 %. The absolute values of the 
polarization consequently, can only lay a claim to this exactness. From this 

1) Corrected according to Comm. NO. 172b. 
2) Comm. Leiden NO. 171b. 
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it follows, that the reversed way is better. So we shall calculate from optical 
data the refractive index for infinitely large wave~length, then we shall 
determine the polarization with the aid of this value, and af ter that, we shall 
calculate the dielectric constant of liquid helium at the temperature of the 
normal boiling~point. 

As weil from the measurements of BURTON 1) as from those of J. 
KOCH 2) the value 1.0000346 follows for the refractive index for infinitely 
large waves. For the density of gaseous helium we take the value 
measured by BAXTER and STARKWEATHER 3) l.7846.10-4. From this, for 
the polarization per gramme, according to the formula of LORENZ~LoRENTZ 
follows: 0.1292. 

This value is about 4 % larger than the average value from Table Ua : 
0.l246. H, in virtue to this value of the polarization deduced from optical 
data, we calculate the dielectric constant of liquid helium at the normal 
boiling~point, then we get l.0495, instead of the value l.048 measured by 
WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES. The difference comes only to 0.14 %, 
which means a favourable agreement. 

From these considerations we conclude, that the helium~molecule remains 
the same as well in the gaseous condition, as also in liquid helium land 
liquid helium II. 

1) W. BURTON. Proc. Roy. Soc. (A) 80. 390. 1908. 
2) J. KOCH. Ark. f. Math. Astr. och Fysik 9. 11.1913. 
3) G. P . BAXTER and H. W . STARKWEATHER. Proc. Amer. Acad. 11. 231. 1925 and 

12. 20. 1926. 
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Mathematics. - Ueber Räume mit verschwindender erster Brouwer~ 
scher Zahl. By PAUL URYSOHN t, rewritten by PAUL ALEXANDROFF. 
(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 25, 1928). 

Unter einem Raum wird im folgenden ein kompakter metrischer 
Raum R verstanden. Wir setzen voraus, dass die erste Brouwersche 
Zahll) von R verschwindet: 

(31 (R) = 0, 

d.h., dass man zu jedem e> ° ein <5 > ° so finden kann, dass jeder in 
R liegende eindimensionale <5~Zykel in R e~homolQg Null ist 2). 

In der vorliegenden Arbeit soli folgender Satz bewiesen werden: 
Sa t z. Es seien FI und F 2 zwei zueinander {remde abgeschlossene 

Teilmengen von Rund /,0 = (a, b) ein zu R gehärendes Punktepaar 
von der Eigenscha{t, dass es zwei diese beiden Punkte in R-FI bzw. 
in R-F2 verbindende Kontinuen Cl und C2 gibt. Dann gibt es ein 
Kontinuum C. welches die beiden Punkte a und b in R - (PI + F 2 ) 

verbindet. 
Mit anderen Worten: 
In jedem Raum mit verschwindender erster Brouwerscher Zahl gilt 

der (klassische) 3) Phragmén~Brouwersche Satz. 

I) BROUWER, Invarianz der geschlossenen Kurve, Math. Ann., 72, (1912), S. 422-425. 
Bei der Betrachtung von Räumen, die weder ebenen Mengen homöomorph, noch ein
dimensional sind, ist der Brouwersche Begriff der .-Abänderung durch den ihm nach
gebildeten Bl'griff der .-Homologie 2) zu ers et zen (in dem von BROUWER a.a.O. explizit 
behandelten Fall sind beide Begriffe Illeichbedeutend) . Dies ist die einzige Abänderung des 
Wortlautes der Brouwerschen Definition der Vielfachheit der Basis der Zyklosill, die 
erforderlich ist, urn den Begriff (und zwar nicht nur der ersten, sondern sogleich) der roten 
Brouwerschen Zahl in voller Allgemeinheit zu erhalten. Dieser Begriff ist zum ersten Mal 
im Anschluss an ei ne Bemerkung BROUWERs von VIETORIS (Math. Ann., 97 (1927), S. 464, 
Zeilen 5-10 von oben) explizit formuliert worden. 

Siehe in diesem Zusammenhange auch eine vor Kurzem in den Göttinger Nachrichten 
erschienene Arbeit von ALEXANDROFF ("Ueber die Dualität zwischen den Zusammen
hangszahlen u.s.w.", vorgelegt in der Sitzung 25. Nov. 1927), sowie die Arbeiten von 
FRANKL (Wiener Sitzungsbl'richte. Math.-nat. Kl.. Abt. IIa. Bd. 136, S. 689. vorgelegt in 
der Sitzung 15. Dez. 1927) und LEFSCHETZ (Proceed. Nat. Acad .• vol. 13. S. 614 (8. Aug. 
1927)). richtig gestellt in Proceed. Nat. Acad .. vol. 13. S. 805 (9 Nov. 1927). weiter ausgeführt 
Annals of Math., 2. ser .• 29, SS. 232-254 (1928)). Vgl. auch die früheren Arbeiten von 
ALEXANDROFF (insbesondere Math. Ann .. 96 (1926). SS. 520-534 und Comptes Rendus. 
184. (21 février 1927), S. 317). 

2) Siehe Vietoris. Math. Ann .• 97. S. 458. Es sei an dieser Stelle ausdrücklich erwähnt, 
dass im folgenden alle der kombinatorischen Topologie entnommenen Begriffe (Rand eines 
Komplexes. Homologie u.s.w.) im Sinne der Definitionen "modulo 2" verstanden werden: 
über diese von ALEXANDER und VEBLEN herrührende Betrachtungsweise kombinatorischer 
Begriffe ist von VIETORIS a.a.O. ausführlich referiert worden. 

3\ Der (klassische) Phragmén-Brouwersche Satz ist von BROUWER (Math. Ann .• 71 
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Beweis. 
Aus den Voraussetzungen unseres Satzes folgt, dass die drei Entfer~ 

nungen 
(1 ) 

positiv sind; man wähle nun eine positive Zahl 3a, die kleiner ist, als 
jede der drei Zahlen (1). Es sei ferner E eine der einzigen Bedingung 
E < a unterworfene positive Zahl und b < e so klein, dass jeder ein~ 
dimensionale b~Zykel in R e~homolog Null ist. Man verbinde jetzt a 
und b mit je einer aus Punkten von Cl bzw. Cl bestehenden b~Kette "); 
jede dies er beiden Ketten kann als ein in Cl bzw. in C2 (also in R) 
liegender eindimensionaler Komplex L: bzw. L~ aufgefasst werden; da 
diese beiden Komplexe denselben (aus dem Punktepaar )'0 = (a, b) beste~ 

henden) Rand haben, ist ihre Summe ein b~Zykel TI, der (vermöge 
unserer Voraussetzung über die Zahl (5) in R E~homolog N uil ist. Es 
existiert somit ein durch TI begrenzter zweidimensionaler b~Komplex K2: 

(2) (mod. 2). 

Man bezeichne jetzt mit Q2 den Teilkomplex von K2, welcher aus 
allen denjenigen Dreiecken des letzteren Komplexes gebildet ist, deren 
wenigstens ein Eckpunkt eine die Zahl a nicht übertreffende Entfernung 
von der Menge FI hat. Da Q2 in S (FI, 2a) enthalten ist, so ist dieser 
Komplex zu den beiden Mengen Cl und F2 (von denen jede eine 
Entfernung > 3a von FI hat) fremd, insbesondere ist also auch der 
Rand von Q2 (den wir mit 6, I bezeichnen wollen) zu F 2 fremd, und 
zwar hat jeder Eckpunkt van 6, I eine mindestens a betragende Ent~ 
fernung von F2• 

Wir setzen jetzt 

(mod. 2). 

Aus der obigen Bemerkung und aus der Ungleichung e (C2 , F2) > 3a> a 
folgt, dass jeder in V vorkommende Eckpunkt um mehr als a von F 2 

entfernt ist; andererseits treten alle "Streeken" , die mindestens einen von 
FI um höchstens a entfernten Endpunkt haben, wenn überhaupt in L1 
oder 6, I, dann sowohl in L1 wie auch in 6, I, also nicht in L I auf ; somi t 

(1911). SS. 306-308) im § 2 der .. Invarianz des n-dimensionalen Gebietes" bewiesen 
und lautet folgendermassen: .. Ist das im n-dimensionalen Koordinatenraum R.n liegende 
Punktepaar a, b durch keine der beiden zueinander fremden beschränkten abgeschlossenen 
Mengen PI und P2 vonelnander getrennt 7). so werden die Punkte a und b auch durch 
die Vereinigungsmenge PI + P2 nicht voneinander getrennt". Wegen Verallgemeinerungen 
des Phragmén-Brouwerschen Satzes siehe P. ALEXANDROFF, Comptes Rendus, 183 (1926). 
S. 722 und 184 (1927). S.575, sowie Fund. Math., 11 (Auszug aus einem Briefe an Herrn 
MAZURKIEWICZ). 

4) Unter einer dcKette zwischen zwei Punkten a und b wird (einem von G. CANTOR 
herrührenden Sprachgebrauch entsprechend) eine endlïche Folge von Punkten 

Co = a. Cl' C2 ••••• Cn , Cn+1 = b 
verstanden, die der Bedingung Q (Ci. Ci + I) < d', i = 0,1, 2, ... " n, genügt. 

53* 
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sind alle Eckpunkte von L' um mindestens a von PI + Pi entfernt. Da 
die Randbildung additiv und 6. I ein Zyklus ist, so ist der Rand von 
U mit dem Rande von L~, also mit dem Punktepaar (a, b) identisch; es 
existiert infolgedessen in L' ein b-"Streckenzug" der a mit b verbindet. 

Wir sind hiermit zu folgendem Ergebnis gelangt: 
Zu jedem noch so kleinen 15 > 0 gibt es eine aus Punkten von R ge

bildete b-Kette, die die Punkte a und b verbindet und um mindestens 
a von FI + F2 entfernt ist. 

Man betrachte nun eine gegen Null konvergierende Folge von positi
ven Zahlen 

"I' 152, ••• , ~t, ••• 

und es seien 

(3) (i = 1.2 •... in inf.) 

die zugehörigen ~i-Ketten; man bezeichne mit Zi die aus den Punkten 
von (3) gebildete Punktmenge; da R kompakt ist, so kann man aus der 
Folge ZI' Z2' ...• Zi' . .. eine konvergente Teilfolge wählen 5), deren 
topologischer Limes C ein Kontinuum ist 6), welches die beiden Punkte 
a und b enthält und von der Menge PI + F2 eine positive Entfernung 
;;: a hat. C genügt somit allen Forderungen unseres Satzes. 

Kor 0 II a r. Es sei Rein Raum mit verschwindender erster Brouwerscher 
Zahl und C eine abgeschlossene Teilmenge von R, welche die Punkte 
a und b voneinander trennt 7), oh ne dass es eine abgeschlossene echte Teil
menge von C mit dieser Eigenschaft gibt; dann ist C ein Kontinuum. 

Der Beweis dieser Tatsache ist wörtlich derselbe. 'wie im FalIe, wo 
R der R" ist 8): es genügt zu zeigen, dass die erwähnte Trennungs
eigenschaft im Brouwerschen Sinne induktiv ist (was aus der Kompakt
heit von R in der üblichen Weise folgt), und dann den Phragmén
Brouwerschen Satz anzuwenden. 

Da eine ebene abgeschlossene Menge die Ebene dann und nur dann 
nicht zerlegt 9), wenn ihre erste Brouwersche Zahl verschwindet, so ist 
sowohl unser Satz als auch sein Korollar insbesondere auf alle eb enen 
Kontinuen anwendbar, die in der Ebene nur ein zusammenhängendes 
Gebiet bestimmen. 

5) Siehe z.B. URYSOHN, Verhandelingen d. Kon. Akademie Amsterdam, Eerste Sectie, 
Deel XIII, NO. 4, S. 35, sowie HAUSDORFF, Mengenlehre (1927), S. ISO, Satz VI. 

6) Siehe URYSOHN, a.a.O. S. 33, Satz 111. 
7) Wir sagen, dass im Raume Reine abgeschlossene Menge F die Punkte a und b 

voneinander trennt, wenn jedes diese Punkte verbindende Kontinuum mit F gemeinsame 
Punkte hat. (BROUWER, a.a.O. 3)). 

8) BROUWER, a.a.O. 3). 

9\ BROUWER, a.a.O. 1). 



Chemistry. - Osmosis of ternary liquids. General considerations. VI. 
By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

Congruent. incongruent osmosis and the membrane. 

We now consider the osmotic system: 

n XL I n' XL'. 
~a.X ~fJ. Y ~r. W 

We represent the composition of the liquid L by: 

x mol X + y mol Y + (1 - x - y) mol W 
and that of the liquid L' by: 

x' mol X + y' mol Y + (1 - x' - y') mol W 

(1) 

We now cause a small quantity of the substances X. Y and W (viz. 
a. fJ and y mol) to diffuse in the direction of the arrows. consequently 
from right to left. 

The n quantities of L first contain nx mol. X and ny mol. Y; afterwards 
there are on the left side of the membrane n + a + fJ + y quantities of 
liquid. containing nx + a mol. X and ny + fJ mol. Y. The composition 
of L has changed. therefore. with: 

dx = nx + a _ x = (1 - x) a - x(J - xy ! 
n+a+fJ+r n+a+fJ+y 

(2) 
d - ny + fJ _ _ - ya + (1 - y)fJ-yy . 
y-n+a+fJ+r y- n+a+fJ+y 

We may find the changes dx' and dy' of the right side liquid L' by 
giving the opposite sign to a. fJ and r in (2). 

IE we represent the Th. d. pot. (thermodynamical potential) of the 
Iiquid L by Z. then. its composition changing with dx and dy. th is 
will become: 

az àZ 
Z + ax dx + ày ày . (3) 

As there are now n + a + {J + r quantities of th is liquid on the left 
side. the Th. d. pot. on the left side of the membrane will increase with : 

.(n + a + fJ + r) ( Z + ~; dx + ~~ dY) - nZ 

Substituting dx and dy of (2) here. we shall find: 

- ~x a - ~y fJ - ~wy . 

(4) 

(5) 
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Here: 
àZ àZ 

;x = - Z - (1 - x) ox + g og 
OZ àZ 

~y = - Z + x ox - (1 - g) og (6) 

oZ oZ 
;w=-Z +x àx + g àg 

to the meaning of which we shall refer later on. 
If we represent the Th. d. pot. of liquid L' by Z', then we find in a 

corresponding way that the Th. d. pot. on the right side of the membrane 
increases with: 

. (7) 

We find ;'x t y and tw by giving to all variables in (6) the sign '. 
Consequently, as follows from (5) and (7), the Th. d. pot. of the total 
system increases with: 

(8) 

As th is total Th. d. pot. cannot do anything but decrease or remain 
constant, so (8) must be either negative or zero. Consequently a, (J and 
y may not be taken arbitrarily, but they have to satisfy the condition : 

(9) 

In (3) we have neglected the higher powers of dx and dg; if we limit 
ourselves to terms of the second order, we must still add the term: 

1 
q = "2 (r dx2 + 2 s dx dg + t dg 2

) 

to (3) and consequently a term nq to (5). In the same way it appears 
that we must still add a term n' q' to (7) and, therefore, still a term 
N = nq + n' q' to (8). We are able to compute q and q' and, conse~ 
quently also N; for our purpose, however. it is not necessary. For our 
purpose it is sufficient to know the sign of N and, if we consider stabie 
liquids only, this is positive, because q and q' then are positive. Instead 
of (9) a, (J and y must, therefore. satisfy: 

(;x - tx) a + (;y - ;'y) (J + (;w- tw) y - N=- 0 . (10) 

in which N is a term of the second order, which is positive for all 
values of a, (J and y. 

N ow we shall first take the simple case th at only one of the sub~ 
stances e.g. W (water) passes through the membrane; then a and (J are 
zero and system (1) passes into the system: 

nXL I n'XL' +-- y. W . (11) 
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Instead of (10) we now get: 

(12) 

in which C is positive. We now distinguish 3 cases. 
1. ~w > tw. As y2 is infinitely sm all with respect to y. the sign of (12) 

is defined by the first term; consequently y must satisfy: 

. (13) 

As the coefficient of y is positive. y must be positive also. Therefore. 
in (11) the water diffuses in the direction of the arrow. viz. towards 
the left. 

2. ~ w < tw. We now see that y must be negative; now the water 
diffuses in (11) in a direction opposite to that of the arrow. viz. towards 
the right. 

3. ~w = tw. Instead of (12) we now have: 

- C . y2 :=- 0 . (14) 

As C is positive and y2 is also positive for all values of y. the first 
part of (14) must always be negative; consequently we can only satisfy 
(14) by y = O. So no W passes through the membrane and the two 
liquids are in osmotic equilibrium. 

We see from this that it depends on the values of ~w en t~ (viz. on 
their difference) whether water will diffuse and in what direction it will 
go. Now we call ~w the O. W.A. (osmotic water~attraction) of the left 
side liquid and tw the O. W.A. of the right side liquid. If we represent 
a membrane. through which only W diffuses. by M (W). th en we may 
say. therefore: 

water diffuses through a membrane M (W) towards that side. where the 
O. W. A. is the greatest; 

if both liquids have the same O. W. A .• th en no water passes through 
a membrane M(W). 

We now take a liquid g. represented in fig. 1 by point g. We now 
may put the question: are there any other liquids. which have the same 
O. W. A. as this liquid g? We then have to satisfy: 

(15) 

The left part represents the O. W. A. of the liquid g and has. there~ 
fore. a definite value. The right part represents (comp. 6) the O. W.A. 
of the liquid looked for. As its composition (xy) must satisfy (15). it 
follows: 
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th ere exists an infinite number of liquids. which have the same O. W. A. 
as liquid g; they are all situated on a curve ab (fig. 1) going through 
point g; previously we have called it the iso tonic W~curve. 

Although the liquids of th is isotonic curve may have a very different 
amount of W . they yet have the same O. W.A. In the systems: 

Lr I Lu Lg I L" L. I Lb . (16) 

etc .• therefore. no water will diffuse through the membrane M (W). 
It is clear that th ere exists an infinite number of isotonic curves; in 

fig. 1 three of them have been drawn. viz. a\b\. ab and a2b2' Allliquids 

Fig . I. 

of atbt. therefore. have the same O. W.A .. also those of ab and those 
of a2b2' As we shall see directly. the O. W. A. of the liquids of curve 
ab. however. is greater than that of curve a\bt • and that of curve a2b2 
greater again than th at of curve ab. Among others these curves have 
the following properties. 

1. Two iso tonic curves can never intersect or touch one another. 
2. Every straight line. going through point W. intersects an isotonic 

curve in one point only. 
3. The O. W. A. of the liquids of an isotonic curve becomes greater. 

the farther this curve is situated from point W. 
4. The isotonic curves are straight lines in the vicinity of point W; 

farther away they are curved and may get all kind of forms. 
Por the O. W. A. of a liquid is valid: 

àZ az 
~w= - Z + x àx + y oy . 

Prom this follows: 

dçw= (xr + ys) dx + (xs + yt) dy (17) 
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If n quantities of liquid take in Ön quantities of W, th en dx and dy 
are defined by (2) , in which we th en have to put a = O. f3 = 0 and 
)' = dn . We then find for (17): 

d - ( 2 2) On ~'" - - ex + 2 s xy + ty - . 
n 

(18) 

As the form. placed between parentheses. is positive. it fol!ows from this: 
the O. W . A. of a liquid decreases when it takes in water (On pos.); 

the O. W. A. increases. when it gives off water (on neg.). 
When in fig . 1 a liquid passes along line lW (viz. starting from 1 

towards W) th en its W~amount increases continuously; consequently 
its O. W : A. decreases; if, however. it passes along line W I (viz. from 
W to l) then its O. W.A . increases. 

From this we can immediately deduce the properties 1-3. mentioned 
above. 

If we take liquid c of curve al bi (fig. 1) and liquid q of curve a2 b2 • 

we have the system : 

(19) 

in which the right side liquid has a larger O. W. A . than the left side 
one ; consequently through a membrane M (W) water diffuses towards 
the right. Therefore. liquid c gives off water and moves along line cl 
in the direction of the arrow in point c; its O. W . A. increases. The 
liquid q takes in water and moves along line q W in the direction of 
the arrow in point q; its O. W. A. increases. The diffusion of water 
wil! continue till both liquids get the same O. W . A .. consequently till 
they reach the same isotonic W~curve. If we assume that th is is on curve 
a b. then. at the end of the osmosis liquid c comes in g and liquid q 
in i . Consequently system (19) passes into the osmotic equilibrium: 

L g I Li ' 

in which no W diffuses anymore 1). 

(20) 

Al! that has been deduced above for the substance W (water) . obtains 
also for every arbitrary other substance. 

If e. g. only the substance X passes through the membrane. then 
system (1) passes into: 

nXL I n'X L' ~ a.X (21) 
(10) now passes into: 

(22) 

In the same way as described above. it fol!ows from this that it 
depends on the values of ; x and ~'x whether the substance X will diffuse 

1) For positive, negative. norm al and anormal osmosis in those systems, compare : 
F . A . H . SCHREINEMAKERS, Osmosis of Iiquids. The Journalof General Physiology. 
Vol. lt , NO. 6. pp. 701-713 (1928). 
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and in what direction it will go. We shall call ;x and ;'X the a.X.A. 
(osmotic X~attraction) of the liquids. 

It appears in the same way that it depends on ;y and ;'y wh ether the 
substance Y will diffuse and in which direction it will go; we shall caU 
this the a. Y. A. of the liquids. 

If we take an arbitrary substance S and a membrane M (S). viz. a 
membrane which only lets through this substance S. then we may say. 
therefore: 

substance S diffuses through a membrane M (5) towards that side. 
wh ere the a. S. A. is greatest; 

if both liquids have the same a. S. A .. th en no S passes through a 
membrane M (S) ; 

there exists an infinite number of liquids. which have the same a.S.A. 
as a given liquid. 

In fig. 2 we find three curves. passing through point 1. Curve ab is 
an isotonic W~curve; it represents the liquids which have the same 
a. W. A. as liquid 1. Curve cd is an iso tonic X~curve; it represents the 

Q 

oB 
6' 

W ~ I X 
Fig. 2. 

liquids. which have the same a. x. A. as liquid -1. Curve ef is an 
isotonic Y~curve; it represents the liquids which have the same a. Y.A. 
as liquid 1. 

Above we have seen that th ere exists an infinite number of isotonic 
W~curves; consequently there exists an infinite number of isotonic X
and Y~curves. Of course the same properties as have been discussed 
above for the W~curves. obtain also for them. Therefore. we find among 
other things: 

the a.X.A. (a. Y.A.) of the liquids of an isotonic X~curve (Y-curve) 
is greater the further those curves are away from point X (Y). 
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When the th ree dotted curves also rep re sent isotonic curves. then we 
have. therefore: 

the liquids of curve ab have a smaller O. W. A. than those of 
curve a'b'; 

the liquids of curve cd have a greater O. X. A. than those of 
curve c'd'; 

the liquids of curve er have a smaller O. Y. A. than thos of curve e' f'. 

Among other things it follows from the above that liquid 1 has a 
greater O. X. A.. but a smaller O. Y. A. and O. W. A. than liquid p. 
We represen t this by: 

O.X.A. 
L) I Lp fig. 2 Î 

O. Y. A. O. W. A. ~ (23) 

in which. therefore. the arrows point towards that side of the membrane. 
wh ere the osmotic attraction is greatest. Consequently those arrows also 
indicate the direction in which a substance diffuses through a membrane. 
which transmits this substance only. 

Consequently X diffuses through a membrane M (X) towards the left. 
Y through a membrane M(Y) and W through a membrane M (W) 
towards the right. 

We now take the liquids 1 and q of fig. 2. If we imagine the three 
isotonic curves also drawn through q. then we see that liquid 1 has a 
larger O. X. A. and a larger O. W. A.. but a smaller O. Y. A. than 
liquid q . We represent this by: 

L) I L q fig. 2 ! 
O. X. A. O. Y. A. O. W. A. 

---~) ( . 

(24) 

Consequently we see that X diffuses through a membrane M (X) and 
W through a membrane M (W) towards the left and Y through a 
membrane M (Y) towards the right. 

For the liquids 1 and r we find: 

LI I Lr fig. 2 l O. X. A. O. Y. A. O . W.A. 

• 
(25) 

For the liquids 1 and s obtains: 

L) I L. fig. 2 

l O. X. A. O. Y. A. O. W.A. 
oE; E 

(26) 
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For the liquids 1 and t we find: 

Ll I Lt fig . 2. 
O. X . A . O. Y. A. 

and for the liquids 1 and u : 

O. X. A. 
Ll I Lu 

O. Y. A. 

t O. W . A. ( 
• 1 

O. W. A. ~ 
) ~ 

We shall call those systems (23)-(28) the systems p. q ... u. 

We now take a system : 

LIL' . 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

in which a membrane M (X Y W) or M (3) viz. a membrane which 
transmits the three substances. Then the question arises: 

in which direction will each of the substances X. Y and W now go 
through the membrane? 

We shall begin by assuming that every substance can diffuse as weil 
towards the left as towards the right ; th en we can distinguish the eight 
cases of scheme I (we are shortly going to refer to the letters p. q etc. 
placed between parentheses). We call each of those cases a D. T . 
( .. diffusion~type· '). 

In order to simplify a further discussion. we shall call the direction. 
in which X diffuses through a membrane M (X) (consequently from a 
smaller towards a greater O.X .A .) the "congruent" direction of X. We 
call the opposite direction (consequently from a greater towards a smaller 
O. X. A.) "incongruent" . We act in the same way with Y. Wand 
other substances. 

We now call a diffusion~type: 
"congruent" when all sub stances diffuse congruently; 
"incongruent" when all substances diffuse incongruently. 
"mixed" when at the same time congruent and incongruent directions 

occur. 
We shall first consider the system p (viz. 23). As in (23) the arrows 

indicate the side. where the osmotic attraction is greatest. they indicate 
the congruent direction of each of the substances X. Y and W . If we 
compare these directions with those of scheme I. we see: 

N°. -4 represents the congruent and N°. 5 the incongruent D. T. 
of system p. 

In order to indicate that N°. 5 is the "incongruent" D . T. of system p. 
the letter p has been put here between parentheses. 

If in scheme I we imagine the sign 0 to be placed on the right si de 
of each arrow. indicating an incongruent direction. we get scheme lp. 
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SCHEME I. 
X Y W 

1. ~ ~ ~ 

2. (r) ~ ~ ~ 

3. (t) ~ ~ ~ 

4. (s) ~ ~ ~ 

5. (p) ~ ~ ~ 

6. (q) ~ ~- ~ 
7. (a) ~ ~ ~ 
8. ~ ~ ~ 

SCHEME lp SCHEME Iq 

X Y W X Y W 
1. ~ ~o ~o ~ ~o ~ 

2. ~ ~o ~ ~ ~o ~o 

3. ~ ~ ~o ~ ~ ~ 

4. ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~o 

5. [~O ~o ~o] ~o -0 ~ 

6. - .... 0 ~o ~ [~O · ~-o ~o] 

7. ~o ~ ~o ~o ~ ~-

8. ~o ~ ~ ~o ~ ~o 

This shows quite clearly that N°. 4 is the congruent and N°. 5. placed 
between parentheses. the incongruent D. T. of system q. The other D. T. 
are mixed; in 2. 3 and 8 one substance goes incongruently through the 
membrane. in 1. 6 and 7 two substances. 

In system q (viz. 24) the arrows also indicate the congruent directions 
of the substances X. Yand W ; consequently N°. 3 of scheme I represents 
the congruent D. T. of this system and N°. 6 the incongruent D. T. 
This has again been indicated scheme I by placing the letter q 
between parentheses with N°. 6. For this system q we now find the 
scheme Iq. 

H we only pay attention to the fact whether a system goes through 
the membrane towards the left or towards the right. the D. T. of scheme lp 
are the same as those of Iq. H. however. we also take into considera~ 
tion the "congruentness" or .. incongruentness" of these directions. th en 
there is a great difference. 

For instanee in N°. lof lp substances do go through the membrane 
in the same direction as in N°. lof Iq; but in the first case Y and W 
diffuse incongruently and in the second Y only. 

For the other D . T. we find corresponding differences. 
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In a corresponding way we find the congruent and consequently also 
the incongruent D. T. of the other systems. In (30) we find them united 
for all systems. 

system 

congr. D.T. 
incongr. D. T. 

p q r 

437 

562 

s t 
5 6 
4 3 

(30) 

We also see this in scheme I; the letter r. placed between parentheses 
with N°. 2. namely indicates th at N°. 2 is the incongruent D. T. of 
system r. etc. In the same way as this has been done above for the 
systems pand q. the reader also may deduce a scheme for each of the 
other systems and indicate the incongruent directions in it by the sign O. 

From scheme I or (30) appears among other things: 
the composition of the two liquids determines which of the 8 D. T. 

is congruent (incongruent); 
all D. T. can be congruent (incongruent) except 1 and 8. 

So for each osmotic system. having a membrane M (3). eight different 
D. T. exist; we must. however. put the question whether they all are 
possible. 

For this purpose we take system (1). in wich a mol. X. fJ mol. Yand 
y mol. W diffuse towards the left. When a is negative. X goes in the 
opposite direction. wh en fJ is negative. Y goes in the opposite direction. 
and when y is negative. W goes in the opposite direction. If we pay 
attention to the signs. which we can give to a. fJ and y. we get the 
eight D. T. of scheme I. 

We have already seen. however. that a. fJ and y can not be taken 
quite arbitrarily. but have to satisfy (10). In this we put: 

As long as the th ree first terms together do not amount to zero. the 
sign of (10) wil! be determined by these terms. If we put. therefore: 

(32) 

th en a, fJ and y must satisfy: 

K>O. (33) 

When the three terms of K are positive. then. (33) has consequently 
been satisfied; when one or two terms are negative. a. fJ and y may 
yet be chosen either so large or so small that K will be positive; when 
each of the three terms is negative. however. K is always negative. 
Consequently we are not able to satisfy (33) when at the same time: 

aK", < 0 fJKy < 0 yKw< 0 . (34) 
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When aKx is negative. th en a and Kx must have opposite signs. If we 
con si der the value of Kx in (31), we can distinguish two cases. 

1. ~x > tx and a < O. Consequently the O. W. A. is larger on the left 
side of the membrane than on the right side; therefore, the congruent 
direction of X is towards the left; [consequently through a membrane 
M (À.). X would go towards the left]. As, however, a now is negative. 
X diffuses towards the right, i.e. incongruently. 

2. ~x < t x and a > O. N ow the congruent direction of X is towards 
the right. As. however, a is positive now, X diffuses towards the left, 
consequently once more incongruently. 

aKx < 0 means. therefore, that the substilnee X diffuses incongruently; 
f3Ky < 0 and rKw < 0 have the same meaning for Yand W. Conse~ 

quently (34) means that X, Y and W diffuse incongruenty at the same 
time. Hence follows: 

all diffusion~types are possible, except the incongruent. 
From scheme I or (30) appears. therefore: 
in system p all D.T. are possible, except N°. 5; 
in system q all, except N°. 6; 
in system r all, except N°. 2; etc. 
For this reason N°. 5 in scheme lp and N°. 6 in scheme Iq have been 

placed between parentheses. 

Now we may say: 
the composition of the liquids de term in es which of the diffusion~types 

is incongruent and, therefore, not possible; 
the nature of the membrane determines which of the 7 other D. T. 

will occur. 

We have been able to demonstrate this influence of the membrane 
experimentally in some cases, e.g. in an osmotic system in which the 
liquids consisted 1) of: 

and of course had a special composition. Through a membrane. made 
of collodion three substances diffused, according to: 

~ X ~ Y ~ W . (35) 

Through a membrane, made of collodion. in which a little CU2 Fe (CN)6 
had been deposed, they diffused. however. according to: 

~ X ~ Y ~ W . (36) 

Consequently the water diffuses through the two membranes in oppo~ 
site directions ; so one of these directions is incongruent. 

We also found this in this system, when one of the liquids had an 
other composition. 

1) Camp. for this system: Exp. II and lIl . 
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Also in a system 1), in which the liquids consist of X= NH4Cl, 
Y = ammonium-succinate, W = H 20, the D. T. depended on the mem
brane. The substance namely diffused according to (35) through a mem
brane: a. made of collodion; b. of a pig' s bladder; c. of cellophan. 
According to (36) they diffused, however, through a membrane; d. made 
of collodion, in which a little CU2Fe(CN)6 had been deposed; e. of a 
pig's bladder. which had been treated in a special way: f. of parchment. 

So here again it appears that water diffuses through some membranes 
towards the left and through other membranes towards the right. 

We are able to extend the foregoing considerations to membranes. 
which transmit n sub stances ; among other things we th en find: 

there exist 2" diffusion-types: 
the composition of the two liquids determines which D. T. is incon

gruent and consequently can not occur: 
the nature of the membrane determines which of the 2"-1 other D. T. 

occurs. 

Consequently if we take two liquids. containing e.g. five diffusing 
substances. th en the diffusion may take place according to 32 types. If 
the two liquids are given a special composition. the membrane will 
determine which of the 31 possible D. T. will occur. 

IE. therefore. only the directions are known in ~hich each of these 
substances passes through a membrane M (1) [viz. the substance X through 
a membrane M (X). the substance Y through a membrane M (Y). etc.]. 
we know only very Iittle. For this enables us to find the incongruent 
D. T, only. viz. that. according to which the substances cannot diffuse. 
The nature of the membrane now determines which of the 31 other 
D. T. will occur. 

If besides we bear in mind that during the osmosis a membrane may 
change its nature and consequently its D. T. under all kinds of influences 
[e.g. the influence of the diffusing substances. age. hysteresis etc.]: we 
need not be surprised sometimes to see diffusions occur in vegetable 
or animal tissues. which perhaps were not expected. or wh en the 
direction of the diffusion of some . substances should at times change 
in them. 

Leiden. Lab. of /norg. Chemistry. 
(To be continued.) 

1) This system wil! be published later on. 



Anatomy. - A Gland~like Ependymal Structure in the Brain. By H. H. 
CHARLTON. University of Missouri School of Medicine and Central 
Institute for Brain Research, Amsterdam, Holland. (Communicated 
by Dr. C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

Dr. ARIËNS KAPPERS, '21, has called attention to a modified ependyma 
lining the walls of the ventral thalamus, beg inning just behind the level of 
the commissura posterior and ex ten ding caudally to end under the 
tuberculum posterius. As the area had a rich blood supply and since in the 
ventricle adjacent to the specialized region he observed an albuminouslike 
sub stance, KAPPERS considered it a secreting organ assisting in the 
production of cerebro~spinal Huid. He observed the modified area in the 
Teleost, Monopterus javanensis, in various reptiles, in a bird, and finally 
in the opossum and the dog. 

A chance observation of this reg ion in the rockling, Motella mustela, 
where the morphology is much more typically gland~like than in the forms 
mentioned by KAPPERS, led me to undertake a more extended study, first 
to find out how general was its occurrence, secondly to note its morpho~ 
logical variations, and lastly to find more evidence regarding its glandular 
structure and if possible to learn how its secretory products reached the 
ventricular cavity. 

The material for this work consisted of some thirty odd brains prepared 
by the writer at the Anatomical Laboratory of the University of Missouri 1) , 
and in addition there was available for study the splendid slide collection 
of the Central Institute for Brain Research, Amsterdam, Holland. 

As a routine method the brains were formalin~fixed, sectioned serially 
twenty to twenty~five microns in thickness and stained in Weigert's, 
Weigert~Pal's, Delafield's, or Heidenhain's iron haematoxylin. It is 
obvious th at some cytological detail will be found wanting due to the 
thickness of the sections and to the fact that formalin is not the ideal 
fixative for such detail. 

Outside of the work of KAPPERS already referred to comparatively few 
investigators have noted th is modified ependyma. HOOGENBOOM, '28, in 
work just published has described it in Polyodon spathula where it seems 
to have, according to her report, a large frontal extension even into the 
forebrain. RENDALL ('24) found it in the chick brain as early as eight days 

1) I am Indeoted to the United States Bureau of Fisheries, Woods Hole, Massachusetts 
for assistance in securing much of this material. 

54 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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after hatehing. It helps to form. both in the embryo and adult, a slight 
groove or depression, the eoneavity of which, is direeted toward the 
ventricle. He ealls attention to the eells of the stratum eellulare lying under 
the thiekened ependyma whieh are clumped together and stain more deeply 
than usual. 

HOLMGREN and VAN DER 

Fig. I. 

HORST (25, fig . 22) give a photograph of a 
transverse seetion through the brain of 
the Dipnoan Ceratodus in the plane of 
the posterior commissure and the hind 
part of the hypothalamus. It would 
appear that the ependyma has stained 
more darkly in the photograph and if so 
the thiekened ependyma extends eaudo~ 
ventrally praetically to the saeeus 
vaseulosus. Behind the tubereulum 
posterius they figure a reeess whieh they 
term the mammillary reeess and speak 
of it as identieal with the recessus 
lateralis of GOLDSTEIN (mamillary 

Raja sp. A transverse section through 
the rnodified ependyrnal area and the 

infundibul urn . 

holds the same position as 
selaehians whieh will be 

reeess of other writers). This reeess 
the highly modified ependymal region in the 
described later. They speak of the lower 

Fig. 2. 

Raja sp. Drawing of the rnodified ependyrnal region shown in figure 1 under higher 
rnagnification. In a number of crypts a cuticular rnembrane is quite evident and. located 
directly beneath it, a nuclei-free area. In the ventricle itself there is an alburninous or 

homogeneous substance giving the appearance of secretory rnaterial. 
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tuberculum as being characterized by a poorly developed ependyma, below 
which th ere are a number of lymphatic cavities. This area, however, is near 
the region where the ependyma of the hypothalamus joins that of the 
mid-brain. 

In the Elasmobranch fishes a most interesting structure, located just 
caudo-ventral to the tuberculum posterius, presents itself (fig. land 2). 
Here the ependyma is folded to form a series of crypts or pockets appearing 
in transverse section like a rosette. The ependyma is stratified or pseudo
stratified, much thicker than usual and frequently shows a lighter staining 
area just beneath its cuticula, while in the ventricle itself a homogeneous 

sort of débris is almost always to be 
seen. 

A young specimen of Raja has 
been used for the illustrations in 
figures 1 and 2 in the present paper, 
but the same general structure is 
found in the adult ska te, hammerhead 
shark, sand shark, and the dogfish. 
In the young Raja a single cross
section shows perhaps fifteen crypts, 
but this does not represent nearly the 
total number since they extend not 
only dorsally and laterally but also 
rostally and caudally. They are of ten 
covered on their ventricular surfaces 
by a considerable albuminous precip
itate. The number of crypts seems 
greater in the adult Raja than in the 
young specimen. The thickened 
ependyma extends nearly to the fIoor 
of the hypothalamus in a rather close 
relationship to the beg inning of the 
hypophysis. Whether these crypts 
represent the recessus mammillaris of 
Ceratodus or that of Teleost fishes 
cannot perhaps be answered with 
certainty, but their relationship to the 
tuberculum posterius would be in 
favour of this idea. 

Fig . 3. In Teleosts the modified ependyma 

Mote/la mustela. Transverse section of the beg ins just behind the posterior 
infundibulum taken in front of figure 4. commissure and is visible particularly 

in the ventricular lining of the most 
dorsal part of the ventral thalamus immediately . underneath the 
sulcus medius. I can confirm the observation of KAPPERS that it is 

54* 
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never eontinuous with the weil known high ependymal eells whieh in most 
forms ( Studnicka, '00) lie under the eommissura posterior. F rom its 
anterior end it bends ventrally and eaudally into the hypothalamus where 
turning laterally it usually forms a shallow basin~like eoneavity in the roof 
of the ventricle of the hypothalamus. 

Fig. 4. 

Mate/la mustela. Transverse section of the lateral hypothalamic ventricIe. 

Oeeasionally as in Motella mustela (figs. 3 and -4) a mueh more 
eomplieated strueture is to be seen. Here the reg ion about the entranee 
into the lateral hypothalamie ventricle forms numerous crypts which are 
strikingly gland~like . Only the highly modified ependyma is included in the 
drawings and here one sees a dozen or more erypts pointing in various 
directions as indicated by their appearance in cross sections. In another 
slide of Motella mustela (fig. 5) the the crypts are reduced to some three or 
four on either side and they are much shallower, but the ependyma is 
somewhat thicker, showing some four or five nuclei in a section through a 
crypt wal1. Here again cell walls are not visible, but histologically the 
area appears as in Raja (figs. 1 and 2). I have attempted to indicate in 
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figure 5 the excellent blood supply which this modified ependyma possesses. 
J ust why so much variation in the crypts should occur in the same species 
is not easy to explain. Perhaps it is a true variation or again it may be due 

BL.V. 

aL 

Fig. 5. 

Motella mustela. One of the gland-like crypts under high m.agnification. Note the stratified 
or pseudostratified ependyma and its excellent blood supply. BI. V., blood vessels. 

to difference in the development of the individual in as, Elasmobranchs it 
was noted that the older specimens possessed a more highly developed 
crypt-like arrangement. The thickened ependyma in Motalla mustela is not 
so conspicuous in the ventro-caudal part of the hypothalamus as in 
other fishes. 

The king-fish, Menticirrhus americanus (fig. 6), presents a slightly 
different picture. J ust anterior to the level of the tuberculum posterius two 
very deep glandular-like crypts extend upwards to meet the modified 
ependyma of the dorsal part of the ventral thalamus, cutting oH a wedge 
shaped portion of the thalamus between the two limbs. The cells lining th~ 
crypts show a slighter staining homogeneous border which may represent a 
stage in the secretion process. There are no tubular glands or crypts as 
found in Motelia but there is a shallow inverted basin arrangement in the 
roof of the lateral hypothalamic ventricle sa common in most teleosts. 
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The caudo-ventrallimits of the modified ependyma are usually not easily 
defined with any degree of certainty, but in some slides of the minnow. 
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Fig. 6. 

Menticirrhus americanus. A transverse section illustrating the common arrangement of the 
sec re tory ependyma forming the roof of the lateral hypothalamic ventricles. It gives the 
appearance of an inverted shallow basin. Note the formation of two deep crypts with a 
tongue of tissue between. They unite with the modified ependyma of the normal part of 

the ventral thalamus a few sections rostally. Tr. G. T ., tractus griseo-tuberis. 

Gambusia a[finis . (figs. 7 and 8). cut in the horizontal plane and stained 
with HEIDENHAIN'S iron haematoxylin, the thickened ependyma tenaciously 
retained the stain and here the thickened ependyma could not be traeed to 
be continuous with th at lining the mammillary recess . It is possible that 
the recess may really be compared to a tubular gland. 
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In the reptiles the modified ependyma is clearly differentiated from the 
ordinary single layered type. In Lacerta agilis (figs. 9 and 10) it begins 

.:, ': :: :',:'" .. 
. :. ' .. : ',: ~ .' :-. : ' . .. ', ' . ' , ' 

' . ~ " . 

Fig. 7. 

Gambusia affinis. Horizontal sections through the hypothalamus. Modified ependyma seems 
to be continuous caudo-ventrally with the recessus mammilIaris. Tr. G. T .• tractus griseo

tuberis ; Mam. Recess. mammillary.~recess; Lat. Hyp. Lobe. Lateral hypothalamic lobe. 

a little anterior as contrasted with the Teleosts. at. or a little in front of. 
the level of the habenular commissure. and is located on either side of the 
thalamic ventricIe. This modified area is very definitely set oH from the 
ciliated cuboidal ependymal cells by blood vessels entering at either end, 
and by a thickening of the area itself. The nuclei of its cells are arranged 
in rows assuming a stratified or pseudostratified condition. On the 
ventricular side the ependyma forms a slight concavity occupied by a 
homogeneous nuclei-free substance. presumably the products of these cells. 

Tracing the area caudally it retains the same size dorso-ventrally but 
holds in each caudal section a more ventral position until it reaches and 
lines a widened ventricular area in the hypothalamus. There is no true 
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lateral hypothalamic ventricIe in Lacerta but th is pouch-like widening of 
the hypothalamic ventricIe may represent it. 

In Pelias berus (fig. 11), the common viper of Europe, the modified 
ependymal area is to be found in the same general location as has been 
already described in the lizards, only here one finds what seems like a bridge 

MAM. 

" " 

Fig. 8. 

Gambusia atfinis. Horizontal sections through the hypothalamus. l\.;Iodified ependyma seems 
to be continuo us caudo-ventrally with the reces sus mammilIaris. Tr. G. T., tractus griseo

tuberis ; Mam. Recess, mammillary recess; Lat . Hyp. Lobe, Lateral hypothalamic lobe. 

cOllllecting the wa lis of the thalamus. On closer examination th is proves to 
be a secretion product plus many scattered freed nuclei. The fact that one 
or more blood vessels cross here from si de to side helps to give the impres
sion of a definite connecting strand of brain tissue. This has been formed by 
the breaking down of the ventricular limiting cuticula here and there, and the 
desquamation of the inner ends of the modified cells. In the process quite 
a number of nuclei are included. One notices a definite border in some 
places and in other places the cuticula has disappeared leaving a depression 
where cell sub stance has passed into the ventricle. I am convinced that not 
only in the snakes but also in the other vertebrates studied the secreting 
process is a similar one. 
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In the birds the modified ependyma is not so pronounced as in the 
reptiles and is chiefly related to the dorsal portion of the ventral thalamus. 
In the English sparrow. Passer domesticus (figs. 12 and 13) one recognizes 
the stratum cellulare internum referred to by RENDALL lying directly 
beneath the modified area. The large blood vessels found in the fishes and 
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Fig . 9. 

Lacerfa agilis. A transverse seetion to show the position of the modified ependyma. 

reptiles running in the ependyma and on its surface are much less 
conspicuous in the birds. I have not studied the brain of the common 
pigeon. Columba domestica, but from a photograph of the gland region 
sent me by Dr. WAYNE T, ATWELL. the structure is quite similar. 

According to Patten ('12) in his "Evolution of the Vertebrates" . the 
stomadaeum of the arachnids. representing the . ectodermal part of the 
invertebrate foregut. has become incorporated into the brain of the 
vertebrates. He states. page 60: 

"When the mouth of the araehnids was shut oH from the exterior by the baekward 
overgrowth of the rostrum and the optie lobes. and by the dosing up of the eerebral 
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vesicle, the stomodaeum and the adjacent ectoderm remained in the vertebrates as the 
epithelial Iining of the third ventricIe and the adjoining chambers ; and the opening 
through the f100r of the brain. which served as a passageway for the old oesophagus. 
remained as the infundibulum. The inner end of the stomodaeum that protrudes through 
the infundibulum. became the sacci vasculosi; the lateral stomodaeal ganglia. the Iobi 
inferiori ; and the stomodaeal commissure. the anlage of the cerebellum, The median 
haemal portion of the cheliceral neuromere. which is the principal center for the olfactory. 
gustatory, and stomodaeal impulses. corresponds with the hypothalamic reg ion. while 
the cheliceral lobes and the cerebral association cells mark the beg inning of the thalamus," 

BL.V. 

8l.V.---..."":;:"~~,(. 

Fig. 10. 

Lacerfa agilis. The modified area from figure 9 under higher magnification. Note the 
homogeneous substance in the concavity of the area and in the ventricIe. The region is 
weil supplied with blood vessels which tend to reach the gland at its junction with the 

normal cuboidal ependyma. BI. V .. blood vessels. 

The region where I have found the modified ependyma corresponds 
to the caudal portion of the stomodaeal derivative. If Patten's theory is 
the true one it would help to explain the presence of a secreting ependyma 
in the dieneephalon, In connection with this it may be recalled that 
WISLOCKI and PUTNAM ('24) consider the areae postremae as a reg ion 
wh ere fluids pass from the blood stream into the cerebrospinal fluid of 
the fourth ventricIe. According to Patten's conception this area is located 
in relation to the rostral portion of the stomodaeal derivative. 

It is to be noted that the modified ependyma is found in the Elasmo
branchs most prominent near what EDINGER ('08) and HOLMGREN and 
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VAN DER HORST ( '25) call the mammillary recess. It occupies a much 
more posterodorsal place than either the lateral hypothalamic recess or 
the mammillary recess in the teleosts, and the invaginations are directed 
dorsally more than laterally. It is located just behind the tuberculum 

Fig. 11. 

Pelias berus. Transverse section. The cuticular membrane of the modified area seems to 
disappear In places and the underlying tissue to slough alf into the ventricIe which in 
this brain is practically occluded by it. Blood vessels are seen to pass from side to side 

in the secretory material. BI. V., blood vessels. 

posterius. In considering the homology of this recess in Elasmobranchs 
with the mammillary recess of bony fishes, it is interesting that in the 
latter the recess seems related to the hypothalamic floor rostral to the infun
dibulum and saccus vasculosis instead of the more dorsal position in such 
forms as the skates and sharks. In the teleosts the ependymal development 
reaches its maximum at the junction of the thalamic ventricIe with the 
lateral hypothalamic recess although having its anterior limits farther rostal 
and dorsally. The rep til es show what seems to be the most active part 
of the modified ependyma lining the thalamic ventricIe but it can be traeed 
backward to line the hypothalamic widening as weil. The position in the 
birds is still more restricted to the dorsal part of the ventnl thalamus, and 
in the Opossum and the dog the gland-like ependyma is still more reduced, 
according to KAPPERS (I.e. Vol. 11, p. 889). 
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It would appear, therefore, that the modified area loses its complexity and 
actuaIly becomes reduced in size as one goes up the phylogenetic scale, and 
also the point of highest development is more dorso~rostally in the higher 

Fig. 12. 

Passer domesticus. . Cross 
section. The modified area 

under low power. 

Fig. 13. 

Passer domesticus. Area between dotted Hnes in 
figure 12 shown under higher magnification. 

forms. Only Polyodon seems to be an exception for Miss HOOGENBOOM 

reports the modified area as extending into the forebrain. The indications 
are that coincident with these phylogenetic changes there is a reduction as 
weIl in the physiological significance of the modified area as one ascends 
the vertebrate scale. 

It would have been most satisfactory if it had been possible to present physiological 
evidence of the glandular character of the modified ependymal reg ion and since WISLOCKI 
and PUTMAN ('24) reached the conclusion that the areae postremae acted as an 
intermediate structure for the conveyance of fluids from the blood to the cerebrospinal 
fluid, I tried the method used by them, i.e., the procedure described by WEED ('14) 
of injecting a one or a one and a half per cent solution of potassium ferrocyanide and 
iron ammonium citrate in RINGER solution intravenously and fixing in acidulated formalin. 
This precipitates the ferric ferrocyanide (Prussian blue) wherever it happens to be present. 

They state that in cats they never found the blue granules anywhere else in the brain 
but in tbe areae postremae. 
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The method used by the writer was to inject this solution directly into the heart at a 
rate slow enough so as not to interfere with its contractions. Some hours afterwards the 
animal was killed and fixed. In no case in turtles, Iizards, or alligators did blue granules 
appear ei th er in, the modified ependyma or in the ventricles immediately adjacent to it. 
although contrary to the findings of WISLOCKI and PUTNAM ('24) in cats, granules 
we re present in large numbers in the neural part of the hypophysis, a description of which 
will appear in a latter publication. As, however. not every secretory surface shows the 
transmission of the blue granules af ter this experiment it does not seem to prove that 
the surface should not be secretory. Indeed its features as a secretory region are so 
evident and so constant in all the vertebrates that I can hardly doubt this. 

In the region of this ependyma an unmyelinated fiber tract occurs. 
HOLMGREN ('20, page 291) describes it under the name of tractus griseo
tuberis as follows: "Er entspringt in der ventrikulären Ganglienzellschicht 
der Ventrikelwand dorsal und etwas vor dem Nucleus posterior tuberis. 
Er erstreckt sich anfangs längs der Ventrikelpendymes nach unten und 
hinten bis zur Decussatio nervi sacci vasculosi. Hier biegt das Bündel 
bogenförmig seitwärts und nach hinten, um dorsal und vor dem Recessus 
lateralis hypothalamicus zu enden." 

I observed the same tract in various Teleosts (fig. 7 and 9 Tr. G. T.). 
extending from directly under the most dorso-rostal portion of the modified 
ependyma, running parallel to the ependymal wall to the level of the lateral 
hypothalamic ventricles and seems to end partly in the ependyma forming 
the roof, while other fibres of this bundie passing behind the lateral recess 
terminate in relation to the ependyma of the recessus mammilIaris. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

A distinct secretory ependyma occurs in the thalamus of fishes, reptiles, 
birds, and mamma Is. It is largest in fishes, th en decreases in reptiles 
and becomes much smaller in the higher vertebrates. 

The reg ion is largely supplied with blood vessels which may reach the 
ventricular surfaces and some of which run in the ventricIe itself. lts blood 
supply decreases notably in birds. 

The function of the organ has probably to do with the constitution of 
the ventricular fluid. The structure in addition to many blood vessels may 
receive amyelinated nerve fibers from the ventral infundibular areas. 

Why th is secretory ependyma is so much larger in fishes than in other 
animals and so small in the highest vertebrates I do not know. It may be 
that this is connected with life in water. 
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Anatomy. - The Phylogenetic Development of the Substantia Gelatinosa 
Rolandi. Part. 1. Fishes. By E. KEENAN, M. B., National University 
of Ireland. (From the Central Dutch Institute for Brain Research. 
Amsterdam. ) (Communicated by Dr. C. U . ARIËNS KAPPERS.) 

(Communicated a t the meeting of October 27, 1928. ) 

When we ex amine a transverse section of the spinal cord of a higher 
vertebrate we can at once distinguish in the posterior horns certain well~ 
marked areas. In man three subdivisions are described, the relations being 
as follows: the body of the posterior hom proper occupies the most central 
position, and is in direct continuity with the anterior hom ventrally ; 
posterior to the body of the hom, and surrounding its extremity like a cap 
or cortex (KAPPERS, 1914) is the substantia gelatinosa Rolandi ; extending 
from this reg ion t6 the surface of the cord (the bottom of the postero~lateral 
suIcus) is Lissauer' s marginal zone. This relationship exists throughout the 
cord, from the medulla oblongata above, where the gelatinous substance 
of the cord is continuous with a similar structure in relation to the 
descending root of the fifth cranial nerve, to the conus medullaris below. 

The gelatinous substance has a closely massed homogeneous or jelly~like 
appearance, from which it derives its name. It is practically devoid of 
myelinated fibres , so that on treating by the Weigert~Pal method, 
especially if counterstained with paracarmine, it is clearly distinguishable 
from the rest of the gray matter. 

Lissauer's marginal zone, with similar staining , is seen to contain widely 
separated fine and medium~sized medullated fibres. In addition, sm all nerve 
cells, and occasionally larger elements are present. 

CAJAL (1909, 1911) attributes the gelatinous appearance of the substanct: 
to the rich network of dendrites of the small cells which crowd the area. 
These dendrites branch mainly in one level, parallel to the posterior surface 
of the cord. They rarely extend into the gray substance of the posterior 
hom proper. 

The substantia gelatinosa, together with Lissauer's marginal zone, which 
is believed to be closely related to it functionally, has been extensively 
studied in higher vertebrates (HATSCHEK in the seal, 1896; DEXLER in the 
elephant, 1907; SANO in mammaIs, 1909; RANSON in man, Rhesus monkey, 
the cat, the rabbit, the albino rat and the guinea pig, 1913, 1914; etc.) , 
and its form and position pretty weil described. Researches in this 
direction in lower forms seem, however, to be almost entirely wanting. 
as substantia gelatinosa has not been recognised in the posterior horns, 
or, at any rate, has never been properly described as such. 
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In the following pages I set down the results of my observations in 
fishes, as part of a general phylogenetic survey. 

The specimens used we re from the large collection at the Central Dutch 
Institute for Brain Research, Amsterdam. The following is a list of the 
species examined during the progress of this section of the work : 

Amphioxus lanceolatus 
CYCLOSTOMES 

Petromyzon fluviatilis 

GNATHOSTOMES 
SELACHIANS 

SHARKS 

RAYS 

Hexanchus griseus 
Acanthias vulgaris 
Spinax niger 

Raja c1avata 

HOLOCEPHALIANS 
Chimaera monstrosa 

GANOIDS 

TELEOSTS 

Calamoichthys calabaricus 
Polyodon folium 
Acipenser ruth en us 
Amia calva 
Lepidosteus osseus 

MALACOPTERYGII 
Elops saurus 
Megalops cyprinoides 

Albula vulpes 
Mormyrus cashive 
Clupea harengus 
Engraulis encrasicholus 
Osmerus eperlanus 

OSTARIOPHYSI 
Erythrinus unitaeniatus 
Cyprinus auratus 
Blicca björkna 
Leuciscus rutilus 
Scardinius erythrophthalmus 
Idus idus 
Arius spec. 
Malapterurus electricus 
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SYMBRANCHII 
Symbranchus marmoratus 
Monopterus javanensis 

APODES 
Anguilla vulgaris 

HAPLOMI 
Esox lucius 

CATOSTEOMI 
Gasterosteus aculeatus 
Spinachia spinachia 
Syngnathus acus 

PERSECOCES 
Scomber sc omber 
Thynnus alalonga 
Belone belone 
Exocoetus evolans 
Ammodytes lanceolatus 
Mugil chelo 
Ophiocephalus spec. 

ANACANTHINI 
Motella mustela 

ACANTHOPTERYGII 
Perca fluviatilis 
Osphromenus spec. 
Pleuronectes limanda 
Rhombus maximus 
Solea vulgaris 
Gobius minutus 
Cyclopterus lumpus 
Trachinus draco 
Zoarces viviparus 

PLEGTOGNATHI 
Tetrodon spec. 

DIPNOANS 
Ceratodus forsteri 

The cord of Amphioxus, the lowest vertebrate. is so primitive in character that a 
comparison of its parts with those of higher members of the phylllm is not altogether 
possible. On cross section it is triangular in shape, with a concave base. The gray 
matter is massed around the centra I canaI. and does not show any indication of anterior 
or posterior hom formations (cf. KAPPERS, 1920). 

In cyclostomes the cord shows a higher development than in Amphioxus. It is f1atened 
or ribbon-shaped. The gray matter extends laterally as a wing-Iike expansion on either 
side of the central canal. There is, thus, on each side but one mass of gray matter, so 
that the anterior and posterior homs of higher vertebrates are not marked out, but are 
combined · in the undivided mass. Here, as in Amphioxus, owing to the absence of real 
posterior homs, conditions such as we have in the higher forms do not exist. 

55 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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In gnathostomes th ere are certain broad general features which allow 
comparisons of its members to be made, notwithstanding great diHerences 
in the degree of development. The cord is rounded or oval, and the gray 
matter on either side shows anterior and posterior horns. 

Among the selachians. the lowest fishes, we find in sharks an arrangement 
of the gray matter as shown in figs. 1 and 2. 

In Hexanchus griseus (fig. 1) the welJ developed anterior horns run 
ventrally and laterally, in Acanthias vulgaris (fig. 2) chiefly laterally. The 
posterior horns pass backwards and laterally from an undivided mass of 
gray matter situated behind the central canal, which I shall call the corpus 
commune posterius. to within a short distance of the surface of the cord. 

While the general shape of the posterior horns in these two sharks is 
practically similar, namely somewhat cone-shaped with the blunt apex 
separated from the surface by a narrow band of fibres, the arrangement 
of the details is slightly different. In both forms a sm all triangular band 
of fibres separates the diverging posterior horns from each other. This 
mass of fibres consists of the posterior funiculi of these anima Is, which 
are very smalJ in comparison with those of mammals (BROUWER, 1915), 

post. r. f. enter. p. r. f. 

later. fun. 

ant. fun. 
Fig. 1. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 

Hexanchus griseus X 17. 

ABBREVIATIONS POR ALL PIGURES. 

ant. fun., anterior funiculus. 
ant. h., anterior horn. 
ant. r. f., anterior root fibres. 

interm. area, intermediate area. 
later. fun., lateral funiculus. 
Mauth. f., Mauthner's fibre. 

e.c., central canal. post. fun., posterior fuiliculus. 
c.c.p., corpus commune posterius. post. r. f., posterior root fibres. 
enter. p. r. f., entering posterior root fibres. sub. gel., substantia gelatinosa. 
fasc. med., fasciculus medianus. 

ant. h. 
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and are not of the same nature. The columns of GOLL and BURDACH are 
either very small or are absent. The bulk of the posterior funiculi is formed 

ant. h. 

enter. p. r. f. 
sub. gel. 

later. fun. 

ant. fun. 

Fig. 2. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 
Acanthias vulgaris X 25. 

ant. r. f. 

by descending axones of dorsal funicular cells (V. LENHOSSÉK, 1895), 
such as are still represented in man in the cornu-commisural bundIe 
(cf. KAPPERS, 1920). 

In Hexanchus griseus the most dorsal parts of both posterior horns are 
more separated, while the connection with the corpus commune posterius 
is broader than in Acanthias vulgaris (cf. figs. 1 and 2). In Hexanchus 
the corpus commune posterius i~ broad and prominent, and attached to the 
anterior horns by a wide stalk. In Acanthias this body is prominent behind. 
where it is continuous with the posterior horns. Ventrally it narrows until 
its connection with the anterior horns is drawn out into a slender staIk, 
on either side of which runs the fasciculus medianus, descending from the 
vestibular region of the oblongata. Acanthius, therefore, has an appearance 
as if the anterior and posterior horn regions were more pulled apart than in 
Hexanchus. 

This is even more conspicuous in the case of Spinax niger where the 
stalk of connection is very much elongated. 

The posterior roots enter the cord near the apex of the posterior horn, 
and run for some distance cranially, lying between the tip of the horn and 
the surface (the region corresponding to Lissauer's zone in higher 
vertebrates), where they are easily recognized because of their coarse 
appearance. They remain as a quite distinct bun dIe here, especially in 
Hexanchus (fig. 1). In Acanthias the root fibres spread out in a somewhat 
semi-Iunar manner. They are more intimately mixed with the" fibres at thc 

55* 
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ápex of the posterior horn. Further cranially. these root fibres pass ventrally 
through the substance of the horn towards its base. I have traced fine fibres 
from the posterior roots to the corpus commune posterius in Spinax niger 
and to the corresponding area in the ray Raja clavata. this animal being 
especially favourable because of the root entering through the lateral 
part of the horn. and of the fan-like expansion of the fibres towards their 
terminations so that the ventral expansion to the intermediate area is easy 
to follow (fig. 3). The coarse fibres could be traced to the longitudinal 
bundIes which traverse the posterior horn where the greater part of them 
enter as ascending and descending fibres. These ascending and descending 
bundIes are very small in comparison with the posterior columns of higher 
vertebrates (BROUWER. 1915) . 

In Hexanchus these intra-cornual longitudinal bundIes are more numerous 
than in Acanthias. The posterior horns are completely broken up by smaIl 
bundIes. and at the base of the horn. at its junction with the corpus 
commune posterius. are a few larger on es ; the latter are also weIl marked 
in Acanthias. The gray matter is continuous around the fibres as connecting 
strands. and on closer examination shows the characteristics of substantia 
gelatinosa. The entire gray matter of these horns is of th is character. 

In Acanthias the fibre-bundles are more compact and less numerous, so 
that the gray matter is collected into larger masses, and the gelatinous 
nature of the substance is easier to recognize, acquiring a greater similarity 
to the substantia gelatinosa of mammals. It is present in much larger 
quantities than in Hexanchus griseus or Spinax niger. 

As far as could be ascertained th ere is no variation in amount at the 
point of entrance of the root fibres , but it approaches nearer the surface, 
probably' on account of neurobiotactic influences. This is especially 
noticeable in Acanthias vulgaris. 

It is clear, therefore, that these posterior horns differ in character from 
those of higher vertebrates, where the substantia gelatinosa forms merely 
a cap for the body of the posterior horn proper. We are led to the conclusion 
that the body of the posterior horn, so large in mammaIs. is very small in 
sharks. and chiefly represented in the undivided intermedia te mass of gray 
matter, the corpus commune posterius. On tracing th is intermediate mass of 
gray matter cranially it is found to divide, in the lower reg ion of the medulla 
oblongata. into two parts. which become separated from each other by the 
opening out of the central canal to form the fourth ventricIe. Each subdivision 
becomes continuous with the commissural nucleus of the vagus on its own 
side. This would seem to indicate a visceral association for the column. 
which assumption is further strengthened by the fact that in several 
species (Spinax niger, Chimaera monstrosa, Raja cIavata) fine fibres from 
the posterior roots could be traced into it. 

The fibres at the apex of the posterior horns do not show the characteris
tics of those of Lissauer's marginal tract as described for mammals. They 
are coarser, more heavily myelinated, and more closely packed together. 
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That they are not of the same nature is probable. At any ra te the posterior 
roots do not contribute fine medullated fibres to th is region, as can be 
seen to occur in higher anima Is. 

enter. p. r . f. 

fase. med. 

ant. r. 

....-~~- sub. gel. 

interm. 
area 

ant. h . 

'----r ant. r. 

Fig. 3. Transverse section near the eranial end of the spinal eord of Raja c1avata X 18. 

In the ray-, Raja clavata, the substantia gelatinosa is weil developed 
(fig. 3). The intermediate mass has become drawn apart intothe lateral 
wing-like expansions which are continuous with the substantia gelatinosa 
on either side, so that a greater resemblance to the posterior hom of higher 
animals is produced, the more so, as each intermedia te wing also connects 
with the anterior hom. The fasciculi mediani are closely approximated 
between th is region and the anterior horns, and in consequence the 
connecting gray matter is reduced, as in Acanthias vulgaris and Spinax 
niger, to a narrow strand. 

The substantia gelatinosa occupies a somewhat quadrilateral area, and 
is weil pronounced, though broken up by groups of fibres as in lower forms. 
The long axis of this mass is placed transversely, and extends from the 
posterior septum medially to within a short di stance of the cord laterally. 
The posterior border is slightly convex. At the posterior septum the mass 
comes into contact with that of the opposite side. In many places the 
septum is absent, and there is a structural continuity. 

A wide band of fibres separates the hom from the dorsal surface of the 
cord. This narrows laterally where the postero-lateral angle of the 
gelatinous substance comes nearer the surface, and at this point the root 
fibres enter. These as stated above spread out fan-like in the posterior hom, 
the most ventral fine fibres running towards the lateral wing of the 
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intermediate mass, while the remainder becomes associated with the 
longitudinal bundIes which traverse the hom. 

Chimaera monstrosa, which exemplifies the condition in the holocepha
lians, resembles the sharks more dosely than the rays (fig. 4). The corpus 
commune posterius approaches doser in type to that of Hexanchus than 
of Acanthias. 

later. 
fun. 

sub. gel. ---T"-':-'-:-:'

post. r. f. ----ffl'!m.~ 

ant. r. f. 

post. fun. 

ant. fun. 

~+-- c. c. p. 

r. f. 

Fig. 1. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 

Chimaera monstrosa X 25. 

ant. h. 

The limits of the area of substantia gelatinosa are somewhat hard to 
define owing to the slight staining of the specimen. The fibre bundIes which 
in other species are scattered irregularly through the hom are here more 
compact. The posterior root fibres enter at the lateral angle of the area, and 
pass through the lateral part of the hom towards the region of the 
fibre bundIes. 

In view of the demonstration by RANSON (1911, 1913) of unmyelinated fibres in the 
peripheral nerves and posterior roots of mammais. and the importance he attaches to 
them as being the chief supply to the substantia gelatinosa. I examined a specimen of 
Chimaera monstrosa stained by Cajal's silver method to deterrnine if similar relations 
exist here. 

In the cat. RANSON (1913) points out that the posterior root on entering the cord 
divides into two parts; a lateral. consisting mainly of unmyelinated fibres but having 
also a few finely myelinated. which passes through Lissauer's zone and enters and ends 
in the substantia gelatinosa. and a medial which enters the posterior funiculus and is 
distributed in the manner generally described for the posterior root. 

I was unable to find a similar state of affairs in this specimen. In the Weigert-Pal 
preparation the cord is very poorly stained. especially laterally and dorsally. and this 
applies also to the posterior roots where only a few lightly stained fibres can be $een 
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(fig. 4). In the silver preparation these lightly stained areas take on a dark colour owing 
to the number of closely packed axones present. The posterior root shows a great 
increase in fibres and on tracing these into the cord they traverse the lateral part of the 
hom, remaining a compact bundle until they reach the fibre. bundles which run 
longitudinally through the base of the substantia gelatinosa, with which the majority of 
them becomes associated. Some fibres pass ventrally towards the corpus posterius. There 
is no separation into distinct myelinated and unmyelinated parts. 

The ganoids present even greater differences among themselves in the 
structure of the cord than the selachians. Generally speaking, they approach 
more closely in development to that of higher forms, but many members of 
the group present features characteristic of selachians. Acipenser ruthenus, 
especially, resembles Hexanchus in the structure of the corpus commune 
posterius. 

The posterior horns are somewhat quadrangular on section. The 
substantia gelatinosa is easily identified from the surrounding gray matter, 
and occupies the entire posterior projection or hom. It is in contact with 
the white matter along a very irregular line, especially towards the periphery 
wh ere it sends expansions dorsally, thus presenting a dentated appearance. 
It is separated from the posterior septum by a small accumulation of fibres. 
Within this posterior hom the gelatinous substance has a closer relation 
to that of higher forms than is the case with selachians. It is massed into 
irregular accumulations practically devoid of myelinated fibres. Between 
these nuclear-like ma ss es and in linear arrangement are bundIes of 
myelinated fibres. 

post. r . 

i="--" sub. gel. 

sub. gel. 
~ __ c. c. p. 

c. c. 4--- ant. h. 

ant. fun. 

Fig. 5. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 
Polyodon folium X 90. 

Polyodon folium resembles the last mentioned very closely (fig. 5). Thc 
substantia gelatinosa is easily delimited because of its flowing together 
to form a single mass devoid of myelination. It is very irregular in outline 
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especially towards the periphery, and here also the dorsal projections are 
marked . It is not so abundant in Polyodon as in Acipenser. In Amia cal va it 
approaches very closely in arrangement to that of the teleosts. The gray 
matter is arranged in a H -shaped manner as in higher forms (fig. 6) , so 
that the corpus commune posterius of lower forms has disappeared ai; 
such, and merg es with the surrounding gray matter. The posterior horn:! 
are very large pear-shaped structures, with the wide end directed dorsally 
and slightly laterally, and the narrow end or stem continuous with thc 
anterior horns on either side of the central canal. As in the types already 
described they consist of gelatinous substance, merely a small area at the 
central end being of different structure, so that the substance in this animal 
reaches very great development. Medially a triangular mass of fibres, with 
the base directed ventrally, separates the horn from the posterior septurn. 
The narrow apex is continuous with the fibres which cover the horns 
dorsally. The great massing of substantia gelatinosa within the horn 
produces a buIging on the surface and causes a distinct posterior fissure . 
Laterally a depression is formed between this buIging mass and the 
ventrolateral part of the cord, from the bottom of which a small septum 
projects inwards. 

post. fun. 

sub. gel. 

later. fun . 

ant. h. 

Fig. 6. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 
Amia calva X 37. 

The arrangement of the substantia gelatinosa within the horns, as in 
many teleosts, is in sm all masses , which may be partly or completely 
surrounded by myelinated fibres , the whole arrangement pi:esenting the 
appearance of an accumulation of several "nuclei" . The fibres may surround 
these in a concentric manner, and in many cases, especially in certain 
teleosts, a hilum-like arrangement is present through which fibres can be 
seen to pass. In other cases the substantia gelatinosa is folded around a 
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central care of fibres ("internal cortical lamination" of KAPPERS, 1914). 
In this species masses are indicated as forming clumps but are not 
surrounded by fibres. 

The posterior roots enter the cord near the lateral edge of the posterior 
horns, where they divide into ascending and descending branches, and 
become indistinguishable from the covering fibres. 

In two other species of th is group examined, Calamoichthys calabaricus 
and Lepidosteus osseus, the substantia gelatinosa is present in medium 
quantity and development. Lepidosteus deserves special mention because of 
its resemblance to Spinax niger and Acanthias vulgaris in the arrangement 
of the corpus commune posterius, its attachment to the anterior horns 
being reduced to a narrow strip. 

The great class, teleosts including, as it does, anima Is of such va ried 
appearances, sizes and modes of life, presents many differences in the 
structure of the cords, some of which, in deed are sa marked as scarcely 
to allow of a typical description (cf. Albula vulpes and Osmerus eperlanus ). 
Looked at from the point of view of the presence or absence of gelatinous 
substance and its relations to the posterior horns such a typical description 
will perhaps suffice. 

The teleosts are sometimes described in common with the ganoids under 
the heading Teleostomi, but, owing to the primitiveness in arrangement 
of the substantia gelatinosa in most members of the ganoids and the general 
resemblance to sharks, I have described them under separate headings. 

post. fun. sub. gel. 

Mauth. f. 

ant. fun. 

Fig. 7. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 
Esox lucius X 76. 

The teleost cord as represented by Esox lucius is shown in fig. 7. The 
gray matter has not reached the typical H~shaped arrangement seen in 
higher anima Is. In fact in regard to this character it appears more 
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rudimentary than Amia calva. The anterior horns are (as in still lower 
forms) separate structures, though much broken up at their ends. The 
dorsal reg ion of the gray matter is made up of two oval masses (the 
posterior horns) united ventrally by a single mass of gray matter (the 
intermediate area or corpus commune posterius). The latter area in many 
cases shows an indication of division by means of a septum, represented 
in some places by a few indifferent cells. The corpus commune posterius 
is continuous, around the central canal. with the anterior horns. 

The posterior horns diverge slightly from each other. They are covered 
medially by a narrow layer of myelinated fibres which is continuous round 
the posterior surface to the point of entry of the posterior roots. Laterally 
the horn is ill defined, being broken up by scattered coarse and fine fibres. 
It consists chiefly of gelatinous substance which is arranged in one large 
mass traversed here and there by fibres , coarse and fine. The posterior roots 
approach the cord laterally and run dorsally to the lateral angle of the 
posterior horn , where the greater part of the fibres continue towards the 
posterior funiculus; a small part, however, enters lateral to the substantia 
gelatinosa (cf. HERRICK, 1907; KAPPERS, 1920; and VAN DER 
HORST, 1927) . 

In many teleosts the arrangement of the gelatinous substance is not so 
simp Ie as in Esox lucius. VAN DER HORST (1927) in describing this area 
in Albula says "Here the nucleus exhibits the peculiarity that it does not 
form .a more or Ie ss compact mass as is usually the case in teleosts, but 
has the form of a rather thin curved lamella. Thus, it assumes a form similar 
to the lower olive and other, especially sensory, areas that enlarge their 
surface by making folds." 

This curving of the mass and even isolation of parts by fibre masses 
occurs in many teleosts. In Erythrinus unitaeniatus the condition is well 
marked. In Osphromenus the isolated masses are partly or cömpletely 
surrounded by fibres, many of which run circularly. 

These foldings occur especially in animals ~ in which the substance is 
well developed. The phenomenon also occurs amongst the mamma Is, 
especially the ungulates. 

It is worthy of note that in teleosts as in lower fishes , the gelatinous 
substance practically fi1ls the posterior horns. The body of the horn in 
mammaIs, therefore, in so far as it is present in fishes is very small. and 
seems to be represented only in the corpus commune posterius. 

The relation between these parts in fis hes and mammals demonstrates 
the great preponderance of substantia gelatinosa in the lower forms. Albula 
vulpes is a particularly good example of this relation, as here it reaches 
a development not approached by any other species examined, while the 
corpus commune posterius is reduced to a small area dorsal to the 
centra I canal. 

Whereas part of the body of the posterior horn in mamma Is is probably 
represented in this undivided mass in fishes, still this part is very smalI. 
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This probably has to do with the sm all amount of projection fibres to 
the cerebellum and mesencephalon that arise in posterior horn cells. To 
this may be added that the epicritic (HEAD, 1905) or gnostic (KApPERs , 

1920) sen se, that in mamma Is is connected with the posterior horns by 
collaterals of the posterior funiculi, is poorly developed in f!shes. 

post. r. f. 

later. fun. 
sub. gel. 

c. c. 

Fig. 8. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord of 
Osmerus eperianus X 76. 

As a contrast to Esox lucius I figure the cord of Osmerus eperlanus 
(fig. 8). 

The substantia gelatinosa is easy to recognize but is poorly developed, 
and separated from the surface of the cord by a wide band of fibres. 

The posterior roots can be seen passing to it, and in the region of the 
posterior horns separate into dorsal and ventral divisions which enfold the 
gelatinous substance. The horns themselves are not weIl formed. They lie 
on either si de of the posterior septum, and are free only in the apicaJ 
regions. The corpus commune posterius is very conspicuous and has a 
quadrilateral outline . . 

Regarding the degree of development in the other teleosts I may say that a 
reliable standard of comparison is difficult to fix owing to the differences 
in size and general relations in some of these cords. SANO (1909) recognized 
the same difficulty in mammaIs, where he compiled tables of measurements 
of the area of transverse section of the cord, the entire gray matter, the 
posterior horns, and the substantia gelatinosa, and worked out the inter~ 
relations of these several parts. It is doubtful if even this is complete 
without an examination of the constituents of the posterior roots, and the 
skin areas they supply. 

Albula vulpes is remarkable for the very great development of its 
substantia gelatinosa, and it is noteworthy that some form of cutaneous 
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sensibility seems to be especially developed, as appears from the fact that 
a large cutaneous branch of the facial nerve occurs in this fish (VAN DER 

HORST, 1927). Albula is the only teleost in which such a branch has been 
so far described. The presence may add to the great development of the 
substantia gelatinosa in the cervical cord of th is anima!. Perhaps in the 
sensory spinal roots a similar increase of analogous fibres occurs that may 
be responsible for the strong development of th is substance throughout 
the cord. 

Af ter Albula, and somewhat in the following order with regard to 
development of the substantia gelatinosa come Mormyrus cashive, Osphro
menus spec., Pleuronectes limanda, Mugil chelo, Gobius minutus, Ophio
cephalus spec., Perca fluviatilis , Eso~ lucius , Megalops cyprinoides. All 
these show well-marked gelatinous substance. Those showing least 
development are Zoarces viviparus, Motella mustela, Idus idus, Osmerus 
eperlanus, Monopterus javanensis, and Malapterurus electricus, while the 
general body may be described as intermediate in development. 

A perusal of the list will show that this order is very irregular in regard 
to the classification given . 

Most of my observations were made on sections of the cranial end of 
the spinal cords. In some teleosts a larger part of the cord was available, 
and in Albula vulpes I had an opportunity of studying the cord in its 
entire length. At the cranial end, where the descending fibres of the 
trigeminal. facial. and vagûs nerves are still present, the substantia 
gelatinosa is very massive, occupying a little less than half the entire 
section (cf. also VAN DER HORST, 1927). It presents here two or more 
folds. Below the point of disappearance of trigeminal, facial. and vagal 
fibres it decreases considerably in size, and th ere is an accompanying 
simplification in the folding. Traced caudally, there is a gradual reduction 
of the gelatinous substance until the tail region is reached, where again 
a slight increase occurs. This is in accordance with what is generally known 
concerning the sensibility of the cord of fishes viz., that the head region 
is the most sensitive, after it the tait the body being the least specialized. 
The cord of fishes is not complicated , as in higher forms, by cervical or 
lu mbar enlargements. Notwithstanding the reduction, the development in 
the tail reg ion is still considerable (fig. 9), exceeding in fact that of the 
cranial reg ion of most forms. The arrangement in th is region is, however, 
relatively simpIe, merely a single fold around a core of slightly myelinated 
fibers. The root fibres behave as in Esox lucius, dividing into two parts, 
the larger running dorsal and the smaller lateral to the horn. The dorsal 
passes round the substantia gelatinosa and some of its fibres reach the 
posterior funiculus which, in the interval between the roots, is an 
isolated bundIe. 

Finally in fig. 10 I give the condition in the Dipnoi as represented by 
Ceratodus forsteri. The cord appears fairly high in type though it still 
presents characteristics which betray its lowly connections. The gray 
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matter, however, shows a more typical H-shaped arrangement than in 
any other fish . The medial part of the corpus commune posterius is reduced 
in the reg ion of the dorsal gray commissure. lts lateral parts are probably 
incorporated in the posterior horns which are very simply constituted. They 

post. fun. 
_--:..,;;,.---- sub. gel. 

later. fun. _____ ..,.; 

fase . 
e. e. p. 

ant. h. 

Mauth. f. 

ant. fun. 

Fig. 9. Transverse seetion near the eauc;lal end of the spinal eord of 
Albula vulpes X SI. 

post. 

sub. 
sub. gel. 

later. fun. 

Fig. 10. Transverse section near the cranial end of the spinal cord 
of Ceratodus forsteri X 33. 

Mauth. f. 

ant. h. 
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con sist of an irregular mass of gelatinous substance on either side, which 
is almost isolated from the rest of the gray matter by a layer of meduIlateà 
fibres situated at the neck. 

The posterior funiculus is more massive than in teleosts, and reminds 
us of the condition in frogs (cf. KAPPERS, 1920, fig. 75). The horns are 
separated from the surface by a fairly wide band of fibres. Though the 
development of the substantia gelatinosa is not as extensive here as in most 
teleosts, it is still the ground-work of the posterior horns. 

RESUMÉ. 

A study of the posterior horn reg ion of the cord of lower vertebrates 
gives us an idea of the principles on which that of higher forms is evolved. 
Beginning with Amphioxus, we find a very rudimentary condition, in 
which horn projections are not even indicated. In cyclostomes a single mass 
is present on either side. 

The fishes show the beginning of the condition found in higher forms. 
The anterior horns are definitely indicated, though not sharply defined, 
and are usually braken up at their ends. The posterior horns are 
rudimentary projections from a single mass of gray matter which lies 
dorsal to the central canaI. This body I have designated the corpus commune 
posterius. It is present thraughout the different groups of fishes, though 
in various degrees of development. In Raja clavata, Amia cal va, and 
Ceratodus forsteri it is much reduced, and replaced by bilateral structures, 
in which respect they resembIe the higher forms. Still the posterior horns 
differ essentially in structure from that described for man. Whereas, in 
the Iatter, three areas may be distinguished from the centre to the periphery 
- body of the posterior horn, substantia gelatinosa Rolandi, marginal 
zone of Lissauer - the posterior horns of fishes mainly consist of substantia 
gelatinosa. The bodies of the horns of higher forms are (in part at least) 
represented in the corpus commune posterius. That this has chiefly a 
visceral function is probable from the fa cts (1) that cranially it becomes 
continuous with the commissural nucleus of the vagus in the medulla 
oblongata, and (2) that fine medullated fibres from the posterior roots can 
be traced to it. 

A comparison of the relations between the body of the posterior horns 
and the substantia gelatinosa in mammaIs, and of the corresponding areas 
in fishes demonstrates the smaII size of the body of the horn and the great 
size of the gelatinous substance in the Iatter. In Albula vulpes this is 
especialIy striking. In the cranial end of the cord it almost fiIls the posterior 
horns, and occupies nearly half the total area of cross section. While 
according to SANO'S tables, on the same level in man it occupies half the 
posterior horn, and about one-thirty sixth of the entire cross section. 

Another difference between the posterior horns of fishes and mammals 
is that in the Iatter they are pushed far apart by the accumulation of fibres 
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to form the columns of GOLL and BURDACH in the posterior funiculi. In 
the former where these columns are small the horns lie close together; 
wh ere the fibres are absent they are separated merely by the posterior 
septum. and even this may be wanting. so that they are structurally 
continuous. 

What is the function of this nucleus. so prominent in lower forms but 
which loses in relative size in the higher animals ? SANO (1909) concluded 
it could not have a wholly cutaneous sensory function because he found 
it best developed in mammals which we re not at the top of the scale of 
sensitivity. He suggested a sympathetic function. but found little support. 
even in his own work for such an assumption. 

In fishes which present well-developed substantia gelatinosa there is 
usually evidence of great cutaneous stimulation (Albula). Amongst those 
of poor development the reverse seems to be the case. 

These re su lts appear to support the view of RANSON (1915) that this 
substance is related to primitive sensation (protopathic of HEAD. 1905; 
vitalof KAPPERS, 1920). As vital sensation is probably the only kind in 
fishes. we should expect variations in the nucleus in the same directions as 
skin sensibility. Iintend. however, to discuss this subject more fully in a 
subsequent contribution. 
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Comparative Physiology. - About the influence of the nerve~centres on 
the antagonistic neuro~muscular~systems in the periphery of the 
craY~fish. By J. SEGAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. J. J ORDAN.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

The physiological examination 1) of which the information mentioned 
below gives some results, finds its starting~point in two groups of experiments 
which have been made on the same species of animals or on one which is 
very much related to it. 

I. The inhibition of the isolated craY~fish claw. To these and the other 
extremities applies, as has been shown by RICHET (1) and afterwards by 
BIEDERMANN (2), that strong stimulations cause bending, whereas weaker 
ones cause stretching. The antagonists of the claw~muscles answer these 
stimulations respectively with shutting and opening. Histologically it has 
become a fact by the investigation of BIEDERMANN (2) for Astacus and by 
the one of MANGOLD (3) for other Arthropoda, that to each muscle~fibre 
run two axons. By reason of this histological datum and of the fact, that 
with strong currents the claw shuts itself and the openermuscIe relaxes at 
the same time BIEDERMANN set up the hypothesis, that one axon can only 
work excitating, the other only inhibiting. 

In 1914 appeared the excellent work of P. HOFFMANN (4), who analysed 
further the antagonistic nerves. These experiments have been thoroughly 
repeated and enlarged in our laboratory by REITSMA and D U Bvy (5). 
They could affirm the examination of HOFFMANN and accept with him the 
BIEDERMANN hypothesis as proved. 

As for the histology it is of importance to us here 1°. th at both axons 
of the openermuscIe (there are altogether only two axons running 
to this muscIe ) can be quite continued up to the claw~ganglion. They pass 
into two nerves, which are to he observed macroscopically and which 
represent themselves as a thin and a thicker system; 20. that all anasto~ 
moses in the periphery are wanting. 

HOFFMANN gives the following scheme, which I myself had the oppor~ 
tunity to test (p. 856). 

Through this classification we are able to examine individually bath axons 
e.g. of the openermuscIe. 

For this purpose only one of the nerves is cut through and the other axon 
can then be examined on its inhibitory or excitatory properties. For the first 
it is self evidently necessary that the concerning muscIe is in a certain tonus, 
so that it must be excited, if absent, by a suitable artificial stimulation. 

I) Begun July 13th 1927. 
56 
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With the openermuscle its excitator passes into the th in system, 
its inhibitor into the thick system. For the shutter this is just the other way 

Opener =::::=:=::::=;;~~======= 
___ Thin Sy&tem 

Shutter 
~ ___ .... ____ ..-::;:~;:::;;:::::::;::= Thick System 

Shutter 

round. For this one the inhibitor runs into the thin system, the excitators 
(here 5 or 6 axons of which only two have been drawn in the scheme) into 
the thick system. According to H. an inhibitory axon does nothing else but 
inhibiting an existing excitation and an excitator can do nothing else but 
excitating. H. adds to it this important remark that unlike the Vertebrata 
where the resultant of excitation and inhibition is situated in the centre, 
the compensation of these two with the Arthropoda takes place in the 
neuro-muscular junction in the muscle. As a second contrast to the 
Vertebrata where inhibition means: not being excitated, H. considers the 
inhibition with the Arthropoda as an "opposite excitation", in other words the 
peripheral inhibition in this group of animals would be a process sui generis. 

Through H.' s examination the hypothesis of FRÖHLICH (6) does not hold 
good any long er, because he understood the inhibition to the analogy of 
peripheral phenomena in the neuro-muscular preparation of the Vertebrata 
as Wedensky-inhibition, that is to say that the muscle achieves less at a 
high frequency than at a lower as a consequence of fatigue. At the same 
time the view of VON UEXKÜLL and GROSS (7) faIls away, who in virtue 
of histological investigation concluded, that a nerve-netexisted in the 
periphery, into which the openermuscle as weIl as the shutter were 
to debouch and from where the nervous impulse was to be distributed. 
Opposite to this HOFFMANN puts specific inhibitory nerves (axons) in which 
a disturbance of balance in virtue of the peculiarity of the nerve means 
inhibition. 

II. Inhibition in the periphery by a central impulse. Experiments about 
the influence of the centre on the periphery have been made by J ORDAN (8) 
on Cancer pagurus and Astacus fluviatilis. JORDAN thinks there, that 
excitation and inhibition of the antagonists in the extremities just as in 
the periphery itself can he imitated by an electric stimulation of the centre. 
The remarkable fact in this is however, that with respect to the strength of 
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the stimulation quite reversed results are obtained; when JORDAN stim\llated 
the brains or the connectives of the esophagus, he caused: with " weak 
currents: flexion (resp. shutting) and with strong on es : tension (resp. 
opening). 

In accordance with the direct stimulation of the claw, also with stimulation 
of the brains, the excitation of a muscle is attended with the inhibition of 
its antagonist. Further JORDAN could prove that both ways of stimulation 
can interfere with each other in an inhibitory way, so that the effect of a 
peripheral stimulation e.g. flexion, can" be neutralized by a simultaneous 
stimulation of the brains, while af ter interruption of the central and 
continuation of the peripheral stimulation, flexion immediately beg ins again. 

As is known, these animals after onesided extirpation of the cerebral 
ganglion perform manege~movements, with which the extirpated half is 
always turned to the outside. It was just these phenomena which brought 
J ORDAN to the above~mentioned experiments. Without my going into further 
details, let it be mentioned, that J ORDAN was able to imitate the influence 
of the missing brain~half through stimulation with a certain strength of the 
connective got free af ter onesided extirpation in such a way, that he could 
bring back the animals to normal locomotion again, or even to a circular 
motion in opposite sense. By regulating the quantity of these one~sided 
connective~impulses JORDAN could "direct" the animals to the left or to the 
right, so it determines, whether the periphery is influenced in the sen se of 
inhibition or excitation. 

Herewith a provisionally satisfying explanation was given of the manege~ 
movements and was shown at the same time, that by cooperation of 
periphery 1) and centre coordinated walking~movements come about. 

A question which can be put in the first place in connection with JORDAN'S 

investigation is: Whence the phenomenon that e.g. strong cerebral inner~ 
vation gives the very opposite result of strcmg peripheral stimulations ? 

The solution to this question was to be found in anatomical or functional 
direction or in both. It might e.g. be possible that strong cerebral stimulations, 
instead of being able to act on the excitator of the shutter, are changed 
over on its inhibitor. Physiologically it is to be found in a change of strength 
of the nervous impulse, so that e.g. the strong cerebral stimulations in the 
claw ganglion are shifted to weak on es and otherwise weak stimulations 
to strong ones. The last point of view, however, at close observation me~ts 
with this difficulty that a peripheral opening stimulation gives bij far a 
Ie ss intensive reaction, and also one, which lingers on for a shorter time 
than a central stimulation with qualitatively the same effect. and the same 
thing, but then predominantly to the periphery, is applicable to closing~ 
stimulations. 

By the side of this, the first~mentioned possibility would be a hypothetical 
expedient, which was to find its affirmation in a histological examination. 

I) Here the claw ganglion. 
56* 
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The histology of the thoracal nerve~cord (DROOGLEVER FORTUYN (9) ) is 
still unknown, however, and yields many difficulties to the examination. 

Another question, namely with regard to the manege~movement, is, 
whether the latter can entirely he explained from the domination of the 
flexors of the ahnormal side over those of the normal one; in other words : 
is the one last~mentioned, really normal ? With Cancer pagurus this may 
he likely at first sight, a manege~cray~fish gives hesides the non~equivalence 
of the two symmetrical halves also the impression that the whole animal 
even at rest is prepared for this walk. So this would come to the crossing of 
tracks and the crossed reflexes contingent upon it, which BETHE (10) 
denies for the Crustaceae. For these, as weIl as for other questions I must 
refer, however, to a puhlication, which is to come out later on. 

With the help of HOFFMANN'S excellent analysis I have tried, now to 
come to a further solution as to the question formulized on page 857. This 
question may he modified as follows: What kind of influence has cerebral 
stimulation on the four isolated neuro~muscular~systems? Is a definite 
concatenation of the neurons present, or is there an alteration in the 
excitation~state in the claw~ganglion ? 

The methodies for the examination are the following : 
lst mechanograms: The object is put on a register-apparatus, which is to be explained 

more in details in a following publication and two writers of which take down the 
opening and the shutting (resp. their inhibition of the left and the right clawon a 
kymographion. One of the two claws is kept in anormal condition ; it receives only 
cerebral stimulations, through which (approximately on account of contingent difference 
of threshold between left and right) we are able to state what the unimpaired claw will 
do in case of cerebral stimulation. The antagonistic systems of the other claware 
isolated and these are either all cent rally or, besides this also peripherally stimulated 
by putting the electrodes of a Ruhmkorf in the basis of the clawor in the 2nd limbo 
The isolation occurs as follows : Af ter the tegument of the arthrosis has been cut through 
between the second and third limb (Carpo-Meropodiet) the thin or the thick nerve 
system is cut through at that place and besides this also the opener- or the shutter
tendon, which are attached to the movable claw-ast (Dackylopodiet). 

By this 4 possibilities come into existence : 

Thick .y.tem + .hutter tendoll cut through gives isolated openeraIon I 
Thin +.. .. .. .. 11 
Thick 
Thin 

.. + opener 

+ .. .. .. .. " .. .. 
.. .. .hutteraIon 11 

.hutteraIons I 
In these mechanograms p (= tendon) and sp. (= muscIe) are used promiscuously. 
Those marked with I are the excitators in HOFFMANN's experiments and those with 

1I the inhibitors. This nomenclature cannot be maintained, however. 
2nd Electrograms: It goes without saying that the same diagrams of isolation were 

applied to these. Only the proximale end of the muscIe was cut through instead of a 
tendon, to avoid all action-currents in it. For the method of leading of the action-currents, 
together with the regulation in order to prevent induction, superfluity of current, and 
the Iike, I refer to my publication. 

All stimulations occur by means of faradization. 

Results : Shutteraxons I. (Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.) When the threshold~ 
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Fig. 1. Shutteraxons L examined for weak to strong cerebral stimuli. R. norm. = 
right clawis left norma!. C. p. = cerebral stimulation. L. du s. tand o. sp. t = left claw 
thin system and openmuscle cut through. With R. A. = 11 (coil-distance 11): theleft 
claw closes submaximally; with R. A. = 1071 : maximally; R. A. = 10: less again 
and this is also the point, at which R. begins to open, and at which it ever opens more 
as the stimulus increases. The left claw, however, does not close any more. R. A. = 9Yz : 
so is a strong stimulus here. The velocity of the drum is in all experiments: 1 cm = 4 secs. 

Fig. 2. Shutteraxons I for weak cerebral stimuli. A peripheral stimulus gives action
currents, which increase in frequency by a weak cerebral stimulation. In all electrograms 
1 cm = 0.44 sec. Sensitivity: 171 cm = 1 mV. 
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Fig. 3. Shutteraxons I for strong cerebral stimuli. P. p . R. = peripheral stimulation of 
right claw. Sy this it is closed. which is inhibited by cerebral stimulation. while at the 
same time the left claw opens. The threshold is lower here than in fig . I; R. A.: 13 is 
already a strong stimulus. AttentIon is drawn to the moment of C. p. and thè beginning 
of the inhibition and the aftereffect of it. 

Fig. 4. Shutteraxons I for strong cerebral stimuli. The adductor is brought to 
contraction by reflectory stimulation by bringing a glass staff 'between the asts of the 
claw. This contraction is inhibited by C. p., af ter a distinct "twitch" has first passed. 
Distinct after~effect of inhibition. 1 m.V. = 171 cm. 
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value for cerebral stimulation is attained, then these weak currents cause 
shutting, which at first increases proportionally to the strength of the 
stimulation, but never attains the strength of peripheral stimulation. IE we 

Fig. 5. Shutteraxons J. C. p. has been taken here even stronger. A "twitch" fails, but 
af ter-effect of inhibition and "rebound contraction" is distinet. 1 m.V. = lYî cm. 

increase the strength still more, th en the response decreases again. Af ter 
this, two phenomena may appear: 1 st The response is entirely reduced to 
the zero~line. 2n d In a number of cases, mostly with tiredness, the muscle 
answers the stimulation with a simple "twitch", but never with a lasting 
tetanus. 

The question arises now, whether these stronger stimulations are not 
conducted by the nerve. This is really . the case, but in another way than we 
should expect. This is evident when we give the muscle a certain tone or 
when the latter is in that condition by nature. With the above~mentioned 
stimulation~strength and with a higher one, appears th en that the cerebral 
stimulation does attain the muscle or at least the nerve~ending, but does not 
give excitation or strengthening but on the contrary inhibition of an existing 
muscletone, or as we saw, only makes the tone maxima I by a "twitch" and 
th en inhibits. This central influence through these axons I is most obvious 
when we cause peripherally a submaximal tetanus. Weak stimulations will 
render the latter maximal then, stronger ones will take a more or less 
reducing effect. So we have come to the first particularity viz.: that this 
system which peripherally shows increasing contraction~height with 
increasing stimulation~strength, takes down from the centre first an optimum~ 
curve of contraction~heights with increasing strength. but changes. however. 
into its opposite viz. inhibition. with further increase. 

The presence of a twitch with following inhibitionstrongly reminds of 
the well~known type of Wedensky~inhibition. The way, however, in which 
the inhibition of an existing tone reveals itself, especially the course of time 
between stimulation and inhibition and the striking after~effect of the 
inhibition, raises objections to an explanation in that direction. 

Shutteraxon II: (Fig. 6 and 7.) As it is known this axon peripherally 



Fig. 6. Shutteraxon II for weak to strong C. p. ; R . di . stand. o. p . t = thick system and tendon of the opener 
in the right c1aw cut through. To get a general view of the influence of various degrees of streng th of 
stimulation. the distance between the coils was gradually diminished from R. A. 26- 21. 

R. A. 26 : does not influence the submaximal rhythmicai contractions caused by peripheral stimulation. 
R. A. = 25 and 24: reinforce ; R. A. 23 : partial. R. A. = 21 total inhibition. On this point the normal 

c1aw opens. There is a distinct inhibitory after-action. 

Fig. 7. Shutteraxon II for strong cerebral stimulation. I m.V . I cm. 

00 
0\ 
IV 
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stimulated is only known as a typical inhibitor. This is quite different 
with central stimulation. A peripherally made sub-maximal tone of 
the adductor viz. is strengthened by weak central currents and then 
th is inhibitor takes an excitatory effect. With stronger central influence. 
this axon behaves as with weaker stimulation. peripheral. Never 
does this system show a "twitch". The shuttersystems land 11 work 
together and give with strong cerebral currents the inhibition of a shutter
tone. described by JORDAN. 

Openeraxon II: (Fig. 8 and 9). Also for this one the specificity of an 
inhibitory nerve is nullified as this is the case when it is peripherally 

Fig. 8. (Openeraxon 1I for weak cerebral stimulation.) Thin system (du. s.) and 
shutter-tendon (s. p.) are cut through. Peripheral stimulation shows openertonus. which 
is inhibited by weak cerebr. stim. The left (normal) daw shows but little dosing: 

stimulated. From the centre th is axon takes an inihibitory effect with weak 
stimulation on an existing submaximal openertone. With stronger 
stimulations on the contrary the effect is exciting. 

Openeraxon J. At first this system seemed to maintain its specificity 
of exciting nerve all along the line of stimulation-degrees. In a number 
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of cases we succeeded, however, to cause inhibition by this exciting nerve 
at a weak streng th of current, so that the latter agrees through this with 
openeraxon 11. 

Summed up the results are: 
1°. Specificity of inhibitory and excitatory axons, so probable in the 

hypothese of BIEDERMANN and seemingly so evident in the stimulation~tests 
of HOFFMANN, does not exist in these antagonists. Each of the four systems 
can excite as weIl as inhibit. 

20. Whereas in the peripheral stimulationexperiments the contrary~ 

action of opener and shutter is owing to : 1. a lower threshold of the 

Fig. 9. (OpenerBxon II for strong cerebral stimulation.) A submaximal openertonus 
is reinforeed by astrong cerebral stimulation (l~. A. = 12). 

Accordingly the nonnal claw gives an openerresponse. 

openersystem, 2. in the domination of the shuttersystem with strong currents 
(REITSMA and DU Buv) , this is not the case centraIly. Difference of 
threshold is not demonstrabie and the resuIt is ever a resuItant of excitation 
and inhibition. 

30. The effect of cerebral stimulation, contrary to that by peripheral 
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stimulation, is caused by physiological properties of gang!ion~cells of the 
thoracal nervecord. 

40. With regard to these animals, too, it holds good that inhibition 
is characterized by partialor total reduction of actioncurrents in the 
electrogram. 

5°. There is no evidence of the difference with the Vertebrata suggested 
by HOFFMANN that inhibition with the Anthropoda would mean "reversed 
excitation". 

6°. The difference with the Vertebrata that the resulting effect of 
inhibition and excitation does not !ie in the centrum, but in the neuro~ 
muscular junction, is confirmed. 

70. As with the Vertebrata typically central phenomena occur, such as 
"af ter discharge", "rebound contraction" etc. (SHERRINGTON (11) ). 

The answer to the question on p . 858 may be now on the basis of our 
experiences as follows : 

1°. Every form of cerebral stimulation may have an inhibitory or 
excitatory influence on all four nervous systems, according to its force, 
whereas differences of threshold for the nerves, as in the peripheral 
stimulation according to ou Buy, is not present here. From this it follows 
that a changing over as we described it above, cannot be present. 

2°. If there was only a question of change of force of the nervous 
ünpulse in the claw ganglion, it would be explained that inhibition is 
caused by the inhibitory nerves notwithstanding contrary force of 
stimulation, and the opposite, but not that excitation may be caused by 
the inhibitory nerves and inhibition by the excitatory nerves. 

Discussion. 
We naw ask ourselves how we must picture ta ourselves the relation 

between excitatian and inhibition with our animals. The lack of specificity 
of a single axon for excitation and inhibition leads to supposing a parallel
ism with the WEOENSKy~LuCAS~AoRIAN theory for the Vertebrata, in 
which inhibition is a particular form of excitation, and where "an inhibitory 
pathway might become an excitatory at any moment, if its conductivity 
increased" (AORIAN (12) pag. 415). Particularly this theory might be 
en!ightening, wh ere it would explain the difficulty mentioned above: the 
effect of the change of force of the nervous impulse, as a change in the 
rhythm of stimulation. 

However, this theory fails to explain a number of typically central 
phenomena, which show themselves with the Vertebrata and also 
very plainly with the crayfish. Of these. I mention for instance the great 
difference of time between stimulation and manifestation of inhibition. 

Further the considerable after~effect of inhibition, which may last several 
seconds. It happens even that only af ter the cessation of the stimulation 
of some seconds, may the inhibition be observed and that it then pro duces 
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a long after-effect. These differences of time don't fit in the scheme 
which this theory gives about inhibition. Likewise the occurrence of "rebound 
contraction" is an objection to attributing without more ado the inhibition 
phenomena investigated by WEDENSKY (13) and proved by LUCAS (14) 
to the phenomena of the nerve-muscle preparation. 

Attention is also drawn to the following fact: with the claw of Astacus 
one and the same stimulation causes contraction along one nerve, inhibition 
along another. Therefore it ought to be supposed that each of these nerves 
has a specific rhythm. Both nerves may be excitated from the cerebral 
ganglion: the same stimulation may cause inhibition through both nerves. 
If th ere was a question of frequency here, each specific frequency of each 
nerve should be parallel with a definite central frequency and not with 
some other to produce a given effect: the same central frequency summed 
to the peripheral frequency of the excitatory fibre would not be able to 
give almost the same effect, as when added to the "specific rhythm" of the 
inh1bitory axon of the same muscle. 

In another theory of inhibition, viz. that of SHERRINGTON (15) all 
attention is given to the central processes and it is pointed out that the 
central inhibition should be considered rather a process sui generis than a 
particular form of excitation. On p. 529 S. says th at inhibition can not only 
totally reduce an existing excitation, but "also carries the condition of the 
excitable structure to a state farther removed from excitation than is its 
normal resting one". BALLlF, FUL TON and LIDDELL (16, p. 603) come to 
the same conclusion, when they observe a long suppression of reflex 
(1-3 sec.) bij one single impulse of inhibition, which, according to them, 
"seems to preclude the possibility that this inhibition is a condition resulting 
from a WEDENSKY type of interference: tor it cantinues quite independently 
at any excitatary pcoeess". SAMOJLOFF (17), too, has similar objections 
against the first theory, and as we saw, it is the same with the experiences 
obtained with regard to the Crayfish. In connection, however, with 
SHERRINGTON'S opinion about the peculiar nature of the process of 
inhibition, he, too, admits the presence of "purily inhibitory" and "purily 
excitatory" fibres, so that neither this theory may be brought into line 
with our results. 

If we compare the two theories about inhrbition, they appear to agree 
in so far that they have reference to propagated disturbances, which are 
eHected by processes of metabolism in the ganglien-cells and their axons. 
Whether these disturbances of excitation and inhibition are considered of 
the same nature and dependent on each other, or a hypothesis is preferred, 
which considers inhibition and excitation to be independent one by the 
side of the other, it is evident that no final explanation is arrived at. 
Moreover, in the observations of decrementless conduction the attention is 
quite drawn to the disturbance of equilibrium, which is at best variabIe 
per axon. By the side of it the "spark" which must bring the "gunpowder" 
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to explosion, when once the minimum has been reached, is comparatively 
indifferent. It is, however, not impossible that too much attention paid to 
the conduction and the neglecting of the question of the basis of the 
disturbance of equilibrium, may ham per the approximation of the nature 
of the excitation jlnd inhibition and their relation. It might appear then 
that not so much the relation between excitation and inhibition is of 
direct importance, but rather the relation between these two processes and 
the basis on which both run down. And as soon as we don't only study 
isolated preparations, but examille the influence on the periphery by a centre, 
we have already to consider, by the si de of the propagated disturbances of 
equilibrium, the influence on these, by their natural basis situated in the 
centre, If we stimulate this centre artificially there arises a direct 
"propagated disturbance" , but at the same time we influence that which is 
the rail for the natural disturbance of equilibrium. Hence the possibility 
that these two phenomena, which normally are in a fixed relation to each 
other, cover each other in the final result when there is stimulation. With 
lower animaIs, especially with snails, the importance of the distinction 
mentió'ned above has distinctly come to light by the investigations of 
JORDAN. That which must be looked upon as the basis for the "propagated 
disturbance", is called by JORDAN the "Tätigkeitszustand". That indeed, 
these two exist by the side of each other, may be proved with the help 
of the anatomical separation of two ganglien with the snails, viz. the 
cerebral- and the pedal-ganglion. Whereas stimulations applied to these 
two gimglien, do not work specifically, but always cause contraction, means, 
which change the "Tätigkeitszustand" do work specifically, viz. on the 
cerebral-ganglion they influence the excitability, on the peda I-ganglion the 
plastic tonus in the muscles. 

With the decrementless conduction it may be possible, that the particles, 
which cause the conduction by metabolism-processes stimulate each other 
to activity (conduction ) without influencing the class of magnitude of the 
neighbouring particles. KEITH LUCAS compared the decrementless conduction 
with a match, charged with gunpowder. The particles of gunpowder ignite 
each other, but the magnitude of metabolism is dependent on the energy, 
represented byeach of the particles of gunpowder, so not on the stimulation, 
With decrement-conduction it must be different. Here the process of 
conduction is dependent on the force with which it is caused. Therefore it 
cannot only depend on the quantity of energy in each reacting particle of 
the nerve. So each of these particles works in coordination with the 
preceding particles; besides the processes of activity as such, coordinating 
factors must be present, by which the reaction of all particles must be 
made coordinated with each other and dependent on the energy of the 
stimulation. This coordinating factors might be identical with the "Tätigkeits
zustand", which as a basis of the reflexes in central phenomena, does not 
cause the reflexes themselves, but determines their quantity, According to 
our opinion inhibition is not founded on "propagated disturbance", but on 
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a change of the coordinating factor or basis of reaction. Accordingly tht: 
influence of the uppercentres does not manifest as a rule itself with 
Evertebrata as a momentary inhibition, but as some state, as we saw. 

Por the uppercentres with Vertebrata such states of activity have long 
been known. When PAWLOW (19) in connection with quite different things, 
viz. for the explication of the conditioned reflexes, speaks about "charge" of 
the centres, and when MAGNUS (20) uses the name "Reflexbereitschaft" for 
the state in the spin al cord in his classical experiments with the catstail viz. 
when this contracts in the directions of the bent side, when stimulated, 
our opinion is with JORDAN, that different nam es are used here for the 
same property, viz. that which JORDAN ca lis in a wider sen se "Tätigkeits
zustand". 

The "strychnine reversal" of the nerves, too, might probably be classed 
under the same point of view, namely the influencing of the state of activity. 

This is not the place to enter further into these things. Though the 
experiments, which test the value of JORDAN'S hypo thesis on the crayfish, 
have not yet been concluded, yet provisional results already point to the 
importance of this view, also for OUl group of anima Is. Moreover there is 
the insufficiency of the two most important theories of inhibition. If the 
great difference between the various groups of animals may urge caution, 
the essential conformity of nature of all central elements makes it extremely 
probable that also its fundamental expressions ag ree in the whole 
anima I kingdom. 

Por the rest the J ORDAN~hypothesis opens a new field of research. 
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Mathematics. - On the convergence of continued fractions. By 
J. C. KLUYVER. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

1. The elements ak and bk of a continued fraction 

being throughout positive, the discussion of its con verg en ce is at on ce 
reduced to an investigation of the character of a determinate series with 
positive terms. For the convergence of a fraction, all the components 
of which, with exception of the first, have a negative numerator. such a 
simple test does not exist l In a number of cases the following theorem. 
founded on the 50 called extension of a continued fraction. may be 
applied. 

The continued fraction 

B - al i a2 1 a31 
-~-lb2 -~ 

wh ere ak and bk are positive numbers, will converge unconditionally. if 
it is possible to assign a sequence of positive numbers }'k. such that not 
one of the quantities 

AI = bI - }.I' Ak = }.k-I (bk - }'k) - ak (k = 2.3,4 •... ) 

is negative. and that not all of them are equal to zero. 
In order to prove this proposition, we have only to transform the 

convergents. For the first convergent BI we may write 

a2 • A a2 B and changing here bI into bI - b
2

' AI mto 1- b
2

' the convergent I 

changes into the second B2' hence we have 

I) Encydopädie der Math. Wissenseh .. I. 1, p. 130. 
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Again. replacing b2 by b2 - ::. we get similarly 

a2 1+ ,11 À2 1_ ~ + ,11 (,12 b3 - a3U _ ~ + ~~_J + a3 1_ 

I

A2- a3ÀI I 1 -I A 2 I b3 -I A 2 I 1 I À2 b3 - a3 -

b3 

_ ~ + ,11 ,121 + ~ + ,12 À31 
- I A 2 I 1 I A3 I 1 

and for the third convergent B3 we find the expression 

B _~I +l:J+~+~IÀ2 1 +~+ ,12,13 1 
3 - I AI 11 I A 2 I 1 I A3 I 1 . 

In this way we infer that the convergents BI. B2. B3 .... are identical 
with the convergents B'2' B'1. B'6 • ... of a new continued fraction 

B,_!:J+~+~+ÀIÀ21 + + am l + Àm-I Àd+ 
-I AI I 1 I A 2 I 1 . . . lAm I 1 ... 

According to the propertiE.'s of the numbers Àk and Ak the numerator 
of each of its components is positive and the denominators of the com~ 
ponents of odd order are not all of them equal to zero. Therefore. all 
convergents of B' are positive. and as at least one of the convergents 
of odd order is a finite quantity. the convergents B'2' B'1. B'6' ... of even 
order form an increasing sequence. tending to a finite positive limit. Re~ 
membering that the convergent Bn of the original fraction B is equal to 
the convergent B'2n of the extended fraction B'. the convergence of B is 
ensured. Necessarily this convergence is unconditional. for af ter removing 
an arbitrary number of initial components from the fraction B. the proof 
of the convergence still holds. The fraction B' may converge or not. if 
it is convergent. our reasoning shows that in that case B = B'. 

As an example I select the fraction 

F 1 221 32 1 42 1 
B+f3-rs-fT- ï-g - ··· 

Here we have ak = kl. bk = 2k + 1 and putting Àk -= k + 1 we get 
AI = 1. Ak = 0 and therefore 

B, __ II+~+~+ 2.3 1 +~+}·il+ -11 11 10 J 1 10 I 1 .... 
or 

,_1 1 111 1 } i 11 11 
B -It+rr+ro + lt +ro+rt+ · .. 

Now the denominator of the first component of B' is different from 
zero and the series + + t + t + t + . .. diverges. therefore the fraction 
B' is convergent. and since we have B'] = B'3 =B's = ... =}. it follows 
that B = B' = 1. 

2. Suppose that for a certain set of positive numbers Àk the quantities 
Ak satisfy the assigned conditions only. wh en the index k is large enough. 

57 
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Then from the fraction B we remove a sufflcient number of initial com~ 
ponents and extend the fraction 

C - am I am+1 I am +21 - rz;;;,- - I bm+1 - fb~+2 - ... 

N ow the extend~d fraction 

C,=~ __ J+~+~m+ll+ Àm Àm+2..l+ am+21 + ... 
I bm - Àm I 1 IAm+1 I 1 IA m+2 

will no longer contain any negative elements, hence the fraction C is 
unconditionally convergent, and as we have 

the behaviour of B will depend upon the value of C and up on the 
finite set of the numbers al' a2"" am-I; bi' b2 , • • • bm - I • Take for 
instance 

_11213 1 4
1 B - - - - - - - - -- 11 12 13 14 

and put Àk = 2. As extended fraction we find 

,_ 1 i 11 21 41 3 1 41 41 5i 
B - r=t+-11 + 1-2+-11 + 1-1+-11 +]0+ -11 + ... , 

and we notice three negative elements. Therefore we remove from B 
the first and the second component and consider the fraction 

c-21-~-21--~--13 14 15 16 
Extending this fraction, always taking Àk = 2. we get 

,_ 31 21 41 41 51 41 61 
C- -11 + -11 +]0+-11 +-11 +-11 +12+'" 

All elements of this fraction being positive, the fraction C is uncon~ 
ditional convergent. Replacing the second component of B, we consider 
the intermediate fraction 

D-21_21_~_21_ 
-12 13 14 15 

It is readily seen that this fraction diverges. Indeed, calculating the 
denominator of the n'h convergent in the usual way, we find that it 
is equal to n + 1 and from this result we get for the convergent Dn 
itself 

Dn = 1 + 1 1 + 2 1 + .. . + (n - 1) I. 
Hence we have D = Lim Dn = 00, and from 

2 
Dn=---

2 - c"-I 
1 

, Bn+l= 1-D,,' 
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it follows that C = 2 and B = O. Thus it is shown that the fraction B 
converges. but that the convergence is conditional. 

3. From what precedes it is seen that as soon as the proposition is 

applicabie. every convergent Bn = ~n of the fraction B has a positive 

denominator Qn . Conversely. assuming the denominators Qn of the 
convergents of a convergent fraction B to be throughout positive. it will 
be possible to assign a set of positive numbers À.k • satisfying the required 
conditions. Indeed. the relation 

shows that the convergents Bn form an increasing sequence. hence it 
follows from a proposition of PRINGSHEIM I) th at the convergence of the 
fraction B is unconditional. and that therefore the nIh remainder 

_ an+1 I an+21 r - - -- - - - -
n- lbn+1 Ibn +2 

is a finite quantity. Writing now 

Pn - r n Pn- I 

Qn - rn Qn~~- ' 

we find 

r n = (B BQ' - n-I) n-I 

aresult. showing that rn is positive. IE we now take À.k = rk. we find 

and so it is seen that in the case of a convergent fraction B the 
convergents of which have positive den omina tors. the remainders rk may 
serve as a set of numbers À.k • By a similar reasoning we can prove for 
a divergent fraction B. having convergents with a positive denominator 
Qn that the fraction 

a21 a31 ai I I-b-;- - [ b
3 

- -IZ;:- - ... . 
obtained by removing the first component. is unconditional convergent 
and that it takes the value bi' 

4. Making about the number:> À.k various suppositions. we obtain 
various conditions. each of which is sufficient but not necessary for the 
unconditional convergence of the continued fraction B. 

1) PERRON . Die Lehre von den Kettenbrüchen. p . 231. 

57* 
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For instanee, taking: 

1. .l.k = 1. unconditional converg. is ensured, when: bk ? ak + l. 
2. )'k = ak+I , bh ==- ak+1 + 1. 

3 . .l.h =t bk, 

i . .I.~ = Vak+! 

As an example I con si der the fraction 

bh bk-I ::==: i ak-I. 

bk ==- Vak + Vak+l' 

Applying the fourth test, bk ==- Vak + V aHI , it is seen that the 
fraction converges unconditionally. As extended fraction we find 

or by a slight transformation 

Direct calculation of the convergents B'n = ~7n leads to the results : 

Consequently we have B = Lim B 2n = 1 - ,.1( )' in case s> 1. and 
n-~ ~ s 

simply B = I , if s -== 1. 

5. Lastly, I will apply the extension to the so called regular fraction 

It converges unconditionally, as soon as ak ==- 2, for then the general 
condition bk ==- ak + 1 is satisfied. By a suitable choice of the numbers 
.1.1<. however, it can be shown that sometimes convergence is possible 
even, when ak < 2. In general we have 

and therefore the fraction will converge, if we suppose 
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Now if À.k slightly exceeds unity and À.k is less than À.k- I • we may 
1 1 

have À.k + À
k
-

I 
< 2. So. for instanee. we can take Àk = 1 + 2k+l and 

1 
this supposition leads to ak = 2 - 2k(2k+ï). Hence the fraction 

is unconditionally convergent. The extended fraction becomes 

4 1 4.61 6.81 
B, __ l_l+ "3 +_1_1+3.5 + _1_1+5.7 + 

--c1~ 11 la 11 la 11 ... 

or 

,_ 11 11 11 1 1 11 1 1 
B -l~ +l~ +ro+I(U~ +ro+I(!~n + .. 

and as the divergence of the series 

1 (3) (3)25 (3.5 )27 (3.5.7)29 
"2 + 4 + 4 "6 + 4.6 "8 + 4.6.8 10 + ... 

ensures the convergence of the fraction B'. from the equation B' ;;;':;1 = 2 
we get at once B = 2. 

6. Sometimes the extension is also serviceable for the investigation of 
a so called alternate fraction 

wh ere the numbers ak and bk all are positive. Again. taking a set of 
positive numbers 11-1' 11-3 . 11-5.. •• we transform the convergents as follows. 
In the first place we have 

FI=~=~-I _I +~ 
Ibl jb\-I1-\ I 1 

and changing bi into bi - :: we get for the second convergent 
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W riting b2 - :: in stead of b2, the third convergent takes the form 

F3 = ~l J+{lJI + a2 I + _~~J+ _,u3I, 
I bl-,ul I 1 I ,UI b2 - a2 I b3-,u3 I 1 

and th us we are lead to consider the fraction 

F'=~I_I+~+ a2 1+ _~_~+ft31+ ai 1+ 
I bl-ftl 11 I ,uI b2 - a2 I b3-ft3 I 1 I ft3 bi - ai 

+h~+~I+ a6 1+ ,u5~+~+ I b5-ft5 11 I ft5 b6 - a6 I b7-ft7 11 ... 
EVidently every convergent of F is at the same time a convergent 

of F' and in particular we have the relations 

From these equations we conclude that both fractions F and F ' will 
converge or diverge at the same time, and th at in the first case we shall 
have F = F' . For in the supposition 

Lirn F'3k = Lirn F'3k-1 = F ' , 
k=oO k=oO 

we have also 

Lirn F2k = Lirn F2k- 1 = F' , 
k=ao k=oO 

and when F'6k and F'6k+1 do not have the same limit or have no limit 
at all, the convergents Fik and Fik-I are not approaching the same finite 
limit and F is a divergent fraction. N ow let us suppose that throughout 

a supposition involving the inequality 

b2k+1 b2k+2 - a2k+2 ?': 0, 

then the investigation of the alternate fraction F is reduced to that 
of the fraction F' , all the elements of which are positive. Taking, for 
instance, the fraction 

and putting ft2k+1 = I, we find 

,_111111111111111111111111 
F - ]0+-11 +]0+-11 +-11 +f2+I-l +-11 +f4+-ll +-11 +16 + ... 

Now the fraction obtained by removing the three first components, 

11 11 11 11 11 11 
-11 +-11 +f2+-ll +-11 +r:4+'" 
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eVidently converges and as it is positive. the fraction F and therefore 
the fraction F' converges also. In order to find the value of F. we 
rem ark that the numerator P2n+1 and the denominator Q2n+1 of the 
convergents F 2n+1 of odd order satisfy the equation of finite differences 

X n = 2 (2n - 1) X n - 1 + X n - 2• 

two independent solutions of which can be shown to be 

Kn ,fe-:'-w' T 2n+1 (w) dw . 

o 

where ~::11 ~:~ is the (2n + 1 }th convergent of the continued fraction 

1 _11 11 11 11 
V;2 l-rw-12w -12w -12w-

For n = 1 and n = 2 we may verify that 

Hn =ie-
1 r (i) P2n+1 • Kn = i r(i) Q2n+1. 

and therefore these equations hold for all values of n. By now proving 

Lirn (Hn - Kn) = O. 
"==00 

we get the required result 

F L · P2n+1 L' Hn = lrnQ-=e lrn-K =e. 
n =00 2"+1 n 



Mathematics. - Ein Beitrag zur Theorie der WEYL'schen Ueber
tragung. By V. HLAVATY. (Communicated by Prof. R. WEIT
ZENBÖCK.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

§ 1. ') Eine WEYL'Sche Übertragung W n kann man bekanntlich als 
eine affine Übertragung definieren, bei welcher ein Tensor nten Ranges 
gÀI'- existiert, so dass 

V I'- g ).~ = - QI'- g ,,~ , . (1) 

wo QI'- natürlich kein Gradientvektor ist. Nun ist bei der Transformation 

a=a(x) 
die Gleichung 

\l"g"" = - Q, g),~ 
gültig, wo der Vektor CL durch 

QI'- = QI'- - \ll'-log a . 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

definiert ist. Der Tensor g ),1'- kann also mit einem beliebigen skai aren 
Faktor multipliziert werden, ohne die durch die Gleichung (I) ausgedrüekte 
Eigenschaft zu verlieren, und unter allen Tensoren, die so entstehen 
können und die alle einen zugehörigen Vektor Q" besitzen, ist kein 
einziger bevorzugt. Eine wirkliche Massgeometrie im RIEMANN'sehen 
Sinne gibt es also in der WEYL'schen Übertragung nicht. Den Vektor 
QI' kann man aueh folgendermassen schreiben 

QI'- = 21n (r:1'- - à~:' log V1gex"I) . (4a) 

§ 2. Ganz anders verhält sich die Sache, wenn man die Geometrie 
längs einer in W n gegebenen Kurve 

x~ = x' (t) (5) 

treiben will. Dann kan man folgenden Satz beweisen: 
Längs einer in W n gegebenen Kurve (5) lässt sich immer mittels einer 

Kwadratur ein Tensor G"I'- n-Ln Ranges angeben. der der Kurve entlang 
konstant ist. und bei (2) invariant bleibt: 

b - ~ 
a) bt G"I'- = 0, b) GÀI'- = GI'-l. (6) 

') Zum § 1 verg!.: SCHOUTEN: Der Ricci-Kalkül (Berlin 192-4) S. 217. 

2) In jeder linearen Übertragung, und also auch in der WEYL'schen, lässt sich ein 
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Daraus kann sofort gefolgert werden. dass sich längs (5) immer eine 
Massgeometrie (mit dem Fundamentaltensor GÀ") einführen lässt und 
letzten Endes. dass man in W n auch die Frenetschen Formeln genau so. 
wie bei einer RIEMANN'schen Übertragung. angeben kann. 

§ 3. Um den ob en angegeben Satz zu beweisen. wollen wir zuerst 
einen Tensor qÀ" n -ten Ranges aufsuchen. der der Kurve (5) entlang 
konstant ist und bei (2) sich nur um einen konstanten Faktor abändert. 
Setzt man 

t 

fQ"dx" 
qÀ" = g"" e

to (7) 
so ist einerseits 

(8) 

und anderseits 

(9) 

wo Go den Wert der Funktion G im Punk te t= to angibt. Der Tensor 
qÀ " genügt also wirklich beiden hier aufgestellten Bedingungen. Bezeichnet 
man mit q die Determinante der Bestimmungszahlen von q ÀfL und setzt 

man q = 1'Y"q- so ergibt sich aus (8) 

(10) 

§ 4. Aus dem Tensor q À!J. können wir eine - längs der Kurve -
konstante Tensordichte q "" konstruiren. die in Bezug auf (2) invariant 
ist. Die Funktion q ist eine Dichte vom Gewicht 1 und es gilt für jede 
Dichte rtJ desse1ben Gewichtes 

~ d dx!J." 3) 
- rtJ= - rtJ- - r rtJ . (11) 
M dt dt "fL 

Der V ergleich von (10) und (11) lehrt. dass 

r5 
öt q=ü. (12) 

und infolgedessen ist laut (8) und (9) 

(13) 

eine Tensordichte. die der oben aufgestellten Bedingungen genügt. 

konstantes quadratisches Tensorfeld entlang einer gegebener Kurve angeben, Dazu ist aber 

notwendig ein lineares System von n (n i --.!.l Differentialgleichungen zu lösen. Hier soli ge

zeigt werden. dass im Falie der Wn das gesuchte Tensorfeld nur durch eine Kwadratur 
bestimmbar ist. 

3) HLAVATY: Théorie des densités dans Ie déplacement général (Annali di Matematica 
Serie IV. T, 5. 1927-28. p . 73-83. 
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§ 5. Aus dieser Tensordichte lässt sich jetzt leicht der Tensor G>.f' 
gewinnen. Zu diesem Zwecke denken wir uns den kontravarianten n-Vektor 

t5x dx' 
aus den (Iinear unabhängig vorausgesetzten) Vektoren fw dt (x=O .... n-l) 

längs (5) konstruiert und bezeichnen mit TV-I seine einzige von N uH ver
schiedene Bestimmungszahl. Die Funktion mist eine Dichte vom Gewicht 
1 und es gilt also laut (11) 

b d " dxf' 
- TV = - m - r - m (11)' 
bt dt "L dt 

Ist qJ eine in Bezug auf (2) - invariante skalare Funktion von 
t und schreibt man e = ipm so ist 

(14) 

Ist speziell , , 

j 'bm J " dxf' , 1= - = - r . -d' dt + [log m] . m " 'L t '0 , 
(15) 

'0 
so ist nach (11)' 

(16) 

Die - in 7) und 15) - angeführten Kwadraturen reduzieren sich dabei. 
laut (ia). auf eine einzige. 

Da r,,~, und m bei (2) invariant sind. so muss der Tensor 

I G>.f' = q>.f' q - ~ e~ I 
nicht nur der Bedingung (6a). sondern auch der Bedingung (6b) genüge 
leisten. Urn das Feld G >. f' zu bestimmen. hat man wirklich nur eine 
Kwadratur nötig gehabt. Da q>.f' den Rang n hat so hat G>.f' denselben 
Rang und der Satz ist also bewiesen. 

§ 6. Nimmt man GAf' als metrischen Tensor längst (5). so besitzt diese 
Kurve einen ausgezeichneten metrischen. bei (2) invarianten Parameter s. , 

J'( 2 2 d " d u. )1/2 
s= q>.f' q-~é:t ; dt. (17) 

dx 
den wir als .. Bogen" bezeichnen können. Der Vektor i" = -d ist dann 

I s 
der tangentiale Einheitsvektor (in Bezug auf G >.f') und die Eigenschaft 
.. Einheitsvektor" zu sein ist gegenüber (2) invariant. Es bestehen dann 
auch die Frenetschen Formeln 4) 

b ." - k ." + k ." - r -- 1 r 
bs • a-I a-I a a +1 

(a = 1 ..... n. k = ' k = 0). 
o n 

(18) 

') STRUIK: Grundzüge der mehrdimensionalen Differentialgeometrie in direkter Darstellung 
(Berlin 1922). p. 76-78. 
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in welchen i' . ... . i ' gegenseitig und zu i ' ortogonale Einheitsvektoren 
2 1 

und k ... .. k die. bei (2) invarianten. skalaren Kurvenkrümmungen sind. 
1 n-I 

Alle in (18) auftretende Begriffe sind gegenüber (2) invariant. 

§ 7. Ist Qp.::;é 0 ein Gradientvektor 

à 
QP.=à- 1ogQ. xp. 

so entartet die W n in eine RIEMANN'sche Übertragung mit dem Funda~ 
mentaltensor 

a>.p. = g Àp. Q const. 

der bei (2) invariant bleibt. Nun können wir ab er diese Übertragung 
folgendermassen konform transformieren: 

(2)' 

Während bei (2) in W n die Gleichung (3) auftritt. tritt bei (2)' die 
Gleichung 

v,., ~},, = 0 

auf. die nur besagt. dass durch die konforme Transformation (2)' eine 
neue RIEMANN'sche Übertragung mit dem Fundamentaltensor a>. p. ent~ 
standen ist. Unser Prozess lässt sich also nicht auf eine konforme Trans~ 
formation der RIEMANN'schen Übertragung in eine andere RIEMANN'sche 
Übertragung anwenden. 

Pa ris. Mai 1928. 



Blochemistry. - The first phases of the chemistry of the dissimilation 
of the hexoses. (2nd Part) . By A. J. KLUYVERand A. P. STRUYK. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27. 1928). 

§ 1. Introduction. 

In our first communication under the same title 1) mention was made 
a.o. of some preliminary experiments which aimed at giving a clearer 
insight into the nature of the phosphoric esters formed in the so~called 
"cell~free" fermentation of the hexoses. It appeared from these experiments 
that the ratio in which hexose~biphosphoric and hexose~monophosphoric 
esters are present at the end of the phosphorylation period is greatly 
influenced by the nature of the dried yeast~sample used for the preparation 
of the maceration juice. The most remarkable result of these experiments 
was doubtless that in special cases the amount of hexose monophosphoric 
ester largely exceeded that of hexose biphosphoric ester. 

Untill we had claimed a hexose monophosphoric ester to he the firs! 
reaction product in the dissimilation of hexoses. investigators used to 
attribute exclusivily to the hexose biphosphoric ester an important function 
in the biochemica I degradation of the hexoses 2). Thus the schemes 
representing the chemistry of the dissimilation of the hexoses drafted 
before 1926 did not include the hexose monophosphoric ester. 

It is obvious that the observation mentioned above as to the predominance 
of the hexose monophosphoric ester under special conditions - observation 
published at a little earlier date also by NEUBERG and LEIBOWITZ 3). who 
however did not derive important conclusions from it - was quite 
appropriate to support our theory deve10ped at the end of 1925. But from 
the very beginning we were quite aware that we might only consider our 
theory as being confirmed if we should succeed in explaining why under 
special conditions the hexose monophosphoric ester prevails. whereas under 
other conditions. as in the majority of the cases examined since HARDEN 
and Y OUNG' s classica I investigations. the amount of the hexose biphosphoric 
ester large1y exceeds that of the hexose monophosphoric ester. Of course 
at the same time the question rose in how far our conception of the first 
phases of the chemistry of the dissimilation of hexoses might offer certain 
advantages as compared with the other existing theories for the explanation 
of the signalled diversity in behaviour. 

1) These Proceedings 30. 871. (1927). 
2) These Proceedings 29. 322. (1926); c.f. too the communication cited above: § 2. 
3) C. NEUBERG und J. LEIBOWITZ. Biochem. Z .• Bd. lM. 489. (1927). 
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A short survey will be given of the experiments which show that on the 
one hand it is possible to con trol the conditions determining the formation 
of each of the two esters mentioned and which on the other hand are 
appropriate to answer in the affirmative the question raised above. For a 
more detailed description of these experiments we refer to the thesis 
published in the meantime by one of us (Str.) 1). 

§ 2. Further experiments on the appearance of a hexose 
monophosphoric ester in .. cdl-free" fermentation. 

In the course of the experiments of which some ex am pies were already 
given in our previous paper many observations were made on the ratio of 
both phosphoric esters present at the. end of the phosphorylation period. 
In doing so we used an improved method of analysis, which was largely 
due to NEUBERG and LEIBOWITZ (l.c.). As for some modifications intro
duced by us we rder to the thesis mentioned above. 

Table I gives the results of four experiments. In all experiments we used 
a fermentation mixture composed of 1 part of maceration juice and 1 part 
of a 5 % solution of Na2HP04; the initial concentration of the glucose 
was always 10 %. In the table V m indicates the molecular ratio of hexose 
monophosphoric and hexose biphosphoric ester at the end of the 
phosphorylation period, viz. at the moment that the rate of fermentation 
had fallen down to the rate previous to the addition of the phosphate. At 
th is moment the phosphate added appeared to be practically completely 
esterified. Moreover the maximum rate of production of carbonic acid. in 
ccm per 5 minutes, observed in the various experiments is included in 
the tabie. 

Number of 
experiment 2) 

7 

8 

IOA 

IlA 

TABLE J. 

Vm 

4.6 

3.3 

12.6 

9.8 

Maximum rate of production of 
C02 (ccm. per 5 min.) 

24.9 

H.2 

17.2 

These results strike us because in all cases the amount of the hexose 
monophosphoric ester considerably exceeds that of the hexose biphosphoric 
ester. Therdore it is necessary to revise our original conception in so far 

1) A. P. STRUYK. Onderzoekingen over de alcoholische gisting, Diss .. Delft 1928. 
2) The numbers correspond to the numbers of the experiments reported in STRUYK's 

thesis. 
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that the hexose monophosphoric ester of ROBISON may not be considered 
as the primary product of the phosphorylation of glucose, but has to be 
taken for a stabilised modification, as has already been earlier suggested by 
MEYERHOF 1). Por the assumption th at ROBISON's mono-ester should be the 
primary reaction product does not go in with the observed downfall of the 
rate of development of carbonic acid at the end of the phosphorylation 
period in those cases in which nearly all the phosphate may be recovered 
as mono-ester. 

The attention is drawn to the fact, already underlined in our previous 
communication, that the maximum rate of production of carbonic acid IS 

higher in as much as the ratio of the two phosphoric esters changes in 
favour of the biphosphoric ester. However even in experiment 8, the curve 
of which shows a pronounced top, the amount of the biphosphoric ester is 
still far less than that of the monophosphoric ester. 

Nevertheless in trying to reproduce similar experiments under exactly 
the same conditions as chosen by ROBISON we came across various cases in 
which the hexose biphosphoric ester predominated and in which the amount 
of the monophosphoric ester corresponded with the amount estimated by 
ROBISON at about 15 % of the total phosphate esterified. 

In examining the differences in the conditions underlying these various 
experiments we were struck first of all by the fact that, aithough in both 
cases the initialconcentration of the phosphate was the same, ROBISON 
used the maceration juice in higher concentration than we did in our 
experiments. Thus the concentration of the catalytic principles in the 
experiments of ROBISON was higher. 

Therefore we came to suppose that the same maceration juice would 
convert the inorganic phosphate added more or less in one of the two 
phosphoric esters depending on the concentration in which the juice was 
applied. A higher concentration of "active zymase" would increase the 
yield of biphosphoric ester. 

The · experiments gave a complete confirmation of this view. 
A maceration juice which appliedat an earlier date in a concentration of 

TABLE II. 

Numbe~ Concentration of · the 
experiment I maceration juice 

14 

13 

12 

0.67 

0.56 

0.50 

Vm 

2.1 

8.i 

16.1 

Indication of the 
corresponding curves 

C 

B 

A 

I) O. MEYERHOF, Die Naturwissenschaften, H, 1179, (1926); d. too: O. MEYERHOF 

und K. LOHMANN, Biochem. Z. 185, 113. (1927) . 
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0.81 led to a value for Vm = 0.34 gave the results reproduced in Table Il 
when applied in lower concentrations. 

The attention may be drawn to the fact - as appears from Fig. 1 -
that the observed change in the ratio of both phosphoric esters IS 

accompanied by a pronounced change in the nature of the curves which 
represent the rate of development of the carbonic acid during the phos~ 
phorylation period. 
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Fig . I. 

Apparently there is a close connection between the two phenomena 
mentioned in so far as the type with the pronounced top changes into the 
"flat type" when the manophosphoric ester predominates. 

§ 3. Explanation of the obsen;ed phenomena on the basis of the scheme 
adopted for the chemistrlj of alcohalic fermentatian. 

It was already pointed out in our previous communication that the scheme 
for the chemistry of alcoholic fermentation adopted by us seemed quite 
appropriate to explain the changes in ratio of both phosphoric esters during 
"cell~free" fermentation. Further down th is matter will be subject to a 
c10ser consideration. 

First of all the scheme developed in our earlier papers will be reproduced 
here once more as a whoIe. As for the position to be given to ROBISON'S 

hexose monophosphoric ester the remarks made in § 2 will be taken into 
account. 
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1. Initiating phosphorylation. 

CH20H-CH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH + P04R2H »-+ --------0-------d-glucose 

»-+ CH20H-CH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH-CHO + H 20 

cS \ 
I CH20H-CH-CH-CHOH-CHOH-CHOH 

P03R2 Ó ----0--
I 

active monophosphoric ester P03R2 

Robison's monophosphoric ester . 

I!. Oxidoreduction of the hexosephosphoric t:ster. 

CH20H-CH-CHOH-CHOH- CHOH-CHO »» 
I 
o 
I 

P03R2 

~ CH 20H-CH-CHO + CH 20H-CHOH-CHO 
I 
o glycerine aldehyde 
i 
P03R2 

phosphoric ester of 
glycerine aldehyde 

lIl. Hydrolysis of the triosephosphoric ester. 

hexose biphosphoric e,ter 
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IV. Final oxidoreductions. 

a. 
/H 

CH 20H-CHOH-CHO:!» CH20H-CHOH-C , OH JJr-+ 

'OH 

7» CH 2-CHOH-C (H :!» CH3-COH-C<H :!» 
~O~ ,OH ......... 0/ OH 

/H 
~CH3-CO-C-OH 

"-OH 
methylglyoxalhydrate 

/H 
b. CH3-CO-C , OH + CH3-CHO (in general : acceptor) .. 

'OH acetaldehyde 

»i» CH3-CO-COOH + CH3-CH 1 OH (in general : 
pyruvic acid aethyl alcohol hydrogenated acceptor) 

c. CH 3-CO-COOH »i» CH3-CHO + CO2 

carbon ic acid 

The compounds printed in italics will be formed exdusivily in "cell~free" 
fermentation; all the other compounds mentioned in the scheme are norm al 
intermediate produets in the fermentation caused by living yeast cells. 

As for the normally occurring reactions two different types may be 
distinguished. The majority of the reactions may be characterised as 
oxidoreductions ; the reactions land 111 however belong to the group of 
esterforming and estersplitting processes. This implies in all probability that 
in alcoholic fermentation only two catalytic agents are acting viz. an 
oxidoreducase and a phosphatase (= phosphatese) 1). 

In the living yeast cell a harmonious succession of two reactions 
proceeding under the inf]uence of the different catalytic agents will be 
assured. Thus phosphate bound in reaction I will be quantitativily freed by 
reaction 111 and will be ready to start a new cyde. 

As soon as the catalytic agents will be separated from the cell one may 
expect a partial distUl'bance of this harmony and an accumulation of 
intermedia te products at these critical stages will result. 

A doser examination of the scheme leads to the insight that the 
phenomena typical for the "cell~free" fermentation fully correspond to 
this expectation. 

1) It is interesting to note that a quite si mil ar conception was given as early as 1909 
by L. IWANOPF. This assumption was however quite overtaken by the modern trend of 
thought in enzymology. 

58 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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The first case of transference of an intermediate product from one agent 
to the other is met with when the primary product of phosphorylation 
formed under the influence of the phosphatese (reaction I) must be split 
under normal conditions by the oxidoreducase according to reaction 11. Any 
falling back of the reducase in this direction wiU result in an accumulation of 
the primary product of reaction. This will then be stabilised as ROBISON's 
hexose monophosphoric ester. Thus a part of the phosphate will be with
drawn from the normal cyele of fermentation. 

The second case of transference of an intermedia te product from one 

agent to the other is offered when the triosephosphoric ester formed under 
the influence of the oxidoreducase will have to be split into triose and 

phosphoric acid by the phosphatase according to reaction 111. Any 
shortcoming of the latter agent will primarily lead to an accumulation of the 
triosephosphoric ester. On the basis of the arguments given in our previous 
communication a continued contact of this ester with the oxidoreducase wiU 

result in a condensation of the ester to hexose biphosphoric ester. This too 
means a deviation of a part of the phosphate from the normal cyele. 

However another part of the phosphate wiU continue its normal course 
in "cell-free" fermentation as weU and start a new cyele. Thus during the 
phosphorylation period the fermentation wiU proceed with increased ra te as 
long as the total quantity of added phosphate has not yet arrived at the 
side-ways mentioned 1). 

It needs no further explanation that the results obtained with the 
maceration juices of different origin are in excellent agreement with the 
above considerations. If in the process of isolation of the catalytic agents 

from the cells one of the agents has been more damaged than the other, one 
may expect that in some instances one stabilised product wiU prevail, in 
other instances the other. Furthermore it may logically be derived from the 
foUowing that a decrease of the concentration of "active zymase" in a 
fermentation medium will give a higher yield of ROBISON'S mono ester. 

A more pronounced disturbance of the co-operation of both agents will 
cause in first instance slower transference of the intermediate products. 
This implies for the primary product of hexose dissimilation an increased 
chance for stabilisation in the form of ROBISON's mono-ester. As the inter

mediatily formed triose phosphoric ester has no chance of stabilising as 

such, this ester will as yet - may be retarded - remain subject to the 
action of the phosphatase. This process will even be favoured, in comparison 
with what occurs in media with more concentrated zymase, because the 
greater dilution will promote the escape of the triose phosphoric ester 
from the sphere of action of the oxidoreducase which tends to bring about 
a condensation of this ester to hexose biphosphoric ester. 

1) The rate of fermentation at the end of the phosphorylation period will thus he 
conditioned by the rate at which phosphate is split olf from the stabilised esters present. 
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§ 4. Quantitative examination of the scheme adopted and of other 
theories concerning the chemistry of the dissimilation of the hexoses. 

It seemed desirabIe to look out for a quantitative experimental test of the 
scheme adopted and of the other existing theories concerning the chemistry 
of the dissimilation of hexoses. This being possible may be derived from 
the following very condensed survey of the views of other investigators. 

10 . The classical theory of HARDEN and YOUNO. As has been observed 
more than onee in our previous communications th is theory can be 
summarized by the following equations : 

2 C6H 120 6 + 2 P04HR2 = 2 CO2 + 2 C2H 60 + 
+ C6H 100 4 (P04 R2 )2 + 2 H 20 (I) 

C SH 1004 (P04R 2 )2 + 2 H 20 = C SH 120S + 2 P04HR2 (11). 

Although it is difficult to grant any reality in chemical direction to these 
symbols. it must be acknowledged that the requirements in quantitative 
respect. drawn up by the authors some 20 years ago for the course of 
"cell-free" fermentation . are duly laid down in these equations. At the one 
hand it is expressed clearly that at the end of the phosphorylation period 
the whole of the inorganic phosphate may be recovered as hexose 
biphosphoric ester. at the other hand the production of one molecule of 
alcohol and of one molecule of carbon ic acid is inevitably bound up with 
the eonversion of one molecule of inorganic phosphate into the biphosphoric 
ester. 

It is obvious that the simp Ie fa ct of the appearance of a hexose mono
phosphoric acid demonstrates the inadequacy of the formulation mentioned 
above. As long as the amount of this ester is sm all in comparison with 
that of the biphosphoric ester it is easy to understand that there will be a 
tendency to ascribe the formation of _ the monophosphoric ester to 
secundary factors . 

20 • The modified view of HARDEN and HENLEY 1) . In a recent 
publication these authors have tried to reconcile the new points of view with 
the classical theory. In the first place they are indined to ascribe the 
appearance of the hexose monophosphoric ester partly to a direct esteri
fication of the hexose. a process occurring independently from the main 
process. In the second place the authors are willing to accept the possibility 
that part of the monophosphoric ester will be NEUBERO's ester and th us will 
originate from a hydrolysis of the biphosphoric ester. 

As for the first point it must be observed that then in the cases studicd 
by us. in which the value for V m was generally very high (till 16) . the 
by-process has grown into the main process. Anyhow it wi11 be dear. that 

1) A. HARDEN and P. R. HENLEY. Biochem. J. 21. 1216. (1927). 
58* 
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in the supposition made the requirement CO2/esterified P = 1 is no longer 
in need of fulfilment, but that the requirement C02fbiphosph. ester = 2 
still must be maintained. 

As for the second point experiments have shown conclusivily that the 
hydrolysis of the biphosphoric ester during the phosphorylation period is 
so small that only small deviations of the ratio C02fbiphosphoric ester can 
be accounted for in this way. Moreover NEUBERG and LEIBOWITZ (l.c.) 
succeeded in identifying a monophosphoric ester produced under similar 
conditions for no less than 90 % as ROBISON'S ester. 

Thus even in accepting the view of HARDEN and HENLEY the requirement 
may be maintained that the ratio CO2/biphosphoric ester will be equal to, 
or only slightly larger than, 2. 

3°. The theory of MEYERHOF. It was already observed in our 
previous paper that medio 1926 the above au thor drew up a new represent~ 
ation of the chemistry of the first phases of the dissimilation of th<. 
hexoses. Soon after this MEYERHOF 1) gave the following formulation of 
his views: 

2 C 6H 120 6 + 2 H 3 P04 = 2 C 6H l10 5 (H2 P04 )* (*active) + 2 H 2 0 = 

2 CaH60a + C 6H lO0 4 (H2P04 )2 + 2 H 20. 

At this occasion MEYERHOF expressed the opinion - which was taken 
over in our scheme - that ROBISON'S monophosphoric ester was a stabilised 
form of the primary reaction product of glucose. 

It is obvious that this mode of view in comparison with that of HARDEN 
and YOUNG has the advantage that arbitrary quantities of monophosphoric 
ester can be formed along with the biphosphoric ester. Thus there is no 
necessity for a fixed proportion CO2/esterified P. In contrary to this it 
must be observed that according to MEYERHOF'S scheme too in alcoholic 
fermentation - where the CaH60a of the equation will be split quantita~ 
tivily into CO2 and C 2 H 60 - the proportion COli/biphosphoric ester must 
be equal to 2. 

40. The theory of VON EULER and MYRBÄCK 2). In recent time the 
latter authors have advanced a new view concerning the first phases of the 
process under consideration. The most essential part of their theory is 
doubtless that the primary reaction of hexose dissimilation "eine Reaktion 
darstellt die von derselben Natur ist wie die Aldehyddismutation" a). 

The principal argument raised by the Swedish investigators is to be 
found in their observations that firstly the co~enzyme of alcoholic 
fermentation acts in a phase preceding that of the phosphorylation and that 
secondly this very principle is identical with the "co~mutase", a principle 
indispensable in the mutation of aldehydes by dried yeast preparations. 

1) O. MEYER HOF, Die Naturwissenschaften, 14, 1175, (1926). 
2) Cf. the summary of H. VON EULER, K. MYRBÄCK und R. NILSSON, Ergebnisse der 

Physiologie, 26, 531. (1928). 
3) H. VON EULER und K. MYRBÄCK, Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie, 165, 38, (1927). 
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It will suffice to refer to our communication on the heterogeneous nature 
of the principles indicated by various investigators as "co~enzyme" 1) for 
explaining why we cannot accept this argumentation as fully convincing. 
However a doser analysis of the considerations of VON EULER and 
MVRBÄCK can be regarded as premature, since the recent investigation of 
NEUBERG and SIMON 2) has made the identity of "co~enzyme" and 
"co~mutase" very doubtful. Moreover NEUBERG and SIMON rightly criticize 
the equalization of a process as the dismutation of aldehydes and of the 
introductory ph ase of hexose dissimilation in the scheme of VON EULER and 
collaborators, since in the last process no oxidoreduction occurs. 

For these various reasons a further discussion of the views of VON EULER 
and MVRBÄCK may be omitted here. 

From the preceding survey it results that the three former theories all 
require the occurrence of a definite ratio between the carbonic acid produced 
in surplus during the phosphorylation period and either the am ou nt of 
phosphate esterified or the amount of biphosphoric ester formed. 

In contrary to this a reference to § 3 will suffice to show that our mode 
of view does not bring with it any requirements regarding the ratio of 
carbonic acid and total phosphate esterified. As for the ratio of carbonic 
acid and biphosphoric ester formed the only requirement is a minimum 
value of 2, but much higher values may be reasonably expected. 

In Table 111 a summary is given of the results of a series of experiments 

TABLE III. 
- - -- -- _ .. _-

Ratio monophosph.ester Ratio carbonic acid Ratio carb. acid 
biphosph. ester esterified P. biphosph. ester 

HARDEN and YOUNG 0 I 2 

HARDEN and HENLEY indefinite < I 2 

MEYERHOF indefinite ~ I 2 -

KLUYVERandSTRUYK indefinite ~ 1 
> > 2 

Experiment 12 16.4 0.60 11.4 

" 13 8.4 0.71 7 . 5 

" 14 2 . 4 0.72 3.2 

" 16 0.34 0.89 2.2 

.. 17 3.6 0.67 4.0 

" 18 2 . 1 0.71 2.9 

.. 19 0.93 0 . 82 2.4 

1) These Proceedings 30. 569. (1927); Biochem. Z. 201. 212, (1928). 
2) C. NEUBERG und E. SIMON. Biochem. Z . 199. 232. (1928). 
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which aimed at testing whether the requirements derived from the different 
theories did hold good. To render the results more easily accessible the 
meant requirements are put at the head of the tabie. 

For the details of the method of determination of the figures given in 
Table 111 we refer to the thesis of STRUYK. It must be kept in mind however 
that the figures of the carbonic acid produced in the phosphorylation period 
have been subject to a post-experimental correction as the changes of the 
concentration of hydrogen ions during the process had been neglected. 

Even when taking into account the small inaccuracy of the results owing 
to this circumstance, there can be no doubt th at in many cases the ratio 
between carbonic acid produced in surplus and the biphosphoric ester 
formed is considerably larger than 2. In addition attention may be drawn 
to the fact that also in the paper of HARDEN and HENLEY instances may 
be found where this ratio exceeds 2. In one case even a value as high as 
3.45 was found, aresuit which HARDEN and HENLEY themselves charac
terize as inexplicable 1). 

These results are quite incompatible with the different theories advanced 
by the various investigators. Now we are quite aware that the foregoing 
does not yield a direct proof for the correctness of our scheme, but we want 
to emphasize here that our mode of view is up till now the only one which 
is in perfect agreement with all observations made on the chemistry of 
"cell-free" fermentation. 

Moreover it may be observed that our theory is the only one which brings 
a logical nexus between "cell-free" fermentation and the fermentation 
caused by living yeast cells. For in the latter case the ratio of carbonic acid 
produced and the amount of phosphate esterified - which equals zero -
is infinite large, a possibility anticipated in our scheme and in the 
requirements derived from it. 

§ 5. Pinal remarks. 

Although the preceding paragraphs only deal with observations on the 
chemistry of alcoholic fermentation of the hexoses there can be no doubt 
- taking into consideration the experiences of EMBDEN and MEYERHOF -
that the considerations given regarding the first phases of this process 
apply as weil to the first phases of the dissimilation of hexoses by the 
muscular tissue of animals. The same opinion is expressed in many of the 
papers of VON EULER. Moreover it seems highly probable that the same 
holds good for the dissimilation of hexoses by sugar fermenting bacteria 
of various groups. 

The fact that in all these processes the conversion of intermediately 

I) C.f. l.c:. p. 1222. The fact, that HARDEN and HENLEY did not get the high values 
obtained by us, finds its cause in the circumstance that these authors applied higher 
conc:entrations of active zymase (zymin-preparations). 
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formed triose takes different courses does not alter at all the point of view 
given. 

For these reasons we feIt justified to give this publication - as well as 
the preceding one - the general title chosen. 

Finally it may be emphasized that th is paper only brings a preliminary 
rounding oH of the views given in the two preceding communications in 
which many arguments may be found which could not be repeated here. 
A more ample discus sion of all problems concerned is given in the thesis 
of STRUYK. 

Delft, October 1928. 

Pram the Laboratory for Micrabiology of the 
Technical U niversity. 



Physiology. - Investigation on the function of the heart of Maja 
verrucosa. By S. DE BOER. (Communicated by Prof. B. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27. 1928). 

The results of this investigation are shortly as follows: 
1. A great many investigators (WEBER. BRANDT. ECKHARD. DOGIEL. 

PLATEAU) had settled. that the refractory stage is wanting during the 
systole. CARLSON only found a decrease of the irritability. but very 
strong stimuli also caused summation in the beginning of the systole. 

Because the existence or non~existence of a refractory stage has a 
fundamental significance for the function of the heart I first investigated 
this point. I carried out this investigation by means of suspensioncurves. 
In this case we register the mechanograms only of a part of the heart. 
Therefore I placed the electrodes. by which induction~shocks were sent 
in to the heart as near as possible to the point of the heart. which was 
connected to the lever. Only in this way - and former investigators did 
not take that into account at all - are accurate results to be obtained. 

Contrary to the earlier investigators I found that the heart of Maja 
verrucosa is refractory in the beginning of the systole. even if two 
accumulators (each of 2 Volts) were present in the primary circuit and 
the secondary bob bin was quite pushedin. 

2. Wh en I caused an extrasystole in a regularly pulsating heart. the 
rhythm was not disturbed: the following systole started at the same time. 
in which it would have appeared. had I not caused an extrasystole. 
The result was the same. when I applied very strong stimuli or when 
I caused 3 or 4 extrasystoles between two normal systoles. I mean that 
this result may be better understood. if we accept the neurogenic theory 
in the heart of Maja verrucosa. 

3. HearttetanUs arises af ter faradic stimulation as former investigators 
also found. In my experiments the tetanus was as high as the normal 
systoles in other cases higher. 

4. Very of ten I found alternation of the heart. which probably was 
caused by the non~contraction of a part of the heartmuscle. 

5. Fractionated systoles also appeared during the alternation. These 
fractionated systoles arose. wh en af ter the small alternationsystole the 
excitation~wave was propagated through that part of the heartmuscle. 
which did not contract during the small systoles. I also found these 
fractionated systoles when an inductionshock was applied to the heart. 
directly af ter the refractory stage. 

6. When contractility had decreased. it could again increase af ter 
mofstening with seawater. the osmotic pressure of which is about the 
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same as that of the blood of Maja. This increase of contractility means 
an improvement of the metabolic condition of the heartMmusc1e. I made 
use of this result for my second investigation. which I performed in the 
heart of Maja. 

7. I demonstrated in 1915. that alternation of the ventric1e arises af ter 
warming of the sinus venosus of the frog's heart. Alternation of the 
ventric1e immediately appeared af ter moistening the sinus venosus by 
means of warmed solution of RINGER. The alternation was caused by 
an accelleration of the excitationwaves af ter the warming. But in this 
heart we do not know anything about the point. wh ere the excitationM 

waves arise (pacemaker). Therefore I moistened the whole heart with 
seawater (300 c.). Here the effect was quite different. In stead of an 
acceleration of the heartMbeat and an alternation. here the heart tempoM 
rarily stopped beating. Then the contractions started again at a slower 
rate. whereas contractility had decreased. This initial result of the sudden 
warming greatly resembles a VagusMeffect. Afterwards acceleration of 
the systoles arose. which is directly caused by the warming of the heartM 
musc1e or probably it is an acceleransMeffect. Indeed BOTT AZZI found in 
Maja inhibiting as weIl as acce1erating nerves. 

This communicai:ion has been published more extensively in Zeitschr. 
für vergleichende Physiologie. 1928. Vol. 7. p. H5. 

Investigation on recurring systoles and {ibrillation in Maja. 

Af ter having first investigated the normal function of the heart of 
Maja verrucosa. I started this second investigation. I performed this 
investigation with this animal just because the AM VMconnecting systems 
are here absent. therefore the specific tissue is wanting. in whieh aCM 

cording to HERING. HABERLANDT (and recently ROTBERGER as weIl) 
fibrillation and also recurring systoles should arise under the influence 
of very frequent excitations. Moreover Maja seemed to me so suitable 
for this purpose. because the heart shows a fairly regular pentagular 
form. and the duration of the refractory stage is so short. Here the 
circumstan.ces are therefore as favourable as possible for the circulating 
contractionwaves to arise and to continue. The experimental arrangement 
was the same as in the first investigation. The results are shortly as 
follows: 

1. Recurring systoles as weIl as fibrillation arise very easily in this 
heart. Sometimes it is already present directly af ter the suspension. in 
other cases it arises at a later moment. If we moisten the heart at 
regular intervals with seawater. it may arise af ter many hours. if we 
do not moisten it anymore. it of ten arises af ter some time. The metaM 

bolie condition must be bad in the dehaemetised heart before recurring 
systoles or fibrillation appear. Recurring systoles and fibrillation may 
also stop spontaneously. the last contraction is th en of ten enlarged and 
forms a refractory dam (obstac1e) at which the circulating wave stops. 
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2. I was able to cause fibrillation or recurring systoles in the deheame~ 
tised heart of the frog. by means of an inductionshock immediately af ter 
the refractory stage. The experiment succeeds quite well also in the 
heart of Maja. but here the stimulus mayalso be applied at a some~ 
wh at later moment. 

lf however we apply the stimulus at a much later moment. the ex~ 
periment does not succeed here either. but a normal extrasystole arises. 
That the experiment succeeds here within much wider limits af ter the 
refractory phase. must be ascribed to the facto that the refractory phase 
of the normal systole has such a short duration here. 

3. Fibrillation and recurring systoles have ordinarily a much long er 
duration in Maja than in the frog 's heart. This long er duration is caused 
by the short refractory phase und by the peculiar form. Chiefly owing 
to the very short duration of the refractory phase. the circulating con~ 
traction wave has less chance of stopping at its own refractory phase. 

4. The frequence of the oscillations may change very much during 
recurring systoles. (from 50 to 120). These differences will be explained 
in a more extensive communication. Fibrillation. recurring systoles and 
the normal rhythm mayalso change every moment. 

5. Recurring systoles mayalso here be stopped byan induction shock. 
In th is way a second contractionwave is set up in a direction opposite 
to th at of the circulating contractionwave. Both are extinguished because 
the duration of each of the two contractionwaves is shorter than the 
duration of the refractory phase of the other. 

6. I demonstrated in an earlier investigation that quinine makes the 
metabolic condition of the heart muscIe bad. Iascribed the stopping of fibril~ 
lation by means of quinine to a deterioration of the metabolic condition. 

I predicted that fibrillation (or recurring systoles) might also be stopped 
by an ameIioriation of the metabolic condition because it had become 
evident from my investigations that fibrillation does not start before the 
heartmuscle has deterioriated to a certaÎn extent. 

This experiment succeeded perfectly with Maja. We know from my 
first investigation with Maja. that the metabolic condition of the heart of 
Maja may be amelioriated when we moisten it with seawater. Well 
then fibrillation or recurring systoles may be stopped when we moisten 
the heart of Maja with seawater. The normal rhythm appears af ter this. 

7. Fibrillation of the hearts of vertebrates may be caused by faradic 
stimulation. These relations are quite the reverse in the case of Maja. 
lf we apply here faradic stimulation tetanus arises and not fibrillation. 
lf however we apply farad ic stimulation during fibrillation of this heart. 
tetanus arises and afterwards the norm al rhythm sets in again. We must 
ascribe this to the short duration of the refractory phase. In this way 
summation to tetanus may occur. lf now such a tetanus is caused during 
fibrillation. the whole heart becomes refractory and at this refractory 
phase the circulating contraction wave stops. 
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This communication has been published more extensively in German 
in Archivio di Scienze Biologiche, Vol. XII , 1928, p. 510. 

Investigation on the heartrhythm of Scyllium canicula. 

I investigated the deviations of the normal heartrhythm of sharks 
(Scyllium canicula) because these deviations are not of ten studied in 
hearts of fishes . The results are the folJowing : 

1. The first and most evident difference with the frog's heart and also 
with the hearts of other vertebrates is this that the heart of Scyllium 
so easily shows dissociation between the activity of the ventricle and 
th at of the auricle. 

2. A complete compensatory pause arises af ter an artificial extra
systole of the ventricle. That was a known facto 

3. ENGELMANN found a complete compensatory pause af ter an artificial 
extrasystole of the auricles of the frog's heart. Because the compen
sa tory pause is of ten abbreviated af ter extrasystoles of the auricles of 
mammaIs, WENCKEBACH'S explanation of ENGELMANN'S discovery is that 
in the frog's heart a sinus venosus exists as a separate heartsection and 
that in the heart of mammals the excitation waves arise in the right 
auricle. But I certainly found in the frog's heart an abbreviated compen
satory pause af ter premature artificial extrasystoles of the auricles and 
a more pronounced abbreviation when the stimulus was applied at an 
earlier period. It was important to try this experiment here too because 
in the heart of Scyllium the sinus venosus exists as a separate heart
section. The result was that the compensatory pause af ter an artificial 
extrasystole of the auricles is usually abbreviated and the more so the 
earlier the stimulus was applied. 

The explanation is the same as in the case of the frog's heart. 
4. Causing an extrasystole of the auricles at every heart cycle at an 

anticipated (premature) moment of the period of the auricle, we were 
able to sustain artificially the halved rhythm of the ventricle. 

5. We are able to cause fibrillation or recurring systoles of the ven
tricle by an inductionshock immediately af ter the refractory stage. Fibril
Iation or recurring systoles of the ventricle mayalso be caused indirectly 
viz. af ter a premature extrasystole of the auricle. The excitationwave 
(contractionwave) which travels along the A- V connecting systems and 
enters into the ventricular muscle immediately af ter the refractory phase, 
causes fibrillation or recurring systoles of the ventricle. IE th en the 
excitation-wave enters into the ventricular muscle at a later period, a 
premature systole of the ventricle is caused. 

6. Fibrillation of the auricle in which the rhythm of the sinus venosus 
is also disturbed may arise af ter a premature stimulus applied to the 
auricle. 

7. If heartblock (dissociation between auricle and ventricle) exists. 
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fibrillation of the ventricle may easily be caused. because the sinus 
excitations do not then disturb it. 

8. Alternation of the ventricle may arise af ter warming the sinus 
venosus and afterwards it may pass to the halved rhythm of the ventricle. 

The normal rhythm returns again af ter cooling the sinus venosus. Af ter 
warming the sinus venosus bigeminy of the ventricle mayalso arise • 

. because disturbances of conduction in the A~ V~connecting systems arise 
here much easier. This bigeminy of the ventricle is caused by the fact 
that every third systole of the ventricle does not appear. 

9. STRAUB found that the auricle and the ventricle usually pass to the 
halved rhythm at the same time af ter poisoning by antiarin ; only in some 
cases he could show with any certainty that a systole of the ventricle 
did not arise af ter a systole of the auricle. He concludes from this that 
the "toxicity of the auricle an the ventricle for antiarin in the hearts of 
Selachii is the same. 

The heart of ScyIlium canicula af ter dehaemetising does not behave 
so. Then I found as a rule the halved rhythm of the ventricle at the 
same time wh en the rhythm of the auricle remained the same as before. 
This happened spontaneously as weil as af ter warming the sinus venosus. 
As a matter of fact I cannot ag ree with the conclusion of STRAUB at 
all. When the auricle and the ventricle pass to the halved rhythm at the 
same time one must not conclude from this fact that toxicity of the 
ventricle and auricle for antiarin is the same. The result observed by 
STRAUB means that the auricle passes to the halved rhythm by antiarin : 
the halved rhythm of the ventricle is then inevitable. because from this 
moment only half of the impulses travel along the A~ V~connecting 

systems from the auricle to the ventricle. Therefore in the experiments 
of STRAUB the halved rhythm of the ventricle is not caused by antiarin 
poisoning of the ventricular muscle. 

It is therefore impossible af ter this investigation to compare the toxicity 
of the ventricular muscle for antiarin with th at of the auricle as STRAUB 
does. In my opinion the hal ving of the rhythm of the auricle in the 
experiments of STRAUB is not caused by the toxicity of the auricular 
muscle for antiarin either. I mean to say that in STRAUB' sexperiments 
antiarin acts on the connective systems between sinus and auricle. Indeed 
STRAUB performed most of his experiments with exstirpated hearts and 
the sinus venosus with the surrounding tissue suffers very much from 
the excision. If we leave the heart in situ. the conditions for the function 
of the sinus venosus and the connective systems between sinus and 
auricle are much more favourable . 

This communication . has been published more extensively in German 
in Publicazioni della Stazione Zoologica di Napoli . Vol. IX. p.43. 1928. 



Mathematics. - Eine Verallgemeinerung des Alexanderschen Dualitäts~ 
satzes. By E. R. VAN KAMPEN . (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN 
DER WOUDE). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27. 1928). 

Der Alexandersche Dualitätssatz I) besagt: Ist ein Komplex C einge~ 

bettet im n~dimensionalen euklidischen Raum Rn (ergänzt durch einen 
Punkt). so ist 

Po (C) - 1 = Pn- I (Rn - C) 

Pi (C) = Pn- i- I (Rn - C) 

Pn - I (C) = Po (C) - 1 2) 3) 

(i = 1 •...• n - 2) 

L. PONTRJAGIN 4) hat diesen Satz folgendermaszen verschärft und ver~ 
allgemeinert : 

Eine Basis für die iZyklen in C (bezw. für i=O für die iZyklen die 
aus einer geraden Anzahl von Punkten bestehen) und eine ebensolche 
Basis für die n-,-I Zyklen in Rn - C können so gefunden werden dass 
jeder Zykel der ersten Basis mit genau einem Zykel der zweiten Basis 
verschlungen 5) ist . 

Betrachtet man für alle Dimensionen nur die Zyklen in C bezw. in 
H - C. die - 0 in H sind. so gilt derse1be Satz nicht nur für Rn, 
sondern auch für be1iebige unberandete Mannigfaltigkeiten. 

Zweck dieser Note ist. anzugeben. wie man diesen Satz verallgemeinern 
kann auf Komplexe C die in einer beliebigen Mannigfaltigkeit H mit oder 
ohne Rand R eingebettet sind. "Eingebettet" hei sst hier. dass man ein 
topologisch es Abbild von C auf einer Teilmenge von H betrachtet. 
ab er so. dass diese Teilmenge den Rand R von H nicht trifft. 

Die Verallgemeinerung lautet: 

I) J. W. ALEXANDER. A proof and extension of the JORDAN-BROUWER separation 
theorem. (Tr . Am. Math. Soc . 23 (1922) S. 333). 

2) Pi (L) heiszt : die i-dimensionale Zusammenhangszahl von L; diese Zusammenhangs
zahlen. Berandungsrelationen. u.s .w . sind alle modulo 2 zu nehmen. Für : "L i ist Rand von 
Li+I" wird geschricben: Li+I-";Li. Für alle diese Begriffe siehe : O . VEBLEN. Analysis 

Situs. The Cambr. Colloquium. Cambridge (Mass.) 1922. 
3) Bei ALEXANDER treten die Glieder - 1 bei den Po nicht auf. da er eine andere 

Definition der nullten Zusammenhangszahl als die gewöhnliche zugrunde legt. Er betrachtet 
als geschlossene nulldimensionale Komplexe nur gerade Anzahlen von Punkten. 

4) L. PONTRJAGIN . Zum Alexanderschen Dualitätssatz. erste und zweite Mitteilung 
(Gött. Nachr. 1927. S. 315 und S . 446). 

5) Für die Bedeutung der Verschlingungszahlen und Kroneckerindices siehe § 1 dieser Arbeit. 
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SATZ V.6) Eine Basis für die i Zyklen in C kann man folgendermaszen 
aufstellen : 

1°. Eine Basis für die i Zyklen in C. die - 0 sind in H. Dazu gibt 
es ein ebenfalls vollständiges System von gleichvielen n-i-I Zyklen in 
H - C. die - 0 in H sind. von denen aber keine Linearkombination 
in H-C homolog einem Zykel des Randes von H ist. so dass die 
Matrix der Verschlingungszahlen der iZyklen mit den n-i-IZyklen eine 
Einheitsmatrix ist. 

2°. Ein System von i Zyklen in C. von denen keine Linearkombination 
- 0 ist in H. die aber alle homolog Randzyklen von H sind. Zu ihnen 
gibt es ein ebenfalls vollständiges System von gleich vielen n- i -I Rand~ 
zyklen von H. - 0 in H. nicht - 0 in H - C. Die Kroneckerindices des 
iSystems mit dem in H von den n-i-I Zyklen berandeten n-iSystem bilden 
eine Einheitsmatrix. 

3°. Ein System von 2yklen in H. von denen keine Linearkombination 
homolog einem Randzykel von H ist. Zu diesen gibt es ein ebenfalls 
vollständiges System von gleichvielen n-iZyklen in H. von denen keine 
Linearkombination homolog einem n-iZykei von H - C ist. so dass die 
Matrix der Kroneckerindices ei ne Einheitsmatrix ist. (Diese Basiselemente 
von H haben keine Repräsentanten in H - C: sie werden von C 
"zerschnitten "). 

Für unberandete Mannigfaltigkeiten (wo das Teilsystem 2° fortfällt) 
besagt dieser Satz etwas mehr als die Pontrjaginsche Sätze. die ausser dem 
obenzitierten zweiten Satz nur noch eine Zahlenre1ation aussagen. 

Hieraus kann man leicht Anzahlrelationen ableiten. Wir nennen die 
Anzahlen der Basiselementen unter 1° .. 2°. und 3°: ai. (3i und Yi und ti die 
Anzahl der iZyklen von R die in H unabhängig sind. 

Ein vollständiges System von Basiselementen für die i Zyklen von 
H - C entsteht. wenn man diejenigen nimmt. die - 0 sind in H und 
dazu diejenigen von H. die nicht von C "zerschnitten" werden; man 
bekommt also: 

Pi (H - C) = Pi (H) - Yn-i+ an-i-l + (3n-i-l' 

Weiter hat man natürlich: 

Pi (C)=ai + (3i + Yi 

Pi (H) -ti ==- Yn-i 

Pi (R) -ti ==- (3n-i-l. 

Ein interessantes Nebenresultat der Untersuchung ist die folgende Ver~ 
allgemeinerung des Poincaréschen Reziprozitätsgesetzes und des bekannten 
daran anschlieszenden Satzes von VEBLEN 7): 

6) Satz V enthält auch einen von H . KNESER aufge!tellten "topologischen Zerlegungs
satz" (Proc. Kon. Ak. Amsterdam 27 S . 601) . Die von KNESER daraus hergeleitete 
Folgerung. dass ei ne dreidimensionale Mannigfaltigkeit. deren erste Zusammenhangszahl 
gleich Null ist. nur sphärische Randflächen haben kann (Gött. Nachr. 1925. S. 128) ist 
auch sofort aus Satz U abzulesen. 

7) O. VEBLEN. Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 2S (1923). S. 540. 
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SATZ U. Eine Basis der i Zyklen in einer berandeten Mannigfaltigkeit 
H mit Rand R kann folgendermassen gefunden werden: 

1°. Ein System von i Zyklen LI' von denen jeder homolog einem Rand~ 
zykel ist. Dazu gibt es ein ebenfalls voIlständiges System von gleich~ 
vielen Randzyklen L'j-i-I - 0 in H. etwa Lj-i ~ Lj-i-I. derart dass 
X (L;-i. Li) = bjk . 

2°. Ein System von i Zyklen. von denen keine Linearkombination 
homolog einem Randzykel ist. Dazu gibt es ein ebenfalls voIlständiges 
System von gleichvielen n-iZyklen mit derselben Eigenschaft. so dass die 
Matrix der Kroneckerindices eine Einheitsmatrix ist. Hieraus kann man 
die folgenden Anzahlrelationen ableiten: 

Pi (H) - li = pn--i (H) - In-i; 
Pi (R) = Ij + In-i-I = pn-i-I (R). 

Die Anordnung der Paragraphen ist wie folgt: § § 1. 2 enthalten ohne 
Beweis einige im Prinzip bekannte Angaben über Kroneckerindices und 
über den Einfluss der Einbettung einer Zelle auf den Zusammenhangs~ 
zahlen einer Mannigfaltigkeit. § 3 enthält einen Hilfssatz. der implizite 
schon bei ALEXANDER benutzt wird. § 4 bringt eine Teilaussage von V. 
mit deren Hilfe in § 5 Satz U und in § 6 Satz V bewiesen werden. 

Die Beweise sind hier nur angedeutet. Eine genaue Ausführung wird 
an anderer Stelle erscheinen. 

Meinen wärmsten Dank möchte ich Herrn B. L. v. D. W AERDEN 
ausssprechen für seine Hilfe bei der richtigen Formulierung vieler Sätze 
und Ueberlegungen und für die Angabe einiger Vereinfachungen im 
Beweisgang. 

§ 1. Der Kroneckerindex zwei er Komplexe U und Ln-k (d. h. stetiger 
Bilder von Komplexen) wird folgendermassen definiert: Man setze voraus 
dass die Abstände U ~Rand von Ln-k. Ln-k~Rand von Lk und Durchschnitt 
U . Ln-k~R alle grösser als eine Zahl d sind. Man approximiere die beiden 
Komplexe derart. dass der Abstand eines Punktes zum approximierenden 
Punk te immer kleiner ist als t d. und dass die L k approximierenden 
ZeIlen auf einer Unterteilung von H liegen und die Ln-k approximie~ 
renden auf der (überall ausser am Rande existierenden) dualen dazu. 
Dann haben je zwei ZeIlen von Lk und Ln-k entweder einen inneren 
Punkt oder nichts gemein. Die modulo zwei reduzierte Anzahl dieser 
Schnittpunkte ist dann der Kroneckerindex 8). Er ist unabhängig von 
der gewählten Approximation und hat folgende Eigenschaften : 

I. X (U • Ln-k) = X (Ln-k. U); 
11. X (U. L~-k + L~-k) = X (U. L7-k) + X (U . L~-k); 

111. Treffen U und Ln-k sich nicht. so ist X (U . Ln-k) = 0 ; 
IV. Ist U+I~U und Ln-k~Ln-k-l. so istX(U. Ln-k)=X(U+I. Ln-k-I). 

8) Pür eine ausführliche Darstellung im allgemeinen Fall (d. h. nicht modulo 2 und oh ne 
Beschränkung auf zwei Dimensionen deren Summe genau n ist) siehe S. LEFSCHETZ. Trans. 
Am. Math. Soc. 28 (1926). S. 1. Part. I. 
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Daraus folgt für Ln-k-I = 0: 

V. Ist U - 0 und Ln-k ..... O. 50 ist X (U. Ln-k) = O. 

Diese Sätze ermäglichen die Definition 
v (Lk. Ln-k-I). wenn Lk und Ln-k-I zueinander 
Sei nämlieh Kk+I ..... Lk; dann setzen wir 

der Versehlingungszahl 
fremd und beide - 0 sind. 

v (U • Ln-k-I) = X (Kk+I. Ln-k-I). 

Naeh Vist diese Definition unabhängig van der speziellen Wahl van 
Kk+I; aus IV folgt weiter 

v (U, Ln-k-I) = v (Ln-k-I. V). 

§ 2. Der Einfluss einer eingebetteten Zelle auf den Zusammenhangs~ 
zahlen einer Mannigfaltigkeit H mit Rand R wird bestimmt dureh folgenden 

SATZ 0 9): Bettet man in H eine iZeIle 0 ein und ist U-I fremd zu 
o und Rand van Lk in H. 50 ist (ausgenommen wenn k=n) U-I au eh 
- O. etwa Rand van Kk in H-C i. 50 dass Kk - U in H. Im Aus~ 
nahmefall ist entweder U - I auch Rand van U in H-O ader L + R 
Rand van H-U in H-Ct. 

Da dieser Satz gültig bleibt für U - I=O. 50 enthält er die Tatsache. 
dass es zu jedem L k ..... O ein zu 0 fremdes Kk L k gibt. ausgenommen 
wenn R = 0 und Lk =H ist. 

§ 3. HILFSSATZ Ti. Es seien gegeben eine Zelle Ct ..... Si-I und ein 
Komplex Lk ..... Lk-I. der erste ohne. der zweite evt!. auch mit Singula~ 
ritäten eingebettet in H. derart dass Lk zo Si-I und Lk-I zu 0 fremd 
ist. Dann ist entweder k = n - i. X (0. Lk) = lader es gibt ein zu C 
fremdes 'U. derart dass Lk' + U unberandet und Rand van LHI ist. 
wobei noch Lk+1 in einer willkürlichen e~Umgebung van Ci gewählt 
werden kann. dabei aber immer eine van e unabhängige Mindestentfer~ 
nung d van Si-I behält. 

SATZ Pi: Si sei eine iSphäre - 0 in H . Dann gibt es einen Zykel 
L "-i-I - 0 in H. verschlungen mit Si. Dieses Ln-i-I bildet. zusammen 
mit dem Rand R van H. faBs H berandet ist. eine Basis für die Zyklen 
aller Dimensionen in H-C. die -- 0 in H sind. 

Satz und Hilfssatz werden durch gleichzeitige vollständige lnduktion 
bewiesen auf Grund der folgenden zwei Ueberlegungen: 

a. Aas Pi-I [olgt Ti (Ta ist klar) . Nach 0 existiert (ausgenommen für 
k = n) der dort definierte Kk mit der Eigenschaft U + Kk - 0 in H. 
Nach Pi-I ist (bis auf den Sonderfall in Hilfssatz T;) nun aueh U + Kk 
(ader für k=n-l evt!. U +Kk +R)- 0 in H _Si-I. etwa Rand von 'LHI. 

Die ZeIlen einer e~ Unterteilung van 'L k+ I. die 0 treffen. bilden einen 
Komplex Lk+I ..... "Lk. Sei 'Lk = Lk +"Lk. Dann ist I/Lk = U +'U (mod 2) 

9) Für Beweise siehe: J. W . ALEXANDER, a . a. o. I) S. 310. 
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nach Konstruktion - O. und auch die Entfernungsbedingungen sind 
erfüllt. etwa mit d = Entfernung von Si-l zu U +1. Bleibt noch zu zeigen. 
dass 'Lk die Zelle 0 nicht trifft. Setzt man 'LHI = U+l + "LHI. so ist 
"U+l ein Komplex. der Ci nicht trifft. und dessen Rand genau' Lk + Kk 
(oder 'U + Kk + R) ist. Addiert man zu diesem Rand mod 2 den Komplex 
Kk (+ R). der ebenfalls Ci nicht trifft. so erhält man 'U. 

b. Aus Ti folgt Pi' Wir zerlegen Si in zwei Zeilen A. B. die sich 
längs Si-l treffen. Im Fall i -:f- 0 sei Ln-i der mit Si-l verschlungene 
Komplex; im Fall i = 0 sei Ln- i = H. In beiden Fällen ist X (Ln-i A) = 1. 
Ln-i trifft A und B in fremden abgeschlossenen Mengen. die eine Ent
fernung d > 0 besitzen. Von einer d/2-Unterteilung von Ln-i nehmen 
wir die Zellen. die A treffen; sie bilden einen Komplex LA-i.-.Ln- i-l . 
Nach 1. I. Il , III gilt: 

1 = X (Ln-i. A) = X (LA-I. A). 

= X (LA-i. A + B) = X (LA-i. Si) = v (Ln-i-l. Si). 

Also ist Ln-i-l mit Si verschlungen. Ist ein U - 0 in H. etwa Rand 
von LHI. und fremd zu Si. 50 kann man nach 0 voraussetzen. dass 
U +l zu B fremd ist. (Eventuell nach Ersetzung von U durch U + R 
und von U+l durch U+l + H). Aus T folgt nun unmittelbar dass U bezw. 
U + R in H - C - 0 oder - Ln- i-l ist. 

§ 4. SATZ Q. Der Komplex C sei in H eingebettet. 
Eine Basis der i Zyklen von C kann man folgendermaszen aufstellen: 
1°. Eine Basis für die i Zyklen in C. die - 0 sind in H . Dazu gibt 

es eine Basis von gleichvielen n- i-1Zyklen in H - C. - 0 in H. sodass 
die Matrix der Ve:rschlingungszahlen eine Einheitsmatrix ist. 

2°. Ein System von i Zyklen. von denen keine Linearkombination - 0 
ist in H und wozu es ein (zusammen mit dem System unter 1°. voll
ständiges) System von n-i-1Zyklen in H -Co - 0 in H. gibt. sodass die 
Matrix der Kroneckerindices des i Systems mit einem willkürlichen von 
den n-i-1Zyklen berandeten n-iSystem eine Einheitsmatrix ist. 

3°. Ein (zusammen mit dem System unter 2°. vollständiges) System 
von i Zyklen. von denen keine Linearkombination - 0 ist in H. Dazu 
gibt es in Hein System von gleichvielen n- iZyklen. sodass die Matrix 
der Kroneckerindices eine Einheitsmatrix ist. Jeder Zykel in H ausser 
diesen hat einen homologen in H - C. 

BEWEIS. Wir nehmen an. der Satz sei bewiesen für denjenigen Kom
plex B. der aus C durch Weglassung des Innern einer Zelle A von der 
höchsten in C vorkommenden Dimension i entsteht. Der Rand von A 
(also der gemeinsame Teil von A und B) sei SI- I. Genau wie heim 
Beweis von "Aus Ti folgt Pi" konstruieren wir LA-i.-. Ln-i-l 50. dass 
LÄ-i zu B fremd und X (LA- i. A) = 1 ist. Drei Fälle: 

a. Sei Si- l nicht - 0 in B. Bei der Konstruktion von Ln-i-l gehe man aus 
von dem nach Induktionsannahme (1°) existierenden Zykel Ln-i in H-B. 

59 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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der -- 0 in H und mit 5 i- 1 verscblungen ist. Dann ist offenbar Ln-I-I -- 0 
in H - C. wäbrend es in H - C kein 'Ln-i -- Ln-I (die Homologie ist 
in H - B zu versteben) gibt. Es ist also ein mit 5 i- 1 verscblungener 
n-iZykel. der in H - B vorbanden war. verloren gegangen in H - C. 
wäbrend man sicb mit Hilfe von T überzeugt. dass sicb sonst in den 
Zusammenhangszahlen und Verscblingungsrelationen nichts geändert bat. 

b. Ist 5 i- 1 Rand von D in B. sodass D + A -- 0 in H. so ist Ln-I-I 
mit D + A verscblungen. Jeder n-iZykel in H - B musz dann nacb 
§ 1. V mit A den Kroneckerindex 0 baben. ist also nacb T zu ersetzen 
durch einen in H - B homologen. der Cl nicht schneidet. Mit T über. 
zeugt man sich weiter. dass ausser dem neu binzugekommenen Ln-i-I 
sich nichts in H - C gegenüber H - B geändert hat. 

c. Sei 81-1 Rand von V in B. ab er es sei unmöglich. V so zu wählen. 
dass D + A -- 0 in H. Dann ist entweder : 

Cl: Ln-I-I -- 0 in H - C. etwa Rand von 'Ln-I. Dann bat' Ln-I + Lr;-i 
den Kroneckerindex 1 mit A. also auch mit A + D. Man überzeugt 
sich weiter wie vorhin. dass dieses 'Ln-i + LAi das einzige Basiselement 
von H-B ist. das bei Übergang zu H-C verloren geht. 

C2: Ln-i-I nicht -- 0 inH-C. Man bat (D +A.LÄ-i)=l. Es 5011 bewiesen 
werden. dass man ein' V Bnden kann. so dass ('V + A. 'L n-I) = 0 für 
jedes 'Ln-I ~ Ln-I-I. 'Ln-i entsteht aus LAi durchAddition eines n-iZykels. 
Man solI also 'D in B. ~ 5 1- 1 so wählen dass X (' D + A. [n-I) = 0 
für jeden n-IZykel Ln-i. wobei man natürlich Ln-I jederzeit durch 
eine homologe ersetzen darf. Trifft Ln-i B nicht dann ist entweder 
X (V + A.Ln-l) = 1 oder = O. Wendet man aber im ersten Fall T an auf 
Ln-I +LÄ-i• dann folgt gegen Voraussetzung Ln-I-I - 0 in H - C. Im zweiten 
Fall ist es schon in Ordnung. Man kann sich also weiter beschränken 
auf die unter 3° in Satz Q genannten n-iZyklen. Ist q ihre Anzahl und 
gibt es mindestens einen für den X (D + A. Ln-I) = 1 ist. dann kann man 
ihre Basis L7-1 

••••• L~-i so annehmen. dass X (L:-i • V + A) = O. wenn 
a = 1. ...• q - 1 und = 1. wenn a = q. Es gibt dann aber einen iZykel 
HV.SO dass (L~-i.I/D)=O für a=1. ...• q-l und=l für a=q. Es 
ist klar dass man' D = V + 1/ D nehmen kann. Wie vorhin beweist man 
leicht die weiteren Aussagen von Q für C. 

Baut man nun C. von einer endlichen Anzahl von Punkten ausgehend. 
alImählich auf unter Hinzufügung von ZeIlen immer höherer Dimension. deren 
Rand jeweils schon vorhanden ist. 50 folgen alle Behauptungen von Satz Q. 

§ 5. Wir wenden Q an auf dasjenige Gebilde K. welches man bekommt. 
wenn man an H längs R das STEINITzsche Product von R mit einer 
Strecke anheftet. während wir als eingebetteten Komplex das ursprüng. 
liche H nehmen. Fall 1 ° von Q kommt nun offenbar nicht in Betracht; 
Fall 3° liefert: Ein iZykel von H. der mit jedem n-iZykel von H den 
Kroneckerindex 0 hat. ist hamolog einem Randzykel. ader: zu jeden 
iZykel in H nicht homolog einem Randzykel gibt es einen n-iZykeI. so dass 
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sie zusammen den Kroneckerindex 1 haben. Das ergibt, wenn man es 
für die Basis ausspricht, die zweite Hälfte von Satz U. Für das in 
Satz Q unter 20 genannte System bleibt nur übrig das System der Rand
zyklen von H, nicht - 0 in H . Mit ihm ist in K - H verknüpft ein System, 
homolog dem System der Randzyklen von H, - 0 in H. Das ergibt die 
erste Hälfte von Satz U. 10) 

§ 6. Vergleichen wir Satz Q mit Satz U so folgt: 
a. Das iSystem von Q, 30• ist ein Teil des Systems U, 20 • 

b. Das i System von Q, 20 • ist homolog einem Randsystem von H, da ja 
sonst na eh U die Eigenschaft der dort genannten Matrix, eine Einheits
matrix zu sein, dureh Addition eines bestimmt gewählten n-i Zykels 
zerstört werden könnte. 

c. Nunmehr folgt aueh, dass man das n-i - ISystem von Q, 20• durch 
ein Randsystem ersetzen darf da es noch Satz U ein Randsystem gibt 
dass allen betreffenden Bedingungen genügt. 

Damit ist aber der ganze Satz V bewiesen. 

10) Der Gedanke dieses Beweises verdanke ich Herrn B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN. 



Physics. - Adsorption of iodine on calciumfluoride. By J. H. DE BOER. 
(Communicated by Prof. G. HOLST.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 25, 1928.) 

In case of a heteropolar crystal~lattice one has toexpect that the ions 
at the surface of a crystal exert an electrical field still outside the crystal. 
This field is at distances comparable with the dimensions of the ions, so 
strong that dipoles are attracted noticeably. Neutral atoms or molecules, not 
in possession of a dipolmoment, will be polarised by this field, as a 
consequence of which also these atoms or molecules are attracted perceptibly. 
In the following it will be shown that in fact thin layers of salt are able 
to bind neutral atoms, to the effect that adsorption of these atoms on the 
layer of salt takes place. 

This phenomenon also plays an important part in different industrial 
applications. 

Indeed, in the manufacturing of electrical lamps the blackening of the 
wall of the bulb by evaporated tungsten in vacuum lamps is usually 
counteracted for instance by introducing some salt or ot her into the bulb 1). 
Sometimes a chemical reaction is used, e.g. in case of K3 Tl CIs. This 
substance is able to split off chlorine, by which the tungsten, precipitated 
as a consequence of evaporation of the filament, is bound. In other cases, 
however, the salt ex erts only a physical action, as has been shown by 
L. HAMBURGER, G. HOLST, D. LELY and E. OOSTERHUIS 2). This is 
especially so in case of various heteropolar inorganic salts, which 
crystallise in coordination~lattices. Examples of auch salts are (L. 
HAMBURGER and others, loc. cit.) NaCl and CaF 2' Originally these salts 
are brougth on the filaments and af ter th at evaporated to the wall of the 
bulb. So, for example, on glowing the filaments at about 2000° C. in 
vacuum, CaF2 evaparates and is deposited on the wall of the bulb in the 
form of a thin, invisible layer of salt with a very large surface. 

On closer investigation of the causes of this physical action, the question 
arose: of what order of magnitude is the electrical field which is brought 
about by the ions at the surface of such a thin layer of salt. We intended 
to find out whether a neutra I atom, which is present above such a layer 
at a distance, comparable with the dimensions of the atoms, can be 
polarised by th is field to a marked degree. 

Before entering into the experiments, carried out in order to answer the 

I) See for example: G. HOLST, Elektrische Lichtbronnen V. U. B. 1920. 
2) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amsterdam 21, 1078 (1919). 
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above-mentioned question , we shall try first of all to show by calculation 
that the forces , exerted by the ions at the surface of the salt, are indeed 
strong enough to cause such an effect. 

On account of the fact that para llel to the cube-face of CaF2 alternating 
layers of calcium- and fluorine -ions are present, one could expect that the 
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surface of CaF2 was built up out of 
either only positive, or only negative 
ions. The outermost ions, however, are 
drawn to the inside by the layers of ions 
lying under them, while, on the other 
hand, they themselves draw these layers 
a little into their own direction. There
fore , for the sake of simplicity, we shall 
in the following suppose that the surface 
o f CaF2 is built up out of both positive 
and negative ions, which ions form the 
twodimensional lattice represented in 

Fig. 1. fig . 1; in th is figure the larger circles 
represent the calcium-ions, the smaller on es the fluorine-ions. 

Let us suppose that a polarisable atom is present above the calcium-ion A, 
at a distance a X r ; r is the distance of a calcium-ion from the nearest 
fluorine-ion. In this polarisable atom a dipole will be generated , as is 
indicated in fig . 2. The generated dipole, the moment of which is P , will 

e (;) e (;) ~P0 e (;) e o ' G S E A E B G 0 

Fig. 2. 

be attracted by the ion A . As a consequence of this proceS3, an amount ot 
energy, equal to 

2 ep 
a2 r 2 ' 

is gained. The dipole is also attracted by an ion B (fig . 2); there are 
four of them (fig. 1). The energy,gained pro ion, is: 

2ep _ 
(PB)2 cos BPA-

_2ep a 
-"7 . (a 2 + 22)'/. 

Taking into account all the calcium-ions, the energy becomes : 
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In th is formula , n and m represent arbitrary integral numbers, both 
positive and negative , including zero. The f1uorine-ions act in the opposite 
direction ; for their action a similar sum can be written dcwn. Thus the 
total energy of the dipole is obtained as the difference of two series of 
terms ; this difference converges rather rapidly. 

In figure 3 the numbers S = SI - S :! (S is the factor by which e; must 
r 

be multiplied in order to obtain the total energy) are given as a function 
of the distance , between the polarisable atom and the layer of ions 1) . 

1.0 

.. 

Cl 

.. 
0" 

I.Or 

energy 

I. r 
Fig. 3. 

(gained energy 

As can be seen in the figure , this 
sum Sdiminishes rapidly with 
increasing distance the atom. 

Apart from this energy of 
attraction between the generated 
dipole and the field of the ions , we 
have to consider the energy, 
necessary for the generation of the 
dipole. This energy amounts to 

2 r where arepresents the polarisability 
of the atom. The total amount of 

will be counted as negative) becomes therefore: 

A condition for the equilibrium, is : 

therefore: 

à([i =0 
àp 

by which the expression for the energy changes to : 

e2 
(J. 

r = -S2' -2 l' .r 

With iodine as the polarisable atom, and CaF 2 as the salt (compare 
the experiments, discussed below) , we can determine the order of magnitude 

1) We intend to recur to th is calculation, and also to the following considerations and 
calculations, more in detail elsewhere. 

2) We do not take into consideration BORN's repulsion forces . 
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of cp . For the polarisability of the iodine-atom we assume the value to be 
5.10- 2 4 1); the distance r is in this case 1.93 . 10-R cm. According to 
V. M. GOLDSCHMlDT :.! ) the radius of the calcium-ion is equal to 
1.06 . 10-8 cm. and that of the iodine-atom 1.35 . 10-8 cm. It follows 
from these figures that the distance from Ca++ to I equal to 1.25 r. As 
fig . 3 shows, in this case S = 0.36. Thus for the energy with which an 
iodine-atom is attracted, we obtain the value : 

_ (036)2 (4,77)2 X 5 0- 12 
cp - - , • 2 X (1,93)" . 1 erg. 

Per grammatom this becomes 7600 cal., a rather large energy. The dipole
moment, which, according to this view, would be generated in the iodine, 
amounts to 

p = 2,3 . 10- 18 e.s.e., 

that is of the same order of magnitude as the dipole-moment of water 3). 
Thus, jf vapour of iodine (or other gases or vapotirs which are 

polarisable) are present above a surface of such a salt , atoms (or molecules) 
of iodine will be bourrd at the surface ; this means , vapour of iodine will 
be adsarbed to the thin layer of salt 4) . 

The formation of a mono-molecular adsarbed layer can thus be explained 
with the add af the foregoing considerations. The question arises now 
whether anly one layer can be bound by adsorption. Another iadine-atom, 
on the top of the first ane, is not subjected to any naticeable attractian 
from the underlying field of the ions, on account of its large distance. This 
is c1ear from figure 3. The dipole of the first iodine-atom hawever, 
will generate a dipole also in this second iodine-atom, and this latter 
dipole in its turn will act upan the first ane. Thereupon a third , a 
fourth , and sa on, iodine-atam can be bound as a cansequence of 
polarisation. The adsorptian of more than one layer thickness will thus be 
represented by fig . 4 or fig . 5, which figures do not need a further 
explanation. 

On account of the fact that both the iodine-atoms in the first layer and 
the atoms in the next layers exert influence on the binding of the firs~ ' 

layer, the energy deduced higher-up is too large. H, in fig . 4, we take into 

1) The polarisability of the gaseous. non-deformed iodine-ion is equal to 7.5. 10-2'1: 

see K. FAJANS and G. Joos, Zts. f. Physik 23, 1 (1924). 
2) V . M. GOLDSCHMIDT, Ber. d. d. chem. Ges 60, 1263 (1927). 
3) The dipole-moment of water is equal to about 2 . 10-18 e. s. u. 
'I) In the meantime also O. BLüH and N. STARK, Zts. f. Phys. 43. 575 (1927) and also 

E. HÜCKEL. Adsorption und Kapillar-Kondensation. Leipzig, Ak. Verlagsges. 1928, have 
given similar explanations for the forces, whieh play a part in the adsorption. The 
first-mentioned authors arrive at the same conclusion as we do, viz. that the adsorption 
needs not to he limited to a mono-atomie layer. We have waited to publish our point of 
view till the experiments gave a sufficient confirmation. 
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account only the atoms of the first layer, then the energy per grammatom 
is already less, because all the dipoles of the first layer repel each other 
thus we a obtain an energy of 3450 cal. per grammatom. In case we include 
in the reckoning also the reaction of the following layers on the first one. 

8 8 
e e o o 

Fig. i. Fig. 5. 

we obtain something like 3750 cal. These calculations ought to be considered 
as approximations, giving only an idea of the order of magnitude, because, 
for example, we do not know what is the distance of the first layer of 
iodine-atoms to the second layer. 

In the case of fig. 4 as weIl as in that of fig. 5, it can be calculated that 
the magnitude of the dipole in successive layers diminishes regularly, 
according to the following formula 1 ): 

K n- 1 

Pn= 'PI 

if pn represents the dipole of an atom in the nth layer, Pl that of an atom 
in the first layer; K is a constant, which depends on the di stance of the 
iodine-atoms, their polarisability and contains constants of summation. 

The energy of binding between successive layers also diminishes 
regularly: 

In such an adsorbed system the energy of the attractions and repulsions 
between the dipoles wil! increase the heat of evaporation; in fact , the nth 

layer, which is in equilibrium with the vapour above the adsorbed system, 
is bound by an energy, equal to : 

<p.vap. + <Pn' 

With regard to this layer, the relation must hold : 

I - - (<pevap + <PJ + B 
nn- RT 

if n represents the pressure of the iodine-vapour in equilibrium with the 
adsorbed system. In case n approaches the pressure of saturation na at 
the temperature under considerati.t)n, n will increase; if n = no. n will 

I) The following calculations will be published elsewhere more in detail, in collaboration 
with Dr. C. ZWIKKER. 
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become in fini te. In this case cpn is equal to zero. so that the ordinary 
equation for the vapour~pressure : 

1 - cpevap. + B 
nna= RT-

will hold . If the two equations are subtracted from each other. we obtain : 

Substitution of the expression for cpn gives: 

1 ~ - - (K2)"-1 CPI - C K n - I 

n na - RT - . I 

In this equation C and Kl are two constants. if the temperature of the 
adsorbed system remains constant. Thus this equation represents an 
adsorption ~isotherm for the adsorption in a layer of more than one molecule 
tnickness. 

We are going to describe now some experiments. which are in accordance 
with the above~given considerations. In the apparatus. 
represented in fig. 6. calcium fluoride is present on the 
wall of the glassbulb opposite to the filament. This CaF2 

has been obtained by evaporation from the filament. 
There is solid iodine at B. We choose iodine. in the first 
place because it can easily be obtainedin state of vapour. 
and further because it would be easily polarisable 

I A (higher~up we assumed for the polarisability the value 
I 5.lO- 24 ) . Besides it is coloured . and it can be determined 

quantitatively without difficulty. If now the iodine at 
B is cooled by means of liquid air. th ere is practically 
no vapour of iodine in the apparatus and no perceptible 
adsorption (the layer of calcium fluoride is invisible). If 
then the temperature at Bis raised to for example 0°. the 
pressure of the vapour of iodine corresponds to that of 
0° . that is 0.027 mmo As a consequence of this iodine is 
deposited at A and there it appears as a brown. 
transparent layer. Keeping A at room~temperature and 
raising the temperature of B will make grow the layer 
thicker. until. if B too is brought to room~temperature . 

Fig. 6. distillation of iodine takes place (this process is influenced 
by small fluctuations in the temperature). In this case small crystals of 
iodine are formed on the wall of the glass~bulb. also on spots wh ere th ere 
is no calcium fluoride. 

Thus we can regulate the pres su re of the vapour of iodine n by keeping 
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B at different temperatures. If now the quantity of iodine on the CaF2 is 
determined analytically, we are ab Ie to study the relation between this 

quantity and the pressure n 1). 
In this way we have determined several adsorption-isotherms, corres

ponding to different quantities of CaF2 on the wall of the glass-bulb. 
The surface of the CaF2-1ayer is of ten much larger than the area of the 
glass , covered by it. Therefore it is impossible to determine the thickness 
of the layer from the quantity of iodine; but in every case the following 
relation between the quantity of iodine mand the pressure n must hold : 

In !!-= C . K;' . 
no 

K2 still depends on the surface (quantity of CaF:!); for one and the same 
surface, however, it is a constant. Fig. 7 shows a n example of such an 
adsorption-isotherm; it relates to the adsorption on a glass-surface of 

/ 
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• 
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2 
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Fig . 7. 

about 75 cm2 , which was covered with about 7.5 mgr. of CaF2 2 ) . 

In fig . 8 the quantity of iodine mis shown as a function of log (-lOg :J. 
The corresponding points must lie on a straight line. The line, drawn in 
the figure , has been determined by means of the theory of least squares ; 
before, in view of possible sources of error, different weights had been 
given to the various points . The line can be represented by : 

log (-lOg :0) = -0,086 m + 0,495. 

1) To the measurements and the other results deduced from them we wi'll recur elsewhere. 
2) On account of the fact that each point has been determined with the aid of another 

glass-bulb (the bulbs were as much as possible alike) and also as a consequence of other 
sources of error , there is always a possibility for deviations in the situation of the points. 
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On account of the fact that 

epI 
0.495 = log 4.57 T 

and because T = 293 0
, it follows from this that 

epI = 4150 cal. 

This figure is of the same order of magnitude as that which was calculated 
with aid of the considerations given above. 

-----). 109(- 109 *) 
~----~I~.'--~-I~.r----~U~---~I.~O--~-Q~.,~~-~o~.&----~O~A-----~~1~--~0---+D.2 

Fig. 8. 

In case other quantities of CaF2 are used, the magnitude of the constant 
K2 is different; it appears, however, that the constant C always keeps 
the same value, exactly as one would expect according to our view. 

Our measurements cannot be represented by an adsorption~isotherm of 
:re 

the usual form. A characteristic feature is the rise of the curve, if 
:reo 

approaches the value 1. Such a rise in the vicinity of the pressure of 
saturation has already been observed many times; in such cases, however, 
this has been ascribed to ot her phenomena 1). 

As already mentioned above, îhe colour of the adsorbed layer of iodine 
is brown. In case iodine become polarised to a high degree, we must expect 
that the absorption~band of the iodine will be shifted in the direction of 
shorter wave~lengths, as a consequence of which the colour of the iodine 
changes to brown. We have measured the absorption~spectrum of the 
brown layer 2), and we have found that the absorption starts at about 

I) E. HOCKEL, in his already mentioned book, ascrihes a similar rise to condensation 
in capillar spaces, We hope to prove later that this explanation cannot he applied to the 
present case. 

2) We like to express also in this place our sincere thanks to Drs. A. VAN WIJK for 
his help with the measuring of the absorptionspectrum. 
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6000 AU. It increases at shorter wave-Iengths. shows a maximum at about 

2950 AU and then decreases rather rapidly. According to the measurements 
of L. S. ORNSTEIN and H. C. BURGER 1) the maxima of the absorption 
for violet solutions of iodine (in carbonsulfide and in chloroform) !ie at 

about 5100 AU; in alcoholic solutions the maximum lies at about 4300 AU. 
The maximum of absorption in solutions of iodine in potassium-iodide. 

according to eH. WINTHER :2). at about 3500 AU. From these measurements 
we see that with increasing polarisation of iodine. the absorption-band 
seems to shift to shorter wavelengths. On account of this we can assume 
that the polarisation of iodine in the adsorbed layer is larger than in 
solutions of KI:1. Indeed. also in KI::! one can imagine the binding of the 
iodine as a consequence of polarisation 3) . 

I have pleasure in thanking Mr. J. BROOS for his valuable help with 
the experiments. 

Eindhoven. 22 February 1928. 
Natuurkundig Laboratorium der 

N. V . PHILIPS ' Gloeilampenfabrieken. 

1) Verslag Kon. Akad. Wet. Amsterdam. 29. (1920) 573. 
2) Z. Phys. Chem. 108 (1924) 236. 
3) See Dr. A. E. V. ARKEL. and T. H. DE BOER. Rec. d. trav. chim. d. Pays Bas. i7 

(1928) 593. 
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Mathematic8. - Ueber unendlich~dimensionale Punktmengen. By Dr. 
W. HUREWICZ. (Communieated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1928). 

Bekanntlich sind für jede natürliche Zahl n in der Gesamtheit aller 
separablen Räume die höehstens n~dimensionalen dadureh eharakterisiert. 
dass sie sich als Summen von n + 1 nulldimensionalen Teilen darstellen 
lassen 1). 

Diese Tatsaehe legt den Gedanken nahe. die Theorie der unendlich~ 
dimensionalen Mengen mit der Betraehtung jener Räume zu beginnen. 
die in abzählbar viele nulldimensionale Teile (oder. was dasse1be bedeutet. 
in abzählbar vide endliehdimensionale Teile) zerlegbar sind. Wir wollen 
solche Räume abzählbar~dimensional nennen. wob ei aus formalen Gründen 
die leere Menge ebenfalls als abzählbardimensional bezeichnet wird. 
Ein abzählbar~dimensionaler Raum. der keine endliche Dimension besitzt 
heisst No~dimensional. 

Im folgenden 5011 die Theorie der abzählbar~dimensionalen Mengen in 
ihren Grundzügen entwickelt werden. Dabei besehränken wir unsere 
Betraehtungen aussehliesslieh auf metrisierbare separable Räume. 

1. Vor allem erhebt sich die Frage. ob nicht jeder separable R~um 
abzählbar~dimensional ist 2). Da naeh URYSOHN jede separable Menge 
mit einer Teilmenge des Hilbertsehen unendlich~dimensionalen Raumes 
H homöomorph ist 3). 50 ist unser Problem gleichbedeutend mit der Frage. 
ob der Hilbertsehe Raum abzählbar~dimensional ist. 

Die Antwort fällt. wie wir gleich sehen werden. negativ aus. Der 
Hilbertsche unendlich~dimensionale Raum kann nicht mit abzählbar vielen 
endlich~dimensionalen Teilen ausgefüllt werden. 

Der Bequemlichkeit halber führen wir den Beweis nicht für den Raum 
H selbst. sondern (was offenbar auf dasse1be hinauskommt) für den 
kompakten Teil K von H. welcher dur eh die Koordinatenungleichungen 

X n -= 1/n 

deflniert ist. Sei also in K irgendwie eine Folge von nulldimensionalen 
Mengen 

1) Vgl. mei ne Arbeit .. Normalbereiche und Dimensionstheorie", Math. 96. S.761. 
2) Vgl. URYSOHN. Math. Ann. 92, S. 303. 
3) Dieses Problem wurde bereits von URYSOHN formuliert.vgl. Fund. Math. 8. S. 351. 

.. Problème v". Daselbst wurde die Vermutung ausgesprochen. dass Antwort auf das Problem 
negativ ausfällt. 
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vorgegeben. Wir haben zu zeigen. dass es in K Punk te gibt. die keiner 
dieser Mengen angehören. 

Bezeichnen wir für jedes natürliche n mit Bn bzw. mit B(n) die Menge 
aller Punkte von K. für deren n-te Koordinate 

xn=O 
bzw. 

X n = Iln 
gilt. Die beiden Mengen Bn und B(n) sind abgeschlossen und zueinander 
fremd. 

Stellen wir jetzt den Raum K als Summe von zwei abgeschlossenen 
Mengen KI und K(I) dar. von denen die erste mit BO). die zwei te mit 
BI punktfremd ist. und 50 dass der Durchschnitt KI • KO) zu der null
dimensionalen Menge NI fremd ist (dass eine solche Zerlegung von K 
existiert. folgt aus bekannten Sätzen über nulldimensionale Mengen 4)). 

Jetzt wird die Menge KO) analog wie vorher der ganze Raum K. in 
zwei abgeschlossene Teile K2 und K(2) zerlegt mit den Eigenschaften : 

K 2 . B(2) = K(2) • B 2 = 0 

K 2 • K(2). N 2 =0. 

Das Verfahren wird in dieser Weise fortgesetzt. Allgemein haben wir: 

K(m) = Km+1 + K(m+l) • (I) 

Km. B(m+l) = K(m) . Bm+1 = 0 (2) 

(3) 

Sei jetzt m eine natürliche Za hl. Betrachten wir das in K liegende 
m-dimensionale Intervall 

Xi ~ l/i(i= 1. 2 ... m) Xi =0 (i=m + 1. m + 2 .... ). (') 

und das (m + l)-tupel der abgeschlossenen Mengen: 

die in ihrer Gesamtheit den ganzen Raum K ausfüllen. 
Unter Berücksichtigung der Beziehungen (2) ergibt sich aus einem 

grundlegenden Lebesgue-Brouwerschen Satze 5). dass es innerhalb (') 
Punk te gibt. die sämtlichen n + 1 Mengen n angehören. Bezeichnen 
wir mit Pm den Durchschnitt der Mengen n. 50 sind die Mengen PI' 
P2• P3• • •• nicht-leer. abgeschlossen. und jede jede von ihnen ist in der 

4) Vgl. die sub I) zitierte Abhandlung, S. 739. Satz lIl. 
S) Diesen Satz kann man in der folgenden Form aussprechen: Werden mit BI. B2 ... Bn. 

BI'. B/ ... Bn' die 2n Seiten des n-dimensionalen IntervalIs I bezeichnet, wobei Bt und Bi' 
gegenüberliegende Seiten bedeuten. und wird I in n + 1 abgeschlossene Mengen AI. A 2 • •• An+ I 
zerlegt, so dass Ai. Bi = 0 (1 = 1. 2 .. . n) und Ai. Bk = 0 für i >k gilt. so haben die n + 1 
Mengen Ai mindestens einen gemeinsamen Punkt. Vgl. LEBESGUE. Math. Ann. 70. 
S. 166-168 und Fund. Math. 2. S. 257: BROUWER. Crellscher Journal H2, 150. wo der 
Satz zum ersten Mal bewiesen wurde. - Siehe ferner HUREWICZ, Math. Ann .. wo sich 
die hier angeführte Form des Satzes findet. 

60* 
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vorangehenden enthalten. Nach dem sogen. Cantorschen Durchschnitt~ 
oe 

satz ist der Durchschnitt IJ Pi nicht leer, anderseits ist dieser Durch~ 
i=l 

schnitt zu sämtlichen Ni fremd, denn wegen (3) ist Pi ZU Ni fremd. Es 
sind also in K Punkte vorhanden, die keinem Ni angehören, und damit 
ist gezeigt, dass K nicht abzählbar~dimensional ist. 

2. Das einfachste Beispiel einer No~dimensionalen Menge bildet die 
Gesamtheit aller Punkte des Hilbertschen Raumes H, die nur endlich 
viele von Null verschiedene Koordinaten haben. Diese Menge ist aller~ 
dings nicht kompakt. 

Urn ein Beispiel eines kompakten No~dimensionalen Raumes zu bilden, 
bezeichnen wir mit W m (m = 1. 2, ... ) die Menge aller Punkte von H, 
die der Bedingung 

Xi - - l /m (i = 1. 2 ... m) Xi = 0 (i = m + 1, m + 2, ... ) 

genügen. Die Summe der endlich~dimensionalen Mengen W m ist No~dimen~ 
sional und, wie man leicht sieht, kompakt. 

Durch ein komplizierteres Verfahren könnte man einen kompakten 
abzählbar~dimensionalen Raum bilden, in dem jede offene Menge unend~ 
lich~dimensional ist (der im vorigen Beispiel definierte kom pakte Raum 
hat offenbar diese Eigenschaft nicht). Ein derartiger Raum kann, wie 
sich leicht beweisen liesse, nicht als Summe von abzählbar vielen in ihm 
abgeschlossenen endlich~dimensionalen Mengen dargestellt werden. 

3. Die Überlegungen dieses und des folgenden Paragraphen werden 
die Ausnahmestellung zeigen, welche die abzählbar~dimensionalen Mengen 
in Bezug auf die übrigen Punktmengen einnehmen. 

Wir gehen von dem folgenden Satze aus: 
Hat ein separabler Raum die Eigenschaft, dass zu jedem seiner Punkte 

beliebig kleine Umgebungen existieren, deren Begrenzungen abzählbar~ 
dimensional sind, sa ist der Raum R selbst abzählbar~dimensional. 

Durch Anwendung eines allgemeinen Satzes von mir 6) ergibt sich 
nämlich zunächst, dass R in zwei Mengen zerlegbar ist, von denen die 
eine nulldimensional. die zwei te abzählbar~dimensional ist; daraus folgt 
ab er sofort die Behauptung. 

Versuchen wir also die Rekursionsprinzipien von BROUWER. MENGER 
und URYSOHN, welche den Übergang von der Klasse der n~dimensionalen 
Räume zu der Klasse der (n + l)~dimensionalen Räume vermitteln, auf 
den Bereich der abzählbar~dimensionalen Räume als Ausgangsbereich 
anzuwenden, so gelangen wir auf diesem Wege, wie der soeben ange~ 
führte Satz zeigt, zu keiner neuen Klasse von Räumen. 

Wir führen jetzt die folgende Begriffsbildung ein: Ein System ~ von 

b) Nämlich des Theorems I in der sub 1) zitierten Arbeit, S.7Si. 
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separablen Räumen nennen wir komplett im System Q3 aller separablen 
Räume. wenn die beiden folgenden Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 1. der 
"leere Raum" (die .. leere Menge") kommt im System 21 vor. 2. Besitzt 
der separable Raum R zu jedem seiner Punkte beliebig kleine Umge~ 
bungen. deren Begrenzungen Räume aus dem Bereich 91 sind. so 
gehört R ebenfalls dem System 21 an. 

Indem wir statt des Systems aller separablen Räume etwa das weniger 
umfangreiche System ~ aller kompakten Räume als Operationsbereich 
zugrunde1egen. definieren wir in analoger Weise. was unter einem in 
Bezug auf ~ kompletten Bereich von kompakten Räumen zu verstehen ist. 

Das oben ausgesprochene Theorem können wir jetzt auch so formulieren. 
Im Bereiche aller separablen Räume bilden die abzählbar~dimensionalen 

Räume einen kom pletten Bereich. 
Es ist nun sehr merkwürdig. dass unter Beschränkung auf kompakte 

Räume gewissermassen auch die Umkehrung dieses Satzes gilt: Bin 
kompakter abzählbar~dimensionaler Raum gehört jedem beliebigen kom~ 
pletten Bereich an. 

Angenommen nämlich. der kompakte abzählbare~dimensionale Raum 

(dim NI = 0; i= 1. 2 .... ) 

komme in einem kompletten Bereich ~ nicht vor. Dann muss es nach 
der Definition der kompletten Bereiche einen Punkt p von Rund eine 
Umgebung U von p geben. so dass keine in U enthaltene Umgebung 
von p durch eine dem Bereich 21 angehörende Menge begrenzt ist. 

Wählen wir innerhalb U eine Umgebung von p. deren Begrenzung BI 
zu der nulldimensionalen Menge NI fremd ist. Die abgeschlossene Menge 
BI ist kein Element von ~. woraus folgt. dass diese Menge nicht leer ist. 
Indem wir jetzt mit BI in derselben Weise verfahren. wie soeben mit R. 
definieren wir eine abgeschlossene Teilmenge B2 von BI' die in ~ nicht 
vorkommt und mit N 2 punktfremd ist. 

Das Verfahren ad infinitum fortsetzend. erhalten wir eine absteigende 
Folge von abgeschlossenen. nicht leeren Mengen BI. B2• B3" . .. die 
k te von denen zu N k fremd ist (k= 1.2 .... ). Der Durchschnitt der Bi ist 
zu sämtlichen N k fremd. also leer. was einen Widerspruch mit dem 

• Cantorschen Durchschnittsatz ergibt. 
Die beiden oben bewiesenen Sätze können wir in dem folgenden 

Fundamentalsatze zusammenfassen: 
Innerhalb des Bereiches ~ aller kompakten Räume bilden die 

abzählbar-dimensionalen Räume den kleinsten kompletten Bereich. 
Dieses Theorem gibt eine von der Zerlegbarkeit in hulldimensionale 

Teile unabhängige Definition der abzählbar~dimensionalen kompakten 
Räume. 

Der Fundamentalsatz liefert eine Methode um allgemeine Sätze über 
abzählbar~dimensionale Räume zu beweisen: Sobald man weiss. dass die 
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Räume denen eine gegebene Eigenschaft E zukommt, einen kompletten 
Bereich bilden, kann man daraus schliessen, dass diese Eigenschaft jedem 
kompakten abzählbar~dimensionalen Raum zukommt. 

Mit Hilfe dieser Methode kann man beispie1weise zeigen, dass ein 
kompakter No-dimensionaler Raum Teilmengen (sogar abgeschlossene) 
von be1iebig vorgeschriebener endlicher Dimension enthält. 7)_ Dies folgt 
einfach aus der Bemerkung, dass für jedes natürliche n alle diejenigen 
Räume, welche entweder weniger als n~dimensional sind, oder einen 
genau n~dimensionalen abgeschlossenen Teil enthalten, einen kompletten 
Bereich bilden. 

4. Wir g~hen jetzt von den kompakten Räumen zu den allgemeinen 
separablen Räumen über und fragen, ob auch in dem Bereich der sepa~ 
rablen Räume der Satz gilt, dass die abzählbar-dimensionalen Räume 
den kleinsten kompletten Bereich bilden. Es zeigt sich, dass dies nicht 
der Fall ist. Es gilt vie1mehr die folgende Behauptung, auf deren Beweis 
wir hier nicht eingehen können. 

lnnerhalb des Bereiches aller separabler Räume wird der kleinste kom~ 
plette Bereich von allen jenen Räumen gebildet, die nicht nur selbst 
abzählbar~dimensional sind, sondern überdies noch mit einer Teilmenge 
eines kompakten abzählbar~dimensionalen Raumes homöomorph sind. 8) 

Auf der anderen Seite zeigt es sich, dass es abzählbar~dimensionale sepa~ 
rable Räume gibt, die sich nicht in einen kompakten abzählbar~dimensionalen 
Raum einbetten lassen (in dem Sinne, dass sie mit keiner Teilmenge eines 
derartigen Raumes homöomorph sind). Zu diesen Räumen gehört beispie1~ 
weise der bereits ob en betrachtete Raum, der von jenen Punkten des 
Hilbertschen Raumes gebildet · wird, die nur endlich vie1e nicht ver
schwindende Koordinaten besitzen. Dies ergibt einen scharfen Gegensatz 
mit der Theorie der endlichdimensionalen Räume, wo doch der Satz 
gilt, dass jede endlich-dimensionale Menge in einen kompakten Raum 
von derse1ben Dimension einbettbar ist. 9) 

In diesem Zusammenhang sei noch bemerkt, dass jeder abzählbar
dimensionale Raum, der vollständig und separabe1 ist, sich auf eine 
Teilmenge eines kompakten abzählbar-dimensionalen Raumes topologisch 
abbilden lässt, also dem kleinsten kompletten Bereich angehört. Der am 

7) Dies hängt mlt der mir von MENGER mündlich mitgeteilten Frage zusammen, ob jeder 
unendlich-dimensionale Raum Teilmengen von jeder endlichen Dimension enthält. Es ist 
mir gelungen zu zeigen, dass bei der Annahme der Kontinuurnshypothese die Mengersche 
Frage. wenn man sie in voller Allgemeinheit ausspricht. negativ beantwortet werden muss. 
Unter Annahme der Kontinuurnshypothese lassen sich nämlich Räume angeben. die nur 
abzählbare und unendlich-dimensionale Teilmengen enthalten. 

8) Recht schwierig ist der Nachweis. dass die erwähnten Räume tatsächlich einen kom
pletten Bereich bilden. Dass dies der kleinste kom plette Bereich ist. beweist man hin
gegen beinahe ·ebenso einfach, wie oben im Falie kompakter Räume. 

9) Siehe HUREWICZ, diese Proceedings. 30 (1927), S. 425':"'430. 
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Schluss des letzten Paragraphen ausgesprochene Satz für kom pakte Räume 
ist somit auch für separable vollständige Raume gültig. 

5. Die Überlegungen der letzten Paragraphen rücken in ein neues 
Licht, wenn wir an den Begriff der transfiniten Zahl anknüpfen. 

Unserer Definition der abzählbar~dimensionalen Mengen lag eine 
Auffassung der Dimensionszahl als Kardinalzahl zugrunde. Diese Kar~ 
dinalzahl wird bestimmt durch die kleinste Anzahl von nulldimensionalen 
Teilen, welche zum Aufbau der gegebenen Menge nötig ist. Die Berech~ 
tigung dieser Auffassung erg ab sich aus dem am Anfang dieser Arbeit 
angeführten "Zerlegungstheorem" für endlich dimensionale Mengen. 

Anderseits führt uns ab er die Verallgemeinerung der üblichen rekur~ 
siven Definition der Dimensionszahl darauf, gewissen unendlich~dimen~ 
sion al en Mengen zur Charakterisierung ihrer Dimensionsverhältnisse eine 
transfinite Ordinalzahl zuzuordnen, welche wir als die "Ordinaldimension" 
der betreffend en Menge bezeichnen wollen. An die Mengersche Form 
der Dimensionsdefinition anknüpfend, setzen wir nämlich fest, dass für 
eine Ordinalzahl a unter ei~em Raum von der Ordinalmemion a ein Raum 
zu verstehen ist, der erstens keine kleinere Ordinaldimension besitzt' und 
der zweitens zu jedem seiner Punkte beliebig kleine Umgebungen enthält, 
deren Begrenzungen Ordinaldimensionen < ahaben. 

Vor allem bemerken wir, dass einem separablen Raum auf Grund 
dieser Definition, wenn überhaupt, dann stets eine abzählbare Ordinal~ 
zahl (Ordinalzahl der ers ten oder zweit en Zahlenklasse) als Dimension 
zugeordnet wird. 

Ferner ist es klar, dass unsere Definition keineswegs jedem separablen 
Raum eine Ordinaldimension zuordnen muss (es wird sich sogleich ergeben, 
dass beispielweise der Hilbertsche Raum H keine Ordinaldimension besitzt). 

Die Klasse derjenigen separablen Räume, denen eine Ordinaldimension 
zukommt, bildet, wie man leicht einsieht einen (in Bezug auf das System 
aller separablen Räume) kom pletten Bereich. Man zeigt ferner durch 
"transfinite Induktion" dass diese Klasse in jedem kompletten Bereich 
als Teilbereich enthalten ist, also den kleinsten kompletten Bereich bildet. 

Mit Rücksicht auf die oben formulier ten Ergebnisse schliessen wir daraus : 
Einem separablen Raum kommt eine Ordinaldimension dann und nur 
dann zu, wenn derselbe mit einer Teilmenge eines abzählbar~dimensio~ 
na/en kompakten Raumes homöomorph ist. Unter den kompakten Räumen 
stimmen also die mit einer · Ordinal~dimension versehenen Räume mit 
den abzählbar~dimensionalen überein. 

Darin ist u.a. die Aussage enthalten, dass der Hilbertsche Raum nicht 
"dimensionierbar" ist, d.h. keine Ordinaldimension besitzt. 

Die Ergebnisse der drei letzten Paragraphen zusammenfassend, können 
wir jetzt sagen: 

Die kompakten abzählbar~dimensionalen Räume und die Teilmengen 
dieser Räume sind im Wesentlichen (d.h. von topologischen Transfor~ 
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mat ionen abgesehen) jene Mengen. deren dimensionelle Struktur mit 
Hilfe der Rekursionsprinzipien von BROUWER. MENGER und URYSOHN 
erfassbar ist. 

6. Zum Abschluss sei auf ein Theorem hingewiesen. das ei ne neue 
Charakterisierung der abzählbar~dimensionalen Mengen liefert. welche 
ganz allgemein für beliebige separable Mengen gilt. 

Wir knüpfen an den Satz aus der Theorie der endlieh~dimensionalen 
Mengen an 10). welcher besagt. dass eine separable Menge (für ein end~ 
li~hes n) dann und nur dann höchstens n~dimensional ist. wenn sie sieh 
als eindeutiges beiderseits stetiges Bild I I) einer (linearen) nulldimensio~ 

nalen Menge N darstellen lässt in der Weise. dass jeder Punkt von R 
höchstens n + 1 Punk ten von N als Bildpunkt zugeordnet wird. 

Für abzählbar~dimensionale Mengen gilt das folgende Analogon dieses 
Satzes: Unter den separablen Räumen sind die abzählbar~dimensionalen 
durch die Eigenschaft charakterisiert. dass sie sich aus nulldimensionalen 
Mengen durch eindeutige beiderseits stetige Abbildungen erzeugen lassen. 
bei welchen jedem Punkt des Bildraumes nur endlich viele Urbilder 
entsprechen. 

Ist insbesondere Rein kompakt er abzählbar~dimensionaler Raum. so 
kann er durch eine Abbildung von der angeführten Eigenschaft aus der 
Cantorschen nirgends~dichten lineairen Menge C gewonnen werden. 
Indem wir die Terminologie von ALEXANDROFF und VIETORIS benützen. 
können wir auch sagen: 

Alle kompakten abzählbar~dimensionalen Räume werden durch ober~ 
halbstetige Zerlegungen der Cantorschen Menge C in endliche Teil~ 

mengen geliefert. Umgekehrt erzeugt jede derartige Zerlegung einen 
abzählbar~dimensionalen Raum. 

10) Vgl. HUREWICZ. diese Proceedings. 29. (1926). S. 1014-1017. 
I') Wegen der Definition der beiderseitigen Stetigkeit bei Abbildungen. welche nicht ein 

eindeutig sind. vgl. loc. cito 10) . 



Chemistry. - Osmosis of temary liquids. General considerations. VII. 
By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of November 24. 1928). 

Congruent and . incongruent osmosis; the membrane. 

In the preceding communication (Gen. VI) we have seen that there 
is a great difference in the behaviour of a membrane. transmitting only 
one substance and a membrane. transmitting more substances. We saw 
among other things: 

a substance S diffuses through a membrane M (S) in congruent direction 
viz. from smaller towards larger O. S. A.; 

a substance Scan diffuse through a membrane M (n) in bath directions 
namely congruently or incongruently; it depends on the nature of the 
membrane whicQ of these directions will occur. 

We might express this in the following way: 
a membrane. which transmits only one single substance. is "passive". 

a membrane. which transmits more substances. is "active" with respect 
to the direction in which a substance diffuses. 

We shall refer to th is later on. 

The three isotonic curves. which in fig. 2 (Gen. VI) run through 
point 1 divide the triangle into six fields; we call these field p. field q. 
etc. in accordance with the points p. q etc. situated in these fields. The 
six osmotic systems: 

(1) 

which we have discussed al ready in Gen. VI. we shall call system p. 
system q etc. The D. T:s (diffusion~types) of each of these systems are 
found in scheme I (Gen. VI); in this scheme namely we have indicated 
for each separate system. which D. T. is incongruent and. therefore. not 
possible. Consequently N°. 5 disappears in system p. N°. 6 in system 
q. N°. 2 in system r etc. 

In the osmotic system 

(2) 

all D. T: s. are possible except the incongruent one. viz. N°. 5. It appears. 
however. from the deduction that we have to take this "possible" only 
in the sense: from a thermodynamical point of view there is na objection 
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to the occurrence of these seven D. T.' s. For this reason we shall call 
them: "admissible" D. T.'s. 

Of course an infinite number of systems p must exist; we namely may 
imagine the right-side liquid p of (2) in any point of field pand besides 
in each of these systems different membranes. All these systems have 
the same incongruent D. T. N°. 5. 

We now imagine in (2) a definite membrane and a definite liquid p; 
then also a definite D. T. will occur, e.g. N°. 4. When liquid p now 
travels through field p, then it may be that all these systems yet have 
the same D. T. N°. 4. Then only N°.4 occurs of the seven "admissible" 
D. T:s. 

We can also imagine, however, that in one part of field p the D. T. 
N°. 4 obtains and in an other part e.g. N°. 3. Then only two of the 
seven "admissible" D. T:s will occur. 

If in (2) we now replace the membrane by another, we may imagine 
th at e.g. the D. T. N°. 1. 2 and 4 will obtain. 

From this it becomes dear that we can say: 
The composition of the liquids determines which D. T. will be incon~ 

gruent; which of the "admissible" D. T:s will obtain, is not only de ter
mined by the composition of the liquids but also by the nature of the 
membrane. 

These considerations now lead us to the question: 
is it possible to find some further connection between the respective 

influences of the membrane and the composition of the liquids on the 
D.T. 

Before we can enter up on a discussion of this question it will be first 
necessary to consider two more special cases of the osmosis. 

A. We take the osmotic system: 

LIL' 
+--- aX ~fJY 

(3) 

in which a mol. X, fJ mol. Y and y mol. W diffuse in the direction of 
the arrows. If we take a, fJ and y infinitely smalt they will have to 
satisfy (comp. Gen. VI): 

(4) 

We now imagine the special case that both liquids of (3) have the 
same O. W. A .. th en no water can possibly diffuse through a membrane 
M (W). Is this also the case. however. wh en we take a membrane 
M(XYW)? 

When the liquids have the same O. W. A. then Kw = 0; in (4) the 
last term will disappear and we get: 

(5) 

so that y now needs not satisfy . a single condition ; it is only necessary 
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th at a and fJ shall satisfy (5). Consequently (4) or (5) ean be satisfied 
not only by y = 0 but also by pos. and neg. values of y. 

So it is possible that a membrane M \X Y W) exists, through which 
no W will diffuse; in genera!. however, water will diffuse and the 
nature of the membrane will determine in which direetion it will go. 
Consequently we may say: 

When two liquids have the same O. W. A., th en W does not diffuse 
through a membrane M (W) but as a rule it does diffuse through a 
membrane M (n). 

As, however, (5) must be satisfied, both terms eannot be negative at 
the same time. This means (Cornp. Gen. VI) that X and Y do not 
diffuse ineongruently at the same time. So we find: 

when two liquids have the same O. W . A., then n -lother substanees 
eannot diffuse ineoIigruently at the same time. 

It is clear that the preeeding is not only valid for the substanee W, 
but for any substanee S. 

B. When the O. X. A., O. Y. A. and O. W. A differ on both sides 
of the membrane, then th ere are seven "admissibie" D. T:s; th ere are 
transitiontypes between them, however, whieh oeeur when one of the 
substances does not happen to pass through the membrane, If e.g. N°. 1 
and N°. 3 of seheme I are both "admissibie" D. T.'s, then W diffuses 

SCHEMA I 
X Y W 

1. ~ ~ ~ 
2. ~ ~ 
3. ~ ~ ~ 

in 1 towards the left and in 3 towards the right. N ow we may imagine 
as a transition~state that the water diffuses neither towards the left nor 
to the right; we then get the transition D. T. N°. 2, in which the arrow 
sub W has been replaced by a dash. 

If in (4) we put y = 0, so that this passes into (5), we see that the 
transition~D. T. is "admissibie" . Consequently we may say: 

When two substances have a different O. W. A., th en W must always 
diffuse through a membrane M (W), but not always through a membrane 
M(n) . 

If accidentally W does not diffuse through a membrane M (n), th en 
the n - lother substanees cannot diffuse incongruently at the same time. 

Of course the above also obtains for every substanee S. 

C. It appears among other things from the following remarks that the 
phenomena, discussed above, can really take plaee. 

Experimentally (cornp. Gen. VI) we have found that in a definite 
system the diffusion went through three different membranes according to 
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D . T. N°.lof scheme I. but through th ree other membranes according 
to N°. 3. We can now imagine that th ere may be membranes. for 
which N°. 2 is valid. 

We found the same thing for some other systems too (comp. Gen. VI). 
We may find the transition-type also by changing not the membrane. 

but the composition of one or of both liquids. 
We take e.g. the two systems: 

LIL. (6) 

in which L. and Lb have different compositions; they have the same L. 
however. and the same membrane. We now found (comp. Exp. 1-111) 
that in the one system the diffusion took place according to N°. land 
in the other system according to N°. 3 of scheme I. Consequently between 
L. and Lb a liquid must be situated. for which the D. T. N°. 2 (scheme I) 
obtains. 

If we take an arbitrary osmotic system and leave it to itself. every 
liquid will tra vel along its path. N ow it has been proved experimentally 
(Exp. I-III) that the D. T. may change during the osmosis. On one 
part of the pa th e.g. N°. lis valid and on the other part N°. 3 of 
scheme I. So th ere is also a moment in which N°. 2 is valid and con
sequently no water diffuses. 

Similar systems. viz. those in which one of the sub stances does not 
pass through the membrane. generally exist only for a single moment. 
Because of the diffusion of the ot her substances namely. the liquids 
change their compositions and this change is generally of a nature. that 
all substances will diffuse again at once. 

D . It appears from the above that the diffusion of water (or another 
substance) will be different. when different membranes viz. M(W) or 
M(n) are used. We shall compare both cases with one another. 

1. The membrane M(W). When the membrane only transmits W. 
th en it only depends on the O. W. A . of the two liquids whether the 
water will diffuse or not and in which direction th is will take place. 
The O. W. A. of a liquid only depends on its composition; we have 
[comp. (6) Gen. VI] 

oC oC 
O. W. A. = ~w= - C + x ox + y oy· 

With the aid of this we found; 
I. when two liquids have the same O. W. A .. no W diffuses; 
11. wh en two liquids have a different o. W. A.. W does diffuse; 
111. W diffuses congruently viz. from smaller towards greater O. W. A. 
2. The membrane M (n) . It appears from our considerations of systems, 

in which more sub stances pass through the membrane. that the rules 
1-111 mentioned above do not obtain here. In A we have already 
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seen namely that W can in deed diffuse through a membrane M (n). 
notwithstanding the O. W. A. of both liquids is the same; consequently 
rule I is no longer valid. 

In B we saw that sometimes no W diffuses through a membrane 
M (W). notwithstanding the O . W. A. of the two liquids is different. 
and in Gen. VI we have seen th at a substance W can diffuse through 
a membrane M (n) as well congruently as incongruently. Consequently 
the rules 11 and 111 are not valid any longer either. 

So the O. W. A. plays a direct part with a membrane. only trans
mitting W. but no more when at the same time other substances may 
diffuse also. Then the diffusion of the water not only depends on the 
O. W. A. but also on the other diffusing substances and besides on the 
nature of the membrane. 

We may assume. however. that a function exists. which plays a part 
with respect to the diffusion of W through a membrane M (n) viz. the 
function ~w corresponding to that of the O. W. A. with respect to the 
diffusion of W through a membrane M (W). 

We shall call this the O . W. n. A. of a liquid; here the n indicates that 
n substances diffuse. This function. however. not only depends on the 
composition of the liquids. but. as it is valid for a membrane M (n). 
also on the nature of the membrane. We shall refer to this when 
discussing the adsorption etc. of membranes. 

We now choose this O. W. n. A. in such a way that the diffusion of 
water through a membrane M (n) we comply with: 

In. when two liquids have the same O. W. n. A .. no W diffuses; 
IIn

• when two liquids have different O. W. n. A .. W does diffuse. 
IIln. W diffuses from smaller towards greater O. W. n. A. 
In connection with our previous considerations it is c1ear now: 
a. when two liquids have the same O. W. A .. they generally will have 

a different O. W. n.A.: 
b. when two liquids have a different O. W. A .. they may yet happen 

to have the same O. W. n. A. ; 
c. wh en a liquid p has a greater O. W.A. than a liquid q. p may yet 

have a smaller O.W.n.A. than q. 
In A we have already seen namely that water can pass through a 

membrane M (n) notwithstanding the liquids have the same O. W. A.; 
then they have a different O. W. n. A. (comp. a.). 

We saw in B that sometimes no water passes through a membrane 
M (n) notwithstanding the liquids have a different O. W. A.; then they 
have the same O. W. n. A . (comp. b.). 

In Gen. VI we saw that water can diffuse through a membrane M (n) 
from a liquid p towards q. notwithstanding p has a greater O.W. A. 
than q; then the liquid p has a smaller O. W. n. A than q (comp. c.). 

When two liquids have the same O. W. A. and consequently no water 
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passes through a membrane M (W). we call these "isotonic" with 
respect to W. 

When two liquids have the same O. W. n. A. and consequently no W 
passes through that same membrane M (n). we shall call these "iso~n~ 
tonic" or "isentonic" with respect to W. 

It appears from the above: 
wh en two liquids are isotonic with respect to W. they are generally 

not isentonic; 
when two liquids are not isotonic with respect to W. th en they may 

yet happen to be isentonic. 

In Gen. VI we have deduced: 
all liquids having the same O. W. A. as a liquid gare situated on a 

curve a b. running through point g (comp. fig. 1 Gen. VI); we have 
called this an "iso tonic W~curve". 

We now may say also: 
all liquids. which have the same O. W. n. A. as a liquid gare 

situated on a curve going through point g; we call this the "isentonic 
W~curve". 

It is clear and we shall refer to this later on that the isotonic and 
isentonic W~curves. running through the same point will generally vary 
a good deal. 

All th at has been said above for the diffusion of water obtains of 
course also for the diffusion of other substances ; with the diffusion of 
an arbitrary substance S we th en can speak of the O. S. n. A. and the 
isentonic S~curve. 

We shall see besides how these isentonic curves may serve us in 
order to get a bet ter insight in the diffusion through a membrane M (n). 

E. We may deduce some results of this and preceding communications 
also in an other way. For this purpose we consider a system 

LIL' (7) 

in which two or more membranes have been placed between the liquids ; 
we imagine them to lie at some distance from one another so that they 
can funtion independently from one another. 

If in (7) we imagine two different membranes M (S) then we may put 
the question: 

Can the substance S diffuse through the one membrane towards the 
left and through the other towards the right? 

If we assume this to be the case. then a current of S would arise in 
the system. running through the one membrane towards the lef tand 
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through the other membrane towards the right; we call this a "circular 
current". 

If the quantity of S. diffusing through these membranes. is different 
however. th en both liquids change their compositions afld at last the 
system comes in a state of equilibrium; the circular current of S has 
th en stopped. 

The surfaces of the membranes however may be treated in such a 
way that through the one as much S runs towards the left as through 
the other towards the right; th en the liquids do not change their 
compositions and we get an eternal circular current of S. As we take. 
however. that this is not possible. we may conclude. therefore: 

a substance S diffuses through all membranes M (S) in the same 
direction. 

Previously we have called this the congruent direction of S. 

If in (7) we imagine a membrane M (n) which transmits the substances 
X. Y. Z etc. we may put the question: 

Can all these substances run through the membrane incongruently at 
the same time? 

Wh en the substance X diffuses incongruently. consequently in a direction 
opposite to the one through a membrane M (X). we can regulate the 
surface of this membrane in such a way that as much X runs through 
M (X) as through M (n) . 

We are able to do the same for every incongruently diffusing substance. 
viz. for Y with a membrane M (Y). for Z with a membrane M(Z); ete. 

When all substances diffuse incongruently. we have. therefore. a 
system in which at every moment as much X. Y etc. run through the 
membranes M (X). M (Y) ete.. in congruent direction as through the 
membrane M (n) in incongruent direction. Then the composition of the 
liquids would not change and we should have n eternal circular currents. 
So it follows from this: 

all sub stances cannot diffuse incongruently at the same time; conse~ 
quently t?e incongruent D. T. is not admissible. We can also put the 
question : 

Can the substances diffuse according to the congruent or to one of 
the mixed D. T.·s? 

Por every incongruently diffusing substance we may place a membrane 
transmitting the same quantity of th is substance in congruent direction. 
As. however. we are not able to put an end to the diffusion of the 
congruently diffusing substances. the liquids consequently change their 
compositions. so we cannot get eternal circular currents now. Prom this 
point of view it follows in the same way as before: 

the congruent and mixed D. T:s are admissible. 

When the diffusion through a membrane M (n) takes place according 
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to a mixed D. T., we can alter th is D. T. with the aid of an other 
membrane. 

If one of the incongruently diffusing sub stances is e.g. water, we can 
do this with a membrane M (W) with such a surface that more W runs 
in congruent direction than in incongruent direction. 

If we regulate the surface in such a way that the same quantity 
of W runs through both membranes, this combination of membranes 
functions, therefore, as a single membrane, through which no W diffuses 
in that moment. At that moment then the liquids are not "isotonic" 
but "isentonic" with respect to water; they th en have not the same 
O.W.A. indeed but the same O.W. n. A. 

(Ta be cantinued). 
Leiden, Lab. af Inarganic Chemistry. 



Geology.- On Tertiary Rocks and Foramini[era [rom North-Western 
Peru. By L. RUTTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928.) 

The Institute of Geology of the University of Utrecht was presented by 
the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij with a collection of rocks from 
N. W. Peru made by its geologists in the years 1924 and 1925. These rocks 
are worthy of notice in that they afford new points of view with reference 
to the Peruvian Tertiary and contain remarkable fossils. 

The literature of the Tertiary of N. W. Peru is not extensive. Geological 
data are to be f.ound in publications by J. GRZYBOWSI<I 1), V. F. 
MARSTERS 2), R. A. DEUSTUA 3). BEEBY THOMPSON 4) and J. J. BRAVO;;). 
Of much greater importance is the minute description of the region by 
T. O. BOSWORTH 6). Palaeontological treatises upon the Tertiary of N.-VV. 
Peru are of much earlier date. To the 19th century belong publications by 
A. D'ORBIGNY 7), W. M. GABB 8), E. T. NELSON 9), and J. 
GRZYBOWSKI (l.c.). The fossils coUected by BOSWORTH have been examined 
by H. WOODS, H. L. HAWKINS, T. WAYLAND VAUGHAN and J. 
CUSHMAN 10), short memoirs on the eocene fauna of N.-W. Peru have 

1) J. GRZYBOWSKI, Die TertiärabJ. d. nördJ. Peru etc. N. J. f. Min. B. B. 12. 1899. 
p. 610-662. 

2) V. F. MARSTERS, Informl' preliminar sobre la zone petrolifera del Norte del Peru. 
Bol. Cuerpo Ingenieros de Minas y Aguas. Lima. NO. 50. 1907. 

V. F. MARSTERS, The Physiography of the Peruvian Andes. Ann. New York Acad . 
Sc. 22. 1912. p . 225-228. 

3) R. A. DEUSTUA, Estado actual y porvenir de la industria petrolifera sn el Peru . 
Lima. 1912. 

R.· A. DEUSTUA, EI petroleo en el Peru. Lima. 1921. 
i) BEEBY THOMPSON, The geology of Northern Peru. Geological Magazine. 1913. 

p. 233-234. 

5) J. J. BRÁVO, Reconocimiento de la región costanera de los departementos Tumbes 
y Piura. Archiv. Asoc. Peruana para el progreso de las ciencias. I. 1921. p . 15- 19. 

6) T . O. BOSWORTH, Geology of .... the Northwest Part of Peru. London, 1922. 
7) A. D·ORBIGNY, Paléontologie du Voyage dans I'Amérique méridionale. Paris. 1842. 
8) W. M. GABB, Descr. of new species of South American fossils. Amer. J. ofConchology 

S. 1869. p. 263. 

W. M. GABB, Description of a collection of fossiIs, made by Dr. A. RAIMONDI in 
Peru. J. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philadelphia. (II). 8. 1877. p. 264. 

9) E. T. NELSON, On the molluscan fauna of the later Tertiary of Peru. Transact. 
Connectleut Acad. of Sc. a . Arts 11. 1873. p. 186-206. 

la) H . WOODS, Eoeene and Miocene Mollusca ; H . WOODS, Eocene Crustacea; H. L. 
HAWKINS, An echinoid from the Eocene ; T. WAYLAND VAUGHAN, Eocene, Corals; 
J. CUSHMAN, Eocene foraminifera; in: T. O . BOSWORTH, J.c. p. 51-142. 

61 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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lately been written by H. DOUVILLÉ 1), and E. W. BERRY 2). Tertiary 
foraminifera (to be discussed lower down) have been made known by 
J. CUSHMAN (I.c.), C. LISSON 3), A . TOBLER 4) and H. DOUVILLÉ 5), while 
foraminifera from the adjacent part of Ecuador have been described by 
T. WAYLAND VAUGHAN 6). Finally E. W. BERRY 7) has examined 
miocene plants. 

Several results of the older researches deserve mention here. The tertiary 
deposits of N. W. Peru are of an enormous thickness. The older inquirers 
we re not quite aware of this: GRZYBOWSKY reports a minimum thickness 
of 700 m; THOMPSON and MARSTERS mention a minimum thickness of 
about 1500 m. BOSWORTH, whose observations are na. doubt the most 
llumerous and the most detailed of all, reports a thickness of from 4500 
to 7500 m: 

Zorritos formation more than 1500 m (Miocene?). 
Lobitos formation more than 1500 m Eocene. 
Negritos formation more than 2100 m Eoce·ne. 

Neither did geologists agree in the course of time as to the age of the 
Tertiary. According to GABB several formations occur near Paita, among 
which there is certainly the Pliocene. NELSON speaks of "Later Tertiary" 
near Zorritos. According to GRZYBOWSKI the following subdivisions may 
be distinguished : 

Payta Stufe Pliocene. 
Talara Stufe Mioc~ne. 

Zorritos Stufe Lower Miocene. 
Heath Stufe Lower Miocene. 
Ovibio Stufe Upper Obliocene. 

The results of BOSWORTH'S inquiry have already been given higher up. 
For his age-estimations he relies upon the palaeontological determinations 

1) H. DOUVILLÉ, I'Eocène au Pérou. C. R. Acad. Sc. Paris. 171. 1920. p. 1345-13i7. 
C.R. somm. Soc. Géol. France. H. 1921. p. 193. 

2) E. W. BERRY, A new Hercoglossa from the Eocene of Peru .. Amer. J. SC. 6. 1923. 
p. 427-431. 

3) C. LIssON, Contr. al estudio de aigunos foraminiferos terciarios provenientes de la 
región del Norte del Peru. Arch. Asoc. para el progreso de las Ciencias. Lima I. 1921. 
p. 52-55. 

i) A. TOBLER, Neue Funde von Grossforaminiferen in der Nordperuanlschen Küsten
region. Eclogae geologicae Helvetiae. 20. 1927. p. i 15-422. 

5) H. DOUVILLÉ, Revision des Lepidocyclines. Mém. Soc. Géol. de France. Nouv. 
Série. I. 2. 1924. 

6) T . WAYLAND VAUGHAN, Foraminifera from the Upper Eocene deposits of thecoast 
of Ecuador. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sc. Washington. 12. 1926. p. 533-535. 

7) E. W. BERRY, Miocene fossil plants Erom North Peru. Proc. U.S. Nat. Museum. 
SS. 1919. p. 279-294. 
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of WOODS and others. That the results arrived at by GABB, GRZYBOWSKI 
and BOSWORTH differ, appears from the fact that according to BOSWORTH 
only Eocene occurs in the territory of Paita and Talara, while GABB and 
GRZYBOWSKI report Pliocene. On the oth~r hand BOSWORTH indicates 
between Punta Sal and Paita (see map on p. 934) only "Zorritos 
formation", whereas TOBLER also describes eocene foraminifera from 
this region and points out that BOSWORTH'S map is certainly too 
schema tic for this region. On the one hand it, therefore, appears from the 
older inquiries that the network of observations is certainly not close 
enough, and on the other hand that it is of ten difficult to fix the correct 
age of tertiary deposits. 

That the Negritos- and Lobitos-formations must be referred to the 
eocene, seems to be generally accepted at present, which is to no little 
degree owing to the occurrence of Venericardia planicosta Lmck. Now it 
imports us to know that, according to WOODS, the eocene strata of 
N. W. Peru show palaeontological affinity on the one side with those of 
California (Medanos and Tejon series) and on the other side to those of 
the Gulf-region (Clayborne and Wilcox series). 

We do not know whether in Peru continuous deposition has taken place 
from Eocene to Miocene or Pliocene. THOMPSON speaks of an unconformity 
prior to the Miocene; BOSWORTH also considers this possible. It is a positive 
fact, however, that af ter the Miocene and before the Quaternary a 
stupendous disturbance has taken place of the enormously thick tertiary 
deposits. BOSWORTH holds that these disturbances were rather faulting than 
folding processes. The whole region of N. W. Peru should, according to 
this author, be considered as a gigantic "crush-breccia". The orogenetic 
movements have been succeeded by stupendous denudation, followed by 
quaternary transgression. The quaternary deposits have at various times 
been lifted up vertically, so that nowadays different littoral terraces are 
superposed upon each other. 

The Tertiary of N. W. Peru consists mainly of shales, sandstones, and 
littoral gravel; all of them may contain a certain amount of lime. The 
boulders of the littoral gravel attain a diameter up to 15 cm. Frequently a 
coalbearing sub stance occurs in the shales (especially in the Negritos
formation ). The occurrence of true lignite-Iayers I find recorded only for 
the upper part of the Zorritos-formation (BOSWORTH, BERRY 1919). 

Taking all in all the Tertiary of N. W. Peru displays in many respects 
affinity with that of California. This affinity is of a palaeontological 
character (DOUVILLÉ 1920, WOODS), of a petrographic character 
(DOUVILLÉ 1920, oil occurs in either), of a stratigraphical nature in that 
in either region the Tertiary is very thick, and of a tectonic character in 
that in either region the Tertiary has been considerably disturbed. 

It wil! be weil to discuss the rocks of the "Bataafsche Petroleum 
Maatschappij" in geographical order. 

61* 
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The rocks from the northern part of the region. between Soca Pan and 
Casitas (locality 28. 29. 36) are of slight importance. A number of samples 
of clay-shale of the first locality originate from the "Heath-formation" 
Inter se they agree weIl. These rocks easily turn to silt. their silt-rests 
contain a few small foraminifera. stratigraphically insignificant. We also 

find traces of fish-rests and scarce grains of quartz and plagioclase. Th~ . 
absence of diatoms is remarkable. From this locality was also derived a 
peculiar. greenish-black rock. composed of granules of glauconite. bound 
together by a cementing material of siderite (0. 10477) 1). I had the 
disposal of two samples of clay-shale from locality 29. They were held 

I) The D-numbers refer to the collection of slides of the Geol. Institute of Utrecht. 
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to be eocene; they contain in their scanty silt~rests also traces of 
insignificant foraminifera and grains of quartz and plagioc1ase. In one of 
the samples th ere are scarce, centric Oiatoms. The rock of locality 36 is a 
quartz~sandstonè, built up of grains of "old" quartz with very scarce rutile. 
zircon, and turmaline and with siliceous cement. 

The rocks described are totaÎ1y unfit for the determination of age. If the 
glauconite~siderite rock is spread fairly horizontally, it will form an excellent 
guide~layer for the terrain. 

A rather large number of samples we re collected in the neighbourhood of 
Punta Sal. Eocene limestones with Isolepidina R. Oouvillei and Orthophrag~ 
mina found in these localities have been described by TOBLER (l.c.). In 
different places stratigraphically neutral rocks have been collected here: 
a gasteropodlime (43), a gray and a brown argillaceous shale .with traces 
of small foraminifera and without diatoms (45) and a calcareous marl con
cretion, intensely crystalline without c1astic material (61). However, from 
locality 46 a gray strongly recrystallized limestone (0. 10473) is derived, 
which contains besides numerous Lithothamnia traces of Orthophragmina 
and is certainly of eocene age. This is the only Orthophragmina~rock 
that was found in the collection. Furthermore some five samples (45) of a 
brownish gray limesandstone (0. 10488-10492) were collected, all of 
which contained Operculina nummulitiformis n.s. The majority of th·~ 

clastic grains in these rocks are "old" quartz . There are further a limestone 
(60), consisting almost entirely of shales of Operculina nummulitiformis 
( O. 10495) and four brown to brownish~red limes (44) , all abounding wi~h 
th is fossil (0. 10480-10487, 10493, 10494). In one of these rocks 
(0. 10483) there occur also very irregular, scarce, small Lepidocyclinec; 
apparently stunted in their growth. All these rocks must be of eocene age. 
From locality 42 originates a fragment of coral~lime, besidcs two fragments 
of a sandy. brownish~yellow Lepidocyclina-limestone. The c1astic material 
consists again mainly of dusty quartz, some plagioc1ase, muscovite and 
pieces of a quartzitic rock (0. 10591, 10597-10599). The Lepidocyclinae 
are closely allied to L. R. Oouvillei Lisson, but differ from it in possessing 
numerous columns; they must he referred to a new variety (var. armata). 
Of locality 44 there is still a calcareous-sandstone, containing Lepido
cyclines and a few individuals of Operculina nummulitiformis. 

We see, then, that eocene rocks abound in the vicinity of Punta Sal. 
Farther into the interior (53) a sandy-marly shale has been collected. 

It contains many quartz~splinters and traces of small foraminifera. In the 
terrain it was held to be eocene. 

From Quebrada Mancora (55) two rocks have been derived: one 
eocene (?). a lime~free, fossil~free clay~shale, and a polygene, fossil~free 

calcareous~sandstone containing much "old" quartz and plagioclase. 
LISSON and TOBLER (l.c.) have already recorded rocks from Los Organos 

(69) with Lepidocyc1ina R. Oouvillei. In the collection of the "Bataafsche 
Petroleum Maatschappij" there are a calcareous~sandstone with an 
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uninforming Cristellaria (0. 10478) and three calcareous~sandstones 
(0. 10600-10602), which contain numerous specimens of Lepidocyclina 
R. Douvillei var. armata. The clastic material here also is for the greater 
part dusty quartz, rather many grains of quartzitic rocks and possibly 
radio la rite. 

In the vicinity of Vichayal (78) seven samples' of "Pariiias sandstone" 
have been found (0. 10447, 10496-10507, 10592-10596). They are 
slightly calcareous sandstones prone to crumble, and coloured yellowish~ 
brown by weathering. The clastic material they contain is composed of 
old quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase, much green amphibole, a little zircon, 
ore and traces of garnet. In the silt~residue we found: traces of scales of 
fish and some lamellibranchs, a few specimens of Operculina nummulitiformis 
and a good many specimens of a small Lepidocyclina related to Lep. R. 
Douvillei. The fossils of Vichayal. however, exhibit some constant deviations 
from this species; they will be described as Lepidocyclina Vichayalensis n.s. 

Whereas the rocks from Vichayal fairly agree with those from the 
vicinity of Punta Sal and Los Organos, higher up in the Rio Chira somz 
samples of quite a different type have been collected. From Miraflores (83) 
a "white bed on top of iris shales" is derived (0. 10470). It appears to 
be a dacite~tuff without organisms with an isotropic matrix, in which theri! 
are numerous splinters of lucid quartz, plagioclase, and sparse biotite. 
It is genetically related to a white sandstone from Sullana (86), whose 
components are besides very lucid, zonary plagioclase, and bipyramidai 
quartz with glass~xenoliths, also a few pieces of "old" quartz and quartz~ 
schist. Furthermore the sandstone con ta ins many loosened fragments 01 
effusive matrix. Finally a rock from the Chira~valley is non~typical: 

(84 Station Nomara). It is a brown shale ("Heath~shale") in whose scarce 
washing~residues some small foraminifera are recognized. 

Another quite new type of rock has been collected between Chira~, 

and Piura~river. It easily turns to silt, is very light and is clayey to the 
touch. In its minimal ooze~residues only quartz can be identified. In a 
preparation made of the scrapings of the rock numberless marine, centric 
diatoms occur. The rock is a yellow diatomite. 

A very large number of rocks, chiefly of no importance, have been 
collected in the close vicinity of Paita. Sixteen samples of "Heath~shales" 
from locality 108 are fairly alike inter se. They readily turn to silt, are 
brownish~gray to yellowish~gray and finely argillaceous to sandy; of ten 
with many small particles of coal; gypsum occurs in narrow veins andon 
fault~planes. Of minerals we observe in the washing~residues especially 
splinters and dust of old quartz and plagioclase. The marly shales always 
have a sm all content of stratigraphically insignificant foraminifera: 
Textularidae, Nodosaridae, Rotalidae, and Globigerinidae. Rarely do we 
find rests of LamelHbranchs and Gastropods; there are nearly always small 
scales and toothlets of fish. Diatoms are ever absent. The rocks collected 
in the localities 109 and 110 are completely alike. 
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Various other rocks from this region adjoin the "Heath~shales". A yellow, 
calcareous~marl from 110 (D. 10446) with small Rotalidae and Textularidae 
is only a somewhat more calcareous variety of the marIs. In the shales 
concretions occur collected in all localities mentioned (l08, 109, 110) 
(D. 10443, 10444, 10445, 10459, 10468) . They are all yell ow, dolomitic, 
porous limestones, almost without clastic materia1, and consisting of small 
loosely adhering rhomboheders of calcite and dolomite. Occasionally they 
contain small foraminifera. Lastly to the group of the preceding rocks belongs 
a yellow lime from IlO, with numberless small Textularidae (D. 10469). 

The rocks of the "Heath~formation" that have been described, are not 
fit for the determination of age, but the shales and their concretions are 
easily discernible rocks. In the field they were considered to be oligocene. 
Only one rock in the vicinity of Paita was considered eocenc; a calcareous~ 
sandstone of the "Disco~formation" (locality 110). It contains Operculina 
nummulitiformis and Lepidocyclinae; the clastic material it contains is old 
quartz, muscovite and ?porphyrite: so it bears a great resemblance to th~ 
eocene rocks found more towards the north. 

Another group of shales with concretions found more towards the south, 
have been referred to the eocene by the geologists of the "Bataafsche 
Petroleum Maatschappij", and classed under the "Playa ancha series". Thc 
direct relation between "Heath" and "Playa ancha" could not be established . 
Microscopical examination has made out that the two formations can indeed 
Oe distinguished the one from the ot her, but cannot afford a positive 
confirmation as to the age of the "Playa ancha series". The shales (128. 
129) are grayish~brown, porous, lime~free, very easily silting rocks; in the 
scanty residues are found quartz, plagioclase, and a few radiolaria, but 
foraminifcra are lacking. It may be that volcanic glass occurs in th~ 

rcsidue. Diatoms are not scarce. Thc concretions from the Playa ancha 
shales (125, 128, 129) also differ from those from thc "Heath": they contain 
namely many more mincral splinters and lack the rhomboheder~structure. 
Smal1, irrelevant foraminifera and calcified radiolaria may ocellr in them. 
It is very striking that in the Playa anc ha concretions thc mineral fragments 
(old quartz, plagioclase and muscovite) are vcry sharp splinters without 

a tracc of rounding (0. 10461-10466) . In this 
they forcibly remind us of the "splinter~sand" 

'from the recent~desert of N.W. Peru, described by 
BOSWORTH, for comparison we refer to Fig. 83 
of BOSWORTH and the annexed figure. However 
the mineral splinters in the Playa ancha~ 

concretions are very much smaller than those 
from the recent splinter~sand. It seems to me. 

that the sharp~edged mineral~splinters in the Playa~ancha concretions imply, 
that adesert~climate prevailed already during their deposition in N. W. Peru. 

The difference between "Heath"~, and "Palya~ancha"~rocks may be 

briefly summarized here. 
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Heath: marly shales with not infrequent foraminifera. without 
radiolaria or diatoms ; 

dolomitic calcareous concretions with rhomboheder~ 

structure. almost without clastic material. 
Playa~ancha: calcium~free. porous shales. welI~nigh without 

foraminifera. with radiolaria and diatoms ; 
calcareous concretions without rhomboheder~structure 

with much mici:o~splintersand. 

Locality 106 still furnished two samples of "Playa~ancha shales". which 
however are different rocks. The one is a yelIowish~white diatomite with 
many centric diatoms and a few radiolaria. the second is a yelIowish~white, 
crumbling marl with many isolated carbonate~rhomboheders. with pieces of 
quartz. plagioclase and garnet and with traces of diatoms. 

Of locality 118 (Tortugas~Pta Perico) a crumbling sandstone with "old" 
minerals is present; of 124 (close to Silla de Paita) an irrelevant. yelIowish~ 
brown calcareous-sandstone. 

The last district wh ere rocks have been colIected. is the surroundings of 
the Cerro Illescas. From locality 142 (Yapate) three vITy typical rocks are 
derived: the first two white. very soft rocks. which appear to consist 
almost entirely of intact specimens and fragments of centric diatoms. the 
third is a much more compact rock. whose scrapings contain besides diatoms 
also isotropic or faintly aggregate-polarizing flakes and grains. The former 
rocks are typical samples of diatomite. the latter is a siliceous diatom
bearing tuff (D. 10448. 10449). Completely comparable rocks have been 
taken from locality 149: white. gray. and green varietal forms of marine 
diatomite; in one sample occasional Textularidae and CristalIaria also 
occur. Also slightly differing rocks have been collected at the last-named 
locality: a yelIowish-white. crumbling limestone. still containing many 
diatoms. and a greenish white. siliceous marl (10450). with very scarce 
diatoms. A white diatomite also originates from 150. In the environment 
of the named localities the following rocks have been collected. Near 147 
(0. 10457) a lime sandstone with splinters of quartz (?young-effusive) as 
clear as water. plagioclase. biotite and muscovite; near 151 aporous. 
sandy limestone (D. 10460) with rounded granules of oLl quartz. biotite. 
muscovite and plagioclase and with undeterminable remains of organisms ; 
near 152 a very peculiar white. oölithic-like rock. It appears to con sist of 
white globules of silicified diatomite. kept together by siliceous cement 
(0. 10459) . It is on this account a "silicified sand of diatomite". 

A good many rocks. differing from the preceding ones. have been found 
near the coast. An opalized. chalcedonized sandstone (D. 10452) with 
hyaline quartsz-splinters. was derived from 137 (Cerro EI Viejo). There 
are several rocks from 138; two peculiar calcified andesite-tuffs. and a mari 
with a marl-lime. The first-named (D. 10455. 10456) are white rocks with 
much fresh plagioclase of zonary structure and with splinters and hooks 
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of volcanic glass and pumice-stone: all kept together by a limy cement. 
which is beautifully crystalline and is orientated over large distances . 
Part of the marl easily turns to silt : it contains besides effusiva, fresh 
plagioc1ase, numerous small uninforming foraminifera and a rare small 
Lepidocyc1ina (0. 10453) . The yellowish-white limestone (0. 10454) is 
rich in stratigraphically unimportant foraminifera. Locality 131 and 132 
(0. 10479) furnished sandy marls, which contain c1astic material, as 
glass-bearing, fresh plagioclase and volcanic glass, besides old quartz 
and muscovite; of remains of organisms we find rests of fish, small 
foraminifera, radiolaria and diatoms. In 133 and 136 isolated specimens of 
a new Lepidocyc1ine have been collected, which will be described as Polyle" 
pidina variabilis n.s. From 134 two limestones have originated (0. 10522). 
The only c1astic material contained in one of them is quartz, in the other also 
rolled-down pieces of greywacke. They contain numerous, small Lepido
cyclines probably belonging to Isolepidina R. Oouvillei var . armata. 

Finally three limestones originate from locality 130 (0. 10604, 10605). 
They are quartz-bearing limestones with many specimens of Operculina 
nummulitiformis ; one sample also contains small undeterminable 
Lepidocyclines. 

The following remarks are suggested by the rocks described. 
In part they open up a new vista into the Tertiary of N. W. Peru. 

This refers least to the composition of the "old" material in the tertiary 
formation. The mine ra Is found (quartz, felspars , amphibole, mica, zircon, 
turmaline, ore and garnet) are such as are always concentrated in the 
decomposition of an "old" mountain-range; moreover their presence could 
be safely anticipated. The presence of rolled-down radiolarite alone would 
be striking (locality 69); but its presence could not be demonstrated 
with certainty. 

The occurrence of much tuffogene material is new (dacitetuff in 83. 
dacitesandstone in 86, effusive quartz in 137, 147, andesite tuff in 138, 
marl with andesite material in 138, and limestones with an~esite material 
in 131. 132). They suggest volcanic eruptions with dacitic-andesitic 
material at none too great a distance. The rocks , in which the effusive 
material occurs, are all considered to be Eocene; of some this view could 
be corroborated by palaeontological data. In the "Heath formation" 
(considered to be Oligocene) , however, no effusive material could bi' 
detected. In this respect there is a contrast between N. W. Peru and 
S . Ecuador. SHEPPARD has just described a tuffogene material from the 
lower-oligocene "Ancon white sandstone" of Ecuador, while the Eocene is 
free from volcanic material there 1). It should be observed, however, that 
SHEPPARD's publication does not give us decisive arguments for referring the 
white Ancon-sandstone to the oligocene. 

I) G. SHEPPARD, The geology of Ancon point, Ecuador. J. of Geol. 36.1928. p. 113-138. 
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It is remarkable. that the shape of the clastic material in the concretions 
of the "Playa anc ha shales" probably indicates the pre~existence of 
a desert~climate in N . W . Peru during .their deposition. In this connection 
it should be observed that for part of the Californian Eocene (the Medanos. 
Series) BRUCE L. CLARK has also suspected on other ground the existence 
of a very dry hinterland 1). 

The most remarkable result no doubt is the fin ding of depositions 
with marine diatoms on a large scale 2) . Similar rocks were not known 
either from the Tertiary of N . W . Peru or from Ecuador or Chile. 
Sometimes they are siliceous diatomaceous~earths (localities 91 . 106. 142. 
149. 150. 152); sometimes they are shales. which contain marine diatoms 
(locality 29. the Playa~ancha shales); sometimes the diatoms occur m 
calcareous rocks (locality 131. 132). By the finding of these diatomaceous 
deposits the geological relationship between the Tertiary of N. W. Peru 
and California is once more substantiated. Whereas. however. in California 
the diatomaceous deposits are best developed in the Miocene (Monterey 
shales - although they are not absent in the Eocene (e.g. in the Coalinga 
Oil field) - the diatomaceous~deposits of N . W. Peru seem to b~ 
exclusively of eocene age. Anyhow. in the ?oligocene "Heath~formation" 
no further trace of diatoms was recognized. 

The occurrence of marine diatomaceous~deposits in N. W. Peru is of 
twofold geological importance. viz. regionally and generally. Until recently 
North~American geologists were of the opinion that for an understanding 
of the genesis of the tertiary diatomaceous deposits of California - which 
have been formed in a temperate climate - it is required to assume that 
arctic currents supplied the diatoms from the northern part of the Pacific. 
where they are known to abound and that these diatoms succumbed in 
warm. more or less closed lagoons 3). So a complete apparatus of hypotheses 
was laid under contribution to make the genesis of the Monterey~shales 
and facially similar deposits harmonize with the actually~geologic data. It is 
evident that the occurrence of similar Diatom~depositions at less 
than 100 from the aequator cannot be explained in th is way. But 
at the same ' time also the data of "actual geology" have altered. 
Whereas CLARK could still w rite in 1921 that "dia tom ac eo us oozes in any 
considerable quantity are now only found in Arctic and Antarctic waters" 
(l.c. ) . we know. that even now enormous invasions of diatoms occur from 

time to time on the Californian coast. as Prof. BAAS BECKING of Stanford 

University informed me. 

1) BRUCE L. CLARK. The marine tertiary of the West coast of the United States. etc. 
J. of Geol. 29. 1921. p. 583-614. 

2) When this article was already under the press I was informed by my friend Dr. W. 
HOTZ of Bäsle that diatomaceous deposits have al ready been described from NW- Peru 
by A. WERENPELS (Eclogae geologicae Helvetiae 19. 1926. 630-631 and 20. ' 1927. 
473-486) . 1 am very sorry that I have not had under the eyes these essays. the .. Eclogae" 
not being present in any library in Utrecht. 

3) BRUCE L. CLARK. l.c .• J. C . BRANNER. Bull. Geol. Soc. of America. 2 •. 1913. p. 94. 
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When considering how quickly our views of the genesis of the marine 
diatomaceous depositions had to be reconsidered in consequence of new 
geological and biological facts, we have to ask ourselves whether perhaps 
in the future also our conception of the genesis of other sediments, notably 
of the radiolarian deposits, will have to be revised. 

Palaeontology. 

Operculina nummulitiformis n.s. (Fig. 1-10 and PI. I, Fig. 11, 12). 
Occurrence: Locality 130, South of Punta Pisura, D. 10604. 

Locality 110, Paita, D. 10523. 
Locality 78, N. W. of Vichayal, D. 10496, 10497. 
Locality 60, Quebrada Punta brava, D. 10495. 
Locality 45, Quebrada negra and Quebrada N. W. of 

Conchudo, D. 10488-10492. 
Locality 44, Quebrada seca, D. 10480-10488, 10493, 

10494. 

Probably everywhere in eocene rocks. 
SmalI, . flat, nummulinids, entirely or for the greatest part involute, of 

which it is difficult to say to which genus they belong, to Operculina or to 
Nummulites. They possess 4-5 convolutions; in a few cases there is a 
beg inning of a sixth convolution. The horizontal diameter is mostly less 
than 3 mm; in some ten specimens it amounted to 1.9-3.7 mmo The 
thickness (height) is 0.35-0.45 mmo The initial chamber has a diameter 
of from 45-100 ft; it is impossible to distinguish micro~ and mega~ 
lospherical forms. In the last whorl there are 26-32 chamberlets. The 
horizontal~section is rather nummulitiform than operculiniform: the vertical 
section is just the reverse. 

It is weIl known th at the large Nummulites, so typical of the European and the Asiatic 
Eogene have not yet been described from America. However, in the course of years a 
number of old-tertiary forms from this part of the world have become known, that are 
to be referred to the genus Operculina or to Nummulites. TH. WAYLAND 
V AUGHAN 1) has given us a review of what we know of them. According to him by far 
most Nummulites, described by earlier authors Erom America, are in reality Operculinae, 
and only few, very small true Nummulites are known (?Middle Eocene to Oligocene), of 
which only N. parvula Cushman has received a proper description. Representatives of 
the genus Operculina are much more numerous : of fossil forms VAUGHAN (I.c.) and 
CUSHMAN 2) report about ten, mostly well-described species. The Peruvian form 
differs from all these species in th at it is small and exhibits many convolutions. 
As late as 1910 CUSHMAN 3) insisted on it that Operculinae should have at most 
4 whorls. Afterwards (I.c., 1921), however, he described a fossil form from the 
eoe ene Ocala-lime of Florida (Operculina Willcoxi Heilprin) that has about 5 whorls. 
which completely invest each other. This species has no doubt strong affinities with the 

I) T. WAYLAND VAUGHAN, American and European larger Foraminifera. Bull. Geol. 
Soc. America. 35. 1924. p. 785-822. 

2) J. A. CUSHMAN. American Species of Operculina and Heterostegina. U. States Geol. 
Survey. Prof. Paper 128E. 1921. 

3) J. A. CUSHMAN. A monograph of the foraminifera of the N. Pacific. U. States Nat. 
Museum. Bulletin 71. IV. 1910. p. 36. 
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Peruvian species. but it is larger (according to the pictures up to 8 mm) . and has in the 
last whorl more chambers (35-45) . With Op. WilIcoxi as weIl as with Op. num
mulitiformis we have to do with an intermediate form between the genera Operculina and 

1 
~ . 

8. 

9 
Fig . 1-5. 7- 10. Magn. X 15 ; Fig. 6. Magn. X ID. 
Fig. 1. 5 from D 10480 ; 8. 9. from D 10481 ; 6 from D 10484; 3. 4. from D 10487 ; 

7. 10 from D 10493 ; 2 from D 10494. 

Nummulites. Also CUSHMAN hesitated whether he should class Op. WiIlcoxi as an 
Operculina or a Nummu)ite (l.c. 1921). 

It is probable, but not quite certain, that all specimens of Op. nummuliti~ 

formis have originated from eocene strata. The fossil is weIl typified and 
easy to recognize; it will possibly serve as an excellent guiding fossiI. 

Lepidocyclina (Polylepidina) variabilis n.s. (PI. I. Fig. 13-22; further 
Fig. 23a-h and Fig. 24a-e). 

Occurrence : Locality 133, East of Quitir, D. 10508-10521. 
Locality 136, Punta Nonura. 

Probably in eocene strata. 
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Very well~defined form. There are large, microspherical individuals, 
with a diameter of from 15-18 mm and a thickness of 2Yz mm, and 
smaller megalospherical individuals from 5-8 mm in diameter. Wh en full~ 
grown they display both a very typical, swollen outer~edge, where thf> 
number of layers of median chambers is enlarged, and the lateral chambers 
are lacking (Fig. 16 and 17 on PI. I). The fossils are most of ten circular 
with a more or less distinct tubercle in the centre; in normal condition 
they are developed in one plane (PI. I, Fig. 19,20 and 17). A few, however, 
are irregularly saddle~shaped (PI. I, Fig. 18), no doubt in consequence 
of accommodation to abnormal conditions of growth. The surface exhibits 
numberless, very fine columns (PI. I. Fig. 19, 20), arranged more or less 
concentrically. The embryonic chamber in the microspherical forms must 
be very smalI; I have not succeeded in visualizing it in a preparation 
(Fig. 21,22 on PI. I). The median chambers are very different as to size 
and shape (Fig. 24a-e). The microspherical forms have in their fullgrown 
stage in the central part 15-20 layers of lateral rooms on ei th er side of 
the median~chamber~layer. The embryonic apparatus is very remarkable 
(Fig. 23a-h; PI. I. Fig. 13, 14, 15). lts exceeding variability in shape 

Q. 

9 

Fig. 23 a-ho Magn. X 20. Embryonal chambers of Polylepidina variabilis. 
a from D 10514; b from D 10510; c from D 10513; d from D 10515; 
e from D 10512; t from D 10520; g from D 10511; h from D 10521. 

and in size has given origin to the name of the species. A single individual 
(Fig. 23f) displayed an Isolepidina~like embr. app.; in all the others th~ 
embr . . app. consisted of more than 2 chambers, while the number may rise 
to 11, and no regularity whatsoever can be distinguished in the arrangement 
of the chambers. 
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VAUGHAN (l.c.) has devised the tenn Polylepidina for Lepidocyclines with an embr. 
app.. that consists of several chambers not differing much in size. and has observed 
that the number of embryonal chambers can rise to 5. We may refer the fossiIs of Peru 
to this subgenus. provided th at the definition includes also such cases in which the 
number of embr. chambers amounts to more than 5. The Peruvian forms differ from the 
three Polylepidines described by V AUGHAN by the larger dimensions. by the very typical 
rim and by the incredible variability of the embryonic apparatus. 

It is almost certain that the forms of Pol. variabilis have been found 
in eocene strata; if they occur more frequently in Peru, they will form 
excellent guides, as a large vertical distribution of such a specialized form 
is not imaginable. The Polylepidines described by VAUGHAN are also eocene. 

Lepidocyclina (Isolepidina) R. Douvillei Lisson, var. armata nov. var. 
(Fig. 24, 1, m; PI. I1 , Fig. 27, 28; Fig. 29a--d). 

Occurrence: Locality 42, W. of Cerro Pinal. D. 10591, 10597-10599. 
Locality 44, Quebrada seca. 
Locality 69, Los Organos. D. 10600-10602. 

At all localities in eocene rocks. 

Fig. 24 a-e Polylepidina variabilis ; {, m, Isolepidina R. Douvillei var. 
annata; f-k, n-p, Lepidocyclina (?lsolepidina) Vichayalensis. 
Magnif. circa X 32. f from D 10504; g from D 10500; h from 
D 10502; i from D 10501; i from D 10507; k from D 10499; 
1 from D 10591; m from D 10591; n from D 10596; 0 from 
D 10592; p from D 10593. 
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To this variety a number of small Lepidocyclines have been referred, 
which, as to their ma in characteristics, agree with the species L. (Isolepi
dina) R. Douvillei, as described by LISSON 1). The diameter of the 
megalospherical individuals is about 1 Yz-2 Yz mm; their thickness about 
0.7-1 mmo The embryonal apparatus is typically isolepidine; its largest 
width is about 250 ft (Fig. 241, m). The forms differ, however, from Lep. 
R. Douvillei in the fact that they always possess distinct and numerous 
columns (Fig. 27, 29a--á) , which are largest and most numerous in the 
centre. This is why I have had to cia ss them under . a new variety. A few 
microspherical individuals have a diameter of up to 4 mm (PI. 11, Fig. 28) . 

...::. 

Fig. 29. Lepidocyclina R. Douvillei var. armata. a. b from D 10598, 
c from D 10597, d from D 10591. 

H. DOUVILLÉ 2) maintains that Lepidocyclina R. Douvillei is perhaps equivalent to 
Lep Trinitatis. A. TOBLER has already pointed out that this cannot be right, since 
Lep. Trinitatis has numerous strong columns, which are wanting in Lep. R. Douvillei. Now 
the conception would be admissible that the "columned" variety of Lep. R. Douvillei is, in 
strictness, nothing but Lep. Trinitatis. But this is not the case: according to the dimensions 
glven by H. DOUVILLÉ the megalospherical form of Lep. Trinitatis is much larger, and 
the embryonal apparatus is also very much larger. The diameter of the individuals is 
recorded 3-4 mm the largest diameter of the embryonal apparatus 0.5 mmo 

Lepidocyclina (?/solepidina} Vichayalensis n.s. (Fig. 24, f-k. n-p, 
PI. II, Fig. 25, 26). 

Occurrence: Locality 79, N. W. of Vichayal, (0. 10498-10507. 
10592-10596) . 

The fossils were found in eocene Parifias-sandstone. 
These fossils are also allied to Lepidocyclina R. Douvillei, with which 

they agree especially in the lack of columns (Plate II, Fig. 26). But they 
differ from the species in question first of all by decidedly larger 
dimensions (the microspherical individuals have a diameter of 
3-5 mm) and secondly by the structure of the embryonal apparatus. 

1) C. LISSON, l.c. 
2) H. DOUVILLÉ, Mém. Soc. Géol. de France; Nouvelle série. I. 2, 1924. p. 34-36 
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Whereas in Lep. R. Douvillei this is strictly "isolepidine", in the fossils of 
Vichayal it regularly occurs that the septum, separating the first and the 
second chamber, is not straight but distinctly bent (Fig. 24 and 25). The 
embryonal apparatus - although resembling that of Isolepidina - deviates 
a little from it in the direction of Nephrolepidina. It was necessary, 
therefore, to devise a new species for these fossiIs, which I assigned to the 
subgenus Isolepidina, though I query its accuracy. The arrangement of the 
median chambers, in some individuals reminds us of Helicolepidina TOBLER. 

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

PI. I. Fig . 11. 12 Operculina nummulitiformis. Fig. 11 magn. X 4, Fig. 12 magn. X b. 
Fig. 13-22 Lepidocyclina (Polylepidina) variabilis n.S. 

Fig. 13, magn. X 10 from D 10513. 
Fig. 14. magn. X 14 from D 10514. 
Fig . 15, magn. X 11 from D 10510. 
Fig. 16. magn. X 19 from D 10517. 
Fig. 17, magn. X 6 from D 10518. 
Fig. 18, magn. X 3Y2. 
Fig. 19, magn. X 3Y2. 
Fig. 20, magn. X 3Y2. 
Fig. 21, magn. X 9 from D 10508. 
Fig. 22, magn. X 9 from D 10515. 

PI. 11, Fig. 25, 26, Lepidocyclina Vichayalensis n.s. 
Fig. 25, magn. X 45 from D 10496. 
Fig. 26, magn. X 45 from D 10494. 

Fig . 27, 28 Lepidocyclina (Isolepidina) R. Douvillei Lisson, var. armata nov. var. 
Fig. 27, magn. X 20. 
Fig. 28, magn. X 25 from D 10599. 
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Physiology. - District formation, mixing or fusion of myotomic de~ 
rivates in dimeric mammalian muscles ? Uni~ or biradicular inner~ 
vation ? 1) By G. VAN RIJNBERK and L. KAlSER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

Introduction. 

Whether muscIe fibres from different myotomes remain separated in 
the muscIe, or, on the other hand, become mixed or even amalgamated, 
this is al ready an old problem. 

Usually it has been tried to solve this question by investigating the 
way of innervation taken by the motor nerve fibres springing from the 
ventral spinal roots. Concerning conditions in mammals the following 
data are laid down in literature. 

KRAUSE (1865) 2) cut one innervating root at a time and determined 
microscopically the distribution of degenerated nerve fibres in the muscIe. 
He concluded that each pluriradicular and therefore plurisegmental muscIe 
consists of more or less distinct neuromuscular radicular territories. Each 
muscIe fibre from such a territory therefore receives nerve fibres from 
one spinal root only; the radicular (segmental) territories remain 
separated. 

FORGUE and LANNEGRACE (1885) 3) believed to have demonstrated that 
stimulating one of the spinal roots of a plurisegmental muscIe results 
in contraction of the whole muscIe. Therefore they concluded that 
district formation (so~called "cantonnement"), i.g. division in separate 
radicular territories, does not exist. 

EXNER (1885) 4) failed to find degeneration in the cricothyreoid muscIe 
of the rabbit af ter cutting the N. Laryngeus sup. and med.; also the 

1) Af ter research carried out in the Physiological Laboratory of the. University of 
Amsterdam. 

2) W . KRAUSE. Beitr. zur Neurologie der oberen Extremität. 1865. 

3) E. FORGUE et W. LANNEGRACE. Distribution des racines motrices dans les muscles 
du membre supérieur. etc. Comptes rendus de I'Académie des Sciences. TomI' 98. p. 685. 
829. 1068. 

4) S. EXNER. Notiz zu der Frage von der Faservertheilung mehrerer Nerven in einem 
Muske!. PHüger's Archiv. 36. S. 572. 

62 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vo!. XXXI. 
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gastrocnemius muscIe did not show any degeneration af ter cutting the 
larger of the three plexus stems from which the musc1e receives its 
innervation. 

SHERRINGTON (1892) 1) and VAN RIJNBERK (1911) 2) on the other hand 
confirmed KRAUSE'S opinion by means of e1ectrical stimulation of the 
spin al roots; each root innervates a seperate district of the pluri
radicular muscIe in the innervation of which it partakes. However the 
remark must be made that both investigators worked with long muscles 
consisting of segmental or radicular parts one situated af ter the other, 
i.g. the M. Sartorius (Sh.) and the M. Iliocost. (V.R.) 

LEDERER and LEMBERGER (1907) J) tried to solve the contradictory 
results obtained by EXNER with rabbit and frog and by GAD~) (1882) 
with frogs. by mammal experiments, in which the cricothyreoid musc1e 
of the rabbit was stimulated. Those experiments yie1ded the conclusion 
th at part of the muscIe fibres received their innervation from one inner
vating nerve, partly from the other. Analogous experiments with the 
M. Flexor digt. comm. prof. and sub!., both innervated by C VIII and 
Th I gave opposite results; it appeared that all or at least the majority 
of muscIe fibres are innervated by nerve fibres originating from both 
roots. 

Af ter those researches the question remained untouched for some time 
till E. AGDUHR 5) took it up again in 1917-19. 

The outcome of stimulating the median and ulnar nerve of the 'pig 
gave him the impression that the muscIe fibres of the M. Flexor digit. 
comm. receive a double innervation at the same tiine from median fibres 
(C VIII) and from ulnar fibres (Th. I). His extensive anatomical control 
work on the cat, by means of the degeneration method. confirmed this 
conclusion. 

More recent investigators worked with frogs exclusively. (We mention 
FUL TON 1925, DE BOER 1925, SAMOILOFF 1926). None of those could 
confirm the results of AGDUHR; all found that musc1e fibres of polymer 

1) C. S. SHERRINGTON. Notes on the arrangement of some motor fibres in the lumbo
sacral plexus. Joumal of Physiology. Vol. 13, p. 621. 

2) G. VAN RIJN BERK. Ueber die Segmental-Innervation polymerer Muskeln. Ein Beitrag 
zur Cantonnementfrage. Folia Neuro-biologica. V. 7. blz. 767. 

J) R. LEDER ER und F. LEMBERGER. Zur Frage der doppelten Innervation von Muskeln 
des Warmblüters. Pflüger's Archiv. 119. S. 95. 

~) J. GAD. Ueber einige Beziehungen zwischen Nerv, Muskei und Zentrum. Festschrift 
z. Feier des 300-jahrigen Bestehens der Julius Max. Univ. zu Würzburg. 

5) E. AGDUHR. Anatomische, statistische und experimentelle Untersuchungen über den 
. N. ulnaris und N. medianus. Anat. Hef te. S2. H. 158. 

Morphologischer Beweis der doppelten (plurisegmentalen) motorischen Innervation der 
einzelnen quergestreiften Muskelfasern bei den Säugetieren. Anat. Anzeiger. -t9. S. I. 

Ueber die plurisegmentelle Innervation der einzelnen quer-gestreiften Muskelfasern. 
Anat. Anzeiger. S2. S. 273. 
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muscles of the frog are innervated by fibres from one spinal root 
only, an opinion that was al ready forwarded by GAD in 1882, therefore 
no amalgamation of contractile substance originating from different 
myotoms takes place. 

As yet it appears that the problem is by no means solved. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONTRIBUTION. 

In our inquiry into the segmental structure and radicular innervation 
of the M. Rectus abdominis of the dog we found that very frequently one 
and the same muscIe district was supplied with nerve fibres from two 
different roots. Those muscIe segments were designated in our terminology 
as M -4 and M 5, cIearly separated by tendinous septa (myosepta, in~ 
scriptiones tendinea), andreceived their innervation from Th 11 and 12 
in the first case, from Th 12 and 13 in the second case. We have tried 
to solve the question of district formation ("cantonnement") by means 
of such dim eric muscIe segments. Those segments con sist of muscIe fibres of 
paralel course, have a very simple form (ab out that of a paralellopipe~ 

dum) and are easily accessible for inspection and experiment. We used 

Fig. 1. 

to study the results of stimulating the spinal roots 
or of the unisegmental peripheral nerve branches. 

1. Data obtained by simple observation of the con~ 
tractions of muscle segments innervated by two roots. 

The general result of root or nerve stimulation is 
increase in bulk and shortening in cranio~caudal 

direction. But if first the cranial and afterwards the 
caudal root or segmental branch of the double inner~ 
vated muscIe segment be stimulated and the changes 
in form are carefully noted, it sometimes will become 
apparent that the change in both cases is absolutely 
the same. It is impossible to deduct from the character 
of deformation of the muscIe segment, which of the two 
roots has been stimulated. Therefore in this case, 
formation of district does not exist, and amalgama..: 
ti on is possible. But in other cases the deforma
tion of the contracting muscIe segment by stimulating 
one or the other root is quite different. Of ten the 
contraction elicited from the cranial nerve is stronger 
on the medial side. Such facts prove without doubt 
that in double innervated muscIe segments, district 
formation may oc::ur. But whether in the cases just 
mentioned a double innervation of the muscIe fibres 

exists is not to be answered by simple observation; if a complete mixing 
62* 
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of simple innervated fibres has taken place without amalgamation. conse~ 
cutive stimulation of both roots should yie1d the same result. 

Fig. 2. 

2. Data obtained by graphical method; registration of change in diameter 
of muscles innervated by two roots. 

In order to answer the question whether the fibres of a musc1e 
innervated by two roots receive a single (uniradicular) or double (bira~ 
cular) innervation. several procedures are indieated. some of whieh have 
been applied by us. 

We have registered the change in diameter of a dimerie musc1e segment 
by inserting the part between the legs of a pair of MAREY musc1e pincers. 
the movement being registrated on a smoked drum by means of a tambour 
worked by air transport. The flat shape of the rectus musc1e is weB 
adepted to those experiments. The results are as foBows. 

A. The tetanie contraction obtained by maximal faradic stimulation of 
the separate roots or nerves were never of aequal height. (Fig. 1). By 
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stimulattng one root the apex of contraction is always heigher than by 
stimulating the other. If amalgamation existed in the derivates of myomers 

in those muscle segments and the fibres of it 
receive a double (biradicular) innervation. 
this fusion could not have been complete. 
not all muscle fibres are double innervated. 
for it is clear th at one root supplies more 
fibres than the other. 

B. When one of the roots or nerves was 
stimulated for a certain period at a time 
till the height attained decreased for about 
2/3 and the muscle therefore was fatigued. 
the height would increase again immediately 
to the normal niveau wh en the other root 
or nerve was stimulated. (Fig. 2). This shows 
that at least in the place where the curve 
was registrated. each root supplied different 
muscle fibres and that for certain no consi~ 
derable number of double innervated fibres 
could be present. Changing the position of 
the myograph (median. in the middle. lateral) 
always gave the same result. 

C. When first one root was stimulated 
for a short time and than the other root 
or nerve together with the first (also for a 

Fig. 3. short time to avoid fatigue) the height of 
contraction would increase considerably 

(Fig. 3) This also proves clearly that muscle fibres innervated by one 
root are not the same as those innervated by the other root. or at least. 
that the majority of the fibres receive an uniradicular innervation. 

Summary of experimental results. 

In some cases biradicular innervated segments of the rectus abdominis 
muscle show division in districts ("cantonnement"); the medullar roots 
innervating the muscle parts each supply a distinct territory with fibres. 
The large majority of the muscle fibres receives in those cases uniradi~ 
cular innervation. 

2. In other cases both spin al roots distribute their fibres throughout the 
muscle segment. But double innervation does no more exist than in the 
former case; the majority of muscle fibres receives its innervation from 
one single medullar root. 

Conclusion. 

Sometimes the muscle segments of the M. Rectus abdominis of the dog 
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th at are innervated by two spinal roots show district formation ; 
sometimes the territories of the roots are completely mixed. But each 
fibre is innervated by one root only (uniradicular). If biradicular inner~ 
vation be present. it occurs as an exception. If those data be applied to 
the segmental origin of muscle. the following conclusion is justified: 
sometimes in the rectus abdominal muscle of the dog the contractile 
substance originating from two myomers remains partly separated 
(district formation). sometimes intensive mixing may take place. The 
experimental results do not allow to assume the occurrence of amalgamation 
of contractile material. 

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES. 

Fig. 1. Tetanie stimulation of short duration. first of the cranial than of the caudal 
nerve supplying M 4. with the same faradie current. Time in seconds. 

Fig. 2. Tetanie stimulation of long duration of caudal nerve supplying M 4. After marked 
fatigue of the muscIe the POHL"s switch is tumed. enabling the stimulation of 
the cranial nerve with the same current. Time in seconds. 

Fig. 3. Consecutive stlmulation of short duration with the same current of cranial and 
caudal nerve separately. Af ter this a series of stimulation: A. of cranial nerve 
only: B. of both nerves simultaniously: C. of cranial nerve only. Time in seconds. 



Mathematics. Zur Geschichtschreibung der Dimensionstheorie. 
By Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

§ 1. 

Die Dimensionstheorie habe ich in einem 1913 erschienenen Aufsatz 
.. Ueber den natuerlichen Dimensionsbegriff" (Journ. f. Math. 142. S. 
146-152) fuer diejenigen Spezies. fuer welche die Dimension einen 
natuerlichen Sinn besitzt. naemlich fuer die kondensierten metrischen 
Spezies. begruendet. indem ich einen dim e n 5 ion e 11 e n ~ ec h tf er ti
g u n 9 5 5 at z brachte. d.h. einen im Bereich der kondensierten metrisch en 
Spezies sinnvollen Dimensionsbegriff definierte. fuer den ich zeigen konnte. 
dass die n-dimensionalen Mannigfaltigkeiten die Dimension n besitzen. 

Fuer dies en Dimensionsbegriff boten sich naturgemaess zwei Varianten 
dar. welche den beiden damals fuer kondensierte metrische Spezies 
gangbaren Zusammenhangsbegriffen entsprachen. Es fuehrt naemlich in 
gleicher Wei se der schwache Zusammenhang. d.h. die Unzerlegbarkeit 
in zwei Re1ativgebietspezies (LENNES 1911). zur starken Trennung (LEN
NES 1911). zur schwachen Dimension und zum schwachen Rechtferti
gungssatz. wie der starke Zusammenhang. d.h. die Unzerlegbarkeit in 
zwei Stueckspezies (SCHOENFLIES 1908). zur schwachen Trennung. zur 
starken Dimension und zum starken Rechtfertigungssatz. Der schwache 
Rechtfertigungssatz ist eine unmitte1bare Folge des starken. ab er nicht 
umgekehrt. Ein Beweis des (im unten besprochenen MENGERschen Buche 
nicht erwaehnten) starken Rechtfertigungssatzes wurde erst 1924 veroeffent
licht und zwar in meiner Note .. Bemerkungen zum natuerlichen Dimen
sionsbegriff" (diese Proceedings 27. S. 635-638). 

In meinem zitierten Aufsatz vom Jahre 1913 wird zwar schon der 
starke Rechtfertigungssatz dem Wortlaute nach formuliert. der darauf 
folgende Beweis bezieht sich aber aufs deutlichste auf den schwachen 
Rechtfertigungssatz. 50 dass ersichtlich nur dieser gemeint ist. und der in 
der Formulierung des Satzes enthaltene Schreibfehler jedem mitdenkenden 
Leser sofort offenbar wird. Dass dieser Schreibfehler lange Jahre hindurch 
keine gedruckte Verbesserung erfuhr. hatte erstens die allgemeine Ursache 
der Fahrlaessigkeit muehelos einzusehenden Schreibfehlern gegenueber. 
zweitens einen in diesen Proceedings 27. S. 136 mitgeteilten speziellen 
Grund. 

In meinem zitierten Aufsatz von 1913 habe ich mich auf die Be
gruendung der Dimensionstheorie beschraenkt und auf die Veroeffent
lichung weiterer dimensionstheoretischer Entwicklungen verzichtet. 
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einerseits weil mit dem Beweis des Rechtfertigungssatzes das gestellte 
erkenntnistheoretische Ziel erreicht war. andererseits weil l ) fuer die 
anschliessenden Betrachtungen (in ers ter Linie diejenigen welche sich um 
den Summensatz und den Zerlegungssatz gruppieren) nicht wie fuer den 
Beweis der Rechtfertigungssatzes 2) eine intuitionistische Verwirklichung 
nahe lag. 

Die Aufstellung des schwachen Dimensionsbegriffes und der Beweis 
des schwachen Rechtfertigungssatzes. d . h. die Begruendung der Dimen
sionstheorie. ist mit meiner zitierten Arbeit von 1913. und nicht etwa 
mit der ers ten oeffentlichen Formulierung des in derselben enthaltenen 
offensichtlichen Versehens. ebenso unanfechtbar zu datieren. wie der Beweis 
der Invarianz des Gebietes mit meiner betreffenden Arbeit von 1911. und 
nicht mit der ers ten oeffentlichen Ausfuellung der in der ihr zugrunde 
liegen den Definition der Pseudomannigfaltigkeit befindlichen offensicht
lichen Luecke. oder auch die mengen theoretische Begruendung der ebenen 
Geometrie mit HILBERT's bezueglichem Originalaufsatz von 1906. und 
nicht mit dem Wiederabdruck dieses Aufsatzes. in welchem meinen 
brieflichen Angaben vom Oktober 1909 zufolge ein offensichtliches Ver
sehen in den zugrunde liegen den Axiomen richtiggestellt wurde. 

§ 2. 

Auf meine lm § 1 besprochene Begruendung der Dimensionstheorie 
folgen URYSOHN. der 1922. von einer lokalen Form der schwachen 
Dimensionsdefinition 3) ausgehend. den Summensatz und den Zerlegungs
satz fand 1) und im Zusammenhang mit diesen Saetzen in den Jahren 1922-
1924 zahlreiche dimensionstheoretische Fragen zur Klaerung brachte 5). und 
MENGER und ALEXANDROFF. die. ersterer seit 1924. letzterer seit 1925. 
die Dimensionstheorie weiter ausbauten und vertieften. Weil indessen 
die scharfsinnigen Untersuchungen von URYSOHN. MENGER und 
ALEXANDROFF grossenteils einen bloss formalistischen Charakter besitzen. 
reicht der intuitionistische (d.h. sinnvolle) Bestand der Dimensionstheorie 
heute kaum ueber denjenigen von 1913 hinaus. 

§ 3. 

Im neulich erschienenen MENGERschen Buche "Dimensionstheorie" 
wird eine historische Darstellung der Entstehung der Dimensionstheorie 

') Vgl. meine einschlaeglge Aeusserung in .. Intuitionistische Mengenlehre· ·. diese Pro
ceedlngs 23 (1920). S. 950. 

2) Vgl. meine (im unten besprochenen MENGERsehen Buche nicht erwaehnte) Note 
.. Intuitionlstische Einfuehrung des Dimenslonsbegriffes". diese Proceedings 29 (1926). 
S. 855-863. 

3) Auf die (Im unten besprochenen MENGERsehen Buche nicht explizite erwaehnte) 
Aequivalenz der URYSOHNschen Porm mit der meinigenhaben URYSOHN fuer kompÇlkte 
Spezies und ich fuer kondensierte Spezies unabhaengig voneinander hingewiesen (vgl. Fund. 
Math. 8. S. 328; diese Proceedings 27 (1924). S . 636). 

4) Comptes Rendus 175. S. ·HO. 
5) Fund. Math. 7. 8. 
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gegeben. welcher gemaess MENGER als ihr Begruender. ich (mit EUKLID 
und einigen anderen) als Vorlaeufer und URYSOHN als Nachfolger zu 
geiten haetten. Diese Darstellung widerspricht dem oben in § 1 und § 2 
dargelegten wirklichen Sachverhalt. ist denn auch falsch und bedeutet 
ein Antasten der Autorschaft eines Lehrers und eines verstorbenen 
Kommilitonen. 

§ 4. 

Meine Autorschaft wird im MENGERschen Buche angetastet dadurch. 
dass zu verstehen gegeben wird. dass die BROUwERsche N ote aus dem 
Jahre 1913 eine Definition der schwachen Dimension (jedenfalls nach 
dem damaligen Stande der Wissenschaft) weder explizite noch implizite 
enthalte. dass also derjenige. der spa eter eine solche Definition explizite 
niedergeschrieben habe. berechtigt sei. sich selbst als Entdecker des 
Dimensionsbegriffes und als Begruender der Dimensionstheorie zu quali~ 
fizieren. Diese These wirderhaertet mit zwei falschen Zitaten : 

Ers ten s wird (auf S. 85) meine Arbeit von 1913. die in den bisheri~ 
gen Veroeffentlichungen MENGERs regelmaessig reg uia er mit der schwachen 
Dimensionsdefinition. d.h. unter Anbringung der aus dem anschllessenden 
Text folgenden. zum Ueberflusse auch formal und explizite in der Literatur 
befindlichen Richtigstellung. zitiert worden war. hier auf einmal mit der 
star ken Dimensionsdefinition angefuehrt. wobei also die MENGER einer~ 

seits als sich unmittelbar darbietend. andererseits als in der Literatur 
vorhanden bekannte Richtigstellung in einer den Leser irrefuehrenden 
und den Sachverhalt entstellenden Weise totgeschwiegen wird. 

Zwei ten s wird (auf S. 86) im Anschluss an das vorstehende Zitat 
behauptet. dass die der daselbst dem Wortlaute nach enthaltenen Form 
der starken Definition dem Wortlaute nach aehnliche Form der schwachen 
Definition auf dem "inzwischen erst entstandenen" modernen 
Zusammenhangsbegriff beruhe (eine Behauptung. der man kaum einen 
anderen Sinn beilegen kann. als den einer Anfechtung der frueheren -
sowohl durch mich wie durch MENGER erfolgten - Hinstellung des 
betreffend en Versehens als Schreibfehler). waehrend in Wirklichkeit die 
Definition des schwachen Zusammenhangs (wie diejenige der starken 
Trennung) in einer von MENGER selbst in seiner ersten Veroeffentlichung 
ordnungsgemaess zitierten Abhandlung von LENNES aus dem Jahre 1911 
vorzufinden ist. 

§ 5. 

Die URYSOHNSche Autorschaft in bezug auf die lokale Form der 
schwachen Dimensionsdefinition wird im MENGERschen Buche angetastet 
mit der Anfuehrung (daselbst S. 83 u. 84) von zwei Akten. welche der 
zitierten URYSOHNSchen Comptes~Rendus~Note gegenueber eine Prioritaet 
besitzen sollen. naemlich: 
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1. Eine Hinterlegung bei der Wiener Akademie der 
Wissenschaften aus dem Jahre 1921. 

Diese (mir vorliegende. uebrigens in diesen Proceedings 29. S. 1122-1123 
wörtlich abgedruckte) Hinterlegung enthaelt aber nur vageAndeutungen ueber 
die Dimensionalitaet .. gewisser Kontinua" der euklidischen Raeume. denen 
kaum mehr als die Hof f n u n g. dieselbe spaeter einmal durch eine rekursive 
Definition festzulegen. zu entnehmen ist (Schon um die Dimension 2 zu 
definieren wird der dazu notwendige Begriff der Dimensionalitaet 1 fuer 
kom pakte Mengen welche keine Kontinua sind. als .. aus diskreten Kurven 
bestehend" erklaert. mit der nicht weiter ausgefuehrten Bemerkung. 
dass .. dieses dis k r e t sich praezisieren lasse"). 

2. Ei n e a n geb I i c h imF e b r u a r 1 922 bei den M 0 nat s h. f. 
Math. u. Phys. eingereichte Note. in welcher die schwache 
D imensio nsd e fin iti on fue r Teilm engen von euklidischen 
Raeumen ausgesprochen sein solI. 

In Wirklichkeit ist eine derartige Note nicht erschienen und es hat 
sich davon auch kein Manuskript vorgefunden. Es existiert nur ein (mir 
vorliegender) Brief von MENGER an HAHN vom 15. Febr. 1922. der fol~ 
genden Passus enthaelt: ..Ieh hatte die kleine Arbeit. die Sie Herr 
Professor zu lesen die grosse Guete hatten. mit einer Definition der 
n~dimensionalen Mengen bes e hl 0 s sen 6), die korrekterweise, wie ich 
nun g I a u be 6). so haette lauten sollen:" (Es folgt die lokale Form der 
schwachen Dimensionsdefinition fuer Teilmengen von euklidischen Raeumen) . 
.. . . . .. [eh ver m ut e 6) nun, dass u.a. folgender Satz gilt: n-dimen~ 
sional im Rn sind die und nur die Mengen mit einem innern Punkt 
im Rn." 

Es handelt sich also nur um eine Ve r m u t u n 9 (nicht einmal um eine 
unbewiesene Behauptung) des schwachen Rechtfertigungssatzes bzw. der 
Brauchbarkeit der lokalen Form des schwachen Dimensionsbegriffes fuer 
Teilmengen des Rn. also keineswegs um ei ne Begruendung. geschweige 
denn um die erste Begruendung. der Dimensionstheorie. 

Ebensowenig wie die beiden obigen Akten gibt MENGER's erste Publi~ 
kation .. Ueber die Dimensionalitaet von Punktmengen. Erster Teil" (der 
Druckerei ueberreicht 12. 12. 1923. druckfertig erklaert 28. 1. 1924. 
erschienen 12. 4. 1924. auf dem Umschlage der Monatsh. f. Math. u. 
Phys. 33 und im MI!NGERschen Buche .. Dimensionstheorie" unrichtig datiert 
mit dem Erscheinungsjahre 1923) ihm einen Anteil an der Begruendung 
oder dem Ausbau der Dimensionstheorie. weil in dieser Publikation nichts 
steht. was am Datum ihrer Einreichung nicht laengst (naemlich in meiner 
Arbeit von 1913 und in der URYSOHNschen Comptes~Rendus-Note von 
1922) veroeffentlicht und allgemein zugaenglich waere. 

Die fuer Prioritaetsfragen in Betracht kommenden MENGERSehen 
Veroeffentlichungen zur Dimensionstheorie setzen erst ein mit seinen 

6) Sperrung von mlr. 
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Aufsaetzen .. Ueber die Dimension von Punktmengen" (diese Pro, 
ceedings 27. S. 639-643. 1924) und .. Ueber die Dimension von 
Punktmengen. 11. Teil" (Monatsh. f. Math. u. Phys. 34. S. 137-161. der 
Redaktion eingereicht 6. 10. 1924. der Druckerei ueberreicht 15. 10. 1924. 
druckfertig erklaert 30. 12. 1924. erschienen 20. 9. 1926. auf dem Um, 
schlage der Monatsh. f. Math. u. Phys. 34 und im MENGERsehen Buche 
"Dimensionstheorie" unrichtig datiert mit dem Erscheinungsjahre 1924). 
Bei MENGER's Erscheinen auf der dimensionstheoretischen Buehne lagen 
mithin in der Literatur bereits vor die Definition der schwachen und der 
starken Dimension (inklusive des Aequivalenzbeweises der URYSOHNSchen 
Form mit der meinigen fuer die schwache Dimension). die Formulierung 
und der Beweis des schwachen und des starken Rechtfertigungssatzes 
(inklusive der - in MENGER's Debutarbeit ordnungsgemaess zitierten -
oeffentlichen formalen Richtigstellung des oben in § 1 und § 4 erwaehnten 
Schreibfehlers) und die Formulierung der Hauptsaetze fuer die schwache 
Dimension. 

§ 6. 

Die URYSOHNSche Autorschaft in bezug auf die Beweise des Summen, 
satzes und des Zerlegungssatzes wird im MENGERsehen Buche angetastet 
dadurch. dass daselbst (S. 94 u. 157) die MENGERsehen Beweise dies er 
Saetze mit 1924 und die URYSOHNSchen 7) mit 1926 datiert werden. 

Der Sachverhalt ist aber dieser. dass die (im Fruehling 1923 einge, 
reiehte) einschlaegige URYSOHNSche Abhandlung sieher nieht spaeter 
als mit URYSOHN' s Todestag am 17.8.1924 und die einschlaegige MENGER, 
sche. Abhandlung nach dem vorigen § sieher nicht frueher als mit ihrem 
Eingangstag am 6. 10. 1924 zu datieren ist. 50 dass auch in bezug auf die 
Beweise des Summensatzes und des Zerlegungssatzes URYSOHN' s Prioritaet 
ausser Zweifel steht. 

Ueberdies wird die URYSOHNsche Autorschaft in bezug auf die Por, 
mulierung und den Beweis der Umkehrung des Zerlegungssatzes im 
MENGERsehen Buche verdunkelt dadurch. dass der Zerlegungssatz und 
seine Umkehrung daselbst (S. 156 u. 157) nicht als selbstaendige Saetze. 
sondem als Teile von durch Kombination mit Ergaenzungen geringerer 
Tragweite entstehenden erweiterten Saetzen eingefuehrt werden. 

7) Die URYSOHNsche Formulierung des Summensatzes befindet sich nicht. wie MENGER 
angibt. auf S. 260. sondern auf S. 337 von Fund. Math. 8. 



Mathematics. - A Representation of a Complex of Biquadratic Twisted 
Curves of the First Kind on Point Space. By J. W. A. VAN KOL. 

(Communicated by Prof. HENDRIK DE VRIES). 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

§ 1. The complex of the biquadratic twisted curves of the first kind 
k~ that pass through five given points AI' .... A5, cut a given line al 
twice and a given line 82 once. may be represented on the points of 
space in the following way. We choose aquadratic cone K2 and a 
line c. We suppose a projective correspondence to be established between 
the points K of al and the tangent planes x of K2 and another one 
between the points C of a2 and the planes y through c. To a curve k4 

th at cuts al in KI and K 2 • and a2 in C. we associate the point of inter~ 
section of the planes XI. X2 and y associated to KI. K2 and C. 

§ 2. The vertex T of K2 is a cardinal point; in T are represented 
the 00 2 curves k4 that pass through the point A of a2 which is associ~ 
ated to the plane cT. 

c is a singular line; the 00 2 curves k4 that are represented on c. cut 
al in pairs of points of aquadratic involution l. 

We have still to investigate whether it is possible that of a group 
of eight associated points five lie in AI,' .. A5, two on al and one on 
a2; for the consequence would be the appearance of a cardinal point. 
This. however. is not the case. If in a group of eight associated points 
five lie in AI ...• A5 and two on al. the eighth lies on the twisted cubic 
th at passes through AI .... A5 and has al as chord. As a rule this 
curve does not cut a2' 

§ 3. There are ooI curves k~ th at are singular for the representation. 
viz. the curves k4 that pass through A and cut al in a pair of points 
of J. They are represented on the rays of the pencil in the plane cT 
that has T as centre and they lie on the quadratic surface through A. 
AI • ..• A5 that contains al' 

§ 4. Our complex contains the following systems of 00 I degenerate 
curves k~: 

The twisted cubic through AI, ...• A5 that has al as chord. is completed 
by its chords that cut a2. to a system of degenerate curves k4 that is 
represented on a line tbrough T. 
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Each of the Bve twisted cubics that pass through AI ..... As and cut 
al and a2' is completed by its chords that cut al' to a system of degene
rate curves k" that is represented on a line cutting e and touching K2. 

The twisted cubics that pass through AI' ...• As and cut al' are com
pleted by their chords which cut al and a2. to a system of degenerate 
curves k" that is represented on a biquadratic curve e" that passes 
through Tand cuts e three times and which is. accordingly. of the 
second kind. We prove this by cutting e" by a tangent plane Y. of K2. 
The number of points of intersection outside T is equal to the number 
of curves of the system that pass through the point K of al th at is 
associated to Y.. Now through Kthere passes one twisted cubic that 
passes at the same time through AI ..... As and is completed by its two 
chords th at cut al and a2 to degenerate curves k". Further there is one 
twisted cubic th at passes through AI ..... A5' cuts al outside K. and 
has a ray of the plane pencil (K. a2) as chord. This is a consequence of 
the property that the twisted cubics which pass through five given 
points. produce apolar correspondence in an arbitrary plane. so that 
the three points of intersection of any of the curves with the plane 
form apolar triangle I). The aforesaid twisted cubic forms a degenerate 
curve k" through K with the ray of the plane pencil (K. a2) which it 
has as chord. Accordingly " cuts e" outside T in th ree points. From 
the above mentioned property it also follows that e" has a singular 
point in Tand that a plane through e cuts ei outside e in one point. 
so that ei cuts e three times. 

The twisted cubics that pass through Ai ..... Am and cut al once 
and a2 twice. are completed by their chords through An to a system of 
degenerate curves k" that is represented on a twisted cubic which passes 
through Tand has e as chord. This is proved in a similar way as 
above. 

A twisted cubic that passes through Ai . .... Am and cuts al twice. 
cuts a ray of the plane pencil (An . a2) only then twice when this ray lies 
with Ai . .... Am and al on one quadratic surface. If SI and S2 are the 
points wh ere the plane An a2 is cut outside An by the twisted cubic 
that passes through AI ..... A5 and has al as chord. the quadratic 
surface through Ai ... .. Am and al and An SI (resp. An S2) contains 001 

twisted cu bics that pass through Ai ..... Am and cut al and An SI 
(resp. An S2) twice and that are completed by An SI (resp. An S2) to a 
system of degenerate curves k" which is represented on a line cutting e. 

The twisted cubics that pass through Ai .. ..• Am. cut al and a2. and 
have a ray of the plane pencil (Am al) as chord. are completed by these 
chords to a system of degenerate curves k" that is represented on a 
curve of the order six that passes through Tand cuts e Bve times. 

The transversal through An of al and a2 is completed by the twisted 

I) Vg. R. STURM. Die Lehre von den geometrischen Verwandtschaften. 4. 103. 
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cubics that have this transversal as chord. pass through Ai •.... Am and 
cut al to a system of degenerate curves ki that is represented on a line 
which cuts c and touches K2. 

The line Ai Ak is completed by the twisted cubics that pass through 
AI. Am. Art. cut Ai Ak and al twice and a2 once. and which. accordingly. 
lie on the quadratic surface that passes through AI. Am . Art and contains 
AI Ak and al' to two systems of degenerate curves k" that are represented 
on two lines which cut c. 

The conic that passes through Ai. Ah AI and cuts al and a2. is com~ 
pleted by the conics that pass through Am. Art and cut the said conic 
twice and al once. to a system of degenerate curves k" that is repre~ 
sented on a line which cuts c and touches K2. 

The conics that pass through Ai. Ak. AI and cut al. are completed 
by the conics that pass through Am. Art. cut al and a2 and cut one of 
the aforesaid conics twice. to a system of degenerate curves ki that is 
represented on a conic which passes through T. cuts c. and lies in a 
tangent plane of K2. 

§ 5. K2 is the image surface of the system of the curves k" that 
touch al' 

The curves ki that pass through a given point P. lie on the quadratic 
surface w 2 that passes through AI' ...• As and Pand contains al' Let 
a2 cut w 2 in PI and P 2• The curves ki on w 2 th at pass through Pand 
PI as weil as those that pass through Pand P 2 cut al in pairs of points 
of aquadratic involution. Consequently the system of the curves ki that 
pass through a given point P. is represented on two lines ap and a'p. 

that cut c. 
ap and a'p together cut K2 in four points; hen ce: 
There are tour curves ki that pass through a sixth given point and 

touch al' 
This number can also be deduced directly. Por each of the above 

mentioned involutions on al has two double points. 

§ 6. Let kb be the image curve of the system I I of the curves k" 
that have a given chord b. By making use of the property that the 
biquadratic curves of the first kind that pass through six given points 
and cut a given line twice. lie on the quadratic surface tb at is defined 
by these elements. we find that through a given point of al or al tb ere 
pass two resp. one curve of I I' Hence a tangent plane K2 cuts kb in 
all in three points. Accordingly kb is a twisted cubic that passes tbrough 
Tand bas c as chord. 

kb cuts K2 outside T in four points. Hence: 
There are tour curves ki that touch al and cut a third given line 

twice. 
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§ 7. Let us call Ol the image surface of the system I 2 of the curves 
k4 th at cut a given line 1. In order to determine the degree we cut 
Ol by a line that cuts c and touches K2. The number of points of 
intersection outside c is equal to the number of curves of I 2 that pass 
through a given point of al and a given point of a2' This number is 
equal to two as the biquadratic curves of the first kind that pass through 
seven given points and cut a given line. form a biquadratic surface with 
double points in the given points I). From this property it also follows 
that c is a quadruple line of Ol. Consequently Ol is a surface of the 
sixth degree that has a double point in Tand on which c is a qua~ 
druple line. 

By investigating in how many points Ol is cut outside c and T by 
the pair of lines ap. a'p and by kb. we find the following numbers. of 
which the former also directly follows from a property indicated in § 5 : 

There are (our curves k4 that pass through a given point Pand cut 
a given line I. 

There are eight curves k4 that have a given chord band cut a given 
line I. 

§ 8. Two surfaces Ol and Om cut each other along the line c. which 
must be counted sixteen times. and a curve klm of the order twenty. 
which is obviously the image curve of the system of the curves k4 that 
cut two given lines land m. klm has a quadruple point in Tand cuts c 
in sixteen points. 

Intersection of klm with K2 and On gives: 
There are 32 curves k4 that touch al and cut two given lines land m. 

There are 48 curves k4 that cut three given lines 1. mand n. 

§ 9. The system I3 of the curves k4 that cut a2 twice and. accordingly. 
each have two image points on a line through T. is represented on a 
plane a., that passes through T. For the curves of I3 cut al in pairs 
of points of the quadratic involution on al produced by the pencil of 
quadratic surfaces that pass through AI' ..• As and contain a2' 

If we cut a., by the pair of lines ap. a'p andby kb. we find the 
following numbers. of which the former is again an immediate conse~ 
quence of a property indicated in § 5: 

There is one curve k4 that cuts a2 twice and passes through a given 
point P. 

There is one curve k4 that cuts a2 as weil as a given line b twice. 

§ 10. The congruence of the biquadratic curves k'4 of the first kind 
that pass through seven given points AI'" . A7' may be brought into 
a one~one~correspondence with the points of the plane a - AI A2A3 by 

I) Cf. Prof. JAN DE VRIES. Eine Kongruenz von Raumkurven vierter Ordnung. erster 
Art. Nieuw Archief v. Wisk. 15. 229. 
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associating to any curve k'4 its fourth point of intersection with a as 
image point. Al' A 2 and A3 are sil).gular points. In Ai are represented 
the 001 curves k'4 that touch a in Ai and lie on the quadratic surface 
W2i that passes through A4 .. . • A7 and contains the lines A i AI< and 
Ai A,. 

A line a through Ai in a is the image of the system of the 001 curves 
k'4 th at lie on the quadratic surface w 2 which passes through A4' . . • A7 
and contains the lines a and Ak A, . w 2 as well as W2i contain two 
curves k'4 that cut a given line l. Hence the system of the curves k'4 
that cut a given line l. is represented on a biquadratic curve k, with 
double points in Al, A 2 and A3' which is eVidently the intersection of 
a and the surface formed by the curves k'4 that cut l. In this way we 
have proved the property applied in § 7. 

w2 as weB as w; contain six curves k'4 that touch a given plane cp. 
Accordingly the system of the curves k'4 that touch a given plane cp. 
is represented on a curve kt of the twelfth order with sextuple points 
in AI' A 2 and A3' kt cuts k l outside AI' A 2 and A3 in twe\ve points. 

There are. therefore. twdve curves k'4 that cut a given line and touch 
a given plane. 

The intersection of two curves kt en k~ also gives: 
There are 36 curves k'4 that touch two given planes. 

§ 11. Through application of the above we can show in a simple way 
that the system of the curves k4 that touch a given plane cp. is repre~ 
sented on a surface Or of the 18'h degree that has a sextuple point in 
Tand on which c is a twelve~fold line. 

Intersection of O r with (ap. a'p). kb and klm gives the foBowing numbers. 
of which the former again follows immediately from § 5: 

There are twelve curves k4 that pass through a given point Pand 
touch a given plane cp. 

There are 24 curves k4 that have a given chord band touch a given 
plane cp. 

There are 144 curves k4 that cut two given lines 1 and mand touch 
a given plane cp. 

§ 12. We can also investigate the representations of different other 
systems of curves ki, as e.g. the systems of the curves k4 that touch two 
given planes. that cut a given line and touch a given plane. and others. 

The numbers that can be deduced from this and the numbers deduced 
above are the following ones: 

p7 V2 = -4 p6 Tv -4 p5 B3 1 p5 BTv 4 p5 Bv4 = 48 
p7 ve = 12 p6 B2 1 ps B2v2 8 p5 Tv3 32 p5 Bv3e = 144 
p7 e2 = 36 p6 Bv2 4 p5 B2ve = 24 p5 Tv2e 96 p5 Bv2e2= 432 

p6 Bve = 12 p5 B2e2 = 72 p5 Tve2 = 288 p5 Bve3 = 1296 
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Here Prepresents the condition that a biquadratic curve of the first 
kind pass through a given point. y that it cut a given line once. B th at 
it cut a given line twice. T that it touch a given lirie and e that it 
touch a given plane. 

§ 13. The above enables us to indicate properties of surfaces formed 
by systems of 00 I curves k". such as: 

The curves k" that have a given chord b. form a surface of the eighth 
degree with quadruple points in AI ....• A5' on which al and bare 
double lines and a2 is a single line. 

The curves k" that cut two given lines land m. form a surface of 
the degree 48 with 24-fold points in Al ....• A5' on which al is a 
16-fold line and a2. land mare 8-fold lines. The multiplicity of al is 
equal to the number of curves k" that pass through a given point of al 
and cut land m. Prom the property indicated in § 8 that klm cuts c in 
16 points. it follows that this number is equal to 16. Etc. 

63 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXXI. 



Matbematics. - Determination of the Elementary Numbers of the 
Quadratic Surface by means of Representations of Systems of 
Quadratic Surfaces on the Points of a Linear Space. By J. W. A. 
VAN KOL. (Communicated by Prof. HENDRIK DE VRIES). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of September 29. 1928) 

§ 1. In the same way as SCHUBERT. Kalkül der abzählenden Geometrie. 
§ 22. where the elementary numbers of the quadratic surface by means of 
degenerations have been determined. we indieate by p. the condition th at 
the quadratic surface pass through a given point. by e that it touch a 
given plane. by y that it touch a given straight line. by cp aquadratic 
surface that is degenerate in a double degree~plane containing a single 
rank~conie which is at the same time a single c1ass~conie and by 'Ijl a 
quadratie surface whieh is degenerate in two single degree~planes of 
whieh the intersection is a double rank~line containing two single 
c1ass~poin ts. 

In what follows three numbers are supposed to be known. viz. p.9 = 1. 
p.8e = 3 and p.8y = 2. 

§ 2. The system p.7. 
Let us suppose the two~dimensional set of the quadratic surfaces F2 

that pass through seven given points Al' ... A7 to be represented pro~ 
jectively on the points of a plane a. This representation does not 
possess any singular e1ements. A line of a is the image of a pencil of 
surfaces F2. The systems of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane. 
resp. a given line. are represented on a cubie. resp. aconie. Consequently 
p.7e2 = 9. p.7ye = 6 and p.7y2 = 4. 

§ 3. The system p.6. 
We suppose the three~dimensional set of the quadratie surfaces F2 

that pass through six given points Al' ... A6 to be projectively repre~ 
sented on the points of a linear three-dimensional space R3' 

The planes Al A 2 A3 and A4 A5 A6 form a pair of plan es th at is a 
part of 00

2 degenerations 'Ijl that are represented in one point H 23 • 

Accordingly our representation has ten cardinal points Hik (i. k = 2 .... 6; 
i ~ kl. 

A plane in R3 is the image of a net of surfaces F2 and a line in R3 
is the image of a pencil of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 th at touch a given plane a. is repre~ 
sented on a cubie surface FI< that has single points in Hik. We prove 
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the latter by cutting F~ by a line a that passes e.g. through H23 and 
is. accordingly. the image of a pencil of quadratic surfaces F2 to which 
the pair of plan es Al A 2 A3, A4 A5 A6 be1ongs. This pencil contains two 
non-degenerate surfaces F2 that touch a. Consequently F2 is cut by a 

outside H23 in two points. 
The system of the surfaces F2 th at touch two given plan es a and fJ. 

is represented on the curve of intersection k~i3 of Fe< and Fi" which is 
of the ninth order and has single points in Hik. 

ka,g cuts F.r outside the cardinal points in 17 more points. Hence: 
fJ-6(/ = 17. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on aquadratic cone KI. The image surface is quadratic because a pencil 
of quadratic surfaces contains two individuals that touch a given 
straight line. Let TI be the image of the surface F2 that contains 1. 
A line r through TI is the image of a pen ei I of surfaces F2 to which 
belongs the surface F2 that contains 1. Now as a rule this pencil does 

I 

not contain any surface that touches 1. Accordingly r has no point 
outside TI in common with the image surface. The image surface is. 
therefore. aquadratic cone with vertex in TI. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines 1 and m. 
is represented on the biquadratic curve of intersection klm of the surfaces 
g and Fm. Neither klm nor g pass through Hik. 

The intersection of k~p and FI. of klm and F~ and of klm and Fn gives 
the numbers fJ-6 ye2 = 18. fJ-6y2e = 12 and fJ-6 y 3 = 8. 

§ 4. The system fJ-5 . 

We suppose the four-dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through Bve given points Al .... A5' to be projectively re
presented on the points of a linear four-dimensional space R4' 

With any plane through A4 A5 the plane Al A 2 A3 forms a pair of 
planes that is a part of (X>2 degenerations '1/'. This system of (X>3 degene
rations 'I/' is represented on a cardinal line h1s . EVidently the representa
tion has ten cardinal lines hik (i. k = 1 •... 5; i -::f k). Each of the 
cardinal lines. e.g. h46' is cut by three of the others. i.c. h 12 • h23 and hl3' 

A linear i-dimensional spa ce (i = 1. 2. 3) in R4 is the image of a 
linear i-dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is rep re
sented on a cubic space Q~ of which the lines hik are single lines. We 
prove the latter by cutting Qa by a line that cuts a line hik. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given planes a and fJ. 
is represented on the surface of intersection F "'I' of Q~ and QI" which 
is of the ninth degree and of which the lines hik are single lines. 

F"p is cut by Qr along the lines hik and a curve k";3r of the order 17. 
which is the image curve of the system of the surfaces F2 that touch 
th ree given plan es a. fJ and y. k~h cuts each of the lines hik in three 

63* 
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points. Por we can show that each of the planes Ai Ak Al is a part 
of three degenerate surfaces F2 that touch a, fJ and y. 

ku ,B'Y is cut by DJ outside cardinal points in 3. 17 - 10.3= 21 points. 
Hence: f1-s e4 = 21. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on aquadratic space Dl with a double line dl. dl is the image of the 
pencil of surfaces F2 that contain 1. Dl touches the lines hik. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines 1 and m. is 
represented on the surface of intersection F lm of Dl and Dm. which is 
of the fourth degree and has four double points viz. in the points of 
intersection of dl and Dm and in those of dm and Dl. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch three given lines 1. mand n. 
is represented on die curve of intersection klmn of Dl. Dm and D .. which 
is of the eighth order. 

Intersection of ku,3oy and Dl. of Fu,3 and gm. of k mn and D/X and of 
gm and Fno gives the numbers: f1- S 1' e3 = 34. f1-s y2 e2 = 36. f1-s y3 e = 24. 
and f1-s y4 = 16. 

§ 5. The system f1-4. 

We suppose the five-dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through four given points Al .... A4, to be projectively re
presented on the points of a linear five-dimensional space Rs. 

The plane AI A 2 A3 farms with any plane through A4 a pair of 
planes th at is a part of 00 2 degenerations lP. This system of 00

4 degene
rations lP is represented on a cardinal plane 0 4 , Our representation has 
four cardinal planes ai (i = 1 .... 4) of which any two have a point in 
comman. 

In the same way any plane through AI A 2 farms with any plane 
through A3 A4 a pair of planes th at is a part of 00 2 degenerations lP. 

This system of 00 4 degenerations lP is represented on a cardinal surface 
al which is quadratic because through two arbitrary points th ere pass 
two pairs of planes of which one plane passes through AI A 2• the other 
through A3 A4' Any line of one scroll of al is the image of a system 
of 00 3 degenerations lp which have a plane through AI A 2 in comman. 
and any line of the other scroll of al is the image of a system of 00 3 

degenerations lP that have a plane through A3 A4 in comman. The 
linear. three-dimensional space which contains al. is the image of the 
system of the 00 3 surfaces F2 that contain the lines AI A 2 and A3 A4' 
EVidently th ere are three quadratic cardinal surfaces a? (i = 1. 2. 3). 
Any of the plan es ai has a line in cam man with any of the surfaces 0/. 
Two surfaces ai2 have two points in comman each of which is a point 
of intersection of two planes ai. 

A linear i-dimensional space (i = 1. . . .. 4) in Rs is the image of a 
linear i-dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is rep re-
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sented on a cubic four~dimensional space iDa in whieh ai and 0/ are 
single. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given planes a and (J. 
is represented on the three-dimensional space Da" of the ninth degree 
whieh "DCI. and "DI' have in common and in whieh ai and ai 2 are single. 

DCI.,s has in common with "Dr the planes ai. the surfaces ai2 and a 
surface FCI."r of the degree 17 that is the image of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that touch three given plan es a. fJ and r. We can prove 
that FCl. j'r has three lines in common with any of the planes ai and 
th ree conies with any of the surfaces 01 2• 

FCI."r is cut by "D j along straight lines Iying in the planes ai. conies 
Iying in the surfaces 0/ and a curve kCl.'lrJ of the order 21 that is the 
image of the system of the surfaces F2 that touch four given plan es a. 
(3. rand ö. kCl."r} cuts each of the planes ai in three points and each 
of the surfaces ai2 in ten points. 

kCl.lJrJ is cut by "D, outside cardinal points in 21 .3 - 4.3 - 3. 10= 21 
points. Hence: #"e5 = 21. This number is equal to the dual number 
f.é e" already found. In the following §§ we shall derive only those numbers 
of which the dual numbers have not yet been determined. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line Z. is represented 
on a quadratie four~dimensional space "DI with a double plane ÖI that 
is the image of the system of the surfaces F2 that contain Z. "DI touches 
any of the planes ai along a line and any of the surfaces ai2 along aconie. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch two given lines Zand m. 
is represented on the biquadratie three~dimensional space Dim that "DI and 
"Dm have in common. Dim contains two double conies. viz. the inter
section of ÖI and "Dm. whieh is the image curve of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that contain Zand touch m. and the intersection of öm and 
1 DI. which is the image curve of the system of the surfaces F2 th at 
contain mand touch Z. Dim has one quadruple point of contact with any of 
the planes ai and two qnadruple points of contact with any of the surfaces 0/. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch three given lines Z. mand 
n. is represented on the surface of the eighth degree Flmn that "DI. 
"Dm and "Dn have in common. Flmn contains twelve double points. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch four given lines Z. m. n and 
o. is represented on the curve of the order sixteen klmno which "DI. "Dm. "Dn 
and "Do have in common. 

Intersection of kCl.,3r!J and "DI' of FCI.~r and DIm. of DCI." and Fzmn. of "DCI. and 
klmno and of "Dp and klmno gives the numbers: 

#"y e" = 42. #"y2e3 = 68. #"y 3e2 = 72. #"'yie = 48 and #"y 5 = 32. 

§ 6. The system #3. 

We suppose the six-dimensional system of the quadratie surfaces F2 
that pass through three given points Al' A 2 and A3' to be projectively 
represented on the points of a linear six-dimensional space R6' 
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Together with any plane AI A 2 A3 forms a pair of plan es that is a 
part of 00 2 degenerations 'Ijl. This system of 00 5 degenerations 'Ijl is 
represented on a linear three~dimensional cardinal space ~. 

Any plane through AI A 2 forms with any plane through A3 a pair of planes 
that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'Ijl. This system of 00 5 degenerations 
'Ijl is represented on a cubic three~dimensional cardinal space I 33. ~ l 
contains a system Slof OOi planes and a system S2 of 00 2 lines so 
that each plane of SI and each line of S2 cut each other. Any plane 
of SI is the image of a system of 00 4 degenerations 'Ijl that have a 
plane through AI A 2 in common and any line of S2 is the image of a 
system of 00 3 degenerations 'Ijl that have a plane through A3 in common. 
I l lies in a linear five~dimensional space which is the image of the 
system of the surfaces p2 that contain the line AI A 2. There are th ree 
cubic cardinal spa ces I i 3 (i = I, 2, 3). ~ i 3 bas in common with ~ a 
plane and a straight line, which is the intersection of the plan es that 
I k3 and ~ /3 have in common with ~. In the first place I i 3 and ~ k3 

have aquadratic surface in common that contains the lines which Ii 3 

and Ik3 have in common with ~ and in the second place the line that 
~ /3 has in common with ~ and that does not lie on the quadratic 
surface. Accordingly the three cubic cardinal spa ces have three lines 
in common. 

The plane AI A 2 A3 counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations cp 

that are represented in one point S which is the intersection of the 
common plan es of the cardinal spa ces ~ i 3 and ~. S is a single point 
of Ii 3• 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = I, ... ,5) in R6 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a, is represented 
on a cu bic five~dimensional space 5 Q" in which I and I i 3 are single 
and that has a double point in S. We · prove the latter by cutting 5Q" by 
a line a through S that is the image of a pencil of surfaces F2 which 
has a double conic through AI' A 2 and A3 as base curve. This pencil 
contains one surface that touches a given plane. Accordingly a cuts 
5 Q,.. outside S in one point. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line Z, is represented 
on a quadratic five~dimensional space 5 Q/ which touches I along a plane 
and each of the spaces I i 3 along a cubic surface, has a single point in 
S and contains a three~dimensional double space which is the image of 
the system of the planes F2 that contain Z. 

The system fJ-3 1'2 e3, i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch two 
given lines and three given planes, is represented on a curve k68 that 
is of the order 68 as its order must be equal to the number fJ-4 1'2 e3 

al ready found. k68 has a 32~fold point in S. For S is the image of the 
four degenerations cp that are formed by the plane AI A 2 A3 counted 
doubly and the four conics in it that cut the two given lines and touch 
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the three given planes. which degeneration must be counted eight times I). 
We can also show that k68 has no point in common with I and that 
it is cut byeach of the planes Z i 3 in six quadruple points. 

k68 cuts 5Q/ outside S and cardinal points in 2.68-1.32=104 points. 
Hence: f1-3 v3 e 3 = 104. 

In the same way we can examine the image curves of the systems 
f1-3 V3 e 2. f1-3V"e and f1-3v5. By cutting these by 5Q/ we find the numbers: 
f1-3 v" e 2 = 112. f1-3 v5 e = 80 and f1-3 v6 = 56. 

§ 7. The system p,2. 
We suppose the seven~dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces 

F2 that pass through two given points Al and A 2. to be projectively 
represented on the points of a linear seven~dimensional space R7' 

Any plane through Al A 2 forms with any other plane a pair of planes 
that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'l/l. This system of 00 6 degenerations 
'l/l is represented on a four~dimensional cardinal space 1 I" of the fourth 
degree. as through four arbitrary points there pass four pairs of plan es 
of which one plane passes through AI A 2 • 1 I" contains a system Slof 
001 linear three-dimensional spaces and a system S2 of 00 3 lines so that 
any space of SI cuts any line of S2' Any space of SI is the image of 
a system of 00 5 degenerations 'l/l that have a plane through AI A 2 in 
common. Any line of S2 is the image of a system of 00 3 degenerations 
'l/l that have a plane in common. which. as a rule. does not pass through 
,AI and A 2 • "I" lies in a linear six~dimensional spa ce which is the image 
of the system of ·the surfaces F2 that contain the line AI A 2. 

Likewise any plane through AI forms with any plane through A 2 a 
pair of planes that is a part of 00 2 degenerations 'l/l. This system of 
00

6 degenerations 'l/l is represented on a four-dimensional cardinal space 
"I6 of the sixth degree. as through four arbitrary points th ere pass six 
pairs of planes of which one plane contains AI and the other A 2• "I 6 

contains two systems S' I and S' 2 of 00 2 planes of which any plane of S' I 
cuts any plane of S' 2' Each plane of S' I or S' 2 is the image of a system 
of 00" degenerations 'l/l that a plane through AI resp. A 2 have in 
common. ",2'" and "Z6 have two cubic three~dimensional spa ces in common. 
which are the images of the systems of 00 5 degenerations 'l/l of which 
one plane passes through AI A 2 and the other through AI resp. A 2• 

Any plane through AI A 2 counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations 
cp. This system of 00 6 degenerations cp is represented on a line s which 
the said cubic three~dimensional spa ces have in common. 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1 •...• 6) in R7 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is repre~ 
sented on a cubic six~dimensional space 6Q" in which "I" and iZ6 are 
single and s is a double line. 

I) Cf. ZEUTHEN. Lehrbuch der abziihlenden Geometrie. p. 351. 
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The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line I. is represented 
on a quadratic six~dimensional space 6Q/ that touches 4X 4 along a 
biquadratic three~dimensional space and 4 X 6 along a three~dimensional 
spa ce of the sixth degree. th at has s as single line and has a linear 
four~dimensional double space which is the image of the system of the 
surfaces F2 that contain I. 

The system f.1-2y4e2• i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch four 
given lines and two given planes. is represented on a curve kl12 that 
is of the order 1) 2 because its order is equal to the number f.1-3y 4e2 

already found. 
k112 is cut by s in 24 quadruple points. For there are 24 conics of 

which the planes pass through At A 2 and which cut the four given 
lines and touch the two given plan es I). Any of these conics together 
with its plane counted doubly. forms a degeneration rp that must be 
counted four times 2) and is. accordingly. represented in a quadruple 
point of k112 on s. We can further show that k112 has no point outside 
s in common with 4Q4 and th at it is cut outside s by 4Q6 in two sixteen~ 
fold points. 

kl12 cuts 6Q/ outside s and cardinal points in 2.112 - 1.96 = 128 
points. Hence: f.1-2 y 5e2 = 128. 

In the same way we can examine the image curves of the systems 
f.1-2 y 5e and f.1-2 y 6. By cutting these by 6Q/ we find the numbers: f.1-2y 6e = 
104 and f.1-2 y 7 = 80. 

§ 8. The system f.1-. 

We suppose the eight~dimensional system of the quadratic surfaces F2 
that pass through a given point A. to be projective1y represented on 
the points of a linear eight~dimensional space RB' 

Any plane through A forms with any other plane a pair of plan es 
th at is a part of 002 degenerations 1jJ. This system of 00 7 degenerations 
1jJ is represented on a five~dimensional cardinal space 5 XIO of the ten th 
degree. as through five arbitrary points there pass ten pairs of planes 
of which one plane passes through A. 5 X IO contains a system Slof 
00

2 linear three~dimensional spaces and a system S2 of 00 3 planes of 
which any space of SI cuts any plane of S2' Any space of SI is the 
image of a system of 00 5 degenerations 1jJ that have a plane through A 
in common. Any plane of S2 is the image of a system of 00 4 degene~ 

rations 1jJ that have a plane in common. which. as a rule. does not 
pass through A. 

Any plane through A counted doubly is a part of 00 5 degenerations rp. 
This system of 00 7 degenerations rp is represented on a plane (J th at 
lies in 52:'0. 

I) Cf. SCHUBERT. Kalkül der abzählenden Geometrie. p. 95. where the number of conies 
1,2v'tf!2 = 24 is dedved. 

2) Cf: Note to § 6. 
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A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1 •. .. 7) in Rs is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a. is represented 
on a cubic seven~dimensional space 7Q" in which 52:10 is single and a is 
a double plane. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line I. is represented 
on a quadratic seven~dimensional space 7Q/ that touches 52:10 along a 
four~dimensional space of the tenth degree. a is a single planein 7 Q/ and 
7 Q/ contains a linear five~dimensional double space that is the image of 
the system of the surfaces p2 that contain 1. 

The system fJ-y6e. i.e. the system of the surfaces F2 that touch six 
given lines and a given plane. is represented on a curve klO\ for 
fJ-2 y 6e = 104. klOi is cut by a in 52 double points and does not cut 52:

10 

outside a. kloi cuts 7Q/ outside a in 2.104 - 1.104 = 104 points. Hence: 
fJ-v7e = 104. 

The system fJ-v7 is represented on a curve kSO that is cut by a in 34 
double points and that does not cut 52:10• kSO cuts 7Q/ outside a in 
2.80 - 1.68 = 92 points. Hence: fJ-vs = 92. 

§ 9. We now suppose all quadratic surfaces F2 of space to be 
projectively represented on the points of a linear nine-dimensional 

space R9' 
The system of the ooS degenerations 1jJ is represented on a six~ 

dimensional cardinal space 62:10 of the degree ten. as through any six 
points there pass ten pairs of planes. 62:10 contains a system S of 00

3 

linear three~dimensional spaces. Any space of S is the image of a system 
of 00 5 degenerations 1jJ that have a plane in common. As a rule two 
spaces of S have one point in common. 

The system of the ooS degenerations cp is represented on a linear 
three~dimensional space 2: lying in 62: 10• 

A linear i~dimensional space (i = 1. . . .. 8) in R9 is the image of a 
linear i~dimensional system of surfaces F2. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given plane a, is represented 
on a cubic eight~dimensional space sQ" in which 62: 10 is single and in 
which 2: is a double space. 

The system of the surfaces F2 that touch a given line 1. is represented 
on a quadratic eight~dimensional space sQ/ that touches 62:

10 along a 
five~dimensional space of the tenth degree. .2: is single in sQ/ and sQ 
contains a linear six~dimensional double space which is the image of the 
system of the surfaces F2 that contain l. 

The system vS is represented on a curve k92 that cuts 2: in 92 points. 
as there are 92 conics that cut eight given lines. and that does not cut 
62:

10 outside 2:. k92 cuts S 2: / outside 2: in 2.92 - 1.92 = 92 points. 
Hence: v9 = 92. 
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§ 10. The same as the systems f.J-i (i = O. . . .• 7) of quadratic surfaces. 
also the dual systems (/ can be projective1y represented on the points of 
a linear space. In stead of the degeneration cp in this case the dual de
generation X. the quadratic cone. will play a part. By dualising the 
considerations of the preceding § § we find the numbers that have not 
yet been derived in those § §. 



Physics • ...-- "On a Condition for the Equilibrium of a Liquid with its 
Vapour Given by BOL TZMANN. and the Relation between this 
Condition and the Thermodynamic Potentiai." By J. W. DEKKER. 
(Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS JR.). 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

§ 1. In § 60 of the 2nd part of his "Gastheorie" BOL TZMANN gives 
a condition for the equilibrium between liquid and vapour of a simple 
substance. which. in a somewhat more general way. may be expressed 
thus that the expression 

must be the same in the two phases. 
In this Vb is. per gramme molecule. the space available for a last 

molecule centre amidst the other molecules already present. Ernol the 
potential energy of 1 molecule in relation to the others. kT the double 
of the mean kinetic energy per degree of freedom. As when n represents 
the number of molecules per gramme molecule. n Ernol = 2 Epoto i.e. twice 
the potential energy per gramme molecule. and n k T = R T. hen ce 

Ernol _ 2Epot d' h b d kT- RT' accor mg to tea ove con ition 

2Epo t 

Vb • e - ---yfT 

hence the logarithm of this expression multiplied by - RT. i.e. 

2Epo t - RT log Vb 

must have the same value in the two phases. 
I shall now show th at in general this expression is not quite correct. 

but th at 

àEpot RTl 
Epot - àv . v - og Vb • 

should be substituted for it. 
a 

The former expression is in conformity with th is only when Epot = - - . 
v 

which expression BOL TZMANN also uses in the § mentioned. 

§ 2. Let us first follow the course taken by BOL TZMANN. 
When 1 gramme molecule of liquid coexists with 1 gramme molecule 
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of vapour, and we bring one more molecule inside the space in which 
the two phases are found, a volume (Vb)1 is available in the liquid, a 
volume (vbb in the vapour for the centre of this molecule. 

If there were no cohesion, the ratio between these available volumes 
would be at the same time the ratio of the chances that, with given 
position of the other molecules, the last molecule would be in the liquid 
or in the vapour. 

BOL TZMANN multipiies the ratio of the available volumes on account 
of the prevailing attractive forces by 

to arrive at the ratio of chance mentioned. 
In this he interchanges, however, the potential energy Emol ot some 

molecule in one of the two phases with the potential energy of the last 
molecule which we think admitted extra with given position of the other 
molecules. It is this latter energy that we must take into account for 
the ratio of probability, and in general this energy is not equal to Emol. 

We have much sooner to do here with the increase of energy at 
constant volume (and constant temperature) when the number of mole~ 
cules in the volume v is brought from n to n + 1 than with the energy 
per molecule I) . 

This increase of energy, (à;~ot) v' may be expressed by the aid of 

(à;;)n· 
For when the number of molecules is changed from n to xn, and at 

the same time the volume from v to xv, the potenti~l energy becomes 
XEpot• hence it increases by (x-l )Epot. For x = 1 + dx this increase becomes, 
therefore, dEpot = Epot dx. Further dn is then = ndx and dv = vdx. Now 
(T being constant) we have the following equation: 

d - (àEpot) d + (à
EPot) d Epot- àn n àv v, 

v n 

hence: 

and therefore: 

(
aEPot) _ ~ ~ _ (àEPot) ~ an - n Epot àv v. 

v n 

With this value for the potential energy of the last molecule it is 

I) I do not assign much cogency to the reasoning given in this §. I only give it to 
show. where and how BOLTZMANN·s derivation must be modified to arrive at the correct 
result. More co gent proofs follow in § 3 and § 4. 
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found that the chances that this molecule is in one phase or in the 
other, are to each other as the values of the expression 

àepot 
e t---U 

po àu 

Ub • e 
- --n-k-T--

The number of molecules in liquid and vapour being to each other 
in the same ratio as these chances. and these numbers having the same 
value (for we took a gramme molecule of both). the latter expression. 
hence also 

must be equal in the two phases. 

§ 3. In a stricter way than in the preceding § we can arrive at the 
same result by the aid of GIBBS's statistical method. as it has been applied 
by ORNSTEIN to molecular problems. 

Starting from the question as to which is the most frequent system 
divided into two homogeneous phases, from a canonical ensemble with 
modulus (J. ORNSTEIN finds as one of the conditions for this system. 
that the first derivative f' (n) of a certain function ((n) of the number 
of molecules n per cm3 must have the same value in the two phases. 
This function is: 

w an2 1) 
{(n) = n log n+ 2(J 

In this w is in relation to our Ub in a way to be specified later; 
an2 

- 2 has been simply substituted for the potential energy per cm3
• hence 

the more general form of the function is: 

{(n) = n log ~- epo(Jt. 
n u 

It follows from this that: 

f' (n) = d (n log w) _ log n -1 _ ~. aepot • 
dn u(J àn 

Now. however. w is in relation with Ub according to the equation: 

d (ndlog w) = log ~ 2) . 
n u 

while: 

1) Appl. de la mécanique statistique de GIBBS. Arch. Néerl. S. III A, t. ot (1918), 
p. 262 et seq. 

2) Cf. Ioc. cito p. 230. 
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and as -log v -log n = -log n is the same in both cases. and n () = RT. 
our condition becomes that 

I 1 ( (lepot) og Vb - RT epot - àv . v • 

hence also 

àEpot RTL epot - àv . v-ag Vb 

must have the same value in the two phases. 

§ 4. BOLTZMANN shows loc. cito that. 
a 

when epot = - - and 
v 

Vb = V ( 1 - 2 ~ + : ~ ::) is put. and for the pressure the value corre~ 

sponding to these values is assumed. i.e. p = RT(l + ~ + ~8 b:) - a2 • 
v v v v 

the condition of equilibrium derived by him. aft er development of the 
b2 

logarithm to the term 2" inclusive. assumes the same form as the so~ 
v 

". 
called rule of MAXWELL: p (V2 - VI) Jp dv. 

", 
In this case the expression 2Epo' - RT log Vb yields the same value as 

the thermodynamic potential pv - Jp dv. provided no pure temperature 

term is introduced into the second expression. 
I will now show that wh en the potential energv is left undetermined. 

and also the development according to ~. which is questionable for the 
v 

liquid phase. is omitted. the thermodynamic potential is accurately equal. 
with the exception of a temperature term. to the expression which I 
substituted for that of BOL TZMANN. 

It is known th at : 

J à (e - T1]) 
pv - p dv = E - T1] - -av-- . v 

Wh en the kinetic energy is omitted as a pure function of the tem~ 
perature. this becomes: 

For the calculation of 1] we can follow the way indicated by BOL TZMANN 

in § 61. Hence we put: 

1] =Rm log W. 
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m is the mass of a molecule (in connection with the notation adopted 
by us to be expressed in gramme molecules), W, the "probability of the 
state", consists of a temperature factor, which we may leave out of 
consideration here, and further of a factor indicating the number of the 
possibilities of distributing our n molecules over the space v, and which 
is put equal' to the product of the volumes which the n molecules, 
brought each separately into the space, have at their disposal at the 
moment that they have been brought into it. 

Hence if we represent by 2 vmby the space occupied by the distance 
spheres of these molecules, which have a joint mass vm, wh en already 
v molecules have been brought into the volume v, then, disregarding the 
temperature factor: 

n-I 

W = II (v - 2 v m by) 
=0 

and therefore, disregarding a temperature term: 
n-I 

'IJ = R m .4 log (v - 2 v m b,). 
,=0 

From this formula follows: 

(~~ ). R m log (v - 2 n m bn) 

or more simply: 

(~~)v-Rm log Vb. 

In an analogous way as in § 2 for the energy a relation is now derived 

between (~~).and (~~}. It is then found that: 

(~~}v=R+'IJ-(~~): n. I
). 

Hence: 

(~~ \v = R + 'IJ - R m n log Vb = R + 'IJ - R log Vb 

and therefore, with omission of temperature terms: 

T ( 'IJ - ~~ . v) = RT log Vb 

and finally: 

pv --fp dv = Epot - à;~ot • V - RT log Vb • 

I) The term Rappears in consequence of the fact that the entropy deflned in the above 
way is not simply multiplied by x wh en the volume and the number of molecules are 
made x times greater. Then the entropy becomes 'I (x) = " . 11 + Rx log x. With increase of 
x from 1 to 1 + dx we then get d'l = (R + ,,) d". 



Applied Mechanics. - Temperature differences occurring in gaslift. 
By J. VERSLUYS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27. 1928). 

Recently a theoretical analysis was given of the phenomena occurring 
in gaslift. (I). As gaslift is to be considered a vertical tube in which a 
mixture of gas and liquid rises. The pressure of the gas at the bottom 
of the gaslift is the main source of energy. In the above mentioned 
analysis it was stated that the temperature in the gaslift is not invariable. 
for the temperature must drop as the mixture rises. The formulae. how~ 
ever. were deduced as if the process were isothermal. As appears from 
what follows. the differences in temperature are so smal!. that they may 
be disregarded. such in view of the inevitable inaccuracies in the deter~ 
mination of the coefficients. 

In this paper a deduction of the theory of the gaslift is given. whereby 
the temperature is taken as variabie. It will be shown that the decrease 
in temperature during the rise of the gas and liquid mixture is so small 
that the decrease of the work exerted by the expansion of the gas in 
consequence of this drop in temperature may be disregarded. 

The following notation will be used: 
volume of liquid flowing through per unit of time . 
absolute temperature 
absolute pressure 

volume of gas flowing through per unit of time 

specifk gravity of the liquid 

specifk gravity of the gas at pressure pand temperature T 

total volume of liquid and gas passing through the section 
per unit of time 

weight of gas and liquid passing through the section per 
unit of time 

ditto for gas alone . 
ditto for oil alone 
average ra te of flow of the mixture in a cross section 
a coefficient of the dimension of rate of flow 
specifk gravity of the mixture . 
height above horizontal level of origin 
radius of the cross section of the tube 
amounts of energy per unit of time . 

q 
T 
p 
RT 
P 

YI 

Yg P 
T 

v 

G 
Gg 

G1 

U 

b 
s 
y 
r 

W!.W2• etc. 



mechanical heat equivalent . 
specifk heat of the liquid 
specifk heat of the gas 
absorption coefficient . 
coefficient of absorption heat 

OIie may write: 
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G=qYI +RYg 

and 

v=q + RT =qp+RT 
p p 

Fram which follows: 

G qYI +RYg 
s=-;=p qp +RT 

and 

A 
Cl 

Cg 

a 

{J. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

If as elementary cylinder is to be understood that part of the contents 
of the gaslift lying between the horizontal levels at the heights y and 
g + dg. th en the work of the pressure on the bottom end of this cylinder 
per unit of time is: 

W 1 =pv=pq + RT (5) 

from which follows: 

dW1 =qdp + RdT (6) 

and this is the work done in the unit of time by the pres su re upon the 
elementary cylinder. 

The work performed by the force of gravity in the elementary cylin~ 
der per unit of time is: 

(7) 

The mixture entering the elementary cylinder per unit of time through 
the bottom end would. provided the rate of flow is the same at every 
point in the cross section and the liquid and the gas flow at the same 
rate. have a kinetic energy of: 

(8) 

Assuming that the variation of this energy. caused by the speed of 
flow not being the same at all points of the cross section and the two 
sub stances (oil and gas) not having the same speed is expressed by a 

64 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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constant coefficient 1jJ. then the energy applied in th is manner to the 
elementary cylinder per unit of time is: 

. (9) 

The work of the turbuJence resistance may be expressed as follows. 
assuming th at the mixture behaves as a single liquid or a single gas : 

qp +RT qp +RT dWi =-nr2 fudy=-nr2 f ----dy=-f dy. (10) 
nr2p p 

in which f (compare I p. 67) is a function : 

f= CPV
5

2
S = Cf~ (qp + RT) (qYI + RYg) . 

r r p 
· (11) 

cp being a constant so that: 

cp (qp + RT)2 dWi = -7 - -p- - (qYI + RYg) dy · (12) 

The work per unit of time performed by the expansion of the gas 
in the elementary cylinder is: 

dWs = p dv = p - dT - -2 dp = R dT - - dp (
R RT) RT 
p p p 

(13) 

Finally. the energy per unit of time in the elementary cylinder 
converted into heat due to the difference in speed (see I page 67) may 
be expressed as the product of the weight of the liquid in the cylinder 
and a coefficient b. which. if the volume of the liquid is much greater 
than that of the gas. is ab out as great as the difference in the rate of 
flow. thus: 

dW6 = - bYI nr2 -.1!!1_ dy 
pq+RT 

An equation of equilibrium can be written as follows: 

. . . (14) 

· (15) 

The external energy applied per unit of time to the elementary 
cylinder is the sum of dW!. dW2 and dW3• Since the temperature of 
the substance flowing out of the cylinder is different from that of the 
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inflowing substance. a certain amount of heat is applied per unit of 
time. This is equivalent to the external energy. thus : 

(q YI Cl + R Yg Cg) dT - A (c;iW\ + dW2 + dW3) =0. . (16) 

For the present no consideration is given to the value of the coeffi~ 
cient of the specific heat of the gas in connection with the change in 
pressure and volume. Later it will appear. that the terms in which this 
coefficient occur. may be disregarded for the present purpose. 

Suhstituting in (15) and (16) the expressions of dW\ . ... dW6 then 
two simultaneous differential equations are ohtained. including p. dp. T. dT 
and dg. 

The equations are considerably simplified if. as has been found 
admissible in many practical cases. one takes: 

dW\ =RdT (17) 
and: 

(18) 

Then (16) is written: . 

~qJ'1 Cl + :,,/g Cg) dT _ R dT + (qYI + RYg) dg = O. . . (19) 

from which follows: 

T-C- (qYI + RYg) A 
- (qYI Cl + RYg Cg) - AR g. 

. . (20) 

in which C is the integration constant. 
For (15) may now he written: 

cp (qp + RT)2 R dT - (q YI + RYg) dg - c5 --p - (qYI + RYg) dg + 
. (21) 

RT 2 pq + R dT - p dp - bYI :re c pq + RT dg = 0 

From this dg can be eliminated by substituting for the first two terms 
the form deduced from (19) and for the third term: 

( + R ) d - R dT- (qYI Cl + RYg Cg) dT 
qYI Yg g- A' . . . (22) 

which relation follows from (19). We then get the following equation: 
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This differential equation in pand T could be solved. so that with 
the aid of (20) an expression can be found of pand y. The solution 
wil! not be sought because in the equation there are still two coefficients 
which presumably dep end upon p. viz. cp and b. Only af ter experi
mentation an opinion can be formed in this respect. In the case where 
the volume of the gas exceeds by far that of the liquid the equation 
could be further simplified by taking: 

qp+RT=RT (24) 

Then the equation (23) would be: 

(qrl Cl + Rrg cg)dT p...-(RT)2~R_qrl Cl +RrgCg~dT+ I 
A r5 p ( A ~ 

'. (25) 
+RdT-RTd -brl nr2 pq lR-A(qrlcl+Rrgcg)ldT=O ( 

p p pq+RT qrl + Rrg ) 

but this applies only in exceptional cases. 
The main equation here is (20). from which is to be deduced the 

relation between the difference in temperature TI - T 2 and th at of 
the levels YI - Y2: 

_ (qrl + Rrg) A 
T2 - TI - ( + R ) R (YI - Y2) qrl Cl rg Cg -

(26) 

Both in the numerator and in the denominator the second term is as 
a rule much smaller than the first. whilst also in the form between 
brackets in the denominator the second term is much smaller than the 
6rst. Thus the expression of the difference in temperature is approxi-
mately : 

(27) 

If the liquid is water then Cl is approximately 1. hence: 

(28) 

the temperature being expressed in degrees centigrade and the height 
in metres. 

lf the liquid is oi!. for which. e.g. Ci = t. then is 

In the same manner there may be deduced from (19): 

1 
dT= -----dY . 

427 Cl 

(29) 

(30) 

'Supposing the Iength of a gaslift to be 650 meters. 50 that the tem-
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perature drops 3° Celsius. while the pressure from the bottom to the 
top drops from 40 to 1 atmosphere. then with isotherm al expansion the 
gas would exert an energy per unit of volume of: 

p=40 40 40 

- ~ dv = rp d~ = fdp = log 40 = ± 6. .J t Jt P . P 
(31) 

p=1 I I 

If the temperature afterwards drops 3° at about T = 300. th en the 
1 

decrease of volume is 100 at a pressure 1. The work then performed is 

1 
100. Thus with isothermal expansion the work per unit of volume would 

be 6. of which about ! Ofo would be lost through a difference in tem

perature of 0.01. 
H. as also occurs. the pressure in the top of the gaslift is 4 atmo

spheres then the worth of isothermal expansion is log 10 = 2.3. from 
which would be deduced the product of the pressure prevailing. the 
volume and the decrease of volume 0.01 or 0.4 0 / 0 • 

In case of a gaslift where water is raised say 60 metres. while the 
pressure at the bottom is 4 atmospheres. then the temperature decrease 

will be 60 X 4~7 = 0.14. The energy exerted per unit of volume of gas 

at isothermal expansion would be log 4 = 1.39. whilst through decrease 

of temperature this would be reduced by °3~}= 0.0005. or about 0.030f0. 

In the treatise (I) referred to in the beginning. the problem of the action 
of the gaslift was dealt with. the solubility of the gas being taken into 
consideration. In order ta understand the heat phenomena in the deduction 
account would have to be taken of the absorption heat of the gas in 
the liquid. In the case of water and air there is little absorption. With 
petroleum and the co-existing gases the absorption coefficient a in units 
of volume may be 1/2, which is to say that with a pressure of 1 atmo
sphere half a litre of gas. measured at that pressure. would dissolve in 
1 litre of oi!. H the pressure at the bottom of the gaslift is PI apd at 
the top P2' th en the volume of gas set free during the rise. measured 
at 1 atmosphere is a (PI - P2)' and the weight of this volume of gas 

would be "/9 a (p.! - P2) 
T 

Assuming that the absorption heat (J corresponds to the heat of 
evaporation. th en th is would presumably lie between 50 and 150. Then 
the absorbed heat per unit of volume of oil is: 
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and the resultant temperature decrease 

fJ'Yu a (PI - P2) 
Cl T 

for which may he taken as average ahout 

1 1 
100 X 1000 X 2 1 
- --1-- (PI - P2) = 10 (PI - P2)' 

2 

The heat ahsorption capacity of the gas is disregarded. In very deep 
wells it might he possihle that (PI-P2) = 100. in which case the difference 
in temperature might he 10° Celsius. In less deep wells PI-P2 might 
'36. and then the difference in temperature is 3.6° C. 

In the latter case. where the difference of temperature is 3.6° C. the 
isothermal energy per unit of volume of gas would he 2.3. as al ready 
known. while the decrease of temperature would mean a loss of 

;06
0 = 0.012. This would he ahout 1/2 Ofo. In the former case. wh ere the 

difference in temperature is 10° c.. with isothermal expansion the energy 
per unit of volume of gas would he 6.9 and the loss through difference 

in temperature 3
1
0
0
0 = 0.033. which is also ahout 1/2 Ofo. 

So in the theory of gaslift there is no reason for taking into account 
the differences in temperature. 

LITERATURE, 

1. J, VERSLUYS: De werking van de gaslift . De Ingenieur. 1928. NO. 37. pp. M 65-
M 70 (with a bibliography). 

2. T . A. HALL: Fundamental principles of flowing wells. The Dil and Gas Journal. 
October 4. 1928. p. 30. 



Physics. - Methods and apparatus used in the Cryogenic Laboratory. 
XX. A high vacuum pump with great capacity. By W. GAEDE 
and W. H. KEESOM. (Comm. N°. 195a from the Physical Labora~ 
tory at Leiden). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27, 1928). 

§ 1. Introduction. When KAMERLINGH ONNES 1) in 1921 obtained the 
lowest temperature that has hitherto been reached he disposed. to suck 
off the vapours which developed from the liquid helium, of an aggre~ 
gate composed of 12 glass and 3 steel LANGMUIR pumps connected in 
parallel. which had a total exhaust capacity of ab out 40 L/sec. at a 
pr~ssure of 0.005 mmo of mercury. 

In order to diminish the temperature still more. Prof. KAMERLINGH 
ONNES constructed afterwards an aggregate consisting of steel LANGMUIR 
pumps. which had an exhaust capacity of about double the capacity of 
the above mentioned. Experiments with this aggregate had to be delayed 
till a new aggregate of mechanical pumps with greater displacement 
should be installed. in order to diminish as much as possible the tempe~ 
rature of the helium cryostat. within which. in a space isolated by 
vacuum, the lowest temperature had to be reached. 

In the meanwhile it seemed to one of us (W. H. K.) that it might 
still be possible to increase considerably the capacity of the high vacuum 
aggregate. He wished to dispose of a pump aggregate with an exhaust 
capacity for helium of 400 L/sec. at a pressure of 0.001 mm .• 50 with 
ten times the capacity of that of 1921. This capacity might for instanee 
be reached by means of diffusion pumps each with an exhaust capacity 
of 200 L. He/sec. by connecting three of them in parallel. He applied 
for this to the other of us (W. G.). who thereupon designed a con~ 
struction. which was performed by E. LEYBOLD's Nachf. at Köln (1926). 

This pump has been tested at Leiden and answered the expectation 
fully. It has at a pressure of 0.001 mmo an exhaust capacity of 
270 L. He/sec. 

The results of this test suggested th at perhaps it would be possible 
to reach the desired capacity with one single pump of still greater 
capacity. The other of us th en designed a new construction with the 
same outer dimensions. but with properly widened diffusion slit. The 
new pump. also constructed by LEYBOLD's Nachf., worked indeed as 
required. A short description is given in the foIIowing section. 

1) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. Comm. Leiden NO. 159, 1922. 
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§ 2. The diffusion pump with exhaust capacity of 400 L. He/sec. 
Fig. 1 represents the new pump I). It is not necessary to explain the 

principle of the pump because 

F 

j,h3 
.""4'11!----;----w.lFlirt- ?r 

D 

I 

GAEDE 2) and MOL THAN 3) 
have treated this kind of 
pump (mercury diffusion 
pump) in all particulars. The 
really new part of the 
construction is the double 
cooling. firstly. as always. 
with water from the main 
(inlet W I • outlet W 2). se
condly by means of a liquid 
cooled to - 10° to - 20° C. 
(inlet VI' outlet V 2• cooling 
spiral Sp). This particular 
cooling in the high vacuum 
is necessary. in order that the 
mean free path of the gas-
molecules to be exhausted 
in the stream of mercury va
pour. becomes large enough 
in comparison with the large 
dim en si ons of the diffusion 
pump. The conical ringslit 
R has above a diameter of 
93 mm and is there 0.5 mm 
wide and below it is 5 mm 
wide 4). An iron screen 
SCh3 prevents the mercury 
condensed against the cooling 
spi ral Sp from falling against 
the ringslit cap. there to 

I~:;>q----O partly evaporate and to emit 
a cloud of vapour into the 
high vacuum. The iron 
screens Sch l and Sch 2 protect 
the connection with the 
backing pump against falling 

Fig. 1. mercury and rising mercury 
I) The dimensions may be deduced by means of the scale given in the figure. which 

gives centimeters. 
2) W. GAEDE. Zs. f. techno Phys. 4. 337. 1923. 
3) W. MOLTHAN. Zs. f. techno Phys. 7. 377 and 452. 1926. 
4) The annular space D between the lowest winding of the cooling spiral Sp and the 

surrounding wall. which works as diffusion slit. has a mean diameter of about 160 mm 
and is about 20 mm wide. 
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vapour. They have a small inclination to make the condensed mercury 
run off. The thermal expansion of the inner part of the pump. caused 
by the high temperature of the mercury vapour is taken up by a steel 
spring F. At P the backing pump is connected. The space whid~ is to 
be evacuated is connected to the pump at A by means of a tube 
with 18 cm. diameter. The pump is filled with about 7 Kg. mercury. 

For the purpose of the heating an electric oven 0 has been constructed 
at Leiden. Heating may take place by two spirals of nichrome-wire; 
one is at the bottom and is baked in fireproof cement. resistance cold 
17 .!.!. the otber one in the cylinder wall. resistance cold 25 .!.!. This 
last is used at the start (15 minutes). When constant the best result is 
obtained by heating the bottom spiral alone. current 12.1 A (A. C. 
220 V.). 

§ 3. The pump was tested with air as weil as with helium. For this 
the pump at A was closed with a cap (Fig. 2) in which were two holes. 
Through one hole the gas. which had passed a flow-meter M calibrated 
for that gas. was exhausted by the pump. The other hole served for 
the connection with the McLeod pressure-gauge V. 

I ' 

v 

M 

Fig. 2. 
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Because in these tests there was nowhere a low temperature in the 
space to be evacuated. it was not necessary to cool the liquid which 
flows through Sp to - 10° to - 20° c.. but water was used at about 
10° C. 

The fore~vacuum was kept at about 0.15 mmo pressure by means of 
a mechanical pump with sufficient capacity. 

The results are given in fig. 3. In horizontal direction is set out the 
pressure. measured with the McLeod. in vertical direction the displaced 

gas volume. measured at normal 
pressure. The fact that the 

2r-----+-----~-----+~--~ 

results give straight lines. which 
by extrapolation pass through 
the origin. proves that the 

o 

. , 
" 

2 

Fig. 3. 
3 

pump has a constant exhaust 
capacity to the smallest pressures 
at which it is tested. This 
exhaust capacity. that is the 
gas volume (measured at the 
pressure of the pump) which 
is removed per second. amounts 
for air to 130. for helium to 
420 L/sec. With this an exhaust 
capacity has been obtained of 

4'OOOI
M

f.; fully eight times th at which the 
3~stage pump has at its inlet I). 

We are glad to ren der our thanks to G. J. FLIM. chief of the technical 
staff of the cryogenic laboratory at Leiden. for his intelligent aid in 
constructing and testing this pump. and to LEYBOLD's Nachf. for the 
care bestowed in executing the construction. 

') W. GAEDE l.c. p. 368. 



Microbiology. - A new Hanseniospora. By A. PIJPER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

The genus Hanseniospora (ZIKES), syn. Hansenia (LINONER), has as 
characteristics: young cells mostly lemon~shaped, sometimes ellipsoid. 
Y oung ascospores spherieal, older ascospores semi~spherical, and more or 
less hat~shaped. Germination by budding 1, 2). 

This genus so far comprises the species Hansenia apiCLtlata (LINONER), 
Hanseniospora apiculata (ZIKES) 3), whieh forms one ascospore, and 
H anseniospora valbyensis (KLÖCKER) 4), whieh usually forms two. Recently 
BATSCHINSKAJA has described sixteen forms of Hanseniosporae, some of 
which form one, and others two ascospores 5). 

The following description applies to a third well~defined species of this 
genus, encountered by me in Pretoria, whieh forms four ascospores. 

From the fingernails of a European woman, resident in Pretoria, who 
was suffering from onychosis, for whieh no cause could be found in the 
ordinary way, scrapings were examined microscopieally and culturally. 
Mieroscopically oval "spores" were detected in the scrapings af ter soaking 
in AMANN's lactophenol and staining with methylenblue. Fifty small pieces 
of nailsubstance, planted out on SABOURAUO's milieu d'épreuve, in fortyfive 
instances gave rise to growth of a fungus identified later on as a 
Hanseniospora, whilst from the other five pieces various fungi (Monilia, 
AspergiUus) developed. As the woman was an amateur garden er, at whieh 
occupation however she always wore gloves, an examination of the soil 
in her garden was indieated, but from this source no Hanseniospora could 
be isolated. It must therefore be left undecided whether this Hanseniospora 
is to be regarded as pathogenie. Local and general treatment with iodine 
brought about slow improvement in the patient's condition. 

More interest attaches to the fungus as such. Good growth occurred on 
all ordinary media, both at roomtemperature and in the incubator at 37°. 
Slightly acid media furthered growth, and beerwort was found partieularly 
suitable. The characteristic shapes were best seen in Huid media, and are 
illustrated by Fig. 1. The cells we re mostly lemon~shaped or ellipsoid. 
Occasionally, and especially in old cultures, a tendency towards formation 
of a simple segmented mycelium became manifest. 

1) A. GUiLLIERMOND. Les Levures. Paris. 1912. 
2) A. GUiLLIERMOND. Clef dichotomique pour la détermlnation des levures. Paris. 1928. 
3) ZIKES. Centralbl. f. Bakt. 1911. 
4) KLöCKER. C. R. Trav. Lab. Carlsberg. 1913. 
S) BATSCHINSKAJA. Journ. microb. russe. 1926. 
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Multiplication. as followed under the microscope. began as a 
protuberance at one. or occasionally either. end of a cel1. This protuberance 

Fig. 1. 
Hanseniospora guilliermondii X 1000. 

remained connected with the cell by a neck for a considerable time. Then 
followed a constriction of the neck and the new cell at that spot became 
separated from the old ane. As a rule the new cells became detached and 
took an ellipsoid or lemonlike shape soon after the constriction occurred. 
The comparative smallness of the cells greatly impeded morphological 
abservations. Young cells measured about 5.2 by 2.4 microns. and 
dividing cells about 10.4 by 3 microns. 

Production of ascospores was easily obtained when the strain was still 
yaung. The older the strain became, the more difficult it was get it to 
produce ascospores. In the beginning growth on blocks of plaster produced 
enormous numbers. but then numerous spores could also always be found 
on ordinary media. The number of spares in each cell was nearly always 
faur. and their typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. There are two polar 
and two equatorial spores. The cellwall became invisible whilst the 
formation of spores was in progress. but the four spores remained united. 
There was no indication of a sexual process preceding their formation. The 
germination of the spores was c10sely follawed in numerous in stances. and 
every spore was always seen to germinate by itself. first becoming hat
shaped and then swelling up and becoming spherical, and then emitting a 
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tube-like protuberance which became separated from the spore and then 
immediately took on the characters of an ordinary vegetative celI. These 

, 
I . 

I • , , .. 
~ 

, 
• I . - " . ~ 

~ 
", , 
I' 

Fig. 2. 
Hanseniospora guilliermondli X 1000. 

phenomena were best observed. not in a hanging drop preparation. where 
the slightest current sweeps any particular cell out of sight. but on asolid 
medium. Por this purpose a thin small disc of some agarmedium is sliced 
oH the surface of aslant. and placed in the hollow of an excavated 
microscope slide. A trace of the material to be examined is deposited in 
the centre of its upper surface. and a coverglass is gently pressed on until 
perfect contact is obtained between coverglass and medium. The pressure 
distributes the cells over. the surface and it was always easy to find cells 
which we re sufficiently isolated to allow prolonged observation without 
interference by others. The edges of the coverglass must be wiped with 
vaseline. 

Although from the method in which the ascospores developed it would 
appear as if all sexuality had disappeared. there was some evidence that 
the four ascospores of one cell were not always equivalent. After mordanting 
with chromic acid. staining with carbol-fuchsin . decolorizing with sulphuric 
acid . and counterstaining with methylenblue. a striking picture was obtained 
in some instances: the equatorial spores were acidfast . in contrast to the 
polar spores which showed up blue. 

A difference in resistance of spores and vegetative cells could not he 
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demonstrated. Alcohol of 45 % killed both spores and cells within four 
minutes. A temperature of 57 ° was fatal in fifteen minutes for both spores 
and eells. 

The fermentative powers of this Hanseniospora were very weak, as 
tested on the following carbohydrates: glucose, levulose, maltose, galactose, 
saccharose, lactose, mannite, dulcite, dextrin, raffinose, arabinose, inulin, 
sorbite, erythrol, glycerin and amygdalin. Acid was formed in raffinose, 
sorbite and dextrin, and a small quantity of gas in glucose and levulose. 
Beerwort was somewhat more actively fermented, but only d trace of alcohol 
was produced. Beerwortgelatin became liquefied after many weeks. 

In all fluid media growth took place at the bottom only, no surface~film 
was ever formed, not even after many months. 

Growth, sporulation and germination of spores took plaee both at room~ 
temperature and at 37°. 

Giantcolonies on beerwortagar became very large and measured six 
centimetres across af ter six months. Their colour was greyish brown, the 
edge lobulated and the surface smooth, showing very delicate concentric 
rings, corresponding in number to days of growth. There were no radial 
lines visible. A central knob was present from the beginning, and later on 
secondary similar knobs appeared at various places. 

In consultation with Dr. A. GUILLIERMOND it was deeided that the fungus 
was a Hanseniospora, and that, as its number of ascospores completely 
differentiates it from the known forms , it must be regarded é'S a new species. 
For this new species I propose the name of Hanseniospora guilliermondii 
PIJPER 1928, in honour of Dr. A. GUlLLlERMOND whose work on 
yeasts is so universally known. I also take this opportunity of thanking 
Dr. GUILLIERMOND for all the help he has so kindly given me. 

Pretoria, June 1928. 



Bacteriology. - Antigenic structure and specificity. By Prof. J. J. VAN 

LOGHEM. (Communicated by Prof. W. SCHÜFFNER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 24, 1928.) 

§ 1. lntroduction. 

The antibodies which appear in answer to the resorbtion of albuminoid 
sub stances fit so well into the corresponding antigens that they are used for 
the determination of these antigens. 

The foregoing does not prove that a serological reaction is always a 
specific reaction. We have to consider the possibility that various species 
have in common the same antigen, so that experience only can show whether 
a serological reaction is also a specific reaction. 

In pathological bacteriology especially most workers are little inclined 
to relinquish the great expectations, which were fostered from the serological 
determination of bacterial species. Others, meanwhile, recognise that the 
immunological reaction often fails as a specific reaction. 

The first dificulty arises from bacteria, which belong to different species 
and cause the appearance of the same antibody. A well studied example of 
this kind may be found in the genus Vibrio. 

Another experience which lessens the specific value of the serological 
reactions, one makes with bacteria of a same species which produce different 
antibodies. The atoxic dysentery~bacilli, the coli bacillus and the proteus~ 
bacillus are weU studied ex am pIes of this. 

The third difficulty is caused by the variability of the serological results, 
which one may meet with in one and the same strain. Many authors do not 
give up the specific meaning of such results. For this reason they accept an 
instability of species which implies that the limits between certain bacterial 
species are not fixed. 

Viewing the practical and theoretical signification of a sharp limiting 
of the notion : species, I wiU try to discuss the specific value of immune 
reactions. 

§ 2. The complex antigenic structure of bacteria. 

Already on the occasion of my first work on Proteus, I made experiments, 
which prove that the species Proteus anindologenes contains several 
antigens. The antigenic structure of many strains of this species, however, 
is far from complete, being only characterised by one component. 50 one 
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may meet with two strains, the specific identity of which can only be proved 
by the aid of a third strain. 

As a scheme we may accept that there are at least two Proteus antigens : 
A and B. An A-strain (which contains principally the A-antigen) will give 
a serum, which will not agglutinate a B-strain in a typical way. So it is 
impossible to recognise the specific identity of strain A and strain B without 
the help of a strain, which contains both the antigenic components. 

I will illustrate this by an example. In Amsterdam I isolated from a 
case of Pneumaturia a strain " Pneum" , which proved to be serologically 
identical to a strain 22 from an absces. A few years later I isolated three 
Proteus anindologenes from faeces in Sumatra. Their antigenic structure, 
however, was different to the Amsterdam-strains. Then I received a 
strain from Leyde (isolated from urine). The serum, prepared by the 
strain-Leyde agglutinated both the Amsterdam and the Sumatra-strains. 

So it is clear that the Amsterdam-strains principally contained A-antigen; 
the Sumatra-strains principally B-antigen ; the Leyde-strain both A- and 
B-antigens. 

ANDREWES and others compared the complex antigenic structure of 
bacteria with a mosaic or a kaleidoscope; and they have given a further 
analysis of this structure. The possibility of such an analysis is afforded by 
CASTELLANJ's method. We also used this method in our work on Proteus 1) 
(with BOELMAN ). We proved the antigenic structure of Proteus to contain 
at least three components. In some strains we found all these th ree 
components, in others only 1 or 2 of them. 

This comparative analysis I extended also to Proteus indologenes, which 
biochemically diffe~s from Proteus anindologenes. 

It was already known to us that anindologenes-sera generally do not 
agglutinate the indologenes-strains , or agglutinate them less weIl than 
indologen es-sera. 

The positive results in a few cases meanwhile proved their relationship. 
The absorption tests showed that indologenes-strains and anindologenes
strains have indeed, at least, one component in common ; this means 
that in a given case, if this component prevails, two strains, belonging to 
two different species, appear as serologically identical. 

At the same time it is clear that some antigens have a more "special" 
character, while others seem to belong more to the genus. 

§ 3. The genus-antigen preuails; the species-antigen 
remains in the background. 

I have mentioned already the serological identity of different species of the 
genus Vibrio. Many bacteriologists do not pay any attention to the 
differences between Vibrio cholera and Vibrio EI Tor. Vet, the points of 
difference between them are so important - production of an exo-toxin 

1) Ned. Tschr. v. Geneeskunde, 1925, I. p. 1314, 
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and an exo-haemolysin by Vibrio El Tor 1), where this production is 
negative in V. cholerae - that there is no doubt of the necessity of 
recognizing them as two species. 

Their serological identity is only explicabIe by accepting in their antigenk 
structure a so preponderent position of the genus-components, that the 
species-components do not manifest themselves. Meanwhile their presence 
- in a latent way - is quite possible. 

Of ten, indeed, one sees co-agglutination by cholera serum in toxic and 
haemolytic watervibrios. In these organisms too the genus-components 
remain often in the fore-ground. 

§ 4. Constant intraspecial differences in antigenie structure. 

The Proteusstrains, mentioned in § 2, illustrate not only an idea of 
complex antigenic structure, but they lead also to the conception that within 
the species difference in antigenic structure exists. 

With a view to the uncertainty whether Proteus represents only one 
species and with a view to the variability observed in the antigenic structure 
in Proteus, it is preferabIe to study these "intraspecial differences" in species, 
which are less subject to variability. 

Our first thoughts go to meningococcus and pneumococcus, the types 
of them mostly are understood as races within species. The types are 
different in antigenic structure; so they are examples of intraspecial 
difference. 

On the other hand, the specific identity of these types still being in 
discussion, I prefer to lay stress on the fact that intraspecial differences 
even occur in bacterial species, about the homogeneous character of which 
there is no doubt at all. 

A bacterium of a very constant character is the typhoidbacillus and yet, 

it is possible to show also in this organism an intraspecial difference in 
antigenic structure. It is necessary however, as I proved years ago, to use 
agglutinating sera of a very low titer. 1 will illustrate this by giving the 
resuIts of an experiment. Rabbits are immunized by one injection of the 
strain "Ty. lab.", af ter one week their sera agglutinate bacilli of the same 
strain to 1 : 1000 and in the same dilution bacilli of the strain Stro On the 
other hand these sera have not the least influence on other strains of our 
collection neither on a very agglutinable suspension of typhoidbacilli, the 
diagnosticum of FICKER. 

After a few weeks, during which the rabbits received several injections 
of the strain "Ty. lab." this "intra special" difference disappeared. All th~ 
above-mentioned strains and also the FICI<ER-suspension are now 
agglutinated in the same dilution. 

1) J. J. VAN LOGHEM, Exo-haemolysine en Endo-haemolysine bij Vibrio Tor en Vibrio 
cholerae, Ned. Tschr. v . Geneeskunde. 1921. 11, p. 773. Bakteriophage und hämolytischcs 
Endotoxin des Cholera vibrio. Centralbl. f. Bakt. 1926. Orig. I. Bd. 100, p. 19. 

65 
Proceedings Royal Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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Studying the literature at this point one does not doubt that intraspecial 
differences in antigenic structure are quite normal. The question wh ether the 
types of meningococcus, pneumococcus, diphtheriabacillus, Salmonella, 
tubercle-bacillus, tetanusbacillus, etc. are to be considered as representatives 
of one species is in my opinion to be confirmed. 

§ 5. Intraclonar variations in antigenie structure. 

Yet, there are differences in antigenic structure of another nature. They 
may appear as " intraspeciaj"', but in reality they are variations within the 
clone or the individuality of the bacterium. 

In accordance with an earlier pub!ication 1) on variations of bacteria, I 
remember the fact that all the bacterial cells, representing the offspring 
of one cell are to be considered as a clone or individual !ine. 

It is on this individual !ine, that the outerworld has its effects. The 
influence of this outer world is partly normal and causes physiological 
adaptative changes of the bacteria; it is partly abnormal and leads to an 
abnormal bacterial regression , characterized by a diminution, a loss or a 
degeneration of functions . 

As an example of atrophy I mention the loss of the property to liquify 
gelatine or to produce spores. 

An example of degeneration is the production of indol by the typhoid
bacillus. 

Such variations of the clone during its development I propose to call 
intraclonar variations. They also apply to the antigenic structure. 

Both the regressive and the adaptative intraclonar variations are met with 
mtraclonar regressive variations of the antigenic structure. 

As a typical example of these variations I consider the characteristic 
disorganisation of the antigenic structure which I have studied in old and 
inveterating strains of salmonella 2). 

Clones of Paratyphoid-B-strains which, immediately after their isolation, 
show an homogeneous structure, may af ter a certain time splice themselves 
in two individual lines of different antigenic structure. 

One of these lines remains in possession of the antigenic structure of 
the motherstrain and contains a genus-component (co-agglutination by a 
typhoid-serum); the other line is Ie ss complex and showed a.o. the loss 
of the genus-component 3). 

Not long before my own work on the change in antigen ic structure of 
inveterating Paratyphus-B-strains, others published very important findings 
on the variation of the antigenic structure of Proteus-strains. 

I am alluding to the so weil known observations of WEIL and FELIX. 

I) Ned. Tschr. v. Geneeskunde. 1921. 11, p. 2981. and Centralbl. f. Bakt .• 1922. I. Origin. 

Bd. 83. p. 257 
2) Ned. Tschr. v. Geneesk .• 1919. 11 and Centralbl. f Bakt. !, Origin .. Bd. 83. 
3) Ned. Tdschr. v. Geneesk. 1919. 11 en Centralbl. f. Bakt. ! Origin .. Bd. 83. 
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In 1917 they obtained from complete Hauch~strains incomplete Ohne~Hauch 
strains the latter differ also in agglutination~tests. 

The Hauch~strains possess - just as I found in the above mentioned 
Paratyphoid~B~strains - two antigens; the Ohne Hauch~strains only one. 

WEIL, FELlX, ANDREWES, SAVAGE, BRUCE WHITE and others examined 
from this stand~point first the typhoid~paratyphoid group and proved the 
"double type" of receptors to exist also in these bacteria. 

In my opinion not all the facts, which have since been collected on the 
variability of the antigenic structure, may be considered as identical. The 
symptoms of the variability of the Paratyphoid~B~baciIlus and the coli 
bacillus - compared with the typhoid bacillus - are partly connected 
with the less developed parasitic faculties of both. For the atoxic dysentery
bacillus also, we showed the adaptative changes in the antigenic structure 
af ter growth in the liquid of living tissues. 

On the other hand there is an immense mass of evidence relating to 
variations of strains which have been examined under unfavourable 
conditions. Cultures of old strains, intoxicated and starved cultures form 
the material, in which for the last years the variability of bacteria has been 
studied by preference. 

Agglutinative and sedimentary growth, rough and irregular colonies 
(change from "smooth" into "rough"), loss of virulence, los5 of biochemicai 
functions, loss of pigmentproduction, loss of capsule, spores, flagella, change 
of the normal shape of the bacterium cells - in short a long series of 
variations has been observed which - in my opinion - may be taken for 
regressive variations of the bacterial individuality. 

The varia ti ons represent reactions on abnormal incitations from the outer~ 
worlcl; they are symptoms of disease during the individual life of the 
bacterial clone. Sometimes they end by dying, sometimes by recovering 
(jf the abnormal conditions are changed into normal ones), sometimes they 
lead to irreparable loss: to a mutilation or an atrophy, which will 
characterise the bacterium for the rest of its existence. 

To th is regressive variations - which is called dissociation by a group 
of American bacteriologists - I also attribute certain changes of the 
antigenic structure. 

I think, the fact th at the antigenic structure loses its genuscomponent -
as was shown by me in inveterated paratyphus~B~bacilli and which has 
been traeed also by others in the Proteusgroup as weIl - test explained 
as a fact of regression. 

Although the facts of variability in bacteria are weIl established, the 
discussion as to the significance of these facts is not yet at an end. Since 
the publication of MASSINI on the variability of B coli it is a common 
practice to speak about mutants, about inheritance of acquired functions, 
about "Dauer~modifikation" (lasting modification) etc. In short, the 
variability of the bacteria is generally considered as a chapter of Genetics. 

65* 
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Consequently, many bacteriologists accept an instability of the bacterial 
species; they accept the possibility that bacteria of one species change 
themselves into bacteria of another species; the possibility that under the 
direct influence of the outer world or of the experiment, new species 
originate. 

EISENBERO 1) concluded his review of the bacterial variations by the 
words: "Eins geht aus dem vielen besprochenen Befunden zweifellos 
hervor, das ist die Erblichkeit erworbener Eigenschaften bei Bakterien 
und anderen Mikro~organismen." E. GOTSCHLICH 2) recognises: "Tat~ 

sachen prinzipieller Bedeutung für die Ueberschreitung des Artbegriffes" 
and HADLEY 3) in his otherwise so able study on Microbic Dissociation 
refers to "an ever increasing ma ss of evidence pointing to the instability 
of species". 

In my opinion bacteriology has no right to draw conclusions on the 
nature and the variability of the genotypic construction of hacteria which 
lead to revolutionary consequences for biology. 

Herewith I do not deny the possibility of real mutations - i.e. genotypic 
variations - in bacteria. 

The words "es handele sich bei der Variabilität der Bakterien überhaupt 
nicht urn Vererbungs~ sondern nur urn entwicklungsphysiologische 
Vorgänge" 4) - in this way JOLLOS has formulated my view in his report 
in the lOth meeting of the Deutsche Vereinigung für Mikrobiologie -
give an incorrect summary of my conceptions. Literally I wrote 5) : 
Die Erblichkeitslehre der Unizellulären kann sich nur entwickelen und 
ein Teil der Genetica werden, wenn sie gesäubert ist von allem, was nicht 
zu ihrem Objekt gehört, aber systematisch damit verwechselt wird. 

b. Intraclonar adaptative variations of the antigenie structure. 

In contrast with the regressive variations one may meet with changes 
in a bacterial individual. best understood as a normal reaction on a normaJ 
influence from the outerworld. 

According to the conception given by me these varia ti ons belong to th! 
physiology of the bacterial individuality and represent its adaptation 
It is especially these adaptative variations th at give rise to so much 
misunderstanding. 

The antigenic structure of many bacteria shows also the adaptativE. 
variability as a function. 

Within the typhoid~coli~group th ere is a good opportunity to study the 
adaptative property of the antigenic structure. In some coli~strains Ont: 

I) WEICHARDT's Ergebnisse. 1914. p. 136. 
2) Centra1bl. f. Bakt .. 1924. I. Orig. Bd. 93. 
3) Journalof Infectious Diseases. 1927. Vol. 40. 
1) Centralbl. f. Bakt .. 1924. I. Orig. Bd. 93. 
5) Centralbl. f. Bakt .. 1922. I. Orig. Bd. 88. p. 257. 
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is struck by the fact that the characteristic function of this organism to 
adapt itself to natural conditions is represented by a very mobile structure. 

I have shown 1) that in such cases it is not possible to prepare an 
agglutinating serum; at the moment of the agglutination test the antigenic 
structure is changed in such a way, that antibody and antigen do not fit 
into each other. 

It is also possible that a coli-strain of such a mobile structure, af ter 
having been cuItivated under special conditions, changes the character of 
its structure. Then, the antigenic composition seems to fix, enabling one 
to prepare an agglutinating serum. 

The adaptative change in antigenic structure mGY be accompanied by 
change in biochemica I function (ti. temporary loss of production of lactase). 

We found something of this kind in the atoxic dysentery bacillus and 
thereby explained why so many workers tried in va in to find a serologica! 
or a biochemica I classification of the dysentery-bacilli. 

If one examines carefully some strains under the conditions of the 
laboratory it may be possible to observe, by agglutination reaction with an 
preserved serum, how the antigenic structure of certain strains changes its 
typè. In some cases the biochemical functions of the strain vary at the 
same time; in other cases they do not. 

These findings were made at first by me with KORTHOF 2) and 
BOCHARDT 3); later I repeated and extended them. 

The dates on adaptative variations, studied in the laboratory, bring us 
to the question whether the types, (as they have been studied especially in 
meningococcus and pneumococcus), are to be considered as adaptative 
stages of the antigen ie structure, which have been fixed under natura! 
conditions. 

Herewith we come also back to the intraspecial differences in antigenie 
structure, mentioned in § 4; differences which even may be found in a 
species of such a constant character as the typhoid bacillus. 

In all these dates together we again see a contribution to the knowledge 
of variability as a function; and to the knowledge of the loss of this 
function in case of the increasing of the parasitic properties. 

The parasitic typhoid bacillus shows an almost immovable antigenie 
structure and its intra special functions are only slightly iI'dicated. 

The organisms which are more inclined to commensalism - f.L meningo
coccus, pneumococcus, atoxic dysentery bacillus, paratyphus-B-bacillus, 
diphtheria-bacillus - show a smaller or greater number of serological 
types, as the manifestation of a movability of th~ antigenie structures, 
which leads to the fact that certain antigenie components come to the 
foreground. 

1) Ned. Tschr. v. Geneeskunde, 1921, 11, p. 1966. 
2) Thesis, University Amsterdam, 1918. 
3) Ned. Tschr. v. Geneeskunde, 1923, 11. p. lH. 
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In these organisms we meet with characteristic fixations of the antigenie 
structure which characterise the intraspecial types of these organisms. 

The greatest movability of the antigenic structure we meet with in B. coH 
Vet, fixation is also possible in this species; very important is the 
experience that the fixed coli-bacilli are aften met with under pathological 
circumstances and that we obtain them by cultivating normal strains in the 
living fluids of an anima!. For more particulars I refer to the thesis of 
TER POORTEN 1). 

§ 6. Summary. 

Bacteria possess a complex antigenic structure. 
Same of the components belang to the genus (or the family); others 

have a special or specific character. 
Genus-antigens may prevail in such a way that a serological reaction in 

order to distinguish two species from each other may fai!. 
On the other hand th ere exist also differences in antigenic structure 

in representives of the same species. These differences may be ualled 
intraspecial differences. They are very comman and it is even possible to 
demonstrate their existence in very homogeneous species such as the 
typhoid-bacillus. In other species we meet with them as serological types, 
which have been recognized as pneumococcus, meningococcus, diphtheria
bacillus, tubercle bacillus, tetanusbacillus, etc. 

We know further the intraclonar or individual changes of the antigenic 
structure and we distinguish them as adaptative or regressive ones. 

The adaptative variations are physiological reactions of the clone or the 
individuality on normal influences from the outer-world; the various atoxic 
dysentery-bacilli (Flexner, Y , etcetera) are examples of adaptations of 
antigenic structure and biochemica I functions within one and the same 
species. The adaptative changes of the coli-bacillus, which are very of ten 
regarded as mutation, rep re sent another example. The adaptative intra
clonar variations may be fixed for a short er or langer time, and they may 
lead to the origin of fixed intra-special differences, i.e. serological types. 

The regressive variations are pathological manifestations of the clone, 
caused by noxious (abnarmal) influences from the outerworld. They occur 
also in the antigenic structure. Many variations in the farm of cell and 
colony, in growth, in biochemica 1 function and antigenic structure - which 
are classified as "mutations" , " Dauermodifikationen" , "dissociations" etc. 
and which are taken, from a genetical point of view, as proof of the 
instability of bacterial species - are better understood as degeneration 
and atrophy of ill-treated clones. 

Institute of Hygiene, University, Amsterdam. 

I) Thesis, University Amsterdam, 1920. 



Mathematics. - Sur la congruence formée par les cubiques gauches 
ayant cinq bisécantes, par LUCIEN GODEAUX (Liége). (Commu~ 
nicated by Prof. JAN DE VRIES). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 14, 1928). 

M; J. DE VRIES a considéré dans une note récente I) la congruence 
linéaire formée par les cubiques gauches ayant dnq bisécantes fixes et 
en a donné une représentation plane. Nous nous proposons d'indiquer 
une représentation de cette congruence par Ie système des cordes d'une 
cubique gauche; cette représentation constitue une application d'un 
travail que nous avons publié autrefois 2). 

1. Commençons par considérer une courbe gauche C6 , d'ordre six et 
de .genre trois, dans un esp ace I. Rapportons projectivement les 00 3 

surfaces cubiques F passant par C 6 aux plans d'un second espace I'. 
On sait que ron obtient ainsi une transformation birationnelle T ent re 
les esp aces I, I' 3). Aux plans de I correspondent des surfaces cubiques 
Ft passant par une courbe C'6 d'ordre six et de genre trois; aux droites 
de I correspondent des cubiques gauches r' de I' s'appuyant en huit 
points sur la courbe C'6; de même, aux droites de I' correspondent 
des cubiques gauches r de I s'appuyant en huit points sur la courbe C6 • 

Cela étant rappelé, considérons une droite a de I ne rencontrant 
pas C 6 et soit r' la cubique gauche qui lui correspond dans I'. Aux 
bisécantes de r' correspondent dans I des cubiques gauches rs'appuyant 
en huit points sur la sextique C 6 et en deux points sur a. Ces cubiques 
gauches r forment une congruence linéaire G. 

Pour obtenir la classe de la congruence G, c'est~à~dire Ie nombre des 
cubiques gauches r de G ayant pour bisécante une droite d ne rencon~ 
trant ni a ni C6 , observons qu'à cette droite d ~orrespond dans I' une 
cubique gauche /'::,' et qu'aux cubiques r répondant à la question cor~ 

1) . The Congruence of the twisted cubics that cut five given lines twice (These Pro
ceedings, 31. 1928, pp. 454-458). 

2) Nouveaux types de congruences linéaires de cubiques gBuches (Nouvelles Annales 
de Mathématlque, 1909, 4e série, t. 9). Citant cette note dans son ouvrage Algèbre 
à deux dimensions" (Gand, 1920), M . STUYVAERT écrit (p. 46) que, énumérant les types 
obtenus par ce procédé, j'en ai laissé échapper un assez remarquable. 114. STUYVAERT ne 
donne aucun détail sur ce type remarquable, et pour cause! Le lecteur se rendra aisément 
compte que dans notre note, nous avons signalé tous les types généraux pouvant étre 
obtenus par Ie procédé en question. 

3) Voir par exemple CREMONA, Sulle trBnsformBzioni razionali nello spBzio (Rend. R. 
lristi,uto Lombardo, 1871, et Annall di Matematica, 1871; Oeuvres complètes, t. III). 
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pondent les bisécantes communes des cubiques r', [':,'. La dasse de la 
congruence G est par suite égale à dix. 

L'utilisation de la transformation T permet de poursuivre l'étude des 
propriétés de la congruence G . Par exemple, les cubiques gauches dé~ 
générées de G correspondent aux bisécantes de r' s'appuyant sur la 
courbe C' 6' Si une telle droite ne passe pas par un des huit points 
d' appui de r' sur C'6' il lui correspond une cubique r de G formée 
d'une trisécante de C 6 et d'une conique dont Ie plan passe par la droite 
a et qui s'appuie en cinq points sur C6 • Les bisécantes de r' s'appuyant 
sur C'6 considérées forment une surface du huitième ordre passant quatre 
fois par r'; par suite les coniques dont les plans passant par a et qui 
s'appuient en cinq points sur C 6 forment une surface d'ordre seize 
passant quatre fois par la droite a et cinq fois par la courbe C6• 

A une corde de r' passant par un des huit points d'appui de cette 
courbe sur C'6' correspond une cubique r de G formée d'une trisécante 
t de C 6 s'appuyant sur a et d'une conique s'appuyant en un point sur 
a, en un point sur t et en cinq points sur C6 • Le lieu de ces coniques 
est une surface du sixième ordre passant doublement par C 6 et par t, 
simplement par a. 

2. Supposons maintenant que la courbe C 6 soit formée de quatre 
droites al' a2' a3' a4 deux~à~deux gauches et des deux droites bI, b2 
s'appuyant sur ces quatre droites. Alors la courbe C'6 est également 
formée de quatre droites deux~à~deux gauches a ' l, a'2, a'3, a'4 et des deux 
droites b'l, b'2 s'appuyant sur ces quatre droites. On peut Ie montrer 
aisément de la manière suivante: Parmi les surfaces cubiques F passant 
par al' a2' a3' a4' il y en a OOI, formant un faisceau. contenant comme 
partie la quadrique Rl lieu des droites s'appuyant sur a2' a3' a4 et com~ 
plétées par un plan passant par al' A ces surfaces cubiques correspondent 
dans ~' les plans d' un faisceau d' axe a'l' Une surface cubique passant par 

C6 = al + a2 + a3 + a4 + bI + b2 

contient, outre ces cinq dernières droites, une génératrice de · Rl' Acette 
surface correspond dans ~'un plan rencontrant a'l en un point. Par 
suite, aux points de a'l correspondent les génératrices de la quadrique 
Rl' On établit de même l'existence des droites a'2' a'3, a'4' Cela étant, 
deux surfaces cubiques par al' a2' aj, a4 ont en commun les droites bI' 

. b2 et une cubique gauche; par suite à un plan de ~ correspond dans 
~' une surface cubique passant par a'l' a'2' a'3' a'4 et par b'l' b'2' 

A une droite de ~ correspond dans ~'une cubique gauche ayant 
pour bisécantes a'l' a'2, a'3' a'4 et de même, à une droite de ~' corre~ 
spond dans ~ une cubique gauche ayant pour bisécantes les droites 

al' a2' a3' a4' 
Aux points de la droite b'l (ou b'2) correspondent les points de la 

droite bI (ou b2) et inversement. 
Considérons une cubique gauche r' ayant a'l' a'2, a'3' a' .. comme 
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bisécantes et soit a la droite qui lui correspond dans ~, cette droite ne 
rencontrant pas la courbe dégénérée C6 • Aux bisécantes de r l corres
pondent dans ~ des cubiques gauches r ayant comme bisécantes a], a2' 
a3' a4' a, et formant une congruence linéaire G. 

Comme dans Ie premier cas, la dasse de la congruence G est égale 
au nombre des bisécantes communes à r l et à une seconde cubique 
gauche ayant également ad' a'2' a'3' a'4 comme bisécantes. Par suite, la 
dasse de G est égale à six, car les droites a'], a'2' a'3' a'4 doivent être 
défalquées. 

Occupons-nous encore des cubiques gauches dégénérées de la con
gruence G. Ces cubiques correspondent à des bisécantes de r l s'appuyant 
sur rune des droites a'], a'2, a'3' a'i, b'], b'2' Les cordes de r l satisfaisant 
à ces conditions forment dix surfaces se répartissant en deux catégories: 

1°. surface lieu des cordes de r l s'appuyant sur b't (ou sur b'2); cette 
surface est du quatrième ordre, passe doublement par r l

, simplement 
par a'], a'2' a'3' a'i' b't (ou b'2), mais ne passe pas par b'2 (ou par b']); 

2°. cone projetant la cour be r l d'un de ses points d'appui sur rune 
des droites a't, a'2, a'3, a'i' 

A une corde dl de r l s'appuyant sur b't correspond dans ~ une 
cubique de G formée de la droite bI et d'une conique Ll dont Ie plan 
passe par a et qui s' appuie sur al' a2' a3' a4' blo La surface engendrée 
par les coniques Ll fait partie de la surface que T fait correspondre au 
lieu des bisécantes de r l s'appuyant sur b'l' Cette surface est d'ordre 
douze et comprend comme parties les quatre quadriques lieu des droites 
s'appuyant sur trois des droites al' a2' a3' a4. Le lieu des coniques Ll est 
donc une surface du quatrième ordre passant doualement par la droite a, 
simplement par les droites al' a2' a3' a4' bt, b2. 

Considérons maintenant une corde f' de r l passant par un des points 
d'appui AI de cette cubique sur a't. A cette corde correspond une courbe 
de la congruence G décomposée en une droite al\ s'appuyant sur at, a2' 
a3' ai et en une conique cp dont Ie plan passe par at et qui s'appuie 
sur at, a2' a3' a4' al\ ' Au cone projetant r l du point AI, T fait corres
pondre une surface du sixième ordre formée de la quadrique Rt et d'une 
surface du quatrième ordre passant doublement par at, simplement par 
a], a2' a3' a4, al\' et par la seconde droite a12 s'appuyant sur a], a2' a3' a4' 
Cette dernière surface est Ie lieu des coniques ~. 

En résumé, les cubiques gauches dégénérées en une droite et une 
conique, appartenant à la congruence G, sont formées d'une droite fixe 
s'appuyant sur quatre des droites at, a2' a3' a4 et de coniques dont les 
plans passent par la cinquième droite. Le lieu de ces coniques est une 
surface du quatrième ordre passant doublement par cette cinquème droite, 
simplement par les quatre au tres et par les deux droites s'appuyant sur 
celles-ci. 

3. La méthode qui vient d'être développée se prête particulièrement 
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bien à l'étude des cas limites de la congruence G. par exemple lorsque 
certaines des droites al' a2' a3' a.. sont infiniment voisines. Bornons-nous 
à signaIer celui ou ces quatre droites sont infiniment voisines. Les surfaces 
cubiques F passent alors par deux droites incidentes al' b. en se raccor
dant Ie long de b et en ayant entre elles un contact du troisième ordre 
en tout point de al' Les cubiques gauches de la congruence linéaire G 
ont alors deux bisécantes fixes b. al et des contacts du troisième ordre 
avec les surfaces F en chacun de leurs points d'appui sur ai . I) 

Liége. Ie Ier November 1928. 

I) La transformation Tobtenue dans ce cas a été étudiée récemment par M . LAIRESSE, 
dans une note en cours de publication dans les Mémoires de la Société royale des 
Sciences de Liége. 



Botany. - Some [ossil woods [rom Java not yet described. By J. PH. 
PFEIFFER and Jhr. F . C. VAN HE URN. (Communieated by Prof. 
F . A. F. C. WENT. ) 

(CommunÎCBted atthe meeting of May 26. 1928). 

Of late years the silicified fossil woods from the Dutch East Indies have 
repeatedly drawn the attention 1) in connection with the possibility created 
by modern microscopic wood-research to trace the systematie relation of its 
original plants with the present living trees with a fairly great certainty. 
The method of describing the wood-structure designed by MOLL 2) has 
enabled an investigator experienced in microscopic wood-research to make 
a correct determination from descriptions made according to th at method. 
even though the material is not at his disposal. 

Of late a striking proof of th is was given by DEN BERGER in his treatise 
"Fossil woods from the tertiary of South-Sumatra" (1) . in whieh he 
ascertained the correct botanie relation of a number of fossils described 
by KRÄUSEL (6). 

In another treatise the same investigator pointed out how the topographie 
features perceptible with small magnification are especially suitable for 
the identifaction of woods and how with their aid the fossil woods from 
the familiy of the Dipterocarpaceae can be easily divided into genera or 
groups of genera. 

As in this way the knowledge of tertiary and pleistocene flora of the 
Dutch Indies may be considerably enlarged. we thought it desirabIe to 
publish the results of the research . on a collection of these fossil woods 
gathered by one of us. 

This collection consisting of 30 specimens was collected in the private 
fjelds of Bolang. situated at about 35 kilometers West of Buitenzorg in the 
former residency of Batavia. The owners of the estate. the family 
VON KUTZING assisted in every respect. 

Silicified wood abounds in that place. A great part however is corroded 
and breaks up into a more or less fibrous powder. Though in some of 
those corroded pieces some structure could be recognised. yet they were 
not collected. because in making collections of stones limitation is always 
required and moreover well-preserved material abounded. We carefully 
endeavoured to collect our specimens from spots whieh were fairly far 
apart. for instance from different small ravines. different brooks. etc. In 

1) See btbliography at the end of this treatise. 
2) J. W. MOLL und H. H. JANSSONIUS (11) Bd. I Allgem. Teil. p. iO. 
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consequence of erosion fragments of one tree have been scattered over a 
fairly large surface and if therefore we should collect various similar 
samples in a few spots, it might happen, that certain woods occurred in the 
collection in a number out of all proportion to the rea I distribution. Though 
naturally in collecting there remains a strongly subjective factor, yet the 
above circumstance has been taken into account as much as possible, so 
that the collection, however small it may be, yet to a certain extent gives an 
insight into the distribution of some of the families from which specimens 
occur in silicified condition. 

Most pieces of silicified wood we find in cultivated soil. In primeval 
forests they occurless frequently. Along road-sides, on washed-over slop es 
in Hevea-gardens, in brooks and small ravines and in the small dikes around 
the rice-fields they usually abound. Transporting the stones however is not 
always easy. Many of them are so large, that one cannot lift them and the 
smaller ones too are exceedingly heavy. With a geologist's or carpenter's 
hammer one can seldom remove pieces; some even resist a heavy sledge
hammer. If we take into account the native's aversion to carrying somewhat 
heavy stones and his regular attempts to get rid of this, in his opinion, 
useless bother by losing a number of them as soon as possible, we shall 
understand that this collecting, too, is not seldom attended with 
disappointment. 

Por geological and petrographical territoria I details we refer to the con
cerning literature 1). 

Of the 30 specimens one was not to be recognized on account of strong 
deformation and compression; the rest was determined as follows : 

a. Dipterocarpoxylon 7 specimens. NOB 3, 7, 11. 13, 19, 24, 29, 31. 
b. Dryobalanoxylon 10 specimens. NOB 1,5,6,21,22,23,25,26,32,34. 
c. Shoreoxylon 5 specimens. NOB 4, 91, 12,27,30. 
d. Sapindoxylon 4 specimens. NOB 10, 20, 28, 33. 
e. Sapindopsoxylon 1 specimen. N0. 8. 
f. Parinarioxylon 1 specimen. No. 2. 

Prom this list it again appears that the family of the Dipterocarpaceae 
and especially the genera Dipterocarpoxylon and Dryobalanoxylon 
dominate. 

No attempt was made to establish, which of the species found of th is 
family corresponded with the species previously described by KRÄVSEL (6) 
and named by him and DEN BERGER (1), though in all three genera more 
than one species was doubtlessly present. 

In this we we re led by the consideration that, seeing the great similarity 
the anatomical structure of cognate, still living species, shows, such an 
attempt would be very speculative and the result that might he ohtained in 
that way, may for the present be esteemed of secondary importance. 

I) See F. C. VAN HEURN (4) and (5). The illustratlons given in (i) Nos 2, 3 Bnd i 
correspond with the Nos I, 25 and 9 of the collection discussed here. 
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All of the four Sapindoxylon~samples show such a very close resemblance, 
both mutually and with the Sapindoxylon Janssonii KRÄUSEL described by 
KRÄUSEL (6) , that they may be considered identical with them and we may 
forbear giving a description. 

This is not the case with the fifth petrefaction, also showing resemblance 
to woods from the family of the Sapindaceae, but deviating perceptibly from 
the four mentioned above. Because, as far as we know, a description of the 
structure of such a fossil species does not exist, it is given below. 

For the same reason a detailed description of the sample indicated as 
Parinarioxylon has been given here and it has been provided with a specific 
name. 

However before glvmg these descriptions, we should make a few 
remarks on the conclusions which may be drawn from this collection, about 
the probable composition of the forest in which these fossil~species grew at 
one time. 

Much farther than ascertaining the presence of those genera, of which 
at present the genus Dryobalanops is no more found in Java, we must not 
go in our opinion. 

It is possible, that the species found occurred in about the same numerical 
proportion in which they are found at present, but it may be questioned 
whether from these data much may be concluded concerning the share they 
had in the total forest stand. 

In spite of this it is quite possible that future researches in the adjoining 
Bantam might yield more decisive figures. 

If it was to be traced by counts, what numerical significance may be 
attached to VAN SANDICK'S observation (12), "that in some spots they are, 
as it were, whole forests with felled trunks Iying regularly side by side", 
and it was to appear, that they were all or for the greater part Dipterocar~ 
paceae we might draw conclusions by comparing the present number of 
trees per hectare. 

It is a striking fact, that among the 29 fossils only one specimen was 
found showing a really abundant growth of tyloses. In the others this 
formation does not occur at all or only sporadically or locally. It is true in 
many samples in the woodvessels structures are observed, which at first 
sight are very much like tyloses, but on examination in polarised light they 
appear to be formed by the mutual contact of cry~talsphaerites. 

In KRÄUSEL'S photos only in Shoreoxylon palembangense (KRÄUSEL) 

d. B. (Caesalpinoxylon palembangense KRÄUSEL) and in Dryobalanoxylon 
Tobleri (KRÄUSEL) d. B. an abundance of tyloses are observed. 

Hence we may put the question, wether this phenomenon is connected 
with the fact, that timbers in which tyloses are rare, are easily penetrated. It 
sounds plausible that those very woods which are quickly and complete1y 
permeated with water containing silicic acid, have a greater chance of being 
converted into well~preserved fossils, without undergoing a biological or 
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chemical analysis. than those rich in tyloses; this might explain the great 
number of woods poor in tyloses among the silicified fossils. 

How this process of silicification takes place is likely to continue an open 
question for a long time. lt is remarkable. that in many cases the minute 
crystal-structure seems to have no connection with the microscopie 
structure of the wood. and that nearly all organic sub stance has totally 
disappeared. The loss on ignition of such pulverised. petrified wood was 
determined at 0.5 %; this must be chiefly attributed to loss of moisture. 
What substance or substances therefore give rise to the parking in the fossil 
wood is likewise unknown. 

The description of the species mentioned sub. c (sample N0. 8 of the 
collection) is as follows : 

Topography. (See fig.I.) 
G r 0 w t h - rin 9 s. Mostly poorly defined. sometimes fairly distinct; 

narrow ; characterised by a period in the fibrous tissue that is den ser in 
the late wood than in the other parts of the growth-ring. 

B 0 u n dar y: moderately sharp on account of the transition of the 
more compact late wood to the moderately compact early wood of the next 
9 rowth-ring. 

Wao d - v e s s els: Grouping : nearly all single. groups of two or three 
vessels are very rare; arrangement of the wood-vessels: scattered; 
number: few (average 3-4 per mm2). sometimes a tangential zone is 
found, in which thevessels are somewhat rarer; size: for the greater part 

wide or very wide (300-500 ,u). some moderately wide (200-300 ,u}; 
Surrounding tissues: usually surrounded by medullary rays on one of the 
two flanks. for the rest by paratracheal parenchyma and sometimes partly 
by fibrous tissue. 

F i b rou s t i s s u e: moderately dense. in the late wood denser than 
in the rest of the zone of growth. 

M e d u II a r y - r a y s: one kind; structure: made up of horizontal. 
for a considerable part short. high cells. sometimes with a row of upright 
cells along the edges; width: narrow (20-30,u). wide one row of cells. a 

few some wh at wider (to 35 ,u); number: moderately numerous (9-10 
p. mm) 1}; height: for the gTeater part extremely low and very low 
(200-800 ,ul. some low (to 1.4 mm). 

Par e n c h y m a. Paratracheal , tissue surrounds most of the vessels as 
narrow. usually fairly complete layers with tangentially directed thick
enings on the flanks. 

"Definitely arranged" parenchyma is absent 2}. 
, "Scattered" parenchyma occurs' here and there as scattered strands or as 

small complexes. 

I) In the parts slightly compressed in radial direction 8 p. mmo 
2) On the meaning of the terms 'definitely arranged" and "scattered" parenchyma seè 

. PH, PPEIPPER (10). pp. 37-42. 78-85. 104-107. 



PFEIFFER AND VAN HEURN: Same fossil woods from Java, 
not yet described. 

Sapindopsoxylon Klitzingi PE. & v. H. 

Mic rophoto "y Dr. P. Kruizinga. 

Fig. I. Cross section , enlarged 31 times. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. 
Amsterdam 1928. 
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Spe c i a I f 0 r mat ion s we re not observed. 

Description of the elements. 
Wood ~ v e s s els. Perforations single; dimensions: in tangentiai 

direction 200-500 " wide, in radial dirrection 150-350 ,,; vascular 
articulations average 2 per mmo 300-600" long; no noticeable pitting 
of the walls; contents lacking, ex cept some wood~gum 1) here and there. 

Par ene h y m a ~ c e II S. Dimensions: 8-25" thick, 20-50 "broad, 
30-130" long; the cells adjoining the woodvessels usually flat and short ; 
here and there crystal~fibres are found containing short, broad cells; pitting 
not notieeable; contents: brown wood~gum and occasionally crystals. 

F i b re S. Dimensions: radially 12-35 ", tangentially 15-30 ", 
length not perceptible; contents: sometimes wood~gum. 

M e d u I I a r y ~ r a y ~ cel I S. Dimensions; in radial direction 
20-120 ". in tangential dir'~ction 20-35", in axial direction 15-50 ,,; 
pitting not noticeable; contents : presumably wood~gum. 

The structure of this wood usually corresponds in many respects with 
that of the woods from the family of the Sapindaceae. lts determination 
with the aid of a card~system arranged for this purpose by one of us, 
likewise led to this family. The wood however deviates considerably both 
from the wellknown Sapindaceae occurring in the Dutch East lndies, and 
from the Sapindoxylon described byKRÄUSEL (6), in one respect: that 
almost all the pores occur singly. Moreover the number of wood
vessels is greater than in the described Sapindoxylon~species, and in the 
other samples belonging to this genus of the collection described here. 

For this reason the species described here is regarded to belong to a 
different genus than the Sapindoxylon~species and it was given the name 
of Sapindopsoxylon Klitzingi Pf. & V. H. after the owners of the private 
estate in whieh the collection was made. 

ltis not the intention to express with this name a certain relation between 
this fossil and the genus Sapindopsis Font., of which fossil leafrests have 
been found in North~America and in Europe. 

The description of the structure of the fossil mentioned sub f (N0. 2 of 
the collection) is as follows : 

Topography. 
G r 0 w t h ~ rin 9 s: as a rule wanting; here and there slightly 

indicated by the occurrence of a strip poor in parenchyma or by a weak 
period in the number of parenchyma~lines, being a little doser together in 
the late than in the early wood. 

Bo u n dar y: where theyare to be observed, vague and characteri~ 
zed by the sudden difference in mutual distance of the parenchyma~lines. 

Wo 0 d v e s s els: Grouping: nearly all single; arrangement : 

I) Where woodgum, etc. are mentioned here we mean formations likewiseconsisting -of 
sllicic acid, which have wholly preserved the appearance of the substances 'mentioned. 
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scattered. only here and there an indication of complexes or more or less 
oblique. winding rows; si ze : moderately wide and wide (200-400 ft). a 
very few a little wider (to 430 ft). rather variated in size. but without definite 
arrangement 1); number very small (1-2 per mm2); surrounding tissues: in 
a transverse section usually on both. nearly always on one of the two flanks 
bordered by medullary rays ; for the rest almost completely by parenchyma. 

F i b rou s t i s s u e: den se and very uniform. 
Me d u II a r y - ra y s: one kind; structure: usually built up of hori

zontal cells bordered by one or two rows of high or upright cells; here and 
there medullary rays with more rows of short. high cells occur. but they do 
not distinctly represent a different type. Width: very th in to thin. 
as a rule formed by one row of cells. very sporadically partly by two rows ; 
number: numerous. average 12 per mm; height: for the greater part 
extremely low. a very few very low to low (to 1.2 mm). 

Par e n c h y ma: Paratracheal tissue present as very thin. sometimes 
incomplete layers. seeming to belong as it were for a great part to the 
metatracheal parenchyma-lines. "Definitely" arranged parenchyma occurs 
as numerous (average 5 per mm) very thin to thin ( 15-40 ft). 
tangentially directed. metatracheal lines. as a rule one row of cells wide. 
which rather undulate. change their direction or are interrupted. and 
locally change into definitely arranged complex es or series of scattered 
parenchyma. "Scattered" parenchyma only occurs here and there as 
scattered strands or complexes. but as a rule as rudiments of a line or 
series of arranged parenchyma. 

Spe c i a I f 0 r mat ion s: lacking, except pith-flecks observed here 
and there (see fig. 2) . 

. Description of the Elements. 
Wood v e s se I s. Perforations of the vessels: single; dimensions, 

radially 200-400 ft. tangentially 150-325 ft;. length of the vascular 
articulations 450-800 ft; average 1 Yz mm; thickness of wall 3-5 ft: 

pits: not perceptible; absolutely no contents. 
F i b r e s. Dimensions: radially and tangentially 20-35 ft. mostbr 

in tangential direction a little more stretched. leng th not to be observed ; 
thickness of wall: 5-9 ft; pits: not perceptible. 

Par e n c h y m a - cel I s. Dimensions radially and tangentially 
20-45 ft; axially 60-100 ft; pits: not perceptible; contents: here and 
there presumably wood-gum. 

M e cl u I I a r y - r a y - ce I I s. Dimensions: radially 20-25 ft. 
tangentially 12-20 ft. axially 10-25 ft; pits: not perceptible contents : 
here and there presumably some wood-gum. 

The structure of this wood shows so great a resemblance with the 

I) The. woodvesse\s In the photographed part are somewhat deformed by compression 
In radial direction. 



PFEIFFER AND VAN HEURN: Some fossil woods from Java, 
not yet described. 

Parinarioxylon Itersonii Pf. & v. H. 

M icrophoto by O r. P. Kruizinga. 

Fig. 2. Cross section, enlarged 21 times. 
In tbe centre a pith-ray fJeek is shown. 

Microphoto by D r . P. Kruizinya. 

Fig . 3. Detail from fig. 2. 
Cross section, enlarged 85 times. 

Proceedings Roya1 Acad. 
Amsterdam 1928. 
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woods from the family of the Rosaceae, sub-family of the Chrysobalanoi
deae, that the relation is not at all dubious. For the rest the above 
description fits in details some of the Parinarium-species 1) growing in 
the East Indies, especially P. sumatranum BENTH. 

We therefore thought fit to give this species the name Parinarioxylon 
ltersonii Pf. & v. H . af ter Prof. Dr. G. VAN ITERSON Jr., through whose 
intermediary the laboratory of Technical Botany at Delft has been instituted. 

1) See e.g. MOLL und JANSSONIUS (11) Vol. III, p.222-230, DEN BERGER (2) p. 39 and 
J. PH. PFEIFFER (10) p. 191-195. 
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Pbysics. ~ Determination by X-rays of density and axial ratio ot 
hexagonal silver iodide. By N. H. KOLKMEIJER, W. J. D. VAN 
DOBBENBURGH and H. A. BOEKEN OOG EN. (Communicated by 
Prof. ERNST COHEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26. 1928). 

1. Introduction. 

According to the "Strukturbericht 1913-1926" of EWALD and HERMANN I) 
three modifications are known of silver iodide, which can be distinguished 
by X-rays. They are: a hexagonal pnd a cubical, bath stabie below 
146°, and a cubic one stabie above 146°. One of us three 2) made a 
physicochemical investigation of silver iodide. Very accurate determinations 
of density we re made of different preparates, which gave as maximum 
5.683• A greater value was not found , sa that it was reasonabie to take 
for granted that the preparate with this density was physically pure. 

One of us 3) has pointed out that by means of X-ray exposures it is 
generally possible to judge if a preparate is physically pure. The density 
namely can be deduced from the photos in question. If then the same 
value is found as was found by another methad, f.i. pycnometrically, 
we can in most cases conclude with certainty that the preparate is 
physically pure. . 

In order to know therefore if the silver iodide, mentioned above, with 
a density of 5.683 was physically pure, it seemed desirabie to determine 
the density also with the help of X-rays. 

IJ. Data from the literature. 

These are in extenso to be found in the thesis of one of us, which 
thesis is already cited ab ave. Suffice it here to say th at according to 
GROTH 4) a hexagonal farm (ladyrite) is found in nature. By the help of 
X-rays WILSEY 5) and DAVEy 6) found cubic structure in a synthetic 
preparate below 146°, although indications of a hexagonal farm were 

I) P. P. EWALD and C. HERMANN. Strukturbericht 1913-1926. Z. Krist. 1927. 
2) W. J. D. VAN DOBBENBURGH. Thesis. Utrecht 1928. ERr ·~ sT COHEN and 

W . 1. D . VAN DOBBENBURGH. Z . f. phys. Chem. 137, 289. 1928. 
3) N. H. KOLKMEIJER, Proc. Acad, Amst. 31,151 (1927). Z . f. phys. Chem. 136,45,1928. 
4) P. GROTH, Chemische Kristallographie J, 200 (1906). 
5 R. B. WILSEY, Phil. Mag. 42, 262 (1921); Phil. Mag. 46, 487 (1923). 
6) W. P. DAVEY, Phys. Rev. 19, 248 (1922). 
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present. Only the latter was found by AMINOFF 1). He also found that 
above 146° a cubic form is stabie. though it is not identical with the cubic 
form found by WILSEY and DAVEY. Between the two forms. which are 
stabie below 146°. it is difficult to distinguish by means of X~rays with 
the DEBYE~SCHERRER method. because most of the lines of one modifica~ 
tion coincide with those of the other. 

111. Our own powder-photos. 

In the first place we made a powderphoto of a preparate of silver~ 
iodide which we supposed to be physically and chemically pure a-Ag J 
(density: 5.683) on account of the values found for the density. 

We also made a photo of a preparate the density of which was 5.495• 

because we hoped to find here at any ra te a great percentage of the 
other modification. 

The photos were made with CuK-rays. The (J-radiation was filtered 
out with a nickelfoiL attached to the end of the lead diaphragm (with 
a bore of 1 mm.) projecting outside the camera. The preparate was in 
a glass tube. thickness of glass 0.01 mmo This tube was always centered 
in the camera. We purposely avoided powdering our preparates. Powdering 
can considerably alter the density of certain preparates of silver iodide. 
as had appeared already. while it is also known that powdering trans~ 
forms zinc~blende into WURTZITE 2). (With these two types of structure 
in fact we are concerned in the case of Ag J). By omitting powdering 
we ran the risk that no continuous lines. but only series of dots would 
be found in the photos. We avoided this hazard by regularly rotating 
the glass tube with the preparate. Usually an exposure of 10 hours was 
found to be sufficient. when a current of about 12 m.A. passed through 
the tube. Tbe thickness of the preparate was 1.5 mmo The radius of the 
film in the camera was 2.75 cm. 

The same glass tube was used for the photos of the two preparates ; 
af ter the first exposure it had been washed with astrong KCN-solution. 
in order to remove crystallization nuclei of the old preparate. The two 
photos obtained in this way are reproduced in fig. 1. Number I is the 
one with the iodide d~go = 5.683• Number II of the iodide with d~go = 5.49. 

Under these two photos (fig. 2) is a reproduction of which the upper 
half is taken from photo I. the lower half from photo 11. The lines 
which signify most are indicated as a. b. c. d. e. and f As is seen 
photo II shows another line b between the lines a and c. and another 
e between d and f which neither appear in photo I 3). 

1) G. AMINOFF. Geologische Pöreningens i Stockholm Pörhandlingar H. 4·H (1922) . 
2) A. SCHLEEDE und H. GANTZCKOW. Z. f. Phys. 15. 184 (1923). 
3) Pretty well the same thing may be found very clearly reproduced in Zeitschrift für 

Physik 15. 187 (1923) for the corresponding case of zincblende and wurtzite. 

66* 
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These Bnes also appeared in an exposure of silver iodide with a 
density of d;go = 5.62. with less intensity however. 

I 

1I 

Fig. 1. 

1 

]I 

Fig. 2. 

In. fig. 3 we find. placed one over the other: 
1. the pI aces of the Bnes. calculated from the hexagonal structure with 

the lattice parameters. obtained from the measurements which are described 
further on; 

2. the places of the lines. as WILSEY gives them for the hexagonal 
structure however reduced to CuKa radiation; 

3. the places of the Bnes according to our photo 11; 
4. the pI aces of the lines according to our photo I; 
5. the places of the Bnes as WILSEY gives them of the cubic structure 

ho wever reduced to Cu Ka radiation; 
6. the places of the lines calculated from the cubic structure with the 
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lattice parameters. which are obtained when the cubic structure is 
produced from the hexagonal structure by shifting in their own planes 
the lattice planes. perpendicular to the ternary axis. 

Fig. 3. 

The figure has been drawn to a scale agreeing to the full size of our 
photos. We indicate the intensities by the length of die Iines. in five 
arbitrary classes. 

As may be seen from fig. 3 the cubic and the hexagonal structures 
have many Iines in common. Yet the impression is given that the 
structure of iodide with dft = 5.683 agrees best with the cubic structure. 
though a few Iines of the hexagonal modification seem to be very faintly 
present. and. what is most remarkable. not the strongest 1). The photo 
of preparate VIII with d;~o = 5.49. on the contrary. shows two lines 
which decidedly belong to the hexagonal structure. namely Iines band e. 
There is no doubt that these two Iines are present in the original photo 11. 
while we did not su cc eed in finding them in photo I. Now it will be 
c1ear from fig. 3 that severallines. especially with the hexagonal structure. 
are very close together. so that in the photo they are confused. and 
show themselves as rather broad and badly defined Iines. Therefore we 
will not bring forward a definite statement about the structure of our 
preparates. but only indicate what we think most probable on the 
evidence of our powder photos. 

1. We presume that the iodide which we 2) described thus far as 
a~Ag] possesses the cubic regular structure. 

2. The iodide with lower density also contains Ag] with the hexagonal 
structure. 

We found it impossible to ascertain. from the readings of the photos. 
a value for the density with satisfactory accuracy. Dr. A. E. VAN ARKEL 
at Eindhoven also experienced difficulties in the solution of this problem. 
We thought it therefore desirabie to make some exposures with the help 
of the spectrographic method. 

IV. Photos of the 001 plane with the spectrographic me th od. 

A natural hexagonal crystal out of the collection of the Mineralogical~ 

1) We must allow for the possibility that by the influence of Röntgenradiation the 
transformation cubic hexagonal may take place. 

2) W. J. D. VAN DOBBENBURGH. Thesis. Utrecht 1928. 
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Geological Institute at Utrecht was put at our disposal. We wish to 
thank Prof. RUTTEN on ce more for the loan of this fine specimen. It 
showed the 001 plane to the magnitude of nearly 1 cm2. The other 
planes however were very imperfectly developed, and we did not succeed 
in getting good reflections on these other plan es. Finally the firm of C. 
GOLDBACH at Zeil a.H. supplied us with a specimen with an exceedingly 
good 101~plane. The photo of the 101 plane was made with this crystal. 
For the photo of the 001 plane the crystal first mentioned was mounted 
below a crystal of gypsum on the table of a goniometer. in such a way 
that the reflecting planes of the two crystals were coplanar, and contained 
the axis of rotation of the goniometer. One arm wore a slit 0.2 mmo 
wide, made of lead of a thickness of 3 mmo The slit was at a distance 
of 28 cm. fro!p. the axis of rotation. On the same arm, but doser to 
the axis of rotation, stood a diaphragm, likewise made of lead of a 
thickness of three mm., which served to screen off the undesired radiation 
emanating from the slit. A second arm carried a camera, a brass box, 
the face of which was covered with black paper, and in which the film 
was mounted light~tight. The table on which the crystals were mounted 
was rocked I) over an angle of about 3 degrees during the exposure. 
We also used here CuK~rays, this time however without filtration of 
the f3~rays. The reflection of the 00l~plane was taken in the 2nd and 
the 6th order. The 101-plane was taken in the Ist order only. Of the 
two photos first mentioned, reproductions are given in fig. 4. The plates 
were measured with the help of a ZEISS', so called "small Abbe~comp~ 
arator" 

The CuKal~ and the arline in plate 74 are marked I; the CuKf3~line 
is marked 2, all relating to Ag]; the corresponding lines for gypsum are 
marked 3 and 4. All these lines are of the second order. 

In plate 75 the CuKal~ and a2 line of the sixth order for Ag! are 
marked 1; 3 marks the corresponding lines of the sixth order for gypsum; 
4 marks the f3~line of the seventh order. We wish to observe that, in 
the reproduction, line 4, which is present in the originaJ, is not to be 
found. We indicate the place of it approximately with a small dash. 
With the Ag] we chose the second and the sixth order, because these 
two, according to the calculation for the hexagonal structure, were 
expected to be pretty strong, whereas the other orders we re either absent 
or had too small an intensity. 

A difficulty presented itself in the measurement because the lines of 
the iodide were not between the reference lines of the gypsum, but 
above them. At first we hoped that the sliding~movement of the compar~ 
ator used in the direction of the lines would be sufficiently accurate. 
This proved however 'not to be the case, so that we were compelled 

I) It Is weil known that by so doing irregular crystals also give very fine Hnes on the 
plate by focussing. See i.a. DE BROGLIE. C. R. 157. 924, 1413 (1913); 158, 177 (1914). 
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to draw in some way or other a straight line on the plate. as much as 
possible parallel to the lines we wished to measure. All the readings 
could then be referred to this straight line. so that one is independent 

'1 J.. 

I I 

I I 
3 Ij 

.-

I 
'f 

Fig. 4. 

1 

I 

------"--" 

of the sliding~movement of the comparator. Af ter trying a few other 
methods. but unsuccessfully. we found that the following method was 
usabIe : namely by cementing with two drops of piceïne a thin thread 
of glass to the plate. as much as possible parallel to the lines. 

Wh en measuring the lines it was seen th at af ter a little practice an 
adjustment was possible with an accuracy of about 5 micron with the 
distinct lines. while greater divergencies we re found with the lines that 
were less well defined. We shall now give the results of the measure~ 
ments on plate 74. while. as an example. we shall give the calculation 
of this plate in extenso. We always made 14 measurements at the top 
of a line. and also 14 at the bottom of it. The averages deduced from 
it differed with two observers al most constantly 8 ft . In this manner the 
distances of the lines were known up to 2 ft accurate. We indicated the 
place of these measurements on the plate with a very slight inkdot. so 
that the distance between these dots in the direction of the lines could 
also be determined. In measuring we first of all determined the place of 

I Thread I I I f3 I Thread I Place of the 
0:2 0(\ reading 

) 
30.427 40.863 41.179 52.4375 30.426 24.8 

AgJ 
30.453 40.882 41.131 52.403 30.450 30.0 

l 
30.619 42.357 42.600 53.717 30.616 39.5 

gypsum 
30.613 42.260 42.530 53.703 30.622 H.1 
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the thread of glass. th en made the measurements for the lines a and (l . 
and then checked whether the place. originally found for the thread of 
glass. was found back. 

Distance of the thread to the middle of the plate 17.5 mmo The 
distances of the different lines to the thread are : 

~ace of the 
reading I 

7.2 

I 
C( l 

I f3 I I 
Thread 

24 .8 10.4365 10.7525 22.011 

I I 0 
Ag J I 

30.0 10.3705 10.6795 21.951 5 

I 
0 

39.5 11.7395 11.9825 23.0995 

I 0 I 

gypsum I 44.1 11 .6425 11. 9125 23.0855 0 
I 

We can calculate the inclination of the thread with respect to the 
lines from the place of the reading and the differences between each 
line and the thread at the top and at the bottom. Prom our observations 
we find for the angle which the thread makes with the lines: 0.0129 
radians. So we can calculate. assuming th at the top of the thread remains 
unchanged. how much we must change the distance between the lines 
and the thread. if we think this thread turned parallel to the lines . 

.por these corrected dlstances of the lines to the th re ad we find: 

Place of the 

I 
7.2 

I 
X l 

I 
f3 I I 

Thread reading 

24 .8 
I 

- 10.4365 - 10.7525 - 22.011 0 
I ( Ag J 

30 .0 
I 

- 10.i375 - 10.7465 - 22.0185 0 

39.5 
I 

- 11.9295 - 12.1725 - 23 . 2895 ! gypsum 
0 

44 . 1 I -11.8915 -12 . 161 5 - 23.3345 0 
i 

\ - 10.437 - 10 . 7495 1 - 22.015 
1 Mean 

I 
I -11.9105 - 12 . 167 1 - 23.312 

1 

This gives for the di stance to the middle of the plate. the above~ 
mentioned distance 17.5 being allowed for: 

-- --
7.2 

I 
:X l 

I 
f3 I 

7.063 
1 

6.7505 - i.515 AgJ 

5.5895 

1 
5 . 333 - 5.812 gypsum 
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For the calculation we did not use the wavelengths as they are given 
in SIEGBAHN I), because (SIEGBANN I. c.. p. 28): "All the wavelengths 
given in the following tables have been calculated with the aid of the 
uncorrected BRAGG law". We made the correction in the following way: 

The corrected BRAGG law 2), namely, runs: 2d sin 1/2 {} ( 1 - :2 ) = nA. 

For d, the grating constant of rocksalt, we take the value which has 

been taken as basis by all spectrocopists, d = 5.628 A. and for b the 
value for this substance which is given by COMPTON 3), namely: 
d=9.6 X 10-5• The wavelengths (A.) given by SIEGBAHN are found 
according to the formula 2d sin 1/2 {} = nA •. 

It follows that A = As ( 1 - ~). So we find : 

CuKa2 
CuKal 
CuKfJ 

A. 

1541 . 16 

1537.30 

1389.33 

A 

1541 . 12 

1537.26 

1389.30 

For gypsum we take the grating constant d = 7.578 A4), 5). So we 

must find the angles of deflection {} from 2d sin 1/2 -o{ 1 - bg~;um ) = nÀ. 

Now it is necessary to know the value for bgypsum. COMPTON 6) states 

that for crystals as rocksalt and calcite (at least for A < 1.5 Á. which is 
about what we have here) the b may be calculated from the following 
formula: 

in which is: 
s = number of electrons per cubic cm, 
e = charge of electron, 
d = grating constant, 
m = mass of the electron, 
c = velocity of light. 

This is allowed because the natural frequencies of the electron move~ 

I) M. SIEGBAHN, The spectroscopy of X-rays. London 1925. p. lOS. 
2) In the following table the values deduced differ somewhat from those given in the 

thesis written by one of us. in consllquence of the correction in BRAGG's law being 
applied now. 

3) A. H. COMPTON, X-rays and Electrons. New-York. 1926. p. 212 
4) H. MARK. Die Verwendung der Röntgenslrahlen in Chemie und Technik. Leipzig 

1926. p. 447. 
5) The coefficient of expansion of gypsum, perpendicular on the cleavage plane is so 

very slight (1.13 X 10-6 Tables of ABRAHAM and SACERDOTE. Paris J913) that we 
need not allow for the difference in temperature. 

6) A. H. COMPTON. I. c .. p. 212. 
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ments for all the atoms present in those crystals are much smaller than 
those of the incident rays. 

This must however also hold good for gypsum CaS01 . 2H20. So we 
find for blJYPsum = 7,4. 10-1 . That this calculation is not much in error 
is seen from the fact that the same calculation for calcite gives bCacoa = 
1.35. 10-1 while COMPTON I) gives for it 1.46. 10-1. 

So we find for the second order of gypsum: 

112 {} a2 = 11 ° 44'. 2 
1/2{}al =11° 42'.4 
1/2 {} (3 = 10° 34'.0 

The distance measured on the plate between the al" and the (3~line 

of gypsum therefore corresponds with an angle of 2 X (11 °44'. 2 -
10°34'. 0) = 2° 16'. 8. If we call the distance of the photographic plate 
to the axis of the goniometer r; if the al~ respectively (3-radiation, 
reflected on the crystal of gypsum, forms with the normal on the pho~ . 

tographic plate (line which connects the axis of the goniometer with the 
middle of the plate) angles f{J1 and f{J2' th en : 

5.333 
tgf{J1 = -- en 

r 

-5.812 
tgf{J2=--

r 

while 
f{J1 - f{J2 = 23° 24'.6 - 21 ° 7'.8 = 2° 16'.8. 

It follows that: 
5.333 + 5.812 

tg 2° 16'.8 = ~.333 ~.812 
1---X--

r r 

From this quadratic equation we calculate: r = 280.03 mmo By means 

of this value we find tg f{J3 = 7.0~ etc. (for all the 61ines) and from this 
r 

the angles f{J3 etc. themselves. 

1° 26'.7 

1 ° 8'. 6 

These angles are: 

1° 22'.9 - 0° 55'.4 

1° 5'.5 

As the al ~ray, reflected on the gypsum, deviates an angle of 1 °5'.5 
from the direction towards the middle of the plate, while its deviation 
from the transmitted radiation amounts to 2 X 11 °42'.4 = 23°24'.8, we 
know now that the direction towards the middle of the plate deviates 
22°19'.3 from the direction of the transmitted ray. This allows us to 
find the real angles of deviation {} for the different radiations. They are: 

23° 27'.9 23° 24'.8 21° 7'.9 (Ag J) 

23° 46'.0 23° 42'.2 21° 23'.9 (gypsum) 

I) A. H. COMPTON, I. C., p. 212: 
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This last line serves as a check. It ought to run: 

23° 28'.4 23° 24'.8 21° 8'.0 

The deviation of the arline finds its explanation in the fact that the 
middle of this weaker line has perhaps been wrongly estimated on 
account of the immediate neighbourhood of the strong al-line. That this 
deviation however is of little moment is seen from the fact that by 
means of this value 23°27'.9 we calculate for the lattice constant of 
gypsum: 7.579. whereas we started from 7.578. 

Prom the values foun:.! for 1'1 we find by applying BRAGG's law: 

2 d . sin 1/2 f) = nÀ with n = 2 

d = 7.484 7.485 and 7.483. mean: 7.484 A 
which value must be corrected for the deviation of BRAGG's law. 

Such a calculation applied to plate 75 gives: 
o 

d = 7.4898 X 10-8 cm. and 7.489° X 10-8 cm .. mean 7.489 A. 

Prom the two values found for c = 7.484 from the second order. and 
c = 7.489 from the sixth order. we can now deduce a value for the 
correction coefficient b. We have namely: 

c (1-~)=7.84 en C(I-;6)=7.489. 
Prom this we calculate bAg! = 0.0030. and as definite value for 

o 
c = 7.490 A. The value for b seems to be rather large. Yet it is of the 
right order of magnitude. We have. namely. also tried to calculate b 
from the theoretical formula. for which however we could not use the 
form used above. as Ag] does not comply with the conditions mentioned 
for this calculation. Here we must therefore use the complete formula 1). 
which for our purpose we easily convert into: 

b - 2 e2d 2 Z ns 
- nmc2 s 1-(vs /v)2 

Here ns signifies the number of electrons of a certain kind per cubic 
cm.; V s their own frequency. v the frequency of the incident radiation. 
while the summation refers to the different kinds of electrons. 

COMPTON 2) advises to choose for V s the frequency of the sharp end 
of the absorptionband for every kind of electrons in the atom. We 
cannot expect. however. that the result is certainly the correct one. 
Making this choice we find the following tab Ie. in which we have taken 

c 
for v 1.539 X 10-8 ' (See Table next page). 

The result is bAg! (theoretically) = 0.0015. 

I) A. H. COMPTON. I. c .. p. 209. 
2) A. H. COMPTON, I. c .. p. 210. 
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r--' .-

ns 1) 1 ('.IS / 1I Y ns 

I 

i.s I) 1 _ (lIs/'.I y 

Ag 2 X 2 0 .1850 10.069 - 0.11106 

2 X 2 3.2605 0.2228 + 5.1167 5 

2 X 2 3.5047 0.1928 4.9554 

2 X 1 3.6811 0.1715 9.6910 

2 X 2 17 . 1 0.0081 1.0326 

2 X 2 21.0 0.0054 1.0217 

2 X 1 22.1 0.00485 8.0390 

2 X 1 32.7 0.0022 8.0177 

2 X 6 33.2 0.0021 5 12.0258 

2 X 2 120 0.0002 1.0008 

2 X 2 280 0 1.0000 

2 X 1 0 8 

2 X 1 0 8 

2 X 6 0 12 

2Xl 0 2 

J 2 X 2 0.3737 16.960 - 0.25063 

2 X 2 2.3819 0.1175 + 6.8669 
2 X 2 2.5183 0.3617 6.2963 

2 X 4 2.7121 0.3219 11. 798 

2 X 7 (11. 2) 0.0189 1.0771 
2 X 2 13.21 0.0136 1.0552 

2 X 1 11 .07 0.0120 8 .0972 

2 X 1 19 .18 0.0062 8.0198 

2 X 6 19 .82 0.0060 12.072 
2 X 2 (62) 0.0006 1.0021 
2 X 2 (81) 0.0003 1.0012 
2 X i (8i) 0.0003 8.0021 
2 X 1 230 0 8 
2X6 210 0 12 
2 X 2 0 1 
2X2 0 1 
2 X 3 0 6 

I 
n. 
(. I Y = 201.56 1 - '.Is 11 

1) For ns and }.s are ehosen the values. given in COMPTON. l.c. For a few missing 
values we have interpolated bet ween the values given for elements with atomie numbers 
one higher and one lower. 
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As we could not have expected a bet ter agreement. the difference 
with the value found above bAg! = 0.0030 does not seem to he too 
excessive. So we shall continue to work with the number which we have 
determined by experiment: 

bAg! = 0.0030 

v. Exposure of the 101~plane according to the 
spetrographic method. 

We took the photo of the 101~plane in the same way as of the 
001~plane. but a crystal of calcite was suhstituted for the crystal of 
gypsum. 

Por the calculation we used as grating constant of calcite the value 
given by COMPTON I) for 18° (mean temperature during the exposure) 
d = 6.0575. and for b = 1.46 X 10-12). We th en find for 

1/2 {} a2 = 14° 44'. 4 

1/2 {} al = 14° 42'.1 

1/2 {} fJ = 13° 15'.6 

Here the di stance of the a2~1ine to the fJ~line of calcite therefore 
represents an angle of 2 X (14°44'. 4 - 13°15'.6) = 2°57'. 6. 

In the same way as described above we find for r = 276.595 for one 
of the two observers; for the other r = 276.58. 

This gives for 2 d : 
7.0136 and 7.0128 for one observer. and 7.0123 and 7.0115 for the 

other; mean 7.01255• 

A correction to d = 3.5063 must be made. as this d represents 
d lOl (1 - b). This b can be calculated from the b for the 001~plane found 

diOl 
above; namely: b lOl = bool d2 

001 

This gives blOl = 0.00066. Thus we find for d lOl = 3.5086
• 

Prom the formula 

~2 = 3!2 (h l2 + hl + hl h2) + ~(hl) 
follows for the 101 plane 

1 4 1 
(3.5086)2 = 3a2 + (7.490)2 

This gives a = 4.5856 and the axial ratio cia = 1.6334. 
The density d!8 is found from the formula 

d!8= 2 X M.G. X 10 X ~_~ 
6.061 X 1024 1/2a2cV3 

and is seen to be: d!8 = 5.681. 

I) A. H. COMPTON, I. c. p. 327. 
2) A. H. COMPTON, I. c., p. 212. 
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Concerning the axial ratio 1.633" we wish to observe that it differs 
but slightly from the amount which is deduced from the wurtzite structure. 
if we take for granted that the tetrahedra present in it are regular. 
namely: 1.633°. 

On the other hand ZEPHAROVICH I) gives for the axial ratio from the 
crystallographic determinations = 1.63920. 

It seems to us. however. that it is not allowed to deduce from the 
mutually not a little different values of the measurements an exact 
number to so many decimals. We are of opinion that the value given 
by us is to be preferred. 

We see that the density of 5.681 found by us for the hexagonal 
modification differs very little from the maximal density 5.683 found 
pycnometrically for AgJ. and it seems as if this good agreement supports 
the two determinations. Let it be borne in mind. however. that we thought 
we might conclude from the powderphotos that the substance with the 
density of 5.68 contained chiefly the cubic modification. 

Prom what precedes we therefore cannot draw the conclusion that 
the preparate with the density of 5.683 was physicaUy pure. Prom the 
values given by WILSEY and DAVEY for the cubic modification we can 
now calculate that the density of the latter would be 5.677. That this 
value differs so little from the value found by us for the hexagonal 
modification. was to be expected. for. if cia = 1.633. as is the case here. 
the zincblende structure may be obtained from the wurtzite structure 
by shifting the lattice plan es perpendicularly to the ternary axis. each 
in its own plane. Therefore. the densities of the two modifications being 
pretty weU the same. it is impossible to conclude. on the strength of 
the density alone. that we have a physicaUy and chemicaUy pure silver 
iodide. Here we have the case to which attention was drawn by one 
of us 2) that Röntgenphotos do not aUow of drawing a conclusion in the 
matter of the physical purity of a substance if the densities of the two 
modifications differ but little. Yet it seemed to us th at we might come 
to a conclusion by observing the preparate. with a density of 5.683 in 
a polarisation microscope. IE namely the preparate is absolutely cubic. 
as we expected. the field of the polarisation microscope will remain dark. 
The preparate. (d = 5.49) containing much more hexagonal materiaI. 
will have to reveal itself. partly or whoUy. as optically anisotrope. 
And indeed the preparate (d = 5.50) did show distinct iUuminated patches 
as compared with the preparate (d = 5.68); the difference was greater 
than between rocksalt and the preparate d = 5.68. This ag rees very 
weU with the powder~photograms. in which the preparate with a density 
of 5.49 did give the lines of the hexagonal form. and the preparate. 
with a density of 5.68 on the contrary. did not. 

I) VON ZEPHAROVICH, Z . Krist. 4, 119 (1880). 
2) N. H. KOLKMEljER l.c. 
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We wish to conclude from what has been said, that the preparate 
with a density of 5.683 is approximately physically pure cubic si Iv er 
iodide. and the preparate with smaller density probably physically pure 
hexagonal silver iodide. It seems to us that probably the lower density 
is to be attributed to vacuoles. 

Utrecht, May 1928. VAN 'T HOFF Laboratory. 



Physics. - Physical Purity and Powderräntgenogram. 11. By N. H. 
KOLKMEIJER. (Communicated by Prof. ERNST COHEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

Concerning the question wh ether the red and the yellow mercury oxide" 
are different modifications or not th ere is a difference of opinion between 
ERNST COHEN on one side 1) and a few other investigators 1) - among 
wh om WI. OSTWALD - on the other. G. R. LEVI 1) thinks that he has 
been able to decide th is question; he found, namely, that the two forms 
of HgO give identical powderphotos with Röntgenrays, and concludes 
from it that they are not different modifications. I 2) have pointed out that 
it is not allowed to come to this conclusion from the observation made. 
LEV! 3) denies th at my objections have any value, and in terms which show 
that he has completely misunderstood my meaning. It seems therefore 
necessary to try and elucidate my line of thought. 

In my previous communication concerning this question reproductions 
are given of a powderphoto of physically pure white tin, and of a powder 
photo of a mixture of 90 % of white and 10 % of grey tin. The two photos 
are identical, and yet there are undeniably two modifications of tin. 

From the investigations by ERNST COHEN and his co~workers we know 
now that, wh en preparing chemically pure substances, there is a very great 
chance to get mixtures of modifications, and that it is also very difficult 
to make a preparate that is physically pure. 

At any rate there is a chance that the preparate "red HgO" consists 
of f.i. 99 % of a red modification and 1 % of a yellow, and that the 
preparate "yellow HgO" consists of 90 % of the red and 10 % of the yellow 
modification. And if this should be so, it is possible, as appears from the 
experiment with the white and grey tin, mentioned above, that the prepar
ates of red and yellow HgO give identical powderphotos. But then we 
cannot conclude from this that there is only one form of HgO, just as 
we cannot do so with tin either. If LEV! wants his conclusions to b~ 
received, he will have to demonstrate that a similar case as the present 
has not arisen with his preparates. 

Evidently seeing this LEV! has now used crystals of red HgO as 
preparate for the Röntgenexposure, and has convinced himself, by the use 

1) ERNST COHEN; WI. OSTWALD and others; G. R. LEVI. Cf. the citations in my 
paper mentioned in footnote 2). 

2) N. H. KOLKMEIJER. Proc. Acad. Amst. 31. 151. 1927. Z. f. phys. Chem. 136, 45, 
1928. 

3) G. R. LEVI. Gazz. chim. ltaI. 58, 417 (1928). 
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of the microscope, that they we re pure. We must indeed admit that a 
crystal is a physically pure pre parate if it ' satisfies the following three 
conditions. 1 st It must not be a mixed crystal; 2n d it must not contain 
inclusions of mother liquor with possibly ot her modifications; 3rd it must 
not be modified by incipient polymorphous transformation on the faces. 
Of course it is not sufficient to convince oneself with the microscope alone 
that the conditions, mentioned above, have been satisfied. 

But even if we admit that th is preparate was physically pure and then 
learn from LEV! that the powderphoto of it is identical with the one 
of another undetermined preparate "yellow HgO", we can conclude from ie 

only, that the yellow preparate f.i. consists at least for 90 % of the red 
modification, but not that there cannot exist a separate yellow modification. 
LEV!'S demonstration would be perfect only when he should get the same 
lines on the photo, if he made an exposure of physically pure yellow HgO. 

I have other objections against much that is treated in LEV!' spaper 1). 
But as this is not to the purpose I refrain from discussing it. I cannot agree, 
however, with any of the four conclusions which LEV! mentions in his 
summary. 

VAN 'T HOFF-Laboratory. 

Utrecht, October 1928. 

1) Especially where he is of opinion that I have given a wrong interpretation of M . R. 
ANDREWS' conclusion in Phys. Rev. 17,26 (1921). The au thor in question has aSCEr
tained that the powderphoto of a mixture of 80 % of iron and 20 % of nickel does not 
show the Hnes of nickel separately. I wish to point out that I have not said, as LEV! 
pretends, that the absence of the Ni-Hnes is the consequence of the want of sensitiveness 
of the method. On th is point too, LEV! has misunderstood my meaning, 

67 
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Embryology. - On the Deve:lopment of the Tail in the Amphibian 
Embryo. By Miss J. H. BIJTEL and Prof. M. W. WOERDEMAN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928). 

The development of the hindmost part of the body has been frequently 
recorded in the literature. This is not surprising, if we bear in mind that th is 
development is dosely related to the gastrulation-process. one of the 
problems of embryology that have given rise to most controversy. 

Of late years the views regarding the gastrulation of amphibian embryos 
have considerably improved by the application of new methods ot 
investigation. It is above all W . VOGT 1) who has added many important 
contributions to our knowledge of the process of gastrulation. He applied 
pieces of agar-agar. saturated with a solution of a vital dye to the surface 
of blastulae and so succeeded in putting small local marks on it. Because 
the ceIlgroups. which had attracted the dye, retained it for a long time, 
VOGT could watch the fate of circumscript parts of the blastulae during 
and after the gastrulation. Coincidently with a better conception of the 
gastrulation the opinions concerning the formation of the hindpart of the 
body changed. It is outside the scope of the present paper to dweIl at large 
up on the literature relating to this subject. But for a dear understanding 
of what follows we consider it weIl to say something here about the hitherto 
almost universa I conception. and about the opinion of W. VOGT. 

According to the present views the different organs (nervous system, 
notochord, mesoderm-segments) existing in the tail. are supposed to 
originate from an indifferent cell-mass. the tail-bud. which is supposed 
to comprise elements of the three germ-layers. and to develop posteriorly 
from the reg ion of the blastopore, where these three germlayers ar~ 

connected with each other. In th is indifferent ma ss differentiation is believed 
te appear during the growth, so that nervous-system. notochord. myotomes, 
etc. become visible and thus this ma ss should add one segment after the 
other to the existing trunk. 

The results of W. VOGT's researches, however, are different. He states 
this most explicitly, when he says on page 66 of his publicatiQn: "Chorda 
und Medullaranlage werden nach hinten in ihre Schwanz-abschnitte nicht 
durch Auswachsen verlängert. sondern durch Streckung. wobei das 
Hinterende dieser Anlagen nach Medullarschluss zunächst vom Af ter 
gelöst und immer weiter nach hinten entfernt wird." Now BRACHET 2) a.o. 

1) W. VOGT: Verhand!. Anatom. Gesellschaft. Ergzh. Anatom. Anz. 61, blz. 62, 1926. 
2) A. BRACHET: Traité d'Embryologie. Paris, MASSON [, Cie. 1921. 
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had maintained that at the end of the gastrulation strictly speaking only 
the head of the Amphibian embryo is present (acro~ and cephalo~genesis 
have terminated). and the entire trunk and tail are still to be developed 
(notogenesis) by apposition fr om an indifferent mass (zone of growth), 
VoaT' s observations led to the conception that at the end of the gastrulation 
trunk and tail are already present, but that they obtain their ultimate form 
through displacement of material and stretching ("Gestaltungsbe~ 

wegungen") . 
BRACHET'S idea justifies the assumption that directly af ter the end of the 

gastrulation the part of the neural plate, lying right in front of the 
blastopore. corresponds with a place in the fuUy developed nervous system, 
which we may imagine to be just a little behind the N, vagus. According 
to VoaT the anlage of the whole nervous system then already exists OIJ 

the neural plate, and the caudal end of the nervous system develops through 
stretching of that part of the plate which lies right in front of the blastopore. 

As regards the formation of the mesoderm of the tail. VoaT imparts 
that just before the closure of the blastopore the invagination~process, 

characterizing the gastrulation in Amphibians. is still going on in the lateral 
and the ventral lip of the blastopore. The material which is invaginated 
then furnishes the somites of the posterior part of the trunk, growing out 
from the lateral lip, whereas proceeding from the ventral lip, mesoderm of 
the side~plate in the environment of the anus. and non~segmented mesoderm 
for the tail is formed. The somites of the tail, however. arise from those 
parts of the neural folds that encompass the blastopore. They are not used 
for the formation of the central nervous system. On their coalescence an 
ectodermsuture appears that wiU procure the dorsal as weU as the ventral 
part of the caudal fin. 

It appears from the above that in the formation of the tail VoaT assumes 
a stretching for notochOl;d and neural tube, whereas the mesoderm is formed 
by adding new material to the already existing. 

At the same time we may deduce from VoaT's other arguments that 
during the stretching of notochord and neutral tube material is supplied 
fr om an indifferent mass. which does not take part in the formation of 
the caudal ectoderm, but it does in that of the neural tube, notochord, 
somites, and non~segmented mesoderm. This mass is used up during the 
formation of the tail and consequently cannot be considered as a "tail~bud", 
or a "centre of growth". 

This indifferent material is provided by the lips of the blastopore through 
further invagination of the ceU~groups that originaUy lay on the surface of 
the lips. The final result of his research is summarized by VOaT in the 
following words: "Damit scheint mir erwiesen. dasz das hintere Körperende 
und spezieU die Schwanzknospe nicht einem örtlichen Wachstumszentrum, 
sondern einer Gestaltungsbewegung ihre Entstehung verdankt ; die 
Materialverschiebung. die sich dabei abspielt. ist die Fortsetzung der 
während der Gastrulation begonnenen Mesoderminvagination; longitu-

67* 
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dinale Streckung und Konvergenz des Materiales nach der dorsalen Mitte 
sind die weiteren Hauptmomente, die der Gestaltung des Hinterendes 
zugrunde liegen und dieselbe als Fortsetzung der Gastrulationsbewegungen 
verstehen lassen." 

By marking Amphibian embryos with vital dyes, one of us, Miss BIJTEL, 
has carried out an investigation into the prospective significance of the 
various parts of the neural plate, and has recorded it already in a short 
memoir 1) . The caudal part of the neural plate has also received her 
attention, and she was thereby induced to consider the tail-problem. Her 
observations give a somewhat different picture of the tail-formation from 
that of VOGT. Before long they will, as is to be hoped, be published in 
detail. It will do to report here only a few general results of her research. 

Whe, therefore, take a single example out of the many experiments on 
embryos of Amblystoma mexicanum, Triton taeniatus, as weIl as Rana 
esculenta. Now there are no essential differences between Urodela and 
Anura, as the marking experiments bore out, but there is only a difference 
in degree. Since th ere is no unanimity on this subject and BRACHET 2) has 
tried, after the appearance of VOGT' s study, to partly account for the 
difference in their opinions by the different circumstances viz. that VOGT 
worked with Urodela and he himself with Anura, it will be weIl to state here 
at once that, although we speak about a case relating to Urodela, in 
principle the same can be found with experiments on Anura. 

In an embryo of Amblystoma mexicanum with a neural plate, that begins 
to close already, and with a slitlike blastopore th ree stained marks are put 
the one behind the other in the manner shown in Fig. la. The hindmost lie3 
before and by the side of the blastopore, and overlaps the extremities ot 
the neural folds; the other two marks lie more in front and also overlap 
the folds. The middle mark being of a different colour from the other two. 
the development of the areas of each of the marks can very weIl be watched. 
In Fig. I b we see that the neural folds are moving towards each other, and 
will soon coalesce. In Fig. Ic we see the embryo af ter the coalescence of 
the folds is accomplished. (Side view of the embryo.) As the marks also 
stretched over part of the folds, the ectodermal suture, originated with 
their fusion, is also coloured. Now, in the living animal (Fig. Id and Ie) 
it could be observed that the area of the anterior mark is considerably 
elongated. The middle mark has stained the ectoderm of the end of the 
tail and a sm all portion of the dorsal and the ventral margin of the tail-fin, 
while the hindmost mark can be seen again quite on the ventral margin of 
the tail. Fig. I e shows that in the living animal also coloured somites are 
looming through the ectoderm and we can see that the hindmost somites 
have the colour of the central mark and the segments lying between 
the last-named and the unstained trunk-segments, have the colour 

I) J. H. BIJTEL: Neder!. Tijdschr. v. Geneesk. 72. I. 26. 1928. 
2) A. BRACHET: Arch. f. Entw. mechan. 1lI. 1927. 
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of the ot her two marks. After the embryo had got a little ol der. it was 
prepared under an anaesthetic. i.e. af ter the ectoderm had been prepared 
away. also the myotomes were removed. in order to observe' the staining 
of the neural tube and notochord. The results of this inquiry have been 

? ... . 

.3 

Fig. 1. Six serial developmental stages of an embryo of Amblystoma mexicanum; 
stage a provided with three stain-marks. In f part of the skin has been 
removed. (Zeiss. Object. F = 55. Ocul. 2). 

The figures 1. 2. 3 and i indicate the limits of the staln-marks. 
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brought together in Fig. 1[. First of all let us point to the very large 
extension of the ectoderm-area, which has arisen from the coalescence of 
the neural folds in the region of the anterior mark. Only at the tip of the tail 
has the ectoderm been formed from the central mark. This area also extends 
a little way over the dorsal margin of the tail. while it overlaps the ventral 
margin only for a very small distance. Almost the whole ventral margin 
haS originated from the ectoderm of the posterior mark. From th is it may 
be concluded that in the stage illustrated by Fig. Ia part of the ectoderm 
of the tail already exists on the neural folds, and is elongated during 
its further development. There is no question about a complement of this 
part of the ectoderm from an indifferent mass. Secondly it appears that the 
neural tube in the tail has entirely the colour of the anterior mark up to 
the very end. The caudal part of the spinal cord must, therefore, be formed 
from a part of the neural plate that is situated inside the area of the 
anterior mark. This observation, substantiated by numerous other observ
ations, leads to the conception that af ter the end of the gastrulation the 
whole of the central nervous system is already projected on the neural plate. 
This, indeed, has also been communicated by Miss BIJTEL 1). 

The conception of BRACHET, who assumes that af ter the gastrulation 
notogenesis is still to take place, is no longer tenable now. The caudal 
part of the neural tube originates through intense stretching of the part 
of the neural plate (Fig. I a). Iying in the anterior mark. Later on nothing 
is added to th is materiaI, as the who Ie tailpart of the neural tube has in 
Fig. lethe colour of the anterior mark. But it also appears from it that the 
caudal extremity of the neural tube must he situated inside the anterior 
mark, and that, therefore, the part of the neural plate, occupied by the 
central and the posterior mark does not partake in the formation of the 
central nervous system. What, then, has become of the last-named regions ? 

It is certain th at in stages such as are illustrated in Fig. Ia the 
invagination of material in the neighbourhood of the blastopore has not 
yet terminated. So, in the case described, the area of the posterior stained 
spot is still rolled inwards totally, or perhaps for the greater part, with 
the exception, of course, of that part of the mark that lay on the continuation 
of the neural folds, and that af ter the closure of the neural tube was to be 
found in the ectoderm-suture, from which part of the skin-ectoderm of the 
tail arose. 

From the invaginated material have been formed the caudal part of the 
intestine, and some somites, viz. first the 16th somite of the trunk. It goes 
without saying, that this border is a matter of chance and depends on the 
extension of the centra I-mark. But the most caudal mesoderm segments 
show the stain of the central mark. They must have originated from the 
area of the neural plate which is indicated by stripes in Fig. Ia (central 
mark). It has already been stated that the caudal end of the neural tube 

I) J. H. BIJTEL : Neder!. Tijdschr. v. Geneesk. 72. I. 26. 1928. 
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is not situated near the blastopore, but a little more cranial to it. The part 
of the neural plate, occupied by the two posterior marks is, therefore, only 
in appearance a part of the neural plate. H, then, by the term neural plate 
is meant exclusively the anlage of the central nervous system (which 
would be quite reasonable) it should he borne in mind that the neural plate 
ends some way cranial to the blastopore, and that the neural folds also 
end there, although it would seem as if the folds are continued on either 
side of the blastopore. 

In what way the posterior tail~myotomes have been developed could be 
fully ascertained in several cases. Change of situation and extension of 
stain marks, and comparison of conditions afterwards revealed in the 
experimental objects, enabled us to watch the fate of different cell~groups 
in the formation of the tail. It then appeared, that, a small part excepted, 
(in Fig. la the area of the posterior mark) the cell~material belonging 
apparently to the neural plate, which lies before the blastopore, (in Fig. la 
the area of the central mark), is not rolled inward round the rim of the 
blastopore, but, after the coalescence of the folds that encompass it, is 
found again in the interior of the tail~anlage, and adds new somites to 
those that have originated from the invaginated mesoderm~material. 

In the investigation of the Axolotl~embryo, just discussed, the notochord 
appeared to be unstained, and to lie among the stained somites, as an 
unstained cell~strand. This can be understood only when assuming that 
the notochord did not originate from the same material as the somites of 
the tail; in other words that neither the material of thc posterior mark, 
which is rolled inward, nor the area of the second mark has contained 
cellular material for the notochord in the tail. Then, probably, the notochord 
in the stage of Fig. la, as well as the tail part of the neural tube is already 
present in its entirety and proceeds (when the tail is formed) in the tail
anlage through stretching. From the fact that notochord, neural tube, and 
the greater part of the somites were of a different sta in in the tail, it 

follows avowedly that they cannot have originated from one and the 
same indifferent cell~mass (the tail~bud). 

It remains for us to say that by means of vital~dye marking in Rana 
esculenta the same development of the tail could be demonstrated as in 
Urodela, of which we discussed, for the sake of brevity only thc 
Amblystoma, but of which Triton also yielded results in harmony with 
what has been said above. It only became evident, that in Rana esculenta 
more somites arose from the material round the blastopore than in 
Amblystoma. while the more cranial part of the neural plate. which no 
longer partakes of the invagination~movements, contributes less to the 
formation of the tail~mesoderm. 

As Miss BIJTEL will soon discuss more at large all sorts of questions 
bearing on those treated briefly in this paper (conception of gastrulation. 
canalis neurentericus etc.) we shall no longer expatiate on the stainmarking 
experiments. 
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In 1927 WOERDEMAN had performed some experiments on Amblystoma~ 
embryos, which also throw some light on the development of the tail. 
although they we re carried out with a different object. But not before the 
results of the stain~marking experiments became known, could these 
experiments be fully explained. They corroborated those results. Hence 
we decided to report our results jointly. 

Of Amblystoma embryos with clearly visible neural plate, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2, a large part of theneural plate was excised (outlined in Fig. 2). 

The incision was so deep that the gut~cavity was 
opened, and the material lying under the neural plate 
was also cut out. The whole rectangular, excised piece 
was then rotated through 1800 (so that the caudal line 
of incision became cranial, and the cranial line 
caudal). Af ter that it was grafted in the open wound, 
and made to coalesce again as weil as possible in the 
rotated position. The caudal line of incision remained 

Fig. 2. Embryo of Am- at some distance before the blastopore, and, as projected 
blystoma mexicanum. in Fig. la, will as a rule have lain in the area of the 
The outlined area was central mark, now slightly anteriorly, now again slightly 

excised, rotated posteriorly. The position of the anterior line is of Ie ss 
through 1800 and then importance. 

implanted again. 
A number of animals operated upon now developed 

in a very peculiar manner. In Fig. 3 four of such animals have been 
represented. 

They are all characterized by a rudimentary development of the tail. 
while the rotated part has also developed a tail. but this one grows cranially. 
Other particulars are observable, but they may be left out of consideration. 
On doser inspection it appears that the true tail of the anima Is consist8 
chiefly of skin~ectoderm , some mesenchyme, and in a few cases also a little 
mass ofaxial mesoderm. In all these cases microscopical examination of the 
slice~series revealed that behind the posterior border of the grafted piece 
the neural tube and the notochord are lacking, but that myotomes occur. 
Their nu mb er differs. In the tail. however, that grows cranially from the 
rotated piece the normal structure can be observed in all cases up to the 
very end. There a neural tube, a notochord and axial mesoderm has de~ 
veloped. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a is a section of the anima! 
represented in Fig . 3a at the place marked by arrow 1. while Fig. 4b 
represents a section at the place marked by arrow 2. In Fig. 4a the anteriorly 
directed tail has been cut; (also the nervous system has just been cut. 
which has developed in the head from the anterior part of the neural 
plate). In this anlage of the tail we dearly see neural tube, notochord. 
and myotomes. But in the tail proper (Fig. 4b) only small myotomes and 
some mesenchyme are to be seen, but no neural tube and no notochord. 

The animal represented in Fig. 3b has in the tail proper numerous 
myotomes, but no notochord, and no neural tube, as is shown in Fig. 5 
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which represents a section at the place, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3b. 
As the parting organs between left and right myotomes (neural tube and 

Fig. 3. Four embryos of Amblystoma mexicanum, Eleven days af ter operation 
according to Fig. 2. (Zeiss. Object F= 55, Oe. 2. X 3/4), 

notochord) were wanting, in a number of places the muscle~fibres, which 
have been formed from the myotomes, have grown across the median line. 

In explaining the result of the experiments it should be remembered that 
the caudal line of incision lay during the operation some way before the 
blastopore. Behind this line no neural tube nor a notochord has developed. 
The anlage of the two organs must, therefore, terminate caudally at some 
distance before this caudal line of incision. 

This corresponds with the experience in the staining experiments: that 
the anlage of the central nervous system does not reach as far as the 
blastopore (in Fig. la the presumptive posterior end lies in the anterior 
mark). The material Iying between the presumptive end of the anlage of 
the neural tube and the blastopore does not take part in the formation of 
the notochord of the taiL and the caudal part of the neural tube, otherwise 
the experimental animaIs, in which this material was not displaced, should 
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possess both organs in their true tail. On the contrary ...... after the 
gastrulation has been compTeted the whole notochord and neural tube are 

Fig . 1 . Sections through the embryo represented in Fig. 3a. 
Direction of the section of Fig . 1a is indicated in Fig . 3a by arrow 

1b " 2 
(Protocol A lJ 1927, I. VIII. 21 and 2. VII. 1) (Zeiss. Apochr. 16 mm Comp. Oe. K 1) 
n ' = neural tube of tail c = notoehord d = gut 

• n ' = neural lube of head (just eut) m = myotomes w = WOLFFian duet in conneetion 
with gut , 

present and they stretch intensely in their posterior parts for the formation 
of notochord, and spinal cord of the tail. 

Fig. 5. Section through the embryo pictured in Fig. 3b. (Direction of the seetion 
is indicated in Fig. 3b by arrow). 

(Protocol A . V. 1927, 2. 11. 21.) (Zeiss. Aproeh. 16 mm o Comp. Oe. K 1). 
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The capacity of stretching intensely appears distinctly in thes·~ 

Amblystoma-embryos, for the notochord and the neural plate extremities. 
rotated through 1800

, are growing far beyond the anterior border of the 
rotated graft towards the head, and thus develop a tail in opposite direction. 

Also the relations shown by the myotomes in the true taiI. and in the one 

that grows anteriorly, are conceivable. If we assume that in a stage. such 
as is represented in Fig. la. a part of the neural plate was rotated. and th~ 
posterior incision went through the middle of the central mark. then after 

the rotation one part of this mark will be directed anteriorly. and another 
part will remain behind the incision. This latter part contributes together 

with the material Iying round the blastopore to the formation of mesoderm 
for the true anlage of the taiI. But notochord and neural tube cannot be 
formed from it. The part of the central mark placed anteriorly after the 
operation also supplies mesoderm for a tail. which. owing to the capacity 
of stretching of notochord and neural tube anlage, grows anteriorly. 

Now. if we assume that in the embryo. pictured in Fig. I a, the posterior 
border of the piece to be rotated. is lying close to the posterior mark. so 
that nearly the whole of the central mark is rotated along with it. then a 
condition will arise as in Fig. 3c. in which behind the posterior border 
of the rotated graft a very sm all piece of the trunk is to be seen. and a 
very rudimentary taiI. But the tail directed anteriorly is weil developed 

If. on the contrary. the posterior border of the graft should lie closer 
to the anterior mark. the central mark would for the greater part keep its 
own place. and the larva would receive a smaller quantum of mesoderm in 
its anteriorly directed tail, and a larger one in its true tail (Fig. 3a and 3b). 

In all experiments in which parts of the dorsal half of the embryo wer~ 

rotated. the blastopore and a rather large area before it. kept its own place. 
Part of the materiaI. which lies between the posterior extremity of the 
neural anlage and the blastopore. and which according to the stainmarking 
experiments supplies tail-mesoderm. takes up an anterior position af ter 
rotation of the graft through 1800

, 'and now forms mesoderm for the tail 

that grows in a cranial direction. This proves at the same time that it is 
not necessary for this presumptive mesoderm to be carried in with the 

invagination in the process of gastrulation. It should be remembered that 
the staining-experiments also led to the opinion that part of this presumptive 

mesoderm in case of normal development was not invaginated. 
Finally let it be pointed out that the true taiI. as weIl as the rotated one. 

exhibits a more or less distinct tail-fin. The skin for this fin has originated 

with the coalescence of the neural folds. AIso the tail proper has th is fin 
formation . for at the operation the caudal continuations of the neural folds 
have retained their place. 

Thus it is evident. that the rotation-experiments are in perfect harmony 
with the results of the staining experiments and in large measure lend 
support to the conceptions based on the staining experiments. 
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Sllmmary. 

1. The conception that the tail arises from an indifferent cell-mass 
(tailbud) which, while growing caudally, gives origin to the different organs 
of the tail through differentiation, is not in keeping with our experience. 

2. The notochord of the tail and the caudal portion of the neural tube are 
totally present in stages with slitlike blastopore, and without tail-bud, but 
take their final shape through intense stretching of their anlage. In this 
process, however, no new material is assimilated. 

3. The posterior part of the anlage of the notochord and the anlage 
of the central nervous system lies at some distance in front of the blastopore, 
so th at between the blastopore and the posterior extremity of the neural 
anlage (which is not visible outwardly), an area is Idt, of which the material 
appears to provide mesoderm for the tail. 

4. To this end the material Iying in the environment of the slitlike 
blastopore is first carried inward round the rims of the blastopore 
(continuation of the cell-displacements in gastrulation). It contributes to 
the formation of the hindmost trunk-segments and somites of the tail-root, 
together with non-segmented mesoderm of the same region. 

5. The presumptive mesoderm that lies more cranial from the blastopore 
is not concerned in this invagination. It provides the posterior somites of 
the tail. 

6. Cell-groups that lie ventrally and laterally to the blastopore (in stages 
with slitlike blastopore) and which are carried inward, contain the anlage of 
the tail gut. 

7. The ectoderm for the skin of the tail lies in stages with slitlike 
blastopore partly quite ready on the neural folds and on their caudal 
continuation on each side of the blastopore. Part of the skin of the tail is 
supplied through stretching of this ectoderm of the folds. 

8. The folds just alluded to also supply mesenchyme for the tail. 

From the Anatomical and Embryological lnstitute 
of the State-University of Groningen. 



Physics. - On the anomalous g-values in the spectrum of ionized 
Argon (Ar 1I). By C. J. BAKKER. (Communicated by Prof. P . ZEEMAN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27. 1928). 

1. lntroduction. 
In a former paper in these Proceedings 1) the investigation of the ZEEMAN

effect of 110 lines of the spectrum of ionized Argon (Ar 1I) has been 
communieated. I t has appeared that many terms. whieh are known by 
the extensive analysis of the spectrum by DE BRUIN 2) . possess g-values 
deviating from the weil known splitting factors of LANDÉ. Por the terms 
arising from the 4s. 4p and 5s electron the g-sum rule could be tested. 

The g-formula of LANDÉ is derived on the assumption that the coupling 
scheme of RUSSELL-SAUNDERS 3). whieh occurs mostly in the spectra. 
holds. Assumption of other coupling schemes gives rise by calculation 
to g-values deviating from those of LANDÉ. This communieation contains 
the calculation of the g-values belonging to 4 different coupling schemes 
and the comparison of the g-values calculated in that way with those 
found experimentally in the spectrum of ionized Argon (Ar 1I) for the 
coupling 4s. 4p. 5s (3 Pl. 

2. Method of calculation of the g-values. 
According to the theory of HEISENBERG. PAULI and HUND the energy 

levels of the spectrum of the simply ionized Argon atom (Ar 1I) can be 
deduced by joining to the double ionized Argon atom (Ar lIl). that is 
the atomie core of Argon IJ. in succes sion a 3p. 3d. 4s. 4p. 4d. 5s . .. .. . 
electron and by coupling the quantum vectors of core and electron i). 

We denote by 
SI = rotation quantum number of the atomie core. 
11 = azimuthal quantum nu mb er of the atomie core. 

and 
S2 = rotation quantum number of the electron that is coupled. 
12 = azimuthal quantum number of the electron that is coupled. 

1) C. J. BAKKER. T. L. DE BRUIN and P. ZEEMAN: These Proceedings 31 . 780. 1928. 
Zeitschr. für Phys. 51 . 114. 1928. 52. 299. 1928. 

2) T. L. DE BRUIN: These Proceedings 31. 591. 1928 and 31. 771 . 1928. Zeitschr. für 
Phys. 48. 62. 1928 and 51. 108. 1928. 

3) H . N. RUSSELL and F. A. SAUNDERS : Astrophys. Journal 61. 38. 1925. Also 
F. HUND : Zeitschr. für Phys. 33. 345. 1925 and S. GOUDSMIT: Zeitschr. für Phys. 32. 
794. 1925. 

4) Resumed description by F . HUND. Linienspektren. Springer. Berlin. 1927. 
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Prom GOUDSMIT and UHLENBECK I) I take some coupling schemes 
and the method of calculation of the g~values for these schemes. To draw 
up the g~formulas one makes use consequently of a condition given by 
LANDÉ 2). which thus runs: Wh en a vector z is composed of two vectors 
x and y whereby 

th en the splitting factor g (z) is determined by: 

()_z(z+I)+x(x+l)-y(y+l) ()+z(z+I)+y(y+l)-x(x+l) () 
g z - 2 z (z + 1) g x 2 z (z + 1) g Y . 

As given is supposed. that 

and 

Scheme I. I (SI 11) (S2 12) 1 = (JI h) = j. 
The reciprocal influence of co re and electron is so smal!. that the 

couplings of SI with I1 (both of the core) and of S2 with 12 (both of the 
electron) is not disturbed. The external magnetic field is not so strong 
that the coupling of jl and h is disturbed. 

The g~formula becomes 

in which is 

and 

Scheme 11. [ I (SI Id s2112] = I (h S2) 12 1 = (s' 12) = j. 
By means of the reciprocal influence of core and electron the coupling 

between S2 and 12 is now broken. The S2 of the electron is coupled with 
the jl (resultant of SI and 11) of the core. which gives a resultant s' • s' 
is coupled with 12• this gives the total resultant j . 

I) S. GOUDSMIT and G . E. ÜHLENBECK: Zeitschr. für Phys. 35. 618. 1926. 
S. GOUDSMIT and E. BACK: Zeitschr. für Phys. 40. 530. 1927. 
S. GOUDSMIT: Physica 5. 119. 1925. 

2) E. BACK and A. LANDt!.: ZE.E.MAN-effekt und Multlpletstruktur. Springer. Berlin. 1925. 
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The g~values are calculated from 

( .)_jU+l)+s'(s'+l)-12(l2+1) ( ,)+jU+l)+12(12+ 1)-s'(s,+I) 1 
gJ- 2j(j+l) gs 2jU+l) .. 

in which 

in which 9 UI) is calculated as in scheme 1. 

Scheme lIl. [ I (SI 11) 12 1 S2] = 1 UI 12) SI 1 = (l' S2) = j. 
Now the 12 of the electron is coupled with the jl of the core. which 

gives a resultant l' . l' coupled with S2 gives the total resultant j. 
The 9 - formula is 

( .)=j(j+l)+I'(I'+1)-s2(s2+1l (1') +jU+l) +S2 (s2+1)-1'(I'+l) 2 
gJ 2jU+1) 9 2jU+l) . . 

in which is 

in which 9 UI) is calculated as in scheme 1. 

Scheme IV. I (SI S2) (11 12) I = (s I) = j. 
This is the coupling scheme of RUSSELL and SAUNDERS. also the most 

frequently occurring. The reciprocal influence of co re and electron is 
large. so that SI is coupled with S2 and II with 12, The external magnetic 
field is not so strong. that the coupling of s and I is disturbed. 

The 9 - values are calculated from 

( .)=jU+l) + s (s+ 1) -I (1+ 1) () +j U + 1) t 1(1+ 1) -s(s+ l} (I) 
9 J 2jU+ 1) 9 s 2jU+ 1) 9 

in which 

and analogical 

9 (I) = 1. 

One thus finds here the g~formula of LANDÉ 

( ')= 1 + jU+ 1)+s(s+ 1)-I(l+ 1) 
gJ 2jU+l)' 
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3. Applicatian ta Ar Il. 
The energy levels of the simply ionized Argon atom (Ar Il). of which 

the g - values are determined experimentally. are levels built up on the 
stabie ground state of the double ionized atom (Ar lIl). This is a 3 P state. 

The quantum numbers SI and 11 are inherent to this 3 P state. With 
the assumption. that for this lowest term in the energy scheme of double 
ionized Argon the coupling of the quantum vectors is the normal one. 
according to scheme IV. one must give the quantum numbers the values 

SI = 1 (gives account for the triplet state) and 

11 = 1 (gives account for the P state). 

If a S = electron is coupled. then: S2 = 1/ 2, 12 = o. 
.. .. p = electron .. 

It may be supposed weil kwown that the different coupling schemes 
give with each choice of SI 11 and S2 12 the same number of terms with 
the same quantum numbers j. 1) 

T ABLE I. Terms of the "'p-electron. 

Scheme Scheme Scheme g-values I 11 III 
j 

Scheme 

I 
s ' I I S2 

IV 

I 
Scheme I Scheme I Scheme I Scheme I Ob d it 

1

12 /2 I' I 11 III IV serve 

512 2 312 512 1 2 112 iP3 1. ...... 1.53 1.53 1.60 1.60 

312 2 312 312 I I 112 iP2 1. ... 7 1. ... 9 1.50 I. 73 1. 73 

112 I 112 312 I 0 112 iP1 1. 78 2.11 2.00 2 .67 2.67 

712 2 3/2 512 I 3 112 iDi 1. ... 3 1. ... 3 1. ... 3 1.43 I. ... 3 

512 I 312 312 I 2 112 iD3 1. ... 0 1. ... 0 1 .... 0 1.37 1.33 

312 0 312 312 I 2 112 iD2 I. 33 I. 29 1.30 1.20 1.20 

112 0 112 1/2 I I 112 iD1 0.67 0.67 0 . 67 o 00 0 . 00 

312 2 112 512 I 1 112 4S2 1.67 1.84 1.83 2.00 2.00 

512 2 112 3/2 I 3 112 2D3 1.33 I. 2 ... 1.2 ... 1.20 1.2 ... 

312 1 112 112 I 2 1/2 2D2 1.22 1.11 1.10 0 .80 0.90 

112 1 312 l ' , 2 I 1 112 2P1 I. 22 0.89 1.00 0.67 0.99 

312 I 312 112 I I 112 2P2 I. 38 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.23 

1/2 2 
312 1

312 I 1 1 112 2S1 1.67 1.67 1.67 2.00 1.68 
I 

I) S. GOUDSMIT and G. E. ÜHLENBECK : Zeitschr. für Phys. 35. 618. 1926. 
R. DE L. KRONlG : Proc. Nat. Ac. of Sc. 12, 330, 1926. 
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T ABLE 2. Terms of the Ss-electron. 

Scheme Scheme Scheme 
I II III Scheme 

g-values 

1---'1--1---'1-- - - -I IV -s-ch-e-m-e-'I-s-c-he-m-e-I' s-c-he-m-e-;-'I s-c-h-em- e--;-I O- b-·-d 
iJ h s' /2 I' S2 I I 11 III IV serve 

2 

o 
1 

I 

2 

o 
1 

1 

"'P3 

4P2 

4PI 

2P2 

2PI I 

1.60 I 1. 60 

1.40 

2.00 

1.67 

1. 33 

1.40 

2.00 

1.67 

1.33 I 

1.60 

1.40 

2.00 

1.67 

1.33 

1.60 

1. 73 

2.
67

1 

1.33 

0.67\ 

1.60 

1.63 

2.53 

1.43 

0.81 

Table 1 contains the observed and calculated g~values according to 
the 4 schemes for the terms. arising from the coupling of the 4 p~electron. 
Table 2 gives the same for the terms of the 5 s~electron. I) For so far 
terms with the same inner quantum number are mentioned there is a 
difficulty as to . the manner in which one must adjoin the terms of the 
schemes I. 11 and 111 to those of scheme IV. In the tables the g~values 
of the schemes I. II and 111 are as much as possible taken in accordance 
with those of scheme IV 2) . In table 2 the g~values 1.40 and 1.67 of 
the terms with i = 3/2 are for example yet changeable. In connection 
with the observed g-values the given allotment seems the most probable. 

As is to be expected on account of theoretical considerations. the 
tables show. that for the terms of the 4 pand 5 s~electron none of the 
coupling schemes holds exactly. 

4. Summary. 
In connection with the anomalous g~values. that appear in the spectrum 

of the simply ionized Argon atom (Ar II). g~values are calculated 
according to 4 different coupling schemes for the terms arising from the 
coupling of the 4 pand 5 s~electron. 

Laboratory "Physica" University of Amsterdam. 
October 1928. 

I) The g-values of the terms of the 4s-electron agree exactly with those of LANDÉ 
(scheme IV). 

I) S. GOUDSMIT: Thesis, Leiden, 1927. 
F. HUND : Zeitschr. für Phys. 34. 296, 1925. 

68 
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Physics. - Measurement of the thermo~electric THOMSON effect down to 
the temperature of liquid hydrogen. By G. BORELlVS, W. H. KEESOM 
and C. H. JOHANSSON. (Comm. N0. 196a from the Physical 
Laboratory at Leiden.) 

(Cornmunlcated at the meeting of November 24, 1928). 

§ 1. Introduction. Earlier measurements of the THOMSON effect down 
to the temperature of liquid air have given no definite knowledge concerning 
the temperature dependence of the effect. As however, the knowledge 
concerning this temperature dependence is of great importance with regard 
to the electron theory of metals we resolved to proceed to lower 
temperatures. 

The present investigation embraces measurements of two wires of copper 
and silver, alloyed with sm all quantities of gold, down to 20° K., and 
further, measurements of pure copper down to 70° K. The composition 
of the alloyed wires had to be chosen with respect to the possibility of 
performing the measurements at the lowest temperatures. The measurement 
of these wires (of which a sufficient quantity is being retained as thermo~ 
elect~ic norm als ) however afterwards enable the determination of the 
THOMSON effect for pure metals or other alloys, which may prove of special 
interest, by means of measuring the thermo-electric force of these metals 
against one of the wires investigated here. As a matter of fact, the thermo
dynamic theory of THOMSON gives the relation 

de 
al - 02= T dT' (1 ) 

where e is the thermo-electric force per degree of two metals with the 
THOMSON effect al and O2 at the absolute temperature T. 

By means of measuring the THOMSON effect of two wires to the 
temperature of liquid hydrogen, we have further been able by the aid of 
formula (1) to obtain a con trol of our measurements of this effect af ter 
having measured also the thermo-electric force of a coup Ie formed by 
these wire~. 

§ 2. The measuring method was on the whole the same as the one 
used earlier by BORELlUS 1) and by BORELlUS and GUNNESON 2). A wire 
of the metal, which was to be investigated, was so arranged th at the ends 
were kept at a constant temperature. An electric current sent through the 

1) G. BORELIUS. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 63, 845, 1920. 
2) G . BORELIUS and F. GUNNESON. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 65, 520, 1921. 
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wire causes a rise in its temperature which is greatest in the middle part 
of the wire. In one part of the wire the current then goes to a higher 
temperature, in the other part towards a lower one. The THOMSON effect 
in the two parts of the wire occasions heat actions of different signs, which 
change when the direction of the current is changed. The THOMSON effect 
may be obtained in volt/degree from the formula 

O -~~ 3q m 
-Ity'P · (2) 

wh ere y is the distance in cm between a certain point on the wire and its 
middle point, t the increase in temperature at the point considered caused 
by the current heat, ! the change in temperature caused by the THOMSON 
effect at the same point, q the cross section of the wire in cm2 , À the spec. 
heat~conductivity in watt/cm degree, I the current intensity in ampères and 
cp a correction factor, the value of which at a suitable choice of wire 

P, 

dimensions and current intensity 
is situated near 1. The mathem~ 
atical formula of cp is to be 
found in the earlier publications 
referred to. 

The connection diagram, 
which in several respects differs 
from the ones earlier used, is 
seen in Fig. 1. ! and t have 
been measured with thermo~ 

elements at two symmetrically 
Fig. I. situated points P l and P2 of 

the wire W . In the measurement of t the thermo~elements were coupled in 
series ; in the measurement of ! against each other. In the determination 
of t the current was alternately closed and opened ; in the determination 
of ! it was repeatedly reversed. The same galvanometer G z was used 
for both determinations, a supersensitive ZERNIKE galvanometer, the 
sensitivity of which was considerably lowered when the thermo~elements 
were coup led in series, by the automatic attaching of a big resistance of 
2000-10000 ohm. The joint resistance of the galvanometer and the thermo~ 

elements amounted to about 50 ohm. The sensitivity of the galvanometer 
was estimated in the different cases by sending known currents, measured 
with a milliampèremeter, through a resistance of 0.1 ohm, which was 
constantly coupled to the galvanometer circuit. The determination of the 
temperature of the wire was made by means of a platinum thermometer Th, 
wound around its middle point. 

The experimental arrangement is illustrated by Fig. 2. In order to 
obtain a constant surrounding temperature, the measuring wire W was 
attached to a block of copper B. and covered by a radiation screen of 
copper Sc. The block was cooled by direct contact of the cooling liquids L 

68* 
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which were supplied to a receptacle R of capacity about 0.4 liter by means 
of a thin electro-plated tube T. The block and the receptacle we re sur-

Fig . 2. 

rounded by vacuo. At a good vacuum and with one hydrogen filling 
measurements could be made during about 80 min. The heat capacity of 
the block - which weighed 3 kg - was enough to enable the temperature, 
wh en the cooling medium had evaporated, to rise sufficiently slowly to 
allow of measurements even during the rise in temperature. The measuring 
wire and the eight leads (0.25 mm copper wires) to the thermo-elements 
and to the resistance thermometer were fastened to the block with a good 
electric insulation, and with the best possible heat conducting contact, for 
which purpose thin cigarette paper was put to a convenient use as interlining. 
Further the measuring wires, which were about 1 mm thick, were covered 
by a thin coating of enamel lacquer which enabled a direct placing of the 
resistance thermometer and the thermo-elements on the wire, wh ere they 
were fixed by means of shellac. We are indebted to Mr J. LAOERKVIST, of 
the Sieverts Kabelverk firm , Stockholm, for rendering kind assistance with 
the coating of the wires. 

The resistance thermometers consisted of 0.05 mm physically pure 
platinum from the HERAEUS firm. They were wound about 20 times round 
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values of other authors in Tj>I. , T -diagrams figs 4 and 5 (full curves). They 
very much resem bie resistance-temperature-diagrams, and are especially weIl 
suitable for a graphical determination of À. The curves obtained for À have 

TABLE I. 

Heat conductivity. 

Copperalloy 

" 

Silveralloy 

T À T I T À T 
oK Watt -

I 
oK Watt -

cm. degree 
À 

cm. degree 
J. 

18.8 I 1.44 13.0 I 18.9 I 2.79 6.77 

I 
78.9 

I 
2.87 27.5 

I 
93.4 

I 
4.22 22.15 

also been traced in the figures mentioned (broken curves). Por the 
technically pure copper wire examined by ourselves only as far as to the 

f 
6D 

fD 

ao 

'D 

I'~ ~~ 

~f ot .0 .. 
;J .0 

.tr.lO 

I 10 

iJ o;~ 

\ 
\ 

\ ;< t , 

Fig. 4. 

T 
- (and J.) for copper. 
À 

1. R. SCHOTT, technically pure, 
2. W. MEISSNER 1), very pure, 
3. GRûNEISEN and GOENS 2). pure and 

alloyed, 
4. Copper with 0.37 at. % Au. 

f 
tO 

60 

~ ~ ~:J 
~~ 

/--
I 

S· 11 I 

D oL,, __ ,,:":',--/:":'oO~--;":;;O:--:1C:;:O---::'~;:;D:-';;'OO'1'< 

Fig. 5. 

I. (and .. ) for silver. 
À 

-e- silver with 0.37 at. % Au 

-0- CH. H. LEES 3), 99.9 weight % Ag. 

1) W. MEISSNER. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 47, p. 1001. 1915. 
2) E. GRÛNElSEN and E. GOENS. Zs. f. Phys. H, p. 615, 1927. 
3) CH. H. LEES. Phi!. Trans. A 208, p. 381. 1908. 
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temperature of liquid air, the va lues obtained by SCHOTT 1) for similar 
substances have been applied. 

In reality formula (2) presupposes that À is independent of the 
temperature, which applies approximately for pure metals at higher 
temperatures. At lower temperatures , however, the heat conductivity of 
pure metals increases with decreasing temperature so considerably that 
formula (2) may scarcely be applied with a sufficient degree of approxim~ 
ation. Further, the temperature change t decreases with the increase in 
heat conductivity and the simultaneous decrease in the resistance. This 
makes the measuring of pure metals at the lowest temperatures too 
uncertain. We have therefore used pure copper only down to the 
temperature of liquid nitrogen, for the lower temperatures using as 
measuring wire copper and silver wires respectively, alloyed with gold. 

Our purpose was to add so much gold that it would make À as little as 
possible dependent upon the temperature, which we calculated to attain by 
the addition in both cases of 0.37 atomie per cent of gold. Probably on 
account of another impurity present at the same time, the influence of the 
admixture was greater than we had anticipated, and the heat conductivity 
of the investigated wires decreased to an inappropriate degree at the lowest 
temperatures. A contributing factor for the copper wire may moreov~r have 

~, 

~~~ 

1d1(~. 

1.' 

',~ 

L-.....-.----;-~ 

been the fact that it was investigated 
in a hard-drawn condition. 

A very inconvenient souree of error 
at all measurements of the THOMSON 
effect is the PEL TIER influence caused 
by slight inhomogeneities in the wire. 
These PELTIER influences were also 
clearly evidenced in our measurements 
by the tact that the apparent 
THOMSON effect directly calculated 
according to formula (2), in general 
was dependent on the current ,0:-. --:::---____ ~_~--.J 

~o, 0,01 QOI 1". ({OJ qo. 1" Qo/ intensity I. It is difficult to decide 

Fig. 6. whether this influence emanates from 
1. copper. 
2. copperalloy. 

inhomogeneities in the original wire or 
from differences between the fastened 

3. silveralloy. and the free parts of the wire. As this 
source of error is predominating, the actual THOMSON effect a may however 
be calculated from the apparent one al according to the formula 

1 
a = f11 + con st. J2 (3) 

which, the constant being unknown, presupposes measurements with at 
least two current intensities at the same temperature. 

1) R. SCHOTT. Verh. D. phys. Ges. 18, 27, 1916. 
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Accordingly, within each temperature range measurements have been 
made with at least two different .. 

I 

intensities of current. In several 
cases more than two intensities 
have been used whereby within 

: the limits of the accidental errors 
:formula (3) was found to be 
~confirmed. Fig. 6 gives examples 
lof these measurements. 

i § 3. The results. The direct 
...,..L-___ \...../.=-.~-___ :--__:':__-_:_-~. ïresults of the measurements are 

·-/~ -lOl) · '0 0 ·'O~ I -~o 

Fig . 7. 

THOMSON-effect of copper. 
1. 7 amp. 3. 1i amp. 

2. 10 ,. 
1 

i . corrected (to J2 = 0). 

given in Table 11 and Figs 7-9. 
As temperature at which the 
measured THOMSON effect refers 
is taken the mean value of the 
temperatures of the resistance 

thermometer with a current and without current in the measuring wire. 
The THOMSON effects , graphically determined according to formula (3) , 

are compiled in Table III and Fig. 10. 

- a~o L-._ +-''''--_ '''I/'-D--_I'''ID--.JD+-D--_~------'~''''{ 

Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 

THOMSON-effect of copperalloy. THOMSON-elfect of sllveralloy. 
I. 7 amp. 3. H amp. I. 7 amp. 3.]i amp. 
2. 10 i. corrected. 2. 10.. i. corrected. 

§ 4. Measurements of thermo-electric forces. In order to check our 
measurements of the THOMSON effect with the aid of formula (1) as weil 
as to enable certain conclusions concerning the THOMSON effects at still 
lower temperatures, we have further measured the thermo-electromotive 
forces of couples formed by the wires investigated. One of the junctions 
was accordingly kept at 0° c., the other at varying temperatures, two within 
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TABLE 11. 

Copper 
11 

Copperalloy 
11 

Silveralloy 

t °C. r uI.106 

11 

t oe. 
I uI.106 

1I 

t °C. 
I 

uI.I06 

7 amp. 7 amp. 7 amp. 
- 193 + 0.876 - 255.2 + 0.037 - 73.5 + 0.578 

81.5 0.594 251. 7 1.25 36 0 .780 
76.5 0.607 238.9 4.47 10.5 0 .867 
58.5 0 .767 230.3 1 .90 + 19 1.02 
16.5 0 .903 208.5 3.93 22.5 0 .988 

+ 20.5 1.320 202 3.62 23.5 0.986 
22 1.160 189.5 3. 12 
24 1.374 182 2.79 

159.5 2.32 10 amp. 
129 2.05 - 252 + 0.682 

10 amp. 105 2.08 252 0.739 
- 206.5 + 1.56 SI 2.24 227 0.601 

202.5 0.961 + 25 2.43 208 0.151 
195.3 0.520 192.5 0.062 
193 0.272 188.5 0.071 
190 0.061 10 amp 187.5 0.061 
186 - 0.057 - 25i.2 + 0.36 185.5 0.058 
180 - 0.269 250.0 1.20 185 0.071 
177 - 0. 189 237.3 3.15 181 0 .085 
155.5 - 0.155 229.2 3.66 151 0.220 
139 + 0.062 223.7 3.79 147.5 0.265 
120.5 0.216 218.6 3.74 128 0.4/0 
101 0.498 207 3.35 106.5 0.526 
81.5 0.628 193.5 2.89 81.5 0.663 
74 0.736 188.5 2.68 65 0.766 
18 0.918 180.5 2.17 iO 0.899 

+ 23.5 1.127 173.5 2.18 18 1.009 
23.5 1.110 147.5 1.97 + 21.5 1.193 

121 1.91 23.5 1. /33 
105.5 1.97 28 1.201 

11 amp. 86 2.03 
- 206.3 + 0.558 + 27.5 2.38 

191.5 0 .050 11 amp. 
192.5 - 0.118 - 250 .6 + 0.530 
191.5 - 0.181 li amp. 250.0 0.485 
187 .5 - 0.280 - 251.1 + 0.79 221 0.206 
173 - 0 .311 217.0 1. 53 216 0.119 
161.5 - 0.312 204 .5 2.96 209 .5 0.109 
111 - 0 .055 186 2.12 206 0.080 
127.5 + 0.125 198 0.051 
109 0.357 190.5 0.051 

186 0.106 
182 0.12i 
181 0.112 
179 .5 0.112 
178 .5 0.137 
170 0 . 187 
168 .5 0.171 
162 0 .211 
156 0.270 
133 0.126 

I 
115 0.559 
77 0.790 
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TASLE 111. 

~OK Copper I Copperalloy I Silveralloy 

u. l0e alT' 108 

I a.l06 iJlT' lOS I 
a . 106 al T . 108 

20 - - + 0.44 + 2.20 + 0.31 + 1.55 

30 - - 1.39 4.63 0.24 0.80 

-i0 - - 2. 17 5.43 0.10 0 .25 

50 - - 2.84 5.68 - 0 .02 - 0.04 

60 - - 2.96 4.93 - 0.02 - 0.03 

70 - 0 .26 - 0.37 2.71 3.87 + 0.02 + 0.03 

80 - 0 .46 - 0. 575 2.45 3.06 0.08 0 . 10 

90 - 0.49 - 0.545 2.20 2.45 0.14 0.155 

100 - 0.45 - 0.15 2.00 2.00 0.21 0.21 

110 - 0.37 - 0.335 I. 85 1.68 0.28 0.255 

120 - 0 .26 - 0 .215 I. 75 1.16 0.36 0.30 

130 - 0.12 - 0.09 I. 71 1.31 5 0.43 0.33 

140 + 0.02 + 0.01 5 I. 73 1.235 0.50 0.36 

150 0. 16 0 . 105 1.77 1.18 0.57 0.38 

160 0.32 0 .20 I. 80 1.125 0.63 0 .39s 

170 0.47 0.255 1. 81 1.08 0.70 0.41 

180 0.59 0.33 1.88 1.045 0.76 0. 425 

200 0.80 0 .40 I. 95 0.975 0.87 0.435 

220 0.96 0. 135 2.03 0.92 0.98 0.445 

240 1.10 0 .46 2. 11 0.88 1.08 O.H 

liD 1.21 0.475 2. 18 0.84 I. 18 0.455 

280 1.38 0 .19 2.26 0.81 I. 28 0.-i5s 

300 1.52 0.505 2.33 0.78 1.38 0.46 

the range of liquid hydrogen. two within the range of liquid nitrogen. and 
one at room temperature. In these measurements we have also included 
lead. which is often used as thermo-electric normal. The results are collected 
in Table IV. A positive sign indicates that the thermo-electric current in the 
junction which is kept at 0° proceeds towards the copper alloy. 

By means of combining again and again two neighbouring temperatures 
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the thermo-electric forces per degree were calculated. They are given in 
Table V. 

These values may be used as a con trol of the measurements of thc 

a 

volt I degree 

o 

-10 O'----±5=O---;�0~O::----151-0---ê-+O-O---l5+0---5-0l0.1\ 

Fig. 10. THOMSON-elfect. 

I. copper. 2. copperalloy. 3. silveralloy. 

TABLE IV. 

E. M. F. against copperalloy (microvolt) 

oK 
I 

Silveralloy 
I 

Copper 
I 

Lead 

11.22 - 135.95 - 581.9 - 26.1 

20.36 - 106.85 - 552 .S - 3.1 

63.63 - 234 .8 - 350.05 + 121.1 

77.58 - 199.1 - 301.35 + 139.1 

273.09 0 0 0 

288.29 + 5.7 + 13.16 - 32.0 
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TABLE V. 

Thermo-e1ectric Force per degree against copperalloy (microvolt/degree) 

OK 
I 

Silveralloy I Copper I Lead 

I 
17.3 + 1 . 74 + 4 . 80 + 3.75 

70.6 + 2 . 56 + 3.49 + 1.31 

280.7 + 0 . 37 + 0 . 87 - 2.11 

THOMSON effects. As a matter of fact , according to formula (1) the change 
in thermo~electric force between two temperatures T' and Til is 

TU 

e"-ef=.[(i-i )dT (-4) 

T' 

The values of this integral we re obtained by means of drawing a 
oiT, T ~diagram (Fig. 11). based on the o~values obtained, and a graphical 
integration of the areas, denoted as A, Band C. A comparison between 
these values of the integral and the corresponding differences in thermo~ 

electric force obtained in Table V gives the resuIts in Table VI. 
The deviations from equation (4) are entirely within the limits of the 

accidental errors; hence th is control gives no reason to assume the 
presence of any methodical or systematic errors in the measurements of 
the THOMSON effect. 

§ 5. The measurements give no sufficient evidence as to the manner in 
which the THOMSON effect varies with temperature in the proximity of the 
absolute zero point, neither concerning the question wh ether 0 will there 
approach to 0 1) . Also because of the theory given by SOMMERFELD 2) , we 
think measurements at the temperatures , obtainable with liquid helium, 
very desirabIe. 

H, according to NERNST 3) lim e = 0 for T ~ 0, comparatively great 
0-02 values for T would be expected for the thermocouple silveralloy~ 

copperalloy at temperatures lower than those used in these measurements. 
From e = 4.74 X 10-6 at T = 17.3 (see Table IV) follows accorqing to 
equation (4) for the mean value between T = 0 and T = 17.3 ; 

~ _ 02 = 4.74 X 10-
6 

= 27 X 10-8 voItfdegree2, whereas the greatest 
T T 17.3 

1) W . H. KEESOM. These Proc. 16, 1913, p. 236. Comm. Leiden Suppl. NO. 30b. 
2) A. SOMMERPELD. ZS. f. phys. .7, 43, 1928. 
3) W . NERNST. Theoretische Chemie 1913, p. 753. 
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value of this difference within the range of these measurements amounts 
to 5.4 X 10-8 voltjdegree2 (at 50° K.l . The fact , that even at the liquid-

g;, 
T 

v,,!t(J._ .2.. 
7qulN. 

T' 

17 .3 

70.6 

70.6 
L...--. 

"6 

'" 

o 

~~~--~--~--~----~------~----~--~~ 
o '1.J :i0 /00 /:50 .1.00 :t.':i0 .2l!>t 300'''''' 

I. copper. 

Fig. 11. 

2. copperalloy. 

TABLE VI. 

3. silveralloy. 

Differences in Thermo-electric Force per Degree calculated from 
THOMSON-effect and direct observed 

Microvolt per degree 

oK T" " , - r "\ - "2 dT 
e" - e' 

I 

e - e - ----- Diff. 

T " 
. T observ. 

T' 

Silveralloy against Copperalloy 

70 .6 - 2.24 - 2.18 - 0.06 

280 .7 - 2.01 - 2.19 + 0.18 

Copper against Copperalloy 

I 
280.7 I - 2.,3 

I 
- 2.62 

I 
+ 0.09 
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helium temperatures still comparatively great values for afT appear. follows 
also from the measurements concerning thermo-electric forces at that 
temperature by KAMERLINGH ONNES and HOLST 1). 

We are glad to ren der our thanks to the N OBEL-committee for physics. 
which supported this research by a subsidy. 

1) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and G. HOLST. These Proceedings 17. 1914. p. 760. 
Comm. Leiden NO. 142c. 



Physics. - The melting curve of hydrogen ta 245 kgjcm2• By W. VAN 
GULIK tand W. H. KEESOM. (Comm. N0. 192b from the Physical 
Laboratory at Leiden.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 24. 1928). 

§ 1. This communication refers to a first continuation of the investig~ 
ation on the melting curve of hydrogen. the first results of which have 
been published in Comm. N0 184a 1). Whereas then the measurements 
went from the triplepoint to a pressure of 55 kgjcm2 • the measurements are 
continued now to a pressure of 245 kgjcm2 • corresponding to a temperature 
of 20.35 0 K. 

§ 2. The method was the same as that of Comm. N0. 184a. The 
apparatus described in Comm. N0. 184b 2) was used. except that the glass 
tube F was omitted. and the cryostat. into which liquid hydrogen was now 
poured. was simpIer. 

The temperature was measured with the platinum thermometers Pt32 and 
Pt36 , which had been used too for the measurements of Comm. N0. 184a, 
and which were calibrated with a helium thermometer. The pressure was 
measured with a metal manometer going to 400 kgjcm2 3). This manometer 
was, for the purpose of a better observation, provided for this experiment 
with a more accurately divided scale. The intention was to calibrate this 
manometer again after the experiments with the pressure~balance of the 
VAN DER WAALS~foundation at Amsterdam; this intention was frustated 
however, because the manometer became defective before this could he 
done. The corrections were deduced therefore from a comparison with the 
above mentioned pressure~balance to 253 kg jcm2 , made in Sept. 1926. The 
change of the zeropoint, which was caused by the taking oH and replacing 
of the pointer on the occasion of the affixing of the new scale, was deduced 
from a comparison with the closed hydrogen~manometer M 120, performed 
on Dec. 17th 1926 and Jan. 25th 1927. 

§ 3. The results are given in Table I. 
In Fig. 1 these results are represented, indicated by 0, together with 

those of Comro. N0. 184a, indicated by 8. It appears that the results of 

1) H, KAMERLINGH ONNES and W. VAN GULIK. These Proceedings 29. 1184. 1926. 
2) W. H. KEESOM. These Proceedings 29, 1136. 1926. 
3) The same as mentioned in Comm. Leiden NO, 184b p. 11 note 2. 
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these new measurements can be very weIl combined with the previous ones 
to a smooth curve. 

TABLE I. 

Melting curve of hydrogen (Jan. 18, 

.24'0 

:zoo 

160 

120 

00 
p 

~ 

Temp. oK 

20 . 315 

19.69 

18.36 

17 . 27 

16 . 31 

/ 
V 

~p 
f~ 

o 
'" " 16 -T 

Pressure 

Kg/cm2 

I 
215 

215 

161 

111 

I 
97 

V 
~/ 

/ 
V 

/i 
/' 

11 la 19 

Fig. I. 

1927) 

Atm. 

237 

208 

155 

110 

91 

iJ 
V 

/ 

11"1\ 

The upwards curvature, which the melting curve already proved te 
possess in the part then investigated (compare Fig. 1, Comm. NO. 184a), 

has now been further accentuated. 



Geology. - On Tertiary Foramini[era [rom Curaçoa . By L. RUTTEN . 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 24, 1928) 

The material to be described in this paper. was coIIected in the year 1921 
by the engineer G. MOLENGRAAFF in the is land of Curaçoa. and was kindI)' 
subjected to our examination. It was taken from the Seru di Cueba. a hiJ! 
90 m high in the north of the island 1). According to MOLENGRAAFF 's 
information the nucleus of this hilI consists of diabase. overlain by al most 
horizontal tertiary limestones. whose thickness - judging from a profile in 
my posses'sion - may amount to about 40 m. On the north si de of the Seru 
di Cueba these limestones are overlain by quaternary limestones. separated 
locally by a th in basal conglomerate from the Tertiary. The quaternary 
limestones incline very slowly seaward. The rocks to be described here have 
been taken from the southern slope of the Seru di Cueba ; a number of 
detached fossils are derived from the south-. and the east slope; some 
boulders from the quaternary conglomerate were coIIected on the north side 
of the hilI. 

Some months ago an essay was published by R. KOCH 2). who also 
occupies himself with tertiary foraminifera from Curaçoa. In this essay 
the au thor describes material coIIected by Dr. STA UFFER and MOLENGRAAFF 
on the "Seru Kenepa" . According to information obtained from Mr. 
MOLENGRAAFF th ere is a mistake here : the Seru Kenepa . situated 3 km to 
the south of Seru di Cueba consists entirely of diabase, while KOCH's 
material has been taken from the Seru di Cueba. just as mine has , but it has 
been coIIected on the western slope of the hilI. There would be very little 
inducement to publish the result of the examination of MOLENGRAAFF's 
materiaI. if not considerable differences had appeared to exist between the 
limestones. examined by KOCH and those studied by me. These differences 
imply that various levels of the Old Tertiary seem to occur in the Seru 
di Cueba. 

The material studied by KOCH contained besides entirely indifferent 
foraminifera and lithothamnia numerous Operculina and Alveolina, an 
occasional, very smaII nummulite . a few fra gments of Orthophragmina 
(Discocyclina) and many Lepidocyclines. It is especially the Iatter that were 
examined more closely by the writer and that helped him in determining the 

1) Topographic:al map of Curaçao. 1: 20000. Sheet 111. 
2) R. KOCH, Tertiärer Foraminiferenkalk von der Insel Curaçao, Nied. West Indien 

Ec:logae geologicae Helvetiae. 21 , 1928, p. 51-56. T . 111. 

69 
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age of the sediments. We shall have to take account of the results. KOCH 

has succeeded in determining the following species: 

Polylepidina sp. common. 
Pliolepidina panamensis Cushm. very common. 
Isolepidina cf. Raulini Lem. et Douv. rare. 
Isolepidina Macdonaldi Cushm. very common. 
Isolepidina trinitatis Douv. common. 
Isolepidina pustulosa Douv. common. 
Isolepidina cf. Hubbardi Hodson. rare. 
Nephrolepidina Tournoueri Lem. et Douv. rare. 
Nephrolepidina Morgani Lem. et Douv. rare. 
Nephrolepidina sumatrensis Brady common. 
Nephrolepidina yurnagunensis Cushm. common. 
Lepidocyclina (subgen. ind.) curasavica n.s. the most common form. 
Lepidocyclina sp. sp. 

It stands to reason that Lep. curasavica cannot be used as an index for 
age determination. I also wish to leave out of consideration the two species, 
whose determination is not q·uite definite, viz. Isolepidina cf. Raulini and 
Isolepidina cf. Hubbardi, which moreover are of rare occurrence. As to the 
first, there must be amistake, for Lepidocyclina Raulini belongs to Eulepi~ 
dina, not to Isolepidina. Of the remaining species we may say what follows : 

Polylepidina sp. 50 far as I know all the Polylepidinae described to this day originate 
from the Eocene 1). 

Pliolepidina panamensis Cushman. T. WA YLAND V AUGHAN 1) reports of this species 
that it "is probably eocene, may be oligocene" (l.c. pI. 33, fig. 1). 

Isolepidina Macdonaldi Cushman is according to VAUGHAN (l.c.) typical of the Eocene 
of Panama. 

Isolepidina Trinitatis H . Douv. Originally th is species is referred to Oligocene. But 
in the latter years it is regarded as being of Eocene age by H. DOUVILL~ 2) as well as 
by VAUGHAN (l.c.). 

Isolepidina pustulose H. Douv. Referred with some reserve by H. DOUVILL~ (I.c.) to 
the Eocene ; by VAUGHAN without reserve (l.c.). 

Nephrolepidina Tournoueri Lem. et Douv. known from the Oligocene of E . Mexico 
(VAUGHAN l.c.) and from the Oligomiocene of Trinidad (H. DOUVILL~ l.c.). 

Nephrolepidina Morgani Lem. et Douv. known from the Oligocene of Cuba and 
Mexico (VAUGHAN l.c.). 

Nephrolepidina sumatrensis Brady. According to CUSHMAN 3) thls form belongs to 
the Oligocene of Cuba. However, the pictures he gives are by no means typical. They 
do not show at all that the form he reproduces are really N. Sumatrensis. With this reserve 
we must also accept KOCH's specific determination. 

Nephrolepidina yurnagunensis Cushman is mentioned from the Oligocene of Cuba. 

1) T. WAYLAND VAUGHAN. American and European tertiary larger Foraminlfera. 
Proc. Palaeont. Society, reprinted from the Bull. Geol. Soc. America. 3S, 1924. p. 785-822. 
pIs. 30-36. 

2) H. DOUVILL~. Mém. Soc. géol. de France. Nouvelle série I, 2. 1924. 
3) J. CUSHMAN. Uno States Geol. Survey. Professional paper 125 D. 1920. 
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So, when all comes to all, in the rocks of KOCH a number of Polylepidinae 
and Isolepidinae that point to Eocene, occur together with Nephrolepidinae 
that suggest Oligocene. From this KOCH concludes : 

"Das Alter des Foraminjferenkalkes...... ist durch das Auftreten 
mehrerer typischer Oligocänlepidocyclinen als Oligocän bestimmt." 

This conclusion looks decisive, but it is liable to objection, since besides 
"typische Oligocänlepidocyclinen" also "typische Eocänlepidocyclinen" 
occur. 

Now, the rocks examined by me have quite a different fauna, which will 
be seen first of all from a short description. 

G. 574. 1928. D. 10606 1) is a rock very rich in Lithothamnium, coarsely porous, 
without clastic material. The Lithothamnia are very fine-meshed. Unmistakable remains 
of very small megalospherical Nummulites occur, of which three specimens have the 
following measures: 

N°. I. diam. 
N°. 2. diam. IYl 
N°. 3. diam. I 

mm thickness 0.4 mm embryonal chamber interior 0.175 mm ? 3 whorls. 
mm thickness 0.8 mm embryonal chamber interior 0.16 mm? 5 whorls. 
mm thickness O.b mm embryonal chamber interior 0.1 mm 3 whorls. 

These three specimens agree weil inter se; but the material is not sufficient to make 
a specific determination. The only species known with which the fossils may possibly 
be compared is Numm. variolarius Sow. from the Up per Eocene. 

G. 575. 1928. (large, unnumbered section). Light ochre limestone with numberless 
inflated lepidocyclines with a diameter of from 3-5 mm, partly megalospherical. Under 
the microscope we see besides very numerous, extremely fine-meshed Lithothamnia, a 
rare small nummulite and sparse echinid-rests, and a large number of lepidocyclines. 
The largest are 8 mm in diameter, and are microspherical.Most of them are megalo
spherical and have a diameter of from 2Yl-5 mmo All the well-preserved specimens are 
strongly inflated and have distinct columns, which, however, are few and far between. 
Where they are visible the initial chambers ar'e isolepidine, with a diameter of about 
0.5 mm (fig. 1-5). All these features fairly agree with those of Isolepidina Trinitatis 
H. Douv. 

G. 576. 1928. D. 10607, 10618-10622. Rounded fragment of an ochre Iimestone with 
numerous close-meshed Lithothamnia, with Lepidocyclines and Operculina and with 
sparse Textularidae and Rotalidae, a rare small Nummulite and possibly a Carpenteria. 
The Lepidocyclines belong to various species. May be there occur a few specimens of 
Isolepidina Trinitatis. The bulk of the fossils' may be classed with two species. In the 
first place we find flat, small Lepidocyclines with a diameter of less than 3Yl mm and a 
thickness of Ie ss than 0.6 mmo There occur sparse, irregular papillae. The number of 
layers of lateral chambers is mostly 3-4 in the middle, sometimes, but rarely 5 or 6 ; 
towards the borders this number dwindles down to O. The embryonal apparatus seem~ 
to be variabie ; it may have a large diameter. I have never been so fortunate as to 
obtain a satisfactory horizontal section of the embryonal apparatus in my preparations, 
so that I do not know to which subgenus of Lepidocyclina the fossiIs belong. However, 
they generally agree fairly weil with Lep. (Polylepidina) proteiformis Vaughan from the 
Eocene of Mexico (fig. 10-16 and Plate Fig. E). 

The second species is very small and considerably inflated, the horizontal diameter is 
only 2-3 mmo We did not find a beautiful horizontal-median section, but the embryonal 

1) The number with the date refer to the annual catalogue of the Geol. Inst. of Utrecht, 
the number with "D" refer to the collection of sl!des. 

69'* 
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a pparatus is decidedly pliolepidine (fig. 26-33. PI. fig . C) . All the characteristics agret: 
weIl with Pliolepidina Tobleri H . Douv. from the Upper Eocene of Trinidad. 

G . 577. 1928. D . 10608. Rounded white Lepidocyclina-Lithothamnium-limestone. possibly 

~--~~-~ 
'--~--~~ , I 

Fig. 1-40 
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with Nummulites. At least three species of Lepidocyclines occur : I. Pliolepidina Tobleri 
H. Douv. (fig. 35); 2. a very flat species ; 3. a columnless or nearly columnless. highly 
inflated species with a diameter of less than 5 Y2 mmo a maximal thickness of 1.6 mmo 
with 10-12 layers of lateral chambers. and with an irregular embryonal apparatus 
(fig. 17. 18). I cannot give a specific determination of th is species. 

G. 578. 1928. D. 10609. 10623. 10624. Rounded fragment of aporous. yellowish white 
lepidocyclina-lithothamnium-limestone with sparse nummulites and textularids. So far as 
can be ascertained all the Lepidocyclines belong to Pliolepidina. Some of them very 
much resembIe the Pliolepidina of the preceding rocks (fig . 34). Others are somewhat 
larger (diameter 2-3. sometimes 5 mmo thickness 1- 1.2 mm) ; they possess more 
distinct columns. and have 7-10 layers of lateral chambers (fig. 36-39). These 
differences. however. are not large enough. to warrant a complete separation from 
Pliolepidina Tobleri. Probably we have to do with a varietal form of Pliolepidina Tobleri. 

G. 579. 1928. D. 10610. A yellow-specked. porous limestone with ill-preserved 
Lepidocyclines. Lithothamnia and Operculina. Different species of Lepidocyclina occur 
in the rock. of which I could determine only Pliolepidina Tobleri with certainty. 

G. 580. 1928. D. 10611-10617. 10625. 10626. White crumbling limestone with 
Lepidocyclinae. Lithothamnia and Operculina. Different species of Lepidocyclina occur 
daceae. A number of small Lepidocyclinae could be isolated. Six of these had a very 
irregular embryonal apparatus. which was invariably pliolepidine (fig . 19-24. 
Plate fig. D). The diameter of the megalospherical forms is 3-4.5 mmo Two microspherical 
forms that apparently belonged to them. had a diameter of 4-6 mmo It is especially 
with these that we observe distinctly very tiny columns. such as are typical in Pliolepidina 
Tobleri (fig. 25). The median chambers also resembIe those of PI. Tobleri. but they are 
somewhat smaller (radial 0.055-0.060 mm tangential 0.07-0.08 mm). The forms may 
certainly be referred to Pliolepidina Tobleri. Besides this far prevailing form sm all flat 
Lepidocyclines occur. probably belonging to the same species as those of no. 576 
(?Polylepidina proteiformis). 

G. 581. 1928. (Large not numbered slide). Very porous Lithothamnium-Lepidocyclina-
limestone with at the least five different species of Lepidocyclina : 

1. An inflated form of 3 by I Y2 mm with rather large columns (Isolepidina Trinitatis) . 
2. Pliolepidina Tobleri. 
3. Very flat . sm all lepidocyclines of 3Y2--'---5 by 0.75 mm with from 5 to 7 layers 

of lateral chambers. probably the same form as in 576 (?Polylepidina proteiformis). 
4. A semi-inflated. column-poor or column-free form of 5 by IY2 mmo perhaps the 

same as in 577. 
5. A microspherical form of 10 mm diameter. which I cannot determine farther. 
G . 582. 1928. (Large. unnumbered slide). A Lithothamnium-Lepidocyclina-limestone. 

much like no. 581. but which also contains a few small nummulites. The Lepidocyclina

fauna is the same as in 581 (figs. 6-9). 
G . 583. 1928. D. 10627-10636. Separate nummulites. to be classed as a new species 

Numm. striatoreticulatus (figs. 41-50. Plate figs. F-J). 
G . 584. 1928. D . 10637. 10638. A few separate specimens of a very remarkable Lepido.· 

cyclina. which belongs to a new species L. brachiofera (fig. 40. Plate'A. B). In the rock 
th at is still attached to the fossils. also Nummulites. and Operculina. besides a small 

Lepidocyclina occur. 
G. 585. 1928. 10639. A few loose specimina of a very indifferent Operculina. which 

I did not endeavour to determine specifically. 
G. 586. 1928. D. 10640-10641. Limestone with numerous specimens of Isolepidina 

Trinitatis H . Douv. 
G . 587. 1928. D. 10642-10648. Lepidocyclina-Lithothamnium-limestone with Oper

culina. The Lepidocyclines belong partly to the very flat form that is also found in other 
rocks. A characteristic of this rock is. however. the occurrence of large. microspherical. 
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medially highly inflated, columned Lepidocyclina, whose diameter may amount to 16 mmo 
It may probably be referred to Lepidocyclina curasavica Koch. 

Lastly there are a few more separate Lepidocyclinae in the collection, which, however, 
I did not venture to determine specifically, for want of sufficient microscopical sections. 

Besides the samples of tertiary limestone there was at my disposal one fragment of 
quatemary limestone (G. 573, 1928), which differs from the tertiary rocks in every 
respect. It contains many grains of older rocks, viz. of radiolarite and of totally weathered 
diabase ; th ere occur in it colonies of Lithothamnia, that are far widermeshed 
than the tertiary; the tertiary foraminifera are lacking and on the other hand rather 
many Amphistegina are present. 

It appears now that in the tertiary rocks the following typical foraminifera 
could be identified : 

Pliolepidina Tobleri H . Douv. 
Pliolepidina Tobleri H . Douv. var. 
Isolepidina Trinitatis H. Douv. 
Lepidocyclina brachiofera nov. sp. 
Lepidocyclina sp. (?Polylepidina proteiformis Vaughan) 
Lepidocyclina curasavica Koch. 
Lepidocyclina sp. ind. div. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. 

very numerous. 
sparse. 
rather numerous. 
sparse. 
very common. 
not eommon. 

not eommon. 

When eomparing these faun uIa with the one described by KOCH we see 
at onee essential differences. Nephrolepidines, of which in KOCH'S material 
two species were numerous, are absolutely lacking in the rocks examined by 
me: in the very numerous preparations 1 did not detect any. Lepidocyclina 
curasavica, the most common form with KOCH, occurred only once with me 
in a single sample; even there the determination is not absolutely certain. 
Isolepidina Macdonaldi, "very common" in KOCH'S materiaI. was not found 
in my rocks, still it could hardly have been overlooked; the same applies to 
Pliolepidina panamensis. On the contrary KOCH has not found Pliolepidina 
Tobleri, the most common form in my materiaI. and in his material the 
typical Nummulites are absent. 

Whereas KOCH may say with some justice ·tha-t the rocks examined by 
him are of oligocene age, on the basis of my material of fossils I feel 
justified in saying with equal justice that the rocks are eocene. 

The new and remarkable nummulite, occurring in the material examined, 
is the first typical nummulite that, sa far as I know, has been described 
from America. In VAUGHAN'S résumé we read that of nummulites from 
America only N . parvula Cushman from the Eocene of St. Bartholomew 
has been pictured and described ; this farm, however, is a degenerated 
nummulite, which moreover is insufficiently known from a single section. 
DouvlLLÉ has reported 1) different nummulites, but same of them are Oper
culines (N. Willcoxi, N. Heilprini, N . Floridensis), others again are not so 

1) H. DOUVILL!';, C.R. Acad. Sc. Paris 161, 1915, p . 87-93. 16., 1917, p. 841-847 
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weIl described (N. vascus, N. aH. striatus, N. irregularis) that we can 
certify their determination, while pietures are entirely lacking. 

Palaeontology. 

In the foregoing two new species have been mentioned that still require a 
description, while something must also be said about one of the known 
Lepidocyclines. 

Lepidocyclina (Pliolepidina) Tobleri H. Douv. (figs 19-35, PI. figs 
C. D.). Among the rocks of Curaçoa this is one of the commonest if not 
the most common of all species. As late as 1924 DOUVILLÉ (l.c.) still 
believes in the possibility that Pliolepidina Tobleri is a "teratologie form" 
of Isolepidina Trinitatis. Nowadays we are bound to look up on Pliolepidina 
as a proper subgenus of Lepidocyclina. It is not only that in Ameriea besides 
P. Tobleri other species are known (P. duplieata Cushm. and P. panamensis 
Cushm.) but Pliolepidinae have also been found in the Dutch Indies 1). In 
accordance with all this the fossils of Curaçoa can be very weIl discrimin
ated from Isolepidina Trinitatis, even when eliminating the difference in the 
embryonal apparatus. The structure of P. Tobleri is smaller, looser and its 
skeletal columns are much more delieate than those of I. Trinitatis. 
DOUVILLÉ'S view that P. Tobleri should be a teratologie form of I. Trini
tatis, cannot be held any longer. 

Lepidocyclina brachiofera nova species (fig. 40 and Plate figs A, B). Of 
this extremely wonderful form only three specimens were present, of which 
only one is fullgrown (fig. A). The smallest has been used for a controlling 
horizontal section. The largest specimen has a diameter of rather more than 
3 cm ; the middle specimen of 2 cm. The full-grown individual has a median 
tubercle not sharply outlined; the upper surface of the plasmostracum is 
covered with very fine columns, not contiIluing far interiorly. The most 
characteristie feature is, that in its early existence the plasmostracum 
displays at the periphery undulations whieh in the fullgrown individual are 
transformed into hollow arms, of unknown length, but whose basal part is 
still to be observed in fig. A as weil as fig B (a transverse section of one 
arm is shown in fig. 40). In the full-grown specimen not less than ten of 
such arms have existed. When inspecting the transverse section of an arm 
it appears that in its walls all the layers of the plasmostracum may be 
distinguished. In the middle th ere is a central cavity, th en follows a 
circulating band of layers of lateral chambers, which are the continuation of 
the lateral-chamber layers at the underside of the test, farther outwardly 
follows a circulating band of median chambers (hatched in fig. 40), still 
farther towards the outside a second band of layers of lateral chambers 
follows which represents the continuation of the lateral-chamber layers at 

1) I. VAN DER VLERK, Het genus Lepldocyclina In het indopacifische gebied. Dienst 
van den Mijnbouw. Wetenseh. Meded. 8. 1928. 
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the upper side of the test. But the structure is still somewhat more com
plicate. The "Iowermost" layers of lateral chambers simply bend round in 

Fig. 41-50. 

the arm but the median~chamberlayer, and the uppermost layers of lateral 
chambers extend still further past the "suture" of the arm, so that the result 
is that the arm is provided with a longitudinal leaf~shaped appendix (fig. 
40). It is a great pity, th at only few individuals of this wonderful species 
have been found, as it would certainly have been worth our while to make 
a reconstruction of one whole individual. 

Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. (figs 41-50, PI. figs F, G, H, L 
J). These fossiIs , which occur in a rather large number (between 50 and 
100 specimina) in the material of G . MOLENGRAAFF, cannot be classed with 
any known nummulite. Not only do they differ in the ordinary features 
(diameter and height. number of whorls, number of septa per whorl) fr om 
all nummulites, known to me, in so far as in N. striatoreticulatus such a 
combination of these features occurs as is not known to exist in any oth~r 
species, but moreover the structure of the septa exhibits peculiarities that J 
have not found mentioned anywhere. All the fossils but one are megalo
sphericaI. The only microspherical specimen is rather large, c.a . 10 by 
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2.5 mmo It possesses 10 annuli; in the ninth whorl about 38 septa occur. 
For some megalospherical specimens we subjoin the numerical data . 

N° . l N°.2 N°.3 N°.4 N°.5 N°.6 N°. 7 

diameter (mm) 4 4.7 3.8 4.7 4.7 4.5 4. 

thickness (mm) 1.3 1.7 

initia I chamber 

diameter (mm) 0.2 0.3 0.32 0.27 0.25 0.3 0.23 

number of whorls 6Y2 6Y2 5 6Y2 6X 5Y2 5Y2 

Septa in 5th 

or 6th whorl 22 28 25 27 24 

It will be seen from this table that the various individuals agree fairly 
weIl inter se. It should be observed, however, that the sections were taken 
from the larger specimens, and that besides them many small individuals 
(youth-forms?) occur. The fossils are characterized by small thickness 
(figs 45, 46), · closely serried whorls, and very long chambers. The septa 
arise on the inside of the outer septurn, at a slight angle, and while gradually 
curving, they reach , at a rather large angle, the inner septum (PI. figs G-I , 
figs 43, 44). 

When noticing, on the surface of the nummulites (PI. fig. F) or after 
grinding off a tangential-horizontal surface, the septa (figs 41, 42). they 
always appear to run radially with slight , irregular bends; this identifies 
the nummulites with the striated nummulites . Of real granulae absolutely 
nothing is to be seen; occasionally I saw some faint , thickenings on the 
septa (fig. 42) . But in the usual striated structure there appears a compli
cation, unknown to me in any European or Asiatic nummulite (figs 43, 44 , 
47-50. Plate figs G-I) . Namely while in the median plane the septa arE: 
simpIe, a little beyond the median plane they exhibit an anteriorly directed 
process (slightly schematically in figs 43,44 ; very beautifully in PI. fig. H . 
top of the picture). I succeeded in opening one specimen of a fossiI, so that 
I could study the interior of some whorls . Fig. 50 shows the inside of om: 
whorl ; in figs 47-49 we are [ace to face with three disk-shaped, 
fragments of annuli fitting to each other. In all these cases we see distinctly 
the anteriorly directed processes at a number of septa. Now, in the case of 
a sub-median cross-section it may happen that on co-operation of the effects 
of different annuli it would seem as if a reticulate structure appears in part 
of the section, which in fact does appear in all likelihood , as the above
described processes may extend as far as an anteriorly directed septum. 

This can be seen very distinctly in the middle of PI. fig . G and also, but 
less distinctly , in fig . H. It should be pointed out that this retiform or 
pseudo-retiform structure has a quite different origin from that of the 
netlike structure known in the true reticulate nummulites from Europe 
and Asia. 
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Further research will have to show iE we have to do here with a new 
group of nummulites, which may have been confined to America. 

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES. 

Figs 1-5. Lepidocyclina (Isolepidina) Trinitatis H . Douv. (in fig. 4 a microspherical 
form). From G. 575, 1928. X 13. 

6- 9. Lepidocyclina (Isolepidina) Trinitatis H. Douv. (Fig . 8 microspherical) . 
From G. 582. 1928. X 13. 

10-16. Lepidocyclina aH. ??Polylepidina proteiformis Vaughan. From G. 576, 1928. 
10, 11. 14 from D. 10618, 12 from D. 10607, 13 from D. 10622. 15. 16 from 
D. 10619. X 13. 

17. 18. Lepidocyclina sp. From G. 577, 1928. D. 10608. X 13. 
19-25. Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G. 580. 1928. 19 from D. 10611. 20 

from D. 10612. 21 from D. 10613. 22 from D. 10614, 23 from D. 10615. 
24 from D. 10625. 25 from D. 10617. X 13. 

.. 26. Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G 576. 1928. D. 10621. X 16. 

.. 27-33. Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G. 576. 1928. 27 from D. 10607. 28. 
31. 33 from D. 10620. 29 from D. 10607. 30 from D. 10619. 32 from 
D. 10621. X 13. 

.. 34. Pliolepidina Tobleri H . Douv. From G. 578. 1928. D. 10623. X 13. 

.. 35. Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G. 577. 1928. D. 10608. X 13. 

.. 36-39. Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. var. From G. 578. 1928, 36, 37 from 
D. 10809. 38. 39 from D. 10623. 

.. 40. 

.. 41, 42. 

.. 43. 

.. 44. 

.. 45. 

.. 46. 

" 47-50. 

Lepidocyclina brachiofera nov. sp. Transverse' section of one of the "arms" . 
G. 583. 1928. X 8. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp . Seen from above and ground 
tangentially. X 10. 
Nummulites stria toreticulatus nov. sp . Horiz. section. D. 10636. X8. 
Nummulites s tria tore ticuia tus nov. sp . Horiz. section. D. 10634. X6. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov . sp. Vert. section. D. 10628. X 9. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp . Vert. section. D. 10629. X9. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. Interior aspect of an opened 
plasmastracum. X 11. 

Plate figs A. B. 

.. C. 

Lepidocyclina brachiofera nov. sp. About natural slze . 

Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G. 576. 1928. D. 10619. Same as 
in fig . 30. X 22. 

.. D. 

.. E. 

.. F. 

.. G. 

.. H . 
I. 

.. J. 

Pliolepidina Tobleri H. Douv. From G. 580, 1928. D. 10625. Same as 
in fig . 24. X 15 . 
Lepidocyclina aH. ??Polylepidina proteiformis Vaughan. From G. 576. 
1928. D. 10619. Same as in fig . 16. X 22. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. X 10 . 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. X 10. D. 10631. 
Nummu1ites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. X 10. D. 10630. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. X 10. D. 10635. Same as in 
fig. 42. 
Nummulites striatoreticulatus nov. sp. X 15. D. 10633. 

All the magnifications are approximative. 
The drawings are made ei th er with camera lucida (Nos. 1-42, 47-50) or drawn 

over a photo, af ter which the photographic print was washed away. 
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Mathematics. - Zwei Kangruenzen van rationalen Raumkurven vierter 
Ordnung. By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communlcated ,at the meeting of December 22. 1928). 

1. Vorgegeben seien ein Büschel (R3) van kubisch en Regelflächen mit 
Doppelgerade d und ein Büschel (R2) von quadratischen Regelflächen 
durch d. Die Basiskurve a5 von (R 3) hat d zur Quadrisekante; die Basis~ 
kurve a3 von (R2) trifft d zwei mal. 

Die beiden Büschel erzeugen eine Kangruenz [e 4
] von rationalen Kurven 

e4
• welche a5 je in 6 Punkten. a3 je in 5 Punkten treffen. 

2. Es sei d eine durch d gelegte Ebene; (R3) und (R 2
) bestimmen in 

d zwei Stralenbüschel um die Spuren S5 und S3 der Kurven a5 und a3. 
Als Bild einer e4 betrachte ich den Punkt R. den e\ ausserhalb d. 

mit d gemein hat. 
Der singuläre Punkt S3 ist das Bild sämmtlicher e\ welche (R2) auf 

der durch S3 gelegten Regelfläche R 3 bestimmt. Analog ist der singuläre 
Punkt S5 das Bild aller e\ welche auf der durch S5 bestimmten R2 

liegen. 
Die Gerade, S3 S5 bildet eine Figur ab. welche aus ihr und einer sie 

schneidenden kubischen Kurve e3 besteht. 
Offenbar gibt es 001 Figuren (e 3• r) . • Die Geraden r bilden eine Regel~ 

fläche achten Grades. (r)8. mit siebenfacher Leitgeraden d und Leit~ 

linien a3• a5• 

3. Betrachten wir das System A der ei, welche eine vorgegebene 
Gerade l treffen. Die Bildkurve ). des Systems hat einen Doppelpunkt 
in S5' einen dreifachen Punkt in S3; sie ist demnach eine ).5 (Sj. S~). 

Da sie rational ist. besitzt sie noch zwei Doppelpunkte; diese bilden je 
eine e4 ab. welche l zweimal trifft. Ihre Stützpunkte liegen in den beiden 
gemeinschaftlichen Paaren der Involutionen J2 und ]3. welche (R2) und 
(R3

) auf l einschneiden. 
Zwei Bildkurven ;'5 haben 52 - 32 - 22• also 12. Punkte R gemein; 

das System A liegt somit auf einer Fläche 12en Grades. AI~. mit Doppel~ 
kurve a5

• dreifacher Kurve a3 und zwei Doppelkurven e4
• Da ihr Schnitt 

mit d aus ;'5 und d besteht. ist d eine siebenfache Gerade. 

4. Die Kurven e\ welche d in einem Punkte D treffen. bilden somit 
eine Fläche iJ? 

Jede Ebene durch d enthält zwei sich in D treffende Geraden r2. r3. 
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welche den sich in D berührenden Flächen R2, R3 angehören. Hierau5 
erhellt dass jeder R2 eine R3 , jeder R3 hingegen zwei R2 sind zugeordnet. 
Die Fläche ,17 ist das Erzeugniss dieser Verwandtschaft; demnach ist 03 

Doppelkurve, aS einfache Kurve auf .:'17. Die Bildkurve der auf ,17 liegen
den ei ist eine 03 (S~, Ss); also ist d eine vierfache Gerade. 

Zwei Kurven <5 3 haben 4 Punkte R gemein; durch je zwei Punkte D 
der Geraden d gehen somit vier Kurven ei. 

In einer Ebene .:p durch Derzeugen die durch (R2) und (R3
) bestimmten 

Büschel (c2) und (c3) eine Kurve .:p7, mit 3 Doppelpunkten auf 03. Diese 
Kurve hat mit einer c2 3 Punkte einer ei und 6 Punkte auf 03, somit 
5 Punkte in D gemein. 

Demnach ist Dein füntfacher Punkt der Fläche ,17. 

5. Die Flächen L112 und (r)8 haben, ausser den vielfachen Linien 
d (72), 03 (3 X 3), 05 (2 X 5), 28 Geraden r gemein, von denen 8 die Gerade 
I treffen (§ 2). Den übrigen 20 Geraden entsprechen 20 Kurven e3 , welche 
sich auf I stützen; demnach bilden die Kurven e3 eine Pläche ~20. 

Die Flächen R~ und m, welche durch ra (S3 Ss) gehen, erzeugen noch 
eine eg, welche 1'0 in einem Punkte Ra trifft. Die Fläche R5 schneidet aS, 

ausserhalb d, in 6 Punkten R, enthält somit ausser {ro' e~) noch 5 Figuren 
(r, e3

); diese werden in Ss abgebildet. Daher ist Ss ein 5-facher Punkt 
der Bildkurve a des Systems ~ . Analog ergibt sich, dass S3 ein 4-facher 
Punkt ist. Beachtet man, dass S3SS noch den Punkt Ro enthält, so erhellt, 
dass jene Bildkurve eine 010 (S~, S~) is!. 

Die Kurven 010 (S~, S~) und },S (S~, SD bestimmen 28 Punkte R; ihnen 
entsprechen 8 e3, welche I nicht treffen; es ergibt sich somit wiederum, 
dass ~ eine Fläche 20en Grades ist. Auf ihr ist 03 vierfache, aS fünffache 
Kurve, d eine zehnfache Gerade. 

6. Betrachten wir das System cf> der Kurven e4
, welche eine vorge

gebene Ebene .:p berühren. 
Auf der kubischen Kurve, welche .:p gemein hat mit der durch S3 ge

legten Fläche R3 , bilden die Flächen R2 ei ne Involution ]1; demnach 
wird .:p berührt durch 6 Kurven ei, welche in S3 ihr Bild haben. Analog 
gibt es 6 ei des Systems, welche in Ss abgebildet werden. 

Demnach ist die Bildkurve eine .:p12 (S~, S~). Sie trifft eine ;'S (S~, S~) in 
30 Punkten R. Der Ort der .:p berührenden ei ist somit eine Pläche 
<]>30, mit 6-fachen Kurven 03, 05 und 18-facher Geraden d. 

Zwei Kurven .:p12 haben 72 Punk te R gemein; zwei Ebenen werden 
somit durch 72 ei berührt. 

7. Eine Ebene .:p durch die Gerade I schneidet die Fläche AI2 noch 
in einer Kurve elften Grades; diese trifft I in den Stützpunkten der beiden 
ei, welche 1 zweimal schneiden, somit in 7 Punkten , wo .:p von Kurven 
ei berührt wird. Der Ort der Berührungspunkte von .:p mit Kurven ei 
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ist daher eine Kurve .:p7. Sie hat auf d einen 5~fachen Punkt (§ 4). 
demnach das Geschlecht 5. Weil die Bildkurve 4J12 somit ebenfalls das 
Geschlecht 5 hat. gibt es auf ihr. ausser den beiden 6~fachen Punkten. 
20 singuläre Punk te. Sei x die Anzahl ihrer Doppelpunkte. y die Anzahl 
ihrer Spitzen. also x + y = 20. demnach 72 - 2 x - 3 y ihre Klasse, so 
ist 60 - 2 x - 3 y die Anzahl ihrer Tangenten. welche nach S3 zielen. 

Diese Tangenten entsprechen offenbar den 3 Flächen R2. welche 4J 
berühren und den 5 R2. welche durch die Schnittpunkte von 4J und a5 

gehen I). Also ist 2 x + 3y = 52 und x = 8. y = 12. Hieraus erhellt. 
dass eine Ebene durch 12 Kurven e4 osculiert und durch 8 Kurven e4 

in je zwei Punkten berührt wird. 

8. Ein Büschel (/1 3) von kubischen Flächen. dessen Basis aus den 
windschiefen Geraden c. d und der Raumkurve a7 besteht. erzeugt mit 
einem Büschel (fP) von quadratischen Flächen. dessen Basis aus c. d und 
deren Transversalen {. 9 besteht. ei ne Kongruenz von rationalen Raum~ 
kurven e\ welche c und d je dreimal treffen. 

Ein fJ2 trifft a7 ausserhalb c und d in 6 Punkten : demnach stützt 
eine e4 sich sechsmal auf a7

; die Geraden fund 9 schneidet sie je in 
einem Punkte. 

9. Es sei 0 eine feste. durch d gelegte. Ebene; sie trifft c in einem 
Punkte C. a7• ausserhalb d. in den Punk ten AI. A 2• A3' Der Büschel 
(a 3

) bestimmt in ä den Büschel (a 2). mit Basispunkten Ak und C; der 
Büschel (lP) erzeugt den Stralenbüschel (b) U ' " C. Jede a 2 hat mit jedem 
Stral b einen Punkt E gemein; dieser Punkt soli als Bild der ei 
betrachtet werden. welcher von den entsprechenden Flächen a3 und 
/32 erzeugt wird. 

Die singulären Punkte Ak sind Bilder von je 00 I Kurven; diese liegen 
auf der durch Ak gelegten Fläche fJk' 

Auch der singuläre Punkt C bildet 00 I Kurven ab; sie liegen auf der 
Fläche r s. welche das Erzeugniss ist der Büsche1 (a3) und ((P). wenn 
diese derart projektiv auf einander bezagen sind. dass die ihnen ent~ 
sprechenden a2 und b sich in C berühren. Diese Fläche geht je zwei mal 
durch c und d und enthält die drei Geraden Ak C. 

10. Die Kurven e\ welche eine Gerade I treffen, bilden eine Pläche 
A und werden abgebildet auf die Punkte E einer Kurve },. Diese geht 
zweimal durch jeden Punkt A und fünfmal durch C. ist daher eine }.7. 

Als rationale Kurve besitzt sie noch zwei Doppelpunkte; diese sind die 
Bilder der beiden e\ welche I je zweimal treffen. Die Stützpunkte dieser 
Kurven bilden die gemeinschaftlichen Paare der Involutiönen. welche (a 3) 

und (rF) auf I bestimmen. 

I) Ich verdanke diese Bemerkung Herrn Dr. G. SCHAAKE. 
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Zwei Kurven .F (3 A2, CS) haben 72-3 X 22-52, also 12, Punkte E 
gemein. Es gibt daher 12 Kurven e\ welche zwei beliebig gewählte 
Geraden treffen. 

Die Kurven ei, welche 1 schneiden, liegen auf einer Pläche AI2, mit 
Doppelkurve a7, fünffachen Geraden c, d, zwei Doppelkurven ei und 
dreifachen Geraden {. g; letzteres erhellt hieraus, dass die ei, welche f 
in einem Punkte F treffen, auf der durch P gelegten a3 liegen. 

11. Jede Transversale r von c, d und a7 wird durch eine Kurve e3 zu 
einer Kongruenzkurve ergänzt. Die Geraden r bilden eine Regelfläche 
(r)6, mit dreifachen Leitlinien c, d. 

Die Flächen (r)6 und AI2 haben, ausserhalb c, d und a7
, 6XI2-2X3X5-

-2X7. also 28, Geraden r gemein. Da von diesen nur 6 sich auf 1 
stützen, wird 1 von 22 ergänzenden Kurven e3 getroffen. Demnach ist 
der Ort der Kurven e3 eine Fläche I 22. 

Eine a3 enthält 5 Geraden r; diese bestimmen je eine fP; eine fP 
trifft, auf a7 , 6 Geraden r. Vermittelst der Geraden r ergibt sich demnach 
eine Verwandtschaft (5. 6) zwischen (a 3) und (/12); das Erzeugniss dieser 
(5. 6) ist eine Figur 28eo Grades, welche offenbar aus (r)6 und I 22 besteht. 

Von den 6 Figuren (r. ( 3
), welche auf der durch Al gelegten fJi liegen, 

werden 5 in AI abgebildet; die sechste enthält die Geraden AI C und 
die ihr entsprechende e3 wird in einen Punkt von AI Cabgebildet. 

Die Kurven e3 werden somit auf die Punkte einer Kurve all (3A s, CS) 
abgebildet. 

Diese hat mit .F (3 A2, CS) 7 XII - 3X 2 X 5 - 52, also 22. Punkte 
E gemein; hieraus ergibt sich wiederum der Grad 22 der Pläche I. Ihr 
Schnitt mit b setzt sich zusammen aus der Kurve all und der II~fachen 

Geraden d. Auch c ist II~fach auf I 22 , und a7 ist eine 5~fache Kurve. 
Die Flächen I 22 und AI2 haben, ausser den vielfachen Linien c. d 

und a7 , 28 Kurven e3 gemein; von diesen treffen 22 die Gerade I, indes 
die übrigen 6 den sich auf 1 stützenden Geraden r entsprechen. 

12. Dem Büschel (fJ2) gehören zwei Ebenenpaare an. Jedes dieser Paare 
wird von jeder a 3 in zwei Kegelschnitten getroffen, welche einen auf der 
Kante des Ebenenpaares liegenden Punkt gemein haben und eine zu~ 
sammengesetzte Kongruenzkurve bilden. 

Diese Systeme werden abgebildet auf die Punktreihen der Geraden b. 
welche nach den Punkten (df) und (dg) zielen. Jede dieser beiden Geraden 
enthält zwei Punkte E einer ,F (3 A2, CS); demnach liegen auf einer 
Fläche A vier Figuren (ei. e~). 

13. Betrachten wir das System lJ' der ei, welche eine Ebene '11' be~ 
rühren. Auf dem Kegelschnitt '11'2. den '11' mit der Fläche fJi gemein hat. 
bilden die durch AI gelegten ei eine J1; demnach ist AI ein sechsfacher 
Punkt der Bildkurve von lJ'. Die durch A2A3 gelegte Fläche a 3 trifft '11' 
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in einer 1jJ3; die auf dieser erzeugte ]i hat 8 Doppelpunkte; A2A3 trägt 
somit 8 Bildpunkte E und die 6~fachen Bildpunkte A2' A3' Das Bild 
von IJ' ist daher eine Kurve 1jJ20 (3 A 6, CH). 

Weil 1jJ20 (3 A6. C14) und ),.7 (3 A2. CS) offenbar 20X7-3X6X2-14X5. 
also 34. Punkte E gemein haben, bilden die {/. welche 1jJ berühren. eine 
Fläche IJ'31. mit 6-facher Kurve 0 7, 14-fachen Geraden c, d und 8-fachen 
Geraden {. g. (Die durch einen Punkt von f gelegte a 3 enthält in 1jJ eine 
r. mit 8 Doppelpunkten). 

Weil zwei Kurven 1jJ20 sich in 96 Punk ten E treffen, gibt es 96 
Kurven ei, welche zwei Ebenen berühren. 

14. Eine durch I gelegte Ebene 1jJ trifft A 12 noch in einer Kurve .P I ; 

diese hat mit I die beiden Punktpaare gemein, in welchen die beiden I 
zweimal schneidenden e4 sich auf I stützen; demnach liegen auf I 7 
Punkte in denen 1jJ von Kurven e4 berührt wird. 'Die Pläche IJ' wird 
somit von 1jJ in einer Kurve 1jJ7 berührt. 

Werden die in 1jJ belegenen Büschel (a3) und (fJ2) derart projektiv auf 
einander bezogen, dass entsprechende Kurven sich auf c berühren. so 
erzeugen sie eine Kurve 5en Grades mit 3-fachem Punkte. Somit hat 1jJ7 

zwei dreifache Punkte, ist daher vom Geschlecht 9. Die Bildkurve 
1jJ20 (3 A 6, CH) ist ebenfalls vom Geschlecht 9, hat demnach noch 
t X 19 X 18 - 3 X t X 6 X 5 - t X 14 X 13 - 9, also 26, singuläre 
Punkte. Diesen entsprechen Kurven ei, welche 1jJ osculieren oder zweimal 
berühren. 

Sei x die Anzahl der Doppelpunkte der 1jJ20. demnach 26 - x die 
Anzahl ihrer Spitzen; die Klasse dies er Kurve beträgt dann 20 X 19 -
- 14 X 13 - 3 X 6 X 5 - 2x- 3 (26 - x). also 30 + x. Nach C zielen 
somit x + 2 Tangenten. 

Eine Gerade b. durch C, bestimmt auf 1jJ eine Kurve lP, welche eine 
]4 enthält. Wenn lP die Kurve 0 7 trifft, a~tet ]i aus in ei ne J3 und einen 
festen Punkt; von den 6 auf b liegenden Punkten E, sind dann zwei 
zusammen gefallen. wonach b Tangente der 1jJ20 ist. Wenn lP ein Gera~ 
denpaar ist, artet ]i wiederum aus. Somit ist x + 2 = 7 + 3. also x= 8. 

Die Ebene 1jJ wird daher von 8 Kurven ei je zwe~mal berührt und 
von 18 ei osculiert. 



Mathematics. - The lntroduction of Coordinates intc., Projective 
Geometry. By O. BOTTEMA. (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN 
DER WOUDE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29. 1928). 

The construction of Projective Geometry from a system ofaxioms is 
generally concluded by the introduction of coordinates. af ter which it 
appears that the defined geometry is identical with an analytica I geometry, 
a geometry of coordinates. 

Since the investigations of VON STAUDT different methods for this have 
been indicated. They come to this that the points. for the moment those of 
a straight line. are brought into a one-one correspondence with the numbers 
of a system of numbers in which operations exist that satisfy special 
conditions. 

The properties of this system of numbers depend on the phase to which 
we suppose projective geometry to have been developed. 

If we have introduced a complete system ofaxioms. such as are necessary 
for the construction of the "ordinary" projective geometry. the system of 
numbers will have all the properties of the system of the real numbers or 
of that of the real and the complex numbers. 

For the geometry in the wider sense which we get through only 
postulating axioms of Verknüp[ung but which for the rest is completely 
developed in the sense that the [undamental theorem holds good - the 
projective correspondence of two lines to each other is defined by thrce 
conjugated pairs of points - the corresponding system of numbers wiH 
lack all properties of order and continuity the same as the defined geometry. 
The operations addition and multiplication will satisfy the usual require
ments. The system of nu mb ers need not be identical with th at of the real 
numbers but it can coi:t;lcide e.g. with the set of the rational or the algebraic 
numbers. or it can consist of a finite number of numbers. 

The modern works on projective geometry 1) often follow th is method 
and define the notion of coordinates before axioms of order or continuity 
have been introduced. In this paper too this point of view is taken. 

The ways in which coordinates are introduced. are different. VON 
STAUDT develops an algebra of Wür[e; SCHUR calculates with prospecti
vities, VEBLEN and YOUNG give a more direct algebra of points. 

In .what follows a method of introducing coordinates is sketched that 
rests on operations which are defined for the points of aconic. Accordingly 

1) See e.g. O. VEBLEN and T. W. YOUNG. Projective Geometry. Volume I (1910). 
p. lil sqq. 
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it supposes the definition and the most important properties of the conies to 
be given - in so far as they follow from the assumed axioms, hence with 
the exclusion of those of order or continuity. Por the proofs of these 
properties we can best refer to VEBLEN and YOUNG 1) as there 
only use is made of the axioms of "alignment" and "extension" and of the 
fundamental theorem. Of the theorems that are necessary for what follows, 
we mention especially the theorem of PASCAL and the theorems on projec
tivities on conics. 

The method indicated here gives ijn application of the former theorem 
and has, perhaps, the advantage of a certain graphicalness. Before 
developing it we shall first point out a disadvantage. It is entirelydependent 
on the fundamental theorem as the theory of the conies rests on this. 

By other methods we also arrive at the notion of coordinates when we 
omit the fundamental theorem (or the validity of the theorem of PAPPUS, 
which amounts to the same). In this case the system of numbers only lacks 
the commutativity of multiplication. (Non~Pascal geometry.) Such an 
extension, an introduction of coordinates in a still earlier phase of the 
axiomatic development, is therefore excluded here. 

We choose a conic K. Por the points of K we shall define a few operations. 

We choose two different points on K that we call resp. 00 and 0 and at 00 

we draw the tangent S to K . By the sum a + b of two points a and b of K 
we understand the point K that we get by the following construction. Join 
a b, cut the join by S and join the point of intersection to O. We call 
the second point of intersection of K and this join a + b (Pig. 1). 

If by the join of a point of K and itself we understand the tangent, the 
operation is possible and one~valued for all pairs of points of K ex cept for 

the pair that consists of two points coinciding in 00. 

The addition is commutative: a + b = b + a. 
This is at once evident from the construction. 
The addition is associative: (a + b) + c=a + (b + cl. 
Proof. Cf. Pig. 2, where a, b, c, (a + b) and (b + c) are indicated. We 

must prove that the joins of (a + b) and c and of a and (b + c) cut each 
other on S. 

With a view to this consider the hexagon a - b - c - (a + b) -0 -
(b + cl. The side a , b cuts the side (a + b), 0 on S; in the same way 
b, c and 0, (b + c) cut each other on S. According to the theorem of 
PASCAL also the other two opposite sides of the hexagon cut each other on S. 

The addition has further the properties 

a+O=O+a=a 

a + 00 = 00 + a = 00 (a * (0). 

The operation is unambiguously reversible; there is always one point x 

for which a + x = b, provided a and b do not coincide in 00. We indieate 

1) VEBLEN and YOUNG, l.c. p. 109 sqq. 

70 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXXI. 
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this element by x = b - a and in this way we have defined .. subtraction". 
As a special case to any point there corresponds an opposite. 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Joins of opposite points all pass through the point of intersection (A) of 
the tangents at 00 and 0 (Fig. 3). 

We shall now give a definition of the product of two points of K. With 
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a view to this we choose another point 1 on K different from 00 and 0 and 
we j oin 0 and 00 (p). 

The construction is about the same as that for addition. Join a b. cut th is 
line and p. join the point of intersection to 1 ; the second point of inter
section of this line and K is the product ab (Fig. 4) . 

The multiplication is possible and one-valued for all pairs of points with 
the exception of the pair O. 00 . 

Fig. 3. 

Fig . i. 

The multiplication is commutative as appears again directly from the 
construction : ab = ba. 

It is also associative: (a b) c = a (b c) . The proof is given just as for 
the addition by the aid of the theorem of PASCAL. The hexagon to be 
considered is here 

a- b-c-a b-l-b c. 
and p is the line of PASCAL. 

70* 
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The multiplication has besides the following properties : 

a . 00 = 00 • a = 00 (a t:- 0) 

a. 0 = 0 . a = 0 (a t:- (0) 

a . 1 = 1 . a = a . 

The multiplication is unambiguously reversible. If at:- 0 and at:- 00, 

there is always one point x so that . 

for which we write x = ~. 
a 

ax=b, 

In this way the operation "division" is defined. The construction for the 
division is indicated in Fig. 5. In order to divide b by a we cut the line b, 1 
by pand join the point of intersection to a. 

F 

Fig. 5. 

This construct ion can also be performed when a coincides with 0 or 00 . 

If the operation of division is extended in this way we have evidently : 

a a 0 00 - = 00 (a t:- 0) and - = 0 (a -=f (0) . The expressions - and - remain 
o 00 0 00 

indefinite. To any point there corresponds one inverse point. JOins of 
inverse points all pass through the point of intersection (B) of pand the 
tangent at 1. Further the point - 1, the opposite of 1, is important. By the 
aid of the theory of poles of the conics it appears that the tangent at - 1 
passes through Band that. accordingly, - 1 is its own inverse. Besides it 
appears that the rays from 1 to 00 , 0 , 1 and - 1 lie harmonieally 50 that 
the points 00, 0, 1 and - 1 farm a harmonica I point quadruplet on K. 

It appears accordingly that the associativity of the operations of addition 
and multiplication defined by us are closely connected with the theorem of 
PASCAL for aconie. It deserves attention that for the rest this theorem does 
not play any special part in the construction of projective geometry. Wherc 
in axiomaties of projective geometry the theorem of PASCAL is mentioned, 
the special theorem of PASCAL is always meant (for a degenerate conie). 
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which, in order to distinguish it from the general theorem, might more 
appropriately be indicated by the theorem of PAPPUS. This latter is very 
important as has already been pointed out: it is closely connected with the 
commutativity of multiplication in the system of numbers of the coordinates. 

When a is a fixed point ( -:;é (0), the correspondence of the points x' to 
the points x defined by the equation 

x'=x+a 

is a projectivity on the conic. This follows immediately from the construction 
for the addition, from the definition of projectivity and from the theorem 
that the points of a conic are projected out of two of them in projective 
pencils of rays. The points x are projected out of a on 5 and back again 
out of 0 on K. 

This projectivity has two double points coinciding in 00 . Inversely it 
follows from the fundamental theorem that a projectivity which has two 
double points coinciding in 00, and where the point 0 is projected in the 
point a, is identical with the projectivity th at is fixed through x' = x + a. 

If now we suppose the two projective point ranges x and x', in which 
0, X, 00 2 are resp. associated to a, x + a, 00 2, both to be projected out of 
a point c of K on pand back again out of 1 on K, there again appear two 
projective point ranges where (see Fig. 6), in connection with the definition 

Fig. 6. 

for multiplication, to 0, cx, 00 2 th ere correspond resp. Cl!, C (x + I!), 00 2 so 
that, seen the rem ark just made, the equation 

C (x + a) = ex + ca 
holds good. 

In other words the defined addition and multiplication have the 
distributive property 1). 

In this way the fundamental properties of our operations have been 

I) 1 owe this simple proof to Prof. VAN DER WOUDE. 
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proved. These operations with points of aconic. accordingly. satisfy thc 
rules th at are valid e.g. for the rea I numbers. But then our aim - the 
introduction of coordinates - is reached. 

For if I is a straight line. its points can always be projectively associated 
to those of K. Three arbitrary points A. B. E of I may be associated to 00, 

o and 1 of K. 
If in the projectivity defined in this way the point P of I corresponds to 

the point p of K. p is called "the coordinate of P in the system of 
coordinates A , B, E." 

We have already seen that through x' = x + a a projectivity is defined. 
The same holds good for x' = a x (a =f 0) (projection out of a on p 

and back again out of 1 on K), and for x' =l (involutory collineation with 
x 

B as pole) . 
Consequently also 

x' ax + b ~ + be - ad 
ex + d e e (ex + d) 

(be- ad=f 0) 

defines a projective correspondence between the points of I. Inversely any 
projectivity on I may be expressed by a broken linear function of thc 
coordinates. For if through such a projectivity the points with coordinates 
a, band care associated to A, B, E, hence to those with coordinates 00,0, 

and 1, according to the fundamental theorem it is identical with the 
projectivity that is defined by the equation 

, (e - a) (x - b) 
x = (e - b) (x - ar 

By the anharmonic ratio of four points (A, B. C, D) of I we shall 
:mderstand the coordinate of D in the system of coordinates A, B, C. From 
the fundamental theorem it follows that the equality of anharmon:ic ratios 
is the necessary and sufficient condition for the projectivity of point 
quadruplets. It is at the same time obvious that the anharmonic ratio of 
four points with coordinates Xl' x2' x3' x4 is equal to 

(X3- XI) (X4- X2) 
(X3 - X2) (X4 - XI)' 

The anharmonic ratio of four harmonical points is equal to - 1 according 
to an above rem ark. 

Now the further development of coordinate geometry proceeds in the 
same way as in the other methods. By the coordinates of a point P in a 
plane relative to the fundamental system A, B, C, E we understand the 
coordinates of the projections Pl and P2 (Fig. 7) in resp. the systems of 
coordinates A CEl and B C E2, where El and E2 are the projections of 
the unit point. 
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The proof of the theorem that a straight line of the plane is represented 
by a linear equation and its inverse, the introduction of homogeneous 

Fig. 7. 

coordinates, the extension to space - it is not necessary to enter into it here. 
We shall make an exception for the derivation of the equation of a conie 

in connection with the fact that this curve has played such a prominent 
part in our introduction of coordinates. Let K be the con ie relative to whieh 
our operations have been defined (any other conie may be projectively 
associated to K). Choose the points 00, A and 0 as fundamental points of 
the ternary system of coordinates and the point 1 of K as unit point (Fig. 8). 
We shall determine the coordinates of a point P of the conie and we 
indieate th is point by t when we consider it as a number out of the system 

~ ____ ~=-~~ ______________________ -=~~A 

Fig. 8. 
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of numbers identical with the points of K. If we choose 0 , oo:is X-axis, 0 , 

A as Y-axis, the x of P is accordingly the coordinate of PIon p in the 
system 00, 0 , El' To obtain this we must associate p to K so that ° and 00 

correspond to themselves and El to 1. We arrive at this correspondence 
through projection of the points of p on K out of the point - 1. PI is then 
projected in Q, whieh point is, accordingly, id~ntieal with the x-coordinate 
in question. As, however, the line A P cuts the conie besides in - t, we 
have - 1 . x = t . - t . 

x=t2 • 

The Y-coordinate of P is the coordinate of P2 relative to A , 0, E 2 • The 
Y-axis must, tberefore, be projectively associated to K so that ° corresponds 
to itself, A to 00 and E 2 to 1. We can obtain this by projecting out of 00 

Then to P2 Pis associated, in other words y = t. 
Hence: on a suitably chosen system of coordinates any conie can be 

represented by the parameter equations 

x=t2 y = t , 

or by the equation y2 = x. Consequently on an arbitrary system of 
coordinates a conie is represented by aquadratic equation. 

We make a few more remarks on the operations defined on the conie K . 
Por addition as weIl as for multiplication the points a and b subject to the 
operation had to be joined and the point of intersection of their join and a 
straight line (s, resp. p) had to be determined after which there followed 
projection out of a centre on K (0, resp. 1) . For the addition the straight 
line was a tangent (00), for the multiplieation a chord (00, 0). Between 
the operations there exists this relation that the fixed chord of the latter 
operation joins the point of contact of the tangent and the fixed centre 
both used in the former operation. (Of this special position of the two 
figures that define the operations, the distributive property is a 
consequence) . If we choose an arbitrary chord p , q (where p = q is not 
excluded) and an arbitrary centre m, we can evidently relative to these data 
likewise define an operation between two points of K that is also com
mutative and associative (Fig. 9). 

However it is easily seen that this can be derived from addition and 
multiplieation (resp. the inverse operations). For if we represent the result 

of the operation applied to a and b by a-[b, if a is considered fixed and b 
variabie, the correspondence 

bi =;-n; 
is projective wh ere pand q are invariant and m is transformed into a. But 
this transformation is obtained by the equation 

aTb = ab (p + q) - 8 b m + p q m - p q (8 + b) • 
ab - (a + b) m + (p + q) m - p q 
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where a, bare interchangeable with p, q, as might be expected. The special 
cases addition and multiplication appear when p = q = 00 , m = 0, 

Fig . 9. 

resp. p= 00, q=o, m=l. 
If we suppose p = q = 0 , m = 00 , we find the operation 

- - ab 
a I b=-- --

a+b 
1 1 1 

or a-I b =.;;+t' 
hence the "harmonie addition". It uses the tangent at 0 and as centre the 
point 00. Consequently this operation is not only commutative and 
associative, but also distributive with the multiplieation. 

In the equation derived for a lb we can also consider p, q, a and b as 
fixed and consider the equation as one that associates a new point to m by 
joining m to a fixed point, the intersection of p, q and a, b. 

In this case the transformation gets the form 

, (pq - ab) x + ab (p + q) - pq (a + b) x = -=---':--:---'-:"~-'--,------'-'--~,.------"-'------':-"--'--
I (p + q) - (a + b) I x + ab - pq 

It is obviously the general involutory projectivity between the points of 
the conie. The general projectivity arises by means of a curve of the second 
class that touches K twiee. 



Geology. - Synclinal Dil and unsaturated strata. By J. VERSLUYS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 22, 1928). 

Petroleum and natural gas have, as a rule, the tendency to accumulate 
in the coarser strata, and in particular in the structurally highest parts of 
these strata. This was observed as far back as 1855 by OLDHAM, who 
found in a field in British India that wherever possible the oil accumulates 
on the anticlines. Others soon found an explanation for this phenomenon 
in the lower specific gravity of gas and oil as compared with that of water. 

That oil and gas are mostly found in the coarser strata is to be attributed 
to the fact that these strata are least reduced in volume by compaction and 
that they form the drainage channels of the formations. The finer~grained 
strata, in which presumably oil and gas chiefly arise, are compressed by 
the burden of the overlying sediments and by orogenetic processes, the 
liquid (water with a little oil) and gas contained therein being forced out. 
Probably this is in the beginning only caused by compaction but as soon as 
so much gas has been generated as to be no more completely absorbed by 
oil and water, liquid and gas wiII also he expelled from the fin er grained 
strata without further compaction. The liquid and gas then seek their way 
through the coarser layers, where resistance is least. Since most sediments, 
both coarse and fine grained, are composed of minerals which are more 
easily wetted by water than by oil the lat ter, once it has entered a coarser 
layer, wil! not readily pass out again into a finer grained layer for the 
area of the interface of the solid particles and water would have to decreas~ 
and the area of the interface of solid particles and oil would have to 
increase, which would require some work. 

The same applies to gas. Thus the accumulation of oil and gas in the 
coarser layers - in which they have not originated - may be aresult 
of compression and of the difference in interfacial tension with respect to 
the minerals of the sediments. The water pressed out of the finer grained 
strata by compression finds its way through the coarser layers, thereby 
easily entraining oil and gas. It will then leave the coarser strata again, 
principally in the anticlines, and find its way vertically through the finer 
layers, leaving the oil and gas behind because these as it has been stated 
heretofore, do not easily go over from a coarse to a fine grained layer, 
on account of the interfacial tension. In this manner the occurrence of oil 
and gas accumulations on anticlines can be partly accounted for without 
the aid of the difference in specific gravity. Af ter anticlinal accumulation 
has taken place to a certain extension, however, no water can escape at the 
crest and further accumulation is only due to the difference in· specific 
gravity. 
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Apart from the deviations from the anticlinal theory which agree with 
the above. th ere are also cases of deviations which appear to be 
contradietory to the generally accepted theory that the difference in 
specifie gravity causes accumulation in the structurally highest parts. This 
is the not in frequent occurrence of oil in synclines. It has been supposed. 
however. that this could be made to agree with the theory that accumulation 
is a result of the difference in specifie gravity. by assuming the strata with 
synclinal oil accumulations as being "unsaturated". By this it is meant 
th at these strata with synclinal oil contain little or no water. so that the 
oil. instead of floating on the water in the structurally highest parts. pre~ 
cipitates in the dry strata down to the lowest parts. thereby forming 
accumulations in the synclines. 

It seemed highly improbable to the author that at a great depth strata 
should occur the pores of which are not WIed with a liquid or gas under high 
pressure. and as many data as could be obtained from literature on the 
subject were coUected. "Unsaturated" has a very elastic meaning. but a 
careful study showed that many writers do, indeed. believe that it is possible 
for strata originally not saturated with water to be buried by younger layers 
and be ultimately found at a great depth still in the dry state. It has been 
presupposed that deposits like f.i. the sand dunes along the coast of Holland 
may in course of geologie time become deepseated unsaturated layers. Th~ 
unsaturated state of these strata is called "connate dryness" by some authors. 
Thus advocates of the unsaturated strata theory assume that these layers 
may bear oil in the synclinal parts and air under a small (atmospherie?) 
pressure in the structurally higher parts. Nevertheless in literature mention is 
repeatedly made of' the occurrence of gas in these layers, and also of the 
rising of synclinal oil in wel1s. The supposedly unsaturated strata, therefore 
in addition to bearing the oil which lies on the synclines, must contain gas 
under pressure. 

The author's attention was drawn to a description of syndinal accumu~ 
lations in a treatise by Homer H. CHARLES of the Oklahoma Natural Gas 
Corporation, Tulsa (OkI.), The author corresponded with this geologist, 
who .mo~t courteously furnished him with all the particulars asked for. It 
appears that the structurally higher parts of the strata bearing oil in the 
synclines near Altoona (Kansas ) contain gas under a pressure which does 
not differ much from the hydrostatie pressure which would prevail at the 
respective depth. 

Whilst the anticlinal occurrence of gas and oil may be represented by 
figs 1 and 2, according whether free gas is present or not, the synclinal 
occurrence of oil will be represented in the same way by Eigs. 3 and 4. 
In synclinal oil accumulations the gas cap is greater and the water 
is restricted to the syncline, or is entirely absent. 

Moreover it occurs that coarser layers. both on the anticline and on the 
syncline. contain gas exclusively. In such a case in fig. 4 the oil would 
have to be replaced by gas. 
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There is, therefore, a transition from anticlinal oil accumulations without 
gas caps, through those with gas caps, to the synclinal accumulations, next 
to which are the folded strata which bear nothing but gas. 

In addition to gas, oil and water bearing layers, there are also layers 

R. 

1/<:: ::) Cos. 
_ Olie. 
~ Jrá4r. 

Olie = Oil 

which bear only gas and water, whilst, furthermore , th ere are layers in 
which the am ou nt of oil separating the water from the gas is of the minutest 
quantity. Thus in the conditions represented by figs . 1-4 the amount of 
oil may be very sm all or entirely absent. A question is whether these 
conditions are permanent. 

The natural gas, which consists mainly of methane, is soluble in petroleum 
and in water, much more in the former than in the latter. 

If the quantities of oil and gas do not change, a variation of the pressure 
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will cause a change in the volume of the gas, for if the pressure increases, 
more gas will dissolve in the liquids, and the volume of the not dissolved 
gas will be reduced by compression. 

It is therefore conceivable that if more discordant sediments are deposited 
the pressure in the deep-seated oil and gas accumulations will increase, and 
the gas will be compressed. Consequently the gas caps will become smaller, 
so that the water in the syncline and the slopes will occupy a greater part 
of the layer. In the case of an oil-bearing layer coming nearer to the surface 
(through erosion) the gas cap might become larger and a smaller part of the 
layer on the syncline be occupied by water. This effect is partly counter
balanced by the changes of temperature according to the changes of depth, 
which also would influence the volume occupied by the gas cap. So the 
influence of sedimentation and erosion is probably of little importance There 
are, however, two other grounds for assuming that as a rule the condition in 
which oil and gas exist is subject to change. 

If a gas cap has a considerable height the pressure of the gas will not 
everywhere balance that of the water in the adjacent finer-grained layers. H, 
for instance, there is an equilibrium at A in fig . 3, then at B there will be an 
excess of gaspressure and the interfacial tension will not always be able 
to prevent the gas !rom entering the finer grained layers also. Therefore 
it is not at all certain that gas-hearing layers or oil-bearing layers with 
a gas cap indeed form a condition which is geologically stationary. 

Natural gas is found in very recent deposits, among other places in 
Holland, Suriname and the Mississippi delta , where it is to be supposed 
to have originated direct, and is still being developed, !rom the organic 
matter enclosed in the respective deposits. This process mayalso continue 
in older deposits. Some geologists now believe that in the course of time 
oil is converted, thereby giving gas. But the gas, coexisting with the oil, as 
a mIe is principally methane and consequently by the generation of gas 
from the oil , the remaining oil would contain less hydrogen. So it is more 
probable, that gas is still formed in the finer grained strata and enters the 
coarser beds. In this manner the gas of the oil and gas deposits would in 
time increase in quantity. As remarked above, after a gas deposit or a ga') 
cap over anoil deposit has reached a certain height, gas will be lost again 
in another way. 

In support of the theory of the development of gas near or in already 
existing oil deposits is the fact that here and there the so-called reservoir 
pressure of the oil and gas deposits may be hundreds of pounds higher than 
the hydrostatic pressure which should prevail at that depth , without this 
pressure being accounted for by the proximity of mountains. 

It is, therefore , to be assumed on the one hand that in the anticline the 
gas gradually disappears !rom the coarser layers in which it is enclosed, 
but that on the other hand it continues to develop so long as oil and other 
organic matters are present. Where there is a considerable gas cap or the oil 
lies in the syncline, the latter process predominates. 
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Apart from the gas which is found in the coarser layers, and which the 
American geologists term "reservoir gas", in many cases also shales contain 
gas. This is called "shale gas" and occurs, for instance, in black shales 
near the synclinal oil deposits close to Altoona, Kansas (according to 
a map the author received from Mr. H. H. CHARLES). Therefore there 
is every reason to suppose that here gas is still being developed. Either it is 
still formed from the organic components of the black shales, or it continues 
to develop from the oil which it has already pushed into the syncline. The 
former of these possibilities is the most acceptable. 

According to the above the syclinal accumulations of petroleum show 
only a gradual difference from the oil deposits with gas cap, and the 
supposedly unsaturated strata are layers containing natural gas under 
a pressure governed by the same laws as those of the oil~bearing layers. 

An extensive treatise dealing with the literature on the subject will be 
published elsewhere. 

A word of thanks is due to Mr. HOMER H. CHARLES of Tulsa, to whom 
thè author is much obliged for the information with which he was so 
kindly furnished. 



Physics. - Penetrating radiation. 11. By J. CLAY. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 22. 1928', 

For the determination of the intensity of the penetrating radiation which 
was reported in these Proceedings Vol. 30.1927, p. 1115, two electro
meters, constructed according to KOlJHÖRSTER by GÛNTHER and 
TEGETMEYER at Brunswick, were used. 

When computing the results. we adopted the values of the capacity as 
given by the firm. At the time we lacked in Bandoeng the opportunity to 
measure this particular small capacity (the given values being 0 51 cm and 
0.61 cm). In order to get a contra I on the value of this capacity. EVE's 
constant was determined with the help of the ionisation due to 1 m.gram 
R.a at 2 m distance. The va lues found were 6.4 X 109 I (ions cm-1 

gr-1 sec-1 ) and 6.6 X 109 • These values were rather large, but the 
agreement got with the two apparatuses, made one trust the given capacity. 

On a visit at Brunswick the value of the capacity was again 
determined; it then appeared that the method applied viz. with a 
condensator to HARMS. was not at all sufficiently accurate for the 
determination of these sm all capacities. 

Through the kind permission of Dr. HOLST, director of the physical 
laboratory of the Philips' Works, I was allowed to make a capacity 
measurement in his laboratory with · the apparatus especially built by 
Dr. v. D. POLL and Ir. GROENEVELD, for accurate measurement of small 
capacities. The method was founded on the adjusting of two circuits; the 
frequency of one of them was kept constant, while the frequency of the 
other, which held the capacity of the apparatus, was brought by means of 
a standard. parallel mounted condensator to such a value, that the difference 
in frequency of this one with the first was equal to another constant 
frequency. Afterdisconnecting the capacity of the electrometer, the parallel 
capacity was varied, so that again the result was the same difference in 
frequency. 

By this determination it appeared that an accuracy of 0.001 cm could be 
attained. As the electric system of the electrometer is mounted insulated 

. in the middle of the ionisationchamber, the capacity is found by measuring 
the difference which arises when the charging connection first is brought 
into contact with the system and then is taken away by turning. The 
position which was adopted as the most accurate value, was the one in 
which the capacity of the charging connection did not change anymore by 
turning it further. In th is position we may assume that the capacitive 
working of the system is no long er influenced by the charging~connection. 
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With three independent observations the va lues 0.287, 0.288 and 
0.289 cm were obtained. An entirely different measurement was carried 
through at the Reichsanstalt in BerIin with the aid of Dr. ZICKNER and 
Dr. KOLHÖRSTER. There the capacity was measured with the help of a 
bridge with an alternating current of high frequency and telephone. The 
result of this measurement was 0.297 cm. The accuracy amounted to 
about 2 %. From now we adopted 0.288 as value of the capacity. Probably 
also other investigators, who used KOLHÖRSTER's electrometer and who 
had no opportunity to make accurate capacity measurements will also have 
found some uncertainty in the absolute value of the measûred intensities. 
From this may be partly explained the difference of the values found. 

The capacity of the electrometer B, which remained in Bandoeng, was 
after our return determined by comparing it with A, while both were 
mounted at a distance of 2 m from 1 m.gr. radium. In this way the 
capacity of B was found to be 0.315 cm, so that important corrections had 
to be applied to the absolute va lues of the intensities published in a previous 
paper. The va lues of A have to be multiplied with 0.57 and those of B with 
0.50. After a series of measurements during a few weeks at Leyden, 
instrument A was filled there with argon from the Philips' Works, the 
latter having been kept there for about ten years and being of a sufficient 
purity. 

It was · proved before that the apparatus showed no leakage when an 
overpressure of 20 cm mercury was applied. 

The proportion of the ionisation va lues with argon and with air was 
determined from some series of measurements and appeared to be at Leyden 
without armour 1.15 and with an armour of 8 cm iron 1.06. The same 
proportion was for a second time determined in Bandoeng in July and under 
the influence of Ra~radiation th ere was successively found 1.18 with 
armour and 1.17 without armour. 

For the mean value of the ionisation proportion filled with argon and 
with air, we obtained in this way 1.15. Supposing that the ionisation is 
simply dependent on the number of electrons per unit of volume, we could 
expect to find for this proportion the number 1.14:. 

A calibration of the electrometer A with a quantity Ra of 9.17 m.gr. 
Ra~element of the physical laboratory at Leyden gave for the EVE'S 
constant a value of 3.81 X 109 J, which therefore proved, that the found 
value of the capacity could now be trusted. After having the instrument in 
an armour ,of 8 cm iron, it appeared that only 3.8 % of the rays penetrated 
into the electrometer. From now the measurements we re made with this 
armour in order to exclude the radio~activity of the surroundings. 

It was stated in a former communication that it was impossible to obtam 
areliabie value of the residual ionisation of the electrometer in the Stasz~ 
fürter saltmines. So it was of great importance to determine it in another 
way. To do this there was in Bandoeng an opportunity viz. to bring the 
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electrometer in a deserted tunnel of some waterpowerworks, where we could 
mount the instruments under a layer of 84 . m rock. In the middle of the 
tunnel which was 124 m long, was a niche, in which we could place the 
electrometers. The electrometers were alternately armoured for an hour in 
iron, then left unprotected and finally an observation was made, in which 
the electrometer A was kept in armour for 16 hours. In the armour we 
found the mean value during several single hours to be 1.63 J with a 
deviation of 0.07 J, while for the value during those 16 hours we found 
1.63 also. Out of the armour the ionisation was 4.01 J. As 3.8 % of the 
radioactive rays penetrates the armour, 1.52 could be considered as residual 
ionisation, and for the radioactive rays 2.49 J. With the instrument B. 1.69 J 
was found as residual ionisation with a radioactive radiation of 2.43 J. 

From these results it appeared, that the value of the residual ionisation 
was very much lower than the previous one, which was obtained with an 
armour of 48 cm lead, the latter being 1.96 J. 

With a view to the obtained results a new series of absorption-determin
ations were performed in order to determine a more accurate value for the 
absorptioncoefficient of lead. The electrometer was put into the iron-armour 
of which the absorption corresponds to that of 6.5 cm lead, (when we 
suppose the absorption to depend on the number of electrons per cm3 only). 

The following va lues were obtained 

cm. lead A B 

° 1.01 0,99 

6,5 0,70 

11.0 0,63 0,62 

15,5 0,59 

22,5 0,54 0,52 

28,5 0,46 

34,7 0,42 

All these va lues we re obtained from the mean of the measurements during 
at least two days and with an observation-time between 6 and 8 hours. 

While at present for the above mentioned radiation the va lues 1.01 I 
from A and 0.99 J from Bare found, the corresponding values obtained in 
March 1927 were respectively 1.16 J from A and 1.12 J from B. The latter 
values have been computed both with the corrected value of the capacity 
and the corrected value of the residual ionisation. 

The side armouring of the instrument however was somewhat higher now 
than in March 1927. Therefore no conclusions can be drawn from this 

71 
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difference. The only thing that is apparent is that the electrometers during 
this period of more than a year didn 't change appreciably. 

An important question, which has to be solved first, is whether the 
radiation is homogenous or composite. 

According to the theory of COMPTON and others on the scattering of the 
Röntgen- and gamma-rays, the primary rays on the earth wil! certainly 
cause a secondary radiation of less penetration and of smaller absorption
coefficient. Assuming that this secondary radiation, that is ca lied by 
STEINKE 1) "Umgebungsstrahlung" is completely absorbed by 11 cm lead, 
and that the primary radiation is homogeneous, we may write 

11 = 10 e-P. dl and 12 = 10 e-P. d2 

if we take dl at least 11 cm. 

Then y=ZOgt=t-t (d2 - dd· 
Prom our observations appears, that this is approximately correct. In 

fig. 1, we took dl = 11 cm. Our observed values for d2 > dl lay nearly on 
a straight Hne, for which we find t-t = 0.17 per cm lead. This corresponds to 
a wave length 2) 

;. = :0 = 0,00028 A.E. = 0,28 X. 

At the same time we can now determine the value of the intensity which 
we ought to find for the primary radiation when not absorbed by lead. 
When the straight line in the figure is extrapolated till d2 = 0 we find 
0.76 1 while for d2 = 6.5 cm lead we obtain 0.68 I. The observed values are 
1.01 1 and 0.70 1 respectively. Prom this it appears that 0.25 1 is caused by 
the secondary radiation or "Umgebungsstrahlung". Prom EINSTEIN's 

c 
equation h y= eV and from the wavelength determined before, we may 

compute which are, the transformations of energy that may cause a 
radiation of the same wave-length. In this formula h is PLANCK'S universa I 
constant, c is the lightvelocity, e the elementary charge of the electron and 
finally , V the potential difference which the electron needs to acquire this 
energy. The question arises, which are the physical causes corresponding 
to those transformations. In the first place we think of the destruction of 
the atoms, as occurs in the radioactive processes. These quantities however 
are too smal!. In the second place there is the formation of atoms from 
protons and electrons, a.o. the formation of helium from hydrogen. Ouring 
this process a destruction of ma ss occurs, the amount of which is very weil 

I) E. STEINKE. Neue Untersuchungen über die durchdringende Hess'sche Strahlung. Z. f. 
Physik, Bd. 48, p. 655 en 656. 

2) These Proc. Vol. 30, 1927, p. 1123. 
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known nowadays from ASTON'S determination of the atomic~weights. 

When we put the mass of an atom of oxygen equal to 16, that of one atom 
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Fig. I. 

of hydrogen is 1.00778 while four atoms have a mass of 4.0311. The mass 
of an atom of helium is 4.00216. The rea 1 mass of an atom of hydrogen is 
1.6 X 10-24 gr. Therefore the 1055 of mass by the formation of one helium~ 
atom is equal to 0.0290 . 1.6 . 10-24 gr. According to the theory of relativity 
this 10ss of mass corresponds to a 1055 of energy dE = c2dm. 

or 

If this is transformed into radiation, then we have 

c 
dE= hV=h I =c2dm. 

h 
l=-d c m 

6,6. 10-27 - 5 10-12 
3 . 1010 • 0,0290 . 1.6 . 10-24 -. cm. 

The corresponding coefficient of absorption is 0.03. This value is of the 
same order as the observed one. It is apparent that also other formation~ 
processes may cause this radiation. MILLIKAN and CAMERON 1) who from 
their measurement of the absorption in water conc1ude that the radiation 

1) R. A. MILLIKAN and G. H. CAMERON. Scientific American. Aug. 1928, p. 136. 
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consists of th ree different components with va lues of the absorption 
coefficients, resp. 0.028 , 0.0064 and 0.0032, finally arrived at the conclusion 
that probably there are three different causes of radiation, which in some 
way are related to the formation of helium, oxygen and silicium from 
hydrogen. 

A very remarkable fact is, that the third source of energy which is amply 
discussed by the astronomers, viz. the destruction of protons, corresponds 
to a wave-leng th which is considerably smaller than the one found up till 
now, viz . 0.014 X with a coefficient of absorption in lead amounting to 
0.00084. Untill now no radiation of this absorption has been observed. 
Moreover, as MILLIKAN remarks, if this radiation really exists, its intensity 
cannot be large as the value of the residual ionisation only leaves a small 
value for the ionisation, which may be ascribed to this radiation. 

The important question remains to be solved however, wh ere this 
radiation comes from. KOLHÖRSTER and BÜTTNER have advocated the 
opinion, that the radiation should originate in the Milky way. If it is true, 
that it originates in a definite part of the universe, we should expect a dayly 
variation systematically depending on sidereal time. According to the above 
mentioned investigators this actually did occur. Prom observations made in 
Bandoeng in May 1927, I qualified in my previous communication this 
opinion as being improbable 1). The investigations of MILLIKAN and 
CAMERON 2) near lake Miguilla in Bolivia, of E. STEINKE 3) in Davos and 
of HOFFMANN and LINDHOLM 4) in Muottos Muraigl lead to the same 
negative conclusion. I think it more probable that the radiation originates 
nearer by, perhaps even in the upper layers of our atmosphere. This view is 
for instance .confirmed by the decrease of intensity with decreasing latitude 
of the place of observation. During the voyage from Europe to Java on 
board of S.s. "Prins der Nederlanden" frequent observations were made 
while the instrument was 14 meter above sealevel. The observations were 
made without any armour and with an armour of 8 cm iron. The following 
consecutive values we re obtained (see table following page). 

Prom these data it is apparent that the intensity of the radiation 
decreases towards the equator. In the armour the gamma radiation of Ra 
was reduced to 3.8 %. On board of the steamer this radiation proves to be 
very smalI, as appears from the observations which from time to time were 
made without armour. By the armour, when protected at the bottom and 
at the side by a thick layer of lead, also the secondary penetrating radiation 

I) These Proc. Vol. 30, 1927, p . 1119. 
2) R. A. MILLIKi\N and G. H. Ci\MERON. Nature. Jan. 1928 p. 19. 
3) E. STEINKE. Neue Untersuchungen über die durchdringende Hess'sche Strahlung. 

Z . f.Physik Hd. -t8, p . 655 and 656. 
4) G. HOFFMi\NN und F. LINDHOLM. Registrierbeobachtungen der Hess'schen Ultra

y-Strahlung. Gerlands Beiträge ZUT Geophysik Hd. 20, 1928, p. 12. 
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1.49 

1,25 

0,97 

0,99 

0,82 

0,92 

0,92 

0,86 

0,88 

0,87 

0,85 

0,82 

0,88 

0,99 

1.49 

1,30 

1.25 

1.04 

1.01 protected at the 
bot tom and at the side. 

is for the greater part absorbed, as is seen from the measurement in Ban~ 
doeng. On land the gammaradiation causes a larger ionisation of course, 
while probably the amount of secondary radiation will be larger also. 

If the proportion between primary and secondary radiation may be 
assumed to be the same in Leyden and in Bandoeng, we find the value of 

the primary radiation in Leyden to be 0°·76 . 1.49 J = 1.1 J. This agrees with 
.99 

the data given by STEINKE 1 ) in Konigsberg who also gives a value of 
1.1 J. On the other hand the value of the primary radiation in Bandoeng is 
0.76 J with 0.25 J " Umgebungsstrahlung" (see before) . According to 
MILLIKAN and CAMERON 2) the total amount of radiation at sealevel is 1.4 J, 
while in Bandoeng it is found to be 1.01 J. 

Bandoeng, Nov. 1928. 

I) E. STEINKE. Z . f. Physik Bd. 48, p. 647. 
2) R. A. MILLIKAN and G. H. CAMERON. Nature, Jan. 1928, p. 19. 
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